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1. Need of Semi-high speed train in Indian
Railways
1.1 Competitive requirement
Air Transport is the fastest mode of transport
and growing rapidly in India. Hence, in order to
retain its passengers with Railways, train speed need
to be raised. The high speed routes requires new
dedicated corridors, which is very expensive and
requires huge initial investment. Whereas the semihigh speed routes can be introduced with minimum
modification / alterations to existing tracks.
In budget speech 2014-15, 9 corridors were
identified for raising the speed up to 160-200 Km/h.
It was decided to introduce a new passenger train at
160 Km/h on New Delhi – Agra corridor. All
technical inputs required on this corridor for raising
the increase to 160 Km/h were identified and action
were initiated for provisions of require up-gradation.
1.2 Energy efficient
Semi-High speed trains are economical and
reduces greenhouse gases.
Fuel Equivalent
Mode of
S.No
grams per
Transport
passenger -kilometer
1. Air Transport
51.1
2. Car
29.9
3. Bus
18.3
4. Trains
17.6
5. Semi-high Speed
13.7
Train
1.2 Time saving and Economical
Journey time for air travel involves travel to
airport, away from city centers, check-in time,
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waiting time and luggage collection but Rail journey
requires no check in and luggage collection time.
Hence, semi-high speed trains are comparatively
time saving and economical for journey up to 500
km.
1.3 Enhanced train utility (line capacity)
Presently Mail /express and freight trains are
running at varying speed ranging from 60, 65,
80,100 Km/h for goods train to 110,130 Km/h for
mail / express trains. Running trains at such wide
speed range has adverse effect on mobility.
Introduction of freight train at 100 km/h and semi
high speed at 160 Km/h will increase the line
capacity and ultimate the mobility.
2 Infrastructure requirements for introduction
of 160 Kmph for Passenger rains
2.1 Track structure requirement
2.2.1 Rails: The track shall be to a minimum
standard of 60kg/90 UTS rails.
2.2.2 Sleeper: PSC sleepers with 1660 Sleeper
density.
2.2.3 Ballast cushion: ballast cushion below
sleeper should be 300 mm with at least 150 mm
cleaned cushion.
2.2.4 Formation: well compacted and stable
formation to standard recommended in RDSO report
no. C&M Vol-1.
2.2.5 Turnout: Turnout with curved Thick web
switch with provision of clamp type locking for
ensuring direct holding of closed tongue rail to stock
rail in facing direction on main lines.
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2.2.6
joint.

X-ing: 60 kg CMS crossing with gapless

2.2.7 SEJ: All ordinary SEJ’s shall be replaced
with improved or modified SEJs.
2.2.8 Curves: For speed potential of 160 km/h
following requirements must be fulfilled
 Degree of curve: 1°
 Max permissible Cant: 165 mm
 Minimum Radius: 1750 m
However, feasibility of making the curves fit for 160
km/h need to be checked with respect to alteration
to OHE , alteration to S&T works ( in case of curve
extending in point & crossing zone).
2.2.9 Bridges:
 Approaches and formation shall be stable
and no jerk had been experienced due to formation
settlement. The bridge shall conferred to the
clearance refer to bridges with standard design of
girders, slabs, pipe culverts, pier and abutments etc
issued by RDSO for RBG , RBG & MBG-1987
standard loadings.
 A special watch shall be kept to find out any
resonance tendency on multi-span bridges.
2.2.10 Level crossings:
No LC gate should be present on the route.
All level crossings on route shall be replaced with
grade separators in planned manner.
However, all existing level crossing gates on route
shall fulfill following requirements All LCs are required to be manned
 Provided with telephone and
 Should be Interlocked.
2.3 Locomotive requirements:
SN
Description
1 Max. axle load
2 Max. Traction effort
3 Max breaking force at rail level

 The visibility at level crossing should be as
laid down in IRPWM. All requirements pertaining to
level crossing as laid down in IRPWM/ Rly Board
instructions should be fulfilled to ensure safety at
level crossing. IRPWM Para- 917. Visibility
Requirements for unmanned Level Crossings - For
new unmanned level crossings the visibility
requirements for road users along the track shall be
600 M. with single or double line track. Where this
is not feasible, the distance may be reduced suitably
with the approval of the Chief Engineer provided the
maximum permissible speed is less than 100 kmph
and/or there is only a single track to be crossed on
the level crossing. Visibility of trains for road users
at unmanned level crossing may be assessed, from a
distance of 5 meters from the center of the track.)
 Drainage of level crossing and adjoining
track should be in good condition.
2.2.11 Rail/weld Protection:
 All welds (Good weld also), shall be
protected by joggled fish plates.
 All new welds (Until USFD testing) and
Good welds must be protected by Joggled fish plate
with clamps only.
2.2.12 Run through lines and the platform lines:
Zonal Railway shall strictly observe the
precaution
for
public
announcement
and
Demarcation through a yellow line on the platforms
on run through lines.
2.2.13 Sturdy Fencing along track:
There shall be a provision of through fencing
in entire section and all the vulnerable locations,
prone for cattle crossing/trespassing shall be
attended in first phase.

WAP 5
19.5 ± 2% T
26.3 T
16.3 T

WDP 4
19.5 T
27.52 T
16.3 T
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 Locomotive shall be equipped with Train
protection warning system (TPWS).
 Mobile Train radio communication
(MTRC) shall be commissioned in section to
facilitate communication between loco pilot, guard
and Station Master of adjacent station.
2.3 Signaling Requirements
 Automatic signaling in entire route.
 Track circuiting of complete station yard
from first stop signal to last stop signal.
 Electrical operation of points and mean for
locking both the switches.
 Points and signals should be interlocked by
(PI,RRI or SSI)
 All stations shall be provided with Central
panel arrangement.
 VHF sets shall be provided in the locomotive
& guard van for communication between loco pilot ,
guard and adjacent station master if Mobile Train
radio communication (MTRC) is not commissioned.

 On 27.10.2015, CRS/North Eastern Circle
accorded conditional sanction to the running of first
IR semi-high speed train Gatiman Express.
 On 14.01.2016, Railway board officially
announced regular operation of Gatiman Express
between NZM-AGC.
 The train was inaugurated on 5 April 2016
and completed its maiden journey between Hazrat
Nizamuddin and Agra within 100 minutes.
4 Challenges in Introducing 160 km/h speed for
passenger trains
4.1 PSR removal
There were 29 curves in UP and 18 curves in
DN line having speed potential less than 160 km/h.
Out of 47 curves 35 number of curves made fit for
160 km/h. In the beginning there were 18 PSR on
UP line and 17 PSR on DN line. Till Jan’ 2019 6
PSR from UP line and 8 PSR from DN line have
been removed.

2.4 Traction Requirements

4.1 Provision of Boundary wall at vulnerable
location to prevent tress passing and CRO

 There should not be any crossed type OHE
within the section.
 Cantilevers in the section shall have BFB
steady arm assembly with 25 mm drop bracket.
 The 25 KV OHE shall have swiveling type
cantilever having the tension in the conductor
regulated automatically with a presage.
 There should not be any porcelain section
insulator.

Initially patches of 30 Km rail length were
identified as vulnerable locations where boundary
wall/fencing was provided before starting of
Gatiman exp. Further it was decided to provide
100% sealed corridor to avoid CRO and trespassing.
As on Jan ‘2019, 210 line Km boundary
wall/fencing has been provided out of total scope of
385 Km Between Palwal and Dholpur.

3 Pilot project (Gatiman Express)
New Delhi-Agra route of NR & NCR was
selected as a pilot project for introduction of IR’s
first semi-high speed train at 160 km/h.
The confirmatory Oscillograph car run (COCR)
was conducted on 16.04.2014.

Initially barbed wire and released sleeper fencing
was provided as per scheme mentioned in first row
of following drawing. Later on boundary wall of pre
cast panel and post in the block section and cast in
situ wall were decided to be provided near station
area prone to encroachment.
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Section
AGC - PWL

2013-14
170

2014-15
2014
150

CRO cases
2015-16
214

The CRO cases has gone up. This is because of
closure of slaughter
er houses and also because of

2016-17
206

2017--18
335

2018-19
360*

entrapping of cattle in fencing area. So completely
sealed envelope is required.
required

4.2 Elimination of LC gates
CRS has recommended to eliminate all LC gates
in semi-high-speed
speed corridors and replaced with
grade separators in planned
lanned manner. The work is still
going on at various stages. At many locations the

work is struck up due to: 1) Approach falling in
habitat area and land acquisition is a big issue.
issue
2) The approach
pproach of RUB falling in the vicinity of
canal and water logged area.
area

Balance
Sanction
ROB
Sanction LHS

Action plan to eliminate the LC gate is as under
Eliminated till
date.
Action Plan
Section scope
SN
By
By
LHS ROB
Up to 31.03.20 Up to 31.03.21
31.03
Up to 31.03.22
6 nos. ROB & 4 nos. ROB & 5 nos. ROB & 28
1 PWL-AGC 52
2
0
50 15 35
6 nos. LHS
1 no. LHS
nos. LHS
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4.4 Availability of maintenance corridor:
In spite of provision of maintenance corridor of
120 m in working timetable, rarely the block are
granted in nominated corridor. Only 30% blocks are

given in nominated corridor. The following table
shows the percentage availability of blocks over
AGC division of NCR.

Position of corridor block availability in last 3 years
Year

Block hrs
demanded

Block hrs
granted

Nos.

Hrs

Nos.

2016-17

3873

15492:00

3357

2017-18

3691

13495:00

3355

2018-19
(up to Jan'19)

3044

11016:00

2605

% block granted
w.r.t. Demanded
Hrs
6341:0
0
7242:0
0
4391:0
0

% block
granted in
corridor

Nos.

Hrs

87

41

30

91

53

31

86

40

29

4.5 Corridor for USFD testing on such high speed/density route
Total no of trains (passenger & goods) in
Palwal –Mathura section in up and Dn lines are
around 95 and that in Mathura- Agra section is
around 72 per day. The average time available
between trains to USFD operator is around 15-20
minutes only. The operator is not able to concentrate

on the testing and is always suspicious about his
safety which affect the testing quality adversely. It is
required that The USFD testing should be carried
out during block protection only for which minimum
3 hours block is required.

Frequency for USFD testing of rails in PWL - AGC section is as follows.
Section

GMT

UP
Frequency of USFD GMT
testing as per Manual

AGC-MTJ
MTJ-PWL

72.22
96.79

1.5 Months
1 Months

71.47
91.79

DN
Frequency of USFD testing
as per Manual
1.5 Months
1 Months

4.6 Push trolley inspection

4.7 Fracture detection system

No push trolly /rail dolly movement will be
done in the corridor of Gatiman express and in case
of emergency, it will be worked under block
protection.

Technology based fracture detection system
should be evolved and adopted for accurate and
timely detection. Trial on one such ultra sonic
broken rail detection system is going on Allahabad
division, which can be adopted once it is approved
by the competent authority.
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4.8 Riding quality of track
4.8.1 OMS Result obtained during past 4 months is as follows:
(PWL AGC) Section of North Central Railway
(PWL-AGC)
Month of
UP Line
DN Line
recording
Peak > 0.15 g
Peak > 0.20 g
Peak > 0.15 g
Vertical Lateral Vertical Lateral Vertical Lateral
13
0
1
0
14
1
Oct' 18
16
0
2
0
7
0
Nov' 18
8
0
1
0
12
0
Dec' 18
14
0
1
0
14
0
Jan' 19

Peak > 0.20 g
Vertical Lateral
3
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

4.8.2 Average TGI value of AGC – PWL section

4.8.3

Riding Quality ( C & M vol 1 compliance)
As per the CRS recommendations,
recommendations the track
is to be
maintained to the C&M Vol-1.
Vol But it has
been felt that even with very good quality of running
and TGI value the C & M Vol 1 compliance were
only 60 to 80 %. Mainly it was because of the fact

that the chords which were used for measurement of
parameters in TRC (3.5m and 7.5m) were neither
matching with the wave length of rolling stocks nor
with track machine by which the
th tracks are
maintained.

The critical wavelength of various rolling stock are as follows.
follows
S
N

Rolling Stock

V
E
R
T
I
C
A
L

LHB Coaches

Critical Wavelength of various rolling stock at different speeds
Vertical Mode
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
Kmph
Kmph Kmph Kmph Kmph Kmph Kmph Kmph
18.94
21.04 23.15 25.25 27.36 29.46 31.57 33.67
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
23.15
25.72 25.98 30.86 33.44 36.01 38.58 41.15

WAP-5

19.84

22.05

24.25

26.46

28.66

30.86

33.07

33.27

WAP-7

18.52

20.58

22.63

24.69

26.75

28.81

30.86

32.92
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S
N

Rolling Stock

L
A
T
E
R
A
L

LHB Coaches

Critical Wavelength of various rolling stock at different speeds
Vertical Mode
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
Kmph
Kmph Kmph Kmph Kmph Kmph Kmph Kmph
17.01 18.9 To 20.79 22.68 24.57 26.46 28.34 30.23
To
23.34
To
To
To
To
To
To
21.01
25.68 28.01 30.35 32.68 35.01 37.35

WAP-5

17.86

19.84

21.83

23.81

25.79

27.78

29.76

31.75

WAP-7

19.23

21.37

23.50

25.64

27.78

29.91

32.05

34.19

The chord length of UNIMAT is around 18m and that of CSM is around 14-15m
S
N
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Track Machine

Chord length (m)

08-UNO/DUO
08-32 C/DUO
VPR-02M R/DUO
08-275 UNI-2S
08-275 UNI-3S
08-475 UNI-4S
MP-TAMPER
09-32 CSM
09-3X T-EXP

15
14.7
15.7
15.6
18.4
18.80
16.4
14.8
15.4

The committee of three SAG officers,
constituted Vide Board No.2007/Track-III/TK/7
dated 10.09.2013 considered the RDSO TM-173
report on identification of relevant chord and gave
their recommendations for adoption of the same on

Parameter

Speed

Unevenness

Up to 110 kmph

Unevenness

Above 110 kmph

Alignment

Up to 110 kmph

Alignment

Above 110 kmph

Chord
length
9 meter
18 meter
9 meter
18 meter
9 meter
15 meter
9 meter
15 meter

Indian Railway for measurement of track geometry
parameters.
Following chords are recommended for UN
and AL for speeds bands up to 110 KMPH and
above 110 KMPH for different rolling stocks
(locomotive and coaches):

Rolling stock
ICF Coach, LHB Coach, WDM-3F, WAP-7, WAP-5
WDM-3E, WAP-4, WDM-3A,
WDM-3D
ICF Coach, LHB Coach, WAP-5, WAP-7
ICF Coach, LHB Coach, WDM-3F, WAP-5, WAP-7
WDM-3A, WDM-3E,
WDM-3F
ICF Coach, LHB Coach, WAP-5, WAP-7, WAP-4
7
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Speed Chart of GATIMAN Exp.

5.0 Requirements of track for 100 km/h for high
Axle load
5.1 Track :
Track requirement is same as requirement for
160 km/h speed semi high Speed train.
5.2 Rails: 60 kg/90 UTS
 90 R Rail: 30 km/h caution shall be
imposed
 52 kg/90 UTS: Speed shall be restricted to
60 Km/h
5.3 Bridges :
 Approaches and formation shall be stable
and no jerk had been experienced due to formation
settlement. The bridge shall conferred to the
clearance refer to bridges with standard design of
girders, slabs, pipe culverts, pier and abutments etc.
issued by RDSO for RBG , RBG & MBG-1987
standard loadings. A special watch shall be kept to
find out if there is any resonance tendency on multispan bridges.

 All major, important and arch bridges is to
be inspect thoroughly by PWI, IOW and BRI at
every quarter.

 Rehabilitation of distressed bridges shall
be done before commissioning of high axle load
trains at 100 km/h.
5.4 Locomotive requirement: WAG-9

Axle load: 22 tons

Tractive effort: 510 KN

Max speed : 120 km/h
5.5 WILD: Wheel impact load detectors shall be
installed in adequate number
5.6 Installation of motion weighbridges:
are required to check overloading

These

5.7 Problems associated with high speed high axle
load:
Increased Rail/weld failure: It has been noticed
rate of rail and weld fracture in high axle high speed
route is relatively more.
Glued joint, SEJ and turnout failure: More
frequent failure occurs, Scabbing of Rails, Wheel
burns
8
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Dynamic Track StabiliserAn Indispensible Maintenance Machine for High Speed Routes
Anil Choudhary*

Abstract
For running of high-speed trains over Indian Railways, the track tolerances will be tighter and track will require high
maintenance standard for both safety and ride comfort. Indian railway is having PSC Sleeper with 60 Kg rail and the section is
likely to become heavier in future. Indian Railways is already using Track Machines for maintenance of Track Parameters which
are suitable for such heavy track structure. If we look at the fleet of Track Machines on Indian Railways particularly tamping
machines like 3X- Tamper for plain track tamping and UNIMAT-4S for points and crossing tamping, we can see that we have one
of the best fleets of tamping machines available in world .However, such high-quality machines are not being properly utilised by
us either due to lack of understanding of machine working or due to lack of priority where progress has become more important
than quality. One of the important gap is regarding proper utilisation of Dynamic Track Stabiliser (DTS) at the Tamping site. This
paper is an attempt to highlight the importance of using DTS with tamper invariably, particularly on high speed routes.

1.0 Lateral Ballast Resistance (LBR) of Sleepers
Lateral Ballast resistance is the reaction offered
by the ballast against lateral movement, often
referred as lateral strength. It is Sleeper Ballast
interaction parameter which is influenced by several
factors such as Ballast section, Condition,
Consolidation, Maintenance, Sleeper type and
Condition etc. It becomes fundamental but highly
variable parameter in track stability assurance and is
the focus of working of DTS machine. Lateral
ballast resistance gives it stability against buckling
and indicates the capacity to hold the track
parameters also. If we see the forces acting on
sleepers giving it lateral stability, the forces are
shown below:

stable track, it is important to increase lateral ballast
resistance i.e. to increase the effective friction force
at the Ballast and sleeper interface.
The actual lateral ballast resistance effective in
maintaining track stability and thus track parameters
is Dynamic Lateral Ballast resistance. The dynamic
state refers to following situation.

Fig-2
Under load, though there is a tendency to loose
contact at few locations, the friction resistance
increases. The effective dynamic ballast resistance
(Fdyn) becomes:

Fig-1
Static Ballast resistance is Fstat= Fs+Fb+Fe where
Fs and Fb are basically frictional forces. As is seen,
friction between Ballast and Sleeper bottom and
between Sleeper side face and Ballast are the major
contributor to lateral ballast resistance. To achieve a
* Sr. Professor, IRICEN

Fig-3
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µ is dependent on roughness of sleeper particularly
at bottom and of ballast quality and its consolidated
state. It is thus important to have a consolidated
bed for high lateral stability of track both in static
and dynamic situation.
2.0 Tamping, Stabilisation and their effect on
Lateral Ballast Resistance:
Tamping is required for correction of track
parameters. Tamping is effective in correcting track
parameters only if certain minimum lift (20 mm) is
given. Any lifting creates a gap between Sleeper
bottom and Ballast. Packing of ballast is basically
for supporting corrected track. Packing only gives a
strong base below rail seat, however the gap created
below sleeper bottom and disturbance of compacted
ballast at Ballast and Sleeper interface, reduces
Lateral Ballast resistance. The track becomes prone
to Buckling.
Also, for providing this ballast support, the tamping
tools pushes the ballast under sleeper from area inbetween sleepers, leaving void at those locations.
The position of ballast before and after tamping are
shown below

of max. forces due to Traffic loads i.e. no undue
stress on ballast and thus less crushing.
Consolidation is faster, uniform and more effective.
Also, retentivity of track parameter under train load
is drastically improved. The increase in lateral
ballast resistance making track safe against buckling
has been measured in different Railways including
Indian Railways.
Trial was conducted in JHS Division of Indian
Railways by RDSO (Report NO TM 195), for
estimating the change in lateral ballast resistance
after tamping and the restoration of lost ballast
resistance after DTS working. To estimate the lateral
Ballast resistance of individual sleepers, the rail
fittings of that sleeper and 4 sleepers on either side
were removed, and running rails were lifted so that
the sleeper being tested can slide unobstructed under
running rail. From fixed posts by the side of sleeper,
lateral force through proving ring was applied till
sleeper moved. The force at which incipient
movement started was taken as lateral ballast
resistance. Since no ballast was removed from inbetween sleepers and also from far end, the
resistance measured was total resistance from all
possible sources. The test being conducted are
shown below:

Fig-4
Under train Load vibration, this packed ballast under
sleepers gets loosened in absence of proper
confinement (loose ballast all around). The ballast
though ultimately achieves full consolidation under
train Load and lateral ballast resistance also
increases with traffic, but it is at the cost of uneven
settlement under train load. The result is disturbed
track parameters, more impact forces and faster
deterioration of track.
DTS used behind tamping machine consolidates the
Track immediately after tamping in controlled
manner by embedding the track skeleton into Ballast
be simultaneously retaining the track parameters
achieved by tamping machine, using only about 30%

The support for reaction

Reaction Force measurement
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other Railways where such deterioration is
reported to be 50%.
One round of DTS restored the lost lateral ballast
resistance to 64% of initial value i.e. an increase of
40% over the ballast resistance left after tamping.
Most of the advanced railways has reported 50%
increase over the ballast resistance left after
tamping.

The incipient movement of sleeper

3.0 Implication of consolidation by DTS and
increased Lateral Ballast resistance:

The Lateral Ballast Resistance Reading

Fig-5
The test were conducted on six sleepers for fully
consolidated running track first and then on another
six sleepers after tamping and DTS working
subsequently. The measurement was on unloaded
condition and the Static Lateral Ballast resistance is
tabulated below:
Table-1
Item
Initial LBR
for
consolidated
track
LBR
after
tamping(30
mm General
Lift)
LBR
after
one round of
DTS working

No of
Sleepers
Tested
6

Average
Value

Remark
s

1433 Kgf

-

6

663 Kgf

46% of
Initial
LBR

6

914 Kgf

64% of
initial
LBR

From above table, it can be seen that, after tamping
of a consolidated track Lateral Ballast Resistance
of individual sleeper is reduced to 46% of initial
value. The result matches with the observation in

The increase is lateral ballast resistance by DTS
is primarily due to consolidation of ballast and
complete embedment of track skeleton into ballast
bed. The frictional resistance from compacted bed
becomes high and stability of track increases. The
same implies that before permitting train load, the
track is already well supported and thus further
settlement and deterioration of track parameters is
controlled.
The study reported in M/S Plasser and Theurer
literature has shown that the DTS achieves
consolidation or we can say increase in lateral
ballast resistance equal to 12 mm settlement
achieved under train load. Also the rate of settlement
which is basically rate of deterioration of track
parameters takes altogether a different curve and is
reproduced below (Ref: M/s Plasser and
theurerAA16C):

Fig-6
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A study was conducted in coal line in Natal, South
Africa on retention of track parameters (Cross level)
achieved by tamping machine when was followed by
DTS and is produced below.

After tamping (without DTS), the increase in lateral
ballast with traffic was estimated by measuring
lateral ballast at an interval of few days at the
tamping site. The traffic (GMT) over the track till
that date was obtained from traffic control of
Lucknow division and the same was plotted which is
produced below:

Lateral Ballast Resistance
Lateral Ballast Resistance
(Kgf)

It can be seen from the graph that the though the
final settlement achieved with and without DTS
behind tamping machine ultimately tends to same
value i.e. DTS achieved initial settlement of 12 mm
in equivalent to 0.14 GMT of traffic. Also rate of
settlement subsequently reduces and therefore rate
of deterioration of Track parameter is reduced.

-1

1500
1000
500
0
0

1

2

3

GMT of Traffic

Fig-8

Fig-7
It is observed that the cross level was increased from
15 mm to 38 mm by tamping machine could be
retained to 35 mm when DTS was used behind
tamper. Without DTS, the cross level again returned
to 15 mm after 120 GMT of traffic.
Some other studies has shown that the consolidation
achieved by one round of DTS is up to 300000 MT
of traffic if the condition is favourable (Ref: RDSO
report TM-48)
Another Trial was conducted in Muradabad
division of Northern Railway (RDSO TM 195) to
estimate, Traffic equivalance of one round of DTS in
terms of increase in lateral Ballast Resistance.
Following were the observation of Lateral Ballast
Resistance at site:

Lateral ballast after tamping and after one round of
DTS at the site gave the lateral ballast resistance just
after DTS as 760 Kgf. The Traffic equivalence of
one DTS (760 Kgf LBR) from the graph was
estimated as 0.205 GMT.
Though this test was conducted only at one location
and cannot be taken as conclusive, it still verifies the
claims by advanced railways and M/s Plasser and
Theurer Literature that one Round of DTS in equal
to 100000 to 300000 Gross Ton of Traffic. The
same is thus valid for Indian railways also.
4.0 Proportional Levelling system in DGS
To appreciate the proper utilisation of DTS and
its efficacy in maintenance, it is important to
understand the proportional levelling system present
in the machine.DTS applies vertical load and also
simultaneously vibrates the track to achieve the
desired consolidation.
The working system is shown below:

Table-2
Initial Ballast resistance
Ballast resistance after Tamping
Ballast resistance of DTS
working

1388 Kgf
575 Kgf
760 Kgf
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Fig-9
Depending on track structure and condition, the
vertical load is applied. DTS will achieve maximum
consolidation for the applied load and vibration to
achieve variable settlement at different location
depending on voids distribution in the ballast bed
and the condition of formation. Since DTS is applied
behind tamping machine, in this system of working
though maximum consolidation is achieved but track
parameters achieved by tamper are not retained. This
system of working is Maximum Settlement or
Constant Pre Load mode of working.
Proportional levelling system provided in DTS
prevents this possible track geometry faults. As
shown below, similar to tamping machines, this
machine has levelling chord stretched between F and
R over both left and right rail . The stabilising unit is
at M. Also there are pendulum between two rails at
F,R and M for measuring cross level difference at
these points. The operator must select one rail as
reference rail and the machine first achieves any
level correction at M location of that reference rail
by lowering the track (it cannot lift the track) using
variable pressure as per requirement where ever
required. The front pendulum records the X-Level
left by tamping machine ahead of M and transmits it
to M for achieving the same cross level at that point
while stabilising the track.

Transducer of the longitudinal and cross level
measurement recognises tendencies towards
formation of any fault and influence the load control
with their measuring signals thus prevents any fault
creation and achieves the cross level required. This
system is also called Controlled Settlement or
Variable Pre-Load mode. This mode retains the XLevel achieved by tamping machines but improved
on unevenness left by tamping machines.
5.0 High Speed Route maintenance requirement:
Maintenance requirement changes for high speed
routes due to following reasons:
1. The dynamic response of track becomes
important at high speed. The track modulus
of track structure should be uniform. The
maintenance tolerance is therefore kept very
tight to restrict vehicle dynamic reaction.
2. Any speed restriction results in huge
punctuality loss.
For above reasons the track maintenance standard
must be very high so that track parameter
deterioration rate is slow. Also maintenance cycle
will be more. Maintenance of track parameters are
done by Tamping Machines and each tamping
should preferably be in design mode only. However
for same machine and same track condition, the
tamping quality is same for all routes irrespective of
speed of the route. What is important is retention of
the track parameter as any small deterioration will
affect running quality heavily.
a. DTS for normal track maintenance:
Normal Track parameters deterioration with time
non-uniformly under train load. If we see the track
deterioration pattern, the maintenance input shall
follow the below given pattern,

Fig-10
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parameters. A study by M/s Plasser and Theurer
has shown that, the tamping interval can be
increased by 30% with DTS.
b. DTS at work sites for relaxing caution:
On high speed routes, the caution creates havoc to
punctuality of trains. Using the latest calculation
method circulated by Railway Board for estimating
time loss due to speed restriction vide letter no
2016/M(L)/467/2 dated 07.11.2016, the estimated
time loss dependence on train speed for 140 Km/h
and 160 Km/h for comparison are given below:
Fig-11

Table-3

The above is only a representative sample used for
explaining maintenance cycle. If we see the graph,
immediately after tamping, the desired parameters
achieved deteriorates very fast. After some GMT of
traffic, the deterioration rate stabilises and when
deterioration reaches the minimum acceptable limit,
next attention is required. For high speed routes this
maintenance limit will be tighter, and the track will
deteriorate to that condition early. The maintenance
cycle will therefore be more.

No
of Restricted Time
loss
to
Coaches Speed
Passenger
train
(Km/h) of hauled by 2 WDP4
length
Locomotive (minute)
1 KM
140 Km/h 160Km/h

The slope of deterioration (represented by angle α1
and α2 etc) also decides the interval when the next
attention should be initiated. If this slope is made
flatter the attention interval can be increased. The
Dynamic Track Stabiliser changes the pattern of
deterioration completely as shown below and thus
increases the tamping interval.

It can be seen that for speed of 160Km/h, the time
loss is around 19.06 minutes for each 40 Km/h
caution of 1 Km. Also this loss is 10 minute more
for increase of sectional speed from 140 Km/h to
160 Km/h. For high speed upto 200 Km/h and above
this is going to be 30 min or more for each such
caution.

24
ICF
Coaches
(including
5 SGAC)

100

5.05

15.13

70
40
20

7.14
9.22
12.08

17.67
19.06
22.02

Taking the case of relaxation of speed at BCM
working site, the current provision in IRPWM for
relaxation of speed as shown in Table-3.

Fig-12
As discussed before, DTS at such normal
maintenance work sites must work in controlled
settlement or variable pre load mode so that the track
is consolidated, maintaining the corrected track
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Table-4
Details of Work

Days of Work

Speed Restriction

Deep screening of track by BCM, ballast
equalization followed by initial packing and initial
stabilization by DTS

1st day

40 Kmph

First round of tamping followed by stabilization of
track by DTS

2nd day
(1st Tamping)

40 Kmph

Survey of track for design tamping mode as per
annexure 5.3 of IRTMM-2000, boxing of ballast
section and tiding
Second round of tamping followed by stabilization
of track by DTS

3rd day

40 kmph

4th day
(2nd Tamping)

40 Kmph

Survey of track for design tamping mode as per
annexure 5.3 of IRTMM-2000, boxing of ballast
section and tiding

5th Day

40 Kmph

Third round of tamping in design mode followed
by third round of stabilization of track by DTS

6th Day
(3rd Tamping)

75 Kmph

Inspection of track, boxing of ballast section and
tiding

8th Day

Normal Speed of the
section

Though normal speed is not specified, the track for
which it appears to be is upto speed limit of 110
Km/h. The relaxation of speed to normal is on 8th
day of deep screening. SR of 40 Km/h continues for
5 days, thus taking 200 m working progress on each
day, total length of 40 Km/h caution is 1 Km. This
apart from 75 Km/h caution of 400 m. We can have
more than one working site in a train route. As we
go for higher speed, it will be difficult to afford a
speed restriction upto 8th day. The matter is already
under discussion with Track Standard Committee
(TSC) to

decide on procedure for relaxation of speed with the
maximum sectional speed of 160 Kmph within least
time period.
The manual though recognises the use of DTS in
relaxing the speed, it under estimates its capability.
The speed relaxation upto any speed is possible by
using the tamping machine and DTS properly. M/s
Plasser and theurer literature suggests following
sequence of operation for relaxing the speed by
DTS.

Table-5
Condition

Leveling
system

Settlement settings

Oscillation
frequency

Working speed

After first tamping OFF
operation

80 bar
(Constant Loads)

30-35 HZ

600-1000 m/h

After
second OFF
tamping operation

100 bar
(Constant Loads)

30-35 HZ

600-1000 m/h
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Condition

Leveling
system

After
final ON
tamping operation

Settlement settings

Oscillation
frequency

Working speed

70 bar
(variable load)

30-35 HZ

600-1300 m/h

Though it does not specify the day after which first,
second and third tamping should be done, it does
give suggest that the first two DTS working should
be done in Maximum settlement mode and Last DTS
working should be in controlled settlement or
variable pre load mode.
As mentioned above, any tamping of track after
track is corrected by tamping machine in design
mode and consolidated by DTS in controlled
settlement mode results in bringing the track to the
unconsolidated state due to lateral Ballast Resistance
reduction by 50%. So after third and final round of
tamping and DTS working as suggested at table-4
above , tamping should only be resorted to if track
parameters is disturbed.
If we see the international trend, network Railway
(UK), they are relaxing speed to 80 mile/hour (130
Km/h) immediately after track renewal and Deep
Screening by using following procedure:
a. At Track renewal site- Tamping in design
mode followed by DTS in controlled
settlement mode.

b. At Deep Screening site- Using Special
Ballast Cleaning machine with Ballast
Hopper attached for feeding Ballast just
behind cutter bar during screening and with
In-built Tamper and Stabiliser. Inbuilt Track
Geometry system ensures that desired
geometry is achieved during tamping and
DTS ensures that track parameter is retained
with consolidation.
In view of above, Indian Railways can also reduce
the time taken in normalising the speed at work
site. It is suggested that in the existing schedule of
reduction of speed at BCM site (IRPWM), initial
and first two tamping should be done in
smoothening mode followed by DTS in maximum
settlement mode. The third tamping should be done
in design mode followed by one or two rounds of
DTS in controlled settlement mode as suggested by
M/s Plasser & Theurer to increase the speed to
normal (even Upto 200 Kmph). Track parameters
should be monitored and next tamping should be
resorted to only if track parameters are disturbed.
Any such tamping should be followed by DTS,
working in proper mode as suggested below:

Table-6
Day

Tamping
(including
mode)

DTS
Mode
working

of Leveling
system

Settlemen
t settings

Oscillation
frequency

Workin
g speed

Speed

1st

Initial
Tamping in
smoothening
mode

One round In OFF
Maximum
settlement
mode

80 bar
(Constant
Loads)

30-35 HZ

60040 Km/h
1000 m/h

2nd

1st Tamping In Maximum OFF
in
settlement
smoothening mode
mode

100 bar
(Constant
Loads)

30-35 HZ

60040 Km/h
1000 m/h
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Day
3rd

Tamping
(including
mode)
2nd Tamping
in
smoothening
mode

4th
5th

DTS
Mode
working

of Leveling
system

One round In OFF
Maximum
settlement
mode

Speed

Settlemen
t settings

Oscillation
frequency

Workin
g speed

100 bar
(Constant
Loads)

30-35 HZ

60040 Km/h
1000 m/h

Survey of track for collecting Design mode Tamping data
3rd Tamping in Two round ON
In
Design mode
controlled
settlement
mode

6th

70 bar
(variable
load)

30-35 HZ

60075 Km/h
1300 m/h

Measurement of track parameters and if it is within acceptable limit

Normal (upto
200 Kmph)

Note: The above schedule is possible only if ballast is available in sufficient quantity.
We can monitor the track parameters and
revise the schedule further based on experience.
By having proper ballasting arrangement along
with Deep screening (using Ballast Hopper just
behind BCM) as in Network Railway, this further
reduction of period of speed restriction is possible.
Conclusion
Maintenance of High-Speed routes with speed
above 200 Km/h creates new challenges for the
maintenance engineers. The track tolerances
become tight and frequency of attention to track
increases. Machine tamping reduces the lateral
ballast resistance to less than half of existing value
and thus makes the track vulnerable to buckling
and also to disturbance of track parameters. Any
speed restriction creates havoc to punctuality of
trains and there is a pressure to quickly restore the
speed. DTS which can achieve consolidation of

track equivalent to 0.1 to 0.3 GMT of traffic and
its levelling system (controlled settlement mode)
which ensures retention of corrected track
parameters during such consolidation is the only
solution available to the maintenance engineer to
tackle these issues. The trial conducted by RDSO
has confirmed the efficacy of DTS over Indian
Railway Track condition, restoring the lost lateral
ballast resistance. Currently, DTS is either not
being used behind maintenance machine or is not
being used properly. 3X-Dynamic Tamper, which
has an inbuilt DTS is being procured by Indian
Railways will ensure working of DTS behind
Tamper. However, behind existing tamping
machines, DTS should be used compulsory both at
worksite and at maintenance site. This will
critically decide the efficiency of maintenance
system in high speed routes.
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1. Introduction
This technical paper has been written at a crucial
moment, following the issue of Railway Board’s
final orders on Item no.1298 of 86th Track Standards
Committee, which deals with “Track Structure for
Operation of 25t Axle Load Trains”. This Paper
confines itself to ‘Rail suitable for carrying 25t axle
load’, even though this TSC item deals with entire
track structure, namely, rails, PRC sleeper, fastener,
rubber pad, points & crossing, SEJ, Rail-welding,
Ballast, Subgrade and Formation.
The readers are requested to go through the
following documents:
 Document-1:
RDSO’s
letter
no.
CT/DG/Research dated 16.10.2016 giving
the present methodology of calculating rail
stresses and formation stresses.
 Document-2: Proceedings under Item no.
1298 of 86th TSC Meeting
 Document-3: Proceedings under Item no.
1298 of 9th Extra Ordinary TSC Meeting
 Document-4: Contents of RDSO Report
“Track Structure for 25t Axle Load dated
21.02.2018
 Document-5: Board’s order contained in
their letter no. 2018/CE-II/TS/25T dated
14.03.2018

Hereinafter, these documents will be referred as D-1,
D-2, D-3, D-4 and D-5.
In the above TSC Meeting held in Dec. 2016, RDSO
recommended the use of 68kg rail, without
specifying the UTS of the same [D-2]. It is
presumed that RDSO suggested 90 UTS rail, which
grade of rail-steel is widely in use.
Rail
Specification IRS-T-12 covers only three grades –
880, 1080 Cr and 1080 HH. [880 MPa stands for
90kg/mm2 or simply 90UTS. 1080 MPa stands for
110kg/mm2 or simply 110UTS] The latter two
grades are not yet produced by SAIL. Therefore, it
is to be presumed that RDSO had recommended
68kg – 90UTS. The TSC however did not accept
the recommendations regarding track structure.
They recommended for further study before taking
final decision in this matter. Railway Board also
accepted this recommendation. [D-2]
This was followed by another round of discussion by
the TSC in the 9th Extra Ordinary Meeting held on
18th& 19th Jan. 2018. It appears from the recorded
minutes of the meeting[D-3] that the TSC members
wanted RDSO to revise the rail stress calculation in
the light of some new factors discussed in the
meeting.
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The next milestone of the subject is the issue of final
directives by the Railway Board through their letter
no. 2018/CE-II/TS/25T dated 14th Mar. 2018[D-5].
This letter has the enclosure of a detailed description
of all track components constituting the track
structure to carry 25t axle load, among which the
first item is the stipulation for rail as “60kg or higher
section with 110 UTS”. This letter says that the
orders are consequent to TSC proceedings and
RDSO’s Report sent under their letter no.
CT/DG/LW/HAW dated 21.02.2018[D-4].
The authors became curiosity to know how “68kg–
90UTS” changed to “60kg–110UTS”, without any
prior hint in the 86th TSC Meeting and 9th Extra
Ordinary Meeting. The First Author undertook indepth study, because he had presented Technical
Papers in IPWE(I) International Seminar of 2017
and also in IRICEN Day Seminar of 2017, pointing
out that there is urgent need to adopt rail with UTS
of 1175Mpa (120 kg/mm2) as per EN 13674-1and
also that head hardened rail should not be used
having been declared obsolete by the Advanced
Railways at least a decade back.
2. Personal experience of the First and Second
Authors in the field of rail stress calculation
It is indeed gratifying that Railway Board
conveyed correct decision in their letter dated
14.03.2018, within a short time after the conduct of
Extra Ordinary Meeting in Jan. ‘18, instead of
convening another meeting to examine D-4.
The First Author has himself worked as Dy. Director
Track/RDSO in 1973-78.
He had studied
Timoshenko’s Article, Sri Venkatramayya’s
Monograph and Technical Paper no. 245. He was
also involved in some field investigations of RDSO,
which provided data for rail stress calculation.
The Second Author gained valuable experience in
the design field as Deputy Director Bridges/RDSO
in 1973-78. In 1974, both the First and Second

Authors attended one week program at Hindustan
Aeronautics Bangalore, on the subject "Fatigue
Mechanics and Design based on fatigue", along
with 15-20 Dy. Directors & Jt. Directors of Civil,
Mechanical and Metallurgical Directorates.
DG/RDSO had felt that failures of track and rolling
stock could be minimised by resorting to fatigue
based design. So the training was arranged at HAL,
where the Aircraft engineers were following fatigue
based design after estimating the highest and lowest
stresses at critical points of the aircraft body. As
part of the course use of Goodman and Smith
Diagrams was taught.
Thereafter in 2006, while working in a reputed
engineering firm MMC-Gamuda Ltd. of Malaysia,
the First Author undertook, as Technical Adviser
Track, the task of computing track stress calculation
for two projects, namely, High Speed Railway
between Ipoh & Padang Besar and Kula Lumpur
Metro-rail Extension. Many railway authorities
were adopting the methodology given in the book
“Modern Railway Track” by Dr. Coenraad Esveld.
[This book will be hereinafter referred as “Esveld’s
Book”.] Specimen calculation sheets from Hong
Kong-Guanzhou rail link and from Queensland
Railway Australia were obtained for guidance,
which were also in line with Dr. Esveld suggested
method. So the First Author had followed the same
Fatigue Criterion Based Method and the track
stress calculation prepared by him was entirely
accepted by the Govt consultants, comprising of
European and Australian railway experts. In
addition, the First Author presented a technical
paper on track stress analysis in the Seminar
conducted by Permanent Way Institute (UK),
Malaysia Chapter.
Apart from carrying out theoretical analysis, the
First Author was the leader of Inspection Team who
had passed thousands of tonnes of rails in China,
Germany and France. He witnessed tests on rails to
EN and UIC standards carried out in reputed
laboratories and universities abroad. With this
19
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background experience, the First Author decided to
suggest certain improvements to the method of track
stress calculation contained in D-1, associating
himself with the Second Author, with the objective
to bring in long term benefits to IR.
The Second Author had worked as Senior Professor,
IRICEN in 1989-93, teaching track subjects,
including Rail Stress Calculation. He had evolved
software for many facets of track technology, which
included rail stress calculation (generally in line with
D-1). He too felt some voids in the method of
computing rail stresses. While working as Addl.
Member Civil Engineering, he observed that track
engineers all over IR had not acquired adequate
theoretical and practical knowledge regarding rail,
with the result, they could not reason out or solve
rail-problems. He also observed that rails give bad
service on IR because of scabs, wheel burns and bad
welds, which can be remedied only by updating the
specifications for rails and for rail-welding. In 2008,
while working as a Consultant to a Private Concern,
he directly interacted with the world famous track
expert Dr. Coenraad Esveld. He accompanied the
Expert, when he personally visited Mumbai
suburban railways to study the track problems. The
ideas shared with Esveld Consultants confirmed his
thoughts for making rails as reliable and durable
asset. He is engaged in evolving new software for
track stress analysis based on fatigue criterion as
advocated in this Paper, while endorsing the
contents of this Paper.
3. The prime step needed: Introduction /
Revision of the stipulation for Yield Strength and
Endurance Limit in IRS Specification for Rails
T-12-2009, so as to prevail upon the Suppliers to
manufacture rails to meet the technical
requirements of heavy and high-speed traffic.

The actual stresses occurring in the critical parts of
rail are compared against these parameters to decide
the permissibility, as would be explained in due
course.
The very purpose of improving the UTS is to
achieve higher values of yield strength and
endurance limit. Here is a review of the percentage
of yield strength to UTS:
From para 2.1.3 of D-4, the following extract is
reproduced, explaining IR’s stand:
“For the metallurgy of rails being used, yield stress
is to be taken as stress at 0.2% strain (proof strain)
which has been observed as 52% of UTS. Thus,
yield stress for 90UTS rails is 468MPa. In recent
data of 1000 heats received from SAIL on
25.10.2017, average yield strength has been found
as 510MPa with standard deviation of 21.6MPa. A
“mean – 2xSD” value, which will cover
approximately 97.5% of the rails produced, works
out to 466.8 MPa. However, the values up to
461MPa have been reported by SAIL. The minimum
yield strength specified in IRS-T-12-2009 is 460
MPa (46.8kg/mm2). Accordingly, value of
46.8kg/mm2, being used in design historically, has
been taken again in the present analysis.”
Time is ripe to change the “historical” adoption of
yield strength as 52% of UTS. Here are the values
of yield strength and UTS for rails produced abroad:
A. From the current brochure of Nippon Steel,
Japan, the following extract is reproduced for
the Grades of rail steels, branded by them:

The vital strength parameters of rail-steel are
 UTS
 Yield Strength
 Endurance Limit
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B. From the current brochure of JFE Steel,
Japan, the following extract is reproduced for
the Grades of rail steels, branded by them:

C. Both Nippon and JFE are also producing rail
steel to other international specifications,
details of which is extracted below:

“Chapter 4 – Rails” of AREMA
Specification 2015/16 confirms thatyield
strength has been stipulated as 70% of UTS,
for High Strength Rail.

D. In the Table 5.3 of Esveld’s Book, the
following values are mentioned:
For UTS 700 N/mm2, yield strength is
450N/mm2 (64.3%)
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For UTS 900 N/mm2, yield strength is
580N/mm2 (64.4%)
Another important point deserving our attention is
that elongation has been stipulated as 10-14%, as
complimentary to higher yield strength, in contrast
to 9-10% stipulated in IRS-T-12.
In this regards, the First Author consulted Dr. M.
Viswanathan, retired Professor of Metallurgy,
IIT/Chennai. He emphatically stated that it is
possible to increase the yield strength by micro
alloying which improves the microstructure of the
metal, while adhering to the overall chemical
composition of rail steel. EN or UIC specification
for rail has not stipulated yield strength and
endurance limit pin-pointedly; but the methods of
tests to decide these parameters are stipulated.
When questioned on the reason for the same, Dr.
Viswanathan replied that this has to be stipulated by
the user only. If the user stipulates the requirement,
the manufacturer will decide the elements for micro
alloying and the parameters of manufacturing
process, which may be patented or trade secrets. Dr.
Viswanathan also stated that higher endurance limit
and percentage elongation are complimentary to
higher yield strength.
Aforesaid arguments establish that IR Specification
should be revised to incorporate Yield strength,
Endurance limit and Percentage elongation, to meet
the severe service conditions. We may tentatively
assume that the following values should be
stipulated:
For UTS
For UTS
2
90kg/mm
110kg/mm2
Yield strength
Minimum 54
Minimum 66
kg/mm2
kg/mm2
Endurance
Minimum ±39
Minimum ±48
limit
kg/mm2
kg/mm2
Percentage
12%
12%
elongation
Minimum to be decided as “Mean – 2 times standard
deviation”

4. A brief list of the improvements suggested for
the present methodology of rail stress calculation
as given in D-1.
The improvements suggested, closely following
the steps given in Esveld’s Book, are listed as
follows:
1. Adopting Eisenmann Formula for Dynamic
Amplification Factor (DAF), instead of following
the curves given in RDSO’s Reports C-100 and C92.
2. Adopting single value of Track Modulus
instead of Initial and Elastic Moduli.
3. Adding 0.2Q to the static wheel load Q, to
cater for quasi-static on-loading on outer rail of
curve.
4. Lateral force Y on rail to be taken as 0.15Q,
instead of half of Prud’homme Limit for Lateral
Thrust on track. (Prud’homme Limit will leave a
residual deflection in alignment and therefore will be
unrealistically severe, not reflecting the actual field
condition, as would be further explained.)
5. Stresses consequent to lateral bending and
twisting of rail due to lateral force Y and eccentricity
of vertical load 1.2Q need not be considered for
evaluating the fatigue effect. However these will be
considered for plastic deformation, when combined
with bending stress.
6. Use of Smith Diagram to evaluate the
permissibility of fluctuating stresses, instead of
comparing the total stress to yield strength. This
gives confidence regarding factor of safety, since the
application of Smith Diagram in the design of
fatigue prone components is internationally
accepted. In other words, the fear about inadequate
factor of safety indicated in para 2.7(vii) of Doc-4 is
fully eliminated.
7. No need to add 10% of stresses for leading
wheel, due to heaving of track.
8. No need to add 10% of bending stresses ‘due
to Unforeseen Conditions’, since the revised method
is fatigue criterion oriented.
9. Presently, as per D-1,(Static wheel load +1t)
is substituted in the place of Q in the formula –
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“Maximum contact shear stress = 4.13 x √[Q/r]”.
But it would be correct to substitute in the place of
Q, the instantaneous Impact / shock load of wheel
(which may be 2-3 times static wheel load). This
procedure is internationally accepted, which has
surprisingly missed the attention of IR. By the
correct usage of the aforesaid formula, it would be
possible to find out the maximum impact / shock
load that can be permitted depending on the UTS of
rail, irrespective of weight of rail. Severity of
wheel-flat or rail-scab will have to be controlled
accordingly. This will also decide the safe Alarm
Limit for WILD (Wheel Impact Load Detector).
10.
Pressure caused by the vehicle at
various levels below the sleeper-soffit will be
determined by Boussinesq Theory supplemented by
Odemark Theory, which is the international practice.
All the above improvements suggested are discussed
in more detail in the following topics.
A specimen “Calculation of Stresses in a Track with
60kg-110UTS Rail, Carrying 25t Axle Load Wagon
Running at 100km/h”, which incorporates the
suggested improvements 1 to 10 above, is enclosed
as Annexure to this Paper.
5. Formula for Impact / Speed Factor to derive
dynamic effect of wheel Load from the static
wheel load, for calculating the stresses in rail and
in lower layers of track
D-1 gives the present methodology or rail stress
analysis. According to this, values of Impact/Speed
Factors for various rolling stocks running at various
speeds are ascertained from the curves given in
Report C-100 for BG and C-92 for MG. The
Reports C-100 and C-92 were based on investigation
done on rolling stock that existed 4-5 decades back
by running them on old types of track. Many types
of locos, passenger coaches and freight wagons have
been introduced subsequently.
The procedure
suggested in D-1 is to select a comparable rolling
stock, for determining the Impact Factor for a newly
designed rolling stock.

This method of reckoning Impact Factor suffers
from the following shortcomings:
1. Impact Factor (IF) is not of single unique
value; but this should be based on statistical
occurrence. A wheel with static load of 10t, as it
runs, may exert instantaneous loads varying over a
wide range, almost in the pattern of Normal
Distribution with the mean value equal to static
wheel load. Population of instantaneous loads in the
range (10±3)t will be more than the population in the
range (10±2)t. Maximum wheel load should be
judiciously chosen, depending on how much
coverage is aimed at for the purpose of its
application. According to the Normal Distribution,
the following principles emerge : (xm is mean value
and σ is standard deviation)
 [xm±σ] encompasses 68.3% population.
(xm+σ) will cover [68.3+½(100-68.3)]% = 84.15%
of population.
 [xm±2σ] encompasses 95.4% population.
(xm+2σ) will cover [95.4+½(100-95.4)]% = 97.7%
of population.
 [xm±3σ] encompasses 99.7% population.
(xm+3σ) will cover [99.7+½(100-99.7)]% = 99.85%
of population.
Thus after deciding xm (=Q) and σ through
field trials, it is necessary to choose suitable value of
n in the expression (xm+nσ), for determining
maximum Dynamic value of Q, according to the
purpose required. This unique flexibility is available
in Eisenmann Formula; but not in the Reports C-100
and C-92.
2. Track engineers are well aware that a good
track will give rise to less severe impact than a bad
track. Impact Factor curves given in C-100 & C-92
correspond to the type of track that existed 4 or 5
decades back on IR, such as with wooden, CST-9 or
ST sleepers. Today we have excellent track on
important routes and good track on several other
routes. Elastic fasteners, rubber pads and concrete
sleepers have become the normal standard, even in
branch lines. Why to adopt a high value of IF,
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without taking advantage of the superior quality of
track parameters and absorption of impact by rubber
pads? While applying Eisenmann Formula one of
the inputs is the quality of track, which makes it
realistic.
3. It has been experienced that the effect of
impact is maximum at rail level due to metal-tometal contact between rail and wheel. This is
moderated by rubber pad at sleeper level, further
moderated by ballast and further down in formation
layers. Therefore, it would be appropriate to choose
lesser value of ‘nσ’, when the stresses at lower levels
are computed.
This rationality is inbuilt in
Eisenmann Formula.

stock, when the curves in C-100 & C-92 are used.
This is considered unrealistic.
In Eisenmann Formula, the terminology used in lieu
of ‘Impact Factor’ is Dynamic Amplification Factor
(DAF). Stress caused by Static Wheel Load when
multiplied with DAF gives Dynamic stress. Value
of DAF is maximum for rail stresses and it reduces
for the track stresses at lower levels. This is an
important point distinguishing DAF from Impact
Factor. Appropriate value of DAF is applied to the
stress caused by static load at the point of
consideration, for calculating the dynamic stress at
that point. This is explained below and will be
better understood by going through the calculations
in Annexure:

4. New rolling stock on IR have improved
suspension characteristics. But the Impact Factor
DAF = 1 + qst, where
for such rolling stock will have to be taken
corresponding to ‘comparable’ yesteryear’s rolling
q: Quality
= 0.1 for track in very good condition
Factor
0.2 for track in good condition
0.3 for track in bad condition
s: Speed Factor = 1 for V < 60km/h where V is the speed in km/h
[1 +
t: Probability
Factor

=

] for V > 60km/h

1 for 84.15% coverage of scatter (or 84.15% confidence level)
2 for 97.7% coverage of scatter (or 97.7% confidence level)
3 for 99.85% coverage of scatter (or 99.85% confidence level)

t =3 is applied for calculating bending stresses
in rails and fastenings
t =2 is applied for calculating stresses due to
lateral forces and in ballast bed
t =1 is applied for calculating stresses in subgrade below ballast bed
Eisenmann Formula for reckoning the dynamic
effect is internationally popular. Whereas European
and American practices recognise and apply this
formula, Indian Railways is still hesitant to exploit
this.
It is relevant to refer the article “Evaluation of
dynamic and impact wheel load factors and their

application in design process” authored by M/s Riley
Edwards and four more track experts of USA,
sponsored through University of Illinois. This has
been published in the Journal of Institution of
Mechanical Engineers, USA in 2016.
The
investigations reported in this Paper have proved
that Eisenmann Formula is the most reliable among
9 Dynamic Factor formulas developed by different
Authorities/Individuals.
It is therefore recommended that Eisenmann
Formula should be straightaway adopted by IR.
Research works may be undertaken to make
modifications to the expression [1 +

], if
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needed, to suit various types of IR rolling stock,
such as [1 +

], where α and β may be decided

separately for loco, wagon and passenger coaches.
The general format of Eisenmann Formula appears
to be universally acceptable. It should be possible to
make use of the data recorded by WILD installations
at different location of IR, to validate Eisenmann
Formula. In fact, the investigation carried out by
Mr. Riley Edwards were based on WILD recordings.
6. Arriving at single value of Track Modulus (μ)
instead of Initial (μi) and Elastic (μe) Track
Moduli
RDSO conducted field tests several years back to
determine the value of Track Modulus for the typical
types of track then existing on IR. When static load
was applied on the track using a hydraulic jack fixed
to a loading frame, it was observed that the ‘vertical
deflection per unit load applied’ was more in the

initial stages and that its value decreased when the
load attained greater values. In other words, the plot
of Load vs. Deformation had two distinct slopes,
flatter slope initially, followed by steeper slope.
These two slopes yielded “Initial Track Modulus
(μi)” and “Elastic Track Modulus (μe)”. The reason
for this behaviour of track, laid with wooden
sleepers, CST-9 or ST sleepers, is the looseness of
fittings, some gap at rail-seat, flexibility of sleepers
and deficient ballast packing. When load is applied,
appreciable portion of load was consumed for
closing all kinds of looseness. Only thereafter, the
full structural strength of track became operative.
After PRC sleepers were introduced, similar tests
were repeated. Again the concept of Initial and
Elastic Track Moduli crept in. The prescribed
values of μi and μe are as follows (refer D-1):

Fig.4

All advanced railways however adopt only a single
value of track modulus. IR may also consider
following similar concept.
Quality of ballast-packing in track has improved
substantially on IR, after Tie Tampers and Dynamic
Track Stabilizers with advanced features have been
deployed. This forms one good reason to repeat the
field test and to strive to arrive at single value of
Track Modulus, in line with international practice.
When a wheel travels at appreciable speed, the track
deflects instantaneously under the load. It is
doubtful whether μi and μe reckoned through gradual
application of static load will be valid for calculating
the track deflection under quick incidence of wheel
load. As per Zimmermann’s theory, the track is
modelled as series of springs. But in advanced

modelling of track, each spring is associated with a
damper, representing the damping action in rubber
pad, ballast, etc. In other words, some time-delay
will govern the track defection and full deflection
corresponding to static load will not occur within a
fraction of second. That is, flexing of rail under
speeding wheel will be lesser than that caused by
static wheel. So, bending moment in rail will be
lesser and the track modulus will apparently take a
higher value. As a practical solution to this problem
it would be wise to decide μ under dynamic
condition. If μDynamic is applied in the calculation,
actual flexure of rail can be captured and the
bending stresses computed will be more realistic.
It is relevant to refer the Article “Development of a
Mechanistic Model for the Determination of Track
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Modulus”, authored by M/s Shane Crawford, Martin
Murray and John Powel, School of Civil
Engineering, Queensland University of Technology,
Australia. There are two points which require our
attention:
1. Queensland Railway created an instrumented
loaded wagon and this was moved over long
stretches of track. The instruments continuously
recorded the load transferred to track and the vertical
deflection of track under load. From these, Dynamic
Track Modulus over long length was continuously
computed and plotted. This scheme is different from
that followed by RDSO in early years, in which one
short length of track was loaded using a loading
frame. Therefore the test track may not truly reflect
the field condition over long stretches. Incidentally,
the Track Recording Car itself can be fitted with
suitable gadgets to record Track Modulus
continuously. One such scheme may be seen in the
following link:
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/237366906
_TRACK_MODULUS_MEASUREMENT_FROM
_A_MOVING_RAILCAR.
For IR, improvised wagon as adopted by Queenland
Railway will be more suitable, because it would be
possible to apply axle load of 25t.
2.
On Queensland Railway too, value of μ was
varying with load as evident from the curved plot
shown in blue in the graph below. A procedure has
been suggested in the article to derive a single value
of μ.

Fig.5

This Paper submits a simple method to derive a
single value of μ, knowing μi and μe. This method

may be used tentatively till μ is decided by field test
under dynamic loading.
With 1660 PRC sleepers laid per km, D-1 gives the
values μi=135kg/cm/cm and μe=540kg/cm/cm.
Assume that a 20t axle load speeds at 100km/h on
‘Good Track’, which gives DAF=1.73 for 99.85%
confidence level. On-loading on curve will be 2t.
Hence Dynamic Wheel Load Q will be (10+2)*1.73
t = 20.76t. The methodology given in D-1 requires
Q to be split as (4.0+16.76)t, so that μi is applied for
4t and μe is applied for 16.76t. Our aim is to derive
the value of μ in such a way that the bending stress
(or bending moment) in rail below the load is the
same, whether we use the single value μ or two
values μi and μe.
BM at load location = QL/4, where L is the
characteristic length = [4EI/μ]0.25
i.e., BM is inversely proportional to μ0.25, all other
variables remaining the same.
This leads us to form the equation 20.76/μ0.25 =
4/1350.25 + 16.76/5400.25
Solving this equation, μ = 397.2, which can be
rounded as 400 kg/cm/cm.
In the calculations at Annexure, single value of
Track Modulus has been adopted as 400kg/cm/cm.
It is possible to introduce one more refinement, in
future, in the calculation of track modulus, which
will take into account the elastic compression of
rubber pad. The manufacturer of elastic fastener
will provide the value of ‘Elasticity Modulus of
pad’. For example, this modulus for the rubber pad
forming part of Pandrol FAST clip is 70kN/mm.
This means, under a static load of 70kN acting on
the entire area of the pad, it will compress by 1mm.
It is the standard practice to apply the Dynamic
Elasticity Modulus, which is 1.5 times static value,
to calculate pad compression under speeding wheel
load. Hence Dynamic Modulus for FAST clip pad is
(1.5x70=) 105 kN/mm = 107 t/cm = 107000 kg/cm.
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Suppose sleeper spacing is 60cm, track modulus
contributed by rubber pad alone = 107000/60 = 1783
kg/cm/cm.
The effective track modulus μeff, combining the
elasticity of pad and the elasticity at ballast top, is
given by the formula:1/μeff= 1/μpad + 1/μballast
In the railway project (Ipoh – Padang Besar)
executed in Malaysia, μballast was determined by field
test as 861kg/cm/cm. μpad was 1783kg/cm/cm. This
gave the value of μeff as 580.6kg/cm/cm, which was
adopted for the calculation of rail stresses.
The above concept was used for the ballastless track
laid in Berapit tunnel (5km long) forming part of the
above-said project in Malaysia. Two rubber pads
below the rail, forming parts of the bearing plate
assembly, were considered to compute μeff. Value of
μballast was taken as infinity. So, 1/μeff = 1/μpad-1 +
1/μpad-2

lateral force exerted on rail by the vehicle. This
lateral force will be normally transmitted through
friction between rail-top and wheel-tread and may
not cause contact between rail-head and wheelflange. While traveling in straight track in highspeed routes of French, German or Japanese
Railways, we never experience any lurch and the
possibility of flange touching the rail does not arise,
since we never hear screeching noise of wheelflange rubbing against rail-head. Such pleasant
travel can be experienced on many straight stretches
of Indian Railways too, after track modernisation
has taken roots.
Thus, it is concluded that while calculating rail
stresses in straight track, there is no need to cater for
any quasi-static on-loading of wheel loads or for any
quasi-static lateral force acting on the rail.

If however the dynamic field test for determining μ
is conducted on a track fitted with the rubber pad,
correction due to elasticity of rubber pad need not be
applied.
7. Determination of quasi-static vertical and
lateral forces incident on rail in curved track, for
the purpose of calculating rail stresses.
On straight track: When a vehicle travels on a
well maintained straight track, there is no scope for
any quasi-static on-loading of the wheel loads, even
though track geometry variations and vehicle
suspension defects may cause continuous fluctuation
of wheel. Estimation of such fluctuating dynamic
loads has been already dealt under Dynamic
Amplification Factor (DAF) in Topic 5 of this Paper.
As regards lateral force incident on rails in a well
maintained straight track, this will be zero or
negligible. Any misalignment of track or defect in
vehicle suspension may cause lurches, resulting in

Fig.6
On curved track: When a vehicle travels on curved
track, this is subjected to centrifugal force, which
will have to be ultimately resisted rails. This results
in incidence of lateral force on the rails, in addition
to generation of quasi-static on-loading on outer rail
and off-loading on inner rail.
Refer Fig.6. When a 4 axled vehicle of static weight
W (=4P=8Q) runs on a canted track at equilibrium
speed corresponding to the installed cant Ca, the
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centrifugal force acting at CG of the vehicle is
represented by F1. The resultant force W1 acts on
the track, whose line of action will bisect the gauge
and will be perpendicular to the inclined plane of the
track. The quasi-static force acting on each rail will
be W1/2. W1 will be marginally greater than W.
Assume that the speed increases further and reaches
the maximum permissible speed when the maximum
cant deficiency Cd is utilized. The centrifugal force
increases from F1 to F2. The resultant force W2 will
be further greater than W1 and this will act with an
eccentricity e at rail top level, as shown in the
sketch. This eccentricity will result in differential
wheel loads incident on the outer and inner rails.

The unbalanced centrifugal force (F2-F1) has one
more effect, namely, causing a tilting moment on the
vehicle equal to (F2-F1)*h, where h is the height of
CG of vehicle above rail top level. [h=1800mm for
BG stock]. Considering one axle position (instead
of the entire vehicle), this tilting moment of
magnitude (F2-F1)h/4 causes on-loading/off-loading
of Q on outer/inner rails denoted by +δQ& –δQ
respectively and this tilting momentis countered by
the couple created, namely, δQ Χ G (where G is the
dynamic gauge).
It is possible to derive useful expressions,
considering one axle for simplicity (instead of the
whole vehicle of weight W):

Force F1 corresponds to installed cant (Ca) and is
neutralized by the inclined component of W and
therefore does not create lateral force on track.
However, force (F2-F1) will correspond to cant
deficiency (Cd) and it ultimately creates quasi-static
lateral force on the track.
As a simplified
assumption, we may consider (F2-F1) to be
distributed equally between the two rails, in the
same way as Prud’homme’s Limit lateral thrust is
assumed to be shared equally by the rails as per the
methodology given in D-1. This means that the
lateral force incident on each rail will be (F2-F1)/2.
When we consider one wheel, the lateral force on
each rail will be (F2-F1)/8, which we may call as Y.
This lateral force Y acting on outer rail, which is
complementary to the on-loaded wheel load, is
transmitted by friction at wheel-tread or by flange
contact or by combination of both. Force Y acting
on inner rail, which is complementary to off-loaded
wheel load, is transmitted by the friction between
wheel-tread and rail-head.

Ca is 165mm and Cd = 100mm for BG. These
parameters are stipulated as 180mm and 130mm
respectively for Standard Gauge (SG), for mixed
traffic, on most of the European Railways having
inter-operability. Dynamic Gauge G is 1750mm for
BG and 1505mm for SG. If the same proportion is
adopted, Ca& Cd will work out to 210mm & 150mm
respectively for BG, corresponding to 180mm &
130mm for SG. The Note under para 406(1)d of
IRPWM contemplates such increase to cater for
future speeds.

Unbalanced centrifugal force (F2-F1) = (Cd/G)*W, G
being Dynamic gauge (1750mm for BG). [as
corroborated in expression 4.14 in para 4.8 of
Esveld’s Book.]

This means, it would be appropriate to adopt onloading on outer rail, namely, +δQas 17.63% of Q.
This useful derivation has not used absolute value of
axle load or speed. As long as a cant deficiency of
150mm is utilized, the result holds well, irrespective
of the vehicle type and speed. We may as well

It would be wise to adopt Cd=150mm for BG on IR,
for calculating (F2-F1).
Unbalanced centrifugal force for one axle =
(Cd/G)*2Q = (150/1750)*2Q = 0.1714Q
Tilting moment = 0.1714Q Χ h = 0.1714Q Χ 1800 =
308.57Q
Counter acting couple = δQ Χ G = δQ Χ 1750
Equating the above two, δQ Χ 1750 = 308.57Q
So, δQ/Q = 0.1763
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round 17.63% as 20% to cater for the situations,
when height of CG may be more than 1800mm or if
the mercantile inside the wagon might have shifted
towards outer of curve.
It should also be
remembered that.
The above derivation is validated by the
stipulation made in paragraphs 5.9.1 & 5.9.4 of
Esveld’s Book, that the wheel load inclusive of
on-loading for curves should be taken as 1.2Q.
Let us now calculate the value of quasi-static lateral
force exerted by each wheel. It has been already
derived that (F2-F1) for one axle= (Cd/G)*2Q =
(150/1750)*2Q = 0.1714Q. Half of this force will
form the lateral force on each rail = Y = 0.0857Q =
8.6% of Q.
Better to adopt Y as 15% of Q, which will provide
extra margin to cater for the following:
 Wind force acting on vehicle body in
unfavourable direction
 Curving force exerted by leading wheel,
consequent to possible bogie-pivot friction,
coupler’s resistance against flexing, etc.
On-loading of wheel and incidence of lateral force
are complementary to each other. It should be
remembered that dynamic effect as per DAF will
have to be applied over and above the on-loaded Q
(=1.2Q)and on the lateral force Y (=0.15Q).
However, on-loaded Q (=1.2Q) and maximum Y
(=0.15Q) may not occur simultaneously, either at all
points of rail, or at the same pointin the
railrepeatedly.
The combination of these two
maximum forces will have lesser possibility.
Therefore, stresses produced by 1.2Q, superimposed
with those due to lateral force Y (=0.15Q), need not
be considered for examining rail-fatigue; but is
important from yield (plastic deformation)
consideration. Eisenmann has suggested Probability
Factor t = 2 in conjunction with lateral forces and

this will enable coverage of 97.7% for 1.2Q as well
as Y.
Likewise the stresses arising due to torsion caused
by the eccentricity of load Q with respect to rail
centre need not be combined with other stresses for
the purpose of fatigue design, because probability of
combined occurrence of all unfavourable factors at
the same point of rail is quite rare.
However, the stresses due to force Y on rail and
those due to eccentricity of Q should be combined
with the bending stresses caused by Q acting central
to the rail, in order to verify that yield stress is not
exceeded.
Corroborating with this, paragraph 5.6.5 of Dr.
Esveld’s Bookreads as follows:
“5.6.5 Rail stresses due to a combined Y/Q load:
The interaction of an eccentric wheel load Q and a
high horizontal lateral force Y may result in
considerable bending stresses at the edges of the rail
head and rail foot as shown in Figure 5.20, points A
to D. This situation arises mainly in tight curves or
switch curves under heavy locomotives. The number
of such changes in load condition is usually limited
and therefore no fatigue calculation is required.
There is nevertheless the possibility of plastic
deformation if the yield point is exceeded.”
Let us now compare the value of Y = 0.15Q with
YPderived from Prud’homme Formula (as stipulated
in D-1), taking the case of 25t axle load. (P=2Q=25t)
Prud’homme
Limit
Lateral
Thrust
0.85*[1+P/3]= 7.934t. YP = HP/2 = 3.967t

HP=

As derived from Cd, Y = 15% of Q = 1.875t. Thus
YP is 2.12 times Y derived.
It is necessary to understand the significance of
Prud’homme Limit, by going through his original
investigation. This formula gives the highest value
of Lateral Thrust exerted by a speeding vehicle on
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the track, which may leave a residual misalignment
in track (in the order of 0.1mm), after the thrust
vanishes. That is, if a number of vehicles are
allowed to run exerting lateral thrust of Prud’homme
Limit, the misalignment of track will add up
cumulatively and may lead to dangerous condition
for buckling or derailment. SNCF has reported that,
in well maintained high speed track, field
measurement of lateral thrust did not reach
Prud’homme Limit even at speed up to 480 km/h.
There is one more flaw in assuming lateral force on
each rail as half of Prud’homme Limit. Taking the
case of 25t axle load,HP = 7.934t as worked above
earlier. Vehicle will be subjected to tilting moment
= 7.934 x 1.8 = 14.28 tm. (1.8m is the height of CG)
This moment will create on/off loading on rail =
14.28/G =14.28/1.75 = 8.16t. Off-loading by 8.16t
means 65%Q, almost derailment condition, as per
Chartet Principle of vehicle stability. On-loading of
wheel to the extent of 8.16t has been ignored in the
stress analysis, which is not compatible to the

existence of YP. Such adversities (causing severe
lurches) are not realistic. In contrast, if we take onloading as 0.2Q and lateral force on rail as 0.15Q,
these are complementary to each other, since both
values originate from cant deficiency, as derived
herein.
Therefore, it is illogical to apply Prud’homme
formula to compute lateral force incident on rail.
It would be relevant to reproduce (refer Fig.7) Slide
no. 21 of the presentation “Using Wheel Impact
Load Detector Data to Understand Wheel Loading
Environment” held on 14.01.2014 in the
Transportation Research Board 23rd Annual
Meeting, Washington D.C., at the behest of U.S.
Department of Transportation. The data presented
in this slide is based on measurement done by
Instrumented Wheel Set (IWS), as reported in Slide
no. 20. The continuousplot shows the vertical and
lateral wheel loads, as a vehicle travels from straight
to curve to straight.

Fig.7
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The following observations are made.
Referring the upper plot in Fig.7: Static Q = 35 kips
(kilo pounds), for both wheels. This is inferred from
the plot of vertical wheel loads in straight portion, as
represented by the middle black line marked. As the
vehicle enters the curve, plot of Q registered by right
wheel goes up, meaning that the Q increases to
Q+δQ, namely 37.5 kips. The left wheel plot shows
Q-δQ, namely 32.5 kips. Therefore δQ = 2.5 kips.
δQ/Q = 0.07. Therefore our derivation leading to
δQ/Q ≤ 0.2 is acceptable, even though δQ in this
case has lower value to other reasons.
Referring the lower plot in Fig.7: As regards lateral
force Y exerted, this remains zero in straight for
both left and right wheels. As the vehicle enters
curve, plots of both left & right wheels go up, the
average displacement being 5 kips as shown by the
upper red line drawn. This means that Y = 5 kips
and it acts towards the outer of the curve, for both
rails. Y/Q = 0.14.
Thus our derivations δQ/Q ≤ 0.2 and Y/Q ≤ 0.15 are
validated by this field test.
Half of Prud’homme’s Limit corresponding to P= 70
kips (i.e. YP) works to 10.8 kips. The recorded value
of 5 kips is appreciably less than YP. This also
indicates that the application of Prud’homme limit is
not appropriate.
RDSO has been pointing out that the noncommissioning of Instrumented Measuring Wheel
on Indian Railways is an impediment to assess the
values of Vertical and Lateral Wheel Loads. The
results plotted in the above diagram on American
Railroad, the derivations given in this Paper and Dr.
Esveld Recommendations can be taken as support
for assuming that
δQ= 0.2Q and Y = 0.15Q, for the purpose of rail
stress calculation.

8. Use of Smith Diagram to find whether the
actual fluctuating stresses are permissible from
fatigue consideration, knowing UTS, Yield
Strength and Endurance Limit for rail-steel
As per the methodology given inD-1, the total stress
at the lowest corner of rail foot is calculated as the
sum of:
1. Bending stress (tensile), which includes
bending of rail in vertical plane, lateral
bending of rail and twist of the rail
2. Stress due to unforeseen conditions (tensile),
taken as 10% of the bending stress
3. Residual stress (tensile), entrapped in rail due
to the process of manufacture, specifically,
straightening of the rail in bending machine.
This is taken as 24.5 kg/mm2 which is the
maximum value reported by SAIL.
4. Maximum thermal stresses (tensile) induced
in CWR at the lowest rail temperature
The total stress thus computed is compared against
‘yield strength’, which is taken as 52% of UTS. The
yield strength is therefore 46.8 kg/mm2 for 90UTS
rail and 57.1 kg/mm2 for 110UTS rail. If the total
stress is less than yield strength, the rail is
considered safe. (As explained in Topic 3, there is
scope in future to improve the yield strength to 6064% of UTS.)
But the fact remains that any machine component
subjected to fluctuating stress is designed from
fatigue criterion, according to the international
engineering practice. Dr. Esveld has also suggested
the same kind of design criterion for rail, using
Smith Diagram. In paragraph 2.9 of D-4, there is a
hint about the usage of Smith Diagram or Modified
Goodman Diagram (which gives the same result as
Smith Diagram). But it is not known why this better
method (i.e., fatigue criterion based method) has not
been implemented so far. In paragraph 2.7(vii) of
D-4, it has been expressed that the present method of
calculation may not guarantee the required Factor of
Safety, which remains hidden. But if the design is
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based on fatigue criterion using Smith Diagram, it
automatically becomes fully safe, like aircrafts,
marine engines, heavy earthmoving machinery, etc.
Smith Diagram or Goodman Diagram have become
so popular that scores of web-sites and video clips
on the subject are available through Google search.
The principle of Smith Diagram is explained below.
In a machine part, the fluctuating stress may be
similar to any one of the 4 patterns given in Fig.8:

It is stated in paragraph 2.1.4 of D-4 that the
endurance limit of 90 UTS rail is found to be
333MPa, through the tests conducted in RDCIS.
Likewise, fatigue tests should be conducted on 110
UTS rail, when manufactured by SAIL. Fatigue test
criterion should be stipulated in IR Specification T12 for different grades of rail-steel. As explained in
Topic 3, both Yield Strength and Endurance
Limit should be increased in future by resorting
to micro-alloying as done on advanced railways.
9. No need to add 10% to bending stress caused
by leading wheel.

Fig.8

In pattern A, mean stress σm is zero and variation is
equal on + and – sides. In the other patterns, σm is
not zero; but variation with respect to σm is equal.
Pattern A is very popular and can be generated in
standard testing machine in the laboratory. To
decide Endurance Limit of rail-steel, standard
machined samples are prepared from the rail-steel
taken from the rail-head.Fatigue tests are conducted
on the samples subjecting these to various values of
±σ and finding the corresponding cycles of stress
reversal n causing failure of the sample. The results
are plotted to get ‘σ vs n curve’. From this plot, the
stress reversal ±σecorresponding to 5 million cycles
is interpolated and taken as Endurance Limit.
If, in any other situation, stress reversal takes place
similar to pattern B, C or D, it is possible to find out
the maximum permissible stress variation with
respect to σm, knowing Endurance Limit, UTS and
Yield Strength. This is accomplished through Smith
Diagram, as explained in the Calculation given in
Annexure.

D-1 stipulates adding 10% to the bending stress
caused by leading wheel, because it is assumed that
the track heaves up freely in front of the leading
wheel. Logically, this heaving up phenomenon has
become outdated due to the use of PRC sleepers, in
lieu of wooden, CST-9 and ST sleepers. Each PRC
sleeper weighs nearly 0.28t and this is embedded in
ballast. Moreover, if the whole rake of train is
considered, even the leading wheels of any
intermediate wagon/coach cannot be considered as
leading wheels, due to the proximity of wheels of
the adjacent wagon/coach.
Dr. Esveld has not suggested this addition of 10%.
On-loading of wheel for curve is added to the extent
of 20%. This should suffice.
10. No need to add 10% of bending stress in total
stress to cater for “Unforeseen conditions”.
Referring the first paragraph under Topic 8,
10% of bending stress is added in total stress to cater
for “unforeseen conditions”. This step is not
mentioned in D-1; but has appeared in D-4 for the
first time. This step has perhaps arisen due to lack
of confidence in calculating the stresses and in
judging whether the calculated stress will ensure
safety or not when compared with the strength
parameters of rail-steel. In para 2.7 of D-4 describes
“Shortcomings in the rail stress calculation and risk
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factors”. All doubtful inputs have been cleared in
this Paper and in the Calculation at Annexure.
Fatigue criterion based design surelyresolves the
unknown factors. Therefore arbitrary addition of
10% to cater for “unforeseen conditions” may be
dropped.Also, Dr. Esveld has not suggested this
step.
11.
Precise calculation of rail-wheel contact
shear stress
Methodology of calculating Contact Stress as given
in D-1 & D-4:

2. If the wheel has flat or if the rail has scab, Q must
includeImpact Overload.
Impact Overload caused by wheel-load is discussed
now.
The largest impact loads in rail-wheel interaction
arise from irregularities on wheel, such as wheel flat
or from the wheel impinging on defective rail
surface, such as, rail scab, surface defect at welded
joint, etc. Advanced instrumentation is needed to
investigate into this subject. ORE D-161 Committee
and British Railway have done good work in this
direction.

Referring Fig.9, the maximum contact shear stress is
developed in rail-head at a depth of 4-6mm below
the rail-top. As stated in D-1, the formula giving its
value is: Ͳmax in kg/mm2 = 4.13*√(Q/r), where Q =
[static wheel load QN in kg +1000kg]. Here 1000kg
is the quasi-static on-loading in curved track. r =
Radius of the wheel of the vehicle in mm. Smaller
the value of r, greater is the value of Ͳmax. Thus, a
wheel with maximum wear will cause increased
shear stress.
This is the same as the formula given by Dr. Esveld,
using different units:
Ͳmax in N/mm2 = 412*√(Q/r), where Q is in kN and r
in mm.

Fig.9
But there are two flaws in defining Q as [static load
QN+1t], as given in D-1:
1. Quasi-static on-loading in curved track may go up
to 0.2Q, which is 2.5t for 25t axle load. (as
explained in Topic 7)

Fig.10
Referring Fig.10, as a wheel-flat hits the top table of
rail or if a wheel passes over a rail surface defect,
within 1 millisecond of the start of the impact, a
force designated as P1 of a very high magnitude
equal to 2 to 5 times QN hits the rail, depending on
the speed and extent of wheel-flat or rail-surfacedefect. This impact force reduces soon; but it again
attains a second peak value P2, at the end of 6-8
milliseconds from the start of the impact; but its
magnitude is lesser than P1. The P1 force decides the
instantaneous contact stress generated in rail. P1
increases with the speed of the wheel, whereas P2 is
more or less steady irrespective of the speed. The
figure below shows the pattern of variation Impact
Amplification (P1/Q) vs Speed. For computing the
correct value of contact stress actually generated, it
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is necessary to replace Q by P1 in the formula Ͳmax =
4.13*√(Q/r). This has been confirmed d in paras
4.11 & 4.12 of Esveld’s book.

Fig.11

Ͳmax = 4.13*√(Q/r).
This can be restated as: Q should not exceed r Χ
(Ͳmax/4.13)2, if we know the maximum permissible
value of Ͳmax, which depends on the UTS of rail, i.e.
fu
Dr. Esveld points out that there are two kinds of
limitations for the value of Ͳmax.
 If the rail receivesrepeated impact Q,which
will initiate fatigue cracking of rail-steel,
maximum shear stress Ͳmax ≤0.3fu.
Therefore,
QRepetitive ≤ r Χ (0.3xfu/4.13)2 = 0.00527rfu2
 If the rail receivesoccasional impact
Q,which willcause plastic deformation of
rail-steel,
maximum
shear
stress
Ͳmax≤0.38*UTS. Therefore,
QOccasional ≤ r Χ (0.38xfu/4.13)2. = 0.00847rfu2
It is obvious that QRepetitive will be less than
QOccasional. If we substitute UTS for two grades of
rail steel, namely, 90kg/mm2 and 110kg/mm2, we
get the following results, assuming r = 465mm
corresponding to worn-out wheel of 25t axle
wagons, such as, BOBSN25, BOBRN25 & BRN25:

Repeated

UTS=90kg/mm2 UTS=110kg/mm2
19.85t
29.65t

Qfrom fatigue
failure
criterion
Occasional
Qfrom plastic
deformation
criterion

31.90t

47.66t

The following facts brought out in para 2.7(v) of D4 should cause great concern to track engineers:
1. Dynamic wheel loads up to 35t are allowed
without any attention as per Joint Procedure
Order on WILD (Wheel Impact Load
Detector).
2. Wheel loads as high as 57t were observed
and the train was allowed to run.
If the Civil Engineering Department of IR has
accepted incidence of Impact Wheel Load of 35t
without Alarm, it means that ‘Repeated Q from
fatigue failure criterion’ has been taken as 35t. Rail
of 90UTS is grossly inadequate. Even for rail of
110UTS, it crosses the margin of 29.65t. Therefore,
it is necessary to set the Alarm at 30t, with 110UTS
rails being used in track. Rolling stock Department
should reduce the length of permissible wheel-flat
accordingly. Also Track Engineers should carefully
observe rail scabs or weld defect, which has the
same effect as wheel-flat. In fact, impact caused by
rail-top defect is more dangerous, because the
fatigue occurs at the same point for each wheel
passing.
The above analysis clearly shows that 90UTS rail is
totally unsuitable for 25t axle load. It is unfortunate
that wrong conclusion has been made in para 2.10 of
D-4, as though 90UTS is acceptable for 25t axle
load. This mistake has arisen from the wrong
definition of Q in the formula Ͳmax = 4.13*√(Q/r).
The bane of IR is the spate of rail fractures, which
are attributable to fatigue cracks. The solution is
that our design method should also be based on
fatigue criterion, not only from bending stress
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consideration, but also from contact shear stress
consideration. It has been now clearly demonstrated
that the impact wheel load is critical for contact
shear stress.
All advanced railways realized several years back
that contact shear stress is more serious than
bending stressfor initiating fatigue failure.Rolling
Contact Fatigue (RCF) became an important issue
for discussion and research in rail technology. This
formed the basis for head hardeningby heating the
rail-head by electrical induction followed by
quenching, which createda layer of higher hardness
on rail-head extending toprescribed depth. Head
hardening was done through a separate process, after
manufacturing the rail of 90UTS. But soon, HH
rails posed other problems such as development of
minute ‘crocodile’ pattern cracks leading to brittle
fracture. Consequent to the investigation into the
derailment near Hatfield in UK on 17.10.2000
killing 4 passengers, the practice of head hardening
was discontinued, at least one decade back. The
author has seen two abandoned Head Hardening
Plants with two rail makers, namely, Baotou and
Pandang in China. The current technology is in
favour of fully heat treated rails, such as, Grade
R350HT or R350LHT as per EN 13674-1.While
rolling rails of these grades, heat treatment is done in
the last stage of rolling when the rail is still hot.
Welding of these grades, by flash-butt or aluminothermic process, has been streamlined. In addition
to R350HT and R350LHT, reputed rail
manufacturers produce special grades of fully heat
treated rails by their own patented process.

and all these rail problems arise due to excessive
contact shear stress. These rail problems overtake
rail-wear or deformity of rail due to bending
stresses. It is rare that rails are renewed due to wear
of 6-8% by weight. Still, it appears, track engineers
are talking more about bending stresses, rather than
contact stresses. Even RDSO recommended the use
of “68kg rail – 90UTS” for 25t axle load in the first
meeting of 86th TSC. Such mistake could have been
avoided, if the rail stress calculation methodology
had been updated in time, with due importance
assigned to contact shear stresses. For 25t axle load,
there is no choice other than 110UTS rail, on
consideration of contact shear stresses leading to
fatigue cracks likely to originate from the rail-top.
In fact 120UTS is preferable and this is achieved by
the Grade R350HT / R350LHT as per EN 13674-1
or by patented grades of globally reputed rail
manufacturers.
It is hoped that the practice of permitting
(CC+8t+2t) will not be allowed in the case of 25t
axle wagons.
12. Calculation of pressures at different depths
below sleeper-soffit.
RDSO has prescribed the following method to
calculate formation pressure:

If the Fig.12
track engineers of IR had thorough insight into
the mechanism of stress development in rail and the
seriousness of fatigue caused by contact shear stress,
they would not have allowed overloading of wagons
as (CC+8t+2t).Topic 11 has clearly established that
contact stress is of serious consequence to decide the
life-span of rail. Scabs, spalls, wheel burns, gauge
corner flaking, flattening of rail head on inner rail of
curve, etc. form the reason for replacement of rail
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Presently, the international practice for Railway and
Highway formations, is to adopt “Boussinesq
Theory for Transmission of strain in medium of
uniform elasticity” as supplemented by Theory of
Odemark, to take into account differential elasticity
of layers such as ballast, sub-ballast, sand layer,
formation, etc. This method has been given in the
following literature:
 Esveld’s book
 Text book ‘Track Compendium’ by Mr.
Lichtberger
 Article ‘Ballasted Track Systems for High
Speed Traffic’ by Mr. Freudenstein.
This methodology has been demonstrated in the
Calculation Sheets at Annexure enclosed to this
Paper.
13. Conclusion
As elaborated in this Paper, rail stress analysis
should be based on the following principles:
 Fatigue Criterion should be applied for the
combined effect of bending stresses, thermal
stresses and residual stress remaining in rail.
 Yield Stress Criterion should be applied for
the combined effect of (a) bending stresses
due to wheel load acting centrally on railhead, (b) stresses caused by lateral bending
due to lateral force acting on the rail and (c)
stresses consequent to torsion of the rail due
to eccentric loading of wheel load and lateral
force.
 Criteria of Shear Stress Fatigue and Shear
Stress Yield should be applied for contact
shear stress induced at rail top due to impact
wheel load.
Thus significant improvement has been suggested,
when compared to the methodology given in D-1,
wherein only yield strength is verified for all stresses
put together along with thermal and residual stress.

It is reiterated that the Authors have not attempted to
reinvent the wheel. On the other hand, the principles
given in Esveld’s Book have been explained clearly,
with the recommendation that these principles
should be applied quickly and without any
hesitation, in the methodology adopted by IR.
If rail calculation methodology had been put on
modern lines, IR would have avoided the mistake
such as suggesting 68kg rail with 90UTS for 25t
axle loads at 100 km/h, as was initially attempted in
the proceedings of 86th TSC.
The Authors have highlighted, in Topic 11, the
importance of contact shear stresses. Cooperation
from Rolling Stock Department should be sought for
controlling the wheel flats more rigorously for heavy
axle load wagons. Track and Wagon Directorates of
RDSO should undertake joint investigations, to
prescribe norms. Track Engineers should increase
their awareness regarding the ill-effcts of rail-top
defects and wheel flats, for controlling the contact
shear stresses.
It is strongly recommended that Yield Strength and
Endurance Limit of rail-steel should be increased
from their present ratio to UTS, in line with what the
advanced railways do. SAIL should be encouraged
to achieve this by suitable micro-alloying process.
Till this is done, IR’s global tenders for procurement
of rails should incorporate higher Yield Strength and
higher Endurance Limitin the specifications. It is
also necessary to examine the possibility of reducing
the magnitude of residual stresses left in the rail
during the process of manufacture and straightening.
The Authors place these suggestions with humility,
acknowledging that errors might have crept in.
Therefore, The Authors request that ME / Railway
Board may organize a meeting of the officers of
Railway Board and RDSO with the Authors at
IRICEN for open discussion.
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IMPORTANT: This Paper is enclosed with Annexure giving a specimen of track stress calculation,
following the improvements suggested in this Paper.
Contact of Authors: sgkdorai@yahoo.com, msekbote@gmail.com andshekhawat.rajesh@iricen.gov.in
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ANNEXURE
FOR THE TECHNICAL PAPER
FATIGUE CRITERION BASED STRESS ANALYSIS
– A MUST FOR HIGH-SPEED AND HEAVY FREIGHT TRAFFIC
SPECIMEN CALCULATION FOR THE ANALYSIS OF RAIL STRESSES AND PRESSURES CAUSED
IN THE LAYERS OF BALLAST AND FORMATION,
FOLLOWING THE METHOD GIVEN IN ESVELD’S BOOK
DATA:
Track with 60kg-110UTS rail. Wear 6% of area. Area available = 72.25 cm2.
Ixx =2703.41cm4. Zhead = 279.79cm3. Zfoot = 358.65cm3
Polar Moment of Inertia = 3158.55cm4.
Lateral section modulus of rail-head ZL.head = 164.19cm3.
Lateral Section Modulus of rail-foot ZL.foot = 60.68cm3.
Distance between Centre of twist and Point of action of Lateral force =11.67cm.
Torsion Factor for head

=

Torsion Factor for foot

=

ℎ

= 0.0253.
= 0.0210.

Young’s Modulus of rail-steel E = 2.1x106 kg/cm2
Coefficient of thermal expansion of rail-steel 𝛼= 1.16x10-5 per oC
Track is laid with PRC sleepers at 600mm c/c, Sleeper density = 1660/km.
PRC sleeper 275 cm long. Bottom width = 250mm at ends, 200mm at centre.
CWR track with 300mm thick granite stone ballast cushion, laid over 300mm thick sub-ballast, which is laid
over 150mm thick Sand layer, which rests on compacted formation.
Track modulus μ = 400 kg/cm/cm
Resilience Modulus of Ballast Eb = 15 kg/cm2
Resilience Modulus of Sub-ballast Esb = 10 kg/cm2
Resilience Modulus of Sand layer Es = 7.5 kg/cm2
Resilience Modulus of compacted formation Ef = 5 kg/cm2

Rolling stock: BOBSN25 wagon – Length over couplers = 10713mm.
Two bogies at 6524mm c/c (pivot to pivot)
Each bogie has 2 axles at 2260mm c/c. Axle load = 25t (static).
Speed = 100km/h. New wheel dia. =1000mm. Worn-out dia. = 930mm.
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Fig. 1
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1. BENDING STRESSES DUE TO WHEEL LOADS – VERIFICATION FOR FATIGUE
Calculation of Characteristic Length L, Parameter λ and Quasi-static Q:
.

L=

=

× . ×

×

.

.

= 86.80 cm

λ = 1/L = 0.011521 cm-1
Qs = Q static = 25/2 = 12.5 t
Adding 20% on-loading on outer rail of curve,
Quasi static wheel load Q = 1.2× 12.5 = 15t =15000kg

Fig.2

Fig.3

Calculation ofpositive BM at the location of wheel of the concerned wagon:
Referring Fig. 1, the following inference should be kept in mind:
Distance from Q to the nearest point of zero BM is x1 = = × .

= 68.17 cm

Distance from Q to the next point of zero BM is 5x1 = 5 × 68.17 = 340.85 cm.
BM Diagram can as well be considered as Influence Line, as per the general rule. Therefore, any load
applied between x1 and 5x1 will create negative BM at the location Q. Any load applied beyond 5x1 can be
ignored for reckoning BM at Q.
Referring Fig.2, BM at A due to the wheel at A =

×

=

.

= 325,500 kg.cm

B is the wheel of the same bogie at distance 226cm from A.
BM at A due to the wheel at B = BM at B due to the wheel at A (Reciprocal theorem)
=

×𝑒

[cos λx − sin 𝜆𝑥], where 𝜆𝑥 = 0.011521×226 = 2.60369 Radian

So, BM at A due to wheel at B =

×

.

×𝑒

.

[cos 2.60369 − sin 2.60369]

= 325500 × 0.074 × (-1.3711) = -33,026 kg.cm, i.e. relief to +BM.
Net BM at A due to both the wheels = 325,500 – 33,026 = 291,974 kg.cm
Here it is necessary to consider BM at A caused by the wheel at C, which is the nearest wheel of the adjacent
wagon. Referring Fig. 3,
Distance of Wheel C from Wheel A = X = p-q-r = 1071.3-652.4-226.0 = 192.9 cm
[Refer Data for wagon dimensions p, q & r.]
λX in this case will be 0.011521×192.9 = 2.2224. Substituting in the expression, BM at A due to wheel at C
=

𝑒

[cos λX − sin 𝜆𝑋], we get BM = -49,430 kg.cm

This means, the Wheel at C gives more relief of BM at A, than the wheel at B.
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Now consider Wheel B as the wheel of concern.
BM at B due to wheels B & A = BM at A due to wheels A & B = 291,974 kg.cm
Wheel D of the same wagon is at distance (652.4-226.0=) 426.4cm. Wheel C of the adjacent wagon is at
distance (226+193=) 419cm. Both these distances are more than (5x1=) 340.85 cm. Hence, Wheels D & C
will have negligible effect on the BM at B. It is correct to consider Wheel B as the wheel of concern to
determine the maximum BM, namely, 291,974 kg.cm.
Dynamic Amplification Factor (DAF)
Eisenmann Formula is the internationally used formula giving the value of DAF.
Stress due to Dynamic Wheel Load = DAF × Stress due to Static Wheel Load.
DAF = 1 + qst,
Where, q: Quality Factor
= 0.3 for track in very good condition
0.4 for track in good condition
0.5 for track in bad condition
s: Speed Factor
= 1 for speed V less than 60 km/h
[1 +

] where V is the speed in km/h

t: Probability Factor = 1 for 84.15% confidence level
2 for 97.70% confidence level
3 for 99.85% confidence level
t =3 is applied for calculating bending stresses in rails and stresses in fastenings
t =2 is applied for calculating stresses due to lateral forces and pressure on ballast bed
t =1 is applied for calculating stresses in sub-grade below ballast bed
(Authority: Pages 83 &84 of Esveld’s Book)
Let us assume that the track is considered good, i.e., q = 0.2
Eisenmann’s DAF for bending stresses = 1 + 0.2×[1 +
Comp. stress at rail-head = DAF×
Tensile stress at rail-foot = DAF×

ℎ

=1.7714×
=1.7714×

.
.

]×3 = 1.7714
=1849 kg/cm2 = 18.5 kg/mm2
= 1442 kg/cm2 = 14.4 kg/mm2

Thus, as the train of BOBSN25 wagons passes, each section of rail is subjected to +ve BM = 291,974 kg.cm,
when the inner wheel of each wagon passes on it.
Calculation of negative BM at the location of wheel of the concerned wagon:
From Fig.1, it is seen that the point of max. –ve BM occurs at distance x2 = 2x1 = 136.3cm from Q.
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Fig.4
Referring Fig.4, Point R1 has been marked at 136.3 cm from one inner wheel and at (652.4-226.0-136.3=)
290.1 cm from the other inner wheel.
/

-ve BM at R1 due to nearer wheel =-𝑒
-ve BM at R1 due to farther wheel =

= -0.20788×325500 = -67624kg.cm

×

[cos 𝜆𝑥 − sin 𝜆𝑥] = - 8984 kg.cm

𝑒

where λx = 0.011521×290.1 = 3.34224
Total –ve BM at R1 due to both inner wheels = -67624-8984 = -76,608 kg.cm
From Point R1, distances of the outer wheels of the wagon are (136.3+226.0=) 352.3cm and (290.1+226.0=)
516.1cm, which are exceeding 5x1 (=340.85 cm). Hence the outer wheels have negligible effect at R1.
Referring Fig.4, Point R2 has been marked exactly the centre between two inner wheels, which is at 213.2
cm from one inner wheel.
-ve BM at R2 due to each of inner wheels =

𝑒

[cos 𝜆𝑥 − sin 𝜆𝑥]= - 39277 kg.cm

where λx = 0.011521×213.2 = 2.45628
Total –ve BM at R2 due to both inner wheels = 2× (−39277) = -78,554 kg.cm
From Point R2, distances of each of the outer wheels of the wagon are (213.2+226.0=) 439.2cm, which is
exceeding 5x1 (=340.85 cm). Hence the outer wheels have negligible effect at R2.
Thus –ve BM at R2 is bigger than that at R1 and will be considered for stresses.
Applying DAF = 1.7714, as before.
Tensile stress at rail-head = DAF×
Comp. stress at rail-foot = DAF×

ℎ

= 1.7714×
= 1.7714×

.

.

= 497 kg/cm2 = 5.0 kg/mm2
= 388 kg/cm2 = 3.9 kg/mm2

Calculation of Thermal Stress:
On IR, maximum variation of rail temperature = 78oC
If destressing is done at tm+7.5oC, the zero-stress temperature will be [(78/2)+7.5=] 46.5 degrees above the
lowest rail temperature.
Maximum tensile stress in rail = E𝛼𝑇, 𝑇 being 46.5 degrees
= (2.1× 10 ) × (1.16 × 10 ) × 46.5 = 1132kg/cm2 = 11.32kg/mm2
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Maximum value of Residual tensile stress remaining in rail-foot, consequent to manufacturing process =
24.5 kg/mm2.
The following is the list of stresses occurring in rail-foot:


Bending stress under wheel loads: Varies from +14.4 to -3.9 kg/mm2



Residual stress +24.5 kg/mm2



Maximum thermal stress +11.32 kg/mm2

Maximum tensile stress = 14.4 + 24.5 + 11.3 = 50.2 kg/mm2
Minimum tensile stress = -3.9 + 24.5 + 11.3 = 31.9 kg/mm2
This fluctuation causes fatigue at rail foot.
Mean stress = ½ (50.2+31.9) = 41.05 kg/mm2, approximatedas 41 kg/mm2.
Plotting of Smith Diagram (Fig.5) is self-explanatory in the next page.
Data used for plotting Smith Diagram: UTS = 110 kg/mm2
Yield strength = 57.2 kg/mm2
*Endurance Limit = ±42 kg/mm2
* Endurance Limit (or Fatigue Strength) for 90UTS rail has been determined as 333MPa, in RDCIS
Laboratory. For 110UTS rail, endurance limit was taken as 333 × (

) = 407MPa or 41.5 kg/mm2, which

was rounded as 42 kg/mm2.
The red boundary limits the safe regime against fatigue. Draw a line parallel to X-axis at Mean Stress of 41
kg/mm2. This line meets the mean-stress-line of Smith Diagram at M. Now draw a line parallel to Y-axis at
M. This meets the red boundary at 57.2 and 24.8. It means that the safe range of stress can be 57.2 to 24.8
kg/mm2, i.e., stress range of 32.4 kg/mm2. But, the actual variation is 50.2 to 32.0 kg/mm2, which gives a
range of 18.2 kg/mm2. Factor safety can be reckoned as (32.4/18.2=) 1.78.
In the Smith Diagram at Fig.5, a set of dotted lines have been drawn, which correspond to improved quality
of 110UTS rail, with Yield strength of 66kg/mm2 and Endurance limit of ±48 kg/mm2, as proposed at the
end of Topic 3. This gives a safe range of 66 to 16 kg/mm2, i.e., range of 50 kg/mm2, for the same mean
stress of 41 kg/mm2. Factor of safety can be reckoned as (50/18.2=) 2.75. Thus the issue ‘Factor of Safety’
raised in para 2.7(vii) of Doc-4 is effectively answered by adopting Fatigue Criterion Based Stress
Calculation. This inference adds strength to the proposal of improving the metallurgy of existing 90UTS
and 110 UTS rails for increasing the ratio of yield strength / endurance limit to ultimate tensile strength.
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Fig.5
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2. STRESSES DUE TO ECCENTRICITY OF WHEEL LOAD AND DUE TO LATERAL FORCE
ACTING ON RAIL-HEAD – VERIFICATION FOR PLASTIC DEFORMATION
The concept behind this analysis was developed by Dr. Timoshenko.
As indicated in Fig.6,
 The wheel load Q acting with eccentricity e is considered to be composed of (1) Q acting in the vertical
plane central to the rail-section and (2) moment Q.e (clockwise) around the Centre of Torsion of the rail.
 The lateral force Y acting on rail head is considered to be composed of (1) Y acting at the Centre of
Torsion (which will cause pure lateral bending of rail) and a moment Y.hf (anti-clockwise) around the
Centre of Rotation of rail.
hf is the distance from Centre of Torsion to the line of action of Y. This is given as 11.67 cm for 60kg
rail. (Refer Data.)

Fig.6
(A) First stress-component to be considered is the bending stress consequent to Q acting in the plane central
to the rail-section. These stresses have been already calculated inclusive of DAF (=1.7714) giving 99.85%
confidence level. Obviously, probability is lesser for the simultaneous incidence of maximum vertical force
and maximum lateral force at the same location of rail and for each wheel. Therefore, when the stresses
arising due to lateral forces are considered, it would be realistic to moderate DAF, as stipulated for
Eisenmann Formula. DAF for 97.70% confidence level for good track (i.e, t = 2) is calculated as 1 +
{0.2 ×[1 +

] × 2}= 1.514. This DAF will be applied to stresses due to lateral forces and also to

vertical forces occurring in conjunction with lateral forces.
Moderated values of bending stresses are as follows:
.

Stress at rail-head =
Stress at rail-foot =

.
.
.

× 18.5 = 15.8 kg/mm2 (comp)
× 14.4 = 12.3 kg/mm2 (tensile)

(B) Second component of the stress to be considered is the stress due to torsion of rail because of Q.e
(clockwise moment)
Q = 15t (inclusive of on-loading on curve); e = 1.5 cm
Torque imposed on rail = Qe = 15000×1.5 = 22500 kg.cm
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Fig.7
This is denoted as 2Mt and each side rail takes the torque of Mt. (Refer Fig.7 showing dissipation of torsion.)
Torsion resisted by rail = Mt = 11250 kg.cm

Fig.8

Fig.9

Fig.10

Refer Fig.8 for the nature of stresses developed at the points considered.
Torsion Parameters of 60kg rail with 6% wear are:
Torsion Factor for head

=

Torsion Factor for foot

=

ℎ

= 0.0253.
= 0.0210.

DAF of 1.514 is applicable for calculating the stresses.
(i) Stress in head = 11250× 1.514 × 0.0253 = 431kg/cm2 = 4.31kg/mm2 (tensile)
(ii) Stress in foot = 11250× 1.514 × 0.0210 = 358kg/cm2 = 3.58kg/mm2 (tensile)
(C) Third component is the stress due to torsion of rail because of Y.hf (Anti-clockwise).
Refer Fig.9 for the nature of stresses developed at the points considered.
Y = 0.15Q = 0.15× 12.5 = 1.875t = 1875 kg
2Mt = 1875 × 11.67 = 21881 kg.cm; Torsion resisted by rail = Mt =10941 kg.
(i) Stress in head = 10941× 1.514 × 0.0253 = 419kg/cm2 = 4.19kg/mm2 (comp.)
(ii) Stress in foot = 11250× 1.514 × 0.0210 = 348kg/cm2 = 3.48kg/mm2 (comp.)
(D) Fourth component is the stress due to lateral bending of rail due to Y (without torsion).
Refer Fig.10 for the nature of stresses developed at the points considered.
Sleeper spacing is 60cm c/c. For lateral force Y applied at centre of span (L) 60cm, lateral BM = YL/4 if the
ends are hinged and = YL/8 if the ends are fixed. The rail is continuous and the end condition is between
these two extremes. So, we may consider BM = (3/16)YL.
BM = (3/16)× 1875 × 60 = 21,094 kg.cm
Lateral section modulus of rail-head ZL.head = 164.19cm3.
Lateral Section Modulus of rail-foot ZL.foot = 60.68cm3.
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DAF = 1.514
× .

Bending stress in head =
Bending stress in foot =

.
× .
.

= 195kg/cm2 = 1.95 kg/mm2 (comp.)
= 531kg/cm2 = 5.31 kg/mm2 (tensile)

Combined stresses due to (A), (B), (C) & (D):
Compressive stress at head at the point considered:
A+B+C+D = 15.80 – 4.31 + 4.19 + 1.95 = 17.63 kg/mm2 (comp.)
Tensile stress at foot at the point considered:
A+B+C+D = 12.32 + 3.58 - 3.48 + 5.31 = 17.73 kg/mm2 (tensile)
Consider the rail-foot corner subjected to tensile stress, including other stresses:
Stress due to vertical & lateral bending and torsion = 17.73 kg/mm2 (tensile)
Residual stress
= 24.50kg/mm2 (tensile)
Thermal stress
= 11.32 kg/mm2 (tensile)
Total stress
= 53.55 kg/mm2 (tensile)
Acceptable, being less than the Yield strength 57.2 kg/mm2 of 110 UTS rails.
This is not permissible for 90UTS rail, whose yield strength is 46.8 kg/mm2.
As stated in Esveld’s Book, fatigue criterion need not be applied, because the combination of all these
stresses has lesser probability. It is adequate if possibility of plastic deformation is checked.
3. RAIL-WHEEL CONTACT SHEAR STRESSES – VERIFICATION FOR FATIGUE AND PLASTIC
DEFORMATION
Contact shear stress 𝜏 is calculated using the formula 𝜏 = 4.13 ×

kg/mm2

Q is Wheel load in kg inclusive of impact; r is worn-out wheel radius in mm.
This formula is used in reverse mode, i.e., knowing the permissible value of 𝜏 for the rail-steel and radius of
worn-out wheel, safe value of Impact Q is calculated.
As stated in Esveld’s Book,
 For repetitive incidence of impact Q, which will lead to fatigue failure, Ͳmax should be limited to
0.3fu (fu being UTS).
 For occasional incidence of impact Q, which will cause plastic deformation, Ͳmax should be limited to
0.38fu (fu being UTS).
By applying these in the basic formula for 𝜏, the following formulae emerge:
 QRepetitive ≤ 0.00527rfu2
 QOccasional ≤ 0.00847rfu2
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The following values of Impact Q are obtained for BOBSN25 wagon, with worn out radius of wheel being
465mm.
90UTS Rail
110UTS Rail
Repeated Q from fatigue failure criterion
19.85t
29.65t
Occasional Q from plastic deformation criterion
31.90t
47.66t
These results indicate that 90UTS rail is totally unsuitable for 25t axle load.
If 110UTS rail is laid, 30t should be considered as threshold value of Impact Q. Extent of wheel-flats and
rail-scabs should be controlled accordingly.
3. CALCULATION OF STRESSES AT DIFFERENT LEVELS BELOW SLEEPER
Transmission of stress in elastic medium:
Application of the Theories of Boussinesq and Odemark
Refer Fig. A. With pressure p applied at sleeper soffit,
vertical pressure 𝜎 at point P at depth z from the soffit along
the centre line of sleeper can be found out by ‘Boussinesq
Theory for Transmission of Strain in Elastic Medium’. A
ready reckoning curve may be referred in Fig. 11.
However, the pattern of stress distribution in track supporting
structure is more complicated due to the presence of multilayers, with each layer having its own elasticity.
To deal with this situation, Theory of Odemark is applied as
follows:
If there are two layers (refer Fig. B), thickness of top layer is
converted into equivalent thickness to match with the
elasticity of bottom layer. For computing σ at point P, deq is
determined by the formula:
deq = 0.9×d×
If there are three layers (refer Fig. C), thicknesses of upper
layers are converted into equivalent thicknesses to match with
the elasticity of the bottom most layer. For computing σ at
point P, deq is determined by the formula:
deq = 0.9×d1×

+ 0.9×d2×

After deciding deq, the Boussinesq based curve in Fig. 11 can
be used to find (𝜎 /𝑝).
References: Pages 244-247 of ‘Track Compendium’ by
Lichtberger
Pages 92-99 of ‘Modern Railway Track’ by
Esveld
‘Ballasted Track Systems for High Speed
Traffic’ by Freudenstein
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Fig.11
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As the first step, we have to find the pressure at sleeper seat on ballast, due to the passage of 25 t axle load
wagon, for which Zimmermann Theory will be used.
Bearing area of half of sleeper =

= 3094 cm2

×

[Refer sleeper dimensions given in Data.]
Deflection of sleeper just below the wheel load = δ =

=

× .
×

= 0.216 cm

[Here Q includes 20% quasi-static on-loading on curve = 1.2 × 12500 = 15000 kg]
Sleeper spacing s is 60cm. So reaction per sleeper spacing = s × (μδ)
= 60 × 400 × 0.216 = 5184 kg
Pressure at sleeper soffit = 5184/3094 = 1.676 kg/cm2
This pressure will have to be multiplied by DAF, calculated with probability factor t = 2, which is 1.514.
Pressure at sleeper-ballast contact = 1.514×1.676 = 2.537 kg/cm2= 25.37 t/m2
[Admissible stress on granite based ballast is 450kPa = 46 t/m2 (Ref. AREA). Hence OK.]

Pressure on sub-ballast at interface with ballast:
Static pressure at sleeper soffit = ps = 1.676 kg/cm2.
DAF with q=0.2 (good track) and t=1 (84.15% confidence level)
= 1 + 0.2[1 +

]1 = 1.257

Eb : Resilience Modulus of ballast = 150 kg/mm2
Esb: Resilience Modulus of sub-ballast
= 100 kg/mm2
Es : Resilience Modulus of sand layer
= 75 kg/mm2
Ef : Resilience Modulus of formation
= 50 kg/mm2
Ballast thickness = 30cm. deq = 0.9× 30 ×

150/100 = 30.91cm

deq/b1 = 30.91/22.5 =1.373. [b1 is the average width of sleeper =

cm]

For z/b1 =1.373, the curve in Fig.11 gives (𝜎 /𝑝) = 0.43
Dynamic pressure on top of sub-ballast = ps × DAF × (𝜎 /𝑝) = 1.676× 1.257× 0.43= 0.906 kg/cm2= 9.06
t/m2

Pressure on sand layer at interface with sub-ballast:
ps = 1.676 kg/cm2 and DAF = 1.257, as calculated earlier
Ballast thickness = 30cm; Sub-ballast thickness = 30cm
deq = 0.9× [30 × 150/75 + 30 × 100/75 ] = 34.02 + 29.72 = 63.74cm
deq/b1 = 63.74/22.5 =2.833
For z/b1 =2.833, the curve in Fig.11 gives (𝜎 /𝑝) = 0.22
Dynamic pressure on top of sub-ballast = ps × DAF × (𝜎 /𝑝) = 1.676× 1.257× 0.22= 0.463 kg/cm2 = 4.63
t/m2
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Pressure on Formation at interface with sand:
ps = 1.676 and DAF = 1.257, as calculated earlier
Ballast thickness = 30cm; Sub-ballast thickness = 30cm;
Sand layer thickness = 15cm
deq = 0.9× [30 × 150/50 + 30 × 100/50 + 15 × 75/50 ]= 38.94+34.18+15.45 = 88.57cm
deq/b1 = 88.57/22.5 = 3.936, say 3.45
For z/b1 =3.936, the curve in Fig.11 gives (𝜎 /𝑝) = 0.20
Dynamic pressure on top of sub-ballast = ps × DAF × (𝜎 /𝑝) = 1.676× 1.257× 0.20 = 0.421 kg/cm2= 4.21
t/m2

~~~~~~~
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Study on Use of 60 Kg 90 UTS Rail for DFCC 25T Axle Load Route
Veer Narayan1 , Charalambos Zois2

Abstract
On Indian Railways 25T axle load is new loading standards and systems on Dedicated Freight Corridors Corporation of
India Ltd. (DFCCIL) are designed for this axle load with a speed of 100 Kmph. The track structure (Rails and Sleepers) on
dedicated freight corridors has been designed for 25 T axle loading/100 Kmph with 60 kg 90 UTS UIC rail. The bridges and
formation are designed for 32.5T axle load to cater for future increase in axle loading on this Heavy Freight corridor system. The
proposed track structure on DFCCIL is based on the RDSO report, considering the suitability of 60 kg rail for 25T axle load, 100
Kmph speed. RDSO recently submitted another report stating that the rail stresses on 25T/ 100 Kmph speed loading exceed
permissible limits in 60 kg - 90 UTS UIC rail. Systra which is working as a Project Management Consultant on DFCCIL studied
the aspects of safety and suitability of 60 kg 90UTS rail on 25T axle load at 100 Kmph freight traffic. This paper deals with the
study done by Systra in this regard and the conclusions/way-forward suggested.

1.0 Background
DFCCIL has undertaken the task of construction
of Dedicated Freight Corridors across India,
designed for Freight traffic of 32.5 T axle load/100
Kmph speed. Track structure has been designed for
initial loading of 25 T/100Kmph which is to be
replaced when the axle load increases to 32.5T in
future. One of the critical track componentsis Rail
and selection of suitable Rail section and grade of
the material is the key to an adequate 25track
structure designed to minimize risk of in-service
failures.
Track structure using 60 Kg 90 UTS Rail
conforming to IRS T-12 was stipulated for
Dedicated freights as per the earlier studies made by
RDSO. RDSO in its study on 21.02.2018 revised
various values, mainly Residual stresses, and
concluded that 60 Kg 90 UTS Rail is unsafe to
handle the stresses induced due to 25 T/100 Kmph
loading. On the Direction of DFCCIL, Systra India,
working as Project Management Consultant in the
projects of DFCCIL, engaged the services of its
International Track expert (Mr. CharalambosZois )
to study this issue and consider various stresses on
the rail during Train Operation including supporting
calculations. The report prepared by expert and
various aspects on the use of 60 Kg 90 UTS Rail
have been considered in this paper.
2.0 Scope of Study
The scope of study for the consultant was to
consider various rail stresses and assess the

suitability of 60 Kg 90 UTS Rail for 25 T Axle load
Train operation at 100 Kmph speed. Consultant
should also study the RDSO report dt. 21.02.2018
and come up with supporting calculations which
establish the following combination workable.


60 Kg 90UTS rail



600mm spacing of concrete sleepers



25T axle load



100 Kmph

3.0 Various parameters contributing to Rail
stresses
3.1 Important properties of the rail
From design view, following are the important
properties of rail.
3.1.1 Rail section and sectional properties
Rails are denoted as 52 kg, 60 kg or 68 kg rails
etc. which indicate the weight per meter of the rail
length. These direct the sectional area, moment of
inertia and sectional modulus.
3.1.2 Ultimate Tensile Strength (UTS)
The ultimate tensile strength of rail is the
maximum stress it can take at break point in uniaxial tension. Rails have been designated as 90 UTS
(90 kg/mm2 or 880 MPa) and 110UTS (110 kg/mm2
or 1080MPa).
3.1.3 Yield Strength (YS)
Yield stress is taken as stress at 0.2% strain
(proof strain) which has been observed as 52% of
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UTS. Thus, yield stress for 9OUTS rails is
468MPa.The minimum yield strength for 1080 Cr
grade is 560 MPa (57.1 kg/mm2).
3.1.4 Endurance Limit (Fatigue Strength)
The endurance limit is the stress limit the
material will withstand any number of loading
repetitions without failing. The endurance limit of
90 UTS rail has been found as 333 MPa.
In addition to the above important properties,
other properties like fracture toughness and fatigue
crack growth rate also influence the performance of
rail.
3.2 Type of stresses induced in rail
The stresses induced in rails are mainly:
3.2.1 Internal residual stress
These are internal residual stress generated
in rail during cooling of rolled rail and
straightening process after rolling and depends
upon the straightening methodology adopted in
rail rolling plant. The internationally accepted
value for 90 UTS rail is 250 MPa which should
not be exceeded. The rails produced in India by
SAIL comply to these standards.
3.2.2 Stress due to temperature variation
These are the stresses due to temperature
variation with respect to its laying/de-stressing/stressfree temperature in Long Welded Rail (LWR) held
against expansion or contraction. The temperature
stress considered in the design calculation is
corresponding to temperature differential with respect
to de-stressing temperature (td) as = tm + 7.5 degree
and works out as 11.32 kg/mm2 in Temperature Zone
IV where temperature variation is maximum.
3.2.3 Stress due to dynamic loading
These are the stresses induced in rails due to
dynamic vertical and lateral loads imparted by
moving wheels. The rail-wheel interaction is a
complex phenomenon and these stresses depend on
various parameters of track and vehicle. Followings
are the effects of dynamic loading in rails
Vertical bending due to dynamic vertical load
Torsion due to eccentricity of vertical and lateral loads

Lateral bending due to lateral loads. To work out
stresses generated in rails due to dynamic loading, the
Zimmermann Model considering rail as infinitely long
continuous beam supported on continuous elastic
foundation is universally adopted.
Track foundation modulus is an important
property in estimation of the stresses due to dynamic
loading. It is the property indicating track stiffness
against vertical load and is defined as load required
per unit length of track to produce unit vertical
depression of track. RDSO undertook fresh static
trial during Aug - Nov 2005 for determination of
track modulus for concrete sleeper track and a
Report No CT-12 was prepared based on trial
results.
3.2.4 Stress due to other factors:
a. Flexed laying of rails in curve- As per an
estimate made at RDSO in 2006, stresses in the
bottom flange of rails on account of flexed laying on
a 4-degree curve for 52 kg and 60 kg rails are 5.88
kg/mm2and 6.22 kg/mm2 respectively.
b. One side solar radiation- The difference in
the temperature on sunny non-windy side and
shadow- windy side can be as high as 7-degree C.
c. Cant excess/ deficiency in curve- Rail
stresses due to insufficient cant or excess cant are
calculated as per differential of speed and
equilibrium speed.
d. Limiting wear of rail-The value of
unforeseen stresses is considered as 10% of Yield
Strength at the edges of rail foot and head and equal
to 10% of calculated bending stress at foot center.
The stresses on account of impact of excessive
wheel irregularities, wheel flats, overloading,
rail/weld irregularities etc are not taken into account.
3.3 Failure Criteria to be followed for Rail Design
Following three failure criteria are normally
adopted in deciding a suitable rail section:
a) Yielding under combination of stresses
mentioned above
b) Fatigue due to bending stress under cyclic
loading
c) Contact stress fatigue
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To ensure safety of rails against yielding, the worst
combination of stresses mentioned above should not
exceed Yield Strength of rail. The methodology
followed in IR for stress calculation is based on the
internationally adopted methodology suggested by
Timoshenko.
4.0 Brief results of the study done
Following tasks were undertaken:
1. to create the corresponding table with fresh
stress calculations for straight track,
2. to comment on the above-mentioned
technical reports and
3. to deliver a technical report with
conclusions.
The stress calculation depends on numerous
parameters, assumptions and interdependencies that
cannot be captured through a single formula.

Therefore, the report only intended to provide
general information on the issues raised in the other
reports. In principle it was believed that the
calculations given in the RDSO Report are correct.
However, as a different computational approach
with change of parameters leads to different
numerical results it is important to investigate
which factors have a favorable effect on decreasing
stresses and whether the assumptions taken into
consideration correspond to the actual conditions.
4.1 Comments on report of RDSO
RDSO report while permitting maximum speed
for different rail section has considered different
stresses such as bending stresses due to wheel load,
residual stresses, thermal stresses, stresses due to
unforeseen condition. These are tabulated as below.

Table no-1
Speed & Dynamic Augment

50 Kmph
(DA4 3%))

25 T axle load
60 kmph
75 kmph
(DA 47%)
(DA 53.5%)

100 kmph
(DA 72%)

Bending Stresses due to Wheel load

10.51

10.79

11.23

12.51

Residual stress
Thermal Stresses for temp differential
w.r.t. td = tm + 7.5
Due to Unforeseen Condition
Total Stress
Maximum permissible 90(Yield
strength)
90 UTS (Yield strength)
Maximumfor
permissible
for 110 UTS

24.50

24.50

24.50

24.50

11.32

11.32

11.32

11.32

1.05
47.38
46.80
57.1

1.08
47.69
46.80
57.1

1.12
48.17
46.80
57.1

1.25
49.58
46.80
57.1

These stresses have been arrived based on study
or based on some test results. The various
assumptions and the comments over them are as
below:
1. As per IRST -12-2009 permissible residual
stress is 190MPa. However, based on some test
conducted by method for residual stress testing as
included in European code, values arrived were
more than 190mpa. RDSO has revised the limit of
residual stress as per European code, i.e. 250mpa.
and taking the revised value in calculation RDSO
concluded that 60kg 90 UTS Rail are not suitable for
25tonne Axle load train operation at 100kmph.
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2. The RDSO report has made the assumptions
that the permissible yield stress of 900 UTS is 468
MPa, less than 495MPa according to Deutsche Bahn
or 580MPa according to Esveld in his book “Modern
Railway Track”. According to the report, 468 MPa
is used in static calculations over time.
3. In calculations maximum residual stresses are
considered equal to 250MPa (245), a value that is
internationally accepted according to EN 13674.
This value is greater than the value stated by Esveld
as the maximum residual stress (220MPa) and of
course greater than the official value accepted by the
Indian Railways (193.8MPa), which is not adopted
in the calculations.
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As analyzed in paragraph 4.2.1 below, the value
given in EN 13674 is the maximum stress that can
be measured on a rail by its supplier, and not the
value to be considered as mandatory in stress
calculations. EN 13674 standard is a rail quality
standard.

reason for that. This limit is used for delivery of rails
according to EN-13674. This European standard
specifies Vignole railway rails of 46 kg/m and
greater linear mass, for conventional and high-speed
railway track use. These stresses do not have the
same value along the rail.

Since the measured rail stresses are lower than the
maximum values, then the adoption of the maximum
values as rail stresses leads to worst combination of
results. It is assumed, that Indian Railway
specifications consider 193.8MPa as maximum
residual stress, because the delivery of rails in the
project is done according to this maximum value.

Residual stresses depend on the manufacturing
process of rail profiles. As stated by Eisenmann, in
case a rail of 60E1 profile and R260 steel quality is
produced according to the ideal method
(Rollenrichtverfahren), residual stresses can be
taken equal to 100 MPa.

It is not right to apply selectively the permissible
values to the calculations. If the maximum value of
residual stresses according to EN 13674 is adopted
without justification, the corresponding calculations
and coefficients should also follow the rules of the
European Specifications. Therefore, in that case
permissible yield stress values needs to be increased
according to the Deutsche Bahn specifications.

In the figure 1 residual stresses distribution along the
rail (about 20 meters length) for UIC 60 and S54
profile, is depicted. Continuous lines indicate the
maximum residual stress along the rail and the
dashed lines the minimum values for residual stress
along the rail profile. Those values depending on the
metallurgy procedure and chemical composition of
the rails.

The methodology of calculations uses a specific
track modulus that has arisen from field
measurements (maybe of a similar track). This value
changes over time. The report does not investigate
the possibility of improvements in the superstructure
to be built, in order that the rail stresses could be
reduced due to the axle load increase.
In conclusion, RDSO report is based on a
number of assumptions and calculations which are
subject to questions and giving any comments with
specific values is a process that is time consuming
job and beyond purview.
4.2 Comments on Residual stresses and Yield
Strength
4.2.1 Residual Stresses:
According to EN-13674, the maximum value
of longitudinal stresses (residual stresses) that can
appear is 250 MPa (§ 8.5.4 Qualifying criteria).
However, this upper limitshould not be obligatorily
taken into account in stress calculations if there isn’t

Figure – 1
Regarding to the UIC-60 rail profile the value
ofthe residual stresses varies from 125 to 190 MPa.
Those values are less than the permissible limit
adopted from EN-13674.
As for the assumption of residual stresses, values of
100, 150, 200 and 250 MPa can be used in the
calculations. Due to the modern rail manufacturing
methods, residual stresses have been reduced to 100
MPa (according to Dr Clauss Reiβberger–
Technical University of Graz).
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Measurements conducted by Indian Railways for
these specific rails indicate values significantly
lower than the upper limit set by EN-16374, i.e. 250
MPa.
4.2.2 Yield Strength:
The data used by the German, Swiss,
Austrian and other Railways regarding strengths are
the following:
 Strength against cyclic loading: ± 222 MPa
 Ultimate tensile strength (UTS): 900 MPa
 Permissible yield strength: 495 ΜPa

(RE / RM ≈ 0.55)
 Permissible yield strength acc. to Esveld:
580 MPa (RE / RM ≈ 0,65)
The data has been resulted from laboratory and onsite measurements of the above-mentioned railway
networks.
It is observed that the permissible yield stress
according to Indian Rail studies is 468 MPa, which
is less than the above-mentioned values of 495 and
580 MPa.
4.2.3 Constant stresses:
Constant stresses are the sum of residual
stresses and thermal stresses (σΔΤ+ σΕ). Regarding
to IR regulations the maximum permissible residual
stress is 193,8 MPa, and according to RDSO
calculation the thermal stress σΔΤ = 113.2 MPa so,
constant stresses σΔΤ + σΕ = 307 MPa and the
permissible yield stress is 468 MPa. According to
Esveld the maximum value of residual stress is 220
MPa and the thermal stress σΔΤ = 100 MPa so,
constant stresses σΔΤ + σΕ = 320 MPa and the
permissible yield stress is 580 MPa. The Smith
Chart showing the constant stresses with the
comparison on the value taken by RDSO is attached
in the Annexure 1 & 2. As can be seen the value of
Constant stresses is limited to 320 MPa (Esveld) .
It’s not obligatory to take up high value of residual
stresses as set by EN-16374.
4.3 Calculations of Rail Stresses:
The method of an infinitely long beam on
elastic foundation is an internationally accepted
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method for the calculation of stresses. However, the
use of more advanced methods, such as the use of
discretely supported beam and finite element method
(FEM), can lead to more accurate results. The
detailed methodology with brief on the background
and calculations are attached in the annexure 3 to 10.
In these annexures the methodology used,
Theoretical background, values arrived, load
combinations and the different combinations have
been detailed. For the sake of brevity these are not
discussed in detail here, but the results have been
used for deriving conclusions.
4.4 Conclusion over study of Reports
1. RDSO report has taken the various
permissible values in the calculations selectively. It
has taken the maximum value of Residual stresses of
245.0 MPa according to EN 13674 without
justification but corresponding calculations and
Coefficients as per Rules of European Specifications
have not been followed.
2. The RDSO report has taken the permissible
yield stress of 900 UTS as 468 MPa, less than
495MPa according to Deutsche Bahn or 580MPa
according to Esveld.
3. The RDSO report uses specific track modulus
that has arisen from field measurements (maybe of a
similar track). This value changes over time. The
report does not investigate the possibility of
improvements in the superstructure to be built, in
order that the rail stresses could be reduced due to
the axle load increase.
4. Taking the value of residual stresses as 193.8
MPa instead of 245 MPa brings the total stresses
induced in 60 Kg 90 UTS within limit of permissible
stresses. This is considering the lower value of Yield
strength as 468 MPa, less than 495MPa according to
Deutsche Bahn or 580MPa according to Esveld.
According to Eisenman, Rail as per 60 Kg UIC is
capable to withstand traffic load of 32-42 T with
sleeper spacing of 630 mm with additional load of
20% As shown in the figure 2 below it can be
observed that for speed of 100 Kmph and very bad
ground (C= 2 N/mm3), Rail 60 Kg UIC 90 UTS can
be used upto an total axle load of 32T.
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Fig 2- Suitability of Rails for Very bad ground condition (C=2 N/mm3)

In case of medium condition, foundation modulus C = 5 N/mm3 rail is suitable to withstand the
permissible axle load is equal to 38 tons with speed of 100 km/h

Figure 3 corresponds to (refers to) a medium condition.

Fig 3- Suitability of Rails for Medium ground condition (C=5 N/mm3)

Hence in light of above deliberations it is concluded that 60 Kg 90 UTS rail is safe to carry the
stresses induced by Axle load of 25 T and 100 Kmph speed Freight traffic.
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5 Conclusions
Based upon the study done so far followings
are the conclusions.
1. Taking only the maximum residual stress
but not taking the other assumptions and parameters
of European methods in stress calculation leads to
the worst possible combination and is not an
economical/ scientific approach to the problem in
hand.
2. The 60 Kg 90 UTS UIC rails as per IRS T12 seems to be suitable for 100 KMPH speed in
straight track, under specific track and traffic
conditions mentioned in this study.
6 Way Forward
1. Nevertheless, there is a need for further
investigation regarding the best metallurgical
procedures and equipment in order to improve the
rail production methods and reduce the internal
residual stresses, following the international
practice. For heavy duty operation it is
recommended to use rails with low values of
residual stresses in order to have higher resistance
to wear, higher rolling contact fatigue and foot
fatigue performance to extend the service life of
rail and thereby reduce the maintenance cost.
2. It is important to examine track behaviour

in curves in reference to fatigue strength and
fatigue criteria, taken into consideration different
parameters that affect rail stresses and rail head
wear like cant, super elevation, speed restriction,
rolling stock parameters etc.

Further investigation is required in order to
have a complete picture about 25 T traffic load
effect on track structure and maintenance aspect,
taking into consideration AASHTO 4th power rule
and the international experience. Many different
parameters, such as the rolling stock, the track
behaviour, track stability, fatigue rules, Life Cycle
Cost etc. that influence reliability and
maintainability of the track must be examined in
order to create a reliable and cost-effective
maintenance program for 25 T operation.
3.

The reduction of rail stresses can be
achieved in the following ways:
 by the use of suitable rolling stock with
suitable distance between bogies – axles
 by the use of rolling stock having a bigger
wheel diameter,
 by the use of the proper materials so that
foundation modulus could be C≈0.12 to 0.15
N/mm3
 by the use of a wider sleeper
 by reduction of sleeper spacing, if feasible.
4.

5. More sophisticated calculation methods –
primarily the finite element method (FEM) – are
required when modelling the effect of the railway
embankment width. Even in this case it is important
to calibrate the results of the modelling against
observations made from actual railway structures
and, if possible, also from instrumented railway
embankments specially designed for this purpose.

A stability check of the continuous welded
track must be carried out with applied calculation.
6.
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Selection of Rail Under Mixed Traffic Regime on IR
- Passenger Operations at 160 Kmph Along With 25t Freight Operation
Nilmani1 , Ajay Kumar2

Synopsis
Indian Railways operates in mixed traffic regime of passenger and freight operations. The envisaged speeds of passenger
operations now is up to 160 kmph and freight operation up to 100 kmph with axle loads up to 25t. Axle load of freight trains has
been increased from 20.32t to 25t (on some select routes) in a very short time, and now its speed of operation is proposed to be
increased to 100 kmph from the existing 50 kmph. This, along with the envisaged increase in passenger operation speed from 110
kmph to 130 kmph in general, and 160 kmph on selected routes, needs requisite inputs for analysis and design and, accordingly,
putting the infrastructure in place. This is a unique operating environment on IR, adopted on very few of the established world
railway systems. Russian Railways and British Railway are having such a mixed traffic regime. However, achieving the culture of
operating discipline and systemic maintenance of these Railways would be a challenge for IR. Another important aspect in which
Indian Railways is lacking seriously is the vehicle clearance criteria, which is very slack and vehicles not having track friendly
designs are getting cleared.
Design of various track components is to be considered for such an operating environment. The most critical track component
from service life and safety point of view is rail and selection of suitable rail section and grade is key to an adequate track structure
design. Adequately designed rail section and grade is also required to minimize risk of in-service failures leading to derailments.

1. Introduction

2. Effect of increase in axle load and speed

The paper analyses the operating conditions for
mixed traffic regime of 25t axle load freight at 100
kmph and 160 kmph passenger operation.
Experiences of other Railway systems on the effect
of heavy axle load operation on maintainability and
cost are discussed.Design requirement of rail from
Yield Strength criteria, Bending Fatigue criteria and
Contact stress criteria have been worked out.
Bending stresses have been worked out using an
internationally accepted methodology which has
been followed by RDSO for a very long time, and
considering the data related to Dynamic Augment
and Track Modulus of IR track. Data related to
strength and residual stress of SAIL rail being used
on IR has been used.

The increase in speed and axle load increases the
static as well as dynamic component of forces
coming on the track due to operations. This increase
is proportional for static component but the dynamic
augment increases at a much faster rate with speed.
The increased loading on track leads to faster rate of
deterioration of track geometry and also decreased
fatigue life of rail, weld and other track components
thus causing increase in number of rail / weld
failure.

Types of rail being used on European, Chinese, and
Japanese
Railways
have
been
analysed.
Recommendations on rail selection for European
Railways and by International Heavy Haul
Association have been deliberated. Conclusion on
selection of rail has been drawn considering the
design aspect as well as actual experience of these
Railways.
Executive Director/Track-I/RDSO 2Director/Track -II/RDSO

Results of some of the studies done in the matter
indicate that;
2.1 Increase in axle load from 22.9t to 25t which is
an increase of only 9%, may translate into damage to
track structure that could be as much as 20% higher
than that caused by current loads*.
(* “Heavy axle load capital needs assessment” – Dr
A. M. Zarembaski, PE, President of ZETA – TECH
Associates, an American consultancy firm).
2.2 Studies reported in ORE, D/141/RP 1 indicate
that Increase in axle load from 20t to 22t (10%), the
fatigue failure in rails will increase based on the

1
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relative increase in mean axle load raised to a power
of 3 to 4. Thus, increase from CC to CC+ 8+2
loading culminates into 40-60% increase in fatigue
failure of rails. Further increase from 22.9 t axle load
to 25 t, the expected further increase in fatigue
failure of rails may be 30-40%.
2.3 Studies reported in ORE, D/141/RP 5 indicate
that cost of maintenance increases by 37% for 10%
increase in axle load.
3. Requirements for 160 kmphoperations:
For increasing the passenger operation speed
from current band of 100 – 110 kmph to next band
of 130 – 160 kmph, the essential requirements from
track point of view are
- More accurate track geometry than that
required at 100/110 kmph in terms of line and level
both to provide at least same degree of ride comfort
and stability to stocks at higher speeds

(iii)Characteristics of rolling stock affecting
dynamic behavior i.e. wheel diameter, suspension
system, unsprung mass, etc.
(iv) Maintenance standards of rolling stock –
permissible size of wheel flat, wheel deformations
(v) Track structure, its geometry and
maintenance standards
4.2 High dynamic vertical and lateral load cause
high bending stress in rail causing decrease in
fatigue life of track components in general and
sudden failure of weakened section in particular, if
got combined with large track and other vehicle
defects. Apart from having requisite strength to
withstand the large dynamic forces arising out of
heavy axle load and high speed operations, the track
structure should also be sturdy enough having
enough lateral resistance in order to maintain the
track geometry to the “better standards” required for
safe passenger operations at 130-160 kmph,
effectively.
5. Consideration for Rail Design:

- Considerable reduction in rail-weld failures
as they have more devastating consequences at
higherspeeds and more hazards for passenger safety
To maintain better geometry and continuity of track,
the ill effects of operations on track i.e. track vehicle interaction forces- responsible for
distortion of the track geometry and effecting fatigue
failures of rails, welds and track components, need
to be contained on one hand and a sturdy track
structure having adequate strength to withstand these
forces needs to be designed on the other.
4. Design Parameters for Rail:
4.1 Rail is the most important part of track structure
and its failure has led to serious consequences in
past. Prime requirement in selection of a Rail type
(Section and Strength) is its ability to sustain the
dynamic loads to which it is subjected under traffic.
These dynamic loads are influenced by many
factors, such as
(i) Axle load
(ii) Speed of operation

5.1. Important properties of the rail and track
structure: Important properties of rail which form
the design basis (selection of rail) are discussed
below:
5.1.1. Rail section and sectional properties: Rails
are denoted as 52 kg, 60 kg or 68 kg rails etc which
indicate the weight per meter of the rail length. The
sectional properties used in finding the mathematical
solution of rail behaviour under loading are sectional
area, moment of inertia and sectional modulus. For a
given shape, the section properties increase with
increase in weight of rail, thus 60 kg/m rail section
has higher sectional area, moment of inertia and
section modulus than 52 kg/m rail. Higher the
sectional properties, lower are the stresses produced
in rail under a set of loading.The sectional wear
considered in the present analysis of 60 kg rail
section is 7% (by proportionately increasing the
limiting value of 6% stipulated for 52 kg rail in
IRPWM).
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5.1.2. Ultimate Tensile Strength (UTS): The
ultimate tensile strength of rail is the maximum
stress it can take at break in uni-axial tension.
Minimum UTS as specified in IRS-T-12/2009 for
880 grade rail is 880 MPa (90 kg/mm2) and for 1080
Cr grade is 1080 MPa (110 kg/mm2). Accordingly,
90 kg/mm2 and 110 kg/mm2 have been considered as
the UTS in rail stress calculations.
5.1.3. Yield Strength (YS): For the metallurgy of
rails being used, yield stress is to be taken as stress
at 2% strain (proof strain) which has been observed
as 52% of UTS. Thus, yield stress for 90UTS rails is
being taken as 460MPa. In recent data of 1000 heats
received from SAIL on 25.10.2017, the average
yield strength has been found as 510 MPa with
standard deviation of 21.6 MPa. A “mean – 2 X SD”
value, covering approximately 97.5% of the rails
produced works out to 466.8 MPa. However, lower
values up to 461 MPa have been reported by SAIL.
The minimum yield strength specified in IRS-T12/2009 is 460 MPa (46.8 kg/mm2). Accordingly,
value of 46.8 kg/mm2 being used in design. The
minimum yield strength specified in IRS-T-12/2009
for 1080 Cr grade is 560 MPa (57.1 kg/mm2).
5.1.4. Endurance Limit (Fatigue Strength): The
endurance limit is the stress limit which can be
applied to a material under cyclic loading as in case
of rail under repeated wheel loading, and the
material will withstand any number of loading
repetitions without failing. In the tests carried out by
RDCIS, the endurance limit of 90 UTS rail has been
found as 333 MPa.
5.1.5. Track Modulus: Track modulus is the
property indicating track stiffness against vertical
load and is defined as load required per unit length
of track to produce unit vertical depression of track.
Following values have been considered for adoption
for 60 kg rails based on report no CT-12 of RDSO.
Track Modulus in kg/cm/cm
Sleeper
Initial
Elastic
Density
(for 4t
(for load beyond
(No/km)
load)
4t)
1540
125
425
1660

135

540

In addition to the above important properties,
other properties like fracture toughness and fatigue
crack growth rate also influence the performance of
rail.

5.2. Type of stresses induced in rail: In addition to
stresses induced due to dynamic loading, the rail,
unlike of other track components, is subjected to
other stresses also. Some of these are very prominent
and need very careful attention and address for a
proper rail design. The stresses induced in rails are
mainly:
5.2.1. Internal residual stress: The internal
residual stress is generated in rail during cooling of
rolled rail and straightening process after rolling and
depends upon the straightening methodology
adopted in rail rolling plant. The internationally
accepted value for 90 UTS rail is 250 MPa which
should not be exceeded. The rails produced in India
by SAIL comply to these standards as indicated by
the data reported in October 2017 by RDCIS,
Ranchi. Accordingly, residual stress considered in
the rail stress calculation is 240 MPa (24.5 kg/mm2)
at rail foot center and as 6 kg/mm2at the edge of rail
foot.
5.2.2. Stress due to temperature variation: The
temperature variation with respect to its laying/destressing or stress-free temperature, produce thermal
stress in Long Welded Rail (LWR) which is held
against expansion or contraction. Maximum
variation in temperature occurs in Temperature Zone
IV. De-stressing temperature as per LWR Manual in
Zone IV is (td) = tm + 5 to tm + 10 degree Celsius
The temperature stress considered in the design
calculation is corresponding to temperature
differential with respect to de-stressing temperature
(td) as = tm + 7.5 degree Celsius. The value works
out as 11.32 kg/mm2.
5.2.3. Stress due to dynamic loading: These are
the stresses induced in rails due to dynamic vertical
and lateral loads imparted to rails by moving wheels.
The rail – wheel interaction is a complex
phenomenon and these stresses depend on various
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parameters of track and vehicle. However, a simple
but sufficiently accurate method has been given by
Zimmermann which is internationally accepted. The
vertical and lateral dynamic loads cause following
effects in rails:
(i) Vertical bending due to dynamic verticalload
(ii)Torsion due to eccentricity of vertical and
lateral loads
(iii) Lateral bending due to lateral loads.
To work out stresses generated in rails due to above
mentioned effects of dynamic loading, the
Zimmermann Model considering rail as infinitely
long continuous beam supported on continuous
elastic foundation is universally adopted. The
important parameters/factors in the rail stress
calculations due to dynamic loading are:
5.2.3.1. Dynamic vertical load: A speed factor
(dynamic augment factor) is considered over static
wheel load to work out dynamic vertical load. On
IR, actual dynamic augment at the rail level for
present day rolling stock is not known since it has
never been measured for want of measuring wheel.
The DAF considered in design is taken based on the
RDSO report C-100. The factor is 1.72 for 100
kmph speed for freight stocks.
5.2.3.2. Dynamic Lateral Load: The most logical
way to assess the dynamic lateral load is to measure
it through measuring wheel at rail-wheel level. But,
measuring wheels are not available so far in IR and
the values for present day rolling stocks at PSC
sleeper track are not available.In absence of any
measured value, dynamic lateral wheel force is taken
as half of the Prud Homme’s limit of lateral force
exerted by an axle, as indicated below:
Prud Homme’s limit (t) = 0.85 (1 + P/3)
P is axle load in Tonnes
However, during oscillation trials of some
locomotives and wagons, the lateral force measured
with the load cell at axle box level indicates that

actual values may be higher than those adopted in
rail stress calculations.
5.2.4. Stress due to other factors: Stresses may be
induced in the rail due to many other factors such as
flexed laying of rails in curve, one sided sun
radiation etc. As per an estimate made at RDSO in
2006, stresses in the bottom flange of rails on
account of flexed laying on a 4-degree curve for 52
kg and 60 kg rails are 5.88 kg/mm2 and 6.22 kg/mm2
respectively.
The effect of other factor i.e. one side radiation of
sun, cannot be quantified for want of authentic
methodology for the computation of the same.
However, the difference in the temperature on
sunny- non windy side and shadow- windy side can
be as high as 7 degree C.
In addition to the above, there are many other factors
also which induce stress in rails but not accounted
for in the stress calculations e.g.cant excess/
deficiency in curve, limiting wear of rail etc.
However, considering that the stress generated at the
rail foot centre would be very small on account of
flexed laying in curve and unequal heating on the
two sides, a nominal value as 10 % of Yield Strength
at the edges of rail foot and head and equal to 10%
of calculated bending stress at foot center has been
considered for unforeseen stresses.
The stresses on account of impact of excessive
wheel irregularities, wheel flats, overloading,
rail/weld irregularities etc are not taken into
account in rail stress calculations.
5.3. Failure Criteria to be followed for Rail
Design: Following three failure criteria are
normally adopted in deciding a suitable rail section:
(i) Yielding under combination
mentioned under para 5.2 above

of

stresses

(ii) Fatigue due to bending stress under cyclic
loading
(iii) Contact stress fatigue
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6. Design of rail for Yield Criteria:
To ensure safety of rails against yielding, the
worst combination of stresses should not exceed
Yield Strength of rail.
6.1. Calculation of stress in rail due to
dynamic loading: The methodology followed in IR
for calculation of bending stress due to dynamic
loading is based on the internationally adopted
methodology suggested by Timoshenkoconsidering
rail as continuously supported beam.The stresses are
considered to be generated due to:
(i)
Vertical bending due to vertical load
(ii)
Lateral bending due to lateral force
(iii)
Torsion due to eccentricity of vertical and
lateral loads with respect to axis of bending

Rail stress calculations have been done for 3 critical
points as indicated in the figure – 1 above.
Calculations indicate that the most critical
combination of stress becomes at rail foot centre.
The summarized values of maximum stresses
induced (at rail foot centre - location F2 in Fig: 1)
with 25t axle load and 22.9t axle load for 60kg rail
have been given in table below.

6.2. Total maximum stress in Rail under worst
combination: The rail stress calculations indicate
that maximum stress due to combination of various
stresses may occur at any of the three locations (F1,
F2, H3) indicated in figure - 1 depending upon the
values and nature of various stresses:
60kg rail section (Stress – kg/ mm2)

Speed & DA
Bending Stresses due to Wheel
load
Residual stress
Thermal Stresses for temp
differential wrt td = tm + 7.5
Due to Unforeseen Condition
Total Stress
Maximum permissible (Yield
strength) for 90 UTS
Maximum permissible (Yield
strength) for 110 UTS

50
kmph
(DA
43%)

25 T axle load
60
75
100
kmph kmph kmph
(DA
(DA
(DA
47%) 53.5%) 72%)

50
kmph
(DA
43%)

10.51

10.79

11.23

12.51

9.68

10.34

11.51

24.50

24.50

24.50

24.50

24.50 24.50 24.50

24.50

11.32

11.32

11.32

11.32

11.32 11.32 11.32

11.32

1.05
47.38

1.08
47.69

1.12
48.17

1.25
0.97 0.99 1.03
49.58 46.47 46.74 47.19
46.80

1.15
48.48

The above calculations indicate that maximum stress
generated in rail due to various combinations is
exceeding yield strength of 90 UTS raileven at speed
of 50 kmph for 25t axle load. For 22.9t axle load

22.9 T axle load
60
75
100
kmph kmph kmph
(DA (DA
(DA
47%) 53.5%) 72%)
9.93

57.1

also, the stress is exceeding the yield limit for 75
kmph speed.Minimum yield strength requirement
for operation of 22.9t at 100 kmph is 48.48 kg/mm2
and for 25t at 100 kmph is 49.58 kg/mm2. However,
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these calculations suffer from following major
shortcomings and risk factors associated with them:
(i)
Actual dynamic wheel loads (vertical &
lateral) are not known. For PSC sleeper, due deep
screening and due maintenance track and for in
service rolling stocks, these may be larger than
considered in calculations.
(ii)
A factor of 1.2 for extra vertical load on
curves due to cant excess or deficiency is being
considered in international literature which is not
being considered in IR methodology.
(iii)
Actual lateral force coming on one rail,
particularly on the outer rail of a curve, is likely to
be higher than half of the Prud’Home’s limit
inducing higher stresses in rail.
(iv)
The sectional wear considered in calculation
corresponds to around 60% of the limiting value. At
limiting wear value, the dynamic stress will be
higher. Further, loss of rail section due to general
corrosion of rail web and foot and localized
corrosion of foot (liner bite corrosion) causing raised
stress have not been considered.
(v)
Overloading and Additional dynamic load
due to rolling stock and track defects beyond normal
maintenance limit causing higher dynamic loads
have not been considered.
Keeping some factor for approximation in
calculations and for worst possible scenario not
considered in rail stress calculations as brought out
above, a 10% increase in above worked out yield
strength is considered required for keeping the rail
stresses within yield Strength. Thus, the yield
strength requirement for 25t operation at 100
kmph may be considered as approximately 55
kg/mm2.
7. Design of rail for Fatigue criteria:
Any component subjected to cyclic loading such
as rail, must be designed for fatigue criterion. The
constant stress under which rail is subjected to is
internal residual stress, thermal stress and some
other kind of stress such as those due to flex laying
of rails etc. Though the thermal stress is not constant
and varies with change in temperature during the
day and with seasonal changes, an average value

may be considered to be acting for a considerable
period of time. However, maximum temperature
stress and that due to other factors may not be
considered to be acting simultaneously and only
temperature stress acting in combination with
residual stress may be safely considered to be severe
most case of constant stress working in the rail. The
dynamic stress generated due to passage of each
wheel load forms the cyclic loading component and
shall be superimposed on this constant stress. A
smith diagram is plotted to find the working range of
dynamic cyclic stress under a particular set of
constant stress.
For 60 kg rail in temperature zone IV, the
temperature stress has been worked out as 11.32
kg/mm2 and internal residual stress as 24.5 kg/mm2.
Thus, total constant stress at rail foot center is
worked out is 36.82 kg/mm2.
The maximum and minimum bending stress at rail
foot center for 60 kg rail under 25t axle load at 100
kmph has been worked out as:
Maximum bending stress
(tensile)
Minimum bending stress
(compressive)

=
=

+ 13.76 kg/mm2
- 3.07 kg/mm2

Thus, the maximum, minimum and mean stress to
which rail is subjected under cyclic loading shall be:
CombinedMax. Stress = 24.50+11.32+13.76
= 49.58 kg/mm2
Combined Min.Stress= 24.50+11.32–3.07
=32.75 kg/mm2
Mean stress

= (49.58 +32.75)x 0.5
= 41.16 kg/mm2

The Smith diagram with above calculated mean
stress and with UTS, Yield strength and Endurance
limit of 90 UTS rail as 90 kg/mm2, 46.8kg/mm2 and
33.94 kg/mm2 respectively has been drawn below.
The permissible working range is worked out as 46.8
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kg/mm2 to 35.5 kg/mm2 as against required range of
49.58 to 32.75 kg/mm2. Thus, 60 Kg90 UTS rail is

not suitable for 25t operation from fatigue
considerations also.

Smith Diagram for 60kg 90UTS (Yield Stress - 46.8kg/mm²)

Smith Envelope
Dynamic Stress Range for constant stress of 35.82kg/mm² = 46.80 kg/mm² to 35.51 kg/mm²
(Required Range= 49.58 kg/mm² to 32.75 kg/mm²)

8. Contact Stress Considerations:
The contact stresses become important under
operation of heavy axle load since dynamic contact
stresses associated with such operations are high
causing higher rate of defect generation and defect
growth. Rolling contact fatigue refers to a range of
defects that occur mainly due to the development of
excessive contact shear stress close to the wheel-rail
contact surface which exceed the shear limit of rail
material. The estimation of contact shear stress on
IRis being done using the internationally accepted

formula which is based on Boussinesq half space
theory. As per the method, the maximum shear
stress is proportional to the square root of the ratio
of wheel load Q and wheel radius R.
The value of Q being used on IR in this method is
the static wheel load which gives the shear stress
within permissible range for 25t operation also.
However, as per eminent track expert C.Esveld, the
contact stress should be worked out for repetitive
wheel load i.e. the dynamic wheel load obtained
from multiplication of static wheel load with
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dynamic augment factor. It is further pointed out by
C.Esveld that occasional high wheel loads should
also be kept in view as they are responsible for
plastic deformation of the rail head though do not
cause fatigue fracture. This requirement brings out
need for reducing impact load suitably which has
been set as 35t in case of WILD alarm.
The permissible shear stress is taken as 30% of the
yield strength of rail and for 90 UTS rail it works out
to 27kg/mm2. As per methodology invogue in IR,
the contact stress works out to 22.55kg/mm2for 25t
wheel load and 900 mm wheel dia. However, when
we use dynamic wheel load (DAF= 1.72 for
100kmph), the maximum contact stress works out to
28.5kg/mm2 exceeding the limit by approx. 6%
The generation of RCF defects and surface cracks is
a result of a complex stress environment in rail head
comprising of contact stress, bending stress, thermal
stress and other kind of stresses present. It is
difficult to draw a definitive conclusion/theory for
failure of rail due to generation of surface/sub
surface defects and to stipulate a clear limiting value
of dynamic wheel load based on the permissible
shear stress value. More work/study is required to be
done on this aspect of rail failures. However, for the
design purpose, the yield strength of the steel may
be selected in such a manner that maximum contact
shear stress does not go beyond the limiting value of
30% of yielding strength.The 90 UTS rail seems to
have inadequate strength on this account also.
9. Rail Degradation due to Heavier Axle load
operation
Rolling Contact Fatigue:
Rolling Contact Fatigue (RCF) refers to a range
of defects that occur mainly due to the development
of excessive shear stress at or close to the wheel /
rail contact which exceed the shear limit of rail
material. Rail corrugation and squats are examples
of this defect. The RCF defects which occur in
gauge corner region are as under:
(i) Gauge Corner Cracking or Head Checks:
The gauge corner cracking is surface condition of

rails in which fine surface cracks appear in the shape
of fish scales towards gauge side of rail. The gauge
corner cracks are initiated at rail surface or very
close to it and occur at an interval of 2- 5 mm along
the rail and can grow to the same depth at downward
angle of about 10 – 30deg to the rail surface,
gradually spreading across the rail head. Once they
occur they usually break out as small wedges or
spalls. Though gauge corner cracking mainly occur
on outer rail in curves but it can also occur on mild
curves and tangent tracks where wheel set/ bogie/
vehicle tends to exhibit lateral dynamic or
huntingbehavior and where there is negligible gauge
face wear of rails.
(ii) Shelling: Shelling is an internal defect that is
initiated at a depth of 5-10 mm below the gauge
corner. It generally occurs on the outer rail in a
curved track. Shelling cracks may continue to grow
in the longitudinal direction for some distance at an
angle of about 10-30deg to the rail surface and,
thereafter, either turn down and cause a transverse
defect or continue to propagate longitudinally and
spall out in a shell. The transverse defect may
eventually result in rail fracture.
Effect of Mechanical Properties of Rail on
Controlling Rail Degradation:
Mechanical properties of rail are dependent on its
chemical composition and microstructure. In
general, strength and hardness are related i.e.
strength increases with increasing hardness of rail
steel. Increased hardness results in a better wear
resistance and a better resistance to rolling contact
fatigue.Increase in carbon content (upto a certain
limit) results in increased UTS and hardness.
However, it also increases brittleness in terms of
reduced elongation. A finer micro-structure of rail
steel results in increase in UTS and hardness, while
maintaining (or improving) toughness.
Internal fatigue defect was thoroughly analyzed long
back in the Nippon Steel Technical Report No. 53,
of April, 1992. It recognized that no fundamental
solution had been found to fatigue defects, another
factor that dominates the service life of rails,
particularly to internal fatigue defects that originate
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and cause transverse fissures in the rail head.
Nothing has been made clear, either, about the cause
of these defects. These types of internal fatigue
defects are difficult to discover from the appearance
of rails as installed and tend to suddenly develop as
transverse fissures or gage-corner shelling. They
make it impossible to predict rail life, and, more
important, directly affect the running safety of trains.
How to prevent them is a critical issue for all the
track maintenance personnel.
Internal fatigue defects occur mainly in the gage
corner of the high rail of curves on both passenger
and heavy haul railroads. The wheel flange throat
repeatedly contacts the gage corner, and this is
considered to cause metal fatigue in the gage corner.
The Report analyzed actual rail failures due to
fatigue defect on the Japanese Railways. Influence
of (1) non-metallic inclusions, (2) rail steel strength
and (3) rail head corss-sectional hardness
distribution on internal fatigue defects was analyzed.
It was found that the HH rails with the quenched and
tempered structure were highly susceptible to
internal fatigue defects (gauge-corner shelling),
whereas standard carbon rails of lower strength were
subject to compound fissures (which resulted in rail
fractures). In HH rails, the fatigue defect tends to
originate in the tempered structure corresponding to
the first quenching layer. Of the 20 rails
investigated, a mere two revealed the presence of
non-metallic inclusions at the fatigue crack origins.
The discussion did not succeed in determining the
critical size of nonmetallic inclusions responsible for
the occurrence of internal fatigue defects, but did
succeed in clarifying the effect of increasing the rail
steel strength in significantly reducing the internal
fatigue defect sensitivity of non-metallic inclusions.
It was also concluded that a high strength rail with a
mild head hardness gradient is less susceptible to
internal fatigue defects than that with a greater head
hardness gradient.
The Report concluded that the Internal fatigue defect
resistant rails must be high in strength and in case
depth, and wide in strength range for use on both

Japanese passenger railroads and overseas heavy
haul railroads. DHH rails manufactured via in-line
heat treatment have a greater case open and longer
service life than conventional rails. Total service
life, including wear and damage resistance, can be
extended through the use of (i) DHH 340 rail with
the head surface hardness of HB 340 for passenger
railroads, (2) DHH 370 rail with the head surface
hardness of HB 370 for heavy haul railroads and (3)
DHH 370 rail or DHH 370S rail micro-alloyed to
prevent the softening of welded joints.
10. European National Guidelines
Some of the common grade of steel as per European
Specifications (BS EN 13674 -1) and their strength, hardness
and elongation are as below.
Steel
Grade

R260
R320Cr
R350HT
R350LHT
R370CrH
T
R400HT

Tensile
Strength,
minimu
m (MPa)
880
1080
1175
1175
1280

Elongation Hardnes
, minimum s
(%)
( BH )
10
9
9
9
9

260 - 300
320 - 360
350 - 390
350 - 390
370 - 410

1280

9

400 - 440

The areas of application of different rail grades are
defined in national and/orInternal guidelines, which
have to be observed by the different European
railway administrations. These guidelines provide
the basis (“reference case”) for the evaluation of the
benefits which can be achieved by introducing heat
treated rail grades.
National guidelines over the European Railways for
rail grade selection on mixed traffic lines with up to
22.5t axle load and at least 20 MGT annual load
prescribed use of standard R260 rail for tangent
track and harder rail for curves, with sharpness of
curve varying for different countries. UIC and
several other country Guidelines prescribed R260
rail for alignment flatter than 700 m and R350HT
rail for sharper curves.
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Based on the known operating conditions and the
operating degradation mechanisms, there were a
wide variety of locations where the use of premium
grade rails offered significant LCC advantages –
tight and medium curves where wear is
predominating as well as medium and wide curves
where RCF represents the primary degradation
mechanism.
Nevertheless
most
Railways
installedthese higher grade rails (only) in curves up
to 700 m radius to utilize the superior wear
resistance of heat treated rails. Based on rack tests
all over Europe, which also demonstrated the greater
RCF resistance offered by heat treated rails, several
railway administrations (such as DB ) started
changing their rail grade strategy.

11. INNOTRACK recommendations
European Union, Innovative Track Systems
(INNOTRACK) Project funded under European
Union Research 6th framework and coordinated and
disseminated by UIC was undertaken to develop cost
effective, high performance track infrastructure
aimed at providing innovative solutions towards
significant reduction in investment and maintenance
of infrastructure cost. As a part of this project, a
Sub-Project (SP 4) was undertaken to develop
guidelines for selection of rail grades for different
operating conditions. Based on results of large
number of different track tests and results of
laboratory tests, recommendation for selection of rail
grade has been developed and published in report
no. D4.1.5GL. In the report two types of
recommendations are made (a) one based on radii
and other based on (b) rail degradation mechanism.

Radii Based rail Grade Recommendation

The INNOTRACK recommendations for heavy and
moderately loaded tracks are summarized as
(i)
For sharp curves of radius R < 300 m the
recommended rail grade R 400 HT.
(ii)
For moderate curves of radius between 300
m and 700 m – R 370 Cr HT grade (for heavily
loaded tracks R 400 HT grade may also be used),

followed by 350 HT steel grade with increasing radii
upto 700 m.
(iii)
In case of heavily loaded tracks R350HT
steel grade is also proposed to be used in mild
curves with radii between 3000 m and 5000m.
However, standard R260 grade may represent
appropriate solution if RCF is negligible.
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(iv)
For lightly loaded tracks R 350 HT steel
grade in curves with radii upto 700 m to 1000 m

depending upon local boundary conditions may be
used.

Rail Degradation based Recommendation
Rail degradation based recommendations of INNOTRACK are illustrated as under:

The deterioration based rail grade selection doesnot
depend on are spective radius nor on a certain traffic
situation, as it is only based on the actual rail
degradation behavior of an installed rail. By
choosing railsteel with an improved hardness, the
rate of damage can be significantly reduced. Thus,

replacement of R260 grade rail steel with a R350 HT
grade can lead to very significant improvements–
wear can be reduced by a factor of between 3 and
5while the RCF resistance is increased by a factor of
between 2 and 5.
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12. International Heavy Haul Association (IHHA)
Guidelines
IHHA Guidelines, 2001 provided Basic Heavy
Haul Rail System design tables, as a starting point
for the design. As per these Guidelines, standard rail
for tangent and curves upto radius 875m and
premium rail for sharper curve was suggested for
axle load of (25-29) tonne, and annual GMT greater
than 50. Here, standard rail hardness is (300 – 340)
BHN and premium rail hardness is (341 – 388)
BHN. The section of rail suggested is UIC 60 or RE
132. Thus, the suggested rail grade is superior to 880
Grade rail as per IRS-T-12/2009.
As per the International Heavy Haul Association
(IHHA) Guidelines, 2009, in the past 10-20 years,
the heat treated rails have become almost a standard
product, particularly in high nominal axle load (> 25
tonnes) heavy haul operations or in systems with a
large proportion of very sharp curves. The
popularity of the heat treated (both head-hardened
and fully treated) rail steels, at the expense of the
alloyed rail steels, stemmed from various reasons,
including, ease of manufacture; reduced costs, even
allowing for the need of special heat treatment
facilities; improved overall mechanical properties
and in particular ductility and fracture resistance;
improved welding characteristics, although the rails
still require air quenching after welding to increase
the hardness within the heat affected zone and,
hence, avoid dipping at the weld location. Three heat
treated rail types are now commercially available,
namely, head hardened (HH), deep head hardened
(DHH) and fully heat treated (FHT). As their name
implies, the main difference between these rails is
related to proportion of the rail cross section that has
been heat treated and hardened. Thus, in the HH rail
the heat treatment extends approximately 30 mm
from the running surface, while in the DHH rail the
heat treatment is over 45 mm deep, and in the FHT
rail the whole section is heat treated. The DHH and
FHT rails exhibit a more gradual hardness reduction
from the rail surface than the HH rails, although all
product types show similar hardness values up to
depths of at least 5 - 10 mm.

Gradual development of a work hardened layer
establishes a hardened zone which remains
essentially constant as wear occurs, and is relatively
independent of the original material properties at
depths greater than 10 - 15 mm. Consequently, in
terms of resistance to the rail deterioration modes of
major interest, similar behaviour is expected in the
various heat treated rail types, as has been observed
under actual operations. The main difference that
would be expected between the HH and FHT rails is
in terms of the residual stress distribution present in
the rail section. This is mainly due to the fact that
the heat treatment of the full section produces a
more balanced stress distribution in the rail section
and hence straighter rails, which require less roller
straightening effort, and consequently exhibit a more
even stress distribution. An improvement in the
residual stresses would improve the rails behaviour
particularly in terms of resistance to fatigue
initiation and growth in the rail web
Further improvements in performance have been
obtained with the development of micro-alloyed heat
treated rails, primarily through their improved work
hardening behaviour when subjected to compressive
loadings, and improved welding characteristics, to
the extent that air quenching is no longer required.
The fatigue strength necessary to increase the high
cycle fatigue life associated with rail bending is an
essential factor in rail design calculations. The
improved potential performance of the higher
strength rails is evident. It would follow that the
FHT rails would have an even better performance
than the HH and DHH rails, because of their higher
fatigue limit throughout the rail section. Indeed,
under constant loadings, this would allow the use of
a lighter rail section.
However, it is to be noted that at relatively high rail
head wear values (for example: >40% head loss),
and particularly in curved track, the most critically
stressed location is under the rail head.
13. Chinese Heavy Haul experience
IHHA Guidelines, 2009 contains a case study on
the Datong-Qinhuangdao line in China. It is the first
electrified double-track HH line dedicated to coal
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transport in China. It extends from Hanjialing
Station on the Beitongpu line in the west and reaches
Liucun South Station in the Qinhuangdao area in the
east, with a total length of 653 km. From 2002 to
2007, the Datong-Qinhuangdao line experienced
large increases in train tonnage, regularly running
10,000 tonne and20,000 tonne HH trains, and its
annual traffic volume increased from100 million
tonnes to 300 million tonnes, which is comparable to
the largest traffic volume in the world.
Designed axle load on this route was 25 tonne. Rail
used for loaded direction line was 75 kg/m rail,
mainly PD3 rails (U75V, tensile strength after heat
treatment more than1,200 MPa), and some PD2
rails (equivalent to U78, tensile strength after heat
treatment more than 1,175 MPa). For emptydirection line 60 kg/m rail (U71Mn, tensile strength
more than 880 MPa) was used. In order to decrease
the rail damage occurring on this line, it was
imperative that rail performance be improved in
terms of RCF, wear, and rail weld integrity.
Consequently, the MOR cooperated with the steel
mills and developed new 75 kg/m rails with higher
tensile strength of1260 MPa after heat treatment.
Selection of rail on Chinese Heavy Haul system was
further deliberated in a Paper by Y Zhang et.al.,
included in IHHA Proceedings, 2017. To meet the
requirements of rapid development of China’s heavy
haul railways, in 2011, China Railway Corporation
carried out a research on the technical system and
standards for 30t-axle-load heavy haul railways. The
research draws on the mature experience of rail
technology from heavy haul railway developed
countries. Previous research results for rails used on
Chinese heavy haul railways, such as DatongQinhuangdao and Shuozhou- Huanghua, are
summarized and analyzed. Researches on rail type,
profile, steel grade maintenance strategies as well as
the standards adapted for 30t axle load are carried
out and the technical system and standards for 30t
axle load heavy haul railways are proposed as
preliminary. In 2013, the field verification tests for
the proposed technical system were carried out
combined with comprehensive experiment on a
heavy haul railway.

Standard rail with a carbon content of 0.74 percent
was used on China’s railway in the 1980s with a
tensile strength of 780MPa, which was obviously
not sufficient and the rails were found of severe
defects and short service life, therefore they were not
able to meet the requirements of railway
transportation. Currently, the rails widely used on
existing railways mainly are U71Mn with a tensile
strength of 880MPaand U75V with a tensile strength
of 980MPa. When the Datong-Qinhuangdao railway
opened to traffic, the 880MPa hot-rolled rails were
used on the entire line, of which showed poor wearresistant performance. In the middle and late 1990s,
U75V (980MPa) rails were laid in tangent sections
and 1180MPa 75kg/m heat-treated rails were
gradually used in curved sections. In recent years,
the rail defects increased dramatically with the
operation of 10kT heavy haul trains and the
significant growth of annual volume of traffic. After
2007, U75V, U77MnCr and U78CrV rails with a
tensile strength of 980MPa and 1080MPa were
gradually laid in tangent sections and heat-treated
rails with tensile strength of 1300MPa or above was
used in curve sections, the purity of the rails was
also enhanced.
It is deliberated that using scientific lubrication and
reasonable maintenance, the service life of rails can
exceed 1.5billion tonnes in tangent section and
exceed 1 billion tonnes on curve section. With
growing axle load, the curve track needs rails with
higher strength. After 2000, bainitic and
hypereutectoid rails are designed and have been put
into use on 25t axle load railway. However, it still
needs to be confirmed that if they can meet the
requirements of 30t axle load railway.
14. Indian Railway Scenario
On Indian Railway 880 grade (equivalent to R
260 grade) rails of IRS 52 Kg and UIC 60 Kg
section are widely used. On KK line of East Coast
Rly, head hardened rails were used which gave
satisfactory performance and after completion of
their life they have been replaced by 880 grade rails.
Bhilai steel plant has planned to install facilities to
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produce heat treated rails in new rolling mill set up
with universal rolling mill.
In order to improve performance of rails, various
micro-alloyed rails have been developed by SAIL in
association with IR.
High Strength Chrome –Vanadium (Cr-V) 110
UTS Rails:
In order to cater for need of high axle load
and to reduce wear and enhance service life of rails,
high strength and wear resistant Chrome- Vanadium
rail have been developed by SAIL. Chromium in
combination with Vanadium imparts strength and
hardenability required for 110 UTS rails which have
minimum UTS of 1080 MPa, YS of 560MPa and
hardness of 320 BHN as per IRT T-12 2009.
However, chemistry of this rail is similar to R320 Cr
of the European Specifications. Due to higher levels
of chromium, weldability for this rail has been a
challenge. It is learnt that on European network, use
of this rail is now being phased out and heat treated
rails are being preferred.
Corrosion Resistant Rails:
Two corrosion resistant rail chemistries have been
developed.
Corrosion
resistant
Copper
–
Molybdenum (Cu-Mo) rail chemistry was developed
in association with RDSCI, Ranchi (R&D Wing of
Steel Authority of India Limited) and Bhilai Steel
Plant. Another rail chemistry i.e. Nickel- ChromiumCopper (Ni-Cr-Cu) was developed in collaboration
with IIT/Kanpur with SAIL as industrial partner as a
part of Technology Mission of Railway Safety.
These rails not only have Superior corrosion
resistant properties but have excellent mechanical
properties. These rails are under final stage of field
trial.
Fracture Resistant Niobium Rails:
In order to reduce incidents of sudden rail fractures
i.e. transverse fractures without any apparent origin
and impede flaw growth, fracture resistant Niobium
rails have been developed in year 2002 and laid in
track in Kharagpur Division of South Eastern
Railway for field trial where they performed
satisfactorily.

Wear Resistant Vanadium Rails:
Vanadium rails were developed to enhance wear
resistance and provide higher Ys/UTS ratio for
fulfilling requirement of higher yield strength.
Vanadium rails were produced and rolled into UIC
60 Kg rail section and laid in Chakradharpur
Division of South Eastern Railway for conducting
field trials. So far, these rails have performed
satisfactorily.
Improved chemistry of rail:
Further to the improved mechanical properties of V
and Nb rails, micro alloyed rail to improve fracture
toughness and weldability, and to reduce fatigue
crack growth rate is under development by SAIL.
It is noted that the above rails are at different stages
of development/ field trial. It is also noted that
grades other than 1080Cr has strength superior to the
existing 880 grade, but it is much lower compared to
110 UTS. Hence, these rails are a potential substitute
for 880 grade rail, but would not be adequate to cater
for 25 t axle load operation.
15. Selection of rail for IR
It is seen from the above discussion that various
world Railways have adopted harder and stronger
rail over the recent past for supporting operation of
heavier axle load. This has been possible with the
advancement in manufacturing of higher strength
rail, particularly heat treated rails. There are obvious
benefits of reduction in wear and fatigue defect.
Selection of a higher strength rail is governed by the
operating condition and extent of degradation
prevailing on a Railway. As per our understanding,
condition on both these accounts is severe on the
Indian Railways, which has 880 grade rail
supporting 22.9 t operation at 60 kmph on most of
the High Density Routes. Hence, adopting a
substantially higher strength (and, hence, hardness)
rail, compared to the present day 880 grade rail, for
25 t axle load freight operation at 100 kmph is
needed. As discussed above, 60 Kg 880 grade rail is
also inadequate from design considerations. 60 Kg
rail section having strength equivalent to R350HT
grade rail as per the EN specifications, having a
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hardness of 350-390 and minimum UTS of 1175
MPa, should be adequate for achieving the desired
level of safety, considering passenger train upto 160
kmph would be operating on the same track.
16. Issues related to monitoring and maintenance
of rolling stocks, maintenance of track and
other issues:
Selection of rail, as discussed above, is a part of
the track structure and, hence, has to be
complemented with the requisite standard of other
track components (PSC sleeper, elastic fastening)
and formation.
Apart from designing a suitable track structure for
high speed and heavy axle load operation under
mixed traffic regime, it is important to legislate
standards for maintenance of rolling stocks and
operating regime to keep the rail - wheel interaction
forces in limits for which track has been designed.
Considering this aspect, the basic requisites and
operational regime were stipulated while
introduction of heavy axle load (22.9 t), however,
those have not been implemented meticulously even
after introduction of 25t axle load. Lack of
implementation of these instructions coupled with
inadequate rolling stock design, not being in line
with international norms for mixed traffic regime,
has been causing very high incidence of asset
failures, particularly rail. Major issues in the
operation of heavier axle load over the IR are as
below:
(i)
There is very little monitoring of impact
loading on track. It was stipulated to install adequate
no of WILD (Wheel Impact Load Detector)
instrument to check the impact loading on track and
detach the stocks immediately from the load for
which critical alarm is given by the WILD.
However, only 15 WILDs have been installed so far
against the 260 identified resulting into no
monitoring of more than 90% of loads for impact
loading on track.

(ii)
It is seen from the WILD data that zonal
railways are not taking action on WILD alarms as
stipulated. Detachments of vehicles giving critical
alarms have been less than 10%. Alarms up to 50 t
(equivalent to Dynamic Augment of 325%) loads
have been allowed to run, resulting in high dynamic
forces. Such high dynamic forces of repeated nature
would lead to sudden fracture and reduce fatigue life
of rails & welds as well.
(iii)
Monitoring of overloading by weigh bridges
and corrective action thereon is also not being
properly implemented by Zonal Railways. It is
having a serious effect on the fatigue life of rail.
(iv)
Inadequate powering is another important
area of concern, particularly in gradient sections,
leading to stalling and damage to rails.
Heavy loading on track requires enhanced level of
maintenance, thus, increasing the requirement of
maintenance blocks and other resources. However,
there is no system of assured traffic block for
maintenance on IR. There are huge maintenance
arrears of track (particularly, deep screening, rail
renewal and bad formation). There is abnormally
high in-service failure of rails, causing grave risk to
passenger carrying trains.
Another significant area of concern is the corrosion
of rails and fastenings due to human excreta from
coaches which leads to severe reduction in sectional
area at critical locations as foot in very short span of
time and leads to sudden breakage of rails/welds. As
per our experience and estimate, this factor alone is
responsible for 25% - 30% of rail/weld failures and
premature renewal of a huge magnitude of rail and
other track components.
Enhanced way side monitoring, timely maintenance
and replacement of both aged rolling stock and fixed
infrastructure are pre-requisites to keep the forces
low and ensure long term economic sustainability of
25 t axle load operations along with higher speed
passenger operation of 160 kmph.
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17. CONCLUSION
Indian Railways have planned to increase
through-put with the use of increased axle load
stocks and by increasing speed on the same track to
cater to the needs of ever-increasing traffic
demand. In order to reduce risk of failure of fixed
infrastructure, various elements and regime of
heavier axle loads and 160 kmph speed need to be
conceived
and
implemented
meticulously,
including proper design of track structure. Above

discussion indicates that 60 Kg rail section having
grade equivalent to R350HT of European
Specifications should be adopted to sustain the 25t
axle load freight operation alongwith 130-160
kmph passenger operation.Further, effortsare also
needed to bring in world class freight suspension
system with limited dynamic loading of track for
enhanced maintainability and safety of operations.
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Design and Development of New Track Components Including Wider & Heavier PSC
Sleeper and Fastening System Suitable for Semi-high speed and Heavy Axle Load
Sandeep Sharma1 , Pranav Kumar2 , Rituraj3, S K Awasthi4

Abstract
Indian Railways has been contemplating to increase throughput to keep pace with increased freight traffic by allowing
higher axle load on existing track. Dedicated Freight Corridors for heavy haul freight operations are under construction on Eastern
and Western sectors. Dedicated freight corridor has already been planned for 25 t axle load operation at present and feeder routes
from existing network will also have to carry 25t axle load. Further introduction of 160 kmph passenger trains on selected routes
of Indian Railways has been planned. It is well known that the combination of heavy freight traffic and semi high speed passenger
traffic poses challenges in the design, construction and maintenance of track, because of the conflicting requirements. The main
concern of the track engineers in the field is that the track deterioration caused predominantly by freight trains becomes
impediment to passenger trains. Therefore, there is a need to upgrade & standardize the Track structure for introduction of 160
kmph passenger trains & carry 25t axle load at 100 kmph on IR. Use of wider & heavier PSC sleeper and suitable elastic fastening
system is considered advantageous on numerous accounts for semi-high speed and heavy axle load. Present paper highlights the
advantages of wider & heavier sleeper and give details of design and lab testing of wider and heavier PSC sleeper along with ERC
Mk-VI, 10mm CGRSP, Under Sleeper Pad (USP), Weldable CMS crossing on Canted turnouts which have been planned for IR in
the new operating regime, which will improve the track performance and shall be suitable for mixed traffic routes for running of
semi-high speed and heavy axle load. However, achieving the culture of operating discipline and systemic maintenance of the
advance world Railways where mix traffic is in operation would be a challenged on IR.

1.0 Introduction:
1.1 Study with CHARMEC University, Sweden
on Sleeper Design Optimization
Recently RDSO has done a project in
consultation with CHARMEC University of
Sweden on the ‘Optimization of Railway Concrete
Sleeper Design” under UIC Asia Regional Cooperation programme. In the project, various design
parameters of sleepers have been studied by
computer simulation. Four wheel loads (2 from each
adjoining bogies) have been considered in the
Model.
Two different vehicle modes viz
BOXN25M and LHB have been considered with
maximum speed upto 120 kmph and 250 kmph
respectively.The different sets of loading
casesinvolving different combinations of vehicle
1.2
In year 2008, RDSO had designed a 25T
sleeper (Drg. RDSO/T-7008) keeping dimensional
profile same as that of BG line sleeper RDSO/T2496. However, recently from the study of track
structure being used worldwide for heavy axle load,
it is learnt that various world railway use wider and
heavier sleepers in comparison to Indian Railway
sleepers,beingadvantageous in many respect for
Executive Director/Track-II/RDSO 2Director/Track-IV/RDSO
Jt. Director/Track-III/RDSO Dy. Director/CS/RDSO

type, rail pad stiffness, ballast support conditions
and wheel / rail irregularity have been studied to
investigate their influence on rail seat loads and
sleeper bending moments.
From the UIC study, it can be infer that
sleeper design for mixed traffic routes is mainly
governed by the heavy axle load and not by high
speed passenger trains. Moreover, presence of large
size wheel flats and stiffer rail pads have maximum
effect on rail seat load and design rail seat & Centre
bending moment on the PSC sleepers. As the
loading environment on IR is much unpredictable
due to overloading and presence of large number of
wheel flats of higher magnitude, it is prudent to
continue design of PSC sleepers on IR with higher
factor of safety for heavy axle loads.
semi-high speed and heavy axle loads. Sleeper
dimensions used on various world railway systems
are given in following Table 1
As per Railway Board instructions vide letter No.
2013/TK-II/22/2/2 dated 18.6.2013 and RDSO
observations on this issue, design of wider & heavier

1
3
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sleeper was contemplated for
following main advantages: viz.

achieving

the

ii)
Increased rail seat area resulting in higher
rubber pad life
iii) Reduced ballast pressure leading to reduction in
ballast pulverization, deep screening cycle &
enhanced drainage

i)
Increased width and weight providing higher
frame resistance against buckling, chances of
reducing de-stressing temperature with likely
reduction in rail/weld failures

Table 1 : Sleeper details in various world railway systems
S.
No
.

Name of
Country

Gauge

Length

(mm)

(mm)

SECTIONAL DIMENSIONS
RAIL SEAT (mm)
DEPTH

MID SPAN (mm)

BOTTOM
WIDTH

TOP
WIDTH

DEPTH

BOTTOM
WIDTH

TOP
WIDTH

MAX.
STATIC
AXLE
LOAD
(KN)

1.

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

1

AUSTRALIA

1435

2500

212

250

200

165

250

200

245

2

CANADA

1435

2542

203

264

216

159

264

226

292

3

CHINA

1435

2500

203

280

170

165

250

155

245

4

GERMANY

1435

2600

214

300

170

175

250

150

221

5

GR.BRITAIN

1432

2515

203

264

216

165

264

230

245

6

HUNGRY

1435

2420

181

280

204

130

272

217

202

7

ITALY

1435

2300

171

284

222

150

240

190

221

8

IRAQ

1432

2515

203

264

216

140

264

231

245

9

JAPAN

1435

2400

220

310

190

195

250

180

164

10

RUSSIA

1520

2700

193

274

177

135

245

182

265

11

SWEDEN

1435

2500

220

294

164

185

230

150

222

12

S.AFRICA

1065

2057

221

245

140

197

203

140

221

13

U.S.A

1435

2591

241

279

241

178

279

250

321

14

INDIA
(existing BG &
25T sleeper)
INDIA
(WiderSleeper)

1673

2750

210

250

150

180

220

150

221& 245

1673

2750

230

280

210

200

230

180

245

15

From the data given in the table, it can be seen that
existing IR sleepers are slender and light weight in
comparison to sleepers being used in other world
railways. These sleepers offer less Track frame
resistance which isanimportant requirement for
mixed traffic routes with operation of semi-high
speed and heavy axle load and LWR on curves.
Existing sleepers are less fit for higher impact load

caused by flat wheelswhich results sometime to premature failures of sleepers. Rubber pad is also a
vulnerable component in the existing track which
affects the performance of track substantially.
Further, the existing design of sleeper has reached to
saturation stage as it has already 20 number of HTS
strands in RT-7008 design. Number of strands
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cannot be increased further and this sleeper is
difficult to upgrade for higher axle load beyond 25T.
2.0 Trial Design options:
2.1 Four number of design alternatives were
developed initially by RDSO considering aspects of
tamping and shape optimization. Design with top
rail seat width of 230 mm and bottom width of 300
mm against existing 150 mm and 250 mm
respectively was found most suitable with use of 12
wires as against 20 wires of 3 plyx3 mm in existing
design of PSC Sleepers for 25t axle load. Railway
Board approved above design for lab testing vide
letter dated 11.03.2014. Trial casting & testing of

sleepers was done at Concrete sleeper plant,
Anwarganj, Kanpur under NE Railway. The trial
sleepers were tested for static bend tests and failure
load. The trial sleepers passed the specified test
loads as per design in SBT tests conducted at sleeper
plant, Kanpur. Although, during SBT test in RDSO,
sleepers achieved design load test but the pattern of
initiation of crack was sudden in some of the
sleepers. During fatigue test, it was observed that
initial crack of about 15mm length which developed
at cracking load at rail seat, propagated fast with
crack length more than 150 mm leading to failure of
sleepers in 1.5 million loading cycle as against
stipulated insignificant growth of cracks upto
2million cycles.

Figure-1: Fatigue Testing of Wider Sleeper

2.2
Therefore, taking cautious and economical
approach, the wider sleepers were redesigned with
14 no. of HTS wires and keeping dimensional
profile same. The revised design wider sleepers were
casted and tested at CSP Kanpur, which were also
not found to be satisfactory in SBT test. In all total 2
no. design alternatives were tried with 14 nos. HTS
wires with same sleeper profile of 12 no. wire design
for SBT test after casting sleepers at sleeper plant,
Kanpur.

for SBT tests at Sleeper plant Kanpur. This sleeper
has also been tested for fatigue test at RDSO which
is found successful in SBT & fatigue tests.

2.3
The failure of above two designs
necessitated revision of design now using 16 no. of
HTS wires with changed sleeper profile. Sleeper
with top width at rail seat as 210 mm, bottom width
280mm and depth 230 mm was decided after a
number of deliberations among the design personnel.
Wider sleepers with 16 wires were casted & tested

3.0 Design of wider PSC sleeper for 25t axle
loads :

2.4 Overall, in course of finalizing the design of
wider sleeper, total 7 design options were studied
and out of them 4 designs sleepers were casted &
tested for SBT test in sleeper plants and 2 design
options were tested for SBT & fatigue test at RDSO.

3.1
Though the existing PSC sleeper RDSO/T2496 is being used for 22.5 t axle load operation and
existing PSC sleeper RDSO/T-7008 has been
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designed to be used for 25t axle load which has
same dimensional profile but wider & heavier
sleeper has been taken up for design for 25t axle
load to take care of following aspects:
a)
Total stresses at rail seat and centre section
of PSC sleeper to be brought down for improved
performance and life
b)
Adequate factor of safety
c)
Ballast pressure to be reduced for reduction
in ballast pulverization & increase in period of deep
screening cycle and enhanced drainage
d)
The sleeper is sufficiently wide to increase
rail seat area to accommodate wider rubber pad to
reduce pressure on rubber pad for its longer life and
satisfactory performance.
e)
The rail seat assembly is designed to provide
flexibility to adopt any of 136RE (68 kg/m) and UIC
60 kg rail section.

f)
A heavier sleeper is required to provide more
longitudinal and lateral resistance to track to counter
higher thermal forces on account of heavier rails as
also the higher longitudinal forces like traction and
braking, exerted by heavier trains.
g)
PSC sleepers being used in other world
railways are generally wider in section in
comparison to IR sleepers RT-2496 & RT-7008.
Details of PSC sleepers in other world railways have
been given at Table-1.
3.2 Considering the above factors, a new wider PSC
sleeper design(RDSO/T-8527) has been developed
using 16 nos., 3 plyx3mm HTS strands. In this
design, the design rail seat load has been taken as
17.2 t, which is derived from the existing design
practices of PSC sleepers. The comparison of
salient features of the wider sleeper design vis-à-vis
that of existing sleepers are as follows:

Table-2
25 T Existing
Sleeper

25 T Wider
Sleeper

RT-7008

RT-8527

M-60

M-60

20 No.

16 No.

70%

75%

75%

Prestress Loss

30%

30%

30%

6

Axle Load

22.5 T

25T

25T

7
8

Weight

267 kg

267 kg

332 kg

2750 mm
210 mm
180 mm
150 mm

2750 mm
230 mm
200 mm
210 mm

250 mm

280 mm

S.
No.

Parameter

BG line
Sleeper (22.5T)

1

RDSO Drawing No.

RT-2495 & 2496

2

Grade of Concrete

M-55

3

HTS Strands (3mm
dia x 3 ply)

18 No.

4

Initial Prestress

5

-

Dimensions :
Length
Depth at rail seat
Depth at centre
Width at top at rail
seat
Width at Rail seat
bottom

2750 mm
210 mm
180 mm
150 mm
250 mm
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Figure-2: Existing 25 t & wider sleeper

3.3 The wider sleeper design has been done using
the 16 nos. 3 ply x 3mm HTS strands which are as
against 18 nos. & 20 nos. in existing design of
sleepers to drawing no.RT-2496 & RT-7008
respectively. Thus the number& weight of HTS
strands have been reduced substantially in wider
sleeper design. The weight of wider PSC sleeper is
332 kg and against 267 kg in existing design of
RDSO/T-2496 & RDSO/T-7008 sleepers, which is
almost 24% higher.
3.4 The HTS strands are to be tensioned to 75% of
the breaking load as against 70% in existing design
of RT-2496 & 75% in RT-7008 sleeper. This will
result in better use of material. However, the loss of
pre stress has been taken as 30% of initial prestress
as in the case of existing design.
4.

3.5 The depth of sleeper at rail seat has been
increased to 230 mm to restrict the bending stresses
generated from higher axle load. The depth of
sleeper at center section has also been increased to
200 mm.
3.6 The top width for the sleeper has been kept as
210 mm to facilitate a larger bearing area for rubber
pad to enhance its performance and longer life.
3.7 The bottom width of the sleeper has been kept as
280mm to limit the ballast pressure as well as to
facilitate machine packing.

Discussion on important structural parameters:

The important structural parameters of the new design of wider sleeper (RT-8527) and existing sleepers (RT2496 & RT-7008) have been tabulated below:
Table-3
S.N
o.

Design parameter

1.

B.M. imposed:
At rail seat bottom
At center top
Resultant stresses:
- At rail seat bottom
- At center top

2.

Values for
RDSO/T-7008
(25t axle load)

Values for
RDSO/T-8527
(25t axle load)

1.19 t-m
-1.25 t-m

1.32 t-m
-1.38 t-m

1.26 t-m
-1.43 t-m

23.4 Kg/cm2
-17.3 Kg/cm2

32.4 Kg/cm2
-7.6 Kg/cm2

13.7 Kg/cm2
-15.7 Kg/cm2

Values for
RDSO/T-2496
(22.5t axle load)
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3.

4.

5.
6.
7.

Resisting Moment:
At rail seat bottom
At center top
Factor of safety:
- At rail seat bottom
- At centre top
Failure moment
- At railseat bottom
Load factor
SBT Loads
- Cracking load at Centre top
- Cracking load at rail seat
bottom
- Failure Load at rail seat
bottom

2.41 t-m
1.58 t-m

2.72 t-m
1.83 t-m

2.83 t-m
1.95 t-m

2.02
1.27

2.06
1.32

2.24
1.36

4.66 t-m
3.92

5.06 t-m
3.82

5.59 t-m
4.42

60 KN

65 KN

68 KN

230 KN

270 KN

280 KN

370 KN

490 KN

535 KN

4.1 It can be seen that the resultant stresses at rail
2

seat bottom are 13.70 kg/cm , which are lower than
the value of 32.4 kg/cm2, in existing design of RT7008 sleeper. These stresses can be considered as
quite safe. However the resultant stresses at centre
top are –15.7 kg/cm2 which is of the same order as in
existing design i.e. – 17.29 kg/cm2 for RT-2496
sleeper and within permissible limit.
4.2 The factor of safety values at rail seat is 2.24 in
the new design which is more than the value in
existing designs of 2.02/2.06. The factor of safety
values at center is 1.36 in the new design which is
more than the value of 1.27/1.32 in existing designs.
The load factor value is 4.42 in new designs as
against the value of 3.92/3.82 in existing designs and
is considerably higher.
4.3
This design of wider sleeper is futuristic
design with 16 numbers of HTS strands which can
be further increased for axle loads more than 25T
say upto 35-40T without changing the sleeper profile
as changing of sleeper profile frequently, poses
manufacturing related problems viz. change of
moulds, change in casting machine in long line
method etc. thereby increasing the cost of sleeper.
5.0 Trial casting and laboratory testing:
The trial casting of wider PSC sleepers for the
purpose of laboratory investigation i.e. Static Bend
Tests and Fatigue tests was done at Concrete sleeper
plant, Anwarganj, Kanpur under N E Railway. All

the sleepers have passed static bend tests (Rail seat
bottom, centre top, centre bottom) successfully.
Three nos. of sleepers were subjected to fatigue tests
in Track Machine Lab, RDSO. All the sleepers have
withstood fatigue test load successfully for specified
2 million cycles. Trial scheme / monitoring
proforma along with drawing of wider sleeper have
been sent to nominated zonal railways vide RDSO
letter dated 24.10.2016 and laid by the 5 nominated
Zonal Railways.
6.0 Design of rail seat assembly for wider sleeper:
Rail seat assembly for the wider sleeper has been
designed. Rail seat Assembly for wider PSC sleeper
shall be as per Drg. No. RDSO/T-8529. In this rail
seat assembly, fastening Components are as under:
a) ERC MK V RT-5919
b) GFN 66 LinerRT-6938 & 6939 (with 60kg UIC
Rail) &RT- 6937 (with 136 RE Rail)
c ) 10 mm thick CGRSP RT-8528 (Wider rubber pad)
ERC Mk-V is an existing component used on IR &
shall be procured from RDSO approved sources.
10 mm thick wider CGRSP (RT-8528) for use with
wider PSC sleeper has been newly designed. This
rubber pad shall be procured from the shortlisted
firms of 10mm thick CGRSP (RT-7010). The rubber
pad width has been increased from existing 125 mm
to 185 mm thereby increase in rubber pad area by
48%.
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GFN 66 liners are also existing component for 25t
axle load sleeper (RT-7008) & shall be procured
from existing RDSO approved sources for any
drawing of GFN-66 liners.

survey and consensus of cement plants, the
maximum content of C3A & SO3 in 53S grade
cement for railway sleepers have been reduced to
9% & 3.3% from 10% & 3.5% respectively.

7.0 Field Trial Status:

Further, the maximum cement content in the
concrete has been limited to maximum 450 Kg/cum
as per revised IS specification. This will also
enhance the durability of concrete. These measures
will improve the quality and durability of PSC
sleepers on IR.

7.1 A detailed report on design of wider & heavier
sleeper for 25t axle load along with its rail seat
assembly had been prepared and sent to Railway
Board along with drawings vide RDSO letter dated
21.01.2016 for approving field trial and to nominate
zonal railways for the conducting the field trial.
7.2 Railway Board vide letter dated 06.10.2016 has
approved the field trial of this wider and heavier
PSC sleeper (RT-8527) along with its fastening
components in 5 zonal railways e.g. ECoR, SECR,
SER, WCR, NCR. The Railway Board has
instructed to conduct trial in a stretch of 15 km
length and the trial stretch should be suitably
indentified by CTE’s and should generally be on
busy routes identified for 25T operation and should
also cover curves & gradient to the extent possible.
Based on field trial in 5 Zonal Railways, Indian
Railways has recently adopted new design of wider
& heavier sleeper (RDSO/T-8527) from 2019-20
onwards.
8.0 Improvements done in Quality of PSC
Sleepers:
Recently, RDSO has carried out extensive trial and
implemented some effective measures to improve
the quality of PSC sleepers to have longer service
life. Extensive trials of modified steam curing cycle
at reduced maximum curing temperature in the range
of 55oC to 60oC in place of previous maximum
curing temperature range from 75 – 80oC at all
sleeper plants has been carried out by RDSO and
necessary modifications in the PSC sleeper
specifications (IRS-T39 & T-45)to reduce the curing
temperature has been done. This will reduce chances
of formation of DEF (Delayed Ettringite Formation)
in concrete which results in internal splitting of
concrete in 2 – 10 years of sleeper life leading into
premature failure of PSC sleepers. To further reduce
the chances of DEFformationbased on literature

9.0 Road ahead for development of new fastening
components for wider sleeper:
9.1 Wider PSC sleeper (RT-8527) has been designed
by RDSO using the same elastic fastening
components as being used for normal PSC sleeper.
The existing elastic fastening components are ERC
Mk-V, GFN-66 insulating liner & 10mm thick
composite grooved rubber sole plate.
9.2 The existing elastic rail clip ERC Mk-V is a clip
having 23mm dia. (Grade 55Si7 silico-manganese
spring steel rounds). With a view to enable its use on
existing PSC sleeper earlier, its leg was machined
and diameter was reduced to suit the existing insert.
The reduction in diameter was achieved through
precise profiling, which requires special care during
manufacturing. Insulating liners and rail pads of
same raw material were suitably modified to suit the
wider sleeper.
9.3 Existing SGCI insert is the same being used with
DFCCIL sleeper for 25t i.e. as per Drg. RDSO/T6901.
9.4 With the introduction of wider sleeper,
indigenous elastic fastening system having better
features with enhanced service life has been
conceived in order to further strengthen the fastening
system for wider sleeper.For this purpose, following
improvements in the three fastening components
have been considered:
a)
A new elastic rail clip of uniform 23mm dia.
(Grade 55Si7 silico-manganese spring steel rounds)
has been developed. Although this new clip will
necessitate a new type of insert but this new ERC
will have no machining in its leg. The new elastic
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rail clip having uniform diameter of 23mm will
avoid extra machining, provide ease in
manufacturing and full utilization of material.
b)
Use of high viscous nylon liners being used
worldwide has been thought of. The material high
viscous nylon has been proposed in place of glass
filled nylon for its better elongation and better
impact properties. Heat stabilized grades provide
excellent long term heat ageing and property
retention. Cost saving is expected on account of no
breakage, increased life of operation, reduced down
time and manpower requirement along with the
advantage of heat stabilized raw material and
differentiated color for identification.
c)
Use of high performance pads has been
thought of. The pads have been so designed that they
are self locating on the sleeper and tend to attenuate
the dynamic stress from axle loads and wheel impact
from train movements. These pads shall provide
high resilience with an increased life expectancy.
d)
Use of a new insert suitable to 23mm
uniform dia ERC and 10mm pad with sturdy design
has been planned.
9.5 Status of development of new Fastening
Components for wider sleeper:
a)
ERC of uniform 23mm dia.:
Prototype of new design of elastic rail clip has been
got manufactured from willing vendors of ERC.
Necessary testing of the new ERC was conducted in
RDSO laboratory and the required modifications
were done in two prototype trials. The desired
properties of the new design of ERC could be
achieved after three trials. Thus work of
development of new ERC of uniform diameter has
been completed along with fatigue testing.
A new design of elastic rail clip of

uniform dia. (23 mm) (ERC Mk-VI) has been
developed. Toe load of ERC Mk-VI has been
observed in range of 1200 – 1500 kg similar to toe
load range of ERC Mk-V which has been already
adopted in Indian Railways. However, the new
design (ERC Mk-VI) will not require extra
machining which will result in ease in
manufacturing and full utilization of material
thereby may have less cost than ERC Mk-V. Final
variant of prototypes of ERC Mk-VI has been tested
in TMM Dte. of RDSO for toe load, stress test &
permanent set test and fatigue test for 2.5 million
cycles The test results as per the TM Dte. have been
found satisfactory for all the tests on the new design
of ERC of 23mm uniform dia clip.
b)
High Viscous Liners:
Generic specifications for high viscous nylon liners
have been prepared in association with M&C
Directorate/RDSO and Request for Proposal has
been floated.
Use of high viscous nylon-66 liners being used
worldwide has been thought of for higher speed and
high axle load on Indian Railways in view of
following advantages:
High viscous nylon-66 material is known for
better elongation & impact load properties.
Viscosity number of high viscous nylon-66 material
has been kept as 270 cm3/g (minimum) as per ISO
307,which will restrict use of regenerated/
reconstituted material.
Heat stabilize grades of high viscous nylon-66
material provide excellent long term heat ageing and
property retention.
High Viscous Nylon liners will not break under load
as compared to GFN-66 liners.
The brief comparison of properties of high viscous
liners in reference to GFN liners is tabulated below:-

Table-4
Comparison of properties of GFN-66 & High Viscous Nylon-66 material
S.
No.
1

Property

Unit

GFN-66

Melting point

0

258-268

C

High Viscous Remarks
Nylon-66
258-265
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2

Specific gravity

-

1.38-1.40

1.14-1.16

3

Glass filter / Ash
content
Hardness
Rockwell
Viscosity number
of raw material
Cross Breaking
Load
Elongation
at
break

%
R

30-35
(Glass)
110 (min)

0.5 max
(Ash)
100 (min)

Cm3/g

-

270 (min)

Kg

390 ( for
RT-3706)
10 (max)

-

Tensile strength
Water absorption

Kg/mm2 17.5 (min)
%
3

4
5
6
7

8
9

%

RDSO has already framed generic specification for
High Viscous Liners and request for proposal will be
invited shortly for short listing of material for field
trial over Indian Railways.
c)
High Performance Pads:
(i) High Performance Pads based on Natural
Rubber: The qualifying specifications and criteria of
High Performance Pads drawn are performance
based. In the specification of this ‘High Performance
Rail Pad’, the raw material of the Rail pad is Natural
Rubber. Generic specifications of these pads have
been prepared in association with M&C
Directorate/RDSO and Request for Proposal has
been floated.
As discussed in Para 1.1 above there is significant
influence of rail pad stiffness on sleeper response.
The main inference is that a soft pad will reduce the
bending moment generated in the sleeper at rail seat
section. However, it should be noted that use of soft
rail pads leads to dynamic decoupling of the rails
from the sleepers at a lower frequency than for

35 (min)

7.0 (min)
1.6

HVN-66 is less dense so more
liners
can
be
prepared.
Approximately 40gm HVN-66
material is required for making a
piece of liner (3706) against 50gm
of GFN-66.
In most of the Railways, HVN-66
liners are being used.

Use of generated / spurious
material restricted.

Better elongation & hence better
impact properties due to absence
of glass filler.
HVN-66
material
is
less
hygroscopic hence less corrosion
is expected.

stiffer pads. This leads to reduced sleeper vibration
& noise but more significantly increased rail
vibration and noise. Thus the benefit in terms of
improved load distribution will lead to a
simultaneous drawback in terms of increased noise
emission and faster degradation if soft rail pads are
used. Furthermore, it is clear that low rail pad
stiffness leads to increased rail displacements and
rail bending moments. Thus the selection of rail pad
stiffness is a key parameter in the overall
optimization of the railway system design and
selected pad stiffness is a compromise in terms of
rail, sleeper response.
In view of challenges of speed & axle load, Indian
Railways is exploring to use two different rail pads,
one for mixed traffic condition with static secant
stiffness of 80-150 KN/mm and the other relatively
stiffer pad for purely DFCCIL routes. The proposed
high performance rail pad will aim to provide higher
degree of impact attenuation to reduce the level of
impact damage and degradation. Better quality with
use of rubber RSS grade 1-3 is expected as it has
less amount of dirt. The brief comparison of
properties of high performance rail pad in reference
to existing 6.2mm CGRSP is tabulated below:-
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Table-5
Comparison of properties of existing rail pads& high performance rail pads
S.
No.

Properties

6.2mm
CGRSP

1

Hardness (min) Shore A

2

Tensile strength kg/sqcm
a)before ageing (min)
b)after ageing (min)
c)retention after ageing
(min)
Elongation at break (%)
a)before ageing (min)
b)after ageing (min)
c)retention after ageing
(min)
Relaxed modulus kg/cm2
a)before ageing

3

4

b)change
(min)

after

ageing

5

Ash content %

6

Specific gravity

7

Impact attenuation,
Min %

8

Secant stiffness KN/mm

9

Durability, %
(for 3 million cycles)

Advantages
w.r.t.
rubber pads only

A-75
B-60

High Performance Rail
Pads
Mixed traffic
DFC
70+5
85+5
70-5
85-5

120
100
80%

170
140
80%

150
120
80%

250
180
60%

300
220
70%

200
150
70%

Increase
in
tensile
strength
increase
abrasion resistance and
strength.
Increase in value means
good quality of rubber
and high resilience of
pads.

A-45-60
B-25-35
+30 -10

Moderate values have
been kept to achieve
impact
+30 -10
+30 - higher
attenuation along with
10
required stiffness.
This will avoid lateral
spreading of pads which
results in reduction of
pad thickness.
Less values means less
inert fillers & more
rubber which increases
Not specified
the service life. Value for
HP pad not specified as
per global practice.
30
20
Attenuates impact forces
& prevents damage to
concrete sleepers.

29-A comp.
20-B comp.
1.27-A comp.
1.17-B comp.

30
(will
be
implemented
by 30.03.19)
100-240 (will
be
implemented
by 30.03.19)
X

35-50

80-150

50-65

>150

Change in values within
25% (new test added)

The high performance rail pad will be shortlisted
for trial over Indian Railways through a request of
proposal already invited by RDSO.
(ii) High Performance Pads based on TPE/TPU &
other grades of composite material: The qualifying

To achieve higher impact
attenuation.

Represents higher load
bearing capacity of pads.

Determines fatigue life
of pads.

specifications and criteria of High Performance Pads
drawn are performance based. In the specification of
this ‘High Performance Rail Pad’, the raw material of
the Rail pad is TPE/TPU & other grades of composite
material. Generic specifications of these pads have
been prepared in association with M&C
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Directorate/RDSO and Request for Proposal has been floated by RDSO.
Table-6
S.
N

Properties

1.

Hardness

Shore D

50 (min)

2.

Tensile Strength at peak
at 50 mm/min speed on
plain dumbbell test
specimen

Kg/cm2

200 (min)

250 (min)

ASTM D2240
ASTM D-638

3.

%

250 (min)

200 (min)

ASTM D-638

%

30 (max)

30 (max)

mm
Mega
Ohms

0.6 - 0.8

0.4-0.6

7.
8.
9.

Elongation at Peak on plain
dumbbell
Compression set, subjected
to 50% compression at
100 ± 1 ºC For 24+ 0/-2 hrs
Load compression test
Electrical resistance, Min
a) Before immersion
b) After immersion
Impact attenuation, Min
Secant Stiffness
Durability test

10.
11.

Ash content
Specific gravity

100
100
30
80 -150
Change in values
within 25%
0.1 %, Max
Shall be stated by
the manufacturer
as per the
specification of
raw materials used
to manufacture rail
pads

100
100
20
> 150
Change in values
within 25%
0.1 %, Max
Shall be stated by
the manufacturer as
per the
specification of raw
materials used to
manufacture rail
pads

Mixed Traffic
routes

4.

5.
6.

d)

Units

%
KN/mm
%
%
-

SGCI Insert:

Further, design of a new SGCI insert (Drg.
RDSO/T-8388) has been carried out suitable to this
design of ERC Mk-VI and trial casting of insert has
been done. Detail testing of this insert has been
completed at insert factory and in M&C Directorate
of RDSO and found satisfactory for all requisite
testing including fatigue testing along with fastening
components as assembly with wider sleeper. The
new design ERC is under requisite M&C testing and
will be recommended to Railway Board for approval
for adoption along with this new SGCI insert.

Values
DFC/ Freight predominant / Heavy
haul routes
65 (min)

Test methods

Test procedure
as per BS
2782 part 6 1980 method
620 A

10.0 Canted Turnouts:
At present, Indian Railways (IR) use overriding/thick web curved switches and Cast
Manganese Steel (CMS) crossings over fan shaped
pre-stressed concrete (PSC) sleepers in turnouts. The
rails in turnout on IR are laid vertically i.e. without
any inclination whereas rails are provided with 1:20
cant (i.e. rail inclination) inwards in normal track.
This requires twisting of rails at approach gradually
to make the rail vertical at the beginning of Turnout.
Similarly, the vertical rails at exit of turnout are
twisted gradually to canted position with 1:20
inward cant. The above twisting of rails is achieved
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by providing gradually decreasing slope at rail seat
of PSC sleepers from 1:20 to 1:40 to 1:60 to 1:80 to
finally vertical rail (i.e. 1 : ∞) at entry and gradually
increasing slope from vertical to 1:20 at exit. The
rails in Canted Turnout are laid with cant/inclination
as provided in approach track and hence, there is no
need for such transition area at the approaches.
10.1 Norms for Canting ff Rail and use of SN
Cover Turnout:
Canted turnout provides ideal track structure
for turnout from safety, maintainability and comfort
considerations. Still, world over, their use is
normally limited to high speed and heavy axle load
traffic routes. There is no universal norm for canting
of rail (i.e. canted turnout) over turnout. However,
there are certain guidelines given in Technical
Specification for Interoperability (TSI) relating to
the infrastructure sub-system of the Trans-European
High-Speed Rail System. As per these guidelines,
the laying of rails without inclination is permitted
through the switches and crossings with following
exceptions:
a)
On the sections of switches and crossings
where the running speed is less than or equal to
200km/h, the laying of rails without inclination is
permitted through the switches and crossings and
short lengths of associated plain lines.
b)
On the sections of switches and crossings
where the running speed is 200-250 km/h, the laying
of rails without inclination is permitted provided that
it is limited on short sections not exceeding 50 m.
c)
Regarding SNC, according to above
mentioned TSI, switches and crossings laid on highspeed lines yet to be built for speeds ≥ 280 km/h,
shall be built with swing noses.
10.2 Use of canted turnouts on IR:
Canted Turnouts with thick web switches and
weldable CMS Crossings are being used on main

line in metro railways under operation in India.
Canted Turnouts with weldable CMS Crossings are
also being provided on some lines by Dedicated
Freight Corridor Corporation of India Limited
(DFCCIL). Based on the inspection of canted
turnout laid on BG track at Shastri Park Depot of
DMRC and study of feasibility of their use on Indian
Railways, Railway Board has communicated the
decision for carrying out field trial of Canted
Turnout at Chamrola Station in Tundla-Ghaziabad
Section of NCR. These turnouts along with
signallingequipments are to be supplied through
DMRC and trial is to be monitored by RDSO.
10.3 WeldableCMSCrossing:
Weldable CMS crossing eliminates the use of
fishplate joints; therefore, it is a step towards
provision of continuous welded rail track. This
results in better transition between rail and crossing
with gradual variation of inertia, lesser maintenance
efforts, increase in life span of crossing and other
components of track besides providing improved
safety and riding comfort to the passengers.
CMS crossing has different metallurgy in
comparison to rail; therefore, it cannot be welded
with adjacent rails by conventional welding
methods. In foreign countries welding of CMS
crossing with normal rail is being done by using
intermediate piece. This piece has such metallurgical
properties so that it can be welded with normal rail
as well as CMS crossing. Intermediate piece is
normally made of nickel-chrome steel [17-19% Cr &
9-12% Ni] and is manufactured either cast or rolled
to the shape of rail having dimensions slightly more
than normal rail. The same is first welded with
normal rail by flash butt welding method. This
piece is then cut to length of 20-30 mm and welded
with CMS crossing by same method. Chiseling,
grinding and post heating are required to be done
after welding as per requirement which depend upon
material properties of intermediate piece.
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Figure-3
Hence, in case of weldable CMS crossing, welded of mixed traffic regime of running of semi-high
joint is provided between the crossing and the speed trains as well as heavy axle load freight train.
adjoining rails. As a result, fish plated joints are In order to reduce the risk of failure of fixed
removed at the approach of the crossing. The infrastructure, various new track components
hammering action of rail wheels is eliminated necessary for running of new operating regime for
leading to riding comfort and enhanced life of track IR, needs to be rolled out meticulously.
components. This further helps in reducing the 11.2 Wider sleepers (RDSO/T-8527) along with its
maintenance efforts. It is also possible to carry out fastening components is expected to improve the
LWR through points and crossings if joints in the track performance considerably due to more track
vicinity of CMS crossing are welded.
frame resistance and increased life of rubber pads.
Time has come to switch over to modern turnouts on This sleeper will be more suitable for tracks with
Indian Railways by introducing canted turnouts with mixed traffic routes of semi-high speed and heavy
thick web switches and weldable CMS crossings for axle loads.
high speed track. Such turnouts are widely used on
advanced railways. LWR can be continued through 11.3 Introduction of New track components like
turnouts using thick web switches and weldable High performance pads, HVN lines and Canted
CMS crossings for elimination of fish plated joints Thick web turnouts with Weldable CMS crossing
in station limit which is a pre-requisite for will be essential for the implementation of new
operating regime of semi high speed & heavy axle
introduction of high speed.
loads.
11.0 Conclusions:
11.4 It is equally important to achieve the culture of
operating discipline and systemic maintenance of the
11.1 Based on experience of global railways and
very few established world railway systems where
field trials on IR, these new track components
such mixed traffic regime exists.
developed by RDSO are likely to meet the challenge
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Meeting the Challenges for Higher Speed Operation on Indian Railways b
by Following
Solved Example
J.S. Mundrey 1

Abstract
Indian Railways have rightly decided to increase the speeds, both for passenger and goods trains, on their trunk lines.
This will not only increase the traffic throughput, but would lead to improved efficiency, reliability, safety and better cus
customer
satisfaction.
German Railway and many other European Railways have been
been,, for the last few years, successfully running their passenger
express trains at 160 kmph and freight trains at 100
100-120
120 kmph on their mixed traffic routes. They have taken a number of
measures in the up-gradation
gradation of track technology, which include the impr
improvements
ovements made in: Track Construction, Track
Maintenance, Track Monitoring and Track Management Systems.
Indian Railways should follow their example and reap the desired benefits.
The paper describes the measures taken by German Railway, which, mutatis muta
mutandis,
ndis, can be adopted on Indian
I
Railways for a
successful higher Speed Operation.

1. PRESENT SCENARIO ABOUT SPEED ON
INDIAN RAILWAYS:

Track Structure on Indian Railways, ssimilar to
European Railways
The speed on Indian Railways is generally lim
limited
to 110 kmph for passenger trains and 75 kmph for
freight trains. Rajdhani trains and Shatabdi ttrains run
at higher speed of 130/140 kmph under specia
special
instructions regarding their train ccomposition,
maintenance and operation. The “Gatimaan
Express” has been introduced
ced to run between Hazrat
Nizamuddin (New Delhi) and Agra at a speed of
max. 160 kmph.
While locomotive and coaches
oaches for higher speed
trains have been specially identified and the
signaling system improved, the track
rack is maintained
to the same tolerances as laid down at the

introduction of Rajdhani Trains. This has led to
some complacency among track engineers.
e
They feel
satisfied in making some COSMETIC treatments to
the track, rather than taking measures to tackle the
fundamental issues affecting the sustained
maintainability of track
rack at higher level of track
geometry.
eometry. This attitude is not only resulting in poor
passenger comfort, but keeps the track-men
t
engaged, all the time, 24 hours, in tackling track
problems cropping up, on day to day basis. The
worst part of this scenario is that track technology
growth on Indian Railways has remained stunted,
despite
spite of a good knowledge base,
base that exists on
Indian Railways.

2. POSITION AS EXISTS ON EUROPEAN
(GERMAN) RAILWAYS:
RAILWAYS
On mixed trafficc routes of German Federal
Railway (DB), the express passenger trains normally
run at 160 kmph and freight trains at 100-120 kmph.
The passenger train locomotives have an axle-load
of up to 21.5 t,, the express and high-speed rail-car
trains with traction distribution
ibution up to 17 t (ICE 2, 3)
and freight trains up to 22.5 t.
t The track structure is
similar to Indian Railways with UIC 60 kg/90 UTS
rails, laid mostly on concrete
oncrete sleepers.
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For signaling German Railway has since 1936
Automatic Train Protection (ATP) and since 1965
on lines with speed of up to 160 kmph and above
Continuous
Train
Control
(Linienförmige
Zugbeeinflussung, LZB). Most of the trunk routes
are electrified, similar to ours.
The author had the privilege of travelling with
German and Swiss Railways last year for more than
10 hours each. The travelling was so smooth and
comfortable as if one is flying in the air. At the same
time, the author could not notice a single
maintenance staff on the track, of any department.
As a member of a group of International
Consultants, which has a few German track experts
as members, I discussed about the track technology
up-gradation carried out on German Railway to
arrive at their present position.
It is worth noting that:
 All maintenance work on German Railway is
carried out under complete track possession. No one
goes or is allowed to walk on track during train
operation.
 All track works are well planned. In most of the
cases, the planning is done much in advance to allow
the operational staff to adjust their train schedules.
 Maintenance is under the regime of the
infrastructure provider DB NETZ AG, which is a
governmental subsidiary, responsible and in charge
of the entire infrastructure and assets (rail-tracks,
signalling, tunnels, bridges, stations). The
infrastructure provider possesses the infrastructure
and provides state-to-the-art railway technology
when building, constructing, maintaining and
operating the entire infrastructure under one
umbrella.
 On German Railway, there has been no fatal
derailment on track-defects account in the last one
decade or so. There had been only some minor
derailments at low speed on turnouts and crossings.

It is worth noting that the technology and practice
adopted by German Railway can be easily
duplicated on Indian Railways by our brilliant track
engineers, provided they have the WILL to do it. All
from top to bottom have to play their role, in
reaching the coveted goal. The higher the person is
in the hierarchy, the greater is the responsibility the
person shall have to shoulder.
3. STEPS TAKEN BY GERMAN RAILWAY
FOR INDIAN RAILWAYS TO FOLLOW


Track Drainage:

Ballasted track rests on earth formation. Its
strength gets badly depleted when it lacks adequate
drainage arrangements and measurements. This
means that the water in all situations should remain
at least 20 cm below the ballast/sub-ballast bed of
the track. In Germany most of the tracks are drained
through subsurface drains with slotted drain pipes.
German Railway has dealt with this issue with all
the importance that it deserves. The track drainage
has been so planned that it maintains its integrity
under heaviest downpour situations. The station
yards, which are normally flat, where surface drains
cannot have self-cleaning velocity, are crisscrossed
with underground drains to effectively deal with the
ingress of water. Other track locations, prone to
flooding, have also been adequately dealt with.
On Indian Railways, the situation, at many places is
deplorable. Almost every station yard lacks facility
for effective drainage.
On Indian Railways, this issue needs to be dealt with
on war footing. Every Principal Chief Engineer may
be made personally responsible for achieving the
goal. It will be the responsibility of the Railway
Board to provide him the necessary funds.

How this state of perfection has been achieved, is
described in the succeeding paragraphs.
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Apart from general treatment of poor
formation, effective measures will have
hav to be taken
to have easy track stiffness gradients/transitions. All
places, where abrupt changes in track stiffness
s
occur
– as on bridge approaches
pproaches/abutments, tunnels etc. would need special
pecial design inputs in the form of
approach slabs, sand piling and increased sleeper
density etc..

IR – Poor Drainage at Platform L
Lines


Track Substructure:

Ballast and Formation: Ass sufficie
sufficient knowledge
about soil
oil behaviour was not available in the past,
when the railway-tracks
cks were originally constructed.
German Railway,, as on Indian Railways, had long
stretches of poor bearing formation. In the last 2/3
decades, they have all been treated. Heavy
machinery was deployed to carry out the massive
campaign
of
Formation
Rehabilitation
Rehabilitation.
Simultaneously, the ballast deficiencies, both in
quality and quantity, were addressed. This process
required long traffic blocks, which could only be
obtained with proper signaling system
ystem ppermitting
single line operation on dual lines during the block,
station to station.
For Indian Railways, to move to higher speed
speed, it is
necessary to carry out the formation treatment on
war footing.
Chinese Railway, appreciating the importance of
formation treatment for higher speed,, has set up their
own factory to manufacture the formation
rehabilitation machines AHM-800
800 R
R, after
purchasing
ing a number of them from Austria
Austria.
Indian Railways shall also
lso have to acquire a fleet of
formation treatment machines
achines to rehabilitate their
tracks.
racks. However, the deployment of these machines
would only be possible, if necessary inputs in
signaling system
ystem are made to permit long traffic
blocks.

Formation Rehabilitation with Pl&Th AHM 800
R On-Track & High Performance Machine

4. TURNOUTS:
On Indian Railways, turnouts remain the weakest
link and a major speed breaker. On account of
various constraints, the speed on curved track of
turnouts remains abysmally low. Apart from
upgrading turnout technology,
echnology, a major in-put in
signaling system is needed
eded to speed up the trains on
turnouts.
In 1970, more than FOUR decades ago, a decision
was taken by the Railway Board to have at least
three designs of turnouts
urnouts on Indian Railways with
the following speed potential:
otential:
Turnout Location & Speed on curved
c
Track




Outer most turnouts
urnouts on a junction station:
station
100 kmph.
Intermediate turnouts: 75 kmph.
All yard turnouts: 50 kmph.

Even today this remains a distant Dream.
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For a meaningful progress towards higher speed, this
up-gradation of turnouts is an essential input.
Admittedly this would require major remodeling of
all passenger yards; but the issue cannot be swept
under the carpet.
On German Railway, the turnouts do not act as
speed breakers. Every turnout has been designed to
match the negotiating speed of the train at its
location. With the infusion of modern technology,
which include: Sturdy components, continuation of
LWR through turnouts, canting of rails, adoption of
crossing with weldable legs, etc., the maintenance
cycle for turnouts is almost at the same level as on
the plain track.
Indian Railways shall have to give this important
“Track Input “ a serious consideration, if
meaningful progress is to be achieved in the
speeding up of trains.
It may be advisable to prepare a detailed estimate for
remodeling of each yard, in which apart from new
high-speed turnouts, the signaling and electrification
component of work is duly included.
It may also be advisable to take up one route at a
time and to achieve the laid down target of higher
speed on that route .This will make the job easier for
other routes, as the solution to all the hurdles, would
have been already found.
5. RIGHT OF WAY:
The whole edifice of rail-transport system, world
over, has been built on an assumption that the
railway will operate with an exclusive “Right of
Way” on its tracks.

this loss lies with the Railway Administration,
central and state governments, the political bosses
and the public at large. This has not only adversely
affected the efficiency of railway operation, but is
the cause of a large number of casualties occurring
on the tracks daily apart from a huge loss to the
railway organisation on account of thefts of railway
materials.
The track maintenance standards have also suffered,
as it is difficult to ensure the integrity, safety and
reliability of tracks, which have become a
thoroughfare. In such a situation, the railway
operation, even at the prevailing speed, is hazardous.
Further increase in speed of trains would invite
under such circumstances a disastrous situation.
On German Railway, the high-speed tracks are
mostly fenced and sections of other tracks in
residential areas have sound protection walls. There
is enough public awareness about the importance of
not entering and walking on tracks. As the railway’s
“Right of Way” is unambiguously clear, the local
governments consider their responsibility to ensure
the integrity of rail-tracks.
On Indian Railways, before any increase of speed is
contemplated, this problem of encroachment on the
railway’s “Right of Way” needs to be seriously
debated, and a foolproof Action Plan of ensuring
the railway’s right must evolve. This would require
the building-up of an impregnable fencing all along
the tracks for higher speed and ensuring its integrity
by adopting a series of measures, encompassing all
on political, administrative and social/educational
level. The public at large needs to be made aware of
the dangerous consequences of running higher speed
trains under the scourge of trespassers.

Indian Railways started its journey with a complete
monopoly of their tracks, the tracks having fencing
all along. The fencing was sacrosanct, and none
other than a railway man had the authority to enter
the railway operational area.
Over the years, the railway’s “Right of Way “was
getting continuously eroded. The responsibility for
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thermit and flash-butt,
utt, are of poor quality, the result
of deployment of inferior equipment and little
quality supervision. The Ttrack,
T
thus produced,
requires frequent maintenance and has a poor service
life.

Pedestrians crossing the Track – a common Sight
in India

“Right of Way” – Essential for Railway
Operation:: Track Fencing of British Rail
6. QUALITY OF TRACK CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION:
The quality of new track construction
onstruction on Indian
Railwayss is poor when compared with advanced
Railways. This is happening
ppening as most of the work of
new track construction
ruction is carried out manually with
the contractors
ontractors under no obligation to deploy the
appropriate track machinery. With little
ttle certainty of
getting the repeat work, they cannot invest in
purchasing costly high performance constructionequipment. Except DFCC, where it was obligatory
on the part of contractors
ontractors to deploy “Track Laying
Train“, all other construction works on zonal
Railways by RVNL are executed
ed with elementary
track tools, with possible support from ttractors,
trolleys,, hand operated cranes etc. This results in
permanent damage to the track ccomponents,
particularly to the rails, sleepers and ffastenings.
Most of the construction contracts
ontracts ppermit beater
packing of concrete sleepers,
leepers, in the absence of any
other option. Only at the last stage, tamping
machines, borrowed from “open line”
ine” are deployed
to bring the track to a certain minimum
nimum standard of
track geometry. Even the welds
elds produced, both

For track relaying,
elaying, although TRT and PQRS have
been deployed at many places, still a large quantum
of track relaying work is carried out by petty
contractors,, who rely on manual gangs.
g
Even where
TRT and PQRS are used, lot of pre and post renewal
work, particularly the ballast cleaning, is done
manually. The Track
rack Quality suffers badly under
such haphazard working regime.
On German Railway, all track construction and track
renewal works are carried out with high output,
output
heavy duty and high performance track machines
capable to produce High Initial Track Quality
Standards. All track works
orks are planned much in
advance and are executed in a highly professional
profe
manner by well-trained technical staff. Tracks of
HIGH INITIAL TRACK
RACK QUALITY suffer slow
DETERIORATION RATES under given traffic
load, and hence, require little maintenance, have
long intervals until the threshold for improvement by
means of repair is reached and have a long &
economical service life. If a track used for 160 kmph
has not sufficient INHERENT QUALITY OF
TRACK,, it will deteriorate rapidly and will need
frequent improvement by means of repairs, nearly
“as every train goes”..

Quality Behaviour of Track-Structure
Track
The German governmental subsidiary DB NETZ
AG has its own management structure, its own
budged and long-term
term funding agreements with the
government, ensuring infrastructure management
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planning far ahead, which takes into account the
actual condition of the network. It generates value
through engineering as a service for rail transport in
Germany.
Basis for planning are Status-Reports or Audits on
the condition/status of the countries’ full network
with regard to their assets-behaviour in order to
provide correlations with output quantities and the
required financial recourses for re-investment in
assets and infrastructures and as well for
maintenance-strategies and planning’s.
In Central European Railways, infrastructure
management strategies are governed by Overall
Life Cycle Cost (LCC) Considerations in order to
minimise overall costs over the asset-life span.
On German Railway, UIC 60 kg/ 90 UTS rails have
a service life of more than 2000 GMT on tangent
tracks, whereas on Indian Railways, similar rails
need replacement even earlier than the codal life of
800 GMT.. Regular preventive and target railgrinding prolongs the service live of rails.
German Railway takes special care in the
procurement, transport and laying of rails. Since the
year 1995, they have made the rail suppliers
responsible for the transport of long rolled rails on
special rakes from the rail rolling mills and for
unloading them at the site of work. This has brought
down the damage to the rails, earlier occurring in
manual handling, transport and laying of rails.

Mobile Pl&Th Flash-Butt Welding Robot
Welding of rails into continuous lengths is another
important activity requiring tight quality controls.
The deployment of Plasser&Theurer APT 1500 RA
Flash-Butt Welding Robot and digital control in
Thermit Welding has overcome this problem to a
considerable extent.
To achieve the desired quality standards on Indian
Railways, the track construction and track relaying
work need to be fully mechanised. The policy frame
work for that system needs to be created at Railway
Board level. The minimum level of mechanical
equipment, needed to be deployed, shall have to be
clearly indicated in the contract conditions of track
laying contractors. Once such a framework is
created, small and big contractors will emerge to
handle the track work in the most appropriate
manner, deploying the right equipment and
producing quality track comparable with the tracks
of advanced railways.

Transport of Long rolled Rails by Supplier
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Fully mechanised
ed Track Laying Works with OnTrack & High Performance Track Machinery in
Germany

Track Monitoring
onitoring is also carried
carr
out by Track
Recording Cars and manually operated
o
Ultrasonic
Rail Flaw Detectors. Even with high level of Track
Monitoring, the Indian permanent way men are
under great strain, not knowing as to when the next
emergency would crop up. Manual track inspections,
in a heavy density and higher speed operational
environment, are themselves a safety hazard, the
cause
se of many casualties among key-men
key
and patrolmen on Indian Railways:

Manual Handling of Rails on IR

Trolley Inspection - hazardous on Tracks with
higher-Speed
Speed Operation

Rail Downloading on German Railway
7. TRACK MONITORING SYSTEM
SYSTEM:
Track monitoring on Indian Railways is still
heavily dependent on manual iinspections. In
addition to daily patrolling by key
ey man, there is
deployment of patrol men for: Monsoon ppatrolling,
security patrolling, hot weather ppatrolling, cold
weather patrolling etc. In addition, there are track
inspections at various levels,, from Permanent Way
Inspector to the Divisional Engineer.
Manual Patrolling of Key-Man
Key
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in quicker diagnosis of any reported fault on
track.

Key-Man hammering loose or fallen off RailClips into the Housing under Traffic Operation
On German Railway, manual track patrolling has
been completely dispensed with. One cannot find
any track man on the track during train operation.
Since the rails are fastened with tension clamps
secured by screw-bolts/nuts and not by clips pushed
into housings of shoulder plates, there are no loose
or fallen off clips, which have to be hammered back
by a patrolling key-man, as in India.



Sensors mounted on commercial running
scheduled trains making use of Newton`s Law
of Mechanics/Motion.



Track Safe Release (Rail Scan) equipment
measures the stress in the rails.. The
nondestructive thermal stress measuring rail scan
equipment gives real time information about the
locked-up thermal stresses in CWR tracks. Thus
the track-men can take timely measures if some
drastic changes in stress free temperature are
noticed.

German Railway has recently commissioned a new
track recording car Geo-Rail X-press, which
combines many track recording functions and tells
the complete health of track in one go. German
Railway uses also monitoring instruments mounted
on scheduled running commercial trains (so-called
Instrumented Revenue Vehicles, IRV), for trainbased and in-service track-condition monitoring in
target planning of condition, analytic and data based
track maintenance.

The predictive and preventive track maintenance
works fully rely on the data captured by their
mechanised track monitoring equipment, which
consist of:




Track Recording Cars incorporated with noncontacting track geometry measuring systems
with integrated GPS navigation. They are also
equipped with optical systems consisting of: rail
profile measuring system, corrugation measuring
system and ultrasonic rail flaw detection system
and with driver view Video Monitoring System,
head check monitoring systems and track
component monitoring systems.

Geo-Rail X-press Track Recording Car
Indian Railways shall have to follow German
Railway for monitoring their tracks, if they decide to
run higher speed trains on their existing network.

Ground Penetrating Radar: Most of the
network is covered by recording the substructure
conditions with ground penetrating radar. All the
information is available on desktop, which helps
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(USP) .The provision of
o USP of appropriate
resilience has been able to increase the tamping
t
interval by 100%, and it reduces the ballast
degradation considerably:

Ground Penetrating Radar

Under Sleeper Pads (USP)
All maintenance workss on German Railway are
planned well in advance. This has also been possible
with a well determined service life of all track
components.
omponents. Efforts are however being made to
enhance
nhance the service life of all track components,
c
except the CONCRETE SLEEPERS, equal to the
rail,
ail, so that all are renewed at one time. This will
bring down the track occupation time considerably
carrying a high premium on busy routes.

Rail Scan Equipment: Tracksafe Release
Railscan by Th. Goldschmid
8. TRACK MAINTENANCE:
German Railway expects a maintenance cycle of
4-8 years for its primary tracks. Ballast ccleaning is
usually carried out during track renewal.
enewal. European
Railways are now extensively adopting the
technology of providing UNDER SLEEPER PADS

All track maintenance
ntenance works
w
on German Railway
are carried out in complete track possession.
p
A selfpropelled, mobile maintenance unit
u (ROBEL 69.5)
carrying all men and material, reaches the work site,
and the track repair work is carried out within its
scheduled time and to a high quality standard. The
mobile unit
nit has the necessary power pack
pa needed for
the operation of track tools
ools and provides complete
protection against
inst adverse weather conditions:
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Track Substructure to be upgraded with the
deployment
of
Formation
Rehabilitation
Machines. Track Stiffness
tiffness gradients/transitions to
be given special attention.
 Turnout Technology to be brought to world
standards. All passenger
assenger yards would need
remodeling.
 Securing complete “RIGHT
“
OF WAY” for
railway operations. Provision of Impregnable
Fencing all along the track
racks for higher speed is a
must.
 Track Construction to be fully mechanised to
achieve Quality Standards comparable with the
German Railway.. Rail procurement to be put on the
same
me footing as on German Railway.
Railway Rail suppliers
to deliver railss in long panels and unloaded by them
at construction sites. Robotic Welding in the field to
achieve the highest possible weld standards.
 Track regularly monitored by the “state-of-theart“ Track Recording Cars bringing all the track
parameters and visuals on the desk top with no need
to carry out any physical inspection of track.
t
 Track Maintenance will be well planned, carried
out in complete track
rack possessions, and at an interval
of 4-8 years, including that on turnouts.
t
Any
intermediate attention to track will be achieved by
mobile maintenance gangs under completely track
possessions, well protected with ROBEL Mobile
Maintenance Unit (ROBEL 69.5).
69.5)


Working inside of Mobile Maintenance Unit
(ROBEL 69.5)
INDIAN RAILWAYS WILL HAVE TO ADOPT
THE SAME TECHNOLOGY TO ACHIEVE
THE SAME OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY AS
PREVAILING ON GERMAN RAILWAY IN
ORDER TO SUCCEED IN THEIR HIGHER
SPEED ENDEAVOUR.

9. ROAD MAP FOR INDIAN RAILWAYS
RAILWAYS:
On German Railway the passenger expre
express trains
run at 160 kmph and goods trains
ns with an axle load
of up to 22.5 t run max. 120 kmph. Their track
structure
ucture generally consist of UIC 60 kg/90 UTS
rails laid mostly on concrete sleepers,
leepers, same as ours.
The riding comfort on German Railway is
exceedingly good, almost comparable with air ttravel
on some of the sections, certainly far superior to
what we have on Indian Railways at 140 kmph on
Shatabdi trains. The measures, that have been taken
by German Railway to reach the present enviable
position, are well within the grasp of the brilliant
engineers of Indian Railways. Only needed is the
WILL to do it, all from top to bottom; more
particularly at the TOP.
Briefly, they are listed below as a repeat of what has
been discussed in the foregoing paragraphs:
Foolproof Drainage System to cater for the
longest possible cycle of rainfall.
ainfall. All station yards
would need provision of Underground Drains
Drains.


Following the above mentioned Road Map,
operation
peration at a higher speed of 160 kmph on Indian
Railways will be stress free for the track-man
t
and
will be an enjoyable experience for the travelers.

10. SUMMING UP:
German Railway, that is running their passenger
express-trains at 160 kmph and freight trains at 100120 kmph as a regular measure, have systematically
up-graded
graded their track construction and maintenance
system by ensuring: Effective drainage, complete
“Right of Way”, stable and well bearing formation,
f
provision of sturdy high-speed
speed turnouts,
t
long rolled
rails of superior steel-quality,
quality, high performance and
high quality rail-welding
welding and adopting fully
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mechanised track construction, maintenance and
monitoring systems.
Prudently, Indian Railways should
hould follow the
German example and put their tracks on a sound and
healthy footing before attempting to raise the
maximum permissible speed on their llines to 160

kmph.. This will not only ensure trouble free
operation at higher speed, mitigate the need of repair
and maintenance,, lower maintenance expenditures
and cut Overall
ll Life Cycle Costs,
Costs but in addition it
will save the track-men
men from the highly stressed
environment in which they live day in and day out.

India`s new Semi-High
High Speed (SHS) T18 “VANDE BHARAT” Rail-Car
Rail
Train
with Traction
Traction-Power Distribution

*****
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Challenges in Introducing Speeds of 160 Kmph for Passenger Trains on IR
S K Srivastava1 , Niranjan Kumar2

Abstract
Increasing speed of trains on IR is need of the hour. Introduction of 160kmph speed has many additional benefits besides
higher speed. Apart from significant capital investment, introduction of 160kmph, involves massive implementation challenges for
a prolonged period. A different execution paradigm is needed to ensure successful completion of these projects incorporating
optimum balance in tender design to combine as many activities as possible within a single tender on one hand and capabilities of
contractors in Indian market to handle contracts of such high value requiring expertise in diverse type of activities cutting across
departmental lines. This paper explores some of these issues with emphasis on implementation challenges.

1.0 Evolution of Speed on Indian Railways
Introduction of railways on Indian subcontinent
can truly be described as an epoch making event. It
was for the first time in human history that human
beings could travel faster than a galloping horse. The
maximum speed on the debut run of 16 April 1853
peaked at an impressive 35mph (56kmph). The
maximum speed continued to grow and stabilized at
80-90kmph in the first half of twentieth century. The
barrier was crossed in Yr 1930, with Frontier Mail
on BBCI Railway and Deccan Queen on GIP
Railway touching 100kmph. An important day in the
history of Indian passenger train services is 11th
March 1969, on which the first Rajdhani Express
from New Delhi to Howrah was inaugurated. This
fully air-conditioned train, which was booked to run
at a top speed of 120 kmph broke the age old 100
kmph barrier of the Indian Railways. In 1983, the
maximum speed of Rajdhani was raised to
130kmph. Very soon this record was also beaten by
Shatabdi Express which peaked 140kmph between
New Delhi and Jhansi in 1989 and further increased
to 150kmph. On 5 April 2016, Gatimaan Express
became India’s fastest train achieving 160kmp
between Faridabad and Agra.
2.0 Why increase speed?
The maximum speed of trains is determined by
the speed potential of the most limiting component
of fixed infrastructure and rolling stock. Based on
the current policies in regard to technical standards
of track, signals, OHE and rolling stock, there is
quantum increase in the level of investment required
to cross the speed barriers of 110kmph, 130kmph
1 ED(Mobility)Railway Board 2 SSE(Mobility)Railway Board

and 160kmph. At the same time, increasing speed to
160kmph requires a modular package of inputs
which results in not only reduction in travel time but
also whole host of other benefits (Figure 1).
Therefore investment required and benefits gained
from speed raising projects need to be assessed
holistically. A few benefits of speed increase to
160kmph are as follow:
a) Reduction in Travel Time
At present average speeds of coaching
trains and freight trains on Indian Railways are
44kmph and 23.6kmph respectively. Package of
inputs required for running trains at 160kmph such
as removal of level crossings, thick web switches,
automated mechanized diagnostics, TPWS etc. have
impact on all trains running on the route. Thus
introduction of 160kmph will not only reduce the
travel time of coaching trains but also of freight
trains as well.
b) Improved Safety & Security
Scope of the 160kmph project includes
several infrastructure inputs which will directly and
indirectly contribute significantly in improving the
safety of trains on the route.
- Level crossings are vulnerable locations for
accidents. All LCs are to be eliminated as part of
160kmph project.
- Train Protection Warning System (TPWS)
mechanism provides advanced warning about signal
aspect to the driver and actuates automated braking
if the driver disregards the signal.
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- Through fencing: Unforeseen accident
situations caused by cattle crossing the track,
trespassing by human or vehicle etc. will be
prevented. Besides this vulnerability of the open
tracks from miscreant activity and sabotage will be
contained.
- Elimination of level crossings, TPWS and
fencing will enhance driving efficiency and
confidence of the driver.
- Global System of Mobile for Railways
(GSM-R) provides reliable communication between
the driver, guard and the station staff. This enhances
the response time, which is most critical in case of
exigencies. This system is being provided on the
entire route.
- A modular arrangement comprising of
automated diagnostic systems and mechanised
maintenance on the route for timely detection of any
flaw in the running train for preventive action.
c) Increased Throughput :
Increased speed will increase throughput
due to additional paths and faster turnaround of
coaches and wagons. Besides increase in speed,
automation of diagnostics and maintenance of the
rolling stock will lead to greater availability of
rolling stock by reducing maintenance time and in
service failures.

d) Improved Asset Reliability
Failures of signals at level crossings are
very large in number. Closure of LCs will eliminate
these failures.
- Through fencing of track will reduce asset
failures related to miscreant activities.
- Mechanised predictive maintenance and
integrated diagnostics of coaches will improve
rolling stock reliability.
- Replacement of various infrastructure
components with higher end specification
components will improve overall asset reliability.
e) Optimum Utilization of Assets
Presently, Indian Railways has an
endowment of approximately 5000 LHB coaches.
Further the plan is to propagate the production of
such coaches. Besides better safety and comfort
features, these coaches also have a maximum speed
potential of 160kmph. All premium trains such as
Rajdhani, Shatabdi, Duronto, Mail/ Express etc. are
progressively being provided with LHB stock.
However the fixed infrastructure on the IR is largely
fit for 110-130kmph. Hence, there is a sub optimum
utilization of the rolling stock. Up-gradation of
speed to 160kmph will remove this anomaly and
enable railways to realize the full benefit of
investment made in higher end rolling stocks.

Figure 1: Benefits of Semi High Speed
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3.0 Existing Condition
Break up of IR route-km based on maximum
permissible speed shows that more than ~95% track
is of less than 130kmph speed potential. Golden
Quadrilateral (GQ) along with diagonals carry
approximately 58% of freight traffic and 52% of

coaching traffic with a share of only 16% of the
network (~10000km). However, even on GQ and
diagonals ~70% route is having a speed potential of
less than 130kmph. Bulk of 130kmph section on IR
(~85%) is on New Delhi- Howrah and New DelhiMumbai routes.

Figure 2: Break Up of Speed Potential of IR Network
Break Up of GQ Route-KM as per MPS

Break Up of IR Route-KM as per MPS
>130 KMPH
0.3%

>130 KMPH
2.1%

130 KMPH
4%

130 KMPH
29%

110-130K MPH
21%

10000 RKM

66687 RKM
≤110 KMPH
60%

<110 KMPH
75%

4.0 Technical Requirements for 160KMPH
RDSO report no. CT-20.Rev.II of November,
2009 (Approved vide Board’s no. 2014/CEII/TK/HS dated 09.12.2014) is the basic document
governing technical specifications for running of
trains at 160kmph supplemented by following
letters:
• Board’s letter no 2014/CE-II/TSC/1 Pt-1 dt.
8/9/16 (Civil, S&T)
• Board’s letter No: 2001/Elect(G)/170/1 dt.
14/8/14 (Electrical)
• Board’s letter no: 2001/Elect(G)/170/1 dt.
19/10/16 (Electrical)
• Board’s letter no. 2017/M(C)/137/9 dt. 22/11/17
(Mechanical)

>110-<130K
MPH
9%

recommended standards must be achieved within
three years. Thus, it is prudent to plan upgradation
for recommended standards from the very
beginning. Key inputs required for raising speed to
160kmph are:
4.1 Civil
 Eliminate all level crossings
 Fencing all along the track
 Strengthening of Track Structure: 60kgrail,1660 density PSC sleeper, Thick Web
Switches (Higher Speed Potential), Improved
SEJ (Double Support), Weak formation
treatment, Composite sleeper for bridges
(PVC material), 350mm ballast (150mm
clean) etc.

While specifying minimum and recommended
requirements, policy further states that all
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Figure 3: Fixed Infrastructure for 160kmph
• Complete Grade Separation
• Thick Web Switches (Higher speed, 50kmph)
• Improved Switch Expansion Joint (Double Support)
PSC Sleeper,
1660 Density;
Composite
sleeper on
bridges

60Kg Rail
350mm
ballast

1.9M
(Variable)
Precast
Slab &
Column)

Compact formation, No mud pumping

4.2 Electrical Traction
 Traction Power Supply Augmentation:
Existing 1 x 25 KV traction system to be
converted to 2 x 25 KV.
1X25kV System

 1X25 KV system cannot sustain more than 2
trains at 160kmph in 1 TSS range (1 in each
direction).
2X25kV System

600 AMP current, No feeder wire, Low 1200 AMP current, One feeder wire, High
capacity transformers (21.6/30MVA)-TSS capacity transformers (60/84MVA &
@40km
8MVA auto transformer)-TSS @70km
4.3 Signal & Telecom
 Provision of Train Protection and warning
system (TPWS )
 Balises (electronic beacons) fixed to the
track capture information for signal aspect
ahead.

 Signal aspect ahead information conveyed to
loco pilot in Onboard MMI (Man Machine
Interface)
 System has capability to control speed of train
in case loco pilots fail to do so.

Figure 4: Arrangement of TPWS
On Board
MMI
Balises
Line Electronic Unit
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 Mobile Train Radio Communication
(MTRC) system
 Global System for Mobile Communication –
Railway (GSM-R
 Present system is walkie talkie, 5W and
25W with a range of 1KM and 7.5 KM

respectively. This system operates on VHF
(160-170 Mega Hz)
 MTRC system is provided through a
network of base transmitting station,
switching centers etc. It provides seamless
reliable mobile communication.

4.4 Rolling Stock: Instrumented Diagnostics System:
Item

Data Captured

Location

Wheel Profile Measurement
System with Ultrasonic flaw
detector

Measures wheel profile and check various
flaws in the wheel ultrasonically

On both ends

Acoustic Bearing Detector

Detects defective axle box bearings by
capturing acoustic signature

400-500 km

Wheel Impact Load
Detector

Measures impact load of wheels on rails

400-500 km

Machine Vision Inspection
System (A)

Checks loose and hanging parts with high
resolution cameras from the side of the
train.

400-500 km

Machine Vision Inspection
System (B)

Checks underslung loose and hanging parts
with high resolution cameras.

On stopping stations

Hot Axle Hot Wheel

Measurement of disc brake temperature
and wheel temperature.

400-500 km

Hot Box Detector

Checks hot bearing that are reaching
impending failure and may cause
derailments

150-200 km

Radio Frequency
Identification

Identification of rolling stock

At every examination
point
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Figure 5: Flow Diagram for Automated Diagnostics
Data captured by
system

Management
Information
Report

Action taken
report fed on
system

Relayed to
control room

Communicated to
maintainer.
Maintainer
decides action to
be taken and
takes action

5.0 Implementation Challenge
As can be concluded from the above
discussion that huge inputs are required to upgrade
the route for 160kmph. For analysis of a sample
case, inputs required for upgrading New DelhiMumbai Rajdhani route to 160kmph were collected
from field units and analyzed for gaps between

existing standards and required standards. A
significant proportion of these inputs will require
traffic interruption. Broad inputs required for
upgrading the New Delhi- Mumbai Rajdhani route
to 160kmph are given in Table 1:

Table 1: Break up of online and offline activities for Delhi- Mumbai

•

Offline Activities
(Nil/Negligible train interruption)
Fencing: 2*1384km

•

Online Activities
(Under Train Regulation)
Road Under Bridges Insertion: 109

•

ROB: 153 (except launching)

•

CTR: 68TKM

•

Road Under Bridge (construction): 109

•

Deep Screening: 222TKM

•

ETCS Level 2: 1483km

•

Formation Treatment: 258RKM

•

GSM-R: 1360km

•

Thick Web Switches/ Crossings: 2000

•

2X25 kV Traction System
•
- Traction Sub Station: 20 (except switch

Improved SEJ: 500
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•

over)
•
Sectioning Post: 24 (except switch •
over)
Sub Sectioning Post: 60 (except switch
over)
Feeder wire erection

Composite Bridge Sleepers: 44000
OHE modifications: 3040 TKM
-

Re-spanning
Feeder wire connection
Switching over to 2X25 kV system
(TSS, SP, SSP)

Automated Diagnostic System:
- Acoustic Bearing Detector & WILD: 4
- Hot Wheel Hot Axle Detector: 4
- Machine Vision Inspection System: 24
- Centralized Data Monitoring Center: 1

In order to work out the requirement of traffic blocks we will first assume all works carried out
serially one at a time (Table 2).
Table 2: Estimation of block hour requirement for Delhi- Mumbai
Item
no
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Description
RUB
Provision of 60kg rail
Provision of 60kg sleepers
Deep screening
Lifting of track
Provision of Thick Web Switches
Improved Switch Expansion Joints
Replacement of Bridge Sleepers
OHE Modifications- Increase tension to
1.1 tonne, reduce pre-sag of 50 mm,
modification in the contact wire gradient

Thus provision of Thick Web Switches is the
most critical activity for block requirement.
Assuming a project completion period of 3 years and
all other activities carried out in the shadow of
Points and Crossings block, we will require ~9 hours
block per day for continuous 3 years to complete the
work. Clearly, such type of traffic interruption is not
sustainable on any route, much less on a Rajdhani
route.

Quantity
109
68
68
222
2682
1908
414
43474

Unit
No.
TKM
TKM
Km
TKM
No
No
No

Output
Per
Effective
Hr
0.17
0.26
0.2
0.2
1.2
0.3
0.8
20

3040

TKM

2

Scope of Work

Total
effective
Hours
Required
654
262
340
1110
2235
6360
518
2174
1520

Moreover, all of these activities require
speed restriction also. Assuming @6’ ETA/100 km,
and one worksite with speed restriction consuming
6’, total 14 work sites can be taken in hand at one
time.
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Fig 6: Number of work sites as per permissible EA

Further assuming
suming one work site in mid
section and one in yard, ~7 mid sections and ~7
yards can be taken at one time. Since maintenance
activity will also continue on the section, it may
not be possible to get more than 4 work sites on
the route for upgradation work.
rk. Working
backward with the assumption of 4 work sites for
upgradation work, ~500 hours effective block per
year will be required on each line in addition to
maintenance requirements for a period of three
years. Clearly, this scale of traffic interruptio
interruption
continuously for three years on a regular basis
cannot be ensured without a sustainable block
planning and integrated execution by all the
departments, as far as possible, within the same
block mobilizing maximum resources for
increased output. A different
nt execution paradigm
is needed for this type of project for seamless
coordination across the departments. There is a
need to arrive at an optimum balance in tender
design to combine as many activities as possible
within a single tender on one hand and cap
capabilities
of contractors in Indian market to handle contracts
of such high value requiring expertise in diverse

type of activities cutting across departmental lines.
The implementation strategy along with block
details and block output needs to be got agreed
agre by
Traffic department before floating the tenders and
should be made part of contract conditions with
clear penalties on both sides i.e. contractor as well
as IR for breach of block planning or block output.

6.0

Conclusion

Increasing speed of trains on IR is need of the
hour. Introduction of 160kmph speed has many
additional benefits besides higher speed. Apart
from significant capital investment,
investment introduction
of 160kmph, involves massive implementation
challenges for a prolonged
onged period. A different
execution paradigm is needed to ensure successful
completion of these projects incorporating
optimum balance in tender design to combine as
many activities as possible within a single tender
on one hand and capabilities of contractors
contrac
in
Indian market to handle contracts of such high
value requiring expertise in diverse type of
activities cutting across departmental lines.
lines

****
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Replacement of Over Riding Switches by Thick Web Switches (TWS)
on Golden Quadrilateral Route of Kazipet-Balharshah Section
- A Field Experience
Akshay Kumar Jha1, D.S.Rama Rao2, P.Devender3

Abstract
Kazipet-Balharshah (KZJ-BPQ) Section (463.72 Km) on Group-A Route forms part of Golden Quadrilateral connecting
New Delhi to Chennai. The Maximum Permissible Speed of this section is 120 Kmph and annual GMT is about 40 on UP line &
50 on DN line. The section is identified for Semi High Speed and is a part of Mission Raftaar. Total estimated cost for raising the
speed to 130 Kmph in the section has been worked out to be 139.4 Cr. and 5844.43 Cr*. for 160 Kmph. Out of many stipulations
laid down for 160 Kmph, one of the mandatory requirement is provision of Thick Web Switches (TWS). The paper presents case
study of laying of Thick Web Switches on BPQ-KZJ Section.

1.0 Introduction
In South Central Railway (SCR), Thick Web
switches are planned to be laid in entire KZJ-BPQ
section along with other GQ diagonal routes of SCR
viz. Kazipet-Vijayawada (KZJ-BZA), VijayawadaGudur (BZA-GDR), Gooty-Renigunta (GY-RU),
Wadi-Gooty (WD-GY).
Being part of Golden Quadrilateral connecting
Delhi to Chennai, the KZJ-BPQ (463.72 Km)
Section has been selected for replacement of Over
Riding Switches by Thick Web Switches. The
section has 27 station yards.
The summary of Turnouts in the section are as in
Table-1.
Table 1 : Summary of T/o in KZJ-BPQ section
Turnout
Section
KZJ-BPQ

1 in 12

1 in 8 ½

1 in 16

201

22

9

The replacement involves arrangement of Thick
Web Switches at site with all fittings as per RDSO’s
Drg.No.T-6155 Alteration 04 dt. 12-12-2017, IRS
high thrust point machine with clamp type of
locking, pre-block and post block activity.
The replacement of Over Riding switches by Thick
Web Switches requires full involvement of S&T
team as the quantum of work for signal and

telecommunications is almost equivalent in terms of
block time required for the work.
The section is identified for Semi High Speed and is
a part of Mission Raftaar. Thick Web switches are
recommended for higher speeds and higher axle
loads. The conventional switches get worn-out
frequently which in turn warrants frequent
reconditioning/ replacement including heavy
recurring maintenance cost. Thick web switches
requires less maintenance and higher life.
Frequent reconditioning/ replacement of switches
further requires frequent speed restrictions and line
blocks due to which operational efficiency is also
affected. To mitigate the above problem and as the
said route is identified for enhancement of sectional
speed to 160kmph, all the conventional switches are
planned to be replaced with thick web switches.
The procedure adopted for laying Thick Web Switch
along with precautions, advantages and scope for
improvement are presented in the paper.

2.0 Manufacturing And Brief Description Of the
Components of Thick Web Switches
Manufacturing of Thick Web Switches require
end forged thick web asymmetric (Zu-1-60) rails,
CNC controlled machine etc.

1

Chief Track Engineer/SCRly 2Sr.Divsional Engineer/North/Secunderabad 3 SSE/PWay/SW/Secunderabad
*Cost for Balharshah-Kondapalli (BPQ-KI) Section (KI is a station short of Vijayawada),
a stretch of 936.34 TKm is 11801 Cr. for 160 Kmph. For KZJ-BPQ, proportionate cost is
taken accordingly.
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Thick Web Switches are to be manufactured and laid
to RDSO Drg. No. T-6155 Alteration 04 dated 1212-2017.
A photograph of Thick Web Switch laid at Sirpur
Kagaznagar (SKZR) yard is shown in Figure 1.
The major differences of Thick Web Switches as
compared to Over Riding Switches are tabulated in
Table 2.

Figure 1. TWS laid at Sirpur Kagaznagar
(SKZR) yard
Table 2 Differences between Over Riding and Thick Web Switches
Description

Over riding Switch

Thick Web Switch

Slide chair
Bolted fixed slide chair which arrests Elevated slide chairs/ sliding plates with no
sleeper going out of square
bracketed fastenings to stock rail but with
ERCs.

Gauge tie
plate and
insulations

Gauge tie plate bolted to stock rail, Gauge tie plate not bolted to stock rail, but
fixed with ERCs, insulation at one location
insulations at two locations
only.

Stretcher bars
Stretcher bars arrangement which works No stretcher bar arrangement.
as an anti lifting device for tongue rail
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Description
Lateral forces

Spring
Setting
Device (SSD)

Flange way
clearance

Stock rail
fastenings

Over riding S
Switch

Thick Web Switch
S

Switch portion lateral forces countered by lateral forces counteracted by ERCs only
bracketed slide chairs
SSD provided

SSD provision not given

Flange way clearance at JOH is too less Flange way clearance at JOH is sufficient
hence rattling takes place
to avoid rattling

Outside

Inside

Outside

Inside

Stock
tock rail fastenings are bolted to slide Stock rail fastenings on outside are ERCs
tap
chair on outside and oon inside no and on inside spring leaf and tapers.
arrangement to arrest torsional movement

Height of
tongue rail
from stock
rail at tip

At tip, the difference between stock and At tip the height difference between stock
and tongue rail is 30mm (8.5 + 21.5)
tongue is 28mm (6+22)

Fillet radius

13mm

Outward and
inward slope
(batter)

Stock rail head gauge face given 1 in 4
batter from 20mm below top table

13 mm
Stock rail at gauge face given 1 in 4
batters from 20mm below top table. The
distance is 6437 mm between B&C and
taper starts closing at B&C and ends
en at
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Description

Over riding Switch

Thick Web Switch
A&D. Refer Drg.No.T-6155 Alteration 04
dt. 12-12-2017 for A,B,C &D.

Outward and
inward slope

Tongue rail gauge face inward slope is 1 Tongue rail gauge face and non gauge face
in 4 and non gauge face outward slope is taper is 1 in 4 only
1 in 8

Thickness of
tongue rail
(wear
measuring
locations)

13mm head width at 1682mm from ATS.

22mm head width at 2679 mm from ATS

Level
difference

Tongue and stock rail level point is
4244mm from ATS

At 2679 mm from tip, the level difference
between stock and tongue is 3.9mm and at
4969mm both stock and tongue rail level is
equal

JOH is at a distance of 5836 mm from
ATS

JOH is at a distance of 5837 mm from ATS

43.40mm

55mm

6mm

Zero

6mm

Zero

Single drive system is implemented

Double drive system implemented

Length of tongue rail 12356mm and stock
rail length is 13000mm

Length of tongue rail is 12480mm and
stock rail length is 13000mm

Junction of
rail heads
distance
Thickness at
level point
Height
difference at
JOH
Height
difference at
heel block
Driving force
Length of
tongue rail
and stock rail
Measurement
of holes for
stock rails
Holes for
tongue rails
for detection ,
locking and
throw rods.

First hole at 1114mm from SRJ and First hole at 1590mm from SRJ and
Second hole at 1824mm from SRJ.
Second hole at 1670mm from SRJ.
Drill bit diameter is 26.5 mm.
Drill bit diameter is 22 mm.

P.Clamp fixed to tongue rail with two On Foot:
holes at a distance of 50mm and 295mm On motor side, first hole at 168mm and
respectively from ATS.
second hole at 355mm from ATS.
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Description

Over riding S
Switch

Thick Web Switch
S

On Non motor side,
side first hole at 305mm
Throw bar connected to William stretcher and second hole at 355mm from ATS.
bar.
On Web
eb for clamp lock:
On Motor side , first
irst hole at 430mm and
second hole at 500mm from ATS.
On Non motor side,
side first hole at 430mm
and second hole at 500mm from ATS.

Pull rod
insulations
Lug and stretcher bar insulation (75mm
width x12mm thickness)
Long and
short
detection,
long and
short lock
rods
insulation
Long and
short
detection,
long and
short lock
rods
connections

P clamp insulation

Insulation att centre of the rod which is of
50mm width and 38mm thickness.

At motor end, all rods were insulated with
round nylon washers.

Connected to web th
through P-clamp at a
distance
stance of 165mm and 245mm from
ATS on Motor side and at 115mm
245mm from ATS on Non motor side
respectively.

Connected to foot directly with bolts.

130mm

115mm

115 ± 3 mm

160mm

143mm

220mm

Tongue rail
height at tip

Throw

Motor design
of throw
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Description
Tongue rail
height at
22mm head
width for
TWS and 13
mm for ORS
Tongue rail
ht. at 55mm
head width
for TWS and
at level point
for ORS

Over riding S
Switch

Thick Web Switch
S

At 1682mm from ATS – 145mm (13mm
head width)

135mm (22mm head width)

At 4244mm from ATS - 156mm (level
point)

135mm (55 mm head width)

21-smaller
smaller elevated special bearing plate
22, 23, 24: elevated special bearing plates

Special
bearing plates

25,26,27 : normal height special bearing
plates

21 – 27
All
ll special bearing plates are of equal
height.
GRP
provision
under rail seat
at special
bearing plates
GRP
provision
under rail seat
over slide
chairs/ slide
plates
Point motor
distance from
gauge face
Locking of
point

T
T-4722

No GRP

No GRP provision
GRP under stock rail seat
912
912mm

960mm

Rotor inside motor

Clamp type
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Description
Distance
between
motor
sleepers
Obstruction
test

Over riding Switch

Thick Web Switch

720mm

745mm

5mm and 3.25mm obstruction test

3.0 Sequence Of Laying Thick Web Switch
(TWS)
The insertion of thick web switch requires a line
block of about 2 Hours 45 minutes for 1 in 12, 60 kg
Turnout switch.
3.1 Pre-Block Activity:
3.1.1 Thick web switches are to be trucked out and
positioned correctly as per left hand and right-hand
turnout near existing switch.
3.1.2 Holes to be marked by S&T staff as per left
hand and right-hand turnout.
3.1.3 Various holes to be driven are as as detailed
below in Table 3.
Table 3 Measurement of holes

Measurement
of holes for
stock rails
from SRJ

Over riding
switch
First hole:
1114mm
and Second
hole: 1824mm

Thick web
switch
First hole:
1590mm and
Second hole:
1670mm

Measurement
of holes for
tongue rails
on web from
ATS

First hole at
50mm and
Second hole at
295mm for PClamp

First hole at
430mm and
second hole at
500mm on both
Motor side and
non motor side

Description

Measurement
of holes for
tongue rails

On Motor
side:
First hole

On Motor side:
First hole at
168mm

5mm and 3.25mm obstruction test only,
until standardized by RDSO.

on foot from
ATS

at165mm
and second hole
and second
at 355mm.
hole at
On Non motor
245mm.
side:
First hole at
On Non motor
305mm
side:
First hole at
and second hole
115mm
at 355mm
and second
hole at 245mm

3.1.4 Cess Welding of TWS to Rails/GIRJ
After completion of drilling holes, cess
welding is done by using proper length of rails i.e. 6
to 8 m length or glued insulated joints as per site
requirement.
3.1.5 Fixing of Fastenings
After cess welding all 34 Numbers Slide
Chairs Plates and 14 Numbers Special Bearing
Plates fixed to Stock Rail along with provision of
GRSP, ERC and Liners.
3.1.6 Oiling of Fittings and SSD components
All Slide blocks, Heel blocks, distance
blocks and stretcher bar oiled properly before traffic
block. Spring Setting Device (SSD) also oiled
properly.
3.1.7 Integration of Stock and Tongue rail
After completion of preliminary work, stock
rail and tongue rail fixed by heel block. Integrating
stock rail and tongue rail saves time during block.
3.1.8 Opening of Crib Ballast in Inter-Space of
Sleepers 3 & 4
Since distance of Sleeper 3 and Sleeper 4 is
745 mm in TWS (where as in case of conventional
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switch it is 720mm) all crib and shoulder ballast near
motor to be removed for re-spacing to correct gaps.
3.1.9 Release of Jammed Fastenings
Any jammed/seized plate screws, stretcher
bar bolts and chair bolts in the existing switches to
be attended/loosened.

(iii)JOH gap is 60mm on open side and 0mm on
close side should be ensured.
(iv) Opening gap of 160mm should be ensured
between stock and tongue rail.This opening
sigmental move 60mm for unlocking 100mm
for gap & 60mm for locking.
5.0 Post Block Works:

4.0 Block Working (Duration:02hrs.45 minutes)
Block activity along with approximate time
required are tabulated in Table-4
Table 4 Activity and Time required
Approximate
Description of Activity
Time required
Dismantling
of
existing
curved switches along with
20 Minutes
bearing plates
Re-spacing of sleeper No.4 to
745mm as against existing
05 Minutes
720 mm
Provision of new GRSP in
05 Minutes
position for all 20 sleepers
Insertion of new Thick Web
switches in correct position
15 Minutes
and ensuring all fittings
properly.
Installation of new Point
motor by S&T staff along
with new clamp lock assembly
2 hours
& connected rods of point
locking.
Total Block Duration
2Hr.45Minutes
Parallel activity : SSD to be 30 Minutes
fixed on Sleeper No.13
Other important aspects of block working are:
(i) While fixing SSD at sleeper No.13 i.e. at JOH,
it should be ensured that tie plate should be
fixed first in which insulation side always be
LH side and SSD spring always crossing side.
(ii) Both arm of SSD fixed in Tongue Rail Foot
hole. Longer side the measurement from bolt to
bolt is 54.5 cm and smaller side is 46.5 cm.

5.1 All the released switches, rails & loose
fittings to be stacked neatly away from the track.
5.2 Re-fixing of all the fittings.
5.3 Packing of slack sleepers and correcting
cross levels, if required.
5.4 Boxing of pre-fixing the track since the
ballast disturbed during block working.
6.0 Precautions to be Taken While laying Thick
Web Switches
6.1 Higher man power required as compared to
laying of conventional switch since the tongue rail
and stock rail along with welded rails are to be
handled together.
Brief of manpower requirement is as under:
(i) Man power required for conventional
switch- 18 to 20 labour.
(ii) Man power required for Thick Web
switch- 26 to 28 labour.
6.2 Other Important Points:
 Care should be taken in handling of Tongue
Rail. Any bend in tongue rail cannot be
rectified with Jim crow or by other means.
 For setting of SSD requires about 30 minutes
time which should be planned to be kept
under watch for some time.
 Insulations for SSD Tie plate, connecting
rods of Tongue rails to be carefully handled.
 The holes connecting the SSD rods and
stretcher bars were made in the range of the
tongue rail needs careful watching.
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Switch alignment to be corrected. Any
misalignment will reflect in the setting of the
tongue rail and stock rail.
For points on curves, the correct curvature
details to be taken for ordering pre-curvature
of tongue rails at factory as detailed in
RDSO Lr No. CT/PTX/TWSdesign dt.
27.07.2018

7.0 Advantages of Thick Web Switches
7.1 In Thick Web Switch (TWS) if obstruction
like stone piece is coming between stock rail and
tongue rail it gets cleared easily due to more space
as compared to conventional switches in which the
obstruction gets lodged in because of small space
between stock rail and tongue rail exist.
7.2 Maintenance of thick web switches is
lesser as compared to conventional switches
7.3 As the outer side of switch and the inside of
the stock has complimentary slight tapers, the toe of
the switch fits inside and under the stock rail, so that
flange of wheel engages the switch rail after 6
inches beyond the toe of switch. Due to this, damage
and wear of toe of switch is completely eliminated.
7.4 In TWS, due to the provision of spring
setting device (SSD) housing up to 13th Sleeper is
perfect, while in conventional switches housing is
perfect only up to 3to 4 sleepers.
7.5 Due to its heavier cross section at toe ofswitch, structured stability of TWS is higher.
7.6 Due to the designed 160 mm opening at
toe of switch, a clearance of 60 mm is available at
JOH (Junction of Rail heads), which prevents
repeated striking of wheel with the tongue rail at
JOH while in conventional switches the gap is less
that is 50 mm at Joint.
7.7 As 220 mm throw of point machine is
used, it ensures and proves proper setting of both
stock and switch rails.

The breakup being as under.
60 mm – Unlocking and movement of open switch
towards its stock rail
100 mm – Movement of both tongue rails
60 mm – Locking of closed switch.
7.8 As rubber pad is introduced between stock
rail and sliding plate at sleeper top in addition to the
rubber pad in between sleeper and sliding pad, better
resilience achieved than in the case of conventional
switches wherein the stock rail directly rests on
sliding plate (metal to metal interface). This results
the minimization of wearing out of stock rail.
8.0 Scope of Improvement
The following items require attention for further
improvement:
8.1 As stock rail is fixed by ERC in thick web
switches instead of bolted fixed bracket as in case of
conventional switches, any drop of ERC will disturb
the gauge at Sleeper No.3 to Sleeper No.20. Hence,
100% of ERC has to be ensured all the time. To
prevent such short fall of ERC, anti-theft ERCs may
be used from sleeper No.3 to sleeper No.20.
8.2 Due to the introduction of Rubber Pad
without any horns in between stock rail and sliding
plate, there is likely chance of falling of these rubber
pads due to the creep. Any such falling of
consecutive rubber pads which are not attended in
time may cause stock rail table to become lower by
6 mm, which may cause improper housing of switch
rail as their complimentary tapers will not match at
different levels other than designed level. The design
of rubber pad shall be such that it should have
horns, so that there will not be frequent
displacement of rubber pads.
8.3 To prevent uplifting of floating tongue rail
during the movement of train loads, 1st and 2nd
following stretcher bars may be provided duly
making slot hole in the bolts portion to avoid the
improper functioning of motor point machine.
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8.4 As stock rail does not have bolted bracket
connection from sleeper No.3 to sleeper No.20 as in
the case of conventional switches, there is every
chance of sleepers going out of square. Hence
P.Way Engineer shall pay more attention to keep the
sleepers in square position and to maintain proper
sleeper spacing. During the casting of PSC sleeper
itself for SL.No.4 to SL.No.15, dowel arrangement
shall be provided on top of sleeper ends so that tie
angle can be fixed using screw spikes to prevent
skewing of sleepers/to maintain proper sleeper
spacing.
8.5 Higher attention is required to maintain the
sleepers in good packing condition so that there is
no chance of mismatching of complimentary tapers
of stock and tongue rail.
8.6 The Hexagonal socket head cap screws used
to fit connecting rod to lever arm getting loose and
connecting rod getting disconnected. These needs to
be modified for better fitting and safety.

Proposed Proforma for Joint Inspection of TWS has
been developed and is enclosed as Annexure-I.
Conclusion
TWS is essentially required to improve track
structure and its maintainability and is a prerequisite
for increasing the speeds on loop lines to 50 Kmph
as well as 160 Kmph on main line. On BalharshahKazipet section, total 25 Thick Web Switches have
been laid so far out of 232 No.s to be replaced. The
performance is satisfactory and running has
improved. TWS in this section were initially laid in
a block of 2 Hrs 45 Minutes. Subsequently in the
same block of 2 Hrs. 45 Min switches at both ends
have been replaced successfully. Thick Web
Switches improve maintainability and safety of
track. It improves riding quality to a considerable
extent. Maintenance effort reduces and life cycle
also increases in terms of GMT.

******
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Annexure-I
Proforma for Joint Inspection Of Points & Crossings by Engg and S&T Depts.
S.No.
1
2
3
4
a)

General

Remarks/Observations
Good/Satisfactory
Good/Satisfactory
Available or Not

Condition of Sleepers
Condition of Ballast
Drainage
Switch assembly
LH

Stock rail
i. Condition
ii. Any burr noticed
iii. Any scab/wheel burns noticed
iv. Any abnormal wear noticed

Good/Requires
replacement
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No

Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
RH

I.Condition
ii.Any burr noticed
iii.Any scab/wheel burns noticed
iv. Any abnormal wear noticed

Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No

Tongue rail
i.Condition

b)

ii. Any scab/wheel burns noticed
iii. Any abnormal wear noticed
iv. No. of sleepers housing (up to 4 )
Housing to be measured at a depth of 20mm from stock
rail head
I.Condition
ii.Any scab/wheel burns noticed
iii.Any abnormal wear noticed
iv.No. of sleepers housing (upto 4 )
Housing to be measured at a depth of 20mm from stock
rail head

5
6
7

Throw of Switch (160+0-3) LH
RH
Condition of fittings
Gauge at Toe of Switch

Good/Requires
replacement
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No

LH

Good/Requires
replacement
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No

RH Good/Requires
replacement
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No

Intact/ Needs tightening
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S.No.
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

15

General
Condition of gauge tie plate
Condition of gauge tie plate insulation
Squareness of tongue rail – up to 15mm permitted
Packing under switch assembly
Condition of GR pads under slide chairs
Whether GFN liners available in switch portion
Spring setting device
a)Insulation whether intact
b)Clearance at JOH (60+2-3)
c)SSD gears whether lubricated
d) SSD connections to tongue rails whether intact
e)Whether any abnormal sound during operation
observed?
f)Whether any hitting marks available on casing of
SSD?
S&T Items
i) Function of Lock detection
a) Without test piece –The point in Set & locked
position
b) With 5mm test piece-The point neither Set & nor in
locked position
ii) Time taken in completing the operation in seconds
a) without test piece *(5 seconds)
b) with 5mm test piece **
iii) Squareness of ground connections(Drive rod, Lock
rods, Detection rods etc.)
iv) Condition of ground connections
v) Conditions of insulations
vi) Lubrication of slide chairs
vii) Whether point m/c fittings are in tact?
viii) Whether point motor is giving any cracking noise?
ix) Value of slipping current(Double the normal )
x) Normal working current(5.5 Amp.)
xi) Check carbon bushes for executing sufficient
pressure on commutator to avoid flashing during train
movement
xii) Whether contact pressure of control and detection
contact is adequate
xiii) Whether application of non-corrosive temperature
grease IS 507/508 is ensured
xiv) Whether lubricating oil SAE-30/Shell 100 for
lubricating gear box of motor is ensured?
xv) Whether general overhaul of machine after 4,00,000
operations or 5 years in busy yards or 7 years in low

Remarks/Observations
Good/Satisfactory
Good/Satisfactory
Yes/No
Good/Satisfactory
Good/Satisfactory
Yes/No

Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No

Yes/No
Yes/No

Yes/No
Yes/No

Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
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S.No.

General
traffic yards is done?
xvi) Clamp point locking should be checked for proper
setting of switch and stock rail
xvii) Whether tapper washers thick side is towards edge
of the rail?
xviii) Whether stock rail & tongue rail clamps fittings
tight.
xix) Whether point m/c insulated from ground
connections?
xxi) Whether all split pins opened properly?
xxiv) No.of cables related to point are over the ground?
xx) The clearance between bottom of rail and top of
ground connections-value in mms.
xxi) TLJB boxes are at standard distance from centre of
the track?
xxii) Height of TLJB box over rail level
xxiii) Whether fish tailed notch is perpendicular to the
centre line of the track?

Remarks/Observations

Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No

Yes/No

Yes/No

(Name of the Inspecting Official)
(Designation)
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Track Quality and Maintenance Demands for Introducing 160 Kmph Semi High
High-Speed
(SHS) Passenger Trains on Indian Railways - Safety Issues
Dr. Frank August Wingler*

Abstract
The Challenge in Introducing Speeds of 160 kmph for passenger trains on IR is to meet the Demands for Initial and
Inherent Quality of Track, to develop advanced Policy and Strategy in Infrastructure Management and modern best Practices of
Permanent Work Procedures and mechanised Track
Track-Maintenances.
Maintenances. Policy and Strategy should be governed by Overall Life Cycle
Costs Considerations. 160 kmph tracks have to be kept sound and healthy with high Track Quality Index (TGI) Values.
Prerequisites for 160 kmph are:









Well
ell bearing and drained formation.
Long rolled rails of high steel-alloy
alloy quality.
High performance turnouts with condition monitoring sensors.
High standard robotic rail flash-but
but welding or digital controlled AT welding under supervision of well traine
trained and
skilled gangs.
Under sleeper pads for concrete sleepers and a fit
fit-and-forget replacement rail-fastening
fastening system for the current Mark III
ERC fastening.
Well planned, condition based and predictive modern mechanised maintenance practises and procedures executed with
appropriated tools and heavy duty & high performance on
on-track machinery.
Regular preventive and target rail-grinding.
grinding.
Deployment of automatic train protection/control.

I. INTRODUCTION:
Papers have been asked for the forthcoming
International Technical Seminar of I.P.W.E (India)
to be held on 22nd and 23rd Feb. 2019 at Hyderabad
on “Challenges in Introducing
oducing Speeds of 160 kmph
for Passenger Trains on IR”. Point
oints should deal
with Track Maintenance Practices and its Effect
on Safety.
On the way to increase the throughput of the system
by introducing 160 kmph running passenger trains
certain demands on quality and maintenance of
infrastructure and track have to be fulfilled, which
have an effect on Overall Life Cycle Costs and
Safety.
Fatal Train Derailments on account of track defects
are frequent in India. On 10th October 2018 the New
Farakka Express on its way to Delhi derailed near
Harchandpur/Rae
Rae Bareli in Uttar Pradesh at around
6.05 am killing 8 passengers and injuring over 30:

Fatal New Farakka Express Derailment near
Harchandpur/ Rae Bareli in Uttar Pradesh on 1010
10-2018
2018
The cause had been presumably a defective turnout.
With a green signal, the train-driver
train
had been given
clear to pass at permissible speed
On 3rd February 2019 the Seemanchal Expresse
derailed with 55 kmph due to a rail-fracture near
Sahel Buzung in Vaishall District of Bihar killing 7
passengers and injuring over 30:

* Dr. Frank August Wingler, Germany; drwingler.
drwingler.web.de/http://www.drwingler.com
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deterioration, target defect wave length for track
geometry correction, implications of specific
locations such as curved track and abrupt change in
sub-grade
grade stiffness to cater semi high-speed
high
trains,
including proposed actions to deal with.
HIGH INITIAL and INHERENT QUALITY OF
TRACK are no luxury; they are a MUST under
LIFE
CYCLE
COST
and
SAFETY
CONSIDERATIONS.
Fatal
Seemanchal Express Derailment due to a Rail
RailFracture in Vaishall District, Bihar, 03
03-02-2019
Those recent unwanted bad event remind
remind, what can
happen, when quality of infrastructure and rail
rail-track
are not in compliance with train-speed.
speed. Poor quality
of infrastructure and rail-tracks
tracks as well as
inefficient maintenance/working methods cannot
go together with SEMI HIGH-SPEED!
SPEED!
II. High Initial and Inherent
herent Quality of Track – a
Demand for Semi High-Speed (SHS) Routes:
Most of the demands on infrastructure and rail
rail-track
for 160 kmph train speed had been already covered
by the presentations on the International Technical
IPWE Seminar held 12th & 13th January 2017 at
Mumbai with the topic: “Challenges in Design and
Maintenance of Track under Mixed Traffic
Regime of Semi High-Speed
Speed and heavy Axle
AxleLoad”; see also: F.A. Wingler “Some
Some Demands
for running on one-and-the-same
same Route higher
Axle-Load (25 t) Freight
eight Trains under a mixed
Traffic Scheme plus Passenger Trains of different
Speed-Profiles:
Profiles: 80 to 110 kmph Speed
Speed-Band ICF
Coach Trains and 130 to 160 kmph Speed
Speed-Band
LHB Coach Semi High-Speed
peed Trains; Part I and
Part II”¸ and “Challenge
Challenge to increase Route
Transport-Capacity
Capacity and to cut Journey
Journey-Time on
Indian Railways…” – free for download from
http://www.drwingler.com.
In his paper presented at the 2017 Mumbai IPWE
Seminar, Prof. R Pinjani,
njani, IRICEN, PUNE, had
pointed out the importance of the INHERENT
TRACK-QUALITY
QUALITY (INHERENT QUALITY OF
THE TRACK, TRACK INHERENT QUALITY
QUALITY).
The paper deals with considerations of important
track design parameters, i.e. static vertical load
intensity, dynamic augment, rate of track geometry

The mutual INTERACTION of RAIL-TRACK
RAIL
and RAIL-VEHICLE
VEHICLE is governed by Newton`s
Laws of Mechanics/Motion
/Motion.
Indian Railways is locked in
i a vicious Circle of
insufficient investment in quality infrastructure-,
infrastructure
asset- and rail track-management,
management, low maintenance
performance, low safety and high repairrepair and
maintenance-expenditures
expenditures with the obvious result of
high overall Life Cycle Costs (LCC) and frequent
fatal Accidents on track account,
account represented by the
inner vicious circle of low performance in the
following diagram. To reach the outer circle, that of
advanced
railways,
HIGH
INPUT
IN
INFRASTRUCTURE
MANAGEMENT
is
needed. This is upmost essential
ess
for operating Semi
High-Speed (SHS) Trains on the IR network:

Inner and outer vicious Circle of Performances
representing high and low overall Life Cycle
Costs
The Technical University at Graz, Austria, is
worldwide the forerunner in pushing up Track
Quality under overall LIFE CYCLE COST (LCC)
CONSIDERATIONS.. In European countries, the
aggregated
HINDRANCE
COSTS,
the
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costs/expenditures emerging when the trains cannot
run or run only at lower speed and capacity, are
included in the overall cost considerations
/evaluations/ calculations. In India one is not much
concerned about the incurred costs and financial
losses, when the trains cannot run or can run only at
lower speed or with lower capacity. To keep trains
running on a low or poor quality track is not only
more risky but also more cost intensive.
A poor or low quality rail track needs more
frequent surveillance than a high quality track. The
lower the track-quality, the more frequent trackinspection and monitoring are appropriate.
A low quality track deteriorates faster than a high
quality track, and hence it causes more
maintenance expenditures and higher costs.
Under overall Life-Cycle Cost Considerations,
Quality of Track is a MUST and no Luxury. Life
Cycle Costs Considerations are tools for economical
track strategies. Under such considerations modern
track-technologies have been pushed up; see
relevant papers in RTR Special, MAINTENANCE
& RENEWEAL, ISBN 978-3-7771-0367-9, DVV
Media Group, eurailpress, Hamburg Germany, 2007.
In order to make it cheaper, it is jugglery to hope
that through appeals to the ingenuity of the TrackMen technical and physical laws, rules and
correlations can be overruled. At the end, jugglery
short-cut works will turn out to be far more costly
and to bring train-passenger`s freedom from bodily
harm and injury at risk.
Heavy Traffic Load/Volume/Speed causes high wear
leading to high maintenance demands and hence to
high maintenance expenditures, especially on poor
quality tracks not matching the traffic load/speed.
The relation is over-linear.
A healthy and sound rail-track with a high Inherent
Quality keeps its properties under given traffic
load/volume/speed longer than a less healthy and
sound rail-track. Hence, a low quality track
deteriorates under given traffic load/volume and
speed faster than a high quality track. The rate of
deterioration (degradation) is governed by Newton`s
Laws of Mechanics/Motion.

A high quality rail-track ages slower and has a
longer service live than a low quality track. A
moderate reduction in Initial Quality results in the
track condition reaching the threshold for
maintenance-intervention much earlier. For a railtrack with low Inherent Quality with a low Track
Geometry Index (TGI) the maintenance intervals
become shorter on account of unhealthy, unsound
and poor bearing sub-structure as well on account of
poor drainage, than for a rail-track of higher Inherent
Quality.
Investment delivers just Initial Quality, not service
life. Maintenance transforms this initial quality into
service life. Thus, neglected maintenance devalues
the investment done. When the track reacts, service
live is already gone. See: F. Wingler,
“Fundamentals of Railway-Track Engineering and
Technology; Quotations for achieving sound and
healthy Railway-Tracks of high Quality fit for
modern
“World-Class”
Railway-Service”,
published
April
01,
2018
on
http://www.drwingler.com; see also ibid: F. Wingler
“INSTRUMENTS MOUNTED ON SCHEDULED
RUNNING
COMMERCIAL
TRAINS
(INSTRUMENTED REVENUE VEHICLES, IRV)
MAKE USE OF NEWTON`S LAWS OF
MECHANICS FOR TRAIN BASED AND INSERVICE TRACK-CONDITION MONITORING
IN TARGET PLANING OF MAINTENANCE”,
published on April 22, 2018. by Chaminda
Weerawarna, Category: Rail Track Engineering.
Track maintenance and renewal require a high input
of financial resources. Generally, about 50% of the
renewals budget is spent on the permanent way.
Therefore, it is essential that transparency of the
permanent way decisions is not only ensured but
also continually developed. Digitalization offers a
wide range of applications.
Generally, engineering structures display a linear
quality and condition behavior (see Fig. 1):
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Thesis, Graz Technical University, Institute of
Railways and Transport, Austria, 2002, p. 82.]:

Fig. 1: Quality Behavior of Track Engineering
Structures; [Diagram based on F. Auer, „„Ein
Prognosemodell
zur
Abschätzung
der
Nutzungsdauer
des
Oberbaus
unter
Berücksichtigung der Eingriffsschwelle“
Eingriffsschwelle“, Thesis,
Graz Technical University, Institute of Railways and
Transport, Austria, 2002, p. 59.]
The following correlations
elations can be deduced from
that: The higher the quality and the better the
condition of a system the lower the corresponding
deterioration rate and wear of the material.
Consequently, the added value of high
high-quality
maintenance becomes obvious. The oppos
opposite also
applies: An inferior condition of the system will
result in a higher deterioration rate and quicker wear
of the material.
The asset condition is improved through repair
measures. However, it is usually not possible to
achieve the level of the system’s
tem’s initial quality with
these measures. The more the material has worn
at the time of repair the less sustainable the
repair measures will be.
Fig. 2 shows the difference between technical and
economic service life. The economic service life has
been reached,
eached, when the additional cost from
increased maintenance coupled with reduced
availability of the track exceeds the reduced
amortisation costs. This results in higher life cycle
costs. It would be technically possible to extend the
service life through excessive maintenance, but this
is not economically efficient.
A thesis at Graz Technical University, Austria
showed that a higher threshold of intervention
through maintenance has a positive effect on the
service life of the systems (see Fig. 22); [Diagram
based on F. Auer, “Ein
Ein Prognosemodell zur
Abschätzung der Nutzungsdauer des Oberbaus
unter Berücksichtigung der Eingriffsschwelle”
Eingriffsschwelle”,

Fig. 2: In Permanent Way Systems the
Implementation of a proactive Intervention
Threshold results in extended Service-Life
Service
of the
Assets. – Note: The effect is enhanced in the
Diagram
Diagram.
Guidelines for Infrastructure Management and best
Practice in Track Maintenance are summarised
summarise in
the new edited book of Florian Auer
“INFRASTRUCTURE
INFRASTRUCTURE MANAGEMENT”,
MANAGEMENT
2018
PMC Media House GmbH, ISBN: 978-3-96245.155978
4, Bingen, Germany.
In his new book, Dr. Florian Auer points out:
“Needs-based
based and reliable rail infrastructure requires
all processes associated with the sustainable
preservation of the condition of the existing network
to be considered and structurally planned over a
period of several years. Continually updated multimulti
year plans assist in making efficient use of scarce
financial resources”.
From this basic behavior, the following principles
can be deduced for the permanent way:
a) Provide
rovide the highest possible initial quality!.
quality!
This is to be aimed in the production of track
t
systems. The quality of the initial construction has a
massive impact on the service life. The better the
initial quality the longer is the service life.
b) Level
evel of maintenance quality. At the beginning
of the service life a high level of quality has
ha a highly
positive impact on the overall deterioration function.
Therefore, repair works carried out in the early
stages of a service life should be of a high quality for
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tight tolerances with a health of geometry of track
track.
This will ensure that the required
red condition can be
maintained at a high level as long as possible; this
will extend the systems’ service life.
c) Transparency
ransparency of overall system quality.
Infrastructure managers must continually strive to
improve the transparency of the system quality.
They should combine “transparent system behavior”
with the motto “the right measure at the right time”.
The two strategic objectives of German Federal
Railway, DB Netz AG, “high operational quality”
and “systems kept in top condition”
condition”, conform to
these principles.
A quality specification must meet the requirements
of different viewpoints. A global quality parameter
alone cannot cover the different aspects of system
behavior. From a Life Cycle & Cost Management
Point of View (LCMPV) it is necessary to shape the
quality specification in such a way that separate
quality values, which reflect the needs of
maintenance processes, are derived for each
maintenance process. In this context, it is
recommended to subsume the following elements
under quality:
“Quality = [Technical] Safety + Functionality +
Condition + Material-Properties”.
The different aspects of quality are systemically
interlinked. To put it simply: Technical safety,
functionality, condition and the maintenance of
materials behave like communicating tubes
tubes; see
Fig. 3:

on F. Auer, “Ein
Ein Prognosemodell zur Abschätzung
der Nutzungsdauer des Oberbaus unter
Berücksichtigung der Eingriffsschwelle”,
Eingriffsschwelle” Thesis,
Graz Technical University, Institute
Institu of Railways and
Transport, Austria, 2002].
Of these four quality features only the condition can
be actively improved through appropriate repair
measures. The level of the quality features:
features technical
safety, functionality and material maintenance is a
reaction to the repair measures taken.
An improved condition of the system leads to better
technical safety, better functionality and reduced
wear of the materials. Proactive Life Cycle
Management means to control the condition of the
system sustainably and according to requirements in
order to achieve overall optimization of quality, cost
and availability.
Most of the Central European Railways have their
own
infrastructure
rastructure
management
provider/cooperation,
/cooperation, with own budged and longlong
term funding agreements with the government,
ensuring infrastructure management planning far
ahead, which takes into account the actual condition
of the network. They have their own heavy duty and
high performance On-Track
Track Machineries. They
generate value through engineering as a service
servi
forr rail transport in the country!
country
Basis for far ahead planning are Status-Reports or
Audits on the condition/status of the countries’ full
network with regard to their assets-behaviour
assets
in
order to provide correlations with output quantities
and the required financial recourses for rere
investment in assets and infrastructures, and as well
for maintenance-strategies
strategies and planning’s.
III. High Initial and Inherent Quality of Track
through Heavy Duty and High Performance OnOn
Track Machinery instead of Hammer, Spanner,
Shovel or Craw-Bar; Formation Strengthening
and comprehensive Drainage Management are
crucible for 160 kmph Routes:
Routes

Fig. 3: Proactive Life Cycle Management means
to control
trol the Condition of an Asset sustainably
and according to Requirements [Diagram based

A track is as good as what is underneath: Subsoil,
Subgrade,, Formation and Formation Protective
Layer (FPL),, and Water is the Enemy of a RailRail
Track; see F.A. Wingler “Ballast, Formation and
Drainage, Part I with the Amendment: Water the
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Enemy of the Rail Track, Part II”,, published free
for download on September 18, 2016
2016, on
http://www.drwingler.com;; and ibid.: “WITHOUT
WELL BEARING FORMATION AND CLEAN
BALLAST-BED
BED NO STABLE RAI
RAILROAD”,
published on August 13, 2018
2018, by Chaminda
Weerawarna, Category: Rail Track Engineering
Engineering.

Apart from general treatment of poor formation,
effective measures
es will have to be taken to have easy
track stiffness gradients/transitions. All places,
where abrupt changes in track stiffness occur – as
on bridge approaches/abutments, tunnels etc. would need special design inputs in the form of
approach slabs, approach
ach sleepers,
sleepers sand piling,
increased sleeper density etc..
etc.
To achieve the desired quality standards on Indian
Railways, the track construction and track relaying
work need to be fully mechanised. The policy frame
work for that system needs to be created at
a Railway
Board level. The minimum level of mechanical
equipment, needed to be deployed, shall have to be
clearly indicated in the contract conditions of track
laying contractors. Once such a framework is
created, small and big contractors will emerge to
handle
andle the track work in the most appropriate
manner, deploying the right equipment, producing
quality track, comparable with the tracks of
advanced railways.”

Heavy Duty and High Performance On
On-Track
Machinery for Formation Rehabilitation and
Ballast Cleaning, AHM 802 R (above) and RM
802 (below) from Plasser&Theurer
The eminent Indian Consultant and Book Author,
Mr. J.S. Mundrey points out:
“For Indian Railways, to move to higher speed, it is
necessary to carry out the formation treatment on
war footing.

Poor Track Quality trough Manual Track Works
with simple Tools
T
in India

Chinese Railway, appreciating the importance of
formation treatment for higher speed, has set up
their own factory to manufacture the formation
rehabilitation machines AHM-800
800 R, after
purchasing a number of them from Austria.
Indian Railways shall also have to acquire a fleet of
formation treatment machines to rehabilitate their
tracks.

Unprotected manual Track Works in India with
simple Tools
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Frequent preventive and target Rail Grinding with
On-Track Machinery extends the service live and
reduces in-service failures of rails.. Rail
Rail-head defects
have to be removed before cracks wil
will penetrate into
the rail causing rail-fractures.
fractures. This will become
essential for IR`s 160 kmph tracks.

VOSSLOH High-Speed
Speed Rail Grinder HSG
HSG-2
German DB NETZ AG could prolong the service
life of rails drastically by RAIL HEAD
MANAGEMENT
TECHNOLOGY
(grinding,
milling)
under
their
PREVENTIVE
MAINTENANCE PROGRAMME.

GETZNER Under-Sleeper
Sleeper Pad (USP); advisable
for IR High Quality Tracks
IV. Long
ong rolled Rails of High Steel Alloy Quality
and modern Digital controlled Rail-Welding
Rail
–a
Prerequisite for 160 kmph Rail-Tracks:
Rail
A prerequisite for high quality tracks catering 160
kmph trains are strings of long rolled rails of high
steel alloy quality, which are factory welded to
longer panels (300 to 500 m), delivered/unloaded on
the track by the manufacturer and welded on the
track by robotic flash-but
flash
welding machines.
Alumino Thermicc (AT) Rail-Welding
Rail
on 160 kmph
rail-tracks
tracks have to be performed under strict
supervision by well trained operators. Th.
Goldschmidt offers the computer controlled
“SmartWeld” system.

Under-Sleeper-Pads
(USP)
reduce
ballast
deterioration and extend the intervals for tamping,
ballast cleaning and ballast renewing:

Long rolled Rails are a Prerequisite for 160
kmph Tracks

GETZNER Under-Sleeper Pad (USP)
(USP); advisable
for IR High Quality Tracks

Transport of long rolled Rails on Trailer
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Rail-Weld and Rail-Head
Head Defects leading to fatal
and nasty Derailment Disasters on IR
I

Transport and mechanized Unloading of long
rolled Rails
Rail-Weld Failures and Rail-Fractures
actures due to poor
welding, poor steel-quality and rail
rail-head defects
(RCF) have led to a series of fatal Derailment
Disasters in India. Tracks composed of short 13 m
rail, poorly AT welded to Long
ng Welded or
Continuous Welded Rail-Tracks
Tracks (LWR/CWR) and
in need of joggle fish-plates are prohibitive for 160
kmph train services. On 160 kmph tracks rails have
to be regularly freed from rail-head
head defects by rail
railgrinding and/or milling.

High
Quality Rail-Welding
Welding by Th. Goldschmidt`s
Digital controlled AT “SmartWeld”
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Turnouts – frequent Trouble Spots on IR

Modern Turnouts by Vossloh for Heavy Haul

Digital controlled AT “SmartWeld High Quality
Rail-Welding
Welding by Th. Goldschmidt`s Digital
Digital”

High Quality Rail Welding with mobile Robotic
Plasser&Theurer Flash-But Welder Machine
V. Turnouts are main Cost-Drivers
Drivers and Trouble
TroubleSpots inviting for Derailments;; Demands for
High Performance Turnouts with Diagnosis
Sensors for IR Semi High-Speed (SHS) Routes:

Main Cost Drivers in Maintenance are Curvatures
and Turnouts/Crossings. Heat Hardened/Bainitic
Low Fatigue (BLF) Rails are asked for curvatures,
turnouts and crossings. Turnouts/Crossings should
be installed with a diagnosis system;
system see relevant
presented papers at the IPWE “International
Seminar on leveraging Developments in
Monitoring Technology for Optimising Track,
Bridges and Tunnels Maintenance”,
Maintenance held 23/24th
February at Guwahati, India. A derailment at 160
kmph on a turnout can lead to a disastrous
catastrophe; see above: Fatal New Farakka Express
Derailment. Optimising Turnouts and installing
Turnouts with Diagnosis Sensors for Failure
Diagnosis and Predictive Maintenance Strategies
will become essential on IR 160 kmph routes.
German Federal Railway (DB) works together with
Munich-based
based Internet of Things (IoT) startup
KONUX to improve the availability of high-speed
high
turnouts through predictive maintenance.
The KONUX sensors detect vertical movement in
sleepers as a train passes over a turnout. Data
collected by the sensors is transmitted to DB’s
DIANA diagnosis and analysis platform, which
already monitors more than 15,700 point motors
across the network; see F. Wingler
Wing “LEVERAGING
DEVELOPMENTS
IN
MONITORING
TECHNOLOGY FOR OPTIMISING TRACK
MAINTENANCE – Switch Monitoring and
Diagnosis
Systems”
”,
published
on
http://www.drwingler.com
.com on January 11, 2018 by
Chaminda Weerawarna;; Category: Rail Track
Engineering.
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DB says, complementary applications such as
KONUX enable a holistic digital image of a turnout
to be created.
The trial phase equips 100 turnouts with this
technology. With the conclusion
usion of the contract, DB
and KONUX have agreed to investigate other areas,
where the system could be used to predict damag
damage
before it occurs:

German Railway’s Turnout Diagnosis System
DIANA
To minimize the number of turnouts and crossings
and to increase the route capacity resp. to cut the
journey times, IR should go for grade-separation
grade
as
road highway engineers do; see F. Wingler on
http://www.drwingler.com “Challenge to increase
http://www.drwingler.com:
KONUX Diagnose Sensor on DB Turnout
Route Transport-Capacity
Capacity and to cut Journey-Time
Journey
Voest Alpine, Austria, offers its Turnout Diagnosis on Indian Railways without the Need of a Mixed
Regime/Scheme with higher Axle-Load
Axle
for
System ROADMASTER, and German Railway (DB) Traffic-Regime/Scheme
Freight-Trains
Trains
combined
with
Semi
High
High-Speed
developed the system DIANA:
for Passenger-Trains”; published March
Mar 25, 2017:

Voest Alpine ROADMASTER Turnout Diagnosis
System

Google Map of Rail-Track
Track Grade-Separation at
Zurich Main Station, Switzerland
VI. 160 kmph Rail-Tracks
Tracks need Attendance free
“Fit-AND-FORGET” Rail-Fastening
Rail
Systems:
For a 160 kmph track, when it comes to a sleeper
renewal, the MARK III ERC rail fastening system
should be replaced by a “FIT-AND-FORGET”
System. The present Indian MARK III ERC
Fastening,, which needs attendance “nearly as every
train goes”,
is by far NOT “FIT-ANDFORGET"!!!!
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Indian Tracks with Mark III ERC Fastening
need constant Surveillance and patrolling Key
KeyMen to drive loose or fallen-off
off ERCs back into
the Housing - a Practice, which becomes
prohibitive at Train-Speeds
Speeds of 160 kmph
On IR Rail-Tracks
cks per year about 100 to 120 Track
TrackMen are losing their lives on duty.
On a high quality rail-track,
track, a speed of 160 kmph
makes it prohibitive to send a key-man
man regularly on
patrol to hammer loose or fallen-off
off ERC
ERC`s back into
the housing/tunnel; see F.A. Wingler “Demand for
Attendance-free “fit-and-forget”
forget” Rail
Rail-Fastening on
envisaged Indian Railway`s “Semi High
High-Speed”
Routes”; published on: February 25, 2017 by
Chaminda Weerawarna:
Although the Pandrol Fast-Clip
Clip fastening systems
are superseding worldwide the “e” and 401 Series
Pandrol Type ERCs, the Dowel-Bolt
Bolt Type direct
fastenings with SKL tension--clamps from
VOSSLOH/SCHWIHAG will be mor
more advisable for
India. Repair in case of corrosion will be easier.
Such direct fastening systems have also the
advantage, that elasticity and clamping force can be
adjusted, especially
cially on transits of abutments to
bridges.

Pandrol Fast Clips are superseding worldwide
the e-Series
Series and 401 Series ERC`s

Mechanised Laying of new Sleepers and Rails
with direct Screw/Dowel
Dowel VOSSLOH SKL
Tension-Clamp
Clamp Fastening
On Central European rail tracks one can NOT detect
patrolling key-men
men refastening or retightening
retight
the
fastening systems, as in India. The dowel/SKL direct
systems are favoured by the Central European
Railways of the DACH working Groups (DB, ÖBB,
SBB-CFF-FFS) and also in China.
VII. Rail-Tracks for 160 kmph Semi High-Sped
High
(SHS) need constant Condition Monitoring for
Target Planning of Maintenance:
Maintenance
The author has published free for download on
http://www.drwingler.com three technical railway
papers covering recent developments and worldwide
trends in leveraging
raging developments in TrackMonitoring Technologies,, that will be of importance
for IR`s 160 kmph rail-tracks:
acks:
1. “LEVERAGING
EVERAGING DEVELOPMENTS IN
MONITORING TECHNOLOGY HELP TO
ACHIEVE SOUND AND HEALTHY RAILRAIL
TRACKS FOR A MODERN “WORLD-CLASS”
RAIL-SERVICE”; published on: February 25,
2018/March 11, 2018;; Category: Rail Track
Engineering.
2. “LEVERAGING
EVERAGING STATUS-REPORT/AUDIT
STATUS
ON TRACK-CONDITION
CONDITION OF THE WHOLE
NETWORK OF INDIAN RAILWAYS – A TOOL
FOR LONG-TERM
TERM CAPITAL INVESTMENTSCHEMES
AND
MAINTENANCE
MAINTENANCESTRATEGIES”;; published on: December 25,
2017/January
11,
2018
by
Chaminda
Weerawarna; Category: Rail Track Engineering.
Engineering
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3.
“DYNAMICS
OF
TRACK-TRAIN
INTERACTIONS;
MAKING
USE
OF
NEWTON`S LAWS OF MECHANICS WITH
MONITORING INSTRUMENTS MOUNTED ON
SCHEDULED
RUNNING
COMMERCIAL
TRAINS
(INSTRUMENTED
REVENUE
VEHICLES, IRV)
IN TRAIN BASED INSERVICE MONITORING FOR TARGET
PLANING OF MAINTENANCE”; published on:
April 22, 2018/May 18, 2018 by Chaminda
Weerawarna.
The worldwide trend in track monitoring is to
capture data on track condition by sensors mounted
on bodies or bogies of scheduled running trains.
Automatic in-service track-condition monitoring
through data acquisition by means of Instrumented
scheduled running commercial Revenue Vehicles
(IRV), making use of NEWTON`S LAWS OF
MECHANICS/MOTION and push up track
maintenance efficiency; see Ravi Ravitharan,
Director, Institute of Railway Technology Monash
University, Australia; paper presented on the
Permanent Way Institution NSW Annual
Convention 27th Oct. 2017 at Sydney, Australia (see
ANNEXURE I); Railway Gazette International,
March 2018, page 34.

Explaining the mechanism, Arun Arora, Principal
Chief Mechanical Engineer, NR, said, "The Online
Monitoring of Rolling Stock (OMRS) System
involves the placing of microphones and sensors in
such a way that they record any audible noise or
measure forces generated while a wagon, coach or
locomotive is in motion."
"The OMRS equipment is extremely sensitive and
accurate and can detect the most minute of
abnormal noises emanating from rolling stock
(railway term for trains) and will alert the control
room immediately", he said.
He informed that the trial of the OMRS on the busy
Lucknow-Delhi stretch was successful following
which it was installed on the Delhi-Panipat section.
"This system allows us is to do away with the current
method, which involves the physical examination of
rolling stock in workshops," Arora said.
Another official said that it would ensure faster
maintenance of coaches and also allow coaches to
be monitored using mobile communication facilities.

The Economic Times Indfia, Railways; Mar 24,
2018, informs: “Railways to install Coach Defect
Monitoring Systems for Safety”:
In a move to create a "Zero Accident" network, the
Indian Railways have decided to install “CoachDefect Monitoring Systems” on 65 rail sections
across
the
country.
Officials said these include 25 sections on Central
and Western Railway, both of which have an
extensive rail network in Maharashtra.
"The sections on WR and CR, where we plan to have
these systems, include Wardha-Nagpur and
Bhusawal-Jalgaon on CR and Mumbai-Surat and
Surat-Baroda on WR," a senior official of Northern
Railway said.
It will cost Rs 115 crore to set up the system in these
25
sections,
the
official
said.

Data capturing Sensor mounted on Axle-Box of a
HLB Coach
VIII. Automatic Train Protection/Control is
advisable for Semi High-Speed (SHS) Routes to
avoid unwanted nasty and bad Mishaps - Safety
Issues –:
In the recent global history of High-Speed (HS) and
Semi High-Speed (SHS) Trains there had been four
fatal and nasty derailment disasters. All four
accidents occurred at a transition from straight
(tangent) to curved track. In all four incidents the
Automatic Train Protection/Control had been either
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switched off or not yet installed,, and the trains
entered the curves too fast:

2017 Cascade, Dupont--Washington, USA SHS
fatal Train Disaster
2013 Santiago de Compostela, Spain HS Desaster

2015 Philadelphia, USA, Amtrak SHS SHS
Train-Disaster

India could take a lesson and deploy on the
envisaged 160 kmph Semi High-Speed
High
(SHS) routes
and on the SHS trains an Automatic Train
Protection/Control System, something like Positive
Train Control (PTC, USA) or European Train
Control System (ETCS, Level 2, Europe, China) in
order to safeguard the Semi High-Speed
High
(SHS)
trains, especially on transitions of straight (tangent)
to curved tracks.
With the T 18 “Vande Bharat Express” 160-180
kmph SHS Rail-Car
Car Train with traction and
aggregate distribution on the passenger racks
(without a locomotive), India got a world class
standard train.. The technology and design are based
on the Siemens engineered German ICE 3.
The recent 2018 FIRE of the ICE 3 on its HS route
from Cologne to Frankfurt near Montabaur has
triggered of a discussion amongst experts of the risk
to install the transformer/converter with its cooling
oil tank and devices under and on a passenger rack.
The passengers in the FIRE engulfed German HS
ICE 3 coach hat a narrow escape:

2015 Eckersheim, Alsace-France,
France, TGV, HS
Derailment

Transformer/Converter
/Converter cooling Oil Tank of
German High Speed ICE 3 catches Fire near
Montabaur; 7-12
12-2018, Germany
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But what will happen, if the T 18 Semi High
High-Speed Rail-Car
Car Train will catch fire due to a derailment on
account of a track/turnout defect?:

The new Semi-High Speed (SHS)) T18 “Vande Bharat Express” Rail-Car
Car Train with Traction and
Aggregate Distribu
Distribution under and on the Racks

“FIRE
FIRE PROTECTION OF ROLLING STOCKS
STOCKS” is on the international Agenda

******
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Challenges in Introducing Speeds of 160 Kmph on
Rajahmundry-Tuni Section for Passenger Trains – A Case Study
P.S.N.Seshu*
Abstract
The concept of high speed trains has started developing in India strongly now-a-days. To reduce the cost of
construction of new dedicated corridors and early introduction of high speed trains, Indian Railways are looking
forward for upgrading of conventional systems to run High speed trains. Rajahmundry-Tuni section of Vijayawada
Division is a part of Vijayawada – Visakhapatnam section on ‘B’ category route is identified to run High Speed trains.
This route is studied to know the challenges for its potential to run high speed trains on existing track.

1.0 Introduction
India does not have any railways that can be
classified as High-Speed Rail (HSR) by international
standards i.e. railways with operational speeds
exceeding 200 kmph. The current fastest train in
India is the Gatimaan Express with a top speed of
160 kmph which
only
runs
between Delhi and Jhansi.
India's Union Council of Ministers approved the
proposal of Japan to build India's first high-speed
railway on 10 December 2015. The planned rail will
run approximately 500 km between Mumbai and
Ahmedabad at a top speed of 320 km/h.
Indian Railways aims to increase the speed of
passenger trains to 160–200 km/h on dedicated
conventional tracks. They intend to improve their
existing conventional lines to handle speeds of up to
160 km/h.
1.1

Definition of High Speed Line

As per UIC, a line is described as a “high
speed line” when it is a new one designed to enable
train operation at speeds above 250 kmph
throughout the whole journey, or at least over a
significant part of the journey.
In case of upgraded conventional lines, speeds of
200-220 kmph can be considered high speed if it
results in substantial reduction in journey time.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

1.3 Advantages of Improving Existing Track
The
main
advantage
of
improving
conventional rail system is lower costand much less
time required in introducing a high-speed train
compared with construction of new dedicated
corridor. The cost of constructing a dedicated new
high-speed line may be prohibitively high for a
developing nation like India.
2.0
1.
2.
3.

1.2 Need for High Speed Rail Corridors
1.

Rail traffic has to compete with Road traffic as
introduction of high speed highways with 4/6

lanes, the average speed on road has become
more than 130Kmph.
It is seen that high-speed rail corridors are
competitive to air traffic up to a distance of
600 km.
It is a safer mode of transport in comparison to
road and air transport.
It is environment friendly.
Comfort level is much higher.
It is the best intercity mode of transport in
highly industrialized regions.
Being the fastest growing economy after China
and being projected as a financially very
strong economy by 2020, India cannot afford
to fall back in developing high speed dedicated
corridor.

4.
5.

Technical Requirements of High Speed
Rail Corridors
Superior and well compacted formation
including a provision of sub ballast
Well designed ballasted track or ballast less bed
Alignment Parameters: vertical and horizontal
Curves
Yards - High speed turnouts
Strong and resilient track components

*1

ADEN/Samalkot/Vijayawada Division
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6.

Special design for Bridges and Tunnels
including approaches.
7. Grade Separation and Fencing
8. Environmental Protection
9. Dedicated Coaching Stock
10. Appropriate Signaling Technology
11. High Power Traction
3.0 The Track Formation
At high speeds, requirement of track quality
during service is very high. The track right from the
subsoil, formation protection layer, sub-ballast,
ballast bed, sleepers and track components is to be
considered as one system. The main task of these
components is to transmit load and divert forces
caused by the trains to the sub soil with least
possible disturbance to the track geometry. Basic
aim of formation design is to minimize formation
settlement.

track & to keep this within permissible limits,
stresses in sub grade should be reduced suitably to
ensure stability of the track parameters.
4.1
Studies conducted at FAST (Facility for
accelerated surface trials, Pueblo USA)have
demonstrated that track geometry correction
requirement both for alignment & profile variations
were least for test sections having ballast depth of
300mm & these increased for test sections having
ballast depth both lower (150mm) & higher
(450mm).
4.2
Based on the above discussion, it can be
concluded that for high speed corridor at a speed of
250 to 300 kmph, the following specifications shall
have to be considered:


3.1. Formation




Formation can be divided in two distinct
entities i.e. sub grade and sub ballast. Any weakness
or deficiency in the sub grade may likely to disturb
track geometry. Therefore, good quality of sub grade
is of prime importance.
3.2 Sub Ballast
The functions of sub ballast can be
summarized as under
a. Reduce stress to sub grade.
b. Keep sub grade and ballast separate.
c. Prevent upward sub grade fines
migration.
d. Prevent sub grade attrition by ballast.
e. Shed water from above.
f. Drain water from below.
After designing the proper sub ballast material,
the same should be used and compacted to get
designed bearing capacity of the formation.
4.0

Ballast

Ballast plays an important role in the overall
track structure. Ballast bed should be so designed
that the rate of settlement of substructure i.e.
formation is minimal. Increase in axle load, traffic
density & speed increase the rate of settlement of the



5.0

Ballasted track on PSC sleepers can be
adopted.
Depth of ballast of the order of 300mm is
adequate.
Higher size of the ballast is preferred.
Ballast material should be Granite / Basalt
only.
About 150mm thick Sub- ballast layer
preferably of bituminous ballast is necessary.
The shoulder ballast may be increased to
500-700mm.
Minimum Distance Between Tracks

Minimum distance between track centers
adopted by high speed networks using standard
gauge is 4.2 to 4.5m. Indian Railways have adopting
spacing of 5.30m between tracks of broad gauge for
new construction projects, which is sufficient for
High speed routes up to 350 kmph to keep air
pressure between opposite passing trains within
limits.
6.0

Ruling Gradient

Generally steeper gradients can be allowed
on high-speed lines in comparison to conventional
lines as Very high momentum of HS trains makes it
feasible to negotiate steeper gradients. The ParisSud-Est LGV has grades of up to 3.5% (on the
German NBS high-speed line between Cologne and
Frankfurt they provided upto 4%). These gradients
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can be adopted for passenger trains and light freight
trains. But for using existing locos, wagons and
coaches maximum longitudinal grade of 1.0% to
1.5% can be adopted depending upon topography.
7.0

Horizontal Curves

Gentle curves are generally adopted on highspeed track. Gentle curves become necessary in
view of restriction on maximum values of cant
deficiency and cant excess along with maximum
speed of operation. The minimum radius of
curvature for the high-speed lines on developed HSR
networks generally varies from 4000 m to 7000 m
for standard gauge. Geometric parameters adopted
for various HSR on world railway areas under.
Equilibrium Cant. = GV2/gR =13.76 V2/R
Where G = dynamic gauge: V= equilibrium speed; R
= Radius of curve; g = acceleration due to gravity.
From the above formula to double the speed,
cant has to be increased to 4 times. We can’t
increase the cant as the same acts as cant excess
when the trains are forced to Stop or slow down due
to any reason and will result in discomfort to
passengers. Hence we have to provide flat curves for
HSR.
8.0

Turnout For High Speed

When the speed on straight track is above
250 Kmph, High speed turnouts with speed on
curved track from 80 to 100 Kmph are warranted.
Constraints in existing turnouts are
a. Kink in the turnout route at the toe of
switch rail
b. Entry from straight to curve without
transition
c. Lead curve without super-elevation
d. Entry from curve to straight without
transition
e. Gap at the V of crossing

obtained by providing curved/tangential switches.
Absence of super elevation over Turnout causes
unbalanced lateral acceleration and affects safety
and comfort. In high speed turnouts, Switch Entry
Angles are small and the permissible cant deficiency
on the curves becomes main criteria for evaluating
the permissible speed.
The result of the trial made on different Railway
have given very favorable results by adopting
I. Adoption of tangential layouts for higher
speeds and Thick web switches.
II. Flatter Switch entry angle by tangential
layouts thereby reducing the angle of attack
and reduced lateral forces resulting in
increased passenger comfort.
III. Use of spring operated switch setting device
to ensure proper flange way clearance.
IV. Use of movable nose crossings housed in a
specially designed cradle, thereby avoiding
gap at crossing. Introduction of transition
curves thereby improving the running
characteristics of the curved tracks.
V. Continuation of canting of rails through
turnout resulting in smoother ride over
turnouts.
VI. Use of higher UTS steel, further hardened to
reduced wear.
VII. Effective holding of stock rail.
VIII. Use of non greasing eco friendly base plates.
IX. Use of specially designed synthetic rail pads
for reduced vibration of switch assembly.
X. Use of flatter angle of crossing i.e. 1 in 32 or
1in 24 to permit high speed.
XI. Sophisticated pulling techniques including
introduction of hydraulic systems.
XII. Surface hardening of load bearing areas.
By above modifications, the forces, accelerations
and rolling movements, were less than the normally
allowed limits. Further the actual sensation felt by
the passenger was very good.
9.0

As the wheel negotiates the toe of switch,
there is abrupt change in direction resulting in lateral
jerk on bogie and corresponding heavy lateral force
on tongue rail. The magnitude of force primarily
depends on switch entry angle. By reducing the
switch angle, entry gets smoothened and flange
force gets reduced. The small switch angle is

Level crossing / grade separation

Normally level crossing is not suitable for
high speed train operation and therefore, for road
transport, either road over bridges or road under
bridges needs to be planned.
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10.0

Bridges

Bridges as well as bridge approaches are the
vulnerable points, where a thorough analysis for
structural adequacy is required in view of running of
high speed trains from safety and comfort criteria.
For high-speed trains, special locomotives may be
required for high tractive efforts. The tractive efforts
of these locomotives are higher than the existing
loading system. Presently most of the bridges on
Indian railways are designed as per BGML/RBG/
MBG Loading Standards. They are to be checked for
new loadings.
11.0

Section details

1

Rails

2

Sleepers

3

7

Sleeper
density
Fastenings
Points and
Crossings
Ballast
cushion
Formation

8

Curves

4
5
6

9

LC gates

31 Nos (All are manned)

10

Ruling
gradient
Bridges

1 in 100

11

Case Study

350
Route
Km
of
VijayawadaVisakhapatnam route is on the Class B route
connecting Chennai and Calcutta. In which
ADEN/SLO sub-division has covered 87route Km
from KYM to HVM with 110 Kmph section speed
and 30 Kmph for first loop lines. This section is
located in a plain area with moderate curves and
without any steep gradients. ADEN/SLO section has
taken for study to run higher speed at 160kmph and
challenges we face to increase the speed.
11.1

curves (20.65 km)
Equal & Less than 0.5
degree – 14 curves
(1.82km)

60/52kg 90UTS with
FBW & AT Welds
52 kg/60kg mono-block
PRC sleepers
1660/1540
ERC clips with GRSP
1 in 12 fan shaped lay
outs with CMS crossings
250/300mm
Stable for 110kmph
except
two
block
sections
Total – 113 curves
>3 degree – NIL
> 2 to =3 degree
-2
curves (0.42km)
> 1 to =2 degree
- 18
curves (8.37km)
>0.5 to =1 degree - 79

RJY – TUNI DN line is
old line for bridges
substructure is with
Stone
masonry,
15
bridges on DN line with
stone top are marked as
ORN – 2.
UP line bridges are
constructed
during
doubling 1960.
28 Girder bridges in the
section.

The Challenges in increasing the speed are
11.2 The Track formation:
11.2.1 Sub grade
The section is passing through the coastal
and black cotton soils; the entire length of the
section is pass through water flooded irrigation
fields. At present the formation problems are facing
in two block sections bet (RVD – GLP & ANV –
HVM DN line). But to run the 16kmph trains entire
section require formation treatment. Widening of the
formation by 500mm to 600mm is required to
accommodate new ballast profile with increased
shoulder ballast width.
11.2.2 Sub-ballast
KYM – HVM Section is not provided with
the sub-ballast. To run higher speeds AT 160 KMPH
sub-ballasting to be done to the entire section
preferably with protective layers of geosynthetics to
maintain the requisite parameters/track geometry of
high speed and to reduce the maintenance cost.
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11.3

Ballast

The present ballast cushion in the section is
250/300mm. In complete section there is no overdue
for deep screening, except yard which re to be
screened manually. Ballast cushion is sufficient but
the shoulder ballast should be increased to500700mm for high lateral stability to sustain lateral
forces developed due to high speed.
11.4

Required Radius to maintain 160 kmph
= 13.76 x (V2 –v2)
(Ce + Cd)

Sleepers and Rails

KYM – HVM section is laid with 60/52kg
rails. 29% track (around 50km on UP & DN lines)
with 52kg rails, which GMT is near for renewal
require replacement. Hence CTR of these stretches
are required. Around 31km of 60kg track identified
with corroded rails and proposed for renewals. The
same is required to replace.
11.5

The speed on 10curves may be permitted 160
kmph with minimum speed of 60 kmph for goods
trains, as running at lower speed cause cant excess to
goods trains. It is not feasible practically as Caution
orders required to be imposed for maintenance of
track. If we take minimum caution order is as 30
kmph, than

= 13.76 x (1602-302) = 1942m
(75 + 100)
i.e. 0.9 degree
Therefore to increase the speed on existing line upto
160kmph,
1.The speed of goods trains should be
increased
2.Or all the curves should be made flatter
than 0.9 degree.
3.Or higher Ce and Cd should be permitted.

Ruling gradient

The ruling gradient in the section is 1 in 100.
Steeper gradient can be allowed on high-speed lines.
11.6

Curves

Goods train are running in section at
75Kmph in loaded condition but due to CC+8+2
loading, speed of rake is limited to 60Kmph ( Till
the speed of goods to increase to 100kmph). With
present permissible maximum cant 165mm, cant
excess 75mm and cant deficiency 100mm,
maximum permissible speed for 10curve (1750m
radius) is
Cant for Goods = 1750 x 602 = 28.34mm
127x1750
Cant based on cant excess = (28.34 + 75) mm
= 103.34 Say 100mm
Maximum permissible speed
= 0.27√ (100 + 100) 1750
= 159.73 Kmph
Say 160 Kmph only.

From the curve table enclosed as ‘Annexure
1’ it can be found that straight track distance from
one curve to next following curve is least as 1.0 m
and maximum of 4.6 km. Hence if we permit with
high cant deficiency and cant excess, 160 kmph on
10 curves. On UP line 160kmph can be permitted
with caution orders at 7 locations where curves more
than 1 degree. On DN line SR required at 9
locations. These SR stretches should be realigned
duly flattening the curves to permit 160kmph.
11.7

Turnouts / Yards

When the speed on straight track is above
160Kmph, High speed turn outs with speed on
curved track from 50 to 80 Kmph are warranted.
And in KYM - HVM section with 52/60 kg, 1 in 12
fan shaped layouts and the TGI value is less than the
section. Hence all the turnouts in section required to
be replaced with thick web switches with SSD to run
upto 160 kmph.
The major SLO yard is laid on curves with
series of curves and turnouts on curves. At present
there was 50kmph SR exists in the yard. To relax the
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speed the complete yard to be realigned and require
land acquisition of fully developed area.
The PSRs in APT, BVL, MPU, HVM and
GLP yards on account of points taking off from
curves/transitions require to realigned.
In yards passengers as well as railway staff
use to contaminate the ballast by throwing garbage
and sweeping. Ballast profile could not be
maintained due to crossing of tracks. Track
parameters are often disturb in yards, hence require
one round of deep screening of yards.
Passing of high speed trains through
platforms is dangerous to passengers on platforms
also due to aerodynamic forces; Hence run through
lines should be avoided as platform lines. There are
almost all the yards having main lines as platform
lines in the section.
11.8

Level Crossings/Grade separation

As the section bet KYM – HVM is located in
heavily populated area all the LC gates having heavy
rush and TVUs are more. If gates are closed for long
time road users become impatient and follow some
shortcuts causing road accidents. And also once gate
is opened it is very tough task to close the gate
again. Therefore best way is to replace the gates
with RUB/ROB. To run trains up to 160 kmph these
gates can be interlocked in economical point of view
for time being. If a train is passing at 160 kmph it
will take 3.75minutes to cross a block section of
10km. So it is required to close the gate when train
is at minimum two block sections ahead. Any
communication laps may cause to stop the train.
In KYM - HVM section 31 LC gates are
located. These gates are not feasible to convert as
RUBs as high water table. Hence LC gates are
requiring to be rebuilt as grade separation by the
12.0

way of ROB or RUB by re-grading the bank to
required height.
11.9

Bridges

These are most vulnerable points to increase
the speed in this section. Between KYM – HVM
section DN line is old line built during 1995, for
most of the bridges the substructure is stone
masonry and super structure is replaced with
RCC/PSC slabs. Bridges on UP line were built
during 1960. Section has 28 major bridges with steel
girders. These are required to be replaced with PSC
girders. All the bridges in section are designed as per
BGML/RBG/MBG loading standards. They are to
be checked for new loading standards.
As high
speed trains are passenger trains, axle load will not
be a much problem. But due to increase in the speed
tractive and breaking forces increase and over
stressing of substructure & foundation may occur.
Bridges are required to be studied carefully.
11.10 Fencing
The ADEN/SLO section passes through
cultivating fields fully. And un-authorized tress
passing and cattle are another potential hazard for
high speed trains. Therefore fencing along the track
on both sides is inevitable.
11.11 Road along the track
It is very necessary to attend the track in case
of failures immediately without any delay. And for
regular maintenance/ inspections also it is not
possible to reach the site by push trolleys. Hence
katcha road is required along the track to reach the
sites.

Conclusion

From the above it can be seen that lot of works to be taken up in all corners of the P.Way.
The summary of works needed to increase speed of trains up to 160 kmph are
Works to be taken up
a. CTR
b. TRR
c. Supply and dumping of ballast on shoulders

Quantum
50 Km
31 Km
55000 Cum
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Works to be taken up
Quantum
Increasing the cess width by earth work
80 km
All the turnouts to be modified to run higher speeds.
20 turn outs
Replacement of LC gate with ROBs
31 No
Deep screening of Yards and section
10 yards
Construction of boundary wall/fencing.
80 route Km
Laying of Katch roads along the track
80 km
Formation treatment
25km
Relaxation PSRs by shifting of cross overs
3 Nos
Modification to yards by laying thick web switches
10 yards
Complete redesign of yards to avoid PSRs
2 yards
Realignmet of curves more than 1 degree
18 curves
Rebuilding of bridges (Detailed survey to be conducted, appr.
200 Nos
40% bridges require rebuilding)
With attention to the above items, speed of the section can be increased to 160kmph
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
l.
m.
n.
o.

Therefore from the above, it is concluded that increasing of speed on existing running tracks up to
160 kmph is possible with lot of attention.
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Annexure – I
CURVES DETAILS OF SSE/P.Way/SLO & PAP Section
S.
No.

Curve
No.

UP/
DN

1

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
1
2

UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

Km
From

588
589
589
590
590
591
592
592
593
594
594
596
597
597
598
598
600
602
602
607
609
610
611
611
612
614
616
617
617
618
618
619
620
621
624
625
625
626
627
627
627
628
629
630
631

To

414
157
359
364
801
662
666
851
310
635
865
388
32
225
494
767
510
380
600
385
917
58
578
719
353
414
86
27
277
373
547
939
122
127
256
666
876
792
300
448
952
963
90
3
575

588
589
589
590
591
592
592
593
593
594
594
596
597
597
598
599
601
602
602
608
610
610
611
611
612
615
616
617
617
618
618
620
620
621
624
625
625
627
627
627
628
629
629
630
632

854
337
489
704
149
20
836
23
730
785
975
738
212
385
714
255
40
540
740
330
48
198
718
849
1003
83
696
167
407
493
667
91
292
497
496
776
986
33
440
678
148
90
210
762
184

Length

Degree

SE

440
180
130
340
350
360
170
170
420
150
110
350
180
160
220
490
530
160
140
950
140
140
140
130
650
670
610
140
130
120
120
150
170
370
240
110
110
240
140
230
193
127
120
759
602

2
0.75
0.91
1
1
1
0.75
0.75
2
0.8
0.8
1
1
1
0.7
2
1
0.85
0.85
1
1
1
1
1
1.9
1
1
0.5
0.5
0.7
0.7
1
1
1
1
0.35
0.35
1
1
1
0.5
0.5
0.5
2
2

120
60
60
60
60
60
40
40
120
40
40
40
40
40
40
120
40
40
40
60
60
60
60
60
120
60
60
20
20
40
40
50
50
60
60
20
20
60
60
50
20
20
20
85
120

Straight
Distance
bet. curves
0.303
0.022
0.875
0.097
0.513
0.646
0.015
0.287
0.905
0.08
1.413
0.294
0.013
1.109
0.053
1.255
1.34
0.06
4.645
1.587
0.01
1.38
0.001
0.504
1.411
1.003
0.331
0.11
0.966
0.054
1.272
0.031
0.835
2.759
1.17
0.1
0.806
0.267
0.008
0.274
1.273
0
0.793
0.813
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Km

S.
No.

Curve
No.

UP/
DN

46

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP

632
632
634
634
635
635
638
639
639
645
645
646
646
649
661
664
664
667
667
668
668
673

294
472
403
560
397
548
527
310
514
440
702
276
480
708
485
174
380
175
384
406
617
128

632
632
634
634
635
635
638
639
639
645
645
646
646
650
661
664
664
667
667
668
668
674

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

DN
DN
DN
DN
DN
DN
DN
DN
DN
DN
DN
DN
DN
DN
DN
DN
DN
DN
DN
DN
DN
DN
DN
DN
DN
DN

588
589
589
590
591
593
596
598
600
601
601
602
602
607
609
610
611
611
612
614
616
618
618
619
620
621

420
60
273
393
664
275
397
693
525
376
526
161
529
350
938
100
559
738
350
395
79
358
580
855
114
144

588
589
589
591
592
593
596
599
601
601
601
602
602
608
610
610
611
611
612
615
616
618
618
620
620
621

47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

From

Length

Degree

SE

424
652
513
670
467
668
947
410
624
590
902
416
590
11
965
284
480
365
554
536
747
78

130
180
110
110
70
120
420
100
110
150
200
140
110
302
480
110
100
190
170
130
130
934

0.5
0.5
0.6
0.85
0.5
0.5
2.03
0.52
0.52
0.52
0.52
0.52
0.5
1
1.12
0.85
0.54
0.75
0.75
1
1
1

20
20
20
20
20
20
120
20
20
20
20
20
20
40
70
30
20
40
40
40
40
40

850
250
473
83
32
735
737
261
35
516
686
301
679
335
89
260
709
898
1000
64
689
558
760
57
294
494

430
190
200
692
370
460
340
570
510
140
160
140
150
990
160
160
150
160
650
670
610
200
180
200
180
350

2
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
0.8
0.8
1
1
1
0.8
0.8
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

90
40
40
40
40
90
40
90
40
40
40
40
40
60
50
50
40
50
100
60
60
50
50
40
60
60

To

Straight
Distance
bet. curves
0.11
0.048
1.751
0.047
0.727
0.081
2.859
0.363
0.104
5.816
0.112
0.374
0.064
3.118
11.474
2.209
0.096
2.695
0.019
0.852
0.081
4.381

0.21
0.023
0.92
0.581
1.243
2.662
1.956
1.264
0.341
0.01
0.475
0.228
4.671
1.603
0.011
1.299
0.029
0.452
1.395
1.015
1.669
0.022
1.095
0.057
0.85
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S.
No.

Curve
No.

UP/
DN

27

27
28
29
30
31
32
33
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

DN
DN
DN
DN
DN
DN
DN
DN
DN
DN
DN
DN
DN
DN
DN
DN
DN
DN
DN
DN

28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

Km
From

624
626
627
627
628
628
628
629
631
638
649
661
664
664
666
666
669
669
673
673

To

216
802
322
550
561
700
973
956
592
528
690
441
133
393
283
534
190
425
158
864

624
626
627
627
628
628
629
630
632
638
650
661
664
664
666
666
669
669
673
674

536
992
432
690
691
830
89
709
195
948
1
941
363
633
473
704
330
565
758
84

Length

Degree

SE

320
190
110
140
130
130
116
750
600
420
312
500
230
240
190
170
140
140
600
202

1
1
1.25
0.85
1.8
1.8
1
2
2
2.05
1
1.16
0.81
0.77
0.6
0.53
0.5
0.5
1
1.5

60
60
50
50
60
60
40
85
120
120
40
70
50
50
40
30
20
20
40
40

Straight
Distance
bet. curves
2.722
2.266
0.33
0.118
0.009
0.143
0.867
0.883
6.333
10.742
11.44
2.192
0.03
1.65
0.061
2.486
0.095
3.593
0.106

*******
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Facing Challenges in Introduction of 160 KMPH Passenger Trains
Dependability Management
* Sudhir Kumar
Synopsis
Technical challenges in introducing 160 KMPH trains in India can be resolved by adopting international proven
technologies since in developed countries 300 KMPH passenger trains are running successfully for many years and many speakers
will be covering these technical aspects. Other challenges in introducing 160 KMPH are generally quality related in construction
and maintenance such as geometrical, structural inadequacies, trespassing etc. These can be overcome by adopting TQM approach
in construction/manufacturing and Dependability Management (IEC 60300 / EN 50126) approach in achieving long term
performance characteristics in operation. The paper explains how to implement these approaches in procurement and operation of
160 KMPH passenger trains.

1. Introduction
For introducing 160kmphpassenger trains, the
requirements are






Functional Safety
Comfortable ride with minimum jerks.
Minimum wear and tear
Minimum lifecycle cost
Least maintenance and maintenance cost

The technology is available to achieve these
requirements since trains are running safely and
comfortably even at 300kmph speed in developed
countries. The problems are in the implementation
and development. There is less commitment of
senior management towards quality during
development and operation. By designing suitable
bid documents more judiciously for adopting TQM
& RAM approaches we can face the challenges of
introduction 160kmph passenger trains.
1.2

Key Challenges:

In introducing 160 KMPH passenger trains in
India the challenges encountered are quality related
in formation, ballast profile and rail /weld access
control etc. Thereafter large number of unusual and
failures during operation further deteriorate the
quality of service.
Another Problem in Introduction of 160kmph
Passenger train is related to giving relaxation in
quality of work during project execution. The
*CCRS (Retired)

acceptance level regarding quality is low. Weshould
adhere to specified parameters only; accept best,
first time right in all the activities. Various controls
including punitive should be introduced for the
same.
If initial construction quality is near perfect,
subsequent rate of deterioration/degradation will be
less performance characteristics such as reliability
will become higher.
Japan could rise from ashes after World War II by
adopting the TQM approach then similar approach
can be adopted by us in introducing 160kmph train.
2

Achieving Dependability in 160 KMPH
Speed Passenger Trains
2.1 Preamble:
Dependability is a key decision factor in
today’s global business environment. It is an
inherent product design property influencing product
performance in operation.
Dependability is the collective term describing
availability performance. Availability performance
is influence by reliability and maintainability design
characteristics
and
maintenance
support
performance.
Dependability
Standards
IEC
60300,are aligned with ISO 9001 & ISO
9004Quality Management Standards.
In addition EN 50126-2017: European Standards
have evolved for RAMS as “Railway Applications The Specification and Demonstration of Reliability,
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Availability, Maintainability & Safety” (RAMS)
Specific to transport sector since the year 1990.
EN 50126 Describes the Railway RAMS and
Quality of Service, factors influencing Railway
RAMS, RASM Specifications, Management of
RAMS, RAMS Activities/ Tasks in project lifecycle
phases to achieve RAMS Targets. These norms are
ISO 9001 based. The failures will be minimized the
failure rate of subsystem and components will be
forecast and managed early in the lifecycle.
The means to achieve dependability are fault
fore-casting, fault prevention and fault removal.
Reliability engineering emphasises management of
dependability in various phases of lifecycle.
Reliability Engineering methods are able to predict
the failure rate of sub-systems or components of a
system lifecycle.
Accordingly the inventory
management can be rationalised and lifecycle cost
based decisions taken. Thus compliance to EN
50126 in operation will lead to huge savings in
inventory management.

2.2

Adoption of Dependability Approach:
Following aspects are to be considered.

(i)

Dependability built in Design, Dependability
properties can be achieved in a system by
applying a set of methods and techniques that
help in reduction, prediction and control of
faults.

System) effectively potential liability issues
due to failure of a product can be finalised and
corrective action taken. It will give impetus to
continual improvement to RAM.
(iv) Life-Cycle cost concept should be considered
in procurement of high speed train subsystems.
For high reliability products at times initial
cost may be higher. By knowing the failure
rates during life cycle the inventory can be
planned better. It will result in substantial
saving by avoiding surplus spares and
inventory. It will further result in reduced size
of maintenance workshops.
(v)

Today vendors are international and supply to
developed countries and supply of subsystems
of high speed trains are complying to RAM
targets and requirements.
Hence including
these RAM targets in the specifications of high
speed trains will not be difficult. In turn we
will also get dependable High speed Metro
Train subsystems having minimal unusual or
failures. Accordingly these RAMS targets as
per EN 50126 should be specified in bid
documents.

3 Total Quality Management:
TQM approach adoption in project execution is
another suggestion for facing the challenges of 160
KMPH speed train as discussed below;
3.1 Overview

(ii)

Dependability in Maintenance- It involves
maintenance planning, support tools &
equipment, technical documentation, training,
manpower, spares, materials, software support,
environment protection aspects, maintenance
agreements, obsolescence management etc.
TQM should be deployed in each element to
excel KPIs.
Dependability Management is described in great
details in IEC 60300 part 1, 2, 3.
(iii) During O&M phase by maintaining FRACAS
(Fault Reporting and Corrective Action

3.1.1 Preamble:
TQM is a management approach to long term
success through customer satisfaction In a TQM
effort all the members of the organisation participate
in improving processes. TQM includes Customer
focus, total employee involvement, process centred,
systematic & strategic approach with timeliness,
continual improvement and fact based decision
making. Important aspects of TQM are – Customer
driven Quality, TQM leadership from top
management, fast response to customer needs etc.
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Quality Management revolves around
Product Specifications and attending to customer
complaints. Whereas TQM stresses all employee
involvement focussed on improving Quality of
processes for customer satisfaction. Thus TQM aims
at prevention of defects, first time right rather than
rectifying the defects after occurrence.
In TQM approach(first time right) one is
saving all these quality related costs. TQM which is
a proactive approach as compared to Quality
Management by compliance to Specifications –
reactive approach) for improving performance
International Standards for TQM are ISO
9000 series.
3.1.2 Merits of TQM:
Adoption
of
TQM
principles
in
construction/manufacturing results in strengthening
of competitive position, quality improvement ,
adaptability to changing market conditions, higher
productivity, better life cycle cost management,
improved customer satisfaction, increased customer
retention, improved & innovative processes,
enhances employees morale and continuous
improvement in quality.
4 Implementing RAM and TQM Approaches in
Introduction of 160 KMPH Speed Trains on
Indian Railways.
4.1 In Employers’ Requirements RAM targets
should be specified to build dependability in design.
The supplier will put necessary effort in material
specification, processes, skill development of
workers to excel the RAM requirements. It is being
done in transport sector internationally to procure
dependable sub-systems. EN 50126 amply gives
how to specify the RAM targets. RAM target as
specified in metro rolling stock are given in
Annexure-1. Similar and better targets should be
specified in Indian Railways procurement of 160
KMPH train assets to have supplier’s commitment
for long term performance characteristics.

i. Planning the activities needed to meet
management needs.
ii. Establishing and stabilising the processes
required to deliver the product.
iii. Implementing systems to further improve (even
to produce beyond specifications) its processes.
iv. Above steps make a cycle and are iterated
complying ISO 9001 –International Standards for
Quality Management.
It may be noted that ‘lack of effort and resources
will undermine the success of TQM program. Partial
efforts are bound to fail. TQM will fail if top
management is not committed to TQM program, or
if TQM is imposed on work force or no performance
measures or targets for acceptance are set
5 Summarising
To meet the challenges in introduction of
160kmph speed trains following suggestions are
given
i. Include RAM targets in the technical
specifications as long term performance
characteristic.
By specifying compliance of EN 50126 and
ISO 9000 in the Employer’s requirement
Technical Specifications, embed Total Quality
Management in all the phases specially
manufacturing and Operation & Maintenance.
ii. Top management should be committed to the
vision of high dependability and customer
satisfaction in procurement of sub-systems of
train.
Accountability should be shared by higher
management in case of failures and incidents.
Potential liability issues due to noncompliance of
RAM processes should logically addressed.
iii. Life Cycle costing concept should be considered
in deciding procurement contracts. Knowing the
failure rates during lifecycle operation, by RAM
analysis the maintenance facilities and spare parts
procurement should be rationalised and trimmed.

4.2 Implementation of TQM will involve following
steps.
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iv. Needs and expectations of customers should be
translated into objectives for formulating specific
reliability program. The dependability processes
application should be efficient and effective
through various controls, punitive measures,
regular audits and reviews.

Management’’ ( EN 50126-2017) in operation and
Total Quality Management (ISO 9001 Standards
series) requirements should be included in the bid
documents.
The
dependability
management
requirement will result in RAMS Activities being
carried out in design phase to achieve satisfactory
long term performance. Total Quality Management
v. Effective system of internal and external audits in construction/manufacturing will involve quality
procedures, policy, internal audits, corrective action,
should be established and corrective action taken
skill upgradation, innovation and continual
5 Conclusion:
improvement in quality of the product. Thus by using
For introduction of 160kmph passenger trains RAM Engineering and TQM the challenges of
proven technology for high speed is available introducing high speed will be smoothly faced.
globally.
While
procuring
assets
“RAM
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ANNEXURE-1
(Rolling Stock)
Agree
ment
Clause
2.8.2

Subject

Description

Reliability
(i) Reliability shall be monitored for trains under reliability
verification.
(ii) The fleet average levels of MDBF, shall be calculated
every month and shall be as specified in table 2.1, shall be
achieved.
Duration
Failure
Impact

Minimum fleet average MDBF
8-Car fleet
After
6 After 12 months of
months
of start
of
revenue
start
of service i.e.
revenue
Operational
service
i.e. Acceptance
of
Operational
respective phase
Acceptance of
respective
phase
3 15,000
20,000

Delay <
minutes
Clause 2.8.1
(iii) (a)
3
70,000
minutes<Dela
y
Clause 2.8.1
(iii) (b)
Rescue
Clause
(iii) (c)

2,200,000

1,00,000

3,000,000

2.8.1

(iii) Wherever MDBF is referred in this bid specifications, it
shall be read as AVERAGE MDBF, and shall be calculated as
detailed in para (v) and (vii) as under.
(iv) Any train shall be counted as available for reliability
calculations only after a stabilization period of 6 months after
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putting the train into revenue service.
(v) During the period of six (06) months to seventeen (17)
months of induction of first train into revenue service, the
AVERAGE MDBF of all the trains under reliability
verification shall be calculated for the intervening period
starting from the 06 months of the induction of first train into
revenue service OR start of reliability verification of
respective trains (whichever is later) and up to the month in
which the MDBF is being calculated.
(vi) The AVERAGE MDBF, calculated as per para (v) above,
shall be reached at the end of twelve (12) months of
introduction of first train into revenue service.

2.10.2
2.10.4
2.11.1
2.12.2
2.12.12

(xi) The Bidder shall submit MDBCF of the major systems as
listed in table 2.2 along with the bid.
availability
Availability Target The trains supplied shall achieve a
minimum average availability of 95.0%.
availability
Operational Availability Target The trains supplied shall
achieve a minimum operational availability of 99.9%.
availability
The availability of trains shall generally be more than 90%
during the first 18 month of the revenue service.
Maintainability Particular attention shall be paid during the design of the cars
Requirements
to ensure that scheduled maintenance tasks are achieved in
minimum time and using minimum manpower.
Maintainability The Contractor shall also submit periodicity, downtime and
Requirements
manpower requirements for the maintenance activities as
listed in table 2.5, for maintaining the trains under normal
operational conditions, during the design stage. In table 2.5,
some of the values against identified activities are furnished.
The Contractor shall either meet or provide better
performance for these activities.
Session

Interval
(Minimum)

Periodic
Overhaul

10,00,000
km
(8+ years)

Intermediate
Overhaul

500,000km
(4+ years)

Manpower
and
downtime requirement
(Maximum)
Downtime Expected
Staff (Man
days)

10 days

-
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LRU
Replacement
Corrective
Maintenance
operations
that do not
require
car
lifting
Corrective
Maintenance
operations
that require car
lifting,
excluding time
required
for
shunting

-

30 min

-

4 hours
-

-

6 hours
-

-

Note: The Corrective Maintenance time as indicated above
shall include defect identification, replacement of defective
LRUs and restoration to service condition.
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High Speed Trains on Indian Railways – Challenges for Signalling &
Telecommunication
G S Tuteja*

Abstract
Since advent of Railways in 19th century, speed has been an important parameter for comparison with respect to other
modes of transport. Railways achieved speed records up to 200 Kmph in beginning of 20th century and 575 Km in 2007. However,
commercial speeds of 180 Kmph at higher end and 135 Kmph average for intercity travel were achieved. Competition from other
sectors viz. aviation (Higher speeds) & Personal cars (privacy & point to point travel) forced Railways to innovate and offer
higher speeds. Speeds of 200 Kmph and above are considered as High Speed railways.
High speed Railways are to be considered as a system deploying state of art technologies relating to all sub-systems of
Railway infrastructure. For ensuring safety , reliability High speed Railways essentially require to have Automatic Train
Protection, Automatic train Operation, Automatic Train supervision and highly reliable backbone and radio communication
systems.

Introduction
Since the origin of Railways, in 19th century
speed of passenger trains was an essential
qualification as compared to other transport modes
prevalent at that time. Even a speed of 50 Kmph was
considered high.
Soon railways reached speeds that are even more
impressive: 100 Kmph before 1850, 130 Kmph in
1854, 200Kmphat the beginning of the 20th century
and 575 Kmph in 2007. In any case, these were just
speed records. The maximum speed in commercial
operation was modest, but nevertheless important,
reaching 180 Kmph as the top speed and 135 Kmph
as the average speed between two cities in the
1930s, with steam, electric or diesel power in
Europe.
The appearance on stage of other transport modes,
aviation (offering more speed) and private cars
(offering point-to-point travels in privacy and
forgetting frequency), forced passenger railways to
use their best arguments to compete.
UIC has considered commercial speed of 250Kmph
as principle criteria for High speed Railway.
However, a secondary criterion is admitted
on average distances without air competition, where
it may not be relevant to run at 250 Kmph, since a
lower speed of 230 or 220 Kmph or at least above

200 Kmph (since under this speed conventional
trains can do) is enough to catch as many market
shares as a collective mode of transport can do.
Speeds below 200 Kmph are achievable by
conventional trains and infrastructure.
Indian Scenario
On Indian Railways highest commercial
speeds achieved for has been 140 Kmph for
passenger trains. It is a travesty that trains having
average speed above 55Kmph are classified as
Superfast and a surcharge is levied over and above
the normal fare.
Categories of Lines on Indian railways (Para 210
Indian Rly Engineering Code)
Broad Gauge Lines have been classified
based on future speed potential and indicate
requirements of track & bridge structure as under
1. Group `A'-For a sanctioned speed of 160 km.
per hour
2. Group `B'-For a sanctioned speed of 130 km.
per hour
3. Group `C'-Suburban Sections.
4. Group D Special: Based on GTKms,
maximum sanctioned speed up to 100
Kmph)
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5. Group `D'-Where the maximum sanctioned
speed is 100 Kms/hour, as at present.
6. Group E
So far, requirements of speeds above
160 Kmphhave not been defined.
Standards of Signalling & Interlocking
However, historically speed through
station yards had no linkage with the category of the
line. Standards of Signalling & Interlocking were
defined as under:
1. Standard I – For run through speeds up to 50
Kmph
2. Standard II - For run through speeds up to 75
Kmph
3. Standard III - For run through speeds as
maximum permitted civil speed
In 1988 Signal Engineering manual
was updated and revised and requirement of
Signalling was defined corresponding to
classification of Lines as per Para 210 of Indian
Railway Engineering Code, however it was
superseded during 1994-95 restoring old manual
provisions as above.
In 2004 revised standards of Signalling
and interlocking were issued as under:





Standard I® - For run through speeds up to
50 Kmph
Standard II® - For run through speeds up to
110 Kmph
Standard III® - For run through speeds up to
130 Kmph
Standard IV® - For run through speeds up to
160 Kmph

Even these standards were not uniform and allowed
exceptions/additional requirements with number of
footnotes.
Signalling & Train Control & Communication
Systems for Classical Railways
S&T C systems primarily comprise:


Fixed line side Signals






Track Occupancy Detection Systems (Track
Circuits/Axle Counters)
Fixed Block working
Automatic Train Protection Systems
Mobile Train Radio Systems

To ensure safe operation of trains at lower speeds
there has been excessive reliance placed on human
element specially train drivers. Over last few
decades, safety in station yard operation has
improved substantially by way of:






Provision of End to End Track Occupancy
detection System
Upgradation of Interlocking
Provision of Relay/Electronic Interlocking
Provision of Block Proving Axle Counter
Systems
Provision of Automatic Block Signalling

The above measure not only elevated
level of safety but also contributed significantly to
wards augmenting line capacity.
Indian Railways have been characterized by near
absence of ATP & MTRC.
Thus approach hitherto adopted of treating Track,
S&T, Power Supply, Traction in isolation cannot
work while dreaming for building a High Speed Rail
System.
High Speed Rail As a System
It is to be appreciated that High
Speed Rail is aSystem. It combines state of art
technologies in different fields:


Infrastructure
 Civil Engineering
 Track
 Signalling & Train Control systems
 Communication System
 Fare Collection System
 Power Supply & Catenary Systems
 Stations: Functional design, Location
 Rolling Stock: Technology, Comfort,
Design
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Higher speed reduces the allowable response
time for external environment-related events.
Therefore, assuming a driver is to be responsible for
speed control, higher speed will:
a. Increase the cognitive workload per unit
time,
b. Require displays which are quick and
easy to interpret, and
c. Pose greater demands on the driver to
anticipate or be aware of the potential
dangers and be able to make quick and
appropriate control decisions.
The signaling of a high-speed line requires a
different approach from conventional railways. The
speed of the trains is high enough that the driver
cannot reliably read signals placed at trackside other
visibility factors being equal. The required vigilance
cannot be expected of a human, especially for long
periods and in adverse weather conditions.
Braking distances increase as the speed
increases. Usual braking distance (source UIC) is as
under:
Braking
Distance in
Km
200 to 0
1.9
250 to 0
3.1
300 to 0
4.7
320 to 0
5.8
350 to 0
6.7
This, in turn, requires more in-cab information on a
high-speed train than on a conventional train.
Speed
Kmph

in

This situation, along with minimum stopping
distances of 4 to 5 Km for operation at
300kmph,suggests the necessity of a cab-based
information system with reliable advanced
information about the wayside for both the driver
and the automated systems. For this reason, it is
necessary to install a continuous automatic train
control system.
The High Speed Train operation requires the
deployment of an HS-Automatic Train Control
system that supports the performance goals of any

high-speed project including maximum speeds, trip
times, and headway and that meets UIC mandated
practices and functions for a signaling system
including HS Automatic Train Control.
The HS-ATC system must ensure the
following key safety functions; safe train separation,




Prevention of over-speed derailments, fail
safe train detection, broken rail detection,
Interlocking rules enforcement, hazard
response and work zone protection.
The overall HSATC system must incorporate
the functions of Automatic Train Protection
(ATP), Automatic Train Operation (ATO),
and Automatic Train Supervision (ATS).

Train Protection System
Train protection is a family of functions
whose purpose is to assure the safety of train
movement by preventing collisions and derailments.
Train protection functions and requirements override
all other control system functions either through
equipment design or, in a manual mode, by rules and
procedures. The functions that make up train
protection are:









Train detection—monitoring of the track to
determine the presence and location of trains;
Train separation-assuring that trains on the
same track maintain a safe following
distance to prevent collisions;
Route interlocking—preventing trains on
crossing, merging, or branching routes from
making conflicting (unsafe) moves that
would cause a collision or derailment;
Overspeed protection—assuring that train
speed remains at or below the commanded or
posted civil speed limit so as to prevent
collisions resulting from going too fast to
stop within the available distance and to
prevent derailments due to excessive speed
on curves or through switches;
Train and track surveillance-observing
conditions on and in the vicinity of the track
ahead of the train and monitoring safetyrelated conditions on board the train.
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Train Operation
Train operation consists of those functions
necessary to move the train and to stop it at stations
to board and discharge passengers. Train movement,
as controlled by train operation functions, is under
the direction of train supervisory functions and
always within the constraints of train protection
functions. Train operation involves the following:







Speed regulation-Controlling train speed,
within the constraints of overspeed
protection, to make the run according to
schedule
Station stopping—bringing the train to a stop
within some specified area in a station
Door control--opening of doors in stations to
permit passengers to enter or leave the train
and closing of doors when the train is ready
to start
Train starting—initiating train departure
from a station after the doors are closed (and
provided the train protection system permits
it)

Train Supervision
Train supervision involves monitoring the
movement of individual trains in relation to schedule
and route assignments and overseeing the general
disposition of vehicles and flow of traffic for the
system as a whole. The train supervision systemmay
thus be thought of as making strategic decisions,
which the train operation system carries out
tactically, In addition, train supervision includes
certain information processing and recording
activities not directly concerned with train safety and
movement but necessary to the general scheme of
operations. Train supervision functions are:




Schedule design and implementation—
preparing a plan of service in light of
expected demand, available equipment, and
environmental conditions and issuing a
schedule to implement the plan;
Route assignment and control--selecting and
assigning routes to be followed by trains (and
rerouting as necessary);











Train dispatching-controlling train departures
from terminals or waypoints in accordance
with the schedule;
Performance monitoring—following the
progress of trains against the schedule by
obtaining periodic updates of train identity,
location, and destination;
Performance
modification—adjusting
movementcommands and revising the
schedule inresponse to train, traffic, and
environmentalconditions.
Alarms and malfunction recording-alerting to
malfunctions, breakdowns, or problems, and
recording their time, location, and nature;
Recordkeeping —maintaining operational
logs and records for business and payroll
purposes, for scheduling maintenance, for
ordering supplies and equipment, and for
computing technical statistics.

Hence, HS Railways system essentially requires
automation of Train Protection, Train Control
and Train Supervision.
Communication System
To enable above there has to be a reliable
communication bearer to support Automatic Train
Control, Automatic Train Protection and Automatic
train Supervision systems.
In addition, Communication system must provide
reliable communication bearers typically for
following functionalities:










On-train outgoing voice communication
from the driver towards the controller(s) of
the train
On-train incoming voice communication
from the controller towards a driver
Multi-train voice communication for drivers
including ground user(s)
Trackside maintenance voice communication
Shunting voice communication
Public emergency call
Ground to ground voice communication
Data communication for Possession
management
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heterogeneous with a mixture of different networks
and radio access technologies that can be
simultaneously accessed by hundreds of users on the
train. For instance, the heterogeneous network
architecture can be considered as a combination of
satellite network, cellular network and wireless data
network, where the advantage of each access
network can be taken into consideration.

Trackside maintenance warning system
communication
Remote control of engines communication
Monitoring and control of critical
infrastructure
Railway emergency communication
On-train safety device to ground data
communication
Public train emergency communication

Though backbone for the communication can
be easily provided by way of laying redundant
optical fibre cables along the track, provision of
reliable Radio communication from train to ground
for provision of all bearers for various application
poses a challenge.
GSM(R) has been widely used in Railways world
over for HS Railway communication between train
to ground. It provides a reliable bearer for both
Voice and Data.
A broadband wireless communication system for
HSR termed long-term evolution for railway (LTER) has been proposed.
Broadband wireless communications can
enhance the train operation by allowing an
Operation Centre to monitor real-time train-related
data information, such as safety information and
track diagnostic information. In addition to the train
control data transmission, LTE-R is also expected to
provide passenger services such as Internet access
and high-quality mobile video broadcasting. With
the benefit of it, passengers can treat their journey as
a seamless extension of their working or leisure
environment.
To
improve
the
capacity
for
wireless
communications on the train, the future HSR
communication networks are expected to be

To implement Radio access network, the most
important resource is spectrum. it is essential to have
adequate bandwidth on a dedicated basis. Most
governments treat Spectrum as a salable commodity
and is being auctioned to Telcos, to raise monetary
resources.
It is essential that required Spectrum should be
earmarked for Train Control application as the same
has direct bearing on safety and operations.
Operating Rules & Maintenance Practices
Currently applicable operation Rules
(GR&SR) cannot be applied for High sped
operation. Likewise, maintenance practices have to
be adopted in line with the global practices with
adoption of condition monitoring based systems
Conclusion
Summarizing, High Speed Railway cannot
be thought of in isolation. It has to be
plannedadopting a total systems approach. Railway
signaling system must guarantee the protection of
train movements and permit an efficient use of the
line by keeping headways short. Thus, adoption of
ATP, ATC, ATO and ATS is a pa must for High
speed Railway. Specific spectrum allocation is to be
earmarked for Railway operations. It is also
necessary to frame operation rules and evolve
maintenance practices taking into consideration.

*****
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High Speed and Social Conditions in India
S K Sharma*

Abstract
The people of India suddenly became highly sentimental about high speed and in turn forgot our social conditions. We
have divorced the Social conditions and High speed Train operations has become a fashionable word by copying the practices
and trend of high speeds in other advanced countries. Any Train service is classified as high-speed rail (HSR) by international
standards, i.e. railways with operational speeds exceeding 200 km/h (120 mph). The Conventional track-All surface track is
being planned for High speed operation. The new High speed Tracks -There are two possibilities that these tracks may be either
surface track or a combination of Elevated or underground. The biggest problem of surface track is there are large possibility of
encountering a obstruction at high speed specially in Indian Social conditions. In European Railways, various obstruction
monitoring devices are in use. In such type of scenario of uncertainty, the High speed operation of the order of about 130 kmph
and above, we shall play with the problems of horrendous proportion in the form of worst train disasters. From this analysis, it is
imperative to think ab initio into the question of High Speed on surface track and accept our social conditions. It is not
considered shameful to accept the reality and admit openly that our social conditions do not permit and are not conducive to
HIGH SPEED OPERATION.

The people of India suddenly became highly
sentimental about high speed and in turn forgot our
social conditions. We have divorced the Social
conditions and High speed Train operations has
become a fashionable word by copying the practices
and trend of high speeds in other advanced
countries. Any Train service is classified as highspeed rail (HSR) by international standards, i.e.
railways with operational speeds exceeding
200 km/h (120 mph). When we say 200 kmph which
means that the train should run with this speed for a
sizable length of the stretch. The current fastest train
in India is the Gatimaan Express with a top speed of
160 km/h (99 mph), which only runs between Delhi
and Jhansi. The HSR must essentially satisfy the
following conditions;
1. HSR must run at a speed of 200 Kmph or
more for a sizable length of section except halts.
2. It must have fast acceleration and fast
deceleration.
3. It must leave and arrive at convenient times.
4. It must provide safe and comfortable ride.
5. The track and other appurtenances must be
safe at all time and pilfer proof.
The grapewine says that on every 10th sleeper one
watchman is being posted whenever this Gatiman
Express runs specially between Delhi and Agra. We

call it a Semi Bullet Train or Semi High Speed
Train. This train covers a distance of 405 Kms in 4
hrs and 25 minutes that is an average speed of
approx 92 kmph. The real field conditions tell some
different story;
It is pointed out here that Delhi-Agra time savings
are not based on the speed of train but based on
other factors.
1. The reduction in travel time due to speed is a
mere three minutes, and that other maneuverings are
largely responsible for the drastic drop.
2. The reduction of time is largely due to
shifting the train's departure point from New Delhi
Railway station to Hazrat Nizamuddin.
3. Doing away with the scheduled stop
at Mathura reportedly saving 14 minutes.
4. Limiting the locomotive to 10 coaches
(Bhopal Shatabdi has 14) leads to a decrease of
another two minutes.
5. Thus track improvements and superior
infrastructure lead to a decrease of only five
minutes, three minutes owing to route relay
interlocking at Agra, and one minute each due to the
approval to run a passenger train on the third line
at Palwal and Bhuteshwar, installation of thick web
switches at four points and putting up a track station
at Chhata.
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The proposal of Japan was approved to build India's
first high-speed railway on 10 December 2015. The
planned rail will run approximately 500 km (310 mi)
between Mumbai and
the
western
city
of Ahmedabad at a top speed of 320 km/h
(200 mph). Under this proposal, the construction
began in 2017 and is expected to be completed in the
year 2022. The estimated cost of this project is ₹980
billion (US$14 billion) and is financed by a lowinterest loan from Japan. Operation is officially
targeted to begin in 2023, but India has announced
intentions to attempt to bring the line into operation
one year earlier. It will transport the passengers from
Ahmedabad to Mumbai in just 3 hours. The only
saving grace will be that it shall be either elevated or
underground.
India will have two types of gauges for High speed
rail. The new HSR tracks with Japanese technology
will be in standard gauge, whereas older tracks
upgraded to the HSR standard will be in broad
gauge. Therefore there will be no interchangeability
between newly
laid track and the older upgraded tracks for
passenger and Cargo traffic.
It was also decided to build the Diamond
Quadrilateral project, which would connect the cities
of Chennai, Delhi, Kolkata, and Mumbai via highspeed rail. This project was approved as a priority
for the new government in the incoming president's
speech. Construction of one kilometer of high speed
railway track will cost ₹100 crore (US$14 million) ₹140 crore (US$19 million) which is 10-14 times
higher than the cost of construction of standard
Railway. It shall be Broad Gauge Surface Tracks.
Dedicated Freight Corridors coming up across India
will move cargo traffic from most of the current
passenger railway tracks and will support Indian
Railways effort to increase the speed of the
passenger trains to 200 km/h. It means that till this is
achieved, we will have no other option to run mixed
traffic i.e high speed low axle load passenger trains
and low speed high axle load freight traffic on the
same track, surface tracks.
Indian Railways aims to increase the speed of
passenger trains to 160–200 km/h (99–124 mph) on

dedicated conventional tracks. They intend to
improve their existing conventional lines to handle
speeds of up to 160 km/h (99 mph), with a goal of
speed more than 200 km/h (120 mph) on new tracks
with improved technology. This dream is very
difficult to achieve because of two factors;
1. It will be a mixed traffic routes.
2. The Track degradation is vastly different
with high speed low axle load passenger
trains and low speed high axle load freight
trains.
Initially the trains will have the maximum speed of
160 km/h (99 mph), with railway coaches which can
run at the speed of 200 km/h (120 mph) will be
rolled out from Railway Coach Factory of Indian
Railway from June, 2015. Indian Railway coach
factories are manufacturing semi-high speed
coaches, but tracks are not capable of supporting the
same. It has been accepted world over that in mixed
traffic routes scenario, a max speed of 120-130 is
only possible on Indian Railway track on which
secondary suspension bogies (CASNUB) with
poorly designed and poorly maintained suspension
system are operating with self doubt of overloading.
It is felt here that the desired sensitivity of track as
far as loadings are concerned, is totally missing. In
such type of scenario of uncertainty, the High speed
operation of the order of about 130 kmph and above,
we shall play with the problems of horrendous
proportion in the form of worst train disasters.
Now a days lot of resources are being pumped to
maintain mixed traffic routes with semi high speed,
the efficacy is very much doubted. The cost of these
resources become a questionable mark. The biggest
question is that all these tracks shall be surface track
with its own social problems. From these
discussions so far two things can be separated;
1. The Conventional track-All surface track is
being planned for High speed operation.
2. The new High speed Tracks -There are two
possibilities that these tracks may be either
surface track or a combination of Elevated
or underground.
3. These High speed tracks have been actually
planned as surface track.
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The biggest problem of surface track is there are
large possibility of encountering a obstruction at
high speed specially in Indian Social conditions.
For any high-speed ground transportation system, it
is possible for obstructions to somehow make it onto
the guideway. Obstructions may end up on a High
speed system guide way due to natural influences
(e.g. landslides), due to mistakes by third parties
(e.g.objects falling on to the guide way from
overpasses or bridges), or even due to sabotage. A
collision with obstructions on the track like stones or
other heavy, solid objects can cause the derailment

The rail-wheel interaction is very sensitive to any
obstruction. Also it has been reported that for a
increase of 10% speed, the Rail-wheel interaction
sensitivity increases by at least 50% for the same
size of obstruction. If the size of obstruction
increases then this sensitivity increases by manifold.
In front of leading cab, the obstruction behavior is
quite different from trailing coach where wheel
moves ahead by small slips while front loco wheel
adhesion behavior is quite different from trailing
coach wheels. Therefore if front loco passes the
obstruction, it is not necessary that trailing coaches
shall pass without any problems. Also in to days
environment where distributed power has already
become a trend in high speed Train sets, the
obstruction behavior of complete train becomes very
important. If this is the position in US, then the
situation in Indian can be best left to imagination
only.

of a wheel-on-rail-on rail high-speed train.
Similarly, a landslide may cause the derailment of
the train. In general, the wheel on rail high-speed
system is comparatively sensitive to obstructions on
the guide way.
According to the Federal Railroad Administration,
3.5 % of train derailments from 2009-2012 were
caused by objects on the track.

Obstruction Identification Techniques
A. In Germany, German Railways are using
IK4 TEKNIKER technology-Track side Stationary
cameras in Urban areas.
B. In Germany, another system was developed
in which loco mounted
multi-sensor obstacle
detection system for the use on railway tracks was
specified, implemented and tested. The applied lookahead sensors are: Video cameras (optical passive)
and LIDAR (optical active). The objects delivered
by the sensors were fused, classified and their
description is sent to the central vehicle unit. It has
been shown that the fusion of active and passive
optical sensors and a railway track data base lead to
very robust system performance. The overall
detection performance has shown to be comparable
to that of a human driver. It has been demonstrated a
multi-sensor obstacle detection system prototype
having an up to 400 m look-ahead range under
typical operating conditions.
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C. In Europe specially in Portugal- Laser-Based
Obstacle Detection at Railway Level Crossings has
been developed.
Types of Obstruction in India
1.
Lavatory on Track- Even today, where Govt
are running Swatch Bharat movement and people are
being encouraged to construct toilets in their houses,
at least 20% people use the Indian Railway track for
morning ritual. It has two telling effects. First it
corrodes the fastening assembly area very fast and
secondly, if Train hit him any bone coming at rail
wheel interaction becomes very vital factor and a
perfect recipe for a disastrous train accident.
2.
Cattles on Track- It is very difficult to
understand that immediately after construction of
Rail tracks, why lush green grass develops on both
side of track. It is impossible to stop the Cattle
trespassing the tracks. The statistics on Indian
Railway show that large numbers of Cattle run over
occurs on Indian Railways. This feature is being
glossed over due to the fact that the highest possible
speed is of the order od 120-130 Kmph. We have
already presumed comfortably and ignorantly that if
nothing happens at this speed, therefore nothing
shall happen at the speed of 200 Kmph.
3.
Obstruction on Level Crossings- Even if we
assume that all unmanned Level crossings shall be
manned, forcefull entry on the rightway can not be
ruled out. Also in our social conditions where
lawlessness is rampant, the probability of forcefull
entry is very high.
4.
Grade Seperation:- Now to assume that once
ROB/RUB is constructed, no trespassing shall occur,
which will be a self cheating exercise and we shall
prove ourselves a perfect naive.
The ultimate solution which we can offer is
continuous fencing which itself shall be a very tall
order fraught with danger on account of following
reasons;
1. The continuous fencing shall be very
difficult to maintain.
2. The breakage of fencing shall be a routine
phenomenon.

3. There will be no mechanism to monitor the
health of fencing.
4. On level crossings even with fencing,
trespassing longitudinally shall be a child
play.
Obstruction analysis
There are 4 modes to negotiate any obstruction on
rail railroad by a Rail bound vehicle;
1. Mounting over Obstruction

V m/s , Height
of Obstruction- h, Flange depth- t

At Low speed
The wheel tread shall mount over and drop if t is
more than h. In case of if t is less than h, then a
slight waiver of wheel shall derail the wheel.
At High Speed.
At high speed the yawing frequency shall be very
high therefore a derailment is a certainty when t is
less than h. Even if t is more than h even then
derailment is bound to happen at much lower value
of h.
2. Vertical compression of suspension system
At Low speed
If t is more than h:- In case of lightly loaded train,
the up ward compression shall be more which is
having high probability of a derailment and in heavy
loaded trains, the vertical compression shall be less
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therefore shall be comparatively less probability of a
derailment.
If t is less than h:- In case of lightly loaded train, the
up ward compression shall be more which is having
highest probability of a derailment and in heavy
loaded trains, the vertical compression shall be less
therefore shall be comparatively less probability of a
derailment.
At High Speed.
If t is more than h:- In case of lightly loaded train,
the upward compression and upward dynamic
oscillation shall be added together which shall have
much higher probability of a derailment and in
heavy loaded trains, the vertical compression shall
be less therefore shall be comparatively less
probability of a derailment.
If t is less than h:- In case of lightly loaded train, the
upward compression and upward dynamic
oscillation shall be added together which shall
certainty of a derailment and in heavy loaded trains,
the vertical compression shall be less therefore shall
be comparatively lesser certainty of a derailment.
It has been reported that impact forces of rail road
vehicle on Standard gauge shall be like this;

the coach in next cycle in upward movement which
shall be sufficient to offload the wheel and thus
momentarily the upward movement shall exceed t
and shall cause the derailment with almost 100 %
certainty. This certainty shall increase further in case
of lightly loaded train.
3. Impact forces in longitudinal directions
Let us take 10 coach train each weighting
about 70 tons each thus total weight is about 700
tons(Mass-71356 Kgm). The speed at the time of
hitting the obstruction is 200 Kmph i.e 55.55 m/s. If
we refer the above mentioned graph, the max
vertical impact load occurs at 5 ms (Milli Seconds).
If we assume that the longitudinal impact shall in 5
ms and speed is reduced to even 100 Kmph (27.27
m/s) then the longitudinal impact shall be about
389,175 tonnes. This impact shall flow backwards in
a ripple form where the longitudinal rigidity of loco
and Coaches shall play a vital role. Under this, 3
Scenarios may develop;
A. If Motive power is a loco and others are
normal coaches then the trailing coaches may
smash or ride over each other.
B. If it is a train set, front power unit may not
have longitudinal rigidity then all units
including front and trailing may smash or
ride each other.
C. The longitudinal ripple wave shall have
vertical components also which are sufficient
to off load even heavily loaded train from
rail all wheels or some wheels shall derail.
In a Paper “Evaluation of Inter-Car Connections
Dynamic Loading at Train - Obstacle Emergency
Collision” by D.Ya. Antipin, O.I. Polushko, S.G.
Shorokhov observed the following:

The impact forces on 200 Kmph is about 325 KN
while at 100 Kmph is about 200 KN- A 67%
increase. This impact force f shall be reverse back to

While simulating the collision the model of the
truck is motionless and it is installed on the straight
horizontal part of the way simulating the road
crossing. The model of the passenger train is
movable and it collides with the car model having
different speeds from the considered range. While
performing the complex of computer experiments
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the diagrams of the distribution of the maximum
compressing forces were obtained and of the
accelerations as shown below, by the length of the
train during its collision with the obstacle.

The distribution of the maximum compressing
forces by the length of the train during an
emergency collision with an obstacle: 1 – the
forces acting on the locomotive; 2 – the forces in
the connection of the locomotive and the first car;

The acquired results correspond to the situation
when the locomotive and the passenger cars are
equipped with standard coupling devices with
absorbing units.

3 – the forces in the connection of the first and the
second cars; 4 – the forces in the connection of the
second and the third cars; 5 – the forces in the
connection of the third and the fourth cars; 6 – the
limit value of the force
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The distribution of the accelerations by the train
length during the emergency collision of the
passenger train with an obstacle:

the most loaded element of the train during the
emergency longitudinal collisions with obstacles.
Taking into account the possible growth of the
speeds of passenger cars, the development of
passenger high speed traffic it is expedient to
analyze the scenarios of the emergency collision
with speeds higher than the speeds and to consider
the structure of passenger and the types of the
obstacles having different weights.

1 – the forces acting on the locomotive;
2 – the accelerations in the connection of the
locomotive and the first car;
3 – the acceleration in the connection of the first
and the second car;

From above analysis, it is imperative to think ab
initio into the question of High Speed on surface
track and accept our social conditions. It is not
considered shameful to accept the reality and
admit openly that our social conditions do not
permit and are not conducive to HIGH SPEED
OPERATION.

4 – the accelerations in the connection of the
second and the third cars;
5 – the accelerations in the connection of the third
and the fourth cars;
6 –the ultimate limit of the acceleration
The results specified here show the necessity to
increase the passive safety of the rolling stock as

*****
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Applicability of C&M Track Tolerances for 160 KMPH Speed and Challenges in its
Implementation on Existing Tracks of Indian Railway
T.V.Mahaganapathy*

Abstract
Indian Railway is set to introduce trains at a speed of 160 KMPH .Trials were conducted with LHB coaches for
increasing speed to 160 KMPH. Trials were conducted on track maintained to C&M tolerances and the results of the trials are
favorable .RDSO finalized plan for introducing the 160 KMPH trains on existing track .In this technical paper C&M track
tolerances and the rolling stock characteristics are analyzed so as to assert the applicability of C&M tolerances to present contest
of introducing 160 KMPH coaching trains and list out challenges so that we can be prepared to introduce 160KMPH trains on
existing track.

1.0 Introduction
In connection with technology for Introduction
of trains at 160 KMPH in Indian Railway a
multidisciplinary initiative was launched by RDSO.
Based on the studies action required by sister
departments were listed out and documented. The
items pertains to engineering departments are
brought out and discussed in this technical paper to
clear the initial bottleneck. As a part of technical
paper C&M track tolerances and the rolling stock
characteristics are analyzed so as to assert the
applicability of C&M tolerances to present contest
of introducing 160 KMPH coaching trains and list
out challenges so that we can be prepared to
introduce 160 KMPH trains on existing track
2.0
RDSO report CT 20 for introducing 160
KMPH trains
2.1

Track structure

Track
Structure

Desired

Annual
GMT
Rails

5 & above

Sleepers
Sleeper
density

60kg
UTS
PRC
1660

Interim
measure
with provision of
close monitoring
Less than 5 GMT

Ballast
cushion
Blanket
Sub
soil

300 mm

250

Thickness as per soil in
embankment
grade Minimum CRB value 5%
Elastic resilient modulus of soil
˃25MPa

2.1 Most of the stretches of our BG railway track
already upgraded to 60 KG rails on PSC 1660
sleepers. . Some stretches in More than 5 GMT 60
KG track are with 1540 sleepers to be proposed for
ISD.
On these stretches 160 KMPH trains can be
introduced and monitored closely till upgraded to
1660 sleepers
2.2 Turnouts
2.2.1 Provision of TWS with clamp lock is
compulsory for 160 KMPH over facing point. The
introduction of 160 KMPH trains can be introduced
with TSR on facing point till replacing facing points
with TWS and clamp lock

90 52 kg 90 UTS
PRC
1540

*

Vice Principal/SRCETC/TBM/SR Cell 9003060238
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Fixed heel curved
switches on PSC
Sleepers
TWS
TWS
TWS

160 KMPH fit on main line

Preferred
To be provided where speed is 160 KMPH
For providing mandatory provisions for turnouts in facing direction
of main line
1.Clamp lock
2.Increased JOH clearance
All switches in the section may be replaced with TWS in a
programmed manner
Provision of TWS 1. In sections where trains are already running at 150 KMPH speed
can be raised to 160 KMPH. The provision of clamp lock and TWS
to be expedited.
2.In other sections where train at 160KMPH are to be introduced
provision of TWS along with clamp lock in facing direction on main
line shall be ensured.
2.5.2 Unevenness defect to the extent of 10 mm is
not arising due to mechanized maintenance of track.
2.3 SEJ
Existing SEJ on PSC sleepers Fit for speed up to 160
KMPH.Improved SEJ to be provided on tack where 2.5.3 Cupped FB weld Defect reported as
speed is 160 KMPH
unevenness peak
2.3.1 Along with the work of TWS conversion to
CWR can also be planned to eliminate SEJ.
2.3.2 Other stretches SEJ
SEJ can be done.

renewal with modified

2.4 Bridge sleepers
2.4.1 Existing wooden, steel channel sleepers Fit for
speed up to 160 KMPH
2.4.2 Formation at bridge approaches to be
strengthened at bridge transition.
Existing IRS provisions are for 160 KMPH
speed. Coefficient of Dynamic augment as given in
bridge rule is valid for speed up to 160 KMPH.
2.5 TRC
2.5.1 Frequency of track recording once in two
months. Analysis of TRC results and peak
information of existing track suggest the following

2.5.4 Most of the peaks are at weld.
2.5.5 Weld defect correction with resurfacing of
cupped joints can reduce peak and enhance the
quality of running
2.6 stretches of existing weak formation with speed
restriction to be strengthened first
2.7 Level Crossing
Interlocked LC gates are desirable and Elimination
of LC to be given priority
3.0
Track geometry standards As per C&M
Track tolerances
3.1 Based on trial tolerance for poor man’s high
speed of 120KMPH on conventional track with ICF
all coil coaches developed and named C &M
tolerances
3.1.1 On comparing the track and rolling stock at the
time of C&M trial and now following can be listed
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Rail
Sleeper
Track
Maintenance
Ballast cushion
Rolling stock

C&M trial
90R
Wooden
Fish plated
Manual
150 to 200 mm
ICF all coil coaches

3.1.2 The test track consisting of straight track,
straight portion of points and crossing
3.1.3 Presently mechanized maintenance hence
difficulties earlier perceived in maintenance is taken
care.

Type of vehicle Unevenness
WDM4

ICF all
coach

6 mm
10 mm
15 mm
coil 6 mm
10 mm
15 mm

6 mm
10mm
15 mm
Limiting vale
Preferred value

3.1.4 Track defects and limiting values set at C&M
report were pertains to annual maintenance. Limiting
values are tending towards lower limits hence there
is scope for enhancing Cd , Ce ,Cmax .
3.2 Coaching Stock
3.2.1 Spring deflection characteristics based on
C&M report for track defects.

Spring
deflection
15 mm
20 mm
26mm
15 mm
20mm
25mm

3.2.1.1 Defect in unevenness to the extent of 15
mm within the permissible limits of off loading.
In mechanized. Maintenance unevenness defect
to this effect will not arise
Unevenness

improvement
60KG 90 UTS
PSC
LWR
Mechanized
300 to 350 mm
1.ICF Coach with air suspension in
secondary stage.
2.LHB Coaches
3.LHB Coaches with air spring in
secondary suspension
4.T-18 Engine less trains
5. Tilting technology trains

Offloading
tones
1.7t
2.2t
2.9 t
0.8 t
1.0 t
1.3t

% of normal
spring load

37.7

29% of nominal
wheel load

3.3 Maximum vertical acceleration for track defect

ICF all coil coach
WDM4
Max. vertical acceleration
0.11g
0.2g
0.13 g
0.24 g
0.17g
0.29g
0.35g
0.35g
0.30g
0.30g
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3.3.1 Vertical accelerations due to track defect Unevenness is less than the permitted value.
3.4 Ride index
Type
vehicle

of

vertical
acceleratio
n

WDM4

0.29g

3.95

Limiting
value of
ride
index
4

ICF all coil
coach

0.22g

3.25

3.5

3.4.1 C&M trial establishes conventional track and
ICF all coil coach fit for introducing speed up to
120kmph . Presently track as well coaches
Type of vehicle

ICF all coil coach

3.5.1 Alignment defect in straight up to 10mm
lateral fore is within the limits.

WDM4
ICF
All coil coaches

technologically improved. Hence qualify for speed
increase to 160 KMPH
3.5 Alignment defect in straight track

Alignment defect
Versines
5 mm
10 mm
10 mm

WDM4

Type of vehicle

Ride
index
obtained

Lateral force
2.5t
3.7 t
3.25

3.6 Lateral acceleration

Alignment
defect
Versines
10 mm
5 mm
10 mm

Max
lateral
acceleration
0.33g
0.24 g
0.20 g

5 mm

0.14g

Limiting
value
of
ride index
0.35g
0.30g preferred
0.35g
0.30g preferred

3.6.1 Alignment tolerance of 5mm is suggested for straight as well as curve in C&M tolerance. This do not
form limiting factor for riding quality.
3.7 Relationship between chord and versine for curves

Degree of 1degree
curve
Chord
7.5 m
20m
length in
m
Versine in 4 mm
28mm

2 degree
7.5 m

20m

8 mm

57 mm
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Degree of
curve
mm
Permitted
variation
+/- 5 mm
10mm
variation
chard to
chard
Variation
in degree

1degree

2 degree

-1 to 9
mm

3 to 13

-6 to 18
14 mm 38

2.5
degree

to -2
18

0.3
degree

It is observed that present practice of using 20m
chord and restricting versines variation is superior
to C&M tolerance.
Type of vehile Cd in mm
WDM4

100
125
150
ICF all coil 100
coach
125
150

1.25
degree

0.175
degree

3.8 The trial for increasing the permissible speed on
the curve based on Cd investigated and the results
are within limits for cant deficiency up to 150 mm

Off loading at Off
loading
spring level
rail level
0.51
1.1
0.64
1.35
0.74
1.58
0.35
0.53
0.43
0.65
0.50
0.77

3.8.1 Cd up to 150 mm On loading and off loading
within permitted level.
Type of vehile Cd in mm
Radius of curve
WDM4
100
125
150

to 47-67

Axle 4
900 to 1400 m
1.08 t
1.28 t
1.48 t

On
loading
spring level
0.58
0.72
0.85
0.39
0.48
0.56

On loading
rail level
1.19
1.45
1.71
0.57
0.72
0.86

3.9 Lateral forces measured at axle box level

Axle 6
0
0
0

Axle 4
700 to 800m
0.5 t
0.65 t
0.79 t

Axle 6
0.46 t
0.57 t
0.68 t

3.9.1 Cd up to 150 mm lateral force is within limits.
3.10 Lateral accelerations.
Lateral accelerations
Cd in mm

WDM4

100
125
150

0.072g
0.088g
0.105g

ICF all
coach
0.069g
0.085g
0.101g

Limiting
value
coil 0.35 g
Recommended
0.3g
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3.10.1 It is brought out in C&M report that A cant
deficiency of 100mm does not result in large values
of wheel offloading and wheel on loading. Hence
Max permissible cant deficiency for high speed
fixed as 100mm.

3.11 Improved riding quality of air spring fixed
coaches
3.11.1 Empty condition peak value of acceleration
for coil spring

3.10.2 This statement is also true for 150 mm
suggesting that there is scope for enhancing Cd
Type
of Report No
spring
COIL
MT 317
SPRING
Speed KMPH

Vertical
acceleration
0.26g

Lateral
acceleration
0.25g

Ride index
Vertical
lateral
3.18
3.34

120

130

100

Lateral
acceleration
0.112g
135

Ride index
Vertical
lateral
2.74
2.63
145
135

Vertical
acceleration
0.21g

Lateral
acceleration
0.28g

Ride index
Vertical
lateral
3.10
3.78

100

95

95

100

3.11.2 Empty condition peak value of acceleration
for air spring
Type
of Report No
spring
air spring
MT 832
Speed KMPH

Vertical
acceleration
0.133g
145

3.11.3 ICF all coil coaching stock loaded
condition peak value of acceleration
Type
of Report No
spring
COIL
MT 317
SPRING
Speed KMPH

100

3.11.4 Loaded condition peak value of acceleration air spring

Type
of Report No
spring
air SPRING MT 832
Speed
KMPH

Vertical
acceleration
0.148g
145

3.11.5 These trials establish superiority of air spring
in secondary suspension. Hence it is felt that cant
excess and cant deficiency limits may be revised to
permit increased speed on curves.

Lateral
acceleration
0.096g
135

Ride index
Vertical
lateral
2.72
2.58
145
135

3.11.6 Defect in track is felt as lateral and vertical
accelerations
.Air
spring
dampens
these
accelerations.
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3.11.7 It is also observed that after the
provision of air spring bogie gets adjusted to
track SE to perform the task of its movement.
4.0 Curve calculations for high speed curve
4.1 C&M trial was aimed to increase speed on curve
without input so that keeping existing SE constant
increased the speed by enhancing Cd Cant excess do
not form part of trial.
4.2 IRPWM provision is available for providing SE
up to 165mm, Cd up to 100mm, cant excess up to 75
mm.

Normally check rail is provided inner side of curve
to prevent flange mounting outer rail.
Similar way in highly canted mixed speed track
check rail on outer rail can prevent flanging
mounting inner rail.
4.8. Present air spring in secondary suspension
adjust itself to the requirement of curve hence
negotiate high cant stretches. Outer rail is wearing at
platform line where all trains stop and go.

4.3 Normally we consider Cexcess for two different
trains running at two different speeds one at
maximum speed another at reduced speed.
4.4 There can be a situation in which the train
supposes to travel at maximum speed stopped on
curve due to reasons like signal not cleared or
emergency like rail or weld fracture on curve than
the actual cant provided will become cant excess for
the train at that instant. If we have to restrict the cant
based on cant excess consideration then we may not
be able to provide cant above 75 mm. as cant
provided for a train will become cant excess for the
train if the train needs to stop on the curve.
4.5 It is pertinent to note that IRPWM sample
calculation provide SE of 130 mm and it considers
cant excess for two different train speeds and it does
not consider criteria of same train stopping and
starting on the curve.
4.6 Already trials conducted to decide maximum
cant and cant excess. Based on the trial max cant
165 mm and cant excess 75mm were decided. These
trials evaluated limits for highly canted track with
consideration for stopping and starting of train.
4.7 During the evaluation criteria considered are
flange claiming outer rail due to inadequate cant and
excess speed and flanging claiming inner rail due to
excess cant and train stopping on highly canted
track. One way to avoid flange climbing derailment
is provision of check rail.

4.09. Tilt train also considered suitable to increase
speed without increasing track SE.
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4.10 Curve calculation for one degree curve
4.10.1 Existing one degree curves with 80 mm SE
has to be provided with 100m SE to permit 160
KMPH based on existing criteria. When we provide
additional SE length of transition also gets

increased. Hence ground work to be done for
permitting 160 KMPH on one degree curve.
In existing track different trains run at different
speeds. Least speed is taken as 60 KMPH and
maximum speed is 160 KMPH.

4.10.1 Calculation for speed of trains 60 to 160
KMPH

Degree
curve
1

of Speed
60
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160 KMPH

SE required
30 mm
50
65
80
95
115
140
155
175
200 mm

Based on the existing criteria cant excess and cant
deficiency satisfied.
4.12.3 In case of one degree curve provision of 100
mm cant is required for cant excess and cant
deficiency provisions.
Alternatively for one degree curve with existing SE
80 mm speed can be increased by increasing C d to
145mm
In such cases speed potential of 1 degree curve
working out to

SE
to
provided

be C d

100
15
40
45
75
100
V= 0.27(R(Ca +Cd )1/2

Cant
excess
70
50
35
20
5

NA

V=0.27√(1750(80+145)
V=160 KMPH
ICF all coil coaches already tested for 150 mm Cd
and the results are favorable. LHB coaches, T-18
train are with superior suspension hence C d can be
enhanced to145mm .
In such case 1 degree curves are fit for increased
speed on enhanced cant deficiency consideration
with existing arrangements.

4.13 Two degree curve
4.13.1 Existing two degree curve with 80 mm SE
Degree
curve
2

of Speed
60
80
90
100
110

SE required
60 mm
100
130
160
190

SE
to
provided
80 mm

be Cd

Cant excess
20
20

50
80
110

NA
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Degree
curve

of Speed
120
130
140
150
160 kmph

SE required
230
270
300
350
400 mm

In the case of 80mm SE speed cannot be raised
above 100 kmph
Degree
curve
2

of Speed
60
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160 kmph

SE
to
provided

SE required
60 mm
100
130
160
190
230
270
300
350
400 mm

4.13.3 Based on existing limit of cant excess 75 mm
maximum SE can be provided is 135mm.
As the existing Cd is 100mm maximum speed
permissible is 120 KMPH. By increasing provisions
of cant excess and cant deficiency speed can be
increased up to 130 KMPH. Two degree curves to
be re aligned to permit enhanced speed.

be Cd
150
190
220
270
320

Cant excess

NA

4.13.2 Existing two degree curve with 135 mm SE

SE
to
provided
135 mm

be Cd

Cant excess
75
35
5

25
55
105
135
165
215
265

5.2.2 Sub way to be provided to ensure effectiveness
of fencing.
5.2.3 Cattle crossing locations and elephant paths
also to be identified and sub way to be provided with
natural environment to attract animals to use the
path instead of Straying .
5.2.4 Some of the attractions are

5.0 Challenges in introducing 160 KMPH speed
on existing track

5.2.4.1Wwater tank at sub way locations

5.1. It is brought out in the report that Dynamic
augment values for the vertical load for loco at 160
KMPH is yet to be evaluated.The enhanced
suspension of rolling stock takes care of dynamic
augment.

5.2.4.2 Provision of vegetation cover in sub way and
surrounding

5.2. Fencing of track to prevent trespassing

5.3.1 Identified bridges having resonance to be
under speed restriction to check tendency of
resonance.

5.2.1 Identified tress passing location fencing to be
provided as priority 1

5.3 Bridges will have to be monitored for resonance
tendency.
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5.3.2 One round of detailed inspection of bridges
and bridge approaches to be carried out before
introduction of 160 KMPH.
6.0 Other challenges for introducing 160 KMPH
trains.
6.1 Route classification like A,B,C,D,E is to be
dispensed with.As per the speed based on routs 160
KMPH is for Gr.A route to permit 160 KMPH trains
on other routes speed based classification of routs to
be dispensed with .
6.2 Minimum length of rails /distance between
welds to be made uniform and 6.5 m.
Rail unloading work an item of spreading ballast and
reprofiling to be done. To avoid multiple handling
6.3After BCM/Track renewal works consolidation
of track for raising speed from 110 to 160 to be
taken care.

7.3 CWR conversion can be taken up along with
TWS work and SEJ can be eliminated other
stretches Modified SEJ can be provided along with
TWS provision work.
7.4 Bridges and approaches to be monitored.
7.5 LC inter locking and action for eliminating LC
till we achieve zero LC
7.6 As per C&M report Straight track and one
degree curves are having potential for raising speed.
To start with 160 KMPH trains can be introduced to
run at straight and one degree curve at 160 KMPH.
7.7 Considering superior suspension of LHB
coaches and air spring in secondary suspension
revision of C excess, C deficiency, and cant limiting values
are to be taken up.
7.8 Provision of sub way at tress passing and cattle
crossing locations.

needs

7.9 Revised instructions on A,B,C,D ,E
classification of routes to permit 160 KMPH trains.

6.5 Technology for drilling OHE bond holes and
S&T bond holes to be developed

7.10 weld geometry correction and resurfacing
cupped welds to be taken up to improve riding
quality of track.

6.4 Technology
improvement.

for

rail

unloading

7.0 Conclusion
7.1 Trains at 160 KMPH can be introduced as
brought out in the CT20 report .Likely hindrance
that some stretches sleeper density 1540 can be
overcome by close monitoring that stretch of track.
7.2 Replacement of all facing points with TWS and
clamp point is a big task. We can continue our
mission of introducing 160 KMPH trains with TSR
at facing points till the provision of TWS and clamp
point.

7.11 Improvements to Cess trolley refuges and
provision of ‘RAKSHAK’ to warn K.Man and patrol
man about approaching train..
7.12 Based on C&M report and subsequent trials it
is observed that instead of loco-attached coach train ,
EMU trains performance is superior hence Running
of train T-18 is opportunity to introduce trains at
160KMPH
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Understanding High Speed Rail Technology – A Comparative Study
J.V.Anoosha1 , K.Vamsi Krishna Reddy2

Abstract
High Speed Rail transport(HSR) is a type of rail transport that runs faster than the conventional railway systems in a
country. It uses an integrated system of specialized rolling stock and dedicated tracks. High speed rail will bring speedy travel as
well as large augmentation in line capacity for passenger transport. India’s population has skyrocketed to about 134 crores .In such
a scenario a high speed train technology for a rapid transportation of the ever-increasing population is required .Not only is speed a
criteria but fail safe systems along with passenger safety , comfort and punctuality in railways is the need of the hour. The breakthrough in high speed rail technology was made by Japan by introducing Shinkansen (Bullet Trains) followed by the French Train
Grande Vitesse. Germany and South Korea too followed the French by introducing Inter City Express and Korea Train Express
respectively. The development of high-speed train technology in India has drawn attention after the commencement of the
Mumbai – Ahmedabad High speed rail corridor, hence the study also analyses its future in India. This paper is aimed at
understanding the technological requirements of high speed rail along with a comparative study with other High Speed Rail
networks. It also covers various literature available on HSR.
Key Words: High Speed Train, Rolling stock, Dedicated tracks, Inter City Express, Korea Train Express, Shinkansen ,
Train Grande Vitesse.

1.0 Introduction – Definition of High Speed
While there is no single standard that applies
worldwide, new lines in excess of 250 kilometres
per hour (160 mph) and existing lines in excess of
200 kilometres per hour (120 mph) are widely
considered to be high-speed, with some extending
the definition to include lower speeds in areas for
which these speeds still represent significant
improvements.
The International Union of Railways (UIC)
identifies three categories of high-speed rail:
Category I – New tracks specially constructed for
high speeds, allowing a maximum running speed
of at least 250 km/h (155 mph).
Category II – Existing tracks specially upgraded
for high speeds, allowing a maximum running
speed of at least 200 km/h (124 mph).
Category III – Existing tracks specially upgraded
for high speeds, allowing a maximum running
speed of at least 200 km/h (124 mph), but with
some sections having a lower allowable speed (for
example due to topographic constraints, or
passage through urban areas).
The criterion of 200 kilometres per hour
(120 mph) is selected for several reasons; above
Executive Engineer/Planning and Design/S.C.Rly

1

this speed, the impacts of geometric defects are
intensified, track adhesion is decreased,
aerodynamic resistance is greatly increased,
pressure fluctuations within tunnels cause
passenger discomfort, and it becomes difficult for
drivers to identify trackside signaling. Standard
signaling equipment is often limited to speeds
below 200 km/h with the traditional limits of
127 km/h in the US, 160 km/h in Germany and
201 km/h in Britain. Above those speeds positive
train control or the European Train Control
System becomes necessary or legally mandatory.
2.0 Need for High Speed Rail Corridor
 Dedicated infrastructure for high-speed
passenger lines frees up capacity on conventional
lines, which can be used to accommodate
additional freight and conventional passenger
trains.
 This helps relieve congestion on the road
and drive down the related costs to society.
 Benefits of HSR include safety, revenue,
reductions in conventional rail overcrowding,
energy security (electrified HSR), decongestion of
tier-I cities and other wider economic benefits.
 HSR would create better tourist connectivity
and real estate development, promote balanced

2
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and inclusive regional development, and provide
greater access to health and education.
 Traffic control systems and infrastructure
of HSR are simpler to control, compared to
aircrafts.
 Environmental benefits in HSR over
conventional rail are marginal, taking decades for
it to compensate for the much higher emissions
during construction and higher energy costs
during operation.
 With respect to CO2 emissions, HSR will
lead to net environmental betterment across
transport modes if there is a large shift from other
modes like air and road (car).
 Total CO2 emissions per 100 passenger
km by HSR are four times less than by air travel
and three times less than by car travel. However,
CO2 emission reductions depend on speed and
distance between stops, capacity utilisation and
carbon content of electricity.
 Concrete slab tracks cost have greater
construction costs and carbon intensity, but lower
maintenance costs.
 At 300-350 kmph, HSR has advantages
over air for medium distances up to 1000 km as
access/egress and waiting times are higher for air
travel.
 Connectivity to labour markets and
connectivity between businesses and consumers
promotes agglomeration economies, which impact
on other modes of transport.
 Good last-mile connectivity, either through
intermodal
infrastructure
or
through
interoperability of HSR on conventional tracks for
certain schedules, would go a long way in
attracting the car and air segments.
 Qualitative benefits would include
technology development, industrial growth, etc.
 All the above factors necessitate the
implementation of HSR in India for building our
economy.

Opened in 1964 between Tokyo and Shin
Osaka, the Tokaido Shinkansen in Japan is the
first HSR network in the world developed by the
Japanese National Railways. The first route
between Japan’s two largest cities, and passing
through a highly populated and economically
developed corridor of 515 km, was well received.
While there was an attempt to use the existing
main railway stations for the HSR, many cities
were served by new (Shin) stations like Shin
Osaka, due to problems (and costs) of accessing
the main station. However, it was most often
ensured that the new station had conventional rail
connectivity to the main station.
The Shinkansen network was privatised when the
JR Group (consisting of four companies) took
over from the Japan National Railways in 1987.
The dedicated network uses the standard gauge,
though the earlier rail networks in Japan used a
narrow gauge of 1067 mm. Known for its safety
record of zero fatalities since 1964, Shinkansen
has epitomised the high safety levels of HSR
compared to other transport modes. With respect
to air pollution, the amount of CO2 per unit
transport volume produced directly by the
Shinkansen is only 16% that of a passenger car.
The Japanese HSR also maintains a high degree of
punctuality, which becomes all the more
important given the tight schedules of the high
traffic network. A map of Japan’s HSR network is
shown in Figure 1.

Fig 1 : Japan’s HSR Network
3.0 Evolution of High Speed – Japan
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Other important aspects which make the
Shinkansen an unrivalled HSR network in the
world are :
 Through operation for path saving and
coach saving, train coupling/ decoupling takes 2
minutes.
 Interlocking capabilities help in effective
control and coordination.
 The whole system runs through a
centralized system with little scope for discretion
and involvement of human element.
 Train speed is mainly controlled by train
control systems and not signalling.
 Train breaking and speed restrictions are
also commanded through centralized command
directly relayed to train control
 Loco pilot has limited responsibility; under
speeds of 75kmph like stopping in position etc as
human reaction time is incapable of handling high
speeds.
 Asst Loco pilot is altogether eliminated.
4.0 HSR in France
The first line of the French HSR network was the
LGV Sud-Est (French for SouthEast high-speed
line) which opened in 1981 between Paris and
Lyon, a distance of about 460 km. Operated by
SNCF Voyages, a subsidiary of the state-owned
railway company, the network grew with more
lines like the LGV Nord, LGV Est, LGV
Atlantique, LGV Rhône-Alpes, and LGV
Méditerranée. The trains are called Train Grande
Vitesse, TGV (French abbreviation for high speed
train) and were developed during the 1970s by
Alstom and SNCF. HSR traffic accounts for 60%
of overall rail traffic in France. The stations for
medium-sized cities are built outside the town to
avoid increases in journey times. Service
frequencies to a particular city depend on the
population. Figure 2 shows a map of TGV’s HSR
network.

Fig 2 : France’s HSR Network
TGV tracks are known for their large radii of
curvature (more than 4 km on older lines and
more than 7 km on new lines) which are an
important planning aspect to allow for greater
speeds in the future. This also manages the
centripetal acceleration felt by passengers.
Tunnels have greater-than-normal diameters to
limit the effects of air pressure changes and tunnel
boom. France has had a near-zero fatality record
in high speed trains running on LGV lines, thanks
to the articulated design of the trains.
5.0 HSR in South Korea
The Korea Train Express (KTX) is the HSR
service that is run and owned by KoRail, the stateowned railways operator of South Korea.
Construction began in 1992 and the Gyeongbu
HSR, the first KTX line, was launched in April
2004 between Seoul and Busan, with a length of
423 km. With only Phase I from Seoul to
Dongdaegu having newly-constructed tracks,
Phase II from Dongdaegu to Busan ran on
electrified existing lines. The impact was
immediate. The average daily ridership in the air
segment of the Seoul-Deagu and Seoul-Busan
routes decreased by 78.7% and 36.6% between
2003-04 and 2004-05.
Phase II’s newly constructed HSR tracks opened
in 2010. The second HSR line - Honam HSR - of
182.3 km from Osong to Mokpo was opened in
April 2015. Trains run at a maximum speed of 305
kmph. Figure 3 shows the HSR map of South
Korea.
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centres. The HSR network is integrated well with
the rest of the rail network, with the HSR trains
making
“frequent
incursions”
into
the
conventional rail network to reach stations. With
medium-sized cities not far away from each other,
Germany’s HSR service is used for short to
medium distances and runs at speeds of 200 to
250 kmph.
7.0 HSR Technology – Requisites
7.1 Ballast-less track systems
Fig 3 : South Korea’s HSR Network
6.0 HSR in Germany
The first regularly scheduled HSR trains in
Germany ran on June 2, 1991. The Inter City
Express (ICE) trains are high speed train services
offered by the DB Fernverkehr division of
Deutsche Bahn, the German railway company –
private joint-stock but with 100% stockholding by
the Federal Republic of Germany. There are
many classes of ICE train sets, with ICE 4 (earlier
called ICx) being the latest. ICE 3 trains run at a
maximum speed of 320 kmph. Like many
European countries, the ICE is also connected to
neighbouring countries - Denmark, the
Netherlands, Belgium, France, Switzerland and
Austria. Figure 4 shows ICE’s HSR network in
Germany.

Fig 4: Germany’s HSR Network
Germany, with its unique urban geography, has
trains stopping at conventional rail stations at city

High speed trains call for a better structural
and geometrical stability of the track. To this aim
it is crucial to apply innovative track design and
materials. Although ballasted tracks are still
popular, more and more slab tracks are
constructed. In the last decades, various types of
ballast-less track systems have been developed
and put in service around the world. These
systems seem to perform better than ballasted
solutions especially when high-speed passenger
trains share the track with freight trains. The main
advantages of innovative slab systems are the
following: low maintenance needs/costs, higher
availability, increased service life (50–60 years),
higher lateral stability, reduction of weight and
height of the track, easier and more economic
vegetation control. Weaknesses of slab tracks
against ballasted tracks are as follows: higher
construction cost, higher noise radiation due to the
lack of noise absorption of the ballast bed.
Track structure has to withstand the stresses in
the rails, fasteners, sleepers/slabs, ballast and
subgrade due to:
i)
The static mass of the vehicles
ii)
The dynamic actions, such as lateral
centrifugal forces on curves, longitudinal
acceleration and braking forces
iii)
Vertical inertial forces from the motion of
the wheel-set and its suspension
iv)
The vibrational forces induced from
imperfections in the rail surface (corrugations,
joints, welds, defects) and in the wheels (flats and
shells)
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v)
The dynamic response of the track
components to the above actions. (Tzanakakis,
2013).
In general, ballast-less track is a
continuous slab of concrete in which the rails are
usually supported directly on the upper surface (of
the slab) by using resilient pads. For ballasted
track, the main components are: rails, sleepers,
fastenings, ballast and sub-ballast. The
Shinkansen slab track consists of a sublayer
stabilized using cement, cylindrical “stoppers” to
prevent lateral and longitudinal movement,
reinforced pre-stressed concrete slabs measuring
4.93 m × 2.34 m × 0.19 m (4.95 m × 2.34 m ×
0.16 m in tunnels) and asphalt cement mortar
injected under and between the slabs. The slabs
weigh approximately 5 tonnes (Esveld, 2001).

the train speed especially at junctions. A Swing
nose crossing is used at a railway turnout to
eliminate the gap at the common crossing which
can cause damage and noise .On the other hand on
a fixed railway crossing, the wheels need only
drift by a small angle, say 1 in 20, before the
vehicle may start to go in the wrong direction at
the V of a V-crossing. This problem can limit the
maximum speed of vehicles using the crossing. In
addition, the open gap at a fixed V-crossing forms
a weak point on the railway line where the heavily
loaded wheel must bump across the resulting gap
of about 10 cm, supported only by the portion of
the wheel tread which is on the wing rail. This
pounds the rail so much that the steel can deform
and wear away. This damage may easily spread to
other components including the wheels that may
prove to be disastrous.

Fig 6 : Swing nose crossing
7.3 Signalling

Fig 5 : Slab Track

7.2 Crossings
As far as the station inter-track crossings
are concerned the Shinkansen, TGV and the KTX
use Swing nose crossings while the ICE is still
using V-crossings as that of India. This reduces

Most of the countries having HSR
networks use In-Cab signaling however the
method transmission of data is different. It
communicates track status information to the cab,
crew compartment or driver's compartment of a
train where the train driver can see the information
continuously. The simplest systems display the
trackside signal or a simplified set thereof, while
more sophisticated systems also display allowable
speed, location of nearby trains, and dynamic
information about the track ahead. Cab signals can
also be part of a more comprehensive train
protection system that can automatically apply the
brakes and bring the train to a stop if the operator
does not respond appropriately to a dangerous
condition. Modern High-speed rail systems such
as those in Japan, France, and Germany were all
designed from the start to use in cab signalling
due to the impracticality of sighting wayside
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signals at the new higher train speeds. The
Shinkansen uses a combination of magnetic,
wireless and track circuit systems while the TGV,
KTX and ICE use track circuit systems for cab
signaling. Indian system is still based on sighting
the wayside track signals. Thus passenger safety
would necessitate India to have rolling stock with
in cab signaling.
7.4 Braking
The Indian system uses continuous vacuum
brakes having air reservoir in each bogie along
with dynamic brakes which are electrically driven
. They use the air or vacuum pressure to hold the
brakes off against a reservoir carried on each
vehicle, which applies
the
brakes
if
pressure/vacuum is lost in the train pipe.
Automatic brakes are thus largely "fail safe",
though faulty closure of hose taps can lead to
accidents. On the other hand Shinkansen uses
”Dynamic Brakes” using eddy currents for safe
stoppage of trains. KTX and the ICE too use
dynamic disk braking system. The TGV uses a
combination of both disk brakes and magnetic
levitised system. These brakes are much more
efficient , take less time in stopping of train and
offer greater control on speed as compared to
vacuum brakes.

 Proper fencing of tracks on either side of
the dedicated elevated corridors and station yards
for large stretches and vulnerable mid sections
based on the regional characteristics of the places
should be ensured.
Ex: Elephant corridors and militancy infested
areas.
 Use of heavier and wider sleepers instead
of regular line sleepers provides greater
ballast resistance ensuring controlled LWR
behavior in ballasted tracks.
 Also, making a cement concrete asphalt
bed on the formation is required before laying
of ballast as it ensures rigidity to the track
structure and avoids undulations in the track.
 Dedicated
Maintenance
hours
of
undisturbed blocks as in the case of Japanese
railways which has night maintenance hours
from 0:00 hrs to 06:00 hrs for crowded sub
urban lines.
 The practice of running Inspection motor
cars as the first train in the section for

7.5 Rolling Stock
World over, all HSR networks use standard
“Jacobian type articulated vehicles”. It is a
vehicle which has a permanent or semi-permanent
pivoting joint in its construction, allowing the
vehicle to turn more sharply. These bogies are less
prone to derailments due to higher stiffness. This
high stiffness also reduces weight that causes the
train to negotiate sharp curves very easily. The
only disadvantage is that the vehicles are semi
permanently coupled and can only be separated in
the workshop thus new bogies can not be added
whenever required.
8.0 Maintenance practices in HSR corridor in
Japan

checking

the

safety

of

tracks

before

commencement of regular train movement is
a safety measure.
 Use of disaster counter measures like
advanced weather warning systems for
detection of earthquake (remote seismograph
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and way side seismograph), landslides, strong
winds and heavy rainfall prediction systems.
 Proper embankment and slope protection
against heavy rain through concrete beds on
the slopes.
Fig 7 : Rock – fall Prevention net

Fig 8 : Shotcrete
 Clarification and evaluation of the
behavior of surface water and ground water
for predictability of landslides.
 Use of movable nose crossing to raise
speeds on turnouts should be adopted for high
speed routes.
 Use of machines such as long rail replacer
during TRR will ensure proper handling of
rails. This would thus ensure lesser
maintenance in the long run.
 Use of cover net to prevent boulder falling
off.

Fig 9 : Cover net


Use of Foot fill

Fig 10 : Foot Fill

8.1 HSR Corridor (Mumbai-Ahmedabad) in
India and its Future
8.1.1 Parameters selected for deciding HSR
Corridor in India
 Detailed alignment choice, especially
when it is over ground, keeping in view land
acquisition challenges versus providing access
to the population along the corridor. If the
alignment goes closer to urban growth areas to
provide access, there would be issues of land
acquisition, pulling down buildings, possibility
of destroying heritage structures etc.
 Location of stations: whether they should
be the city centre connecting existing railway
stations, or in an adjacent station, or periphery
of an urban node. The trade-offs are providing
better access and connectivity versus costs due
to land and structures.
 From a long-term point of view, being in
the periphery of an urban node, apart from
reducing costs, could help generate urban
growth around the station, and even in shifting
the centre of gravity of the urban area. In the
short run, however, traffic ramp-up will take
time. This needs to be mitigated through
excellent feeder services.
 Number of stations: In general, there
would be a demand for more stations. While
this will increase the catchment, it could
reduce the average speed due to higher
number of stops. One way around this would
be to have different service categories like fast
(stopping at all stations) and super-fast (only
at major cities).
 It should be noted that the bigger
catchment will be from the smaller cities that
may not have access to airports. For example,
while an Ahmedabad-Mumbai passenger may
still consider air as a viable option, for the
Anand-Mumbai
or
Ahmedabad-Vapi
passenger, the high-speed train is a great boon.
Having stations with connectivity to airports
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like at Ahmedabad, Vadodara and Mumbai
will increase catchment of long distance air
passengers who could then connect to the
cities in this corridor and vice-versa.
 Evacuation facilitation: At each station, it
would be important to have fast and multiple
means of evacuation, to increase the
catchment and propensity to travel.

 Most of the corridor will be elevated,
except for a 21 km underground tunnel between
Thane and Virar, of which 7 km will be
undersea. The undersea tunnel was chosen to
avoid damaging the thick vegetation present in the
area. The corridor will begin at the underground
station in the Bandra-Kurla Complex in Mumbai,
and then traverse 21 km underground before
emerging above ground at Thane.

 At major stations, where passengers could
move to other trains, the transfer must be
seamless.
 Land acquisition: This will be a critical
issue, especially where the alignment would
veer off from existing railway lands. The
challenges would be best addressed by the line
going over ground, where the actual
acquisition would be limited to the footprint of
the pillars. Designs would have to developed
in such a way that the footprint is minimized.
 Human resource development: It would be
important to train a large number of Indian
engineers and managers for design,
construction and operations at standards that
would be essential for high speed rail,
including for stringent safety standards. It
would also be important to train Japanese
senior management, who need to spend
considerable time in India to train and oversee
the required activity. The Japanese managers
would need to be oriented towards Indian
conditions and the prevalent professional
culture.
 Future expansion: It would be useful to
have a perspective on how the expansion of
this line would happen.
With this perspective in mind the Mumbai –
Ahmedabad HSR Corridor was planned.
8.2 HSR Project in India


The project is estimated to cost ₹1.1 lakh
crore. The cost includes interest during
construction and import duties. JICA agreed to
fund 81% of the total project cost ₹88,087 crore ,
through a 50-year loan at an interest rate of 0.1%
with a moratorium on repayments up to 15
years and the remaining cost will be borne by the
state governments of Maharashtra and
Gujarat. 20% of the components used on the
corridor will be supplied by Japan, and
manufactured in India.

Most of the line will be constructed on an
elevated corridor to avoid land acquisitions and
the need to build underpasses. It will also
enhance safety by eliminating the need for level
crossings.

Trains are proposed to have length of
between 10 and 16 coaches. Each train will have
a passenger capacity between 1,300 and 1,600
passengers. The system will be designed to
operate trains at a maximum speed of 350
kilometres per hour (220 mph), while operational
speed would be 320 kilometres per hour
(200 mph). When traveling at 350 kilometres per
hour (220 mph) a train will be able to travel endto-end on the 508 kilometres (316 mi) line in 2
hours and 8 minutes.

The corridor will use the E5 Series
Shinkansen.

Signaling equipment and power systems
for the corridor will be imported from Japan, per
the terms of the loan agreement with JICA.
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It was reported that the high-speed rail
corridor would be extended to Pune and Nashik.
9.0 Conclusion
HSR is the future of any country with
growing population. HSR is becoming an
increasingly important and popular mode of
transportation as roads and airports become more
congested and greenhouse gases levels increase. It
took twenty years after the implementation of the
first high speed rail line in Japan until the interest
in high speed rail reached Europe. But it has been
in the last several decades that high speed rail has
gained acceptance worldwide, with new lines
having been constructed in China, South Korea,
and Taiwan, Turkey, and being seriously
considered in Saudi Arabia, Morocco and other
countries. Implementation of high-speed rail lines
plays an important role in restructuring of the

travel time patterns and activities of people and
thus changing the ways cities develop.
This paper lays emphasis on the planning
and construction of high-speed rail network which
is an important issue of passenger transportation.
However, the implementation of high-speed rail is
a mixed attempt, and all wisdom must be
coordinated for the realization of any HSR
projects. It is necessary to integrate all the
components of transportation to take the full
advantage of high speed rail. For example, the
construction of high-speed rail itself is not
enough; good access to its stations is necessary to
attract more ridership. Maximizing the benefits as
well as minimizing costs is critical issue for every
HSR project. The discussion of HSR impacts still
remains, and an integrated plan is necessary to
fully ensure the benefits of HSR.
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Case Study on Project Planning for Fast Paced Construction of Tori-Shivpur
New BG Railway Line
(44.40 km in 2 years’ effective time)
Sitesh Kumar Singh1 & Lakhan LalMeena2

Abstract
Tori-Shivpur(44.40 km) new BG Rail Line project is fully funded (Deposit work) flagship project of Central Coalfields
Limited (CCL), a subsidiary of Coal India Limited (CIL). This Railway line is expected to evacuate and carry approx. 170 Million
Tonnes per year (MTY) of coal from different coal blocks in the North Karanpura Coal fields, mainly Magadh and Amrapali
mines. Initially the project was sanctioned by Railway at a cost of Rs 291.09 crores in 2005-06 but considering the anticipated
volume of traffic to be carried as well as various technicalities involved, subsequently, in year 2011, CCL revised their
requirement and desired 3 lines instead of single line and work was converted into deposit work of CCL. Accordingly, Detailed
estimate was revised and sanctioned in August, 2017 at total cost of Rs 2192.34 crores. The commencement of project was
delayed due to Forestry clearance, change in alignment, decision whether to construct single/double or multiple lines etc. and as
such there was need for faster construction.
Formation and bridge substructures have been built for 3 lines with single line track with. Last patch of land was handed
over in February’ 2016. In 44.40 kms stretch there were several scattered bridge locations including 76nos of minor bridges, 13
major bridges, 13nos of ROBs and 13nos of RUBs with six new crossing & one halt stations. The alignment is mainly going
through Naxalite affected hilly & dense forest area of Latehar & Chatra districts of Jharkhand. All the above work including track
laying has been completed from July’16 to July’18 (2years effective time) and engine trail was successfully done between ToriBalumath (20 kms) in March’18&Balumath-Shivpur (24.4 kms) in July’18.
This case study shows the project planning done to complete the work in targeted time. There were many hurdles like
Forestry clearance, non-availability of approach roads, foundation in rocky strata, safety & security concerns as heavily naxal
infested area, bad weather, local festivals, objections of nearby residents, regular agitation from land owners as the land was newly
acquired. All these hurdles have been overcome with proper project planning, fast paced construction by deploying advanced
earthmoving equipment and regular multi-level co-ordination meetings with the State government.

1.0

Introduction & Objective

1.1

Brief history:

The work of Tori-Shivpur(44.40 km) new
BG line was sanctioned in 2005-06 at total cost of
Rs. 291.09 crores as material modification of
Koderma-Ranchi new line work. The project falls in
Latehar&Chatra districts of Jharkhand under
Dhanbad division of East Central Railway. Land
applications were filed in 2006-07 for single line.
This Railway line is expected to evacuate and carry
approx. 170 million Tonnes per year (MTY) of coal
from different coal blocks in the Magadh and
Amrapali mines falling in North Karanpura Coal
fields. Considering 50% coal evacuation as up and
down country loads, it requires about 85 trains in
one direction. A single line can at best, carry about
32-35 MTY. In hilly terrain, doubling or tripling
preposition after construction of single line is
technically very difficult. Subsequently, in year
2011, CCL revised their requirement and desired 3

lines and work was converted into deposit work of
CCL.
Acquisition of about 1186 acres of land was
required for this project out of which 293 acres
(approx. 26 kms) was forest (Protected & Deemed
forest) land. Applications for land acquisition filed
in 2012-13. Forestry clearance obtained only in
February 2014 for running of goods trains only. The
land could be made available from February 2014
onwards in patches. Some works started in 2014 but
works on full stretch could start after February 2016
after settling disbursements, compensation and other
land related issues by state Govt.
In view of the high quantum of traffic and
other considerations like Forestry clearance/wild life
issues following modifications have been
incorporated in the project report/revised estimate:
 Diversion of alignment in approx. 12 km
between Balumath–Shivpur.

1

Chief Engineer/Construction/South East/ E.C.Rly 2 Dy. Chief Engineer/Construction/ E.C.Rly
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 Change in size of the minor bridges to act as
underpasses for wild life movement as stipulated
by Forest department while developing wild life
mitigation report.
 Ruling Gradient of 1 in 150 to ensure efficient
and smooth operations.
 All rising gradients of min 1 in 200 in Shivpur–
Tori direction to ensure hauling of loaded trains
with single engine.
1.2 Salient features:

 Longer station yards to provide adequate number
of loops.
 Provision of Formation and Bridges fit for three
lines with single line commissioning in first
phase.
 Design of, Bridges and Structures for 25 T
loading standards – 2008 as per extant
instructions
of
the
Railway
Board.

Formation and Bridges are being made for three lines with single track. The salient features of the
project have been listed in Table-1.
Table-1: Salient features of Tori-Shivpur (44.40 km) new line project
S.N.
Item
1
Length
2
No. of Stations
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

No. of major bridges
Earthwork including
rock cutting
Concreting
No. of minor bridges
including RUBs
No. of ROBs
Ruling gradient
Maxmcurvature
Standard of loading
Formation/Track
Track structure

14

Signalling and
Interlocking
Estimated Cost

15

Land acquisition

16

Constraints faced

Details
44.40 Km
7 (Biratoli, Kusmahi, Balumath, Bukru, Phulbasia, Manatu,
Shivpur)
13
224 lakh cubic meter
2 lakh cubic meter
89
13
1 in 150 compensated
4 Degree
MBG of 1987
Formation and bridges for 3 lines and Track for single line
60 Kg Rail with PSC sleeper 1660 per KM,300 mm cushion and
LWR
Absolute Block System with multi aspect colour light
Original (Rs. In Cr.)
291.09

Revised (Rs. In Cr.)
2192.34 (Brides and track for Double
line)

(a) Raiyati: 545.86Acres
(b) GM:
220.00Acres
(c) GMJJ: 126.87 Acres
(c)Forest: 292.64Acres
Total : 1185.54Acres
1. Land acquisition (last 219.81 Acres handed over in Feb’2016).
2. Forestry clearance (Stage-I applied in March’2007 & Stage-II
approved in Feb’2014).
3. Demand for additional ROB during progress of work.
4. Law & Order (Area is affected by extremist action)*.
5. Frequent bandhs.
6. Failure of contracts.
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*On 04.07.17 evening one railway supervisor, Shri Madhu Samajdar, SE/Con/Works was found
missing from work site. A FIR was lodged with PS Balumath. His body was recovered from a water-logged
ditch on 06.07.17 at 16 hrs. by police. The incident adversely affected the progress of work. Labourers left
most of the work site due to security risk. However, after intensified Police patrolling, works resumed
though situation remained tense due to security risk.
1.3

System Map:
The system map of project has been shown in Fig. 1.

Fig.1 System Map of Tori – Shivpur project
1.4

Objective:
Construction of new Railway line between
Tori and Shivpurin heavily naxal infested Latehar
and Chatra districts of Jharkhand state through
extremely dense & deep protected forest with
residential & hilly areawas a challenging task in
comparison to other similar projects. The law and
Order situation of Jharkhand state over these two
districts are very severe so far and the entire work
was possible to be executed in day light only at
maximum locations except few exceptions where
work was executed with security facility as provided
in the area by state. In such a difficult terrain, deep
forests and tough law & order problems, there was
need to construct many Road over/Road under
bridges (total 26nos), minorbridges (76nos)& major
bridges (13nos) in very much scattered locations was
a quite difficult task.

All these bridges were totally scattered and
distance between each other is about 500 to
1000m.Removal of encroachments, shifting of
electrical and public health utilities require lot of
coordination with concerned authorities. Six new
stationswere required to develop with all
infrastructure facilities in deep forests along with
road facilities. Apart from Civil Engg. works, Signal
& Telecommunication facilities and Electricity
works were also required to be completed
simultaneously.
In overall, 115nos. of scattered bridges were
to be constructed involving 2,00,000 m3 of concrete
work in 24 months’ time. In addition, the project
involved 60 lakh cubic meter earthwork in soil
cutting, 80 lakh cubic meter rock cutting, 80lakh
cubic meter earthwork in filling and 4 lakh cubic
meter blanketing work. Without proper project
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planning, completion of such huge volume of
concreting with earthwork etc. in 24months’
timewas quite challenging.
The Tori - Shivpurproject was monitored at
highest level of govt. machineries i.e. Prime
Minister’s Office (PMO)including Minister of
Railways & Coal and Chairman/Railway Board.
Accordingly, deliverance was quite challenging and
needed lot of meticulous planning and cooperation
from all concerned. Finally, project completed
successfully in the July/2018.
2.0

Project Planning

Before stating execution work, the following
meticulous planning was done.
2.1
Survey, Alignment and Land Acquisition
process:Immediate after Forestry clearance by
MOEF, it is essential to expedite other land
acquisition process in consultation with state
officials to avoid any delay in processing. State
Govt. authorities concerned were consulted regularly
telephonically as well as in person to avoid time
delay in correspondence between Railway and State
Govt. It should also be kept in mind that the land
acquisition Plots/Khata etc should also be verified at
field with alignment and survey team to avoid future
litigation by local people or forest or govt. In this
project railway alignment with the help of
GPS/Total Station coordinates first plotted/drawn
over village maps with entire alignment from Tori to
Shivpurand subsequently land acquisition was
verified over field.
2.2
Tender/Contract proposals with required
eligibility criteria: Land acquisition involves
various stages and tender of above work was floated
nearly 3 months before the anticipation of
acquisition of land. One month was kept for
mobilization by the contractual agency. All the
construction activities wereclubbed in 12 Package
contractand eligibility criteria for similar nature of
work was specified according to the requirement of
work so that only capable contractors can
participate. Bid was invited through open tendering
process.

&drawings of all bridges were prepared before
processing of tender and kept ready. For expeditious
execution of work RDSO was also requested for
many drawings with design to avoid time delay in
tendering/designing of minor bridges as RDSO has
in house facilities.
2.4
Selection of location of concrete batching
plant & camp office: Earthwork, Concrete and Pway work wasscattered in 44km stretch so selection
of site office & concrete plant was very important.
Location of camp office was selected at Km 16, Km
23 and Km 35 as per available road facility along
with suitable approach roads to various construction
sites.
2.5
Modern facilities in the camp office: To
maintain quality of work with the desired
progress,well equipped laboratory was set up in the
camp office, all latest communication facilities (Fax,
Internet, Walkie Talkie, WhatsApp group), required
fabrication set up, water tight cement godown,
Concrete plant set up, 40nos of Transit Mixtures
(TMs), required transportation facilities, staying &
kitchen facilities etc. were provided in the camp
office.
2.6
Organizational set up: -For day to day
monitoring the work,the following Railway
organization &Contractor’s organization was set up
for coordination on day to day issues:

Railway’sorganization: -As work was in
progress, 24x7 hrs manning of site was essential,
therefore 25nosSE&JE/Con/Tori were posted at Tori
with 5nos Executive/Assistant Engineer &02Dy.ChiefEngineer at Hazaribag under Chief
Engineer headquarter at Patna.

Contractor’sorganization: -To maintain the
highest level of quality, thecontractor’s organization
was set up with 5nosProject Director, 10nosProject
Managers, 5nosHR personnel, 20 nosAccountants,
5nosMechanical
Engineers,
5nos
Store
Incharge,20nosSr.
Engineers
(Earthwork),
5nosMaterial Engineer, 4nosSr. Structure Engineer,
5nosLab Technician, 5nosMechanical Foreman,
10nosMechanical Supervisors, 4nosSr. Mechanics,
20nosMechanical helpers, Welders, Lab helpers,
Safety & Security personnel etc.

2.3
Preparations
of
L-section,GADs,
Designs&Drawings: L-section, all design, GADs
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Methodology Adopted for Fast Paced
Execution

following few activities resulted in faster execution
of work:

The following methodology was adopted for
fast paced execution.

3.1.1 In RCC Box Bridges construction of
Return/Wing wall and Box should be constructed
parallelly. Fig.1 shows parallel activity of
construction of wing wall & earthwork.

3.0

3.1
Sequencing of Parallel activities: The most
important aspect of execution to operate all parallel
activities ata time in pre-decided sequence. The

Fig.1Showing Parallel work of Wing wall construction& Earthwork
3.1.2 Earthwork, Dry Stone Backing, Back filling
and protection work in RCC Box bridges should be
done
parallelly
as
shown
in
Fig.2.

Fig.2Showing Parallel work of Dry-Stone backing & Earthwork
3.1.3 In Major Bridges (Composite/Plate Girder),
construction of Abutment should be done first and
thereafter, should be continued from one end so that

earthwork in filling and girder launching can be
done parallelly as can be seen in Fig.3.
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Fig.3 Showing Parallel work of Back filling & Deck casting inBridge construction
3.2
Regular Meetings with State Govt.
authorities: Regular multi-level meetings were held
with the following State Govt. authorities on various
unresolved agenda items.
3.2.1 Chief Secretary: Monthly meetings with
Chief Engineer and Deputy Chief Engineers of

Railways
and
Deputy
Commissioners
&
Superintendents of Police of district chaired by
Chief Secretary of Govt of Jharkhand were held
regarding land, law & order and many other issues
with commitment within specific time frames. Fig.4
shows one of such meetings.

Fig.4Meeting with Railway and State Officials in Vikas Bhawan, Ranchi
3.2.2 Secretary/ Land and Revenue:Monthly
meetings chaired by Secretary/L&R, Govt. of
Jharkhand, in presence of Additional Collectors and
District Land Acquisition Officers of district with
Railway officials on monthly basis was also very
fruitful in faster acquisition of Raiyati (Private) and
Govt land. Land owner’s issues like compensation
etc. were also addressed from time to time.
3.2.3 Deputy
Commissioner:
Fortnightly
meetings were also held by District Commissioner
of Latehar&Chatradistricts with Railway officials
for reviewing land, encroachments, law & order
issue etc. for timely solution on all disputed matters.

There above mentioned Three Tier review meetings
between StateGovt. and Railway officials helped in
better, faster and smooth execution of works. In
addition, meetings were also held with Forest
officials at the level of PCCF, PCCF(Nodal)&DFO
to sort out forest related issues. Few meetings were
alsoheld with Chief Minister of Jharkhand and
senior Railway as well as CCL officers.
3.3
Use of Concrete Batching plant: -To ensure
timely completion ofsuch a huge concrete work 30
cubic meter/hr capacity 4 nosBatching plant were
installed each withstorage capacity of 40,000 cement
bagsat suitable locations as shown in Fig.5.
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Fig.5 View of Batch Mixing plant
3.4
Use of advance earthmoving equipment:
For faster progress of earthwork, following advance
earthmoving equipment were deployed: 40 nos of
Poclains,4nos of Graders,100 nos of Hyvas,10nos of
Vibro rollers, 10nos of Dozers,20 nosWagon
&Tractor drillsetc. Fig.6 shows some of such

equipment used.Use of heavy 400/380/300/220
capacity excavator (poclains), heavy vibro roller,
graders, dozers, JCB (for small value work) resulted
in progress of 20000 to 30000cubic meter of
earthwork per day.
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Fig.6 Various Earthmoving Equipment in use
3.5
Use of Ready-MixConcrete & Boom
Placer for concrete work: Manual process of
concrete work istime consuming & cumbersome as
it involvesshifting of mobile batching plant (which
has low capacity of 2-3 cubic meter/Hour). It
requires concrete pump at each site. Hence ReadyMix concrete is the best suited for scattered concrete
over various bridge locations. 40 nos of Transit

3.6
Mixers (TM) were used for Ready Mix
Concrete (RMC) for scattered bridge locations.
Concrete boom placer saves time for pouring
arrangements of RMC at deep & high locations of
bridges wherein it is quite difficult to pour by other
methods. For many unapproachable locations, two
nosof Concrete Boom placers have been used as
shown in Fig.7.

Fig.7 Transit Mixer and Boom Placer

3.7
Maintenance system for concrete plant
and other equipment: Fully experienced & wellequipped maintenance team was deployed for day to
day maintenance of heavy equipment, concrete
plants etc.

3.7
Use of Slip Form Shuttering for Tall Piers:
Slip form shuttering was used in the project for
smooth, faster and time saving concept of
construction for tall piers as shown in Fig.8 with
boom
placer
arrangements.
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Fig.8Slip Form Shuttering with Boom Placer.
3.8
Use of Heavy Road Cranes: With easy
availability of 150/250T Road cranes, launching of
18.30/24.40/30.5m composite girders of Major
Railway bridges and 24/30/36m composite girders

for Road bridgesbecomes very easy, fast, smooth
and saves lot of time. Fig.9 shows use of road crane
for launching of bridge girders.

Fig.9 Use of Road Cranes for launching of girders
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4.0

Problems Faced During Execution &
Solution
Some of theproblems faced during execution
of this project have been mentioned below:

various work sites.Police camps were constructed at
suitable & strategic locations manned by Jharkhand
police commandoes with latest arms and
ammunitions to tackle this problem to some extent.

4.1
No approach road: The entire project is in
densely and heavily naxal infested area of Jharkhand
state wherein no approach road or access to work
site was available. At each bridge location except
RUB/ROB no approach road was available. Work
was immediately started after handing over the land
and the land was also handed over in patches and
there was regular agitation from land owners due to
various reasons. Local roads were made and
connected with existing roads wherever available.

4.5
Poisonous insects and snakes: Due to
poisonous insects & snakes in this section, labourers,
particularly, skilled manpower for reinforcement
binding frequently left the contractor’s camps.
Special chemicals were used as precautionary
measures along with first aid arrangements.

4.2
Rough weather:The weather in hilly regions
of Jharkhand changes frequently and even after rainy
season, rains affected work in the months of
October, November and May. By studying the daily
weather pattern, the work was continued during the
period of least disturbance.
4.3
Local festivals: In Jharkhand area, there are
various local festivals almost in every month which
affected work progress.Some outside labourers were
hired & kept in camps on permanent basis to
continue progress of works even during these
festivals.
4.4
Frequent law & order problems:The
alignment falls in Chatra and Latehar districts of
Jharkhand. It passes through forest, infested with
Maoist activitiesand other militant groups.There
were frequent disturbance/stoppages of work by
extremist groups. Number of times extremists have
damaged machineries and other plants and carried
out firing at work sites and labourers camp
office.One Railway supervisor (SE/works) was
kidnapped from work site and killed by suspected
extremists as mentioned in Para 1.2 above.This
caused great setback and disruption in works at

4.6
Delay in supply of detonators:The progress
of work hampered due to short supply of detonators
due to fulfilment of stringent mandatory provisions.
The detonators had to be used within 72 hours of
supply. There is only one licensed supplier in Ranchi
district (Jharkhand). However, some detonators were
procured from adjoining districts i.e. with alternate
sources.
4.7
Non-availability of skilled workers in
Latehar/Chatra area: There is shortage of skilled
workers in this area. Due to Maoist activities and
poor law and order situation in the area, the
participation in tenders was very poor. In addition,
the villagers did not allow outside labourers to work.
Even good engineers and supervisors are not willing
to work in the area. However, there was many
ongoing road projects of State Govt., therefore many
skilled labourers were imported from other states
also.In addition, the local labourers were trained
over a period of time and this helped in smooth
progress of work.
4.8
Encroachment
removal:Removal
of
encroachment is a very difficult task during
construction stage but with the help of local
administration, all encroachments were removed in
time bound manner and this resulted into smooth
progress of works. Fig.10 shows removal of one
such
encroachment
site.
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Fig.10 Encroachment removal in progress
have
5.0

Photographs of a few completed structures
been
shown
in
Fig.11.
CONCLUSION
From the above deliberations, it is concluded

that:

In every project, more focus should be given
to the meticulous planning aspects so that parallel
activities are sequenced and monitored.

Construction projects get delayed/fail due to
delay in land acquisition, forestry clearance and
preparation and approval of design/drawing of
bridges/station buildings/ESPs etc.

Prior finalization of L-section, GADs, Bridge
design, ESPs,Station building plans & design etc.
before award of tender is a critical item for timely
completion of the project.

Timely processing of tender (including all
works) with suitable eligibility criteria is very
important.

Use of advance and latest technology-based
construction equipment like heavy earthmoving
machines, Vehicles, Tippers, Hyvas, Compactors,
Dozers, Concrete batching plant with Ready Mix
concrete,
Concrete
Boom
placer
for
placement/pouring of concrete are very useful for
expeditious planning and execution of work.

Suitable selection of camp office and
concrete batching plant with ready mix concrete is
key factor to monitor the concrete quality as per the
requirement.

Adequate organizational set up of client as
per as contractor is key to monitor day to day work
as well quality.

Regular liasoning with district administration
is very helpful to resolve day to day issues.


At militant infested work sites, it is better to
arrange police camps in advance for smooth
progress of work.

Special chemicals under skilled supervision
can be used to tackle problems of poisonous
snakes/insects/bees.

Launching by road crane is most suitable for
composite girder bridges.

For long lead works, locally available
manpower may be trained to carry out skilled jobs.

Based on the above observations, similar
case studies can be shared for better appreciation of
field engineers. With experiences gained, an
objective framework for decision making can be
presented with constraints as inputs.
7.0
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Slipform Construction for Major Bridges with Tall Piers in Madar-Iqbalgarh Section
of Western Dedicated Freight Corridor.
*

M.S.Hashmi

Abstract
Formwork for concrete structures represents a critical part of concrete construction, in terms of cost and importance toward getting
the job done properly and on time. As a matter of fact, concrete formwork many a times costs more than the concrete and
reinforcing steel combined. Therefore, any system or method of concrete placement which can significantly reduce the time and/or
cost of the construction project should be of great interest to all concerned.
.

1.0

Introduction:

In general, one can minimize investment in concrete
formwork by:
 using the least number of forms required to
maintain
 smooth workflow of the required productivity.
 maximizing the reuse of forms.
 minimizing form size to 4educe handling costs.
 minimizing form setup/dismantling costs.
The family of concrete slipforming techniques meets
the above criteria for economy and efficiency.
A number of major bridges have been constructed
by Slipform technique in CTP 1&2 Contract of
WDFC (Rewari-Iqbalgarh) and here, the technique
with specific reference to Bridges in WDFC
Contract have been discussed.
2.0

Need for Higher Speed on Turnout

Broadly, vertical slipform construction is the
uninterrupted vertical molding of concrete walls
using a 4-6 feet form which is lifted in small (1-3
inch) but continual increments while fresh concrete
and reinforcing steel are placed in the top of the
open form. Thus, vertical slipforming is an extrusion
process where the material is stationary, and the
form moves upward. Normally the setting time of
concrete is 2-3 hours. Using this typical setting time
and with slipforms 4 feet deep, a possible form
speed of 16-24 inches per hour can be achieved. The
actual median form speed however, depends on such
factors as the concreting temperatures, the concrete
admixtures used, the grind of the cement, the watercement ratio, the percent of fines in the concrete
aggregate, the symmetry of the structure being
constructed, required variations in wall thickness,
the amount and complexity of rebar placement, the
*
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jack spacing, the number of blockouts required, and
the depth of the forms.
3.0
Design and construction of Slipform
Vertical slip-forms are composed of three basic
sections: yokes, wales, and sheathing
3.1

Yokes


Yokes provide two primary functions: to
keep the forms from spreading, and to transfer the
load of the forms and working decks to the jack.

The yokes are inverted U's consisting of two
legs and a cross beam. The legs are attached to the
wales and carry the vertical loads in tension, and the
lateral loads as cantilever beams. The cross armof
the yoke must be designed as a simple beam
supported at the centre by the jack and subject to the
moments from both the vertical and lateral leg loads.

Bracing frames called false yokes are
sometimes placed between yokes to support the
forms at wall intersections or whenever the wales
need additional support. Hence false yokes transmit
their load to the wales, and do not transmit their
vertical load to the jacks.

Yoke spacing depends on several factors
including the design loads of the yoke and wales,
and the lifting capacity of the jacks attached to the
yokes. In conventional slip-forming systems
employing 3-6-ton capacity jacks, the spacing is
about 7 feet.

The jacks lift the form appx 25mm per stroke
generally producing a slipforming rate of 300mm to
450mm per hour.
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the storage of materials should be systematic and
orderly.
The floor and joists of the work deck are usually
designed for a dead load plus construction live load
and other construction equipment loading,
whichever gives the greater loading.
3.4.

3.2.

Wales:

Wales serve the following purposes:

They support and hold the sheathing in
position

They support the working platform

They support the suspended scaffolding

They transmit the lifting forces from the
yokes to the form system.
3.3.

Sheathing:

The sheathing makes up the sides or walls of the
forms and is the portion of the formwork which
contains and shapes the concrete.
Since slip-forms are subjected to the hydrostatic
pressure of the plastic concrete, the sheathing must
support this lateral pressure with beam action
between the wales, and as a cantilever at the bottom
of the form.
In general, the slipform should be as rigid as feasible
and the top of the form slightly smaller than the wall
thickness required and the bottom of the form
slightly larger than
than required such that the desired wall thickness is
at about the midpoint of the forms and the actual
batter is between 1/32 and 1/16 inch per foot of form
height.
Working deck provides space for storage of limited
amounts of materials such as rebar, and
prefabricated blockouts, a platform for workers, and
lends rigidity to the formwork. A well-built rigid
deck and slipform will tend to remain level. The
deck should be swept clean on a routine basis, and

Slipform concrete:

The basic concrete mix used in slipforming does not
vary greatly from those mixes used in other
construction methods. However, because of the
nature of placement the concrete is in various
degrees of set from the top to the bottom of the
form. Thus, with a form moving, the design and
placement of the concrete becomes a critical item. In
general, any proper mix designed of required
strength is acceptable. Generally, the slump of the
concrete used in slipforming is higher than that for
fixed formwork. A slump of 4 inches plus or minus
1 inch is usually specified. In hot dry climates or
when using certain kinds of aggregates and cement a
higher slump than 5 inches may be required. The use
of accelerators, pozzolons, "super" strength mixes,
and retarders should be considered.
The higher concrete slump desired for slipforming
results from the fact that the vibration is confined to
each thin layer plus a couple of inches into the
preceding layer, and a higher slump assures good
bonding to the steel without heavy vibration. The
higher slump also aids lubrication of the moving
forms.
Slipforming can be performed either on continuous
basis or discontinuous basis i.e. pouring upto a
predetermined height.
As the formwork is raised reinforcement is held in
the correct position using guides fixed to the top of
the yokes. Horizontal reinforcement is threaded
under the yokes and tied to the vertical
reinforcement.
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4.0

Slipform works for tall piers of Madar-Iqbalgarh section

Following tall pier structures have been constructed
using slipform technique in Madar-Iqbalgarh section
S.N. Bridge Location
Span
No.
1
676
Km 519//0-2
10x 17.22 m
2
722
Km 543/7-8
3x 6.3 m
3
472
Km 362/4-5
3x12.2 m
4
490
Km 368/6-7
3x12.2 m
5
461
Km 358/9-359 4x12.2 m
6
678
Km 519/5-6
3x 6.4 m









4.1

Procedure

Slip-form of abutment/ pier starts from raft
top of the foundation up to pier cap bottom. The slip
form system consists of yoke sets with 3.5 MT
capacity hydraulic slip form jack. The interval of
yoke kept is approx. 1.25m to 1.35m. As per the
requirement 6.0MT capacity slip form jacks were
also used.
4.2

Erection of slip form equipment








The erection of slip form equipment in
general is mentioned below:

Marking layout on ground level, erection of
temporary staging, laying truss members and spider
beams, connect all truss members and spider beams
with bolt connections.

Bring the truss in the true level by checking
it in a water level and by adjusting the temporary
staging supports below the truss.

Fixing shuttering from panels. For tapered
structures form-panels will overlap. Fix wall
thickness screw and radius screws to all yokes.

Mark the position of yokes. Fix inner and
outer yoke legs at the make position. Complete the
yokes by fixing yoke beams to yoke legs. So each
spider beam has now been provided with a yoke.

Fix hanging frame for hydraulic pump to the
working deck, place the hydraulic pump in position.




Installation of perimeter jacks, their hydraulic
connection with pumps. All perimeter jacks will
be inter connected.
Place jack rods in position and should be truly
vertical.
Fix stretching screws, fix vertical steel holders
in position.
Complete hydraulic connections.
Adjust the slope of the form panes as per the
design requirements.
Erect the water level system. All water tubes
should be inter connected. Mark the position of
water level in the tube when the system is
perfectly levelled.
A leak tight jacking system shall be ensured.
Complete calibration of spider beams with
respect to reduction in radius at different
elevation.
Erect all frames and pulleys on the deck for
concrete hoists, material hoists and passenger
hoist.
Complete top deck, working deck, inner and
outer hanging scaffold lightning arrangement.
Provide safety mesh on inner and outer hanging
scaffolds.
Complete curing arrangements. Finally check
all connections.
All arrangements of concrete mixing,
transportation, placing of concrete, vibration,
curing, materials transportation, movement of
personnel and workers, power supply, water
supply, lighting, lightning protection, signal
and telecommunication systems, opening and
block-outs, inserts, precision instruments for
checking parameters, firefighting, drinking
water, concrete testing shall be made side by
side so that all of these arrangements are
completed by the time the slip form equipment
has been fully erected.
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4.3

Operations

a.

Starter Concrete

Once the concreting of foundation is completed the pier/abutment corner points are marked on the
foundation using total station. Starter concrete is done to fix the surface of vertical wall before placing the
slip form.

b.

Lifting

Temporary stool or bracings on which the yoke legs and shutter framework has been supported are
removed just before the concrete pouring is started. Lifting of slip form starts when the poured concrete
gains enough strength.

c.

Checking

The vertically of plumb bob is checked using
plumb bob. This is hanged from bottom of the slip
form arrangement and reference points are made at
ground. Frequency of plumb checking is four times a
day (24hrs). Control over parameters like wall
thickness, radius, verticality- Tilt, twist, levels, slope
of yoke legs, extension of jack rods.

d.

Rebar Fixing

Reinforcement is tied in position as per the
approved reinforcement details. Due to the problem
in handling at heights, the maximum length of
reinforcement bars was not more than 6 meter.
Alsoas it was not possible to provide diagonal bars
around openings and the same was converted in to
vertical / Horizontal bars as extra bars. The vertical
reinforcement in yoke locations were re-arranged to
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accommodate yoke beams. Dowel bar were of MS
and maximum dia of bar not be more than 16mm.
The horizontal reinforcement are tied below the
yoke assembly main truss so that it can be lifted
upward with and hindrance.

e.

Concreting

i.

Mix Proportion
Necessary Laboratory Trials was carried out
at site to arrive at a mix proportion for different
grades of concrete that are used in wall construction.
Concrete shall be workable and meet the
requirement of strength criteria along with
durability. In addition to determination of Mix
Proportion, particular attention was given to physical
properties such as workability, cohesiveness,
plasticity and slump. 110 to 150+25mm
ii.

Placement of concrete
Concrete was received through placer boom /
pump/ crane bucket to working level was collected
in hoppers and from there it was laid continuously in
uniform layers of approximately 250 to 300mm in
thickness, manually using wheel barrows. Pour
sequence was such that next layer of concrete is
placed over the layer beneath within final setting
time of concrete to avoid formation of cold joints.
Concrete was placed carefully to avoid formation of
cold joints. Concrete was placed carefully to avoid
displacement of reinforcement, openings, cut-outs
and inserts, if any. Final setting time was established
with lab trials.
Curing of the pier is done by the high pressure cu iii.
iii. Compaction of Concrete
Each layer of Fresh Concrete was compacted by
immersion vibrators to the minimum practicable
consolidated volume. 60/40 mm dia vibrator needles
was mostly used except in the areas of congested
reinforcement, in which case 60mm dia needles was
engaged. The vibrators were withdrawn slowly out
of the concrete. Over vibration was avoided.

iv.
Concrete Finish
Once the slip form is lifted the finishing work for the
exposed concrete surface and necessary repairs are
done by the masons available on the masons
platform. It is about 1.5m below the working
platform.
f.

Operation of slipform components

i.

Working Plateform

The function of working deck is to facilitate:

To vibrate concrete placed inside the shutter.

To carry out adjustments and operation of
slip form.

To fix inserts, block-outs and trying of
reinforcements.

To clean the shuttering plates.
ii.
Slip form jacks
Slip form jack transfers the load of slip form
assembly to the jack rod. Generally 26 numbers of
6T jacks were used.
iii.
Jack Rods
Jack rods are to support the slip form
assembly. The jack rods are spaced at equal
intervals. The jack rod transfers the load of slip form
assembly to ground/ wall. The jack rods are housed
inside a tapered sleeve tube.
The jack rod were extracted later and filled
with cement slurry.
Firstly, with the help of hydraulic power
pack the slip form jack transfer the load of slip form
assembly to the jack rod . The jack rod are spaced at
equal interval in the straight portion and more nos
are installed at the circular portion of the pier. Jack
rod transfers the load of slip form assembly to
ground.
Water level pipe is installed to check the
undulation while lifting, if it happens it is rectified
with the help of adjusting bolt installed on the slip
form jack by which the upward movement of each
jack can be restricted or increased.
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The pier was tapered with base as 2.5m and
top as 1.5m to carry out this tapering a wall
thickness screw is installed on the yoke assembly
legs. One thread of wall thickness screw gives an
inside movement of 2mm to the slip form.

g.

5.

provided with raincoat, in case of slip form
operation in rain. At the time of any planned or
unplanned stoppages the level of concrete was

Contingency Plan

Sufficient jack spares were maintained at
site. Slip from operators and key persons were

Dismantling of Slipform

Dismantling of slip form requires planning a
dismantling sequence minutely and implementation
of plan under an expert eye.
For dismantling cranes was used to
maximum possible extent.
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maintained and the surface was prepared for cold
joint by leaving shear keys in the wall. When
resuming the concrete, surface was cleaned with
water and 25mm thick mortar at 1:2 ratios was
placed over the old surface.
6.

Precautions


Coordination between workmen while
placing the formwork sheets, yoke legs, yoke beam.

Formwork should be adequately braced,
anchored or otherwise secured properly along with
yoke beam and yoke leg while applying lifting
mechanism.

Placement of yoke legs shall be ensured
along with beams while lifting the platforms.

The shuttering should be able to carry the
loads coming on it during vibration of concrete,
sliding or erection.

Inspect that laps and joints in the shuttering
should be vertical, inclined joints or overlaps may
cause a drag component in horizontal direction
which will cause torsional effects on slip form
assembly.

Wallers, beam must be suitably fixed to take
the lateral pressure of the fresh concrete laid inside
the form panels.

Yokes, Slip form hydraulic jacks must place
and fixed as per the approved design scheme.

Proper housekeeping to avoid trip & fall
during steel, shifting of hand tools, power tools.

Support shall be given to prevent fall of yoke
legs and yoke beam during erection.

Checking the starter casting for level and
correct diameter.


Suitable ladders must be used. Ladders are
made of metal (not bamboo or wood) are checked
for serviceability prior to each use.

Ladders should be placed on levelled ground
and extended one meter above the landing platform.

The work platform must be inspected & safe
enough for complete operation of slip form
equipment and bringing up all type of materials,
equipment, concrete, staff and workers etc.

Work platform must be maintained in a
levelled good condition & free from unnecessary
materials.

Work platform must not be overloaded
beyond its load capacity.

All the sides of the work platform must be
properly fixed with fall protection arrangement with
Railing post. Railing post must be 900 mm above
the work platform with middle rail at 450mm and
100mm Guard rail at edge of the work platform.
7.

Specific cases:

Erection of Working Platform

Anchorage of working platform with the
yoke beam and yoke leg shall be ensured.

Climbing brackets platform should be free
from obstruction while moving the whole platform.

Gaps should be avoided in the working
platform (landing mats shall be aligned properly)

Loose material shall be cleared from the
working platform.

Hand Rail, Middle rail, Toe Guard must be
provided.
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Bridge 676

Set up and start of work

Concrete plugging during night

Status on 14.08.2017

Status on 16.08.2017
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Status on 23.08.2017
Status on 20.08.2017
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Fast Track Modular Construction of Pier Caps at Yamuna and Hindon Rivers
Hari Mohan Gupta1 & Praveen Kumar2

Synopsis
Many construction industries prefer working only with the well-established / believed ways of construction - all involved
activities to be executed in series only i.e. creation of huge ground supporting system, huge working platforms (with temporary
structures), lifting & fixing of each and every rebar at the cast in situ site concluded to be old conventional methods. However, the
need of the hour is to complete the works efficiently in minimum time by keeping the quality and safety in the project at par,
which has necessitated adoption of an innovative method such as the modular construction method. The modular method of Pier
Cap construction eliminatedthe complete ground supporting system (GSS), reduceda number of resources, eliminated critical
safety challenges, kept quality of rebar cage at par and finally saved the time of 30 days in each pier cap construction. This method
separatesvarious activities into sub-activities that was executed in parallel sequence thus accelerating the comprehensive schedule
of construction, which subsequently helped in saving of sufficient time in implementation of the whole project.

1.0 Introduction:
Noida unit of DFCCIL Western Dedicated
Freight Corridor showed ambitious interest in
developing alternative pioneering ways to accelerate
the ongoing construction activities without
compromising the quality and safety in the project.
After going through in circumstantial planning with
the Contractor (IIS –L&T Consortium) of various
ways for construction of pier cap bypassing the
conventional method, Noida unit came up with an
innovative thought of executing the binding &
fixing of pier cap works not at the top of the preconstructed two no’s of pier, but right at the ground
surface for saving precious construction time
period. However, the major apprehension arrived
was the scheme for providing the bottom support to
the pier cap, need of specially designed jigs &
fixtures required for assembly of reinforcement
cage at ground, procedure for lifting & placing the
whole 35MT reinforcement cage of pier cap at place
(call for - specially designed lifting gears, reaction
arrangement, lift plan) with utmost accuracy at top
of the two piers. It was also kept in mind that any
error while lifting and placing the cage of pier cap,
would invite severe complications as well as time
impact to the project schedule. The ZMT 4 team
(Field PMC team) and PMC design team looked
into various constraints of this solution and
suggested various mitigations required for execution
and supported this method. IIS-L&T Consortium
1
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with the help of its technical expertise successfully
completed the lifting and placing of the rebar cage
at pier top with the help of two no’s of 75 MT
heavy-duty crane, both working in tandem lift. This
modular construction method of pier cap is a perfect
example of “Value Engineering” without
compromising with the quality & safety of the
work. It can be used as a case study for the budding
civil engineers.
2.0 Project Details:
Design & Construction of 03 special steel
bridges over existing railways & across rivers
Yamuna &Hindon, involving Bridge structure,
Approaches in Embankments, Guide bunds &
protection
works
including
Testing
&
Commissioning on Design-Build Lump Sum price
basis for Rewari - Dadri section of Western
Dedicated Freight Corridor (Phase-2) – (Special
Steel Bridge Works Contract Package – 15C, ICB
No. CT P-15C)
Task:
Construction of 13 Nos of Pier Cap in WDFC –
CTP 15 C Project
1.
2.

10 Nos at Yamuna River - Bridge No. 180
03 Nos at Hindon River - Bridge No. 188.

Brief Technical Details of Pier Caps
1.

Final Dimensions: 19 x 3.0 x 2.0 in Meters

2

GGM/P/WC/DFCCIL
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2.
3.
4.

Concrete: M-40, Quantity = 110 CUM
Reinforcement Weight = 35 MT
Shuttering = 124 Square Meter

3.0 Construction Methodology:
3.1 Conventional:
Cast in Situ Type – Normally, in all the
construction projects, the conventional method is
followed for construction of pier caps through GSS
in which huge supporting systems (with temporary
structures) is created from ground for fixing of
bottom shutters and for working platforms. Each
individual rebar is lifted from ground &is fixed in
cast in situ location above the casted piers at height.
This method requires almost 45 days for this
activity. It involves a lot of resources, no. of critical
safety challenges & quality concerns. All the
activities in this method being executed in series
only which itself has high direct & indirect cost.
3.2 Innovative:
Modular Assembly Type - By innovative
thinking, the complete reinforcement cage was
assembled at ground at respective pier location in
specially designed jigs &fixtures. All the activities
in this method being executed in parallel mode (i.e.
cage of pier cap is ready as both the respective
piers being casted). The entire reinforcement cage
comprises of 35 MT having a length of 19 Meter
which was lifted and placed into its position with 02
No’s of 75MT crawler cranes in tandem lifting. It
was lifted through specially designed lifter and
with various unique lifting gears as per the
approved lift plan. The lifting operation was
conducted under the stringent supervision of
officials of all departments (especially safety) with
proper planning. This modular method of Pier Cap
construction eliminates complete ground supporting
system (GSS), reduces no of resources, eliminates
critical safety challenges, kept quality of rebar cage
at par and finally saved the time of 30 days in
each pier cap construction.
4.0 Challenges Encountered:
1.

Meticulous planning and preparation of the
complete scheme with the Contractor

keeping in mind the resources available at
ground level. (Execution – Safety – Quality
– Erection – P&M).
2. Detailed Review of whole scheme by PMC
& its Design Team in-depth coordination
with Site Team.
3. Detailed
study of
drawings
and
applicablecodal
provision
necessitatingmodifying the reinforcement
drawings to suit the above mentioned
innovative technique.
4. Bringing about of specially designed Jigs
& fixtures to assemble the reinforcement
cage at the ground.
5. Review Design & Preparation of specially
designed lifter.
6. Since it is the first of its kind in railway
projects, on suggestion of DFCCIL special
rigging team had been mobilized and
trained about this lifting technique.
7. Proper monitoring of lifting the entire
reinforcement cage (weight = 35 MT) with
two Nos of 75 MT crawler cranes in
tandem lifting operation as per approved
lift plan.
8. Proper monitoring of Placing & lowering
of entire reinforcement cage into the dense
dowels of casted piers.
9. Proper monitoring of Protection of the
entire reinforcement cage during lifting &
placing.
10. Ensuring appropriate dimensions of entire
reinforcement cage during placing into its
final position
5.0 Advantages:
This construction methodology not only saves
the time of approximately one month as both the
activities i.e. casting of piers, bottom shuttering for
pier cap works and preparing of entire
reinforcement cage of pier cap at the ground was
done simultaneously as well as eliminates works of
the lifting of rebars. Thus, 45 days cycle for in situ
works compressed by adopting this methodology to
about 12-15 days. Thereby saving about 30 days of
time in each pier cap construction. Additionally –
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Following are the direct cum indirect benefits from
this methodology.
1. Complete Elimination of GSS (Ground
Supporting System).
2. Creation
of
Parallel
Activities
Simultaneous works on pier construction
as well as fixing of bottom shutter for pier
cap as well as assembly of complete pier
cap cage.
3. Critical
ritical challenges of safety stands
eliminated.
4. Workers
orkers can work easily at the ground
during fixing and handling of bulk
reinforcement (35 MT).
5. Minimisation of various type
types of resources
6. Quality Standards is at par by fixing the
dense reinforcement at the ground, which
is quite difficult during working aat height.
7. Temporary structures/platform required to
work at height was significantly reduced.
8. Engagement
of
workforce
for
reinforcement work was substantially
reduced.
6.0 Methodology:
Construction

Sequence

of

a. Beam Erection: During the construction of
Pier, special 10 no’s of holes of 70 mm were made
in each pier. Macalloy bars were inserted in those
holes a week after pier casting. B1-Beams
B1
(02 Nos)
were erected on both sides of the piers across the
alignment of the bridge and
a attached to macalloy
bars with set of nut--bolt& washers. Inserted
macalloy bars stressed up to 75 MT from each
end with special hydraulic system. After stressing
both B1 beams with pier, it act as a single entity
with same pier for transferring the load of pier cap
to the foundation / ground. Further horizontal beams
and vertical trusses being erected to support the
bottom shutter, as the base of Pier cap is not
uniform. The base shutter was placed over this
arrangement and required working platform for
shuttering were made with the support of these
beams.
b.Jig
Fabrication:
This
process
starts
simultaneously and independently along with the
construction of piers and as well as with the beam
erection part. A structural base cage was fabricated
at the ground level near the pier location. It acts as a
base cum jig & fixture for assembly of rebar cage.

Figure 1: Jig assembly for reinforcement cage fabrication
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c. Assembly of Rebars: On the base structure, the
rebar activity starts with the tying of rings, bottom
reinforcement
top,
stirrups,
and
various

miscellaneous reinforcement to complete the pier
cap case in all respect for erection on the piers.

Figure 2: Beam Assembly and completed rebar cage
d. Lifting Arrangement: After the completion of
the above activities, specially designed lifter was
placed at the top of assembled rebar cage. This lifter
was connected with whole reinforcement cage at 28
locationthrough
through specially designed lifting gears

coupled with embedded heavy-duty
heavy
(horizontally
& vertically fixed) pipes,
pipes which helps in uniform
lifting
ifting of the cage without pressure on a particular
point in cage.

Figure 3: lifting assembly and lifting hook attached with the rebar cage
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e. Lifting Operation: Assembled cage was lifted
from the jig with two no’s of heavy duty 75 MT
Crawler Cranes in tandem lifting as per the
approved lift plan.. The cage was lifted slowly and

placed it over the fixed bottom shutter. This process
takes around 3 hours. It is one of
o the most critical
activity in this modular construction.

Figure 4 : Cage Lifting Operation started in Tandem lifting

Figure 5: Lifting Operation in Progress
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Figure 6: Placing of Cage

Figure 7: Adjustment of the cage with Pier Reinforcement
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Figure 8 : The Rebar Cage successfully placed in its position

Figure 9 : Dismantled lifting arrangement
f.
Balance Reinforcement: Once the cage is
placed over the bottom shutter, the balance
reinforcement is completed and miscellaneous rebar
requirements of bearing

pedestal, OHE mast etc. are inserted. This balance
reinforcement is mainly on sides.
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g.Shuttering:Meanwhile,side
side shuttering started
from the center of the pier cap after

competition of pier cap reinforcement case.

Figure 10 : Shuttering arrangement in process
h. Concreting:After
After the completion of formwork,
we started pouring of concreting after engineer and

employer completed all checks. The total volume of
concrete is 110 cum.

Figure 11: Concreting of Pier Cap
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i. De shuttering: After casting of pier cap, all
formworks removed and curing was done as per the

approved methodology.

Figure 12 :Completed Pier Cap
7.0

Conclusion:

Fast paced construction is the need of the modern
construction industry. Dedicated Freight Corridor
project is a flagship project of Government of India
and as such lot of emphasis has been accorded for
timely construction so as to reap the benefit early
and boost the GDP growth of the country. For
timely completion of such a mega projects,

DFCCIL has adopted various innovative methods
and advanced technologies for the fast paced
construction of the project. The above discussed
method is one of the several others, which has been
employed for the speedy construction of a mega
project of the size of Dedicated Freight Corridors,
which has resulted in optimizing the timelines while
ensuring high quality standards.
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Construction of Single Barrel Limited Height Subway by “Box Pulling Technique“
Under The Traffic Block
Ved Parkash Dudeja*

Preamble
On Indian Railways, Limited Height Subways are being constructed by “Cut and Cover Method” with 1.53 metre long
segments using heavy duty cranes. There are many inherent disadvantages of this technique as experienced in the field such as:
i)
Involvement of heavy duty cranes usually 2 cranes of 300 MT capacity and a standby crane.
ii)
Alignment issues of the segments - longitudinal, vertical and lateral
iii)
Sealing of joints for water proofing.

iv)

Block bursting due to slippage of earth during and after placement of precast RCC base slabs – Many times the
props of cranes have sunk due to their proximity to the vertical earth cut, forcing shifting of cranes during blocks and making it
further difficult to handle segments.

1.0 Introduction
Keeping in view the difficulties faced on
Northern Railway, the need was felt to explore the
possibility of pushing “Single Barrel Limited Height
Subway” under the traffic block. Earlier, a method
of Cut and Air Pushing using Cement Concrete
Blocks was developed, which was found to be very
successful in Single Line sections having very less
traffic. However, seeing the time taken in this
method being in the range of 7 to 8 hours, an
innovative “Box Pulling Technique” has been
developed by Northern Railway which utilizes
Double Acting Prestressing Jacks for air pushing of
precast “Single Barrel Limited Height Subway”. By
using this technique, 5 Limited Height Subways
have already been constructed successfully in traffic
blocks ranging between 4 to 5 hours.
2.0 Description of new techniqueConstruction of Single Barrel Limited Height
Subway by “Box Pulling Technique” involves
requirement of following equipments:
 Two Double Acting Prestressing Jacks plus one
spare jack (200 MT capacity with total 600 mm
stroke length)
 One Mild Steel Spreader Beam – Box type
 Three Mild Steel Buffer Beams
 Two Poclains plus one standby
 Two Hydra cranes for handling track panel
*Chief Engineer/Construction Northern Railway

Steps involved are:
A) Before Block:
i) Design of Retaining Wall Foundation-cumCasting Bed alongwith Deadman Anchor,
Spreader beam, Buffer Beams etc.
ii) Construction of Retaining Wall Foundation-cumCasting Bed alongwith Deadman Anchor.
iii)Casting of Complete Single RCC Box Barrel over
the Casting Bed
iv)Fabrication of Spreader Beam and Buffer Beams
including connections
v) Fixing of Double Acting Prestressing Jacks and
strands
vi)Preparatory Arrangements Related to Track.
Cutting of Long Welded Rails and Providing Fish
Plated Joints after imposition of a Speed
Restriction of 20 kmph.
B) During Block:

i) Removal of track and excavation of earth
ii) Pulling of Box by Double Acting Prestressing
Jacks
iii) Backfilling of earth, track linking, ballasting
and packing

iv)
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A) Before Block:

i) Design of Retaining Wall Foundation-cumCasting Bed alongwith Deadman Anchor,
Spreader beam, Buffer Beams:
A U-shaped retaining wall is designed for
approach of Limited Height Subway for a length
equal to barrel length of RCC Box, taking into
consideration the active earth pressure to be
resisted. Two Deadman anchors, one on either
side of the Box, nearest to the bank, integrated
with the foundation of U-shaped retaining walls,
are also designed, for a capacity of total load
anticipated.
 Deadman anchor is a kind of vertical cantilever/
upstand as shown in Fig.1. It is designed for
maximum bending and shear at the junction of
upstand with horizontal foundation slab.
The horizontal foundation slab is designed for
taking the active earth pressure from the vertical
retaining walls. It is also checked for sliding
under maximum pulling force/reaction of
prestressing jack. A key beam is provided along
with the foundation slab connecting the two
deadman anchors as shown in Fig.1.

 Mild Steel Spreader Beam is designed to take the
bending and shear having a bending mechanism
as shown in Fig.2
2 – Arrangement Showing Spreader Beam and
Buffer Beams Connecting RCC Box over Thrust
Bed
 Mild Steel Buffers are designed for axial load/
reaction coming from Spreader Beam as shown in
Fig. 2. These buffers are required to push the RCC
Box beyond the deadman anchors which would
otherwise restrict the pushing of Box due to
overhang of Spreader Beam.

i) Construction of Retaining Wall Foundationcum-Casting Bed alongwith Deadman Anchor:

Fig.1 – General Arrangement of Casting Bed
with Deadman Anchors

The Foundation-cum-Casting Bed is casted on a
well compacted subgrade, leaving vertical
reinforcement of deadman anchors and retaining
walls anchored in the slab. Deadman anchors are
then casted with a 150 mm dia horizontal hole in the
direction perpendicular to track.
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ii) Casting of Complete Single RCC Box Barrel
over the Casting Bed:
The complete RCC Box barrel is then casted over
the Casting Bed in one piece. While casting, anchor
bolts are kept in the vertical face of bottom slab at
the locations of fixing Mild Steel Buffers.

bank in the front and jumbled inside the jacks. So,
the scheme was changed and jacks were placed in
front of the Spreader Beam in the 5th experiment and
the entire pulling operation was completed very
smoothly in less than 2-1/2 hours at a speed of 5
metre per hour.

v) Preparatory Arrangements Related to Track:
iii) Fabrication of Spreader Beam and Buffer
Beams including connections:
Mild Steel Spreader beam and Buffer Beams are
fabricated as per design. These are properly painted
for their repeated use.

iv) Fixing of Double Acting Prestressing Jacks
and strands:
Strands as per required pulling force are fixed
with wedge anchors in the spreader beam. Double
Acting Prestressing jacks were initially placed on the
vertical side of the deadman anchors facing railway
track. The strands with one end fixed with the
Spreader Beam are taken through the Prestressing
Jacks and all the wedges in the jacks are fixed in
position. All slacks in the strands are removed and
box is slightly moved with the help of prestressing
jacks before the block to test the adequacy of the
arrangement.
Specially prepared spacer plates are used all
along the length of strands at a spacing of about one
meter centre to centre. These spacer plates serve two
functions viz. i) these don’t allow strands to jumble
up amongst themselves; ii) these spacers prevent
accidental shooting away of strands in case of
breakage of any individual strand for whatsoever
reasons, which may otherwise cause injury to labour
working nearby.
However, difficulties were faced in all the first four
experiments while pulling the box, as the strands
coming out of jacks got misaligned due to loosening
of wedges of the jacks because of obstruction of the

The preparatory arrangements include cutting of
Long Welded Rails and providing fish plated joints
after imposition of a Speed Restriction of 20 kmph,
two days in advance as per requirement. Further,
track ballast is also removed before block and filled
in empty gunny bags to be used during the block
after re-linking of track. About 2000 empty gunny
bags are also filled with earth/sand before the
commencement of block which would be needed for
speedy restoration of track.
B) During Block:

i) Removal of track and excavation of earth:
During the block, the fishplates of track are
opened and the track panel is removed using two
Hydra Cranes and track ballast is removed and
stacked away from the track with the help of
Poclain/ JCB. Earth excavation is started with
Poclain and space for Box Pushing is created for a
length of about one meter. This takes about half an
hour from the starting of traffic block. Total length
of ‘earth cut’ at bottom of RCC Box, along the track
is just about 30 cm extra on either side of outer walls
of the box. Earth cutting is continued.

ii) Pulling of Box by Double Acting Prestressing
Jacks:
RCC Box is pulled by strands through the
double acting jacks. Care should be taken while
pulling such that the length of each stroke does not
exceed 500 mm (i.e. safety margin of 100 mm).This
operation is continued along with excavation of
earth in the front to make way for Box. The entire
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operation of earth cutting and box pulling goes on
simultaneously and total 12 metre pushing is
completed in about 2.5 to 3 hours depending on the
type of soil, bank height etc.In the 5th experiment,
an average pulling speed of 5 metre per hour was
achieved.
It was found that the maximumfriction factor of
about 0.56 to 0.7 was encountered while pulling the
RCC Box on concrete casting bed and through soil
at the bottom, as 3mx2.75m size Box (total weight =
125tonnes) needed a maximum pull force of 70
tonnes and a 4mx3m size box (total weight = 170
tonnes) needed a maximum pull force of 117 tonnes.
i)
Backfilling of
ballasting and packing:

earth,

track

linking,

After the RCC Box has reached its final position,
backfilling with earth is started. Earth/ sand bags are
placed along the outer faces of the earth cut and
earth is filled up inside by poclain. Top layer of
sand/ granular material is laid and compacted with
the help of poclain to prevent its settlement in future.
After the formation level is reached, the ballast layer
is laid and track panel is brought and linked. Top
ballasting and packing is done to make track fit for
20 kmph. This operation took about one hour.
Speed is gradually relaxed after consolidation of
track under traffic.
Advantage of scheme–
1.
Technically Superior Scheme :This is
technically much superior to the existing system of
“Cut and Cover” method of Limited Height Subway
with 1.53 m long segments using heavy duty cranes,
as the entire Box is in Single Segment thereby
eliminating the chances of misalignment, water
ingress and differential settlement of segments.
2.
No Involvement of Heavy Cranes :There is
no involvement of heavy duty cranes, making this
method very useful where there is no proper

approach road for carrying heavy duty cranes. Due
to this inherent advantage, this method can be best
suited for replacement of balancing culverts in the
block sections where generally there is no approach
road for heavy duty cranes. .
3.
No Interference with OHE :There is no
interference with OHE unlike in case of heavy duty
cranes. Only power shut down is required during the
traffic block.
4.
More Economical :This method has been
found to be more economical as compared to that
used with launching of precast segments by heavy
duty cranes.
5.
Less Block Duration:The total traffic block
requirement is less than that required for “Cut and
Cover” method using launching of segments by
cranes. In the 5th experiment, the entire operation of
construction of LHS by “Box Pulling Technique”
was accomplished in 4-1/2 hours block duration.
Conclusions
and
improvements:

Scope

for

further

i)
Box Pulling Technique is ideally suited for
constructing Limited Height Subways on single line
sections where barrel length is about 10.5 metre.
This brings about quantum jump in the quality of
construction as all alignment issues encountered in
segment launching get eliminated.
ii)
Larger boxes can also be pulled using this
technique by providing suitable arrangement like
stainless steel plate between base slab of box and
casting bed to reduce friction.
iii)
Friction factor for 3mx2.75m Box (0.56) was
comparatively lower than 4mx3m Box (0.7) due to
proportionately larger contact area.
iv)
Friction factor of about 0.56 to 0.7 was
encountered while pulling on RCC casting bed
which kept on reducing as box travelled from RCC
bed to soil surface and finally dropped to about 0.5.
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Some photographs:

*****
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Innovative Approaches/Methods Adopted in Fast Pace Construction of RUBs to
Achieve Huge Target of Elimination of UMLCs on S.C. Railway
B.Ashok1, J.Sadharma Dev Royal2
ABSTRACT
As per the directions from Railway Board during October-2017 all the Un Manned Level Crossings are to be eliminated
by October-2018. Accordingly, SCR has planned for a target of removing 180 Unmanned Level Crossings by constructing
RUBs/LHSs. To achieve fast pace of construction of RUBs by cut and cover method using RH Girder a few Innovative
Approaches/Methods adopted in South Central Railway to overcome challenges encountered such as reducing the traffic block
time period and non-availability of natural drainage conditions. This paper deals with the above innovative approaches.

1.0 Introduction:
There are 269Nos of Unmanned Level
Crossings as on 01.04.2017 in South Central
Railway. All these Unmanned LCs are planned to
eliminate in phased manner by providing
Subways/RUBs at 180 LC locations, and by other
modes at 89 LC locations i.e. by Manning the
unmanned LC gates, by Direct closure and by
diverting the traffic to nearest Manned LCs/RUBs
duly taking the permission for closure of unmanned
LCs from the District Collector.
Railway Board vide Letter Dt:09.02.2017 had
advised to eliminate all the unmanned LCs by 2020
and accordingly SCR has planned the year wise
target for elimination of LCs as 132, 95, 42 for
2017-18, 2018-19 & 2019-20 respectively.
However, during the month of Oct’2017, Railway
Board has advised all the Zonal Railways to
eliminate all the Unmanned Level Crossings by
Sept’2018. Up to Sept’2017 in 2017-18, 23Nos of
Unmanned LCs (12Nos by way of Subways) were
eliminated. Remaining 246 Nos of unmanned LCs
are to be eliminated by Sept’2018.
To achieve the huge target of elimination 246
UMLCs, S.C.R has planned the revised target to
eliminate remaining 109Nos of Unmanned LCs in
2017-18, and remaining 137Nos UMLCs during
2018-19 by Sept’2018. During year 2017-18, S.C.R
has achieved a progress of 137 Nos (84Nos by
means of Subways/RUBs and 53Nos by other
Modes) and during 2018-19 up to the month of
October 2018 achieved a progress of 132 Nos

(96Nos by means of Subways/RUBs and 36Nos by
other Modes).
2.0 Challenges Encountered
methods Adopted:

and

Innovative

2.1 Reducing Traffic Block Time Period:
Elimination of Unmanned LCs by providing
Subways/RUBs done in two methods:
1. Box Pushing method (Generally in Double
Line Sections).
2. Cut & Cover method.
 The conventional Cut & Cover method
requires around 06 hours of traffic block for
excavation and insertion of RCC box
segments.
 Getting a traffic block of 6 hours for
providing Subways/RUBs at 180Nos LC
locations from Oct’2017 to Sept’2018 i.e. in
12 months (which includes one monsoon
period) is very critical and a challenging task.
 Hence S.C.R planned to adopt two spells of
traffic block with each of 03 hours duration
instead of 06 hours of single block, by using
RH girder in cut and cover method.
However, to bring the traffic block in control
and to avoid bursting of traffic block period
an innovative approach has been adopted by
further reducing the 3 hours of above
mentioned block period to 2 hours each.
 Hence, adopting of two spells of traffic
blocks with less duration for RH Girder’s
insertion and launching RCC box segments
respectively in the track has facilitated in

1. Chief Bridge Engineer/S.C. Rly 2. Dy. Chief Engineer/Br. Lines/S.C. Rly.
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obtaining so many traffic blocks for 180 LCs
which were targeted.
2.2 Non-Availability of Natural Drainage for
RUBs Construction:
At some RUBs where there is no natural
drainage exists, ground water recharge
technique has been adopted for draining of rain
water by percolation pits or in case of rocky
strata by providing percolation sump duly
drilling a shaft up to a level of fractured
zone/aquifer.

placed duly excavating the earth up to
required depth. the gap between the
embankment and crib staging will be filled
by earth and compacted.
 RH Girder will be placed on the crib staging
and the rails will be fish plated.

2.3 Water Logging Problems in RUBs:
For providing un-interrupted passage of vehicles
in RUBs where water logging is expected an
arrangement of two vent ways has been adopted
with a level difference between the roads of
these vents.
3.0 Innovations Adopted for Reducing Traffic
Block Time Period:
The unmanned LC gates have been replaced
with Subways/RUBs of box size 6 M wide X 5
M height. For providing this RCC Box for
RUBs under the track, the precast box segments
are to be launched by 03 Nos of Cranes
(Capacity of 200MT) by lifting the track panel.
During the 1st spell of traffic block, the RH
Girder of required length will be inserted in the
track by placing the girder on crib staging with
sleeper matting (@ top and bottom) at either
ends duly excavating the earth up to required
depth.
3.1 First Spell of Traffic Block: During this block
the Rh Girder will be inserted in the track duly
cutting the existing track panel.
 The track panel will be cut on either ends and
the rails are fish plated one day before taking
the traffic block.
 During the block the track panel will be lifted
by crane and placed aside.
 Crib staging with sleeper matting (@ top and
bottom) at either ends of the girder will be

Insertion of RH Girder on cribs and
Sleeper Staging

3.1.1 1st Innovative Method Adopted in this 1st
spell of traffic block:
 The activity of placing of crib staging in place
was involving manual handling was taking
around one hour.
 The manual assembling has been replaced by
making the entire crib staging as a single unit.
The time has been minimised for these
activities of manual handling i.e. placing of
wooden sleepers mat below and above the crib
staging by clamping and tying them with steel
ropes which was made as an assembled single
unit so that it can be lifted and placed in
position by the crane in just 15 minutes which
otherwise takes 1-hour time of block period.
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 With this arrangement during the Second
Block Spell the crib staging will be removed
as a single unit by lifting with a crane and
reused for another RUB Block at other LCs by
transporting duly placing on the trailer.

compacting the filled-up soil and thus further
added in reducing traffic block time.
Train passing after the insertion
of RH Girder over cribs staging

3.2 Pre-Block Activities before taking the 2nd
Spell of Traffic Block:
Entire Crib Staging as a single unit requires
only 15 mins to place in position.

3.1.2 2nd Innovative Method Adopted in this 1st
spell of traffic block:
 After placing the crib staging in position, one
more innovative approach has been done by
placing sand bags in the gap between the
excavated face of the embankment and crib
staging duly placing the G.I. Sheeting for
support.

The second spell of traffic block will be taken
after excavating the earth work below the girder
up to required depth.

Excavation under the Girder

Excavation under the Girder

3.2.1 1st Innovative Method Adopted during PreBlock Activity:

 This arrangement of filling the sand bags has
provided the consolidated earth filling in the
approach portion. This reduced the time for

Without disturbing the RH Girder the base
slabs and some of box segments will be placed
except under the RH Girder portion before
taking the second spell of traffic block. This
has considerably reduced the requirement of
traffic block period for the second spell.
3.2.2 2nd Innovative Method Adopted during PreBlock Activities: On one side last box is fixed
in its final position and sand bags shoring will
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Placing of base slabs under
progress.

RH girder and track will be linked by placing
the track panel.

After placing of Base
Slabs

Removal of RH girder
during block

nd

Placing of Bottom slabs before 2 Spell of traffic block.
Placing of box segments
under progress.

Placing of Box segments
during block

After placing of box
segments

nd

Placing of Box segments before 2 Spell of traffic block.

After the placing of Box
segments

be done for preventing the slipping of filling
soil in pre-block. This will save block time
while filling the gap with soil between the
embankment and RUB box surface.

Placing of track panel
over the box segments
during the block

After placing of sand bags shoring

After linking of the track panel
over the Box segments.

With the adoption of above method, the 3 ½
hrs block period which was required for the
activities of placing the base slabs and all the
Box segments in second spell of block period,
was reduced by1 ½ hrs, by placing the base
slabs & some box segments in pre-block period.
3.2.3 Second Spell of Traffic Block: The second
spell of traffic block will be taken after
excavating the earth work below the girder up
to required depth and placing of all base slabs
and some of the box segments. In this traffic
block the remaining box segments will be
launched on the base slab duly removing the

4.0

Innovative
Approaches
adopted
to
overcome Non-Availability of Natural
Drainage:
Wherever there is no feasibility of provision of
natural drainage at the RUB locations, the
drainage arrangement has been planned by
providing percolation pits/sump with ground
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water recharging techniques. At some
locations percolation pit is not feasible because
of presence of continuous rocky strata. At such
locations of RUBs, the location of fractured
rocks/aquifers has been identified and water
drainage has been planned by drilling a shaft
up to fractured zone/Aquifers.
4.1

Conducting The Geo Physical Survey as an
Innovative Approach:
 For providing the drainage system to RUBs
by percolation pit/sump, Geo Physical Survey
has been conducted to identify the profile of
soil/rocky strata below the ground level.
Accordingly, either the percolation pit or sump
with drilled bore shaft up to fractured zone
will be planned for draining the rain water
from the percolation sump/pit.
 The Geo Physical Survey has been carried
out with the Electrical Resistivity Test (ERT)
by Schlumberger method and the subsurface
lithological data has been obtained. From this
data the locations of fractured zones of
aquifers in rocky locations has been identified.
The recharge type shaft has been provided in
percolation sump by drilling the bore hole of
150mm diameter up to the depth of fractured
zone/aquifer.

Typical Sketch showing the
details of Recharge Pit.
 For an LC location the ERT test was
conducted at three points and these points are
designated as ERT 01, ERT 02, ERT 03. At
every point depth information (Sub Surface
Lithological Data) has been obtained up to
150m. The ERT point’s data has been analysed
and interpreted for the existing subsurface
lithological conditions including the nature
and distribution of subsurface litho layer. For
an example the data obtained for LC 28 in
GNT-NDKD section of GNT Division is
shown below:
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4.1.1 The recommended depth of Fractured zones of Rock identified for taking the Injection Bore Well
(IBW) from the above data obtained from ERT testing is as follow:
LC
No

Recharge Structure

28

Recharge shaft
Injection Bore Well
(RSIBW)

Total depth of IBW No. of
(metres below
fractured
ground level mbgl)
zones
150mbgl

5.0 Innovative Methods Adopted to overcome
Water Logging Problem in RUBs:
Frequent representations from public that RUBs
at some locations are having water logging. At
some locations depending upon the availability
of location of outlet of natural drainage
arrangement, the following arrangements are the
probable reasons for water logging in the RUB:
a) The outlet of the drainage has been taken to
longer length up to availability of natural
drain through piping system/open drain in
which chances of chocking of the drain is
more because of longer length.
b) The outlet of the drainage has taken up to the
nearby bridge, where flood level (HFL)
suddenly rises due to some temporary
obstruction due to dumping of debris by local
public, slipping of side slopes of stream.
c) The outlet of the drainage system has been
taken to percolation pit/sump, in which the
filter media in the pit gets chocked over a
period of time. Which required periodical
maintenance.
Due to sudden occurrence of the above three
situations, the water gets stagnated in the RUB
which badly affects the pedestrians, two
wheelers and light four wheelers which are
having less ground clearance. Whereas bigger
vehicles like trucks, harvesting vehicles which
have more vertical clearance can pass the water
stagnation up to 1 metre depth.

3

Depth if
fractured
zones (m)
3 - 15
15 - 90
101 - 150

Lithology of
aquifers
Weathered Rock
Fractured Rock
Fractured Rock

5.1 Adoption of two vent ways with level
difference in RUBs to cater for uninterrupted
passage of vehicles in case of water logging.
 To rectify the causes of mentioned above
water logging problems, the maintenance
activity will take some time for restoration and
in this period the movement of light vehicular
traffic gets affected. To facilitate the
uninterrupted movement of the pedestrian and
light vehicular traffic, it is proposed to provide
an additional vent way with lesser vertical
clearance & higher road level.
 Keeping in view of demand by Public/local

farmers to cross the harvesting agricultural
vehicle through the RUBs 5-meter height bigger
box vent provided. Another additional small box
vent of size 4 X3.3 meter with a vertical
clearance of 3.3 meter has been provided will
serve the un-interrupted passage of light
vehicular traffic during the period of chocking
of drainage system of pipe lines / filter media
and till immediate restoration takes place where
as initially water logging takes place in adjacent
bigger box vent.
5.2 Case-1(Adopted at LC No.20):
This adoption of twin box arrangement has been
referred to RDSO and this methodology has been
approved by RDSO vide their letter No. CBS/LUSW
dated 15.12.2017. CRS sanction has been obtained
for providing this type of arrangement at the
unmanned LCs of YA-NOSM section of Guntakal
Division. In this regard S.C. Railway has developed
standard drawing with double cell box with one vent
of 4X3.3 M and another vent of 4.5 X 5 meter.
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TWIN BOX System(Case-1) provided at LC No. 20 of YA-NOSM on
GUNTAKAL Division
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5.2.2 Case-2 (Adopted at LC No.22): In
eliminating the Unmanned Level Crossings which
are having rail level at ground level the approach
road has to be made in the cutting by provided earth
retaining walls. At such UMLC locations where the
approach road width is very less, the land owners
along the boundary of the approach road are
objecting for excavating the earth to construct the
retaining walls and approach road ramp. The
following twin box arrangement has been adopted
where the width of railway boundary is more.
Double Box Vent System(Case-2) provided at LC No.
22 of YA-NOSM on GUNTAKAL Division
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Construction of pre-fabricated building for running staff at
Jakhapura Railway Station, Khurda Road Division, East Coast Railway
*

S. Mayileri

ABSTRACT
Khurda Road is one of the blue-chip Division of Indian Railways, which carries approx.118 MT of freight traffic in a
year. Coal and iron ore are the major commodities transported in this division. Jakhapura - Jaroli section is one among the line.
More than 364 running staff are booked everyday to operate from the station Jakhapura. Sufficient quarters are not available.
Total two hours of time is being spent on round trip from Jajpur Keonjhar Road to Jakhapura for on & off duty booking, for
which working hours and efficiency of staff is getting reduced. Trains are being delayed for want of crew. Keeping in view of
the above constraint, initially 18 nos. (Type-II) of pre-fabricated staff quarters were constructed successfully in a record time of
4 months. In the second phase, 28 nos. of staff quarters (i.e. 16 units Type-II and 12 units Type-III) were completed successfully
in 5 months. In this paper, efforts have been made to discuss about fast paced construction of building, importance of fast track
execution with the experience of the project.

1.0 Introduction and time line of the
project:
Jakhapura is a ‘D’ class station situated on
Howrah-Madras Group-B route, which is a
junction point of various steel plants situated
on and around the area Jakhapura. Traffic
movement has increased tremendously due to
industrial development.
A crew lobby and running room is also
made available at this railway station to
facilitate smooth operation of railway traffic.
Sufficient numbers of staff quarters are not
available to accommodate running staff, for
which running staff compelled to stay outside
of the railway area leads to detention of trains.
So construction of staff quarters is very much
essential in this junction to provide
accommodation for running staff.

Name of the
work

No. of units
Estimate
sanctioned
Tender opened on
Letter of
Acceptance
issued on
Value of work
Date of
commencement
of work
Date of
completion of
work
Duration of
completion

: Construction
of
prefabricated quarters for
running staff at Jakhapura
station,
Khurda
Road
division,
East Coast
Railway.
1st Phase
2nd Phase
:
18 nos.
28 nos.
: 21.08.2017
26.04.2018
:
:

26.09.2017
18.10.2017

31.05.2018
18.06.2018

:
:

2.27 Crore
26.10.2017

3.99 Crore
20.06.2018

:

18.02.2018

22.11.2018

:

4 months

5 months

*

Senior Divisional Engineer (North)/Khurda Road Division
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2.0 Why opted for pre-fabricated building:


Conventional method of construction takes
minimum two years to complete the
building having 28 nos. of quarters.



Odisha is prone for heavy monsoon and
cyclone, thus working season is very
limited. So construction of building would
get delay further.

There is an acute shorage of quarters for
running staff at Jakhapura Railway station in
comparison to number of running staff posted
at this station. Hence, the staff are compelled
to reside out side the railway area, which
causes detention of trains. Hence, there is an
urgent need to construct the quarters by using
of pre-fabricated method for fastest
completion.
3.0

4.0

Technical specifications:

Foundation

Soil Bearing : (i) 1.50m depth – 4.88 T/M2
Capcity
(ii) 3.00m depth- 12.36 T/M2
(SBC)
Number
columns

Outlook of building
No. of stories
: G+3
Columns and : Load bearing steel
beams
columns and beams
Slab
: 75mm thick R.C.C(M25)
over 1 mm thick deck
sheet
Wall
: Expanded
Polystrene
(EPS) core factory
made wall panels with
shotcreting
Finishing
: Plastering, Inside putty
and Painting
Doors
& : Flush doors and UPVC
windows
windows
Ceiling
: PoP false ceiling

of : 60 Nos
(24Nos. NPB-500 and 36 Nos.
NPB-400)

Beams

: Primary beam- ISMB 350
Secondary beam- ISMB 250
& 200

Roof slab

: 75mm thick R.C.C(M25) over 1
mm thick deck sheet

Walls

: (i) 130 mm thick Expanded
Polystrene (EPS) core
factory made wall panels
sandwitched with 2mm dia
G.I wire mesh @ 50 mm
pitch in both directions.
(ii) Both faces shotcreted with
40 mm thick cement mortar
(1:3) having 40% 6 mm
size stone chips.

Design
reference

: Live load- 2 KN/ M2
Seismicforce- Zone-III
Wind speed- 50m/Sec

What is the project?

Various companies are executing pre-fab
structures by using different methods all over
the world. In this project, Khurda Road
division has taken the challenge to complete
the project with bare minimum time frame for
construction of staff quarters by using
pre-fabricated building technology with steel
strucutre
and
factory
made
Expanded Polystrene (EPS) Core wall
panelling.

: (i) Group piling with 300mm
dia under-reamed piles of
7.00 m depth.
(ii) No. of piles- 211.
(iii) No. of pile caps- 58

5.0 Advantages of using different components:
(a) Steel structure
 The high ratio of strength to weight (the
strength per unit weight).
 Excellent ductility and seismic resistance.
 Withstand extensive deformation without
failure even under high tensile stress.
 Elasticity, uniformity of material.
 Ease of fabrication and speed in erection.
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(b) Expanded Polystrene (EPS) core
factory made wall panels
 Non degradable
 Light weight
 Good thermal insulation
 Good sound insulation
 Resistant to water absorption
 Resistant to termite
 Resistant to fungus growth
 Fire retardant grade
 Cellular structure with shock absorbing
properties

(b)

Deck sheet:

(c) Deck sheet
Composite steel decking construction has
contributed significantly to the dominance of
steel frames in the building sector. The main
advantages of using steel decking for
composite slab construction are:• Speed in Construction
• Saving in weight
• Easy Installation of services
• Less Concrete Usage
• Lead Times
6.0

Detailed specifications:

(a)

Steel beams & columns:
Number of : NPB-500 and NPBcolumns
400
Beams

: Primary beam
ISMB 350
Secondary beamISMB 250 & 200

Construction of pre-fabricated building for running staff at
Jakhapura Railway Station, Khurda Road Division, East Coast Railway
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(c)

EPS wall panels:

1) Width – Customized as per requirement, 2) Length- Customized as per requirement, 3) EPS
Slabthickness – 50mm, 4) EPS Slab Type– Plain, 5) Mesh – 50 x 50 mm, 6) Mesh wire thickness – 2.0
mm, 3.0 mm and 7) Utility Fittings– Customized as per requirement

6.0 Design parameters:
(a) Layout of building:
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(b) Structural drawing:

8.0 Project Management:


Project Management is very important for
early completion of any project. In this
project we have adopted various
management
techniques
for
early
completion.



Bar Chart:



A ‘Whatsapp’ group has been created by
involving Assistant Engineer, Senior
Section Engineer (Civil), Junior Engineer
(Civil), Senior Divisional Engineer,
Stakeholders and Suppliers for better
monitoring of daily progress and
implementation of quick decisions.
ons.

Foundation

: 211 nos of piles and 58 nos
pile caps

Columns

: 60 nos (NPB-500
(NPB
& 400)

Beams

: NPB--350 for main beam
NPB--250
&
200
for
secondary beam

Construction of pre-fabricated
fabricated building for running staff at
Jakhapura Railway Station, Khurda Road Division, East Coast Railway
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Weekly review meeting along with all
stakeholders have been conducted
throughout the project period.
Various special agencies have been tied
tied-up
for techncial assistance with the executing
agency.

9.0 Sailent features of the project:
No. of stories
:
G+3
Overall size
of building

:

Total no. of
quarters

:

28
Type II - 16
Type III - 12

Plinth area of
each unit

:

Type II - 62.11 Sqm
Type III - 69.00 Sqm

Cost of each
unit of quarter

: Type II - 13.87 lakhs
Type III - 15.39 lakhs

Method of
construction

: Pre-fabricated
fabricated Building
Technology with Steel
Structure & Expanded
polystyrene
wall
paneling.

54.864m x 9.296m

Slab

Doors

Wall

: 1mm thick deck plate and 75
mm average thickness of
M20 grade concrete

: Flush doors of 1050 x 2100 mm.

:  Expanded Polystrene panel
(EPS) of 150 mm thickness
with 2mm GI wire mesh @
50mm spacing.
 Shortcreting
of
wall
panelings.
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Steps

: EPS panel with shortcreting

Elevation

: Architectural elevation has
been given by plastering

Finishing
works

:  PoP false ceiling with
aluminum frame.
 Vitrified tiles for room.
 Interior emulsion for
inside and weather
weather-coat
for outside walls.
 Concealed electrical &
plumbing works

10.0 Constraints faced during execution:




Generally rainy season starts in Odisha from
July and continues till October. Also cyclone
‘Titli’ effected the coastal areas of the state
Odisha. This is the time when the state gets
an average rainfall of 150 cm.
The project awarded to the agency at end of
May’18 i.e. on 31.05.18 and commissoned on
22.11.18. The peak rains affected the
progress. Despite the hindrance, the project
commissioned successfully in a record time
of five months.

Windows

Other
important
features






Construction of pre-fabricated
fabricated building for running staff at
Jakhapura Railway Station, Khurda Road Division, East Coast Railway

: UPVC window with iron grills.

: 


No trees has been cut.
Provision of rain water
harvesting

Approxmiately plastering of 10000 sqm is a
very difficult task and getting of such huge
number of masons for construction of a four
storied building at very remote station like
Jakhapura.
Trasnportation of EPS panels from factory
to work site.
Non availability of technical labour
lab
in and
around the area.
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11.0 Comparison between conventional and
pre-fab building:
Activity

Foundation
Plinth
Column
Structure
Roof
casting
Wall
Finishing
Works
Total
duration
Cost

Time for
Traditional
Method
45 days
15 days
150 days

Time for
Prefabricated
Method
35 days
5 days
30 days

90 days

15 days

120 days
90 days

20 days
45 days

510 days

150 days

Rs.1500/Sq ft

Rs.2100/Sq ft

12.0 Conclusion:
Any distinctive project starts from a
concept and ends with its commissoning, In the
first phase 18 nos of staff quarters completed in
record time of 4 months and in the second phase,
it was further improved and 28 nos. of quarters
completed in 5 months. This project gives
confidence to use steel structure for residential
building in Railways for early completion of
important projects.
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RATIONALISING THE INDEX SECTION OF PROJECTS FOR ECONOMICAL AND FASTER EXECUTION
Neeraj Jain*

Abstract
The policy of not allowing unmanned level crossings on new projects is having a huge impact on the project timelines
and costs. making by and large most projects unviable. There is a need to redefine some basics like Ruling Gradients, consider
road underpasses depressed below ground level. This paper addresses these issues and suggests mitigating solutions.

1.0

Statement of the problem.

1.1 A need for doing away with level crossings for
all now Rail line constructions has had a huge
impact on the project cost. The bank profiles being
raised to accommodate the Road underpasses
leading to huge increase in quantum of earthwork as
also land for the project. Earlier at many LC locatins
where a bank height of 1 to 1.5 metre may have been
acceptable, now at corresponding Road Under
Bridge locations the banks are being raised to maybe
a height of 4 metres or more even for village/minor
roads.
1.2 Fig. 1 graphically shows how rapidly the
volume of the bank and also the toe to toe width of
the bank increases with increased height of bank.

Fig. 1: Cross sections of bank with increasing height

Height
bank
metres

of
in

Vol. of bank
in m3/m run

Toe to toe
width
in
metres

9.9
16.3
23.7
41.6
63.4
89.3
120.1
155

11.85
13.85
15.85
19.85
23.85
27.85
32.85
36.85

1
1.5
2
3
4
5
6
7

Width of land
acquisition in
Metres
18.85
21.35
23.85
31.85
37.85
43.85
50.85
56.85

Table 1: Width of land acquisition and volume of bank for
various height of bank for single line BG track.

1.3 While the land width from toe to Toe of bank
increases by about 4 metres for every metre increase
in bank height. Height beyond 5m may need an extra
1 metre for berm to provide bank stability. Even
where there is no provision kept of borrow pits for
bank construction, the Engineering code stipulates a
land width beyond the toe depending on the bank
height. Land has become very costly to acquire ever
since the passage of the Right to Fair Compensation
and
Transparency
in
Land
Acquisition,
Rehabilitation and Resettlement Act, 2013. As a
consequence of this act the quantum of
compensation for rural agricultural land has gone up
2 to 3 times. The cost of land alone is likely to badly
affect the project financial viability.
1.4 The earthwork is a time consuming process,
particularly when the quantities are huge, apart from
being the major component of the Civil Engineering
costs of the project. A large quantum of earthwork
also negatively impacts the local environment as a
lot of farms/ fields may be destroyed.
2.0 Mitigating solutions suggested
Two suggestions to mitigate the problem of
increasing costs and time due to large quantum of
earthwork and land necessitated by need to
underpasses are suggested.
2.1 The first suggestion is to plan for ‘sunken’
subways ie subways whose floor level may go below
the surrounding ground level. While this concept has
been accepted and adopted for elimination of
existing level crossings by ROB’s, but it has not
found takers for new construction, the argument
being that while it is unavoidable in case of existing
low banks since raising operational lines may not be
feasible, however in new construction there is no
constraint in raising. This leads to great increase of
the banks. Of course, sunken RUBs may lead to

*IRSE, Retired
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problem of water accumulation in the RUB box.
This problem can be easily addressed by providing a
sump nearby where the water drains by gravity, and
can be pumped at leisure, possibly by solar power.
By providing a drainage sump, the apprehension of
flooding of RUB due to simultaneous heavy rain and
failure of pumping arrangement can be avoided.

grades. Then the Effective gradient at that instant
which determines the ability of the loco to haul/
accelerate/brake the train is determined by the red
line AD, which is the weighted average of the grades
being traversed by different portions of the train.
We can define the term EFFECTIVE GRADE (EG)
as =(G1*AB+G2*BC+G3*CD)/L

2.2 The more radical solution being suggested here
is to review the whole concept of ‘Ruling Gradient’
as we currently understand it. The Ruling grade is
the steepest gradient on the section (duly adjusted
for curves if curves and grades are concurrent in any
stretch).
2.2.1 The ruling gradient is specified under the terms
of reference for a project considering the contiguous
sections, the mode of traction, the type of trains to
run. The ruling grade is important from
considerations of required powering on train, as well
as consideration of braking distances. Typically, in
plain sections, we are adopting a ruling gradient of 1
in 200, whereas in hill stations ruling gradients of 1
in 100 or even steeper may not be uncommon.
2.2.2 It is contended that the present concept of
ruling gradient as we take into consideration is
scientifically faulty. We have considered the ruling
grade as the steepest of the spot longitudinal
gradient. The hauling power and the braking
distance are not a function of the spot gradient at any
one point but rather the steepest weighted average
gradient as experienced by the full length of the
train. The concept of Ruling Gradient as we
understand was good enough for all practical
purposes in earlier times since the train lengths were
short. As progressively the train lengths are being
increased, the ‘spot’ gradient ceases to be of
substantial relevance.
2.2.3 It has to be recognised that the traction effort
required to haul the train is not per se the grade
encountered by the leading locomotive, but the rate
by which the Centre of Gravity of the complete train
is being lifted for every unit of longitudinal
movement of the train.
2.2.3.1 In the conceptual diagram, let the train of
length L be having parts of it running on different

Fig 2: Explaining the concept of Effective Grade

2.2.4 It is the Effective Grade as defined above
which determines the negotiability of a section by a
train with a certain powering. It is suggested that
we re-designate what we currently call the ‘Ruling
Gradient’ as the ‘Effective Gradient’ thereby
allowing steeper grades to prevail for short lengths,
but ensuring that the Effective Grade over the least
powered/tonne of trailing load train length is
adequate for hauling as also braking within a
specified distance.
2.2.4.1 Using the above concept for designing the
Index Section or the vertical profile of the track
would lead to the bank tops closely following the
ground profile, thereby reducing the quantum of
earthwork and also the project land requirements.
2.2.4.2 Other spinoff benefits would be faster
construction, less maintenance cost for both track as
well as bank due to shallower banks, reduced cost of
RUB’s due to reduction in barrel length, shorter
ROB’s because to shortened approach due to lower
banks. Also, with lower banks, it may be possible to
avoid shifting /raising of High tension Electric
crossings which are crossing the alignment and
violating the vertical height norms thereby avoiding
the costs, effort and time involved in these activities.
2.2.5 Some apprehensions for such an approach are
natural, firstly this concept may involve a greater
number of change of grades, thereby leading to
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greater potential of train separation since it is
believed that the change of grade is a factor in train
separation. This apprehension if justified could be
mitigated by larger radius vertical curves. Also this
may lead to higher coupling forces. The longitudinal
forces in a train are a complex phenomenon, hence
while the longitudinal forces averaged over time
would remain unchanged, instantaneous forces
envelope may change, leading to changed fatigue
characteristics of couplings particularly. This can be
assessed only by some trials and simulation studies.

2.2.5.1 The present norms for vertical curves for
Broad Gauge as per the LWR manual put the lower
limit to Radius of vertical curves to 4000 metres for
A routes, 3000 metres for B routes and 2500 metres
C, D and E routes.
3.0 Delving into LWR technical
3.1 The LWR manual limits the steepest gradient of
LWR to 1 in 100. This may put a bit of constraint on
what is being suggested, because the spot gradient
may then have to be limited to 1 in 100.

Calculation of factor of safety for lifting forces at Sag / hump under extreme conditions
LH gradient absolute gl
0.02
% ie,
I 50
in
RH gradient absolute gr
0.02
% ie.
1 50
in
Change of grade
0.04
Let Rail temperature zone
IV
range of rail 76
max range in India as per LWR
temp
manual
Change from destressing 40
degrees centigrade
mean of temperature 38
temp
range
Rail section
60
kg/m
range of destressing 43
48
temp = Tmin+
Steel density
7.8 gms/cc
Max
temperature
48
range for tension
Cross section area=
76.9 cm2
max temp range for
33
compression
Coeff of thermal exp
1.10E-05
per
degree
centigrade
Young modulus
2.10E+06 KG/cm2
Compressive force on 1 rail 5.86E+04 Kg
58.64 tonnes on
two
rails
117.3
Tonnes
compressive
Tensile force on I
8.53E+04 Kg
85.29 tonnes on two rails tensile
170.6
Tonnes
rail
Total difference of grade
0.04
%
Central angle of vertical 0.04
radians
curve
Radius of vertical
3000
m
curve
Length of vertical
120
metres
curve
Vertical component of 4.69
tonnes
comp. lifting at humps 6.82
tensile
force both rails from Both
lifting
at
sides of sag or hump
sags
Weight of each sleeper and 250
Kg
fitting
Weight/metre
of
535
Kg
track
Weight of vertical curve 64.2
tonnes
track
Factor of safety
13.7
compressive
at
9.4
tensile at
hump
sag
Table 2: Calculation of factor of safety against lifting of track due to thermal stresses
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This seemingly artificial constraint may also be
looked into ab-initio. the presumable reason for
imposing this restriction is that the track may tend to
lift at the vertical curves at sags or humps due to
thermal
related
rail
tension/compression
respectively.
A simple calculation shows that with a 3000 metre
vertical curve, with most adverse temperature
conditions, the factor of safety against lifting is of
the order of 13.7 and 9.4 give a lot of assurance as
the calculations in table 2 show.
Factor of Safety against track lifting on sags and humps
for different radius of Vertical curves.
Steepest
grade 0.2%
or 1 in 50
Factor
of safety

Radius of vertical curve
2000

3000

4000

At hump

9.1

13.7

18.2

At Sag

6.3

9.4

12.5

Table 3: Factor of safety for different vertical curve radius
with 1 in 50 track gradient

3.2 For a 1 in 50 gradient on either side of a
sag/hump, the factor of safety against lifting are
Scenario

A
3.5 metre
Underpass
with I in
200 ruling
grade

0.005
Grade %
19536
Volume of bank for I Km in cum
28181
Land area for 1 Km as per Engg code in m2
0%
Quantum of bank reduction in m3
0.0%
Land reduction %
0.0016
Effective gradient 750 m long train%
619
Effective gradient represented as 1 in
Table 4 quantities of earthwork and land for various scenario

indicated in the table 3 gives a high level of
assurance:
4.0 Quantifying the benefits
To get a quantitative feel of savings by adopting
the concept of Effective Grade and sunken RUB, let
us assume a case where there are two RUB’s spaced
1 km apart on level terrain. The height at RUB is 3.5
m hence the bank height at ROB location is
4 metres. There are no intermediate vertical
obligatory points like bridges. The numbers for three
scenarios are worked out where the Ruling Gradient
are kept at 1 in 200, 1 in 100 and 1in 50 respectively
Scenarios A, B and C). In the scenarios D and E, the
3.5 metre high RUB is sunk 1 metre below ground,
and hence the Bank height at RUB location is taken
as 3 metres and a ruling gradient of 1 in 100 and 1 in
50 respectively assumed. It is assumed there are no
intermediate vertical fixed points. The land acquired
is for as prescribed in the Engineering Code with no
provision for borrow pits. Vertical curves are
assumed to be of 3000 metre radius. The minimum
height of the bank allowed has been assumed to be 1
metre.
B
3.5 metre
Underpass
with I in
100 ruling
grade

C
3.5 metre
underpass
with I in
50 ruling
grade

0.01
15023
25558
23.1%
9.3%
0.0016
625

0.02
8579
23611
56.1%
16.2%
0.0040
250

D
3.5 m
Underpass
sunken by 1
metre with I in
100 ruling
grade
0.01
7391
22978
62.2%
18.5%
0.0027
375

E
3.5 m
Underpass
sunken by 1
metre with I
in 50 ruling
grade
0.02
6969
21512
64.3%
23.7%
0.0027
375

Fig 3 : Vertical profile for different scenario.
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4.1 For computation of land area, the land width has
been assumed to be as per Engineering code. Bank
slopes assume as 2h:1v, bank top width 7.85m,
width of land acquisition up to 2.7 metres high
banks of height H = 5 *H+13.85, and 6 *H+13.85
for bank height beyond 2.7 metres.
4.2 As can be seen from table 4, there are substantial
reductions achievable in both quantum of land as
also volume of the banks (i.e. volume of Earthwork+
volume of Blanketing) if we adopt the concept of
sunken underpass.
5.0 Qualifying the benefits
The savings would be still more dramatic if both
concepts of sunken underpass, and 1 in 50 ruling
gradient were to be adopted simultaneously. Also,
savings would be higher if the radius of the vertical
curve were to be reduced say to 2000 metres and
further higher if the height of subway were required
to be higher based on road classification.
5.1 Lest there be a misconception created that the
concept being proposed is valid only for relatively
flat terrains, on the contrary the concept can be more
advantageous in graded terrain, where advantage is
mass balancing (ie balancing cutting and filling
earthwork) could lead to even more dramatic results
in reduction in borrowed earth, in total quantum of
earthwork as also in quantum of land required, as the
sketch at Fig. 4 showing a conceptual index section
would make readily apparent earthworks going into
fillings.

Fig 4: a conceptual sketch of savings in a continuously graded
ground by adoption of proposed concept.

5.2 If the line has to go from point A to point B, as
per our current concept of ‘Ruling Gradient’ the
track would follow the red profile. However, if the
concept of Ruling Gradient is replaced by an

Effective Gradient, the track could follow the purple
profile, greatly reducing the bank heights, and
allowing a lot of balancing of earthwork by cuttings
Discussion with various people have met with the
whole spectrum ranging from enthusiasm to
scepticism. Have tried to address the various issues
raised :
5.3 However considering the complex nature of train
dynamics, simulation/ trials may need to be carried
out for the effect on stresses in couplings etc.
6.0 Some questions/ concerns addressed
Various colleagues have raised some issues during
discussions. These are addressed here.
6.1 Q: What if the train stops, with the engine at
steepest grade? Will it be able to start?
6.1.1 Ans: When the train is stationary, the ability
to start will largely depend upon the force on the
couplings. This force is a function of the weighted
grade on which the train is standing, the weightage
being the load (payload + tare) of the vehicles at
each grade. Hence it is the same if the whole train is
on one grade, or on different grades, provided the
difference in heights from engine to last wagon is
the same. Added to the function of the force in
coupling, is the force to overcome the static
resistance ie to initiate the rolling,. This force is
essentially a function of the weight of the train, and
is independent of the grade. Hence the locomotive
should not have to experience any greater level of
resistance in starting even if the Locomotive or for
that matter any part of it were to be standing on the
steepest grade (say 1 in 50).
6.1.2 Another apprehension is the loss of tractive
power due to the locomotive standing on a steeper
grade. While there is a loss of tractive power due to
locomotive standing on grade, but the effect is
almost negligible. To quantify, the loss of tractive
power which is a function of force from wheel
normal to the rail, and the coeff. of friction between
the rail and wheel being Mu, would be effectively
unaffected for all practical purposes. As Shown in
the above sketch, if the wheel is standing on a grade
of Φ, then the traction effort is W * Cos Φ. For Φ
being of the order of .02 radians, the value of cos Φ
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is about .9998, ie not far from 1, hence virtually no
effect on tractive power would be felt.

1676mm gauge comes to a lateral tilt of 165/1675
ie almost 1 in 10. Even on a moving train, the
passenger can feel a lateral force equivalent to a tilt
of 75/1676 or 1 in 22.3. further more if it be argued
that the lateral forces are not to be compared with
longitudinal forces, the suburban trains have a peak
acceleration of the order of 0.6 m/sec2 which is
equivalent to a grade of 0.6/9.8 or 1 in 16. On metro
trains the maximum acceleration and braking is
permitted of the order of 1.1 m/sec2 equivalent to a
longitudinal grade of 1 in 9. Hence the ‘toppling
over ‘feeling due to longitudinal grade is negligible.

Fig 5: Effect of grade on tractive force

Another aspect of passenger comfort is the jerk rate,
which is the time derivative of acceleration. The
vertical acceleration is governed by the radius of the
vertical curve. Hence should not be an issue. Also as
explained earlier, since neither the traction abilities
of the locomotive are effected, nor the trailing load
as felt by the locomotive and its coupling, there
would not be any significant change in the hauling
ability of the locomotive.

6.2 Q: Wouldn’t the propensity of uncoupling
increase with higher grades?
6.2.2 Ans: The propensity for uncoupling should be
a function of the rate of change of grade, rather than
the grade per se. maybe to address such concerns,
the vertical curve radius could be kept at a
sufficiently large value. However, since 3000 meters
is the prescribed radius for B routes, this could be
the standard for steep grades even on C, D and E
routes. However this decision can be taken after
appropriate simulations/trials.
There would not be any change in the maximum
coupling forces (averaged over time) however for
determining the dynamic instantaneous forces which
could be much very different due to train dynamics,
so that aspect needs further study. However a major
factor contributing to uncoupling is the engineman
ship. There may be a need to reskill the Loco drivers
to cater to this sort of profile, and additional
signages put on the section to caution the driver
when different portions of his train are at different
grades so that he can employ the appropriate driving
technique.
6.3 Q: Wouldn’t passenger discomfort increase
with such steep grades?
6.3.1 Ans: To put matters in perspective from
passenger comfort consideration, the 1 in 50 grade is
not significant. The Indian railway standards allow
for a cant of 165 mm, and a cant deficiency of 75
mm, and an excess likewise of 75 mm. Hence on a
stationary train on a cant of 165 mm on a base of

7.0 Conclusion
Earthwork is a major component of the project
execution timeline. A reduction is the earthwork and
also the quantum of land by such large proportions
by introducing the concept of “Effective Gradient’
will help in greatly reducing project timeline and
costs, apart from various other benefits of reduced
bank heights listed earlier. The benefits would
greatly be enhanced with the progressive
introduction of dedicated routes for longer heavy
haul trains. However simulation trials may be
needed to validate effect on train dynamics and
wagon component forces.
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Restructuring of Contract Provisions for facilitating fast paced construction
Veer Narayan*

Abstract
Fast paced construction is the need of the hour. Fast paced construction enables early completion of project with minimum lock-in
period of revenue and minimum disturbance to the society. However, it is seen that even good companies have failed to deliver
the project on time on account of Contract Agreement not amenable to such requirements. There is an urgent requirement to make
Contract Agreements (CA) to enable fast paced construction. This paper deals with suggestions for various modifications in
contract agreements. The main purpose of these modifications is that CA should provide sufficient incentive for fast paced
construction. It should be an enabler and assist the contractor in construction. Further, it should not only provide adequate checks
and punishments on account of default on account of contractor but also provide incentive to a good contractor to work in fast
paced manner. In this paper the study of contract provisions existing in Indian Railways and PSUs under ministry of Railway
(DFCCIL, RVNL, IRCON etc) has been done and suggestion have been made after considering the difficulties faced in execution
of work.

I

Introduction:

Presently there is necessity of having fast paced
construction as unfinished projects involves lock-in
period of revenue and the advantage of the project are not
delivered. A fast Paced construction enables the early
completion of projects resulting in benefit to the society
and return on revenue. Further it results in less
disturbance and discomfort to the society during the
construction phase.
Indian Railway contracts have evolved from
small value contract to large value international contracts
with multilateral funding’s. The Contract Agreement has
to be drafted according to the requirements of the project.
The main emphasis of contract agreement should be that
it should be an enabler to the fast completion of the
project. A study of Indian Railway contract Agreements,
Contract Agreement of PSUs and the international
Contract Conditions (FIDIC) has been made and
recommendation have been made accordingly. For the
sake of brevity the discussion is confined briefly to the
points as the scope of article is very vast.

II

Important Contractual Provisions

Followings are the important contractual
provision which have bearing on the pace of
construction:
1. Period of completion
2. Program of completion
3. Mobilization advance
4. Provision of Milestones
5. Provision of LD, penalties and incentives
6. Billing cycles and time for payments to the
contractors

7. Procedure for dealing with variation and additional
items
8. Schedule of payment - Bill of Quantities, Cost centre
and stage of payments
9. Provision of advance to the contractor
10. Dispute resolution mechanism

III

Important Suggestions

Based on the experience in dealing with contractual
matter following suggestions are hereby made. Some of
the suggestions may not be practical in all the conditions
as the conditions of contract are varied to serve the
specific purposes of project. Once again for the sake of
brevity recommendation have been listed without much
discussion otherwise the article may become very long.
1. Evaluation of bids
In large value contracts for faster construction two
packet system of tendering comprising of technical and
financial bids is followed. The technical bid usually
contain following details: 






Base line program
Resource deployment to meet the program
Manpower and key experts to be deployed
Milestones as envisaged
Cash flow projections with inflow and outflow
Methodology of important works

The valuation of technical bid is done and after
the bidder passes Threshold value the financial bid is
opened. In EPC contracts there is no weightage of
technical bids in dealing with financial bids as a result of
which a bidder, even low placed in technical bid, is on
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same footing in financial bid. To encourage the good
contractors the evaluation of financial bids should be
done by taking some weightage of technical bids( as
done in consultancy contracts) so as to have advantage of
expertise and technical capabilities of the firm. The
technical bid should serve as the monitoring criteriafor
evaluation of the progress, Milestones, LD, penalties and
incentives during execution of work.
2. Period of completionThe period of completion is the basic parameter of
contract document. A too long period of completion is as
ineffective as too short period of completion. To express
urgency of the work the period of completion is made
intentionally short giving the impression of improbability
to the bidders and discouraging good and genuine bidders
as they feel that such targets cannot be achieved.
Following are the suggestions:
a) Period of completion should be realistic. It should be
assessed by latest project planning tools like primavera,
or MS project.
b) It should be realistic with the program of complete
project.
c) A realistic period of completion gives
the good
signal to contractors to give competitive rates and plan
the work.
d) The period of completion should be supported by the
baseline program with loading of resources which should
be adequate and balanced.
3. Program of completion The program of completion should be the part of
technical bid so as to enable the contactor have fair
assessment of the work. Modern Project planning tools
like MS project, Primavera, TILOS etc should be used
with loading of resources to spell out the requirement of
resources are well at the start of the work. The program
of completion ensures the commitment by the contractor
for early completion of work in realistic and planned
manner and it can be used as tool for monitoring progress
of work at later stage during execution of work.
4.

The Scope of work –

A good contract agreement defines the scope
of the work accurately in unambiguous manner. Defining
scope of work clearly eliminates the doubts in the mind

of contractor and leads to faster completion of the work.
Following are the suggestions: a) Scope of work to be defined quantitatively
b) All activities to be defined in detail
c) Section and the stretch to be defined.
d) Relevant drawings to be provided for better clarity
e) References to the cost centre be made for precise
definitions
5. Mobilization advancesThe purpose of Mobilization advance is to address the
cash flow issue of the contractor in the start of the work
for Mobilization of resources. Presently Mobilization
advance is given in two parts – First 5% after signing of
the contract agreement and second 5% After utilization of
fist mobilization advance. Following are the suggestions:
a) Should be interest free (presently in FIDIC and
International contracts)
b) Utilisation of Mobilization advance in the project to
be ensured
c) Recovery of Mobilization advance to be made after
substantial completion say 30% not 15 %. It will address
the cash flow position in the start of the work
d) Incentive to be given if progress of work is more than
planned resulting in early recovery of Mobilization
advance.
e) On the same line penalty to be made if progress is not
adequate resulting in late recovery of mobilization
advance. Interest rate to be charged for the extended
period.

6. MilestonesMilestones are provided in the contract agreement to
monitor the progress of the work at different stages of the
project.It gives the indication of the progress and enables
the employer to take action during the contract. These are
also important in the project when multiple contractors
are working as Milestone can signify the completion of
an event important for other contractor. Following are the
suggestions:
a) Milestone should be related to the
progress of the work.
b) It should relate to base line and can be
easily derived from it.
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c)

d)

It should represent an important stage
relevant for employer or other
contractor having interface.
It should be physical rather than
financial.

Milestone are usually accompanied by
liquidated damages in case of nonachievements of these milestones. These
liquidated damages should prove to be
deterrent against inaction of the contractor
and enable the Milestone completion
7.

Monitoring of progress –

Sufficient provision should exist in the contract
agreement for monitoring of the progress. It should be
quantitative (Earned value or Schedule variance or other
parameters) rather than subjective. The Monitoring
should be made from the baseline and the baseline should
be revised taking into accountthe delay and the make-up
plan should be prepared accordingly. Mechanism of
Weekly and monthly meeting should be provided to
record the progress contractually. Minutes of such
meetings should be issued in time as these form
important basis in tackling contract disputes viz
Arbitration at the later stage. Contractor should be asked
to give the progress on the baseline and Three month
Look-ahead program in sufficient detail to plan and
monitor various activities. Modern Project Management
tools like Primavera and TILOS to be used.
8. Liquidated Damages, Penalties and IncentivesThe purpose of Liquidated Damage (LD)
should be more as deterrent. It should not kill the cash
flow of the contractor. Following are the suggestions:
a)
The rate of LD should be variable so that
it should be minimal in the initial stage and increasing
continuously with every passage of Milestone. This will
provide deterrent to contractor against failure in the
subsequent Milestone.
b)
It should be in the mind of employerthat
the main purpose is not to impose the LD but to enable
the contractor.
c)
LD should be converted into BG on the
request of contractor to ensure cashflow. This will ensure
the cashflow as well as secure financial interests of the
employer.

d)
Provision should exist in the contract to
waive off certain percent of the LD (may be up to 50%).
Complete waiver of LD may lose its deterrent effect.
f) Concurrent with the provision of LD, the
proposal of incentives should also be
provided so that the contractor is rewarded
for Early completion
9. Billing cycle & Payment to contractor –
Presently billing cycle arekept monthly. However,
the progress of work may require the bill payment
as closer interval. The closer cycle of billingwill
enable the contractor to put the adequate cash
ensuring the cash flow. Billing cycle should be
with reference to time as well as financial value so
that billing can be done at closer interval if more
cash is blocked. Following are the suggestions:
a) There should be provision in the contract to
have the billing at closer interval.
b) Early payment should be made after raising
of bill by contractor.
c) Bill should include all due payments.
d) It should be ensured that contractor has
adequate cash to execute the work.
10. Cash FlowOut of three Ms of project management
(Manpower, Money & Machinery) the Money is
most important. The adverse cash flow drags the
project and many projects and contractors have
failed only because of it. Followings are the
suggestions: a) Contract conditions should be designed to
enable positive cash flow.
b) The Bill of quantities and cost centres
should reflect the work done to ensure cash
flow.
c) Contracts should be designed to give the
payment for supply of material if made for
execution of works.
d) There should be provision of advance which
can be taken by contractor for handling the
cash flow issue in case such situations
arises.
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e) The Retention money, Penalties and LDs
can be taken in the form of BG to facilitate
cash flow.

c) Contractor to be adequately compensated
in such items.
d) In case of delay in approval, Engineer be
authorized to make part payment to
maintain the cash flow of contractor.

11. Roles of Employer, Engineer & ContractorIt is seen that the roles of employer and
engineers and contractors are not defined properly
leading to confusion, mistrust and resentment. Following
are the suggestions: a) Roles of Employer, Engineers &
Contractors to be defined properly.
b) Each party to function in its sphere of
responsibility.
c) Undue interference in roles of other be
avoided.

14. Dispute ResolutionThis is an important area which affect the
progress of the work. It affects the cashflow, brings
resentment and mistrust among the parties and leads to
delay. Dispute resolution process should be fast and
transparent for fast tracked constructions. Following are
the suggestions:
a) The process should be defined clearly in
the contract agreement.
b) Dispute resolution board should be in force
immediately after commencement of the
contract to settle the issues at early stage.
c) The decisions of dispute resolution board
to be honoured. In case of disagreement
interim relief to be provided.
d) Dispute Resolution Board should act fast in
transparent and neutral manner.

12. Responsibility and authority of Project In chargeNormally Project-Incharges do not have full
authority in technical & financial matters causing delay
in decision making and affecting progress of work.
a) Responsibility and authority should be inclusive. The
person responsible to deliver the project should have
adequate/full authority to take decision regarding that
work.
b) The project in charge should be located as near to project
site as possible to avoid any delay in decision making.
c) Day to day issues should be settled during periodical
discussion/meeting with Engineer and Contractor and
only unavoidable matters be referred to dispute redressal
board
13.

Variation and additional items-

These are the works beyond scope of work not included
in Contract agreement but needs to be done for
completion of project. As these involve blockade of cash
and resources, these should be dealt in fast manner.
Following are the suggestions:
a) The process of approval of variation in
additional items should be properly
defined and streamlined.
b) The approval of variation and additional
should be done fast.

The process of arbitration should be sufficiently fast to
give decision in time.

IV. Conclusions:
Howsoever detailed studies are made inplanning,
everything cannot be anticipated and some
genuine problems are likely to arise during
execution. Contract Agreement should be
designed to handle these eventualities. We should
remember that Purpose of Contract Agreement is
to Deliver the Project and soit should have
provision to address these issues. A contract
agreement should not be made so SACROSANCT
AND RIGID that it becomes the impediment to
the progress of project. We should remember that
CONTRACT AGREEMENT IS FOR PROJECT
AND NOT, PROJECT IS FOR CONTRACT
AGREEMENT. Please remember Contractor is a
part of the project team and genuine problems
need to be addressed in time for fast completion of
work.
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Improving Safety at Non-Interlocked Level Crossing Gates Smart Real Time Gate Position And Auto Private Number System
Akshay Kumar Jha1 , S. Varun Babu2, N.Satish Kumar3

Abstract
The inter-section of Rail and Road traffic could be grade separated like ROB, RUB or at same grade i.e. Level Crossing.
Provision of grade separated inter section is safe and hindrance free for both rail and road movement. Surface crossing requires
precaution and safety measures for safe and fast movement of Railway traffic. Out of different types of surface crossings,
Interlocked level crossing gate is safest. The LC statistics of South Central Railway indicate that out of 1527 no. of manned LCs,
837 no. of LCs are interlocked. With proposed introduction of semi-high speed/high speed on identified routes of I.R., the safety
measures on non-interlocked LC needs to be enhanced. Improving safety of LC on other routes is also a priority on South Central
Railway. There have been cases of gate opening on face of approaching train leading to unsafe situation. Hence, in order to avoid
any breach of such safety rule, there is a need to establish a system of monitoring / recording the details of closure of
gate/opening of gate / exchange of PRIVATE NUMBER / complete receipt of PRIVATE NUMBERs at station/LC in real time.
The paper presents an innovative solution to improve safety of Non- interlocked LC gate, which facilitates working of Station
Master / Manager as well.

1.0

Introduction:

The fundamental requirement of working of
level crossing is that LC gate should be closed
before line clear is granted for train movement.
Detailed mode of operation for opening and closing
the LC Gate shall be provided in the respective SWR
and Gate working instructions incorporating local
operational requirements.
Present system of working of noninterlocked manned level crossing gates is detailed
in Annexure-IV & V of Appendix-II of G&SR for
gate position open to road traffic and closed to road
traffic
(details
enclosed
as
Annexure-I)
respectively. However, gate open cases are there
mainly due to (a) Gate man exchanging Private
Number without closing the gate or
(b)
SM gives line clear without exchanging Private
Number in right time/without obtaining Private
Number from gatemen. Hence, in order to avoid any
breach of such safety rule, there is a need to
establish a system of monitoring / recording the
details of closure of gate/opening of gate / exchange
of PRIVATE NUMBER / complete receipt of
PRIVATE NUMBERs at station/LC in real time.
In this context, SMART REAL TIME GATE
POSITION AND AUTO PRIVATE NUMBER
SYSTEM has been innovated, developed and
Installed successfully at five Level Crossings (LC

No.82A, 83,14,14A and 15) in GUDIVADANARSAPUR section of Vijayawada Division. This
is the first such type of real time monitoring smart
system on Indian Railways to enhance safety of train
operations/road traffic. Level Crossing equipped
with above system can be called Semi Interlocked
System.
2.0
Basic of Systems / Infrastructure
provided at Level Crossings & Stations
At both level crossings and stations, tablet with
especially designed software is provided along with
provision of charger, power back-up and Wi-Fi
enabled 4G communication system.
LC has
provision of Gyro-sensor installed to locking boom
and locking boom lever. The gyro-sensors are smart
ones able to communicate with tablet through Wi-Fi.
GSM SIMs required for data communication to
operate the systems at stations as well as LCs.
Electrical supply is required, thereafter at LCs with
inverter facility for uninterrupted power supply.
The working of systems is based on receiving the
data from gyro-sensors sensed by Wi-Fi of Tablet
through reliable network based on coverage/signal
strength at required locations. The data can be stored
for certain period in cloud and can be retrieved by
operating the history option in the systems.
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3.0

Functioning Details of System at LC

3.1
Angle reading gyro-sensors in waterproof
casing is fixed to the boom lock lever and gate boom
as shown in Figure 1 & 2. The sensors calibrated to
the angles for the gate closed condition and boom
locked condition.

Figure 1. Gyro-sensor
sensor installed on gate boom

3.2. SM enters train details on system provided
and sends to LCs, the same will be reflected in
system provided at LC with continuous BUZZER
sound. Gate in open condition is indicated as RED
on screen image as encircled (Figure-3).
(Figure
3.3. Once Gateman gets buzzer alert, gateman
will acknowledge receipt of Private Number sent by
Station Master by touching acknowledge button on
top bar of display screen.
The moment he
acknowledges it is visible to Station Master as well,
as status gets modified in the system at station
sta
also.
He will touch the ACKN icon on the system, leading
to buzzer stoppage and the acknowledge time
reflected in LC system as shown in image as well as
system provided at station (Figure 4).
3.4. Gateman will operate the winch, lower the
gate boom and
nd he operates boom lock lever for
locking the gate that means the gate is now in closed
condition, resulting RED indicator turns to
YELLOW, in both LC display and station display
system along with display of closed time. This
condition automatically generates
gener
a random
PRIVATE NUMBER in LC system (Figure 5).
3.5. Thereafter gateman touches the SEND icon
in LC system making PRIVATE NUMBER
conveyed to the SM system along with Display of
time of PRIVATE NUMBER communication in
both LC and station systems (Figure
(Figu 6).
3.6. After line clear given by station master, train
passes the gate, gateman unlock the boom lever, by
operating the winch, Gate boom unlocking and
lifting results in the yellow indicator turning to red
along with display of gate open time. These changes
are indicted in display screen by encircled
circle/ellipse as indicated at top and bottom of the
Figure 7.

Figure 2 Gyro-sensor
sensor installed on Boom lock lever
Any deviation of angle with reference to the
calibrated datum angle is taken as gate open
condition.
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Figure 3. Tablet Screen display at Level Crossing showing message of train movement and LC open
indication

Figure 4 Tablet Screen display at Level Crossing showing Acknowledgement, time of message from ASM

Figure 5 Tablet Screen showing gate closure time and status of LC changed to Yellow
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Figure 6 Tablet Screen at LC showing private number communicated to Station

Figure 7: Tablet Screen display showing opening time and gate open condition after passage of Train
4.0 Brief of Working of System Provided at
Station
4.1. Before granting any line clear, SM enter
the train details by initiating activity of system by
touching ‘START’ icon → enter the TRAIN No.
details → Select Up/Down results into generation
of auto PRIVATE NUMBER which will be
conveyed to all concern LCs by one touch of
SEND option. The details of train and time of
communication of PRIVATE NUMBER will be
displayed on the system as shown in Figure 8

4.2. After ASM sends PRIVATE NUMBER
NUMB
by
touching button, gateman gets buzzer and closes
gate and sends PN as detailed in 3.1.3. The display
in image shows time of acknowledgments
received from 14,14A and 15.
4.2.1 After closure of the gates by all the three
gateman, the display in image shows
s
conversion
of RED indicator of LC station into YELLOW
and time of closure of respective LCs (Figure 9).
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4.3
Figure 10 shows receipt of PRIVATE
NUMBER conveyed by Gatemen and time of
closure of respective three LCs in tablet provided
at station.The systems
stems provided at stations and LC

is having provision of audio pronouncing of each
activity to draw attention of station master/ LC
gatemen and is a very useful tool.

Figure 8 Station Tablet Screen display showing handling of three LC gates

Figure 9. Station Tablet Screen display after closure of all three LCs
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Figure 10. Station Tablet Screen displaying after closure of all the LCs and private numbers.
5.0
Requirements for working of Systems:
1.
Electrical supply is required, thereafter at
LCs with inverter facility for uninterrupted power
supply.
2.
GSM SIMs required for data communication
to operate the systems at stations as well as LCs.
The working of systems is based on receiving the
data from gyro-sensors
sensors sensed by Wi
Wi-Fi of Tablet
through 4G/3G/2G of reliable network based on
coverage/signal strength at required locations. The
data can be stored for certain period in cloud and can
be retrieved by operating
ating the history option in the
systems.
6.0
Conclusion
The above system can be treated as Semi Interlocked
System as the station master is able to see closure of
gate on screen through indication turning to yellow

from red. SM can give line clear for the train into the
block section after looking at yellow indication of
particular LC along with receipt of private number
enhancing the safety of train operation to a higher
level. The system presented is cost effective as cost
of this system is about Rs.1
Rs. lakh per LC against
approximate cost of Rs. 50.0 lakhs for interlocking
the LC Gate. This system makes working of Station
Manager also simpler as with one command he can
communicate up to 4-5
5 Level Crossings instead of
calling them individually. The introduction
in
of this
system is expected to reduce LC open cases on face
of approaching train.
7.0 Acknowledgement
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Annexure – I
1.0
Present System of working of NonInterlocked Manned LCs – Normal position of
Gate as Open to road traffic (Annexure-IV of
Appendix-II of G&SR).
1.1 Mode of operation:
Detailed mode of operation for opening and
closing the LC gate shall be provided in the
respective SWR and Gate Working Instructions
incorporating local operational requirements. When
LC gate is required to be opened for passage of road
traffic, the Gateman must first open the gate farthest
away from approaching road traffic and then open
the gate on the side nearest the approaching road
traffic.
1.2 Exchange of PN:
(i) Before obtaining/granting Line Clear, Station
Master shall inform the Gateman the particulars of
train (the number, description and direction) and
advise him to close the gate and give PN. Gateman
shall record the particulars in the register provided at
gate lodge.
(ii) The Gateman on receipt of the particulars of the
train shall close the gate and confirm the same by
giving his PN to the Station Master.
(iii) Only after receiving the PN from the gateman
the Station Master shall obtaining/granting Line
Clear

(i) Station Master at the despatching end shall issue
a Caution Order to the Loco Pilot before despatching
a train into the block section from his end.
(ii) In addition, the station master shall also issue a
caution order advising loco pilot to give
intermittently long whistles (- - - - - - -) and proceed
cautiously while approaching the gate.
(iii) The Loco Pilot should be instructed to pass the
gate cautiously, on being hand signalled by the
Gateman. If hand signal is not seen, Loco Pilot
should be prepared to stop short of the gate and
depute his Assistant Loco Pilot to see the condition
of the gate. If the gate is closed, Assistant Loco Pilot
will give the ‗all right‗ signal and if the gate is not
closed, the Assistant Loco Pilot must close the gate
and then give the ‘‗all right’ signal. In the absence
of Assistant Loco Pilot, the Loco Pilot may take the
assistance of the Assistant Guard/Guard and shall
stop clear of the level crossing to pick up the
Assistant Loco Pilot who will reopen the gate for
passage of road traffic.
(iv) In case of an approaching train, the Station
Master shall advise the Station Master at the
despatching end, under exchange of PN, that the
telephone at the gate has failed.
(v) The Station Master at the despatching end shall
then issue a Caution Order to the LocoPilot before
despatching a train into the block section from his
end.

(iv) Gate once closed can be opened by the Gateman
after passage of train/trains. If there is any change in
planning of train movement SM has to inform
gateman under exchange of PN and then the
gateman can open the gate.

(vi) Station Master shall also advise the Gateman
through Gangman/Patrolman or Loco Pilotof the
first train that the telephone has become defective.

1.2 Failure of telephonic communication:

(vii) He should also advise S&T staff responsible for
maintenance of the telephone to rectifythe defect at
the earliest.

When telephonic communication fails or it does
not get any response from the Gateman despite 2 or
3 attempts, the following procedure should be
adopted –

(viii) Normal working will be resumed only after
S&T
staff
rectifies
the
telephone
and
issuereconnection/fit memo for the same.
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2.2 Failure of telephonic communication:
2.0 Present System of working of NonInterlocked Manned LCs – Normal position of
Gate as Closed to road traffic(Annexure-V of
Appendix-II of G&SR).

2.1 Mode of Operation:
Detailed mode of operation for opening and
closing the LC gate shall be provided in the
respective SWR and Gate Working Instructions
incorporating local operational requirements. When
LC gate is required to be opened for passage of road
traffic, the Gateman must first open the gate farthest
away from approaching road traffic and then open
the gate on the side nearest the approaching road
traffic.
2.2 Exchange of PN:
(i) Before obtaining/granting Line Clear, Station
Master shall inform the Gateman the particulars of
train and give PN. Gateman shall record the
particulars and after closing the gate, if not already
closed against road traffic shall communicate a PN
to the Station Master.
(ii)After confirming from Gateman that the train
passed through the gate or neither LC is obtained nor
granted to a train, Station Master/ Switchman, when
asked by Gateman, shall allow the Gateman to open
the gate for the purpose of clearing road traffic.
(iii)Gate once closed can be opened by the Gateman
(after passage of trains / train or change in planning
of train movement etc.,) with the permission of the
Station Master, as the need of opening the LC gate is
known to Gateman according to road traffic to be
cleared.
(iv)After passage of road traffic, the Gateman shall
close the gate and confirm this to Station
Master/Switchman.
(v) The opening and closing timings to be recorded
in the gate PN exchange register by the gateman on
duty

When telephonic communication fails, or it does
not get any response from the Gateman despite 2 or
3 attempts, the following procedure should be
adopted –
(i) Station Master at the despatching end shall issue
a Caution Order to the Loco Pilot of the departing
train.
(ii) The Caution Order shall advise the Loco Pilot to
whistle continuously and approach thegate
cautiously.
(iii) The Loco Pilot shall be instructed to pass the
gate cautiously, on being hand signalled by the
Gateman. If hand signal is not seen, Loco Pilot
should be prepared to stop short of the gate and
depute his Assistant Loco Pilot to see the condition
of the gate. If the gate is closed, Assistant Loco Pilot
will give the ‘‗all-right’ signal and if the gate is not
closed, the Assistant Loco Pilot must close the gate
and then give the ‘‗all- right’ signal. In the absence
of Assistant Loco Pilot, the Loco Pilot may take the
assistance of the Assistant Guard/Guard.
(iv)In case of an approaching train, the Station
Master shall advise the Station Master at the
dispatching end, under exchange of PN that the
telephone at the gate has failed.
(v) The Station Master at the despatching end shall
then issue a Caution Order to the Loco Pilot before
dispatching a train into the block section from his
end.
(vi) Station Master shall also advise the Gateman
through Gangman/Patrolman or Loco Pilot of the
first train that the telephone has become defective.
(vii) He should also advise S&T staff responsible for
maintenance of the telephone to rectify the same at
the earliest.
(viii) Normal working will be resumed only after
S&T staff rectify the telephone and issue
reconnection/fit memo for the same.
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Equivalent Track Twist due to Breakage of Primary Suspension Spring of ICF Bogie
S. K. Agarwal 1, Sharad Kumar Agarwal 2,
Pavan B. Shejol, Tushar N. Bade, Ganesh S. Tate and Omkar B. Motegaonkar3

Abstract
Springs in primary suspension system are provided to redistribute load among the wheels and reduce the quantum of offloading, which otherwise would not be possible for rigid connection between bogie frame and wheels/ axle boxes. Differential
stiffness also hinder into effective redistribution of load among the wheels and hence quantum of off-loading increases. Similar
situation is encountered in the event of breakage of primary suspension springs or bogie negotiating twisted track. Therefore,
running of ICF bogie with broken spring is akin of bogie negotiating permanently twisted track. In the present study is brought
that in such case off-loading up to 25% may takes place; which is equivalent to 27.3 mm/m track twist or equivalent 79 mm track
dip at wheel base of ICF bogie. Therefore, permitting ICF bogie with broken spring to run needs a review.

1.0

Introduction:

Motion of vehicle on track is a complex
phenomenon, large number of factors play having
bearing on safety and stability of track, vehicle i.e.
dynamic track vehicle system. Mechanism of
derailment by flange climbing was very well
explained by Nadal (1908) and safety against
derailment can be given as
𝑌
𝑡𝑎𝑛 𝛽 − µ
<
𝑄 1 + µ tan 𝛽
where, 𝑌 and 𝑄 are instantaneous lateral force and
instantaneous vertical force respectively,𝛽 is wheel
flange angle and µ is coefficient of friction between
wheel flange and gauge face of rail. It will be seen
from the Nadal formula that to insure safety, either
the left hand side i.e.
should be smaller or the
right hand side should be larger. In a given situation
the flange angle 𝛽 and coefficient of friction µ are
fixed. On Indian Railways µ is generally taken as
0.25 and 𝛽 is approximately 68°. For these values
the right hand side will be 1.4. To allow certain
margin or a factor of safety the limiting value is
fixed as 1.0. The instantaneous lateral and vertical
force very much depend upon the speed of train,
effective conicity of wheel tyre, stiffness of primary
suspension of spring, track geometry such as
unevenness and cross level variation.

On Japanese National Railway the limiting
value is 0.8 when the duration for which lateral
force is exerted on track is 0.05 second are more.
Principal Chief Engineer/C.Rly 2Prof. IRICEN and Guide
Final year students from M.E.S. College of Engg., Pune

For lesser duration it is taken as 0.04/t, where t is
duration. The Indian Railway has adopted the
criteria that ratio shall not exceed 1.0 measured
over a duration of 0.05 second.
Chartet refined the Nadal equation by
considering the equilibrium of both the wheels of
same axle and reaction at both the rails. When the
derailing wheel moves laterally, the non-derailing
wheel also will move due to both wheel being
integrally connected. This would cause the wheel
tyre of non-derailing wheel to slide over the rail
head, thus generating frictional force which would
oppose the direction of movement of this wheel i.e.
the frictional force will be in the direction of
derailing force. This implies that the lateral force
increases. The above condition is expressed by
Chartet as follows
𝑌
𝑄
≤𝐾 −𝐾
𝑄
𝑄
where𝐾 = 2 and 𝐾 = 0.7. 𝑄 is nominal wheel load
an 𝑄 is instantaneous wheel load. For the limiting
condition when 𝑌 → 0 , the condition for safety
would be 𝑄
shall not be less than 0.35 𝑄 .
Allowing a margin of safety, 𝑄 should not be less
than 60% of the nominal wheel load.
2.0

ICF All Coil Bogie

In Indian railways ICF all coil bogie are used
for most of the passenger coaches. The bogie frame
ICF all coil bogie is all welded light construction. In
primary suspension helical coil spring are used. It
has been observed in field that on several occasion

1
3
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the helical spring of primary suspension breaks and
cause unsafe running condition. The frame of ICF
bogie is supported by two primary springs at each of
the axle boxes. A schematic arrangement of ICF

bogie with primary suspension is shown in Fig. 1.
Each of the primary spring is rigidly guided by dashpot arrangement at axle box, and as such no lateral
force is taken by the primary springs.

Figure 1: Schematic view of ICF bogie with Wheel-1 is out of plane

In event of breakage of spring, due to
vibration, the broken parts of spring may rotate and
get entangled with each other and create a vertical
gap between top spring seat and primary spring. The
diameter of spring wire is 33.5 mm, pitch is 66 mm.
The free height of spring is 360 mm whereas the
solid height of spring is approximately 180mm. Net
defective spring of having broken at one pitch, two
pitch and mid spring and twisted and turn and
entangled with the other part of spring is stimulated
using ‘CATIA’ and ‘ANSYS’ software.

The broken spring will not take load unless
the gap is closed or compensated by compression of
other springs. When any of these spring will be
subjected to compressive load spring will get
compressed till the spring is attained solid height of
180 mm. Therefore, it is expected that the axle box
supporting broken primary spring and the one
diagonally opposite will share lesser load as
compared to the other wheels of same bogie. In
other words these wheels will be off loaded.
Therefore,
ratio will be adversely affected.

For example, in the event of breakage at one
pitch height and due to entanglement of spring parts
maximum gap of 59.7 mm will be created between
top of entangled spring and bogie frame. Similarly
for two pitch broken spring it is 127 mm and for
spring broken at mid height it is 180 mm. As shown
in Fig. 2.

Therefore, in the event of breakage of primary
spring ICF bogies will be prone to derailment.
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Break at one pitch height

Break at two pitch height

Break at half spring height

Figure 2: Primary spring broken and entangled, free space, solid height and effective spring
3.0
Simplified Analysis to Estimate Offloading due to Broken/ Missing Primary Spring
Let the four wheels are designated by W1, W2,
W3, W4. Where ‘W1-W3’ designates one axle and ‘W2W4’ designates another axle. Also ‘W1 and W4’ are
diagonally opposite. Primary suspension springs, 2 no.
are provided at each axle box to support bogie frame. For
a given deflection ‘S’ each spring will bear load K’,
where K is stiffness of each spring. Nominal wheel load
‘Q’ for all good spring will be 2KS. Let us assume one of
the two springs at wheel ‘W1’ is broken, and the gap thus
created is ‘S’ mm. Therefore, all the remaining 7 springs
will share load and get compressed up to ‘S’, beyond
which all the eight springs will share load. The total load
shared by these seven springs will be equal to 7KS. Let
the nominal load due to sprung mass on each wheel is
‘Q’. Therefore, the remaining load will be 4Q-7KS.
This load will now be shared by all the eight springs
equally. So load shared by each spring will be (4Q7KS)/8. The load shared by wheel ‘W1’ will be WR1 =
2/8 (4Q-7KS) + KS, i.e., WR1 = Q-3/4KS. Wheel ‘W1’ is
offloaded by 3KS/4 i.e. 37.5% of nominal wheel load (Q
= 2KS) for all good springs. In this analysis it is tacitly
assumed that the bogie frame is rigid and does not rotate
about any of axis, i.e. pitch and roll of bogie frame does
not takes place.

4.0
Detailed Analysis to Estimate Off-loading
due to Broken/ Missing Primary Spring
Now let us consider that the bogie frame is
free to pitch (𝜃 ) and roll (𝜃 ). In this case let us
take the sign convention for pitch/ roll is positive for

clock wise rotation and upward vertical
displacement (z) is positive. The relationship in
between various displacements, stiffness and load is
given as follows
8k
0
0

0
8kl
0

4k(l
=

0
0
+l

)

z
𝜃
𝜃

−W
0
0

A loaded spring has capacity to further
compress or elongate. This helps a bogie to
negotiate a track twist with reduced off-loading.
Kereszty, calculated the relation between the track
twist and vehicle parameters.
Let us consider the effect of track twist on
wheel of loading as shown in Fig.3. Actually the
primary suspension of spring does not come in direct
contact with the rail. Only wheel is in contact with
the rail. The distance between the contact point
between both the wheels and the corresponding rails
is known as dynamic gauge 𝐺 = 1758 mm. Primary
spring rest on axle box with overhang 𝑎 = 230 mm.
Consider the wheel is out of plane by 𝑍 mm the
relative displacement of axle box would be given as
𝑍 = (1+ )𝑍 . For ICF bogie it would be𝑍 =
1.26 𝑍 . If track twist is T mm/m and wheel base of
ICF is 2.896 m; then 𝑍 = 3.65 𝑇.
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Figure 3: ICF bogie on twisted track

It is quite possible that either inner or outer
spring will be broken, therefore, both the cases of a
spring defects are examined. Now consider the

k + k + 6k

l (k + k − 2k)

𝑠𝑦𝑚𝑚.

l (k + k + 6k)

symm.

symm.

stiffness of outer spring be k and inner spring be
k . The above relationship would now be modified
as
l (k − k) + l ((k − k)

z
𝜃
l l (k − k) + l l ((k − k)
l (k + 3k) + l ((k + 3k) 𝜃

−W + Za (k + k )
Za (l k + l k )
=
Za l (k + k )

where W is vertical downward load acting on bogie
frame through the swing links. In the present study,
primary suspension spring of an All Coil ICF bogie
and bogie frame are stimulated using software viz.
‘CATIA’ and ‘ANSYS’, as shown in Fig.
Fig.2 and
Fig.4.
The net permitted track twist ((𝑍 ) that can be
from safety consideration in the reference wheel
offloading would be track twist that would cause a
wheel off load completely ( 𝑍 ) minus the spring

defect expressed in terms
erms of equivalent track twist
(𝑍 ) plus torsional flexibility of bogie frame
expressed as additional track twist (𝑍
( ) which the
vehicle can negotiate before it off loads to a given
extent minus track twist owing to the cant gradient
on transition curve (𝑍 ). It has been observed that
coaches
oaches with ‘All Coil ICF’ bogie retained in train
formation even if any of the primary spring fractured
during the run till end station. This situation is not
safe from the point of view offloading.
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Figure 4: FEM model of ICF bogie

5.0

5.1

Presentation of Results

All good springs and no twist in track

The net load equivalent to WGSCN (Self
Gen. 3-Tier) is 45.30 t, i.e. 11.325 t axle load.
Stiffness of good primary spring is 267 N/mm.
Downward deflection of bogie frame is 106 mm
with NIL pitch and roll rotation. Offloading is also
NIL. FEM analysis results into downward deflection
of bogie frame is 109 mm; i.e. elastic deformation of
bogie frame is approximately 3 mm. The elastic
deformation of bogie frame is negligible as
compared to compression of springs, therefore, as of
now elastic deformation of bogie spring is neglected

and not considered for further study. Compression of
outer and inner spring is 104 mm and 106 mm. This
indicate that the force experience by inner spring is
slightly more than the outer spring. However, wheel
load remains same, and when elastic deformation of
bogie frame is neglected both the spring will have
equal compression.
5.2
All good springs but one defective outer
spring and no twist in track
For axle load equivalent to WGSCN (Self
Gen. 3-Tier) is 11.325 t axle load. Stiffness of good
primary spring is 267 N/mm. Stiffness of defective
primary spring are 409 N/mm, 615 N/mm and
infinitely high for spring broken and entangled due
to rotation for one pitch, two pitch and two halves
respectively. Downward deflection of bogie frame,
pitch/ roll rotations and percentage offloading of
wheels are shown in following Table 1.
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Table 1: Wheel off-loading due to breakage and entanglement of outer spring due to rotation
of spring
Description
Average Deflection of bogie frame (mm)
Average Roll of bogie frame (rad)
Average Pitch of bogie frame (rad)
Max. Spring compression (spring no.) (mm)
Min. Spring compression (spring no.) (mm)
Wheel-1 (%) Off-loading
Wheel-2 (%) On-loading
Wheel-3 (%) On-loading
Wheel-4 (%) Off-loading

5.3
All good springs but one defective inner
spring and no twist in track
For axle load equivalent to WGSCN (Self
Gen. 3-Tier) is 11.325 t axle load. Stiffness of good
primary spring is 267 N/mm. Stiffness of defective

For one pitch
115.5
-0.0088
-0.0075
138 (1)
93 (8)
7.6
7.6
10.3
10.3

For two pitch
118.5
-0.0116
-0.0099
148 (1)
88 (8)
10.0
10.0
13.6
13.6

For two halves
126.7
-0.0209
-0.0179
180 (1) #
73 (8)
18.3
18.3
24.9
24.9

primary spring are 409 N/mm, 615 N/mm and
infinite for spring broken at one pitch, two pitch and
at mid spring height respectively. Downward
deflection of bogie frame, pitch/ roll rotations and
percentage offloading of wheels are shown in
following Table 2.

Table 2: Wheel off-loading due to breakage and entanglement of inner spring due to rotation of spring
Description
Average Deflection of bogie frame (mm)
Average Roll of bogie frame (rad)
Average Pitch of bogie frame (rad)
Max. Spring compression (spring no.) (mm)
Min. Spring compression (spring no.) (mm)
Wheel-1 (%) Off-loading
Wheel-2 (%) On-loading
Wheel-3 (%) On-loading
Wheel-4 (%) Off-loading
5.4

All good springs with twist in track

The net load equivalent to WGSCN (Self
Gen. 3-Tier) is 45.30 t, i.e. 11.325 t axle load.
Stiffness of good primary spring is 267
N/mm. Now track twist is introduced in such a

For one pitch
113.7
-0.0071
-0.0041
128 (1)
99 (8)
8.8
8.8
5.6
5.6

For two pitch
118.7
-0.0117
-0.0067
143 (1)
94 (8)
14.6
14.6
9.2
9.2

For two halves
125.75
-0.0183
-0.0105
164 (1)
87 (8)
22.8
22.8
14.4
14.4

manner that the Wheel-1 is subjected to Upward or
Downward deflection. Net downward deflection of
bogie frame, pitch/ roll rotations and percentage
offloading of wheels are shown in following Table 3
and Table 4.
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Table 2: Wheel off-loading due to isolated hump in track
Description
Min. Spring compression (mm) (spring no.)
Wheel-1 (%) On-loading
Wheel-2 (%) Off-loading-max
Wheel-3 (%) Off-loading
Wheel-4 (%) On-loading

Due to hump in track Wheel-1 pushed upward (mm)
15
25
50
75
100
99 (3)
95 (3)
84 (3)
73 (3)
62 (3)
3.3
5.5
11.0
16.6
22.2
5.7
9.6
19.2
28.8
38.4
1.3
2.2
4.4
6.6
8.8
3.7
6.2
12.5
18.7
25.0

Table 3: Wheel off-loading due to isolated dip in track
Description
Min. Spring compression (mm) (spring no.)
Wheel-1 (%) Off-loading
Wheel-2 (%) On-loading
Wheel-3 (%) On-loading
Wheel-4 (%) Off-loading-max
6.0

Inference Drawn from Results

A close examination of the above results
reveals the following observations:
1)

The quantum of off-loading calculated in
simple analysis is much higher than that
arrived in detailed analysis. This is due to roll
and pitch rotation of bogie. Therefore, any
hindrance in rolling and pitching will
adversely affect the vehicle stability from offloading point of view.

2)

Due to breakage of primary suspension spring
the load vs. deflection of bogie becomes nonlinear.

3)

Off-loading due to larger gap is larger but not
in exact proportion.

Due to dip in track Wheel-1 sunk downward (mm)
15
25
50
75
100
102 (8)
98 (8)
91 (8)
83 (8)
76 (8)
3.3
5.5
11.0
16.6
22.2
5.7
9.6
19.2
28.8
38.4
1.3
2.2
4.4
6.6
8.8
3.7
6.2
12.5
18.7
25
4)

Off-loading due to breakage of outer spring is
more as compared to inner spring.

5)

In the case of breakage of spring at mid height;
the maximum elastic load bearing ability of
bogie is compromised.

6)

The off-loaded wheels are on diagonal other
than that joins the wheel which is displaced to
position out of plane.

7)

Due to upward push wheel on same side of
and on other axle off-loaded.

8)

Due to downward dip wheel on same axle but
on opposite side is off-loaded.

9)

Twists equivalent to spring defects are shown
in following Table 5.

Table 4: Equivalent track twist due to off-loading caused by broken spring

Description
Maximum off-loading (%)
Equivalenthump in track
Equivalent dip in track

Equivalent Twist (mm/m) due to off-loading caused by broken spring
Spring rotated by one
Spring rotated bytwo Spring rotated for two
pitch
pitch
halves
Outer
Inner
Outer
Inner
Outer
Inner
10.3
8.8
13.6
14.6
24.9
16.26
7.35
9.70
10.41
17.76
16.26
6.28
11.30
9.67
14.91
16.01
25.00
27.28
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10)

11)

For bogie with all good springs, quantum of
maximum off-loading due to twist causing
upward pushing of wheel is more than the
downward dip of wheel. In other words hump
in track is more prone to derailment for ICF
bogies as compared to sag in track.
From above Table 5 one can easily notice that
the broken spring causes a condition similar to
track twist; and while running, the vehicle will
experience persistent twist like conditions.

12)

The larger the gap created by the broken
spring, the severity of the persistent twist like
condition increases

13) Fig. 5 exhibits relation between Off-loading
and equivalent wheel displacement. From this graph
for broken spring causing leastoff-loading i.e. 8.8%,
the absolute maximum wheel displacement is 18 mm
andequivalent track twist will be 6.28 mm/m for
wheel base of ICF. Similarly broken spring causing
maximum off-loading i.e. 25%, the equivalent track
twist will be 27.3 mm/m.

Figure 5: Equivalent track twist due to off-loading caused by broken primary spring
7.0

Conclusion and Recommendation

It can be concluded that in the event of breakage of
primary suspension spring of ICF bogie there will
definitely be permanent off-loading. It is also shown
in detail that off-loading and track twist are related,
and off-loading due to broken spring can be
expressed in terms oftrack twist. For least offloading i.e. 8.8%, the equivalent least track twist that
would continuously be negotiated by ICF bogie is
6.28 mm/m. It is now pertinent to mention that, as
per C/s No. 139 dtd. 08-02-16 to IRPWM, speed
permitted at work spot having track twists 6.1
mm/m, 6.9 mm/m and 8.3 mm/m are 45 kmph, 30
kmph and 15 kmph respectively. Therefore,

permission to run ICF bogies with broken spring at
100 kmph needs to be reviewed as envisaged in
RDSO’s Ltr.No.MC/SPG dtd.17.01.1991.
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Graphical Solutions for Complex Layouts for introducing Higher Speeds on
Existing System
A K Jain1 , Swapnil Chaurasia2

SYNOPSIS
Improvement of highways and increase in the penetration of the airlines has put pressure on Indian Railways to improve
and introduction of higher speeds on existing network. In the recent past there has been a conscious effort for introduction of high
speed on the existing system on Indian Railways. IR has recentlycarried out trial of Train 18 at 180 KMPH. Increasing speed on
turnouts is an important aspect. And that depends on among other things on proper laying of the turnout. There are some key
locations where low speed over turnout slows down the operations; like points in big yard which are far away from the station,
junction between double and single line where trains do not stop, Y- junction between important main lines, crossovers between
slow and fast lines for the same direction on quadrupled section. Many times, running through the main line may often not be
possible as at many stations, the platform may be on the main line and some passenger train may be standing on it. Increase in
speeds on the turnouts, thus becomes essential for realisation of benefits of introduction of high speed, on the existing system.
Speeds of 80KMPH -100 KMPH on turnouts is common in advanced countries as compared to the speeds of 30 KMPH on Indian
Railways. It is generally impractical to switch over to High-Speed Turnouts as it involves geometrical improvements, not possible
due to space issues. A viable alternative is to permit higher speeds on existing designs up to their speed potential. RDSO has
cleared 1 in 12 thick web (TW) switches for 50 KMPH and 1 in 16 TW switches for 65 KMPH.
Turnout is inherently weak portion of the track by virtue of its design and is thus sensitive to improper design, laying and
maintenance. The increase in operating speed induces increased dynamic loads and any deformity or defect will cause high
disruptive forces. This in turn affects the passenger comfort and safety. Therefore, laying of new turnouts to correct geometry and
improve the existing bad layouts are real challenges for the track engineers.
Simple layouts are amenable to analytical solutions but complex layouts like crossovers between parallel curved tracks
and non-parallel straights/curves are not. This paper focuses on giving an insight on the fundamentals of turnout geometry, helping
the engineers in precisely drawing and laying to correct geometry. The paper demonstrates use of simple geometric principles for
drawing the layouts in AutoCAD.
1.0

Introduction:

1.1.1 Introduction
Laying a turnout joining the railway tracks is a
science not very well understood. The calculations
required for the cross-over connections between
straight tracks are relatively simple. The issue
becomes more complex, if the lines joining are on
parallel curved tracks, non-parallel straight/curved
tracks or joining turnouts having different angles of
crossings. The analytical solution in such cases is
extremely complex. Faulty layouts, which is not
uncommon, is one of the reasons for bad running
and in worst cases for derailments. It is therefore
essential to design the cross-overs and connections
in yards with precision. One of the important factors
for introducing higher speeds on existing tracks
requires improving the layout of turnouts.
1CRS/Central Circle/Mumbai , 2ADEN/BINA/WCR

As per the present practice, the turnouts and
their connections are shown by indicative curves in
the Engineering Scale Plan (ESP).The only guide
therefore available to field engineers for laying the
turnout in the field is chainages of the SRJs or
connection points. The engineers transfer the
chainages of Stock Rail Joints (SRJ)as per the
ESP,in the field. The assembled turnouts are then
inserted taking SRJ as reference. The connection
beyond the turnouts is laid by judgement which may
be straight or the best possible curve. There is a
need to draw the actual layout in AutoCAD in the
ESP. The field engineers can zoom and print the
relevant portion of ESP on larger scale for
transferring all geometry points of the turnout and
connections, to the ground with precision. This
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paper covers graphical methods to desi
design and draw
the complete layout (as to be laid) involving turnouts
and connections. To do this,, one must have an idea
of the geometry of the turnout as per RDSO’s
drawings for the standard turnouts.. Drawings are
available for 52 KG/60 KG curved switches on PSC
sleepers and alsofor different angles of crossing and

2.0

type of crossings (built-up,
up, CMS, weldable etc.).
etc.)
Each of these drawings contain a key diagram of
the layout indicating the important dimensions. The
diagram below is an extract of
o key layout given in
the RDSO drawing No T--4218 ALT-6, for 60 KG, 1
in 12, over-riding
riding curved switch on CMS crossing.

Alignment of turnout:

By examining the key diagram of standard d) From HOC up to last long sleeper (LLS), due to
turnout, the geometry of the turnout can be
pre-positioned
positioned inserts, the
t alignment follows the
understood as under:
same curvature and direction as that of main line
i.e. if main line is straight, the alignment in this
a) Straight from
rom SRJ to Actual Toe of Switch
portion will be straight. In case the main line is
(ATS). At ATS it changes direction (kink) at
curved the alignment in this portion will be a
an angle called switch angle.
curve tangential to straight of crossing,
crossing having
b) Beyond ATS, up to TP (slightly
slightly ahead of
the same curvature and direction as that of main
TOC), it again changes direction and follows
line.
a circular curve passing through heel of
switch (HOS).
The table 1 below gives above dimensions with
c) Straight from TOC to the Heel of Crossing
good approximation for 1in 8-1/2,
8
1 in 12, 1 in
(HOC) for a length equal to length of
16 and 1 in 20 IRS curved fan shapedturnouts
shaped
crossing.
with CMS crossings.
Table-1:
1: Important dimensions (Curved switch on fan shaped PSC sleeper with CMS crossing)
Crossing Crossin Heel Turnout SRJ to ATS to HOS To Total TNC to TNC to Long
g Angle Diverg Radius TTS
HOS
TNC Length HOC
TP
sleepers
F
ence
from
mm
m measured of measured measured beyond
mm Straight
measur
on
crossin along
along
HOC
Track
ed
turnout
g
crossing crossing Up to
along curve TOC to
leg
leg
LLS
mm
main
mm
HOC
Mm
mm
mm
line
mm
curve

ANC Offset at HOS to
to
TOC
TOC
TOC from
mm
along main
main
line
line
mm
mm

mm

1 in 8.5 6o42'35
"
1 in 12 4o45'49
"
1 in 16 3o34'35
"
1 in 20 2o51'45
"

182 232260

1500

6400

18395

3300

2216

979*

3300

972

1559

17423

175 441360

1114

10125 25834

4350

2803

1877

5500

1871

1517

23963

145 784993

844

11200 35720

5400

3764

2526

8400

2521

1515

33199

133 128310
0

844

12460 46027

6200

4550

1877

9150

1875

1579

44152
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 There appears to be some error in the key diagram of 1 in 8.5 turnout. TP is shown beyond TOC, It
should be before TOC
These dimensions for 1 in 12 turnout from straight on PSC sleepers with CMS crossings is shown
below to give an understanding of the standard layout:

The alignment of the turnout from SRJ to LLS (last
long sleeper) is fixed as per the design. The
alignment beyond LLSrequires to be designed
based on the field requirement of connection to
other track or other turnout. The connection can be
straight, single circular curve or a reverse curve
depending upon type of turnouts, geometry of main
line, track centres and available space between SRJ
to SRJ of connecting turnouts or SRJ to point of
connection (PC) in case of connection of turnout to
diverging track.
The methods available in books or in IRICEN
software, do not cater tocomplex layouts due to
complicated calculations. Even in case of simple
layouts, the engineers do not get the dimensional
details of alignment geometry between SRJ to SRJ
or SRJ to PC using these layout calculations or
software. The graphical method suggested here is a
simple solution applicable to all type of layouts.
Speed potential of standard RDSO
turnouts:
3.0

RDSO vide their letter No. CT/PTX/TO/Speed
dated 20-03-2017, has permitted speed potential of
50 KMPH on 1 in 12 turnouts laid with thick web
curved switches on PSC sleepers. We can calculate
the cant deficiency (assuming Ca=0) for speed of
50 kmph onnon-transitioned, non-canted 1 in 12
turnouts as under:

𝐶𝑑 (mm) =

.

=

.

.

= 77.7 mm

Thus, we are already above the limit of 75 mmand
cannot afford any error in the layout.
Likewise, on 1 in 16 Turnouts with thick web
switches on PSC sleepers, RDSO has permitted
maximum speed of 65 KMPH. The cant deficiency
comes to just 75 mm. Thus,it leaves no margin for
errors in layout.
These speeds are for turnouts taking off from
straight lines. For the turnout taking off or joining
curved lines, the speed will have to be calculated
based on resulting radius of turnout curve. In case
of contrary flexure side the cant excess criterion
will also have to be checked.
Shortcomings of existing methods using
layout calculations: The existing methods
available in the IRCEN publications or software
have followingdrawbacks:
4.0

(i) The trigonometrical calculations are quite
complex and difficult to understand for field
Engineers.
(ii) The method is used to calculate overall
length (OL) from SRJ to SRJ or SRJ to PC.
Knowing this the chainages of SRJs or PC are
shown in ESPs. The layout between SRJs or
between SRJ and PC is indicated with indicating
curves. It is assumed that the desired geometry will
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be automatically achieved in the fiel
field if this OL is
correctly calculated. Since the field engineers are
not aware about the geometry involved between
SRJ to SRJ (or SRJ to PC),
), there are chances of
errors in laying in the field.
(iii) The methods are generally applicable for
turnouts taking off from
rom straight track. For turnouts
taking off from curves, the calculations become
more complex and difficult for engineers to derive
and solve. Therefore, the formulae for straight
tracks are used for curve tracks also with some
adjustments. This again can cause serious error
and the geometry achieved in the field may not be
precise as per the design geometry.
(iv) There may be complex situations where the
above methodsare not possible to be applied like
crossover
rossover connection to curved main lines
converging or diverging
erging in a different direction,
turnout
urnout taking off from a compound curve
curve,
connection
onnection to curved diverging line from a curved
main line or vice versa.
Note: It is observed that the results of IRICEN
layout calculation software differ when compared
with the actual layout with graphical method using

II.

A circle or a circular arc can be drawn between
two lines intersecting at a point (called apex
apex). If
we mark an equal length T from apex on both
lines (TP1 and TP2) then we can locate the centre
of curve by drawing perpendicular lines from
TP1 and TP2. The point of intersection of these

layout given in RDSO standard drawing. The
radius of turn-in
in curve given by the Layout
Calculation software are not matching with the
actual layout.
5.0

Proposed graphical method:

5.1 Basic Geometric
eometric Principles used:The
method proposed here is simple and is applicable
for all kinds of layouts. The idea is to draw the
layout in AutoCAD, exactly as it would be in the
field using the key layout given in the standard
RDSO drawings.
The layout is drawn in
AutoCAD using dimensions
imensions and offsets given in
Table -1 above. The method uses simple principles
of geometry and can be used for all layouts with
any complex geometry without any need of solving
difficult trigonometrical equations,
equations as under:
I. A circular curve can be drawn passing through
any three non-linear
linear points. It works by joining
two pairs of points to create two chords.
The perpendicular bisectors of a chords always
passes through the centre of the circle. By this
method we find the centre and can then draw the
circle or circular arc.

perpendicular lines will be the centre of curve.
We can draw a curve of radius R = T/tan ∆/2
from the centre. Here “T”
“T is the tangent length
which is equal to the distance from Apex to TP1
or TP2 and ∆ is the deflection angle i.e. the
external angle between the two intersecting lines.
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The curve or circular arc will start at TP1 called
first tangent point and end at TP2 called second
tangent point. The balance portion of the line
before TP1 and after TP2 will remain as straight

portion in the alignment. This way we can
introduce straights whenever required, before the
start of curve (TP1) and/or after the end of curve
(TP2) in alignment.

It can be understood that the maximum radius possible will be when full length of the shorter line
is taken tangent length and the equal length cut from the longer line will form another tangent of
the same length. The balance portion of the longer line shall remain as straight portion in the
alignment and no straight will be on shorter line.
III. A tangent to a circular curve at a point on the
curve can be drawn by drawing a line
perpendicular to its radius at the point of

contact. A corollary of this principle is that the
line joining a point on the circular curve and its
centre is perpendicular to the curve at that point.
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5.2

Turnout dimensions:

5.3

The turnout dimensions indicating distances
and offsets of various geometrical points
where curvature of the turnout alignment
changes have been given in table -1 in para 2.

5.3.1 With the knowledge of above horizontal and
vertical distances, the layouts of connections or
crossovers can be drawn easily in AutoCAD
(More easily using Civil 3D or Bentley Rail
Track). The steps involved are described below
for 1 in 12 turnouts. The other turnouts can be
drawn using their respective dimensions.

Step-1
SRJ is first marked on the main line. Then, ATS, HOS, TOC(TP) and TNC are marked on the main
line curve at their respective distances (for better understanding TOC has been written in place of TP).

Step 2 – Actual locations of HOS, TOC and TNC are located by drawing perpendicular offsets from
the main line at their respective marks on main line as shown below:

Step 3 – Now a curve can be drawn by joining three points ATS, HOS and TOC. This is turnout curve.
Its radius R can be measured easily in AutoCAD and annotated.

Step 4 – Draw a line from TOC to TNC and extend it by specified distance (2473 mm for 1 in 12) to
get the location of HOC. The total length of crossing from TOC to HOC shall be 4350 mm for 1 in 12.
From HOC we draw a curve of same curvature and direction as that of main line curve having
specified length (5500 mm for 1 in 12 curve). This will give location of LLS. Now draw a line from
LLS tangential to the curve from HOC to LLS.
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(Note: It is important to note that due to pre
pre-positioned inserts on PSC sleepers, the alignment from
HOC to LLS will follow the same alignment as that of main line which will be straight for straight
main line and curved for curved main line having same degree of curvature)).
Step-5
(A) Connection to a divergent line (single
curve)– Once we draw the tangent line beyond
LLS then we can connect the turnout with
diverging line by drawing tangent on the diverging
line. If both these tangents intersect, then using the
two tangents, we use the second principle of
geometry mentioned in earlier para and draw a
connecting curve. Thus, the connection is a single

(B) Connection to a divergent
(Connecting reverse curve):

line

In case the two tangents (Tangents from LLS
and tangent on diverging line) do not intersect
within the available space, we can connect by a
reverse curve. We take a length say T1 on the
tangent beyond LLS and T2 on tangent on TP of

circular curve. The
he radius of the curve will be R=
T/tan ∆/2, where T is the length of the tangentand
tangent
∆ is the deflection angle formed by the intersecting
lines.. The maximum radius can be achieved if full
length of the shorter intersecting tangent line is
taken as T. The portion
ortion of the longer tangent over
and above length T will remain as straight portion
in the alignment.

connecting line to locate apex A1 and A2. We
join A1 and A2
2 and draw curves between
tangents using the second principle of geometry
mentioned in earlier para. The radius of first
curve will be R1= T1/tan ∆1/2 and second curve
will be R2= T2/tan ∆2/2. The middle portion of
A1A2 left will automatically be a straight
portion between two curves. Straights portion
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may also be left between LLS and start of
curves. For obtaining optimumradii of reverse
curves, we try to eliminate straight portions and
attempt to adjust length of tangents T1 and T2.
It is to be ensured that the radius of any of the
curves obtained should not be less than 218 m
(IRSOD para 17 chapter II). In case one of the
radii say R1 is more than 218 m and one say R2

is less than 218 m, we can reduce T1 slightly
and increase T2 so that R1 is decreased and R2
is increased. The most optimum radii will be
when R1=R2=R. In case even without straights
the optimum radius achieved is less than 218 m,
then the connection is not feasible, and we may
have to shift SRJ to different location.

(C ) Connection to
(Connecting straight) :

tangents meet in a straight line. With few trials,
we can achieve the locations of SRJ and Point
of connection (PC) to achieve straight
connection.

a

divergent

line

When there is no constraint of placing SRJ and
TP or PC of diverging line, it may be possible to
provide a simple connecting straight when both

Tangents

(D) Crossover connections:
In case of crossover connections, we use the
same principles described above. The location
of SRJs is marked by judgement for each trial.
The turnout curves are drawn on both tracks and
the connection is drawn between LLS to LLS by

extending their tangents. The connection can be
connecting reverse curve if the two tangents do
not intersect within the available space. For
obtaining maximum radius of reverse curves we
attempt to eliminate straights and attempt to
maximise length of tangents(without straights)
and we start the curve immediately after LLS.
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For this we adopt same method as that described
in the former para for connection to diverging
track. In case even without straights and with
equal radius of both curves ((optimum radius
R1=R2=R) achieved is less than 218 m, then the
connection is not feasible, and we may have to
shift one or both SRJs to different location.

The connecting curve can be single circular
curve if the two tangents intersect
inters
within the
available space.
The connection can be straight if there is no
constraint of placing SRJs and we can fix it
anywhere on the main lines, then we can design
the two tangents meeting
meet
in a straight line. With
few trials can achieve the locations of SRJs.
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6.0

Use of Autodesk Civil 3D or Bentley Rail
Track (BRT earlier known as MX Rail)
software: As can be seen that the graphical
solution involves trial and error. Drawing of
tangents and curves, perpendicular lines etc is
little tedious and time consuming in AutoCAD.
The job becomes simpler if software like Civil
3D or Bentley Rail Track are used. These
softwarepackages have very useful commands
as:
a.

b.

c.

d.

Drawing line or curve from end of object:
This is useful in drawing alignment.
Alignment consists of line, transition and
curves. By adding entities at the end of
each object using alignment tools, any
layout can be drawn with no effort. We
can go on adding line/transition/curve at
the end of previous entity to form any
alignment layout. The new entity drawn at
the end of the objectusing ‘end of object’
command will automatically be tangential.
Further, the editing is easy and very fast.
In AutoCAD such facilities are not
available. In
Alignment: In Civil3D and BRT
alignment is an entity. We can use
alignment command to draw the
geometry. Alignment is drawn using
line/transition/curve at the end of objects.
If we change any parameter like radius,
length etc the alignment gets adjusted7.0
automatically maintaining tangentiality,
without the need of drawing the alignment
again.In AutoCAD we have to draw the
layout each time if any of the parameters
are to be changed.
Drawing tangent: The software has
command drawingtangent at any point on
a curve automatically draws line exactly
tangential to the curve at that point.
Drawing curve between two intersecting
lines (tangents): There is a simple
command for this action. A curve can be
drawn between two intersecting lines if a
third parameter like tangent length or
radius or chord etc. In case it is not

e.

f.

g.

h.

feasible it will give an error massage.
Normally we select two intersecting lines
and when prompted we select tangent
length and feed the length by tracing one
of the lines which is shorter, from apex to
end point. This will draw a circular curve
of maximum radius. This is most useful
command .
Drawing perpendicular line of given
length on curve or on a line: Civil 3D has
straight command for drawing tangent on
any line/curve/polyline from any point on
or outside the object. This saves great
effort required in AutoCAD.
In case of Bentley Rail Track, we can
make our own library for standard turnout
and use it to place on the curve or straight.
This can also reduce some steps.
However, the steps described in this paper
will be needed for drawing a complete
layout.
If we do little programming in Civil 3D or
in Bentley rail track, we can also make
customised commands or scripts to reduce
our work further.
There are several other commands which
can make the job easier. It is
recommended that one of these two
software is used in drawing the correct
layout.

Typical field layouts:
Some complex layouts were solved using the
above methods. While using this method the
field engineers got confidence in correctness of
layout as the parameters obtained in the drawing
were matching in the field. This was missing
earlier as the engineers were having one
parameter only for their guidance i.e. the
“overall length”. In the graphical method the
engineers automatically have the knowledge of
each portion of the complete layout. The biggest
advantage is that the engineer knows the
feasibility before he actually lays the turnout in
the field. This was missing in the available
tools. Some examples are:
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(i) Kanpur yard crossover : A new crossover
was to be introduced between south
outh line and the
north line so that trains recived on PF no 1of
Kanpur Central may be despatched towards Delhi
via third line.
The main lines are 3.68 degree and 3.69-degree
curve almost parallel at track centre of 4.6 m
m.
Being 3.69 degree (R=474m) the engineers
decided to have 1 in 16 on similar curvature side
and 1 in 8.5 in contrary flexure side. Thinking
that the final curvature of turnout curve taking off
from the inside of the curve will be 5.89 degree

(ii)Crossover from UP main line and
Aurangabad main line at Manmad
Manmad: The
existing layout of crossover between Aurangabad
main line and UP man line at BSL end of
Manmad was a known bad layout having a
14degree curve in the lead portion. The track
centres between these two straight tracks is 29 m.
The turnout from UP main line was 1 in 12 while
the other end was 1 in 8-1/2
1/2 turnout. Du
Due to
presence of ROB piers,, the horizontal clearance
was almost infringing with the ccolumn at
Aurangabad end. Due to this there was no
possibility of shifting the 1 in 8.5 turnout laterally
or longitudinally. The 1 in 12 T//O also could not
be shifted as there was crossing end of another
turnout for emergency crossover which had track
circuit separated by glued joint.
joint.. In the middle
portion of crossover two spurs take off with 1 in
8.5 turnouts leading to shunting neck on one side
and VIP siding on other side. The crossover had
SR of 10 KMPH. There have been series of
derailments in the past on this crossover. The
SSE PWayy had provided a check rail to prevent
derailment. The train buffers used to get
misaligned during train movement due to sharp

(R= 297 m). When it was drawn using graphical
method
ethod the radius of the turn in curve was found
to be 85m
m (a severe kink). Thus, it was not
feasible. Later, crossover with 1 in 16 and 1 in 12
turnouts was drawn, in that case the radius of the
connecting curve (turn in curve) was obtained as
135 m, again this was not feasible. Finally, it was
suggested to adopt 1 in 12:1in 12 crossover with
removal of 3 long sleepers from
fr
both turnouts so
that the curvature is eased out. From the table
given in the annexure of this paper the feasibility
can be easily known
n by seeing at a glance.

curve. The rails used to get worn out and needed
to be replaced frequently due to excessive wear.
The hissing sound due to skidding of wheel
flange with rail when the train used to negotiate
14-degree curve could be easily heard during
passage of train. Several studies were done over
the years but due to the field constraints no
solution could be found.
The layout was then studied graphically. Initially
the 1 in 12 turnout was proposed to be shifted by
5m,by replacing glued joint between two adjacent
SRJs on UP line by in--situ glued joint. About 66
m straight between two turnouts was needed to
accommodate spurs of VIP siding and shunting
neck with 1 in 8.5 turnout.
turnout However, this solution
resulted into radius of connecting curve as about
150 m (218 m min is allowed as per IRSOD) as
against existing 120 m. Another layout by
replacing existing 1 in 12 turnout by 1 in 8.5 with
5 m shifting of SRJ, radius of connecting curve
could
ld be achieved around237
around
m. The solution
was acceptable. A 66 m straight was also possible
to be provided between LLSs of the two turnouts,
with this layout.
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Another alternative was possible with a double
slip at the Junction of VIP siding and shunting
neck. With double slip the leng
length of straight
required between two turnouts from 66 m to
about 36 m, thus the tangent length beyond LLS
could be further increased and connecting curve
radius was eased out to 350 m for both end
turnouts. However, this required a PSR of 10
KMPH.
Later it was thought of to combine the track
circuits of emergency crossover and this turnout.
With this the SRJ could be shifted up to the

(iii) Mau JN terminal yard of NE Railway:This is
another complex situation where crossover
fromcurve main line of 3.37 degree (520 m
radius) was to be joined by a crossover taking
off from contrary flexure side to a shunting neck
of the yard. Immediately after the taking off
point on the main line curve, a crossover was to
be laid on other side to join with the la
ladder
leading to pit lines. The maximum radius of
curve connecting to the ladder of pit line was
possible as 204.7m..The
The tangent length was
24.28 m with a deflection angle of 13o31’43”.
With removal of 4 sleepers the tangent length
got increased by 1.65 m (33 times spacing of
long sleepers =3*0.55=1.65 m)). With increased
length
the
radius
became
[R=(24.28+1.65)/tan(13d31’43”
/tan(13d31’43”)/2]=218.6m.
Thus removal of 4 sleepers was adopted in this
case to have a better layout.

fouling mark of emergency crossover. With this it
was possible to shift the SRJ by 16 m. With 16 m
shifting of 1 in 12 crossover connecting curve
radius of 225 m radius could be achieved with 66
m straight between two turnouts. Thus 1 in 12
turnoutwas
was retained. This solution was finally
adopted. The final layout can be seen in the figure
below:
The layout was thus improved,
impr
and the SR was
relaxed to 15 KMPH (Maximum potential of 1 in
8.5 turnout).

Likewise, several other wrong layouts were
corrected using graphical method.
method Some
examples are , conversion of 1 in 8-1/2 turnout
to 1 in 12 turnout in Kasganj , Crossover on UP
and DN harbour lines at CSMT, Crossover
connection at Aunirhar in NE Railway,
Complex
omplex layouts involving curved lines at
Manduadihin
anduadihin Varanasi division , Crossover
connection between line no 1 and 6 at Bina
yard and so on . At all these places the field
engineers initially used available methods to
draw the layout which were found infeasible
(radius of turn in curve being sharper
sha
than 218
m) by graphical method and finally correct
layout could be drawn in AutoCAD on ESPs .
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8.0 Improving

existing incorrect layouts:

As can be now very well appreciated that one of
the most important challenges a track engineer
is going to face is to improve the bad layouts
already laid in the filed so that higher speed up
to the speed potential can be permitted.There
are several locations in the yard where a
permanent restriction of 10 KMPH or 15 KMPH
exists due to layout issues. These locations need
to be improved and the SR should be
relaxed/removed. There are major yards like
Itarsi, Bhopal, CSMT, Kalyan where a train
takes 5-10 minutes in passing. The average
speed if worked out will not be more than 30
KMPH even for non-stopping trains. The
stopping trains need longer time in clearing the
yard due to complex layouts.

long sleepers from the end can be removed. This
way the connecting curve can be started early
(LLS point shifts towards ANC) giving larger
tangent and thus larger radius (R=T/tan ∆/2),
thus easing of sharp curve or kinks.This
problem generally arises when track centres are
less. In Indian railways, we mostly have track
centres in the range of 4.6 m to 5.0 m for
parallel tracks. At these track centres, in most
cases connecting curve with minimum radius of
218 m may not be feasible due to space
constraint.
It should be noted that the overall length of the
cross-over or connection to diverging track is
not affected by the removal of the longer
sleepers from the turnout geometry. It is done
only to increase the radius of the cross-over
curves in case where the cross-over curves are
not coming out to be feasible. In the graphical
method, we can get the best location of the new
LLSso as to achieve minimum radius of 218 m
with minimum effort.

The first and foremost requirement is to know
the exact layout in the field. Each yard is
therefore required to be accurately surveyed and
reproduced in AutoCAD so that all parameters
can be measured, and the graphical method
given in this paper can be used to examine the (iii) Using In-situ glued joints: In yards at many
feasibility of various alternatives for improving
situations there are series of points in close
the layout. The most optimum layout solution
succession. In case a glued joint is required it
can then be adopted. Photogrammetry
becomes a constraint that distance between
(Orthophoto) survey using drone can be quicker
successive SRJs or from SRJ to the F.M of next
for this purpose.
turnout to be adequate to accommodate a glued
joint for separation of track circuits. The glued
For improving the layout and using the
joint has a length of 6 m therefore minimum 6
graphical method following points can be of
m length will be required between two adjacent
great help:
SRJsof different crossovers/diverging tracks. In
case of in-situ glued joint, the two SRJs can be
(i) Shifting of SRJs: In many cases we may get
welded with glued joint and thus no separation
required space for shifting the SRJs. The exact
distance will be required, and we get 6 m extra
shifting can be worked out by using the
for our layout. This can be very useful to correct
graphical methods as explained in this paper.
the geometry.
Before we plan the shifting of SRJs we can try
several permutations and combinations using
graphical methods so as to achieve best possible (iv) Combining the track circuits: As seen in case
of Manmad layout explained in earlier paras if
geometry. At Manmad T-28 has been used to
we combine some adjacent track circuits of the
shift the turnout by 16 m .
point zone in the yard, some simultaneous
movements may be restricted but geometry can
(ii) Removal of few long sleepers from the
be improved by shifting the SRJ as no glued
turnout region:When anywhere on the layout
joint will be required within one track circuit
specially those taking off from curves, if sharp
and we get extra distance. A detailed study of
curvature is noticed (sharper than 218 m) few
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required simultaneous movements may be
needed for the purpose.
(v) Removal of entry sleepers:It can be seen that
the distance from SRJ to ATS is 1.114 m in 1 in
12 turnout and 1.5 m in 1 in 8.5 turnout. If we
remove one sleeper below 1 in 12 Turnout and
cut the rail between SRJ and ATS by 0.5 m we
get extra 0.5 m to improve the geometry as the
turnout curve starts from ATS. Likewise, in 1 in
8.5 m we can get another 1 m if we cut 1 m
piece between SRJ to ATS. These practices
should be used in extreme situation and only on
unimportant lines.
9.0

Turnout from parallel tracks (Crossovers on
curved or straight parallel tracks):
The graphical method proposed in this paper is
the best way to correctly draw the layout as the
trigonometrical equations are quite complex.
However, the field engineers want a quick way
to know the feasibility as per field constraints.
The authors have drawn layout of crossovers for
curved parallel tracksfor different degrees of
curvature,by varying track centres and different
combinations of turnouts. Since one turnout
curve has similar flexure and the other has
contrary flexure in curved parallel tracks, the
tangents beyond LLS intersect and we get a
single circular curve for small track centres up
to say 7-8m. However, for large track centres
we can design connecting reverse curves to
shorten overall length and achieve radius of
connecting curve equal to or flatter than 218 m.
Various parameters were then measured and
tables and graphs have been made. These tables
and graphs are given in Annexure-I.These
tables and graph give the radius of the
connecting single curve possible with various
track centresand various combinations of
turnouts. Corresponding SRJ to SRJ distance is
also given in separate tables. For having an idea
of corresponding length of tangents and length
of connecting curves and their deflection angles,
separate tables and graphs have also been given.

The feasibility of various combinations can be
known by using above tables or charts. For
example, 1 in 16: 1 in 8.5 crossover on 2-degree
curve is not feasible unless the track centre is
min 6.4 m as the connecting curve radius will be
sharper than 218 m for lesser track centres.
Likewise, 1 in 16-1in 12 crossover on 3-degree
parallel curves is not feasible for track centre
less than 5.3 m.
Removal of few long sleepers from end: In
case the track centres on parallel curves tracks
are not adequate and we are not able to achieve
a radius of 218m, some relief is possible by
removal few long sleepers from the end of the
turnout. The exact amount of increase in the
radius can be found out with little calculations
using the tables and graphs. For example for
parallel main lines of 3 degree curves having a
track centre of 5.2 m, 1 in 16 – 1in 12 crossover
has connecting curve radius of 190 m
(Annexure-I : Table-IC). In case it is not
possible to increase the track centres due to any
reason then if we remove 2 long sleepers, we get
2X0.55 =1.1 m (0.55 m being spacing between
sleepers) as extra tangent length and curve can
start early after HOC. From the relevant table
we can see that deflection angle is 2⁰34’23”.
From the Annexure-I table V-(C) we see that the
tangent length T is 4.513 m. The new tangent
length will be 4.513 +1.1= 5.613 m. The new
radius will then be 5.613/Tan(2o34’23”/2) = 250
m. Thus, the curve gets eased out considerably.
However, when track centres are quite large, the
distance from SRJ to SRJ for single circular
curve will be very large and it may not be
practical to provide such large distance due to
long length of connections. Therefore, we may
have to reduce the SRJ to SRJ distance by
providing connecting reverse curves. Only thing
to ensure in such cases is that any of the radii
does not become sharper than 218 m. For such
layouts the best way is to draw the layout
graphically as explained in this paper. It may be
noted that in curved main lines whether parallel
or non-parallel due to similar flexure of one
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turnout curve and contrary flexure of other 10.0 Connections with special layouts: When there
turnout, it may not be possible to get both radii
are severe space constraints specially in major
of reverse curves as same.
yards we have to provide special layouts like
single slip , double slip etc. With the principles
For non-parallel tracks or for tracks having
mentioned in this paper these layouts can also
different curvatures or for tracks or for tracks
be drawn graphically in the similar fashion. For
having varying track centres the best way is to
example, a double slip can be drawn using the
use graphical method given in this paper for
standard key diagram given in RDSO standard
achieving best possible acceptable layout.
diagram as under :

It can be seen that a standard double slip can be
laid in a length of 35.188 m between LLS to
LLS. The connection to all four tracks can be
drawn by extending their tangents in the similar
manner as explained in earlier paras. The
connection can be straight, single circular curve
or reverse curve depending upon the curvature
of the connecting lines beyond LLS).
11.0

CONCLUSION
Turnouts and connections have a critical
inﬂuence on the vehicle/turnout dynamics.
Therefore, if higher speed is to be permitted on
existing turnouts, it is necessary to lay the
turnout and connections to correct geometry.
The graphical solution of drawing layouts in
AutoCAD enables us to solve any complex
layout problem with good accuracy. The entire
layout is to be first drawn on paper before the
laying in the field so that there are no chances of
error. Use of simple AutoCAD or higher end
software like Civil3D or Bentley Rail Track are

quite useful for the purpose. In AutoCAD, it is
possible to draw the complete designed layout
in the ESP as per the procedure mentioned in
this paper. The field engineers can zoom and
print the relevant portion of ESP on larger scale
for the guidance. This way the field engineers
will be able to transfer all geometrical points of
layouts precisely in the field and will never do
any mistake resulting into a bad layout. It is
emphasised that we must draw the complete
layout of all connections in the ESPs. In times
to come the entire assets will be GPS mapped.
Once this is done, it will be easy to reproduce
the existing geometry by using orthophotos of
the yards. The existing layouts can then be
corrected using the graphical method described
in this paper. Since it is impractical for IR to
change the designs and adopt high speed
turnouts for its entire network, we have to gear
up ourselves to permit higher speeds on the
existing designs. This paper gives a good
understanding of turnout geometry and has
covered the graphical method to draw the
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layouts using simple geometric principles which
are easy to understand.The greatest advantage of
using these methods, is that we know the
feasibility of layout as per field constraints
before actually laying the turnouts in the field.
The method avoids solving of cumbersome

trigonometrical formulae so that field engineers
find it easy to grasp. The method is applicable
for all situations involving even complex
layouts. It is expected that it will serve a useful
guide for the track engineers.
_______

Abbreviations
ATS
TTS
HOS
TOC
ANC
TNC
LLS
TW
F

Actual toe of switch
Theoretical toe of switch
Heel of switch
Toes of crossing
Actual nose of crossing
Theoretical nose of crossing
Last long sleeper
Thick web
Crossing angle

∆
TP1
TP2
T
PC
ESP
R
SRJ
PI
OL

Deflection angle
Tangent point 1 : start of circular arc
Tangent point 2 : End of circular arc
Length of tangent
Point of connection (of turn out curve
and diverging line)
Engineering scale plan
Radius of circular curve
Stock rail joint
Point of intersection
Overall length

Annexure-I
VARIOUS PARAMETERS OF CROSSOVERS ON CURVED PARALLEL TRACKS
(I)

RADIUS OF CONNECTING CURVE (single curve) for parallel tracks: For normal track centres, the
two tangents of the turnout intersect somewhere in between the crossovers and a connection with
single curve can be designed and drawn.The layouts were drawn graphically for various combinations
and radius measured have been tabulated as under:
Connective curve radius (in metre) for curved parallel tracks for various
combinations
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(II)

Note : The radius less than 218 m has been shown in red colour. These tables can be
used to know the feasibility of the layout at a glance. The layout having radius less than
218 m are not feasible and need corrections.
The above results have been shown in the form of graphs for quickly knowing the radius of
connecting curves for various combinations of crossovers between curved parallel tracks:
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(III) Curved parallel tracks: SRJ to SRJ distance for various combinations:The
corresponding SRJ to SRJ distance as measured for the layouts for the above
combinations is shown as under:

Note : The above includes the SRJ to SRJ distances for the layouts which give radius sharper
than 218m. Therefore table of connective curve radius in para (I) above should be seen and
necessary adjustmnets should be done on SRJ to SRJ distance till we get desired radius flatter
than 218m. .
(IV) Curved parallel tracks: Tangent length of connecting single curve: The
corresponding tangent lengths as measured from the layouts for the above combinations
are shown in the tabulated form as under:
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Note : This table along with the table of deflection angle is useful in correcting the existing
layout. Like we can find as how many sleepers should be removed from the end so as to achive
radius flatter than 218 m
(V) Curved parallel tracks: Deflection angle of connecting single curve: The
corresponding tangent lengths as measured from the layouts for the above combinations
are shown in the tabulated form as under :
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Notes :
1. It can be observed from the tables and graphs
that the deflection angle of the curve is larger
when different combination of turnout is used
and is in proportion with the difference of the
angles between the two crossing angles of the
cross-over. As the feasibility of laying a crossover depends majorly on the radius of turn-in
curve, which in turn has inverse relationship
with the deflection angle R=T/tan (∆/2).
Therefore, as the difference between the
Crossing angles increases, the feasibility of
laying a cross-over becomes less for normal
track centres. Therefore, such combinations
are possible with larger track centres. If the
crossover length becomes large with
connecting single curve, then we can examine
to accommodate reverse curves to reduce the
crossover length.However, adequate track
centres should be available to accommodate

reverse curves of at least radius equal to 218.
The connecting reverse curve needs larger
track centres and may not be possible on
normal track centres. On the basis of above,
we can say that a cross-over between 1 in 16
and 1 in 8.5 will have the sharpest turn-in
curve(connecting curve) and thus it may not
be feasible for normal track centres.
2. We can also see that as the degree of main line
curve increases, the deflection angle also
increases. Therefore, for higher degree curves
on the main line, adequate track centres
should be available to accommodate
connecting curves with permissible radius of
218m. We can think of reverse curve for large
track centres to reduce crossover length,
again checking that no radius is sharper than
218m.
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3. In case the track centres between
curvedparallel tracks are not adequate and we
are not able to achieve a radius of 218m, some
relief is possible by removal few long sleepers
from the end of the turnout. The exact amount
of increase in the radius can be found out with
little calculations using the tables and graphs.
For example, for parallel main lines of 2degree curves having a track centre of 4.8 m,
1 in 12 – 1in 12 crossover has connecting
curve radius of 193.6 m (table-I(A)). In case it
is not possible to increase the track centres
due to any reason then if we remove 1 long
sleepers, we get 1X0.55 =0.55 m (0.55 m
being spacing between sleepers) as extra
tangent length and curve can start early after
HOC.
From the relevant table we can see
that deflection angle is 0d 28’02”. From table
we see that the tangent length T is 0.773m.
The new tangent length will be 0.55+0.773=
1.323 m. The new radius will then be
1.323/Tan(0d28’02”/2) = 324 m. Thus, the
curve gets eased out considerably.

4. For large track centres and for non-parallel
tracks or for any irregular layouts, it is
recommended that the graphical method
described in this paper should be used.
5. It is interesting to note that for straight
parallel tracks, it is easy to calculate SRJ to
SRJ distance with straight connection in case
of same turnouts on both ends using analytical
equations. When we are not able to provide
the above SRJ to SRJ distance then there is
possibility of providing reverse curves with
reduced SRJ to SRJ distance till we are able to
achieve radius flatter than 218m. If we provide
SRJ to SRJ distance more than the calculated
distance for straight connection, again there
will be a reverse curve with opposite
curvature than that of reverse curve obtained
with lesser SRJ to SRJ distance. Therefore,
one has to be precise in case a connecting
straight is required to be achieved in the field

******
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Formation Treatment by Moorum Blanketing between Giddalur-Yadavalli
Stations, Nallapadu-Nadyal Section, Guntur Division of
South Central Railway
T.Anil Kumar*

Abstract
Formation plays key role in track maintenance. Due to the presence of bad formation in Nallapadu-Nandyal section the
track parameters are getting deteriorated very frequently, machine packing retains hardly for 3 months, thereby caution order of
50/75Kmph is in force since 2013. This Paper presents a Case Study forstrengthening of formation by moorum blanketing by track
dismantling method. It is observed that after executing the formation treatment work by moorum blanketing work, the track was
stabilized, there was improvement and retentivity in track parameters thereby caution order of 50/75Kmph was relaxed to
maximum sectional speed of 100Kmph.

1.0 Brief History of the case:
Track at Km 199.90 to Km 202.9 (3Km)
between Giddalur and Yadavalli stations,
Nallapadu-Nandyal section in Guntur division was
laid in the year 1906 and converted into Broad gauge
in the year 1994, present track structure is 52 Kg,
1998 rolling mark with sleeper density of 1540. It is
having bad formation; thereby track parameters are
not getting retained. Frequent attentions are required
throughout the year and particularly in Summer
April and May months. Caution order of 50Kmph
from Km 200/9-202/9 (2Km) and 75Kmph from Km
199/9-200/9(1 Km) is existing since the year
2013.Formation treatment work has been carried out
by moorum blanketing in the month of June-2017
and Caution order is relaxed to maximum sectional
speed of 100Kmph. No of attentions have come
down besides improvement in TGI from 98 to 136.
Total 10.6Km of formation treatment work has been
carried out in this section with an average progress
of 150m per 4Hrs block. Cost of the formation
treatment work by moorum blanketing is Rs. 48
Lakhs per Km.
Formation plays key role in good performance
of track and yielding formation becomes a
bottleneck in running of traffic to its full speed
potential. Improvement of the track system has been
mainly to track superstructure, i.e. rails, sleepers,
fastening, ballast etc. Track sub-structure below
ballast had received relatively less attention. Use of

poor sub grade soil material has resulted in bad
formation sections and are with speed restrictions,
resulting in repeated regular maintenance. Owing to
the demands for faster and heavier transports,
railway tracks experience problems such as reduced
stability, increase in settlements and extensive
oscillations. These issues have an adverse effect on
the safety, reliability and economy of the railway
operations. Therefore, existing formation requires
treatment strengthening to meet the demand.
2.0 Introduction:
Formation is made with the available material in
the vicinity of track or from places which suites the
specifications. During construction in olden days
required emphasis was not given to the formation
material by considering economy and progress.
Earth available in the vicinity was utilized to make
formation even though it is of poor quality. With
passage of time, increase in speed, increase in
carrying capacity of trains and due to the inherent
properties of the formation materials, formation
started showing weakness in terms of cracks,
bulging, and settlement. This has severely affected
the stability of track structure resulting in
unevenness, misalignment, isolated settlement and
maintaining track with caution orders. Due to the
increased maintenance activities and continuous
speed restriction, full potential of this section was
not utilized resulting in heavy loss of punctuality,
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cost and wastage of manpower. Stretches of unstable
formation, with or without speed restriction are the
potential constraints against utilizing line capacity
and introducing heavier axle load traffic. In addition
to this, there is regular additional expenditure
involved in maintaining such bad formation
locations because of avoidable loss of ballast and the
frequent tamping efforts.

improves the drainage or accelerate the
consolidation of formation or improves the load
distribution pattern. But the parent material of the
formation remains same. Though there would be
initial success in adopting these methods, in long
term the problem due to poor formation haunts us
back. Permanent solution to the bad formation
would be replacement of the poor formation material
with better one. Depth of replacement will depend
upon the axle load, stress distribution, feasibility and
overall cost of the work.
The material to be replaced should have the
following properties:




Railway formation may develop instability
for reasons of poor bearing capacity of formation,
inadequate factor of safety against slope stability,
excessive settlement, sub grade attrition due to mud
pumping and loss of soil from formation on account
of erosion etc. Formation failure may be due to any
of them or in combination. Existence of one or more
of these causative factors may lead to development
of others. The problem of formation failure is quite
severe on Indian Railways mainly due to poor soil
formation.
Formation failure for poor bearing capacity
alone or in combination comprises most of the
unstable stretches (about 95% or so). Increase in
axle load & GMT have also a significant effect on
bearing capacity of formation. Therefore,
strengthening of formation against bearing capacity
failure is the most important rehabilitation work.
3.0 Replacement of formation material:
Other methods of formation treatment like Lime
Pile & Lime Slurry Pressure Injection, Cement
Grouting, Vinyl drains, Open cross drains filled with
coarse grained material, Sand Blanketing,
Geotextiles &Geogrids all the methods either
improve the formation material properties or

Reduce thickness of ballast to minimum
requirement of maintenance,
Improve resiliency & energy absorption of
moving load , and
To act as separation layer between ballast
and sub-grade to prevent percolation of water
to soil and mud pumping.

Moorum is such a material which satisfies all
the above properties and as per soil classification, it
should fall under the category of GW-SW (well
graded gravel – well graded sand). Further, it should
be ensured that the material to be used should satisfy
the following soil properties so as to have desired
results.
 Coarse, granular and well graded.
 No skip grading is allowed.
 Particles finer than 75 microns can be
permitted up to 5% if fines are plastic and the
limit can be increased to 12% if the fines are
non-plastic.
 Uniformity coefficient, (D60/D10), in no
case should be less than 4. Preferably, it
should be more than 7 to avoid liquefaction
under train vibrations.
 The coefficient of curvature ( D30^2 / D60 X
D10 ) to be within 1 & 3.
 The particle size gradation curve should
more or less lie within enveloping curves
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4.0 Formation Treatment with moorum
by Track dismantling method:
Bad formation exists from Km 199/9 to 202/7
between Giddalur and Yadavalli stations of GNT division.
Caution order of 50/75Kmph is existing since 2013.

S.No

1
2

KM/
TP

Original
caution
Length order on
in Km account
of
bad
formation

199.901.0
200.90
200.902.0
202.90

75
50

Present
Caution
order after
formation
treatment
Maximum
sectional
speed
of
100Kmph

Formation treatment with moorum blanketing by track
dismantling method was done in stretch which is situated in
black cotton soil region and the complete formation is also
of same black cotton soil. Due to frequent disturbance to
track parameters, this stretch has been attended manually as
well as tamped regularly with tamping machine. CSM
packing retains hardly for one month to three months
period, after which caution order is becoming necessary.
Clean ballast cushion increased from 300mm to 700mm as
the track is lifted, machine tamped and ballasted
periodically. This has further caused floating and
instability.
5.0 Soil Properties of existing formation:
Formation and sub grade soil in this location was
black cotton soil. From the test results it can be noted that
almost more than 75% of soil particles are passing through
75micron sieve and plasticity index of the soil is more
than 30 (High plasticity). From the tamping/attention
chart, it is noted that more than 6 times a year spot
attention/machine tamping has to be done in this location.
Picking up slacks and manual attention is done regularly
based on riding.

Details of the Section and location :
Section

Nallapadu(NLPD)
Nandyal(NDL)
of Guntur Division.
Gidgalur (GID) to Yadavalli
(YADA) in OHE territory
Km 199.9 to 202.9
22.64

Block
Section
Location
Annual GMT
Loading
CC+8+2
capacity
Maximum
Sectional
100Kmph
Speed
Track
50kg 90 UTS, PSC5, 1998
Structure
Rolling mark
GMT carried 372
Ballast
400mm to 700mm
Cushion
Bank height
Average 2m
Formation
Made up of black cotton
and subgrade soil
Alignment
Straight
Existing
1)Km
199.9-200.9
:
caution order
75Kmph
on account of
2)Km
200.9-202.9
:
bad
50Kmph
formation
Present
caution order
relaxed
to
MSP
of
after
100Kmph
Moorum
blanketing
Moorum blanketing by track dismantling
method was chosen for this location as it
needed complete replacement of black cotton
soil, moorum is easily available in nearby
vicinity, reasonable block time was available
with regulation of passenger trains, proper
compaction of newly laid layer can be
ensured, speed restriction was needed for
relatively lesser period, cost per km is 48
Lakhs and trains can be allowed immediately
after block time safely.
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Execution of moorum blanketing work:
6.0 Pre block activities :
Joint survey was conducted with S&T and OHE
officials to list outfield constraints like S&T cables,
infringement of OHE masts & stay wires. Marking
rail levels and centre line distance of track on OHE
mast for reference.
Collection and stacking of required quantity
of moorum. As the entire track location is
passing through fields with black cotton
soil, required moorum has been collected
andstacked along the track in Summer
season. The same path was utilized for
movement of heavy machinery like 40MT
road crawler type road cranes, Hitachi-200
excavators, 15MT vibratory rollers etc.

7.0 Activities during block :



During traffic & OHE block of 4 Hours, it
is planned to carry out 12 panels of 12.5m each per
day i.e 150m. If the block duration is 3.5Hrs progress
of 125m is done and 180m progress was done in a
block of 4.5Hours. Various activities involved are:



12.5m Track panels are removed with two nos. of
40MT Crawler type road cranes. Each crane will
handle 6 panels and the released panels are placed
behind the collected moorum. Front substitution of
insertion of free rail panels for sufficient length has
to be made available for subsequent day’s work
during this block as parallel activity.

MOORUM COLLECTED ON ONE SIDE OF THE TRACK
RELEASED BALLAST AND EXACVATED EARTH
ON OTHER SIDE OF TRACK

 Moisture content of blanket material was
regulated by watering. On D-1 day, Speed
restriction of 20kmph was imposed and the LWR
was isolated by cutting into 20 rail panels for a
length of 260m. These 20RP service rail panels
are replaced with 12.5m free rails (by front
substitution method).
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Removing ballast and excavation B.C soil by
HITACHIS
Dismantling of 12.5 M of track panel by 40MT
road crane
By using 6nos. of Hitachi-200 excavators, clean
ballast was scooped out and kept aside on other
side of moorum for utilizing it during track
relaying. Excavate the formation up to 1m depth by
Hitachis.
After excavation of existing black cotton soil
for a depth of 1m, vibratory roller of 15MT
capacity is utilized for rolling, then the moorum is

spread in three layers of 40cm each, watering and
compacting each layer-wise to have compacted
thickness of 1m. Rolling is carried out in number of
passes layer by layer until 98% of maximum
density is achieved. Total top width of compacted
formation is 7.8m. Levels are taken continuously
with levelling instrument in order to ensure
formation height and initial rail levels.
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Compaction of moorum in three layers by vibratory rollers:
Once the moorum is rolled by required number of passes, samples for conducting density test
(core cutter method) were collected and tested at site itself. All the samples collected were
passed and having dry density of 98% of MDD.

Field determination of water content in soil by Carbide method
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Core cutter method to determine dry density
Formation slope of 1 in 40 is being ensured by using template. After proper rolling of formation,
removed ballast is spread over the formation, levelled and rolled to have a firm bed.

As the ballast is rolled it became firm,
over which released track panels are re-laid
using 40MT road cranes and track is linked,
ballasted, packed. Alignment and rail level is
maintained with reference to the rail level and
lateral distance markings available on the OHE
posts.
Originally 3.0 Km of formation treatment
work was planned to complete in 20 blocks of 4.5
hours duration each. The work was completed in
21 blocks of 3.5 to 5 Hrs duration spread over 33
days. It was started on 3.6.2017 and completed
on 5.7.2017. Block was not availed for 5 days
due to heavy rain and for balance 7 days block
was not permitted due to heavy train services. On
an average, progress of

8.0 Post block activities :
All 12.5m service rails were replaced and
renewed with already released 260m rail panels
and welded. Further ballasting of crib and
shoulder was done. Subsequently the LWR was
distressed and speed restriction was relaxed in
stages after two rounds of machine tamping and
stabilization by DGS. Cess of the entire stretch
was widened and cross drainage is ensured for
draining out of rain water from formation work is
125m in 3.5Hrs, 150m in 4Hrs block. Maximum
progress per day is 180m in a block of 5 Hrs.
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List of Machinery and men deputed
6 Nos
Hitachi-200
Hitachi-100
2 Nos
Dozer
1 No
Tipper for shifting moorum
5 Nos
Tractor with water tanker-6000 1 No
Liters
Vibratory Roller of 12T
3 Nos
40 MT Crawler type road cranes 2 Nos
Rail cutting Machine
2 Nos
2Nos
Rail drilling machine
Multi utility vehicle
2Nos
45men
Manpower during block
Manpower after block for rear 30men
works
Welding
8men
Protection of track
2men
9.0 Cost of the work per one Km is 48

10.0 Challenges faced:
i) Daily block of 4 Hrs per day for progress of
150m/day
ii) Obstruction of OHE stay wires, OHE
masts, S&T cables and junction boxes
iii) Inclement weather
11.0 Care to be taken

For effective utilization of space and
machineries, it is proposed to collect new
moorum on one side of the track and released
track panels during block are also placed behind
this moorum on the same side. On the other
side of the track, released ballast and excavated
black cotton soil is stacked. On one side of the
track based upon need and tipper lorry was kept
ready for shifting of moorum.

Lakhs and bifurcation is as follows:
S.No.

1

2

Activity

Cost in
Lakhs

Transportation of cut
rails, releasing of 10RP 1.00
panels, insertion of free
rails into track
Removing of track
panels,
ballast
and 10.42
excavation of B.C soil

3
4

Cost of Moorum
Cess widening

5

TRR, welding, kutcha 1.75
packing,destressing

6

Two rounds of CSM 1.00
packing & DGS works
Miscellaneous
likefixing
trolley
4.0
refugees,
hectometer
post, index diagram etc

7

TOTAL

27.50
2.30

 Initially tyre mounted road crane was utilized
for removing of track panels. Due to clayey
nature of surrounding soil and restriction in
side wise movement of hydra crane the
progress was slow so crawler mounted
machinery which can move sidewise also is
essential for better progress and safe execution
12.0 Conclusion:
Formation treatment with moorum by track
dismantling method replaces entire poor quality
earth/BC soil in the formation/sub grade and gives
a permanent solution for the track instability. This
method can be executed in block time of 4Hrs per
day and existing speed restriction can be relaxed.
Working is relatively easier in single line section in
which material movement and machinery working
can be done from both sides of track without
having safety issues from other line.

47.97
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In-Situ reconditioning of CMS Crossings under trail by
Translamatic Robotic Welding Technique
A Case Study for Secunderabad (SC) – Kazipet (KZJ) section of South Central Railway
K. Srinivas*

Abstract
In Railway track turnout is one of the weakest components which require continuous attention and maintenance to ensure
functional performance of asset with proper geometry maintained within service tolerances. With past experience, in certain high
traffic density routes it is noted that the components of P&Cs wear out within a short period. Wear is loss of metal causing damage
to a solid surface involving progressive loss of material due to running of wheels on Rails. Strict tolerances during service are
mentioned/prescribed for track components. One such component is CMS Crossing in P&C. The CMS Crossing laid in track bears
continuous wheel load and there by the wear and tear at ANC will be a continuous process. The cost of CMS Crossing is
comparatively much higher than the other P.Way materials. The prescribed wear tolerance as per IRPWM Para No. 237.3.e is as
below:
“Maximum permissible vertical wear on Wing rails or nose of crossing shall be 10mm. However, on Rajdhani/Shatabdi
routes, as a good maintenance practice, crossing and the wing rails should be planned for reconditioning/resurfacing by welding on
reaching the following wear limits: Built up/welded crossing – 6mm, CMS Crossing – 8mm”.
The paper projects details of reconditioning of CMS Crossing using TRANSLAMATIC ROBOTIC WELDING
Technique undertaken on Secunderabad-Kazipet section.

1.0 INTRODUCTION
To enhance the service life of CMS Crossing,
reconditioning of worn out area by a combination of
metal arc Welding and consumables have been
introduced. However in this process the CMS
Crossing need to be released from running line duly
renewing with another serviceable CMS Crossing.
The released worn out CMS Crossing need to be
trucked out and reconditioned at another location
under controlled conditions as prescribed. Recently a
new technique of In-Situ Reconditioning of CMS
Crossings by Translamatic Robotic Welding Method
is introduced. As a trial measure this procedure is
adopted in SC-KZJ section. Paper presented
evaluates the performance of this technique.
2.0 Translamatic Robotic Welding or Flux Cored
continuous wire Welding process:
Vide
Railway
Board
Letter
No.
Track/21/2007/0401/CMS
Crossing,
Dated:
13.03.2008 requested Zonal Railways to carry trial
of Translamatic Robotic Welding technique which is
a method developed for In-Situ Reconditioning of
CMS Crossing.
*ADEN/East/Secunderabad

In this method of In-Situ Reconditioning the
following are the advantages:
 No loss of time for Removal of CMS
Crossing.
 No transportation of CMS Crossing to depot
or to convenient place.
 No insertion of new/released CMS Crossing.
 No S&T Staff required.
 No unsafe conditions prevail as that of CMS
Crossing renewal (Discontinuity in track).
This method is developed by CTF France
Sauran Terotech Engg. Pvt. Ltd. where, heat is
controlled by less input of current.
2.1 Equipment used:
The details of equipment
summarized in Table-1.

required

are
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Table-1

Figure-11 Translamatic 1257 *

Figure-2
2 Charlie **

Figure-33 Roll on Roll fluxed core wire

Figure-4
4 Weld Gun/Pull Gun

Figure-55 Welding Transformer

Figure-6
6 Generator

* The main executive machine in which the current, voltage and flux cored wire feeding speed is set
accordingly.
** Robot to control the movement of flux cored feeding wire, To and Fro (Forward and backward), Up &
Down and length of travel of the bead base metal.
2.2 Procedure:
2.2.1 Visual Examination:
The CMS Crossing to be reconditioned
should be thoroughly inspected visually for any hair
cracks and it should be ensured that it is free from
surface defects such as cracks/cavities
/cavities and should
have residual service life and should be in sound
condition.

2.2.2 Surface preparation and Cleaning:
Before taking up the Reconditioning work,
work the
area to be Reconditioned should be thoroughly
cleaned and grinded using a Hand Grinder to remove
all loose flakes, palled edges, surface cracks,
unwanted scales, micro
cro cracks, cavities, ridges,
adherent scales and other foreign materials. The
grinding to be done to that extent to obtain the
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parent sound layer. If any cracks or cavities that
should not be removed are present
present, the CMS
Crossing cannot be reconditioned.
2.2.3 Dye-Penetration Test:





After grinding to the visual satisfaction, the
prescribed DP Test shall
all be carried out in the
Reconditioning area to ensure free from all invisible
cracks. The chemicals used in the Dye Penetration
Test are tabulated in Table-2.
Table

Table-2
Cleaner: Used for cleaning the surface to
make it free from all contaminations.
Penetrant (Red colour): Apply the
Penetrant to penetrate into the surface
cracks, hair cracks, cavities if any exist.
Developer (White colour): This emits the
cracks location if any to the naked eye.
Figure-7
7 DP Test Chemicals

Figure-88 View of CMS Crossing showing final result of DP Test
Test.
under traffic block with Speed Restriction of
30KMPH. The recommended block time is
3.1 Welding:
minimum 2Hrs. The details are summarized in
The following works need to be taken up
Table-3.
Table-3: Block activity details

3.0 Welding work under Traffic Block
Block:

* Figure-99 Fixing of TRANSLAMATIC
ROBOTIC WELDING Machine

** Figure-10
10 Feeding of data in
Translamatic 1257
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* The Translamatic Robotic Welding machine is fixed to the track on the CMS Crossing centred at
ANC as shown in the above photograph.
** Data of area to be covered by welding is fed through a handy device called CHARLIE (Maper) as
shown in the photograph above.
Welding Process:
After feeding the
required data of welding
area the welding is
performed in three zones
form one end to the other
end i.e., from Left wing
rail, Nose and Right wing
rail and vice-versa. The
welding torch should
start from first zone to
third zone via second
zone as shown in the
sketch below. The weld
should be deposited in
single bead at a time as
per pattern shown. The
first round of welding
shall be done for wing
rails (right and left) and
nose of crossing. The
inter-pass temperature is
maintained at 150°C and
Temperature at the Start
of
each
bead
is
maintained below 100°C
through
sequentially
programmed
welding
operation. For second
layer the torch should
start again from first
zone so that the previous
done
weld
bead
temperature will come
down. Repeat the similar
welding
pattern
for
subsequent beads and
this is called welding
pattern.

Figure
Figure-11 Welding Process

After completion of
first round of welding,
the slag should be
removed by wire brush
and light hammering as
shown below. Additional
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layer/layers on deficient
areas shall be applied till
the required height with
grinding allowance is
achieved. The required
height of bead deposited
can be checked with the
help of special Weld
gauge.
After
ensuring
sufficient
metal
is
deposited on all the three
zones the Translamatic
Welding Machine to be
removed from CMS
Crossing and kept aside
of track.

Figure
Figure-12 Slag removal by hammer

Figure
Figure-13 Wire Brush
Note: Before starting next bead ensure temperature at weld area is less 100°C.
3.2 Grinding:
The weld bead deposited metal can be
grinded with the help of Grinding machines 1.
Horizontal Grinders 2. Profile Grinders 3. Cup
Grinders and 4. Disc Grinders as shown in the
photographs below to ensure required profile.
Localized grinding to be avoided.

Figure-14 Horizontal Grinder

3.3 Ensuring
finished
profile
of
Reconditioned CMS Crossing:
Crossing
After completing the grinding the profile
should be measured as shown below and if any
deficiency is noticed the same should be made good.

Figure-15 Disc Grinder
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Figure-16 Profile Grinder

Figure-17 Cup Grinder

Figure
Figure-18 Measuring the Welding profile
4.0 Inspection and Testing:
After completing the grinding and ensuring
correct profile, the Reconditioned CMS Crossing
should be checked by DP Test as done earlier to
identify the presence of any surface defects such as
slag inclusion, Weld undercut, porosity, cracks,
etc. If it is found free from all defects by Visual
Examination and DP Test, the Reconditioning is
satisfactory.

5.0 Monitoring:
Post Robotic Monitoring details are enclosed
as Annexure-I.
I. The comparative photographs are
detailed in below Table:
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Before Reconditioning Photos:

P. No. 11B/BN

P. No. 13B/BN

P. No. 18B/BN

P. No. 19B/BN

P. No. 11A/PGDP

P. No. 18/PGDP

P. No. 18B/BG

P. No. 20A/BG

P. No. 19B/WP
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Working Sequence Photos

1. WEAR MESUREMENT

2. BEFORE R/C

4. DP TEST BEFORE R/C

5. WELDING

7. AFTER GRINDING

8. D P TEST AFTER R/C

3. GRINDING

6. WELDING PATTREN

9. PRIMERY PAINTING AFTER
R/C
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After Reconditioning Photos:

P. No. 11B/BN

P. No. 13B/BN

P. No. 18B/BN

P. No. 19B/BN

P. No. 11A/PGDP

P. No. 18/PGDP

P. No. 18B/BG

P. No. 20A/BG

P. No. 19B/WP
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6.0 Conclusion:
Although the Translamatic Robotic Welding
method is under trial, after close observation it is
felt that, this method is a quick mode of
rehabiliting the worn out CMS Crossing from
permissible wear limits to initial profile without
necessity
of
CMS
Crossing
renewal,
transportation,
S&T
Staff
requirement,
discontinuity in track, etc. The major element is
human involvement in weld depositing is
completely eliminated.
 Advantages:
i.
No manual intervention in welding
due to set flux cored wire
continuous feeding
with automatic feeding rate in Translamatic Robot
(Manual errors eliminated and efficiency of the
welder not criteria for Good Quality Welding).
ii.
Time required for Welding process
is less as compared to other process.
iii.
Generation of heat output during
Reconditioning is very less and the parent metal
physical properties are not affected.

 Disadvantages:
i. The cost of Reconditioning is bit high
when compared to other
conventional welding
methods but can be justified with the efforts
required to renew the Crossing, Transport the
crossing and manpower requirement with S&T
staff involvement.
Suggestions / Recommendations:
i. After completing the Reconditioning to the
satisfaction, the time for speed relaxation is not
mentioned. Does it require work hardening to
relax the speed to normal? Same needs to be
prescribed.
ii. Practically the area of Reconditioning is
restricted to 400mm from ANC for majority of
CMS crossings. In some cases this length may be
required up to 800mm along the Gauge Face of
CMS Crossing where Gauge Face side flakes are
present.
iii. In case of Crossing laid in Curve the
lateral wear is predominant. However there is no
clarity for making up the later wear in such cases.
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Annexure-I
Post – Robotic Reconditioning monitoring:
The following proformas were adopted to monitor the performance of Translamatic Robotic Welding:
TRANSLAMATIC ROBOTIC INSITU CMS RECONDITIONING - SSE/P.WAY/GT

SL
N
O

DAT
E

STA
TIO
N

1

06.10
.2018

BN 1

2

08.10
.2018

BN 2

3

09.10
.2018

BN 3

4

10.10
.2018

BN 4

5

11.10
.2018

BN 5

6

12.10
.2018

7

LO
CA
TIO
N

227
/1519
227
/711
226
/1113
226
/1214

PO
IN
T
N
O

LIN
E
UP/
DN

11
B

UP

13
B

UP

18
B

UP

19
B

DN

226
/3-7

20
B

UP

PGD
P-1

229
/911

11
A

UP

13.10
.2018

PGD
P-2

229
/2-4

11
B

DN

8

15.10
.2018

PGD
P-3

18

UP

9

16.10
.2018

BG 1

18
B

UP

10

17.10
.2018

BG 2

20
A

DN

11

19.10
.2018

WP 1

19
B

DN

12

20.10
.2018

WP 2

18
B

UP

230
/1921
239
/2123
239
/1820
251
/2024
251
/1721

ANGL
E

1 in 12
(60
kg)
1 in 12
(60
kg)
1 in 12
(60
kg)
1 in 12
(60
kg)
1 in 12
(60
kg)
1 in 12
(60
kg)
1 in 12
(60
kg)
1 in 12
(60
kg)
1 in 12
(60
kg)
1 in 12
(60
kg)
1 in 12
(60
kg)
1 in 12
(60
kg)

WEAR BEFORE
RC CMS
CROSSING

WEAR AFTER RC
CMS CROSSING

DPC
TES
T
YES
/NO

NU
MB
ER
OF
LA
BO
UR

REM
ARK
S

L
H

NOS
E

RH

LH

NOS
E

RH

746
7

4

9

5

0

2

1

YES

4

ML,
I-RC

740
6

4

10

4

0

2.5

0

YES

4

ML,
I-RC

740
4

7

10

5

0

2.5

0

YES

4

ML,
I-RC

811
4

5

9

3

0

2.5

0

YES

4

ML,
I-RC

755
4

6

10

4

0

2.5

0

YES

4

ML,
I-RC

755
5

3

9

3

0

2.5

0

YES

4

ML,
I-RC

740
8

1

9

3

0

2.5

0

YES

4

ML,
I-RC

670
5

4

9

6

0

2.5

0

YES

4

ML,
I-RC

759
3

4

9

5

0

2.5

0

YES

4

ML,
I-RC

619
9

4

8

3

0

2.5

0

YES

4

ML,
I-RC

925
5

3

9

1

0

2.5

0

YES

4

ML,
I-RC

759
0

4

9

6

0

2.5

0

YES

4

ML,
I-RC

CM
S
SL
NO

Total No. of CMS Xings Translamatic Reconditioning done - 12
Date of Translamatic Reconditioning - 10/2018
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PERFORMANCE
REPORT
AFTER
TRANSLAMATIC
(MONTHLY WEAR MEASUREMENT) - SSE/P.WAY/GT SECTION

POI
NT
NO

LIN
E
UP/
DN

11B

UP

13B

UP

18B

UP

19B

DN

226/3-7

20B

UP

PGDP

229/911

11A

UP

7

PGDP

229/2-4

11B

DN

8

PGDP

18

UP

9

BG

18B

UP

10

BG

20A

DN

11

WP

19B

DN

12

WP

18B

UP

SL
NO

STAT
ION

1

BN

2

BN

3

BN

4

BN

5

BN

6

LOCA
TION
227/1519
227/711
226/1113
226/1214

230/1921
239/2123
239/1820
251/2024
251/1721

ANGLE

1 in 12
(60 kg)
1 in 12
(60 kg)
1 in 12
(60 kg)
1 in 12
(60 kg)
1 in 12
(60 kg)
1 in 12
(60 kg)
1 in 12
(60 kg)
1 in 12
(60 kg)
1 in 12
(60 kg)
1 in 12
(60 kg)
1 in 12
(60 kg)
1 in 12
(60 kg)

C
M
S
SL
N
O
74
67
74
06
74
04
81
14
75
54
75
55
74
08
67
05
75
93
61
99
92
55
75
90

WEAR
ON
01.11.2018
LH

NO
SE

R
H

0

2

1

0

2.5

0

0

2.5

0

0

2.5

0

0

2.5

0

0

2.5

0

0

2.5

0

0

2.5

0

0

2.5

0

0

2.5

0

0

2.5

0

0

2.5

0

WEAR
ON
01.12.2018
LH

RECONDITIONING

WEAR
01.01.2019
R
H

NOSE

L
H

ON

REMAR
KS

NOS
E

R
H

Note: Actual wear for 60Kg CMS xing deduct 2.5 from the measured nose wear.
Note: Actual wear for 52Kg CMS xing deduct 2.0 from the measured nose wear.
INFORMATION ABOUT ROBOTIC IN-SITU CMS CROSSING RECONDITIONING IN SSE/P.WAY/GT SECTION
Sl.No.

Description of INSITU CMS
Reconditioning Information

Information to be given by SSE/P.WAY in this column

1

Division

SC

2

Sub-Division

ADEN/E/SC

3

Station/Yard

BN
YARD

4
5

SSE P.WAY(In charge)
Location of Turn out / Point No

6

Type of Turn out
60Kg(1 in 12 or 1 in 8.5)

7
8
9

UP LINE/DN LINE / SL
GMT OF UP LINE / SL
GMT OF DN LINE

52Kg/

BN
YARD

BN
YARD

BN
YARD

BN
YARD

SSE/P.WAY/GT
227/15-19 227/7-11
PT.No - PT.No 11B
13B
60
kg 60
kg
1 in 12
1 in 12

226/11-13
PT.No 18B
60
kg
1 in 12

226/12-14
PT.No 19B
60
kg
1 in 12

226/3-7
PT.N
20B
60
kg
1 in 12

229/9-11
PT.No - 11A

UP
56.08

UP
56.08

DN

UP
56.08

UP
56.08

UP
56.08

PGDP YARD

60
1 in 12

kg

77.58
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10
11
12

I
II
III
IV
V
VI
13
I
II
III

Year of Initial Laid of CMS Jul-17
Nov-15
Dec-15
Aug-14
Aug-16
Nov-16
Crossing
Date of I'st IN SITU CMS 06.10.18
08.10.18
09.10.18
10.10.18
11.10.18
12.10.18
Reconditioning
Record with stright edge, CMS Crossing net Wear at the time of Initial INSITU reconditioning(Deduct from actual
wear before R/C 52 kg = 2mm, 60 kg =2.5 mm at 100 mm from ANC on nose only)
AT ANC
On left wing rail:
On nose:
On Right wing rail:
At 100 mm from ANC

4
9
5

4
On left wing rail:
9-2.5=6.5
On nose:
5
On Right wing rail:
Details of 1st INSITU CMS Reconditioning
Traffic block hours taken / SR
30
Caution order /SR
KMPH
Time required for in situ 5 Hrs
Recondition of CMS Crossing.
No of manpower required for 4
preparatory work.

4
10
4

7
10
5

5
9
3

6
10
4

3
9
3

4
10-.5=7.5
4

7
10-.5=7.5
5

5
9-2.5=6.5
3

6
10-.5=7.5
4

3
9-2.5=6.5
3

SR
30
KMPH
5 Hrs

SR
30
KMPH
5 Hrs

SR
30
KMPH
5 Hrs

SR
30
KMPH
5 Hrs

SR 30 KMPH
5 Hrs

4

4

4

4

4

IV

Cost of Reconditioning complete (including
labour,material,
equipment, etc.)
Record with stright edge CMS Crossing net Wear at the time of Initial IN SITU reconditioning(Deduct from accutal
wear before R/C 52 kg = 2mm, 60 kg =2.5 mm at 100 mm on nose only)
14
Date of IInd INSITU CMS
Reconditioning
AT ANC
I
On left wing rail:
II
On nose:
III
On Right wing rail:
At 100 mm from ANC
IV
On left wing rail:
V
On nose:
VI
On Right wing rail:
15
Details of II nd INSITU CMS Reconditioning
I
Traffic block hours taken /
Caution order /SR
II
III
IV
16

17

Time required for in situ
Recondition of CMSCrossing.
No of manpower required for
preparatory work.
Cost of Reconditioning complete
(including
labour,material,
equipment, etc.)
Photographs
of
Reconditioned CMS crossing
at
the
time
of
reconditioning
Opinion
of
SSE
P.Way
about the performance of the
reconditioned CMS crossing by
Robotic
method
of
reconditioning.
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INFORMATION ABOUT ROBOTIC INSITU CMS CROSSING RECONDITIONING IN SSE/P.WAY/GT SECTION
Sl.No.
Description of INSITU CMS Information to be given by SSE/P.WAY in this column
Reconditioning Information
1
Division
SC
2
Sub-Division
ADEN/E/SC
3
Station/Yard
PGDP
PGDP
BG
BG
WP
WP YARD
YARD
YARD
YARD
YARD
YARD
4
SSE P.WAY(In charge)
SSE/P.WAY/GT
5
Location of Turn out / Point No
229/2-4
230/19-21 239/21-23 239/18-20 251/20-24 251/17-21
PT.No
- PT.No - PT.No - PT.No - PT.No - PT.No - 18B
11B
18
18B
20A
19B
6
Type of Turn out 52Kg/ 60
kg 60
kg 60
kg 60
kg 60
kg 60
kg
60Kg(1 in 12 or 1 in 8.5)
1 in 12
1 in 12
1 in 12
1 in 12
1 in 12
1 in 12
7
UP LINE/DN LINE / SL
DN
UP
UP
DN
DN
UP
8
GMT OF UP LINE / SL
56.08
49.95
49.95
9
GMT OF DN LINE
77.58
28.62
28.62
10
Year of Initial Laid of CMS Sep-16
Jul-15
Jun-12
Aug-16
Jun-12
Crossing
11
Date of I'st IN SITU CMS 13.10.18
15.10.18
16.10.18
17.10.18
19.10.18
20.10.18
Reconditioning
12
Record with stright edge, CMS Crossing net Wear at the time of Initial INSITU reconditioning(Deduct from actual wear
before R/C 52 kg = 2mm, 60 kg =2.5 mm at 100 mm from ANC on nose only)
AT ANC
I
1
4
4
4
3
4
On left wing rail:
II
9
9
9
8
9
9
On nose:
III
3
6
5
3
1
6
On Right wing rail:
At 100 mm from ANC
IV
1
4
4
4
3
4
On left wing rail:
V
9-2.5=6.5
9-2.5=6.5 9-2.5=6.5 8-2.5=5.5 9-2.5=6.5 9-2.5=6.5
On nose:
VI
3
6
5
3
1
6
On Right wing rail:
13
Details of 1st INSITU CMS Reconditioning
I
Traffic block hours taken / SR
30 SR
30 SR
30 SR
30 SR
30 SR 30 KMPH
Caution order /SR
KMPH
KMPH
KMPH
KMPH
KMPH
II
Time required for in situ 2 Hrs
2 Hrs
2 Hrs
2 Hrs
2 Hrs
2 Hrs
Recondition of CMS Crossing.
III
No of manpower required for 4
4
4
4
4
4
preparatory work.
IV
Cost of Reconditioning complete (including
labour,material,
equipment, etc.)
Record with stright edge CMS Crossing net Wear at the time of Initial IN SITU reconditioning(Deduct from accutal
wear before R/C 52 kg = 2mm, 60 kg =2.5 mm at 100 mm on nose only)
14
Date of 2nd IN SITU CMS Reconditioning
AT ANC
I
On left wing rail:
II
On nose:
III
On Right wing rail:
At 100 mm from ANC
IV
On left wing rail:
V
On nose:
VI
On Right wing rail:
15
Details of II nd INSITU CMS Reconditioning
I
Traffic block hours taken /
Caution order /SR
II
Time required for in situ
Recondition of CMSCrossing.
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III
IV
16

17

No of manpower required for
preparatory work.
Cost of Reconditioning complete
(including
labour,material,
equipment, etc.)
Photographs
of
Reconditioned CMS crossing
at
the
time
of
reconditioning
Opinion
of
SSE
P.Way
about the performance of the
reconditioned CMS crossing by
Robotic method of reconditioning.

******
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Construction of Raft Foundations: The Case Studies of Raft Foundations of Bridge No.
43 And 44 (Chenab Bridge) at Bakkal, Usbrl Project
Praveen Kumar*

Abstract
This paper describes and analyses the execution aspects of the construction of raft foundations. To study, understand and
analyze the execution aspects, four different kinds of raft foundations at Bridge No. 43 and Bridge No.44 (Chenab Bridge) are
considered. Bridge No. 44 and Bridge No. 43 are the first and second longest bridge in USBRL Project with lengths of 1315 m and
777m respectively. The case study 1 being considered is the raft foundation of pier P7 with sloping top surface, of Bridge No. 43.
The case study 2 is the raft foundation of abutment A2 of Bridge No.43 having shear key provided at the bottom. The case study 3
is the raft foundation of abutment S10 with 10 numbers Dywidag bars provided through the foundation and embedded in ground
beneath the raft foundation S10, as dead load of the abutment is not adequate against sliding during arch erection where temporary
stay cables are to be attached to the raft foundation S10 of Bridge No. 44. Case study 4 is the upstream raft foundation S40
supporting arch of Chenab Bridge No.44, with sloping bottom surface and casted in two pours of concreting operations. The strata
encountered in these case studies is analyzed and compared considering the geology and the results of the cyclic plate load test.
Thereafter the methodology adopted for providing the leveling course of Plain Cement Concrete (PCC) to achieve the foundation
level is discussed. The foundation layouts marking on the PCC, reinforcement binding, different formwork adopted are analyzed.
The equipment (machinery), materials and manpower planning required for concreting of raft foundation are studied. Thereafter
methodology adopted for concreting of raft foundations is studied and analyzed including the cycle time for concreting operation
to avoid formation of cold joints and the planning of the construction joints. The quality of concrete used in construction of raft
foundations is studied using the materials testing, concrete production at the batching plants, 28 days cube strength of concrete and
permeability test of concrete.

1. Introduction
This paper describes and analyses the execution
aspects of the construction of raft foundations. To
study, understand and analyze the execution aspects,
four different kinds of raft foundations at Bridge No.
43 and Bridge No.44 (Chenab Bridge) are considered.
Bridge No. 44 and Bridge No. 43 are the first and
second longest bridge in USBRL Project with lengths
of 1315 m and 777m respectively. Bridge No.44 is
the continuous welded plate Girder Bridge and Bridge
No. 43 is continuous composite welded plate Girder
Bridge. Bridge no. 43 has 12 piers-P1 to P12 and
abutments A1 and A2 with 13 spans of 35m, 53m,
10x64m, 49m and being constructed under Scheduled
Contract Agreement for construction of 16 Bridges.
Bridge No. 44 is the Chenab Bridge-which once
completed will be the highest Railway Arch Bridge in
the world-and is being constructed under DesignBuild/Turnkey Contract Agreement. The spans of
Bridge No. 44 starting from Abutment S10 are 55m,
2x65m, 10x48m, 65m, 55m, 40m, 9x50m and 40m.
The Arch is supported on raft foundations S40 and

S50 whereas expansion joints of Bridge No.44 are
provided at S10, S70 and S180.
2. Case Studies
The case study 1 being considered is the raft
foundation of pier P7, case study 2 being raft
foundation of abutment A2 of Bridge No.43. The case
study 3 is the raft foundation of abutment S10 of
Bridge No.44. Case study 4 is the upstream raft
foundation S40 of Chenab Bridge No.44. Table 1, 2
and 3 provides the details of these case studies.
Figures 1 to 10 provides the details of the raft
foundations of case studies 1 to 4.
3. Excavation
The locations where the raft foundations were to
be constructed were not directly accessible by road.
Therefore access roads had to be created so as to
enable the manpower, machinery and materials to
reach the sites of construction of these raft
foundations. The sites were cleared of all the
obstructions to enable the setting out. Thereafter
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survey points were marked on the ground for
excavation by considering the excavation margin for
subsequent works involved in the construction of
raft foundation. The excavation for foundation was
executed to the depth shown in approved drawings
to reach the founding level. The excavators and/or
breakers were used for excavation in soils and rocks
and thereafter dumpers were used to transport the
excavated muck to the designated dumping sites.
Pictures 1 shows excavation in progress at raft
foundation P7 location.
At S40 raft foundation location Consolidation
Grouting was carried out over the area of 43m x
58m which included both rafts at the upstream and
downstream, for stabilization of rock mass below the
entire foundation location. Thereafter excavation for
the foundation up to the founding level was done.
4. Geological Surface Mapping
Geological surface mapping was carried over the
entire foundation area to provide permanent record
of available stratum at the founding level. Table 2
provides the details of strata as noted in the
geological surface mapping of the four raft
foundations of the case studies.
At S40 upstream raft foundation location
shear seams/zones were discovered during the
geological surface mapping. In order to treat these
shear seams/zones before providing leveling course
Plain Cement Concrete, it was decided to scoop the
gauge material out by excavating to the depth twice
the width of the shear seam/zone. Picture 2 shows
the scooping of gauge material at S40 upstream raft
foundation location.
5. Cyclic Plate Load Test
The cyclic plate load test is conducted to validate
the safe bearing capacity (SBC) of the strata
assumed in the design of the raft foundations. IS
12070:1987 Code of Practice for Design and
Construction of Shallow Foundations on Rocks
prescribes four methods for the determination of
Safe Bearing Pressure on Rocks based on the rock
quality and notes that although specific approaches
have been outlined for various qualities of rock

masses but each approach may be used for all
qualities of rocks, if required. These four approaches
are rock mass classification, core strength, pressure
meter and plate load test. In the present case studies
it is seen that for raft foundations of pier P7 and
abutment A2 ,Cyclic Plate Load Test and at raft
foundation S40, the Rock Mass Classification
(RMR), Unconfined Compressive Strength (UCS) of
core samples (Pre and Post Consolidation Grouting
of strata) and Cyclic Plate Load Test are used for
validating the safe bearing capacity assumed in the
design of raft foundations.
Clause 8.2 of IS 12070:1987 Code of Practice for
Design and Construction of Shallow Foundations on
Rocks recommends that plate load test be conducted
on poor rocks where safe bearing pressure is
suspected to be less than 100 t/m2. Picture 3 shows
the Cyclic Plate Load Test in progress at upstream
raft foundation S40. Table 4 indicates the SBC
values assumed for conducting the Cyclic Plate Load
Test and validated SBC for case studies 1, 2, 4.
Figure 11 shows the load settlement curves for
Cyclic Plate Load test conducted at upstream raft
foundation S40 location. The log to log scale graph
drawn between the applied pressure and total
settlement of the plate gives the yield stress of the
strata and dividing this yield stress by factor of
safety (taken as 3) gives the SBC by Cyclic Plate
Load test method. It is seen that in the present case
studies, for raft foundation location P7 no distinct
yield stress was observed although same were
observed at raft foundations A2 and S40 locations.
For raft foundation P7, the SBC thus is taken as the
peak pressure applied on plate divided by factor of
safety (taken as 3).
Clause 9.1 of IS 12070:1987 Code of Practice for
Design and Construction of Shallow Foundations on
Rocks prescribes that correction factors are to be
applied to the safe bearing pressures except for the
RMR method if geological conditions of submerged
conditions under water, cavities and slopes are
encountered. Clause 9.2 of IS 12070:1987 prescribes
these correction factors. In the current case studies
the correction factors are not applied as geological
conditions for their application are not met.
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6. Plain Cement Concrete Leveling Course
The excavated surface is cleaned with
compressed air, leveled and damped by sprinkling of
water before laying down the plain cement concrete
of grade M15 or nominal mix of 1:3:6 with thickness
of 100 mm as per the approved drawings. The
concrete is placed with the help of chutes/crane
bucket/concrete pump/any other suitable means as
per site condition and compacted with the help of
hand rammers. The top surface of PCC is leveled
and finished to the required level.
At S40 Raft Foundation location, as the required
leveled surface was sloping, to facilitate the laying
of leveling course of plain cement concrete to the
required level, a grid of heap of concrete in the
shape of frustum with its top surface indicating the
required level at that point was used. These levels at
the top of frustum were marked using leveling
instrument. After the hardening of plain cement
concrete the levels were again checked in the similar
manner by again considering a grid of points on top
of this leveling course of Plain cement concrete and
checking the actual levels against the required
levels. Picture 4 shows the filled up shear
seams/zones by plain cement concrete in the
upstream raft foundation S40. Picture 5 shows the
grid formed at raft foundation S40 location before
providing the plain cement concrete leveling course.
Picture 6 shows the completed PCC at upstream raft
foundation S40 location.
Clause 9.3 of IS 12070:1987 Code of Practice for
Design and Construction of Shallow Foundations on
Rocks prescribes that the safe bearing pressure
should be recommended always less than the safe
uniaxial compressive strength of lean concrete
leveling course of the individual foundations,
otherwise richer plain concrete layer should be laid
to prepare smooth surface for laying RCC
foundations. Care should be taken to remove
loosened pieces of rock from the foundation after
blasting and washing and air jetting has been done
so that foundation rests on practically undisturbed
rock mass.

The arch erection in Bridge No. 44 requires
temporary cable stays during the main arch
cantilever erection. As per the erection method the
cables are anchored at foundation supports S10, S20,
S70, and S80. Reactions of cable are anchored by
friction. Dead Load of the Abutment S10 is not
adequate against sliding during erection so rock
anchors are needed. These have been provided as 10
numbers of Dywidag bars of 40mm diameter in S10
raft foundation and were fabricated and installed as
per details given in Fig. 7 and 8. Picture 7 shows the
drilling of holes of diameter 125 mm at 45 degrees
over the completed PCC at S10 raft foundation
location using Atlas Copco ROC machine. Picture 8
shows the 10 Dywidag bars used in raft foundation
S10. Picture 9 shows the installation procedure
adopted for the Dywidag bars.
7. Survey And Layout Marking
The coordinates of the relevant points of the raft
foundation are determined and they are marked on
the leveling course of plain cement concrete using
Total Station and the control points. For illustration
purpose Table 5 shows the survey points to be
marked/staked on the ground over the plain cement
concrete leveling course for upstream raft
foundation S40. Table 6 shows the difference in
northing and easting of the theoretical coordinates
and actual marked/staked coordinates. Fig 12 shows
the details of the points to be marked/staked on the
PCC for upstream raft foundation S40.
8. Reinforcement Binding
The Bar Bending Schedule (BBS) is prepared as
per the approved drawings. The reinforcement bars
are then cut and bend to the length, shape and
numbers for each bar mark/ID mark as given in the
BBS. The reinforcement bars are treated with anti
corrosive treatment by using inhibitor solution. The
reinforcement bars are then tied in position to the
spacing, lapping as given in the BBS and in the
approved drawings. All reinforcing bars shall be
exactly placed in the position shown in the drawings
and shall be securely held in position during placing
of concrete by galvanized steel binding wire not less
than 18 SWG in diameter and conforming to IS 280
and by using stays, chairs, spacers, metal hangers,
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supporting wires or other approved devices at
sufficiently close intervals. Not more than 50
percent bars shall be lapped at the same section i.e.
staggered lap splices. Lap splices are staggered if the
center to center spacing of the splices is greater than
or equal to 1.3 times the lap length. The distance
between the adjacent laps should be greater than or
equal to 150 mm. Picture 10 shows the set up for
reinforcement cutting, bending, inhibitor solution
application and lifting of reinforcement at the site of
raft foundation P7. Picture 11 to 21 shows the
reinforcement binding in progress at different stages
for the raft foundations P7, A2, S10 and S40.
9. Formwork
At raft foundations at P7, A2 of Bridge No.43 and
S10 of Bridge No. 44 conventional Doka formwork
Frami XLife was used. The Doka formwork Frami
XLife consists of panels of 3m x 0.9m having a
wooden ply. The accessories for connecting these
standard panels include Doka Frami clamp and
universal fixing bolts. Picture 22 shows the Doka
Frami XLife formwork used at raft foundation S10.
At raft foundation S40, H16 waler formwork panels
were fabricated at site and used as formwork for the
foundation. These H16 waler formwork panels were
customized to meet the site requirements. Along the
length (35 m) of raft each of these panels was a
unique panel as the height of the panel at the sides
changed, the bottom side was sloping and had
constant width. Picture 24 and 25 shows one such
panel in elevation and plan. It can be seen in the
Picture 24 that the sides have different height and
the bottom is sloping to match the site requirement.
Along the width (16.5m) of raft these H16 waler
formwork panels were of constant width and
constant height. Each panel was made up of PERI
ply of thickness 21mm. The panel was customized
with constant width of 2m except at corners. The
PERI ply was connected to H16 wooden beams by
chip board screws. The length of one H16 wooden
beam was 3m and it was cut to reduce or extend the
sizes required for making H16 waler formwork
panels. These wooden beams are designated as 3MH16. The H16 wooden beams were connected to the
steel walers using flange claw assembly. The steel

waler was made using 2 ISMC100 connected back
to back. Prop jacks were used to support the panels
at the level of walers. At their other end the prop
jacks were supported against the ISMB beam resting
on ground. These ISMB beams were laterally
supported by reinforcement bars of 32mm diameter
embedded 0.5m in the ground. The lateral load
exerted by the fresh concrete was thus transferred
from the PERI ply to the H beams, from H beams to
the steel walers, from steel walers to the prop jacks,
from prop jacks to the ISMB beam, and from ISMB
beam to the embedded reinforcement bars and thus
finally to the ground. Picture 24 also shows that the
panel has a overhang of PERI ply on one side
whereas on the other side it is terminated over the
flange of H16 beam. This arrangement was provided
to make supported vertical joint between successive
panels. The corresponding walers on the successive
panels were connected through joint plates using
joint pins as shown in Picture 26. At the top of these
panels, arrangement was provided for lifting and
these panels were placed in position using the fixed
tower crane established at S40 location.
Formwork is placed in position with the help of the
crane or any other suitable means as per site
conditions. At raft foundation P7, A2 and S10 Hydra
Crane was used whereas for raft foundation S40
fixed tower crane was used. Shuttering oil of Reebol
of Fosroc make or Seporal of Sika make or
equivalent was applied over the formwork before
fixing in position to facilitate smoother removal of
the formwork from concrete without damaging the
concrete surface during de-shuttering. Picture 23
shows the application of shuttering oil over the
Frami XLife Doka formwork. The formwork was
aligned both horizontally and vertically within the
specified limits and fixed in position with the help of
tie rods, walers, turn buckles and adjustable props.
The alignment of formwork, cover, level were
checked and recorded in approved formats. The
formwork was to conform to the dimensions, side
slopes, lines and levels at the top. The joints between
the formwork were closed to prevent leakage of
cement slurry and thus the formation of fins.
Pictures 27, 28 and 29 shows the formwork
arrangements provided in the case studies.
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10. Manpower, Materials And Machinery
(Equipment) Planning
Before undertaking the concreting of the raft
foundations detailed planning is required for the
machinery (equipments), materials and manpower
requirements for the concreting of raft foundations.
It is imperative to know beforehand about the
estimated concrete quantity and the materials
required for that, the required hourly rate of
placement of concrete, approximate time of
completion of concreting, thickness and number of
layers in which concrete is planned to be poured,
required slump of concrete etc. All these data is
required for the detailed planning for concreting.
Table 7 shows the mix design of M35 grade concrete
used for the raft foundations under study. For
illustration purpose Table 8 shows the detailed
planning for the Materials, Table 9 shows the
detailed planning for the Machinery(Equipment) and
Table 10 shows the detailed planning for Manpower
before concreting of Pour-II at upstream raft
foundation S40.
11. Time Cycle For Concrete Pouring
To plan and monitor the entire concreting
operation it is important to know about the height of
each layer, number of layers of concrete planned,
initial setting time of concrete, required hourly rate
of concreting, hourly concrete production at the
batching plants, etc. Table 11 shows the planning of
time cycle for concrete pouring at the Pour I and
Pour II at the upstream raft foundation S40. Picture
14 shows the levels of concrete layers planned at raft
foundation P7, marked on the chairs using red paint
to give clear indication about how the concreting is
progressing. It is important to know the final levels
of concrete to be reached in the raft foundation
concreting. The final levels of concrete are marked
on the chairs protruding through the reinforcement
cage of foundation and on the formwork on the sides
to have a clear understanding of the required levels
of concrete. Picture 30 shows the final concrete
levels being marked on the chairs at the abutment
foundation A2. To reach the final line and levels it is
a general practice at the sites to reduce the slump of
concrete slightly when finishing works at the

concreting are under progress. Picture 31 shows the
concreting arrangements in progress at upstream raft
foundation S40 for Pour-I.
12. Planning For Construction Joints
The locations of construction joints are provided
in the construction drawings. At raft foundations at
P7, A2, S10 planning for the horizontal construction
joints and at S40 planning for horizontal as well as
vertical construction joint was done. At raft
foundations at P7, A2, S10 and S40 the planning for
the horizontal construction joint at the top of raft
was made by fabricating wooden keys to be inserted
and embedded in the fresh concrete when concreting
reached the top level as indicated in the construction
drawings. The surface of the fresh concrete at top
level over which concrete was to come in next pours
was to be rendered coarse finished using rake.
Picture 35 shows the horizontal construction joint at
Pour-I of raft foundation S40. The construction joint
is to be treated as per IRS-Concrete Bridge Code
Appendix A “Specifications for Construction Joints”
for further subsequent concreting operations.
At upstream raft foundation S40, concreting was
planned in two pours and there was a vertical
construction joint between these two pours. The
ribbed expanded metal formwork was used as
bulkhead for providing lateral support for the
pressure exerted by concrete. These ribbed expanded
metal formworks are manufactured using zinc
coated galvanized steel sheets with longitudinal ribs.
They provide mechanical key and bond across the
construction joint. The advantages of using these
ribbed expanded metal formworks are the following:
1.

2.
3.
4.

The stripping, cleaning and reoiling of
formwork not required as the ribbed expanded
metal formwork are left in place after
concreting.
It allows for the continuous placement of
reinforcement bars across the construction joint.
No further preparation of joint surface is
required before the next planned concreting.
It can be fabricated to suit the surface of the
construction joint. If the construction joint is in
curve then the ribbed expanded metal formwork
can be fabricated to the required radius of curve.
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5.

6.

7.

The holes provided in the formwork ensure that
the lateral pressure exerted by fresh concrete at
construction joint is lesser.
It reduces the probability of any honeycombing
by providing visual aids to the concrete
operator.
It is easy to handle as it can be cut using hand or
power saw to the required application.

The ribbed expanded metal formwork sheets can be
lapped over one another to provide required
continuous surface by nesting the ribs against each
other at the ends and if required by punching holes
through them to prevent relative movement between
them. The deflection or bulging caused in the ribbed
expanded metal formwork due to the lateral pressure
of concrete is insignificant. The grout loss through
the holes of the sheet is insignificant if excessive
slump of the concrete is prevented. Picture 32 shows
the ribbed expanded metal formwork used at the S40
raft foundation for Pour 1 of concrete. When placed
and installed vertically it is supported from behind
by adequately spaced vertical channels. The lateral
load of fresh concrete is transferred to the ribbed
expanded metal formwork sheets which then
transfers them to the supporting vertical channels
and thus to the ground. Picture 36 shows the vertical
construction joint made using ribbed expanded metal
formwork.
13. Concreting Methodology
Approved design mix of M35 grade with details
as shown in Table 7 were used for concreting at raft
foundations P7, A2 of Bridge No. 43 and S10, S40
upstream of Chenab Bridge No.44. Coarse
Aggregate confirmed to the combined grading limits
as specified in IS 383: 1970. Admixtures as
specified in Table 7 were used. The workability in
terms of slump maintained in the concreting was
generally 120mm-180mm. Concrete was produced
at site using automated batching plants of capacity
60 cum/hour and 30 cum/hour and transported using
transit mixers. Each transit mixer carried a dispatch
slip containing the details of grade of concrete, date
and time of dispatch, quantity of concrete
dispatched, slump measured at batching plant with
column left empty for slump to be measured at site
etc. On receipt at site the concrete pour card was

maintained as per approved QAP. Concrete was
placed in layers of 300mm-500mm using concrete
pumps. The concrete was delivered to site within 1.5
hours (when atmospheric temperature was above
20oC) and within 2 hours (when atmospheric
temperature was at or below 20oC). The compaction
of concrete was done by using 60mm, 40mm, and
25mm needle vibrators. The sides and corners were
compacted using 40mm needle vibrators. The top
surface of concrete was properly finished with
slopes and camber as specified in the drawings.
To avoid segregation and bleeding in concrete,
excess
vibration
was
restricted.
Special
arrangements were made to keep the height of fall of
concrete below 1.5m. For raft foundation at P7, A2,
S10, for the purpose of inserting the concrete pump
hose in to the reinforcement cage one rebar in the
longitudinal direction and one rebar in the transverse
direction at 2m– 4m spacing in the top mat of
reinforcement were kept loose and then fixed in
position when concrete reached at that level. At the
upstream raft foundation S40, concrete was placed
using concrete pump fitted with circular distributor
at the pouring point to facilitate moving the pipeline
in 360o in horizontal direction. Steel circular funnel
of diameter around 1m fitted with 200mm diameter
PVC suction pipe of length 3.5m was used to pour
the concrete as tremie concreting to control the
height of the fall. The circular funnels were placed
along the longer direction and shorter side. An
additional circular funnel was kept ready for placing
in congested locations as per requirement. The
concrete pipe fitted with circular distributor was
moved on each funnel around and hence concrete
was placed.
To avoid formation of cold joints subsequent layers
of concrete were to be placed before the earlier layer
attained the initial setting time. Generally the initial
setting time of concrete in normal conditions is 3 to
4 hours.
Pictures 33 and 34 shows the concreting in progress
at the raft foundations P7 and A2.
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14. Results
(i) Plain Cement Concrete
The leveling course of 1:3:6 or the design mix of
M15 was provided as plain cement concrete as per
the procedure described in section 6 above.
(ii) Materials Testing before concreting for Raft
Foundations
The size, gradation and moisture content tests for
coarse aggregates were to be conducted before each
concreting day as specified in the approved Quality
Assurance Plan (QAP) for civil works for Bridge
No. 43 and 44. Similarly the tests for size, gradation,
silt content, moisture content of sand were to be
conducted as specified in the approved QAP for civil
works for Bridge No.43 and 44. All the other tests
on materials like cement, aggregates, reinforcement
bars, admixture, water etc were carried out as per
their frequencies as specified in the QAPs for the
civil works for Bridge No.43 and 44. For illustration
purpose Table 12 shows the results of sieve analysis
of 10mm coarse aggregate before the concreting at
A2 raft foundation.
(iii) Concrete Production at the Batching Plants

capacities 60 cum per hour and 30 cum per hour.
The moisture content of aggregates was determined
and the moisture corrections were incorporated in
the approved mix design at SSD conditions. For
illustration purpose Table 13 shows the moisture
correction for concrete mix of M35 grade before
concreting at raft foundation A2. The calibration of
batching plant is to be done per month as per the
QAP for civil works for Bridge No. 43 and 44.
(iv) Cube Strength Test Results
The cube samples were prepared at site during
concreting of raft foundations and thereafter taken to
the quality control laboratory at the site. Table 14
shows the 28 days cube strength test results for the
raft foundations P7, A2, S10 and S40.
(v) Permeability Test
The permeability test was conducted for the
concrete used in the construction of raft foundations.
For illustration purpose Table 15 shows the results
of permeability test conducted for the raft foundation
A2. Sample for permeability test on concrete as per
DIN 1048 Part V was taken on 29.06.2017 for raft
foundation A2. Test was conducted at Quality
Control Laboratory at Reasi as per DIN 1048 Part V
on 31.07.2017 and observations are given in Table
15. The permissible value of permeability is 25mm.

The concrete for raft foundations under study
was produced at the two batching plants of
15. Conclusions
(i) The workability of concrete as measured by slump test was maintained as per the design mix
range/requirements of job site in terms of the QAP for civil works for Bridge No. 43 and 44. The concrete
was poured in layers and each layer was vibrated as it was placed.
(ii) After initial setting of top surface of concrete of raft foundations, curing was started by sprinkling with
water, covering with wet hessian cloth or ponding to reduce early dry shrinkage. After the removal of the
formwork the same was covered with hessian cloth on the sides and kept wet by sprinkling of water at
regular intervals to maintain the dampness of the hessian cloth throughout the curing period.
(iii) Quality of concrete used in the construction of raft foundations as determined from the 28 day strength
test results as given in Table 14 and by permeability test as given in Table 15 was in the acceptable limits.
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Table 1 Details of Case Studies-I
Description

Bridge
No.

Chainage Of
Center Line Of
Foundation

Foundatio
n Level
(M)

Foundation
Size In Plan

Foundation Type

Case Study 1P7 (Pier
Foundation)
Case Study 2A2 (Abutment
Foundation)
Case Study 3S10 (Abutment
Foundation)

43

49.885 Km

795.000

22mx26m

Rectangular with
Sloping top

43

50.254713 Km

835.000

16mx22.38m

Rectangular with
Shear Key at bottom

44

50.400 Km

831.100

Case Study 4S40 Upstream
(One Raft of
Arch
Foundation)

44

50.585 Km

Varying
from
673.326m to
671.316m

16.6 mx19m
(Plan Area
increasing to
17.270mx
19m at top)
16.5mx35m

10 Numbers of
inclined Dywidag
bars provided
embedded in ground
below Foundation
Rectangular with
Sloping bottom
surface

Table 2 Details of Case Studies-II
Description

Type Of Strata

Case Study-1

Boulders embedded in
Clayey Soil
Dolomite Rock

Case Study -2

Type Of
Bearing Over
Substructure

Theoretical Quantities Of
Concrete
Reinforcement
(Cum)
(Mt)

Free

1361.7

225

Free

811

214
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Case Study -3
Case Study -4

Dark Grey Colour Jointed
Dolomite Rock
Greyish Colour Jointed
Dolomite Rock with
presence of Shear Seams and
Shear Zones

Expansion Joint

964

120

Fixed

2397

328

Table 3 Dimensions of Raft Foundation P7
Length Dimensions (Mm)

Width Dimensions(Mm)

Height Dimensions(Mm)

L1
L2
L3
L

B1
B2
B3
B

H1
H2
H
-

8000
1500
7000
26000

6500
1500
6000
22000

1500
1700
3200
-

Table 4 Validated Safe Bearing Capacities for Raft Foundations
Description

CASE 1
CASE 2
CASE 4

Plate Size

Peak Load
Applied On
Plate
(Tonne)

0.6Mx0.6M
0.6Mx0.6M
1.0Mx1.0M

81.46
108.68
307.75

Peak
Pressure
Applied On
Plate
(T/M2)
226.29
301.89
307.75

Sbc Assumed
For
Conducting
Plt (T/M2)

Validated
sbc
(t/m2)

75
100
100

75
80
100

Table 5 Survey Coordinates for layout and marking for Raft Foundation S40
Point Id
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
A
B
C
D

Northing
3667940.116
3667899.442
3667918.959
3667959.633
3667926.419
3667945.937
3667932.655
3667913.138
3667940.360
3667927.079
3667942.033
3667928.752
3667910.037
3667923.733
3667937.014
3667950.711

Easting
489320.286
489292.961
489263.908
489291.233
489311.084
489282.032
489273.109
489302.162
489290.332
489281.410
489287.842
489278.920
489277.189
489286.391
489295.313
489304.514
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Table 6 Layout and Checking of Survey Coordinates at Raft Foundation S40
Point
id
1
4
5
6

Theoretical Coordinates
Observed Coordinates
Differences
Remarks
NORTHING EASTING NORTHING EASTING NORTHING EASTING
3667940.116 489320.286 3667940.114 489320.287
-2
1
Accepted
3667959.633 489291.233 3667959.634 489291.232
1
-1
3667926.419 489311.084 3667926.417 489311.086
-2
2
3667945.937 489282.032 3667945.937 489282.032
0
-2
Table7 M35 Grade Mix Design for case studies

Constituent
Cement (OPC)
20 mm Coarse
Aggregate
10 mm Coarse
Aggregate
Fine Aggregate
Water
Admixture
Free Water Cement
Ratio

For raft foundations at p7 and
a2 of br. No.43
Quantity (Kg/Cum)
400
710

For raft foundations at s10 and s40
of br. No.44
Quantity (Kg/Cum)
400
585.34

473

581.08

759
152
4.8
(Master Polyheed 8630 @1.2%)
0.38

766.26
160
4.4
(Master Rheobuild 1125 @1.1%)
0.40

Table 8 Materials Planning for Concreting at S40 Raft Foundation Pour-II
Estimated Quantity Of Concrete Is 1150 Cum
S.no. Material Weight/Cum Units
Total
Quantity
1
Cement
400
BAGS
9200

In Stock

Balance

Source

22483

13283

2

Admixture

4.4

KG

5060

24630

19570

3

20 mm

586

CUM

483

2142

1659

4

10 mm

582

CUM

482

1000

518

5

Sand

767

CUM

630

1500

870

Ambuja OPC 43
Grade
BASF Master
Rheobuild1125
Shrine Stone
Crusher, Reasi
Krishna Stone
Crusher, Kathua
Arnas

6

Water

160

KL

-

-

-

Sarmegha Nallah
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Table 9 Machinery (Equipment) Planning for Concreting at S40 Raft Foundation Pour-II
S.no.

Equipment

Unit

Requirement

Available

Remarks

1
2
3
4
5
6

Batching Plant (60 m3/hr)
Batching Plant (30 m3/hr)
Cement Silo
Transit Mixer
Concrete Pump(30 m3/hr)
Vibrator with Needle
(a) 60mm
(b) 40mm
(c) 25mm
Water Tanker
Lighting Mast
JCB

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

1
1
3
10
4

1
1
4
12
5

2 Standby
1 Standby

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

6
4
2
2
2
2

12
6
3
3
5
3

No.
No.
No.

96
3
2

96
6
3

7
8
9
10
11
12

15cmx15cmx15cm mould
Slump Cone
Dumper for Aggregate
feeding

Excavator
standby

Table 11 Time Cycle for concrete pouring at S40 Upstream Raft foundation
S.no.

Description

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Size in Plan
Average Height
Total No. of batching plant
Batching plant (capacity 30 cum)
Batching plant (capacity 60 cum)
Total Capacity of Batching Plant
Volume of Concrete produced at reduced
efficiency (50%)
Number of transit mixers to be used
Total number of concrete pumps to be used at
pouring location (capacity = 30 cum/hr)
Assumed efficiency of concrete pump @ 50%
Circular distributer fitted with concrete pump to
facilitate pouring of concrete
Volume of concrete required when placed in
layer of 0.4m
The initial setting time of concrete determined at
site lab
Consider initial setting time of concrete
(decreased by 30%)
Time taken to pour entire area of foundation in
specified layer of 400mm thickness

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

S40 u/s pour i

S40 u/s pour ii

16mx16.5m
4.705m
2
1 No.
1 No.
90 cum/hr
45 cum/hr

19mx16.5m
3.66m
2
1No.
1No.
90 cum/hr
45 cum/hr

10
4 No.

10
4 No.

15 cum/hr
4 No.

15 cum/hr
4 No.

105.6 cum

125.4 cum

8 hours

8 hours

5.6 hours

5.6 hours

.

= 2.35
hour

.

= 2.8 hour

So, successive layer of concrete to be started
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17
18
19
20
21
22

before the initial setting time of preceding layer
of concrete and hence there will be no chance of
cold joint in concrete
The total volume of concrete in foundation
Hence the time required to complete the concrete
pour is
Extra time for contingency
Gross time required
Average thickness of foundation
Numbers of layers (400 mm) required to reach

1242.12 cum
.
= 27.6
hours
5 hours
32.6 hours
3.66 m
12 No.

1147.41 cum
.
= 25.5
hours
5 hours
30.5 hours
3.66 m
9No.

Table 12 Sieve Analysis of 10mm Coarse Aggregate done before concreting at Raft Foundation A2
Is sieve
size
(mm)
12.5
10
4.75
2.36
Pan

Weight
retained
(gm)
0
528
4003
380

Cumulative
weight retained
(gm)
0
528
4531
4911

Percentage
cumulative
weight retained
0
10.56
90.62
98.22

Percentage
passing

Is 383- 1970
limit

100
89.44
9.38
1.78

100
85-100
0-20
0-5
-

Table 13 Moisture Correction for concrete Mix M35 before concreting at Raft Foundation A2
Batch weight for 1
m3 in ssd condition
Batch weight for 1
m3 after moisture
correction
Water Absorption(%)
Moisture Content
(%)
Moisture
Adjustment(%)
Difference in Weight
due to Moisture
Content (Kg)
Corrected Batch
Quantity Kg/m3

Cement Course aggregates
20 mm
10 mm
400
710
473

Fine
aggregate
759

Water

Admixture

152

4.8

-

0.36
0

0.52
0.35

1.28
3.0

-

-

-

0.36

0.17

1.72

-

-

-

2.56

0.80

13.05

-

-

400

707

472

772

142

4.8
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Table 14 28-Days Cube Strength Test Results for the four case studies

Description

Number of
samples taken
during entire
concreting

Range of
compressive
strength values
observed(mpa)

Mean of
compressive
strength
values
observed
(mpa)

Standard
deviation of
compressive
strength values
observed
(mpa)

Case 1
Case 2
Case 3
Case 4 (Pour 1)

32
18
23
27

50.41 – 55.78
51.6 - 53.28
47.13 – 48.94
47.05 – 50.84

53.48
52.57
48.04
49.05

1.24
0.42
0.529
0.847

Table 15 Permeability test result for Raft Foundation A2
Specimen
number

Test start
date

Time

Test end
date

Time

1
2
3

28.07.2017
28.07.2017
28.07.2017

17.00
17.00
17.00

31.07.2017
31.07.2017
31.07.2017

17.00
17.00
17.00

Pressure
Permeability Average
2
applied(kg/cm )
measured
value
value (mm) (mm)
5
9
5
7
8.33
5
9
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Table 10 Manpower Planning for Concreting at S40 Raft Foundation Pour-II
S.NO.

ACTIVITY

1

Over all

2

Safety

3

QA/QC Batching Plant

4

QA/QC Concrete Pouring Point

5

Batching Plant

6

DG Shed

7

Batching Plant Operation - MI

8

Batching Plant Operation - CP30

9

Transit Mixer-Operation Workshop

10

Transit Mixer- Driver

11

Transit Mixer- Helper

12

Water Tanker- Driver

13

Mechanical Team at Site

14

Electrical Team at Site

15

Back Hoe Loader (JCB)

16

Concrete Operation - Overall at Site

17

Concrete Pump Operation - Pump No.1

18

Concrete Pump Operation - Pump No.2

19

Concrete Pump Operation - Pump No.3

20

Concrete Pump Operation - Pump No.4

21

Concrete Distributer - Group 1

22

Concrete Distributer - Group 2

23

Concrete Distributer - Group 3

24

Concrete Distributer - Group 4

25

Concrete Placing and Compaction - Group 1

26

Concrete Placing and Compaction - Group 2

27

Concrete Placing and Compaction - Group 3

28

Concrete Placing and Compaction - Group 4

29
30

Shuttering
Reinforcement

31

Cement Feeding

DAY SHIFT
1. V. J. Pai
2. S. M. Shetty
1. S.K. Mishra
2. S.K. Dubey
1. Sajad Bazaz (Eng)
2. Balbadar
3. Labour (S/C-Ashok Singh)
4. Labour (S/C-Ashok Singh)
5. Labour (S/C-Ashok Singh)
6. Labour (S/C-Ashok Singh)
1. Anudeep (MTE)
2. Sandeep (Kauri)
1. Shiva (Mech. Eng)
2. Vinod (Mechanic)
1. Ratan (Asst. Ele.)
1. Rajesh Sharma (Operator)
2. Gandarb (Labour)
3. Rajender (Labour)
4. Karnail Singh (Labour)
1. Tilak Raj Sharma (Foreman/Optr)
2. Balbir Singh DX
3.Mustaq Kauri (Labour)
1. Vinod (Mechanic)
2. Puran (Labour)
3. Amar Singh (Auto Ele)
4. Kewal (Tyre Fitter) CPE
1. Baldev Raj
2. Randhir
3. Pawan
4. Sunil
5. Bahadur Singh
6. Rinku
7. Khajur Singh
8. Vasudev
9. External Driver
10. External Driver
1. Younis (Labour)
2. Abdul Jalil
3. Dattaram (Labour)
4. Baldev Singh (Labour) Kouri
1. Ram Singh
2. Puran
1. Mahender Singh
2. Kamlesh
1. Heera (Electrician)
2. Naved Ali (Electrician)
3. 1. Santosh Ghosh
2. Hired JCB
1. R. K. Yadav (Manager)
2. Yodh Singh (Engineer)
3. Hemant (GTE)
4. Santosh Maharaj
5. Mithun Mandal
6. Madan Sharma
1. Das (Operator) CPE
2. Labour (S/C- Santosh Singh)
3. Labour (S/C- Santosh Singh)
1. Rafique (Operator)
2. Labour (S/C- Santosh Singh)
3. Labour (S/C- Santosh Singh)
1. Gharu Sharma (Operator)
2. Labour (S/C- Santosh Singh)
3. Labour (S/C- Santosh Singh)
1. Iqbal (Operator) CPE
2. Labour (S/C- Santosh Singh)
3. Labour (S/C- Santosh Singh)
1. Kesar
2. Labour (S/C- Santosh Singh)
3. Labour (S/C- Santosh Singh)
1. Bablu
2. Labour (S/C- Santosh Singh)
3. Labour (S/C- Santosh Singh)
1. Mohan Lal
2. Labour (S/C- Santosh Singh)
3. Labour (S/C- Santosh Singh)
1. 2. Labour (S/C- Santosh Singh)
3. Labour (S/C- Santosh Singh)
1. Labour (S/C- Santosh Singh)
2. Labour (S/C- Santosh Singh)
3. Labour (S/C- Santosh Singh)
4. Labour (S/C- Santosh Singh)
1. Labour (S/C- Santosh Singh)
2. Labour (S/C- Santosh Singh)
3. Labour (S/C- Santosh Singh)
4. Labour (S/C- Santosh Singh)
1. Labour (S/C- Santosh Singh)
2. Labour (S/C- Santosh Singh)
3. Labour (S/C- Santosh Singh)
4. Labour (S/C- Santosh Singh)
1. Labour (S/C- Santosh Singh)
2. Labour (S/C- Santosh Singh)
3. Labour (S/C- Santosh Singh)
4. Labour (S/C- Santosh Singh)
4 No.s Carpenter Gang (Santosh Singh)
5 No.s (Santosh Singh)
1. Purshotam Singh (Sup.)
2. Labour 14 No.s (S/C- Ram Krishna)
3. Labour 7 No.s (S/C- Ashok Singh)

NIGHT SHIFT

1. Rajesh Sharma
2. Ashok Dhiman
1. Rajesh Kumar (Eng)
2. Sanju
3. Labour (S/C-Ashok Singh)
4. Labour (S/C-Ashok Singh)
5. Labour (S/C-Ashok Singh)
6. Labour (S/C-Ashok Singh)
1. Ajeet Singh (Kauri)
2. Som Raj (Labour)
1. Vishwanath (Mech. Eng)
2. Musbinder Singh (Mechanic)
1. Kewal (Asst. Ele.)
1. Sanjeev Kumar (Operator)
2. Sunder (Labour)
3. Madan (Labour)
4. Kartar (Labour)
1. Makhan (Operator)
2. Lal Singh (Labour)
3. Balbir Singh DX
1. Rajeev (Supervisor)
2. Jakee (Mechanic)
3. Janak (Auto Ele)
4. Tilak Raj (Tyre Fitter) CPE
5. Krishna (Tyre Fitter)
1. Prithvi Singh
2. Puran
3. Kashmira Singh
4. Ashok Singh
5. Pursotam
6. Ram Bhajan
7. Kawalnain
8. External Driver
9. External Driver
10. External Driver
1. Karnail Singh (Labour)
2. Jugal Kishore
3. Baldev (Survey)
4. Omprakash
1. 2. Raj Singh
1. Banti
2. Balwan helper
1. Ram Raj Sharma(Ele Foreman Surandi)
2. Vijay Kumar (Electrician)
3. Naresh Kumar (Electrician)
1. Ashok 3812
2. Hired JCB
1. K. Veerajaneyulu
2. Avinash (MTE)
3. Vikram Parihar
4. Sunil (Engg)
5. Amarnath
6. Ravi Rathore
1. Vipin (Operator)
2. Labour (S/C- Santosh Singh)
3. Labour (S/C- Santosh Singh)
1. Pintu (Operator)
2. Labour (S/C- Santosh Singh)
3. Labour (S/C- Santosh Singh)
1. Kamal (Operator)
2. Labour (S/C- Santosh Singh)
3. Labour (S/C- Santosh Singh)
1. Ranjit Singh (Operator) CPE
2. Labour (S/C- Santosh Singh)
3. Labour (S/C- Santosh Singh)
1. Bittu
2. Labour (S/C- Santosh Singh)
3. Labour (S/C- Santosh Singh)
1. Mangat Ram
2. Labour (S/C- Santosh Singh)
3. Labour (S/C- Santosh Singh)
1. Fateh Mohd.
2. Labour (S/C- Santosh Singh)
3. Labour (S/C- Santosh Singh)
1. 2. Labour (S/C- Santosh Singh)
3. Labour (S/C- Santosh Singh)
1. Labour (S/C- Santosh Singh)
2. Labour (S/C- Santosh Singh)
3. Labour (S/C- Santosh Singh)
4. Labour (S/C- Santosh Singh)
1. Labour (S/C- Santosh Singh)
2. Labour (S/C- Santosh Singh)
3. Labour (S/C- Santosh Singh)
4. Labour (S/C- Santosh Singh)
1. Labour (S/C- Santosh Singh)
2. Labour (S/C- Santosh Singh)
3. Labour (S/C- Santosh Singh)
4. Labour (S/C- Santosh Singh)
1. Labour (S/C- Santosh Singh)
2. Labour (S/C- Santosh Singh)
3. Labour (S/C- Santosh Singh)
4. Labour (S/C- Santosh Singh)
4 No.s Carpenter Gang (Santosh Singh)
1. 2. Labour 14 No.s (S/C- Kartar Singh)
3. Labour 7 No.s (S/C- Ram Krishna)
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Fig. 1 Details of Raft Foundation P7 in Plan

Fig. 2 Details of Raft Foundation P7 along
Section
A-A

Fig. 3 Details of Raft Foundation A2 in Plan

Fig. 4 Details of Raft Foundation A2 along
Section
B-B

Fig. 5 Details of Raft Foundation S10 in
Plan

Fig. 6 Details of Raft Foundation S10 along
Section
A-A
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Fig. 7 Side View of Dywidag bars in Raft
Foundation S10

Fig. 8 Details of Dywidag bars inside Raft
Foundation S10

Fig. 9 Details of Raft Foundation S40 in
Plan

Fig. 10 Details of Raft Foundation S40 in
Elevation

Fig. 11 Load Settlement Curve for Cyclic
Plate Load Test at S40 Raft Foundation
Location

Fig. 12 Details of Survey Points at Raft
Foundation S40
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Picture 1 Excavation in Progress at Raft
Foundation P7 Location

Picture 2 Excavation of Shear Seam/Zones in
Progress at Raft Foundation S40 Location

Picture 3 Cyclic Plate Load Test in Progress
at Upstream Raft Foundation S40 Location

Picture 4 Filled up Shear Seams at S40 Raft
Foundation

Picture 5 Preparations for PCC at S40 Raft
Foundation Location

Picture 6 PCC completed at Raft
Foundation S40 location

Picture 7 Drilling of Holes using ROC in
Progress for Dywidag bar installation for
Raft Foundation S10

Picture 8 Dywidag Bars used at S10 Raft
Foundation
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Picture 9 Dywidag Bar installation in
Progress at S10

Picture 10 Reinforcement Bars cutting,
bending, inhibitor solution application and
lifting arrangements

Picture 11 Reinforcement Binding in
Progress for Raft Foundation P7

Picture 12 Reinforcement Binding in
Progress for Raft Foundation P7

Picture 13 Reinforcement Binding in
Progress for Raft Foundation P7

Picture 14 Reinforcement Binding in
Progress for Raft Foundation P7

Picture 15 Reinforcement Binding in
Progress at Shear Key of Raft Foundation
A2

Picture 16 Reinforcement Binding in
Progress for Raft Foundation A2
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Picture 17 Reinforcement Binding in
Progress for Raft Foundation A2

Picture 18 Reinforcement Binding in
Progress for Raft Foundation S10

Picture 19 Reinforcement Binding in
Progress for Raft Foundation S10

Picture 20 Reinforcement Binding in
Progress for Raft Foundation S40

Picture 21 Reinforcement Binding in
Progress for Raft Foundation S40

Picture 22 Frami XLife Doka Formwork

Picture 23 Application of Shuttering Oil
over Frami XLife Doka Formwork

Picture 24 Waler Formwork Panel in
Elevation
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Picture 25 Waler Formwork Panel in Plan

Picture 26 Waler Formwork Panel to Panel
Locking Arrangement

Picture 27 Formwork Arrangements
completed at Raft Foundation P7

Picture 28 Formwork Arrangements
completed at Raft Foundation A2

Picture 29 Formwork Arrangements
Completed at Raft Foundation S40 for
Pour-I

Picture 30 Concreting Arrangements in
Progress at Raft Foundation A2

Picture 31 Concreting Arrangements in
Progress at Raft Foundation S40 Pour-I

Picture 32 Ribbed Expanded Metal
Formwork with Power Cutting Tool
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Picture 33 Concreting in Progress at Raft
Foundation P7

Picture 35 Preparations for Construction
Joint in Progress at Raft Foundation S40

Picture 34 Concreting in Progress at Raft
Foundation A2

Picture 36 Construction Joint with Ribbed
Expanded Metal Formwork at Raft
Foundation S40
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Non-vibro stone column for soil improvement - Safe construction near running tracks
Rajeev Tyagi1, Anurag Rastogi2

Abstract
The authors through this paper intend to introduce the non-vibro technique of ground improvement by stone column,
being used for the first time in India under the Western Dedicated freight Corridor in Mumbai area. New 2x25 KV double line
dedicated freight corridor tracks, capable of carrying 32.5-ton axle load are proposed to be built on this stretch. The patches in
question are of marine clays & running parallel to existing Railway tracks, on JNPT-Panvel-Vaitarna section and have problems
with bearing capacity and stability, and where excessive settlements may occur due to the heavy axle loads. The article details the
site soil conditions, design philosophy, construction methodology by avoiding the existing various types of utilities, the advantages
of the method for fast and safe construction and the results of the use of this method for the ground improvement.The quality of
stone column was better and the settlements were lesser than that calculated using the conventional formulae. Further, the
modified method ensured ground improvement without disruptions to Railway traffic or the nearby utilities and avoided
imposition of crippling speed restrictions in the treacherous stretch of Mumbai sub-urban. The method can thus be used with
considerable benefits in sensitive locations with fast paced construction.

1.0 Introduction
Ministry of Railways (Govt. of India) is
constructing the highly ambitious 2x25 KV
electrified double line Western Dedicated Freight
Corridor carrying heavy haul (HH) freight tracks
for a length of about 1500 km between Mumbai
and Delhi. A stretch of about 100 km in the state of
Maharashtra runs parallel and close to the densely
worked suburban tracks of Mumbai, along the
coastal area. In this stretch, various long patches
totalling to around 22km are having marine clay of
depths varying from 6m to 19m. The bearing
capacity of the soil in these stretches is very less
with Standard Penetration Test (SPT)values of 0-5,
undrained shear strength less than 25kPa and EV2
(Elastic modulus of 2nd step plate load test) less
than 20MPa. The strength of these soils isthus quite
less and need to be improved by suitable method in
terms of GE:0014(2009), issued by RDSO.
During initial planning, several methods of
ground improvement like stage construction, Sand
drains, Wick drains, Geocell, Stone column etc.
were evaluated. Taking into consideration, the
depth of soft soil, existence of underneath bearing
strata, area to be covered, proximity to Indian
Railway tracks (limiting large consolidation
settlements) and the time period of construction, it
was decided to carry out the ground improvement
of the patches parallel to the tracks by stone
column method.
Stone columns can be constructed by
displacement method, non-displacement or the
vibro-replacement method. The type of method

selected is based on the sensitivity of the soil, the
loads & type of structure to be supported, ground
water conditions and the effect of the method on
surrounding structures. The most prevalent method
is the vibroflot method which involves compacting
the stone column by means of a rammer. This
method, however, generates vibrations in the
ground, which may affect the stability of adjoining
structures, tracks etc. Hence, while looking for the
solution to this problem, Non-Vibro Ground
Improvement method, as developed and patented
by Jaron McMillan of New Zealand, was
incorporated in the DFCCIL project for Mumbai
area. This method was developed in 2011, after the
Christchurch earthquake, when Jaron McMillan
looked to solve issues associated with conventional
methods specially to do ground improvement next
to landforms and structures that could not have any
detrimental effects put on to them as a result of
ground improvement vibrations. The method was
further developed by him in coordination with
Casagrande and has been adopted in United States
and Germany with considerable success.
2.0 General Description
2.1 General Geology and site conditions
The soils of Maharashtra are residual, derived
from the underlying basalts. In the semi-dry
plateau, the regur (black-cotton soil) is clayey, rich
in iron, but poor in nitrogen and organic matter; it
is moisture retentive. Mainly three types of soil are
found in Thane District – regur soil, red soil and

1
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brownish black soil. Laterite and lateritic soils
cover most of the part of Panvel and Urban tehsils
of Raigad District. These soils are practically
devoid of calcium carbonate, acidic in reaction (pH
5.0 to 6.5) and sandy clay loam to clayey in
texture. The sesquioxides consists more than 95%
of the total chemical constituents. Kaolinite is the
dominant clay mineral which is sometimes
associated with illite. These are normally classified
as Haplustalfs, Plinthustalfs and Ustochrepts.
These soils are sandy clay loam to clay in texture.
The soils are susceptible to erosion.
In order to ascertain the nature of soil in the
stretch under consideration, sub-soil investigation
was carried out at every 500m on normal formation

stretch, one at each minor bridge location and one
bore hole at every third pier location for major
bridges. In this paper, the example of soil in JNPT
area of Navi Mumbai has been considered for
elaboration of this non-vibro stone column method.
Based on the boreholes, as listed in Table 1,
the soil observed at top is soft clay followed by
weathered to hard rock. The soil profile is also
shown in the Figure 1 below. To determine the insitu soil strength, Standard penetration test (SPT) at
various depths were carried out in each borehole.
The observed SPT-N Values are presented in
Table 2.

Table 1. Soil profile from DFC CH 2.9 to 3.8 km in various boreholes
Co-ordinates
Sr.
No.

Borehole
No. Chainage

R.L.
(m)

Borehole
Termination
Depth
(B.G.L.)
(m)

Water
Level
(B.G.L.)
(m)

1

Structure
Minor
Bridge 13

BR-13

2+933.07

2091584.965 288217.769

2.729

14.00

1.80

2

Embankment
Fill 3000

BH3000

3+000

2091483.362 288469.093

3.692

16.00

1.00

3

Embankment
Fill 3500

BH3500

3+500

2091561.773 288947.143

1.812

15.10

0.55

BR-15

3+562.83

2091591.253 289000.308

1.210

16.50

0.00

BR-16

3+801.95

2091708.933 289212.535

1.317

12.00

0.00

4
5

Minor
Bridge 15
Minor
Bridge 16

Northing

Easting

Figure1. Profile at DFCCIL Chainage from 2.100 to 3.700 km in JNPT area

Soft

soil

Rock

Soft Soil

Rock
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Table 2. Field SPT values at various depths in different bore holes
BH No.

BH-13

Chainage
GL
GWT
Depth(m)
1.5
3
4
6
7.5
9
10.5
12
13.5
15
16.5

2933.07
2.729
1.8

BH-3000 BH-3500
3000
3.692
1

3500
1.812
0.55

BH-15 BH-16

BH-17

3562.83
1.21
0

4040.25
2.01
0

3801.95
1.317
0

SPT-N Values
8
5
5
5
56
100
100

5
7
2
2
2
2
5
15
38
53
100

5
0
0
3
3
3
4
32
100
100

10
0
1
0
0
3
2
7
100
100
100

3
0
0
3
2
100
100
100

2
2
1
38
100
100

3.0 Design of Stone Column
From the above details, it is clear that the
depth of soft soil (having SPT values less than 5)
is considerable in the stretch. The maximum depth
of soft soil observed in some other bore holes was
up to 19m.
2.2 Utilities and other hindrances
The area where ground improvement is to be
carried out is having various types of public and
private service utilities like IOCL pipe line,
Reliance pipe lines, MIDC water pipe line besides
the hindrances due to other working contractors of
NHAI, Employer’s other contractors. The
challenge is to carry out the ground improvement
of maximum area by co-ordinating with the
various contractors working in the area and
without disturbing the utilities. The typical section
of layout of stone column at a particular location,
in this JNPT area, where ground improvement was
planned is shown in Figure 3a. The stone column
layout (Figure 3b) as per the design was plotted to
the scale showing the adjacent Railway track and
the various utilities (as per their surveyed
locations). The columns which cannot be executed
due to hindrances by various utilities or
obstructions were marked with red colour, so that
these are not attempted, even by mistake. These
areas were tackled after shifting the hindering
utilities.

3.1 General
The non-vibrostone columns are designed
using the IS code15284 (Part-1): 2003, as being
used for the design of column being constructed
by the conventional vibroflot method. The spacing
of the stone column, as per the design using the
codal procedure and the existing soil properties,
came out to 2.4m centre to centre, while the
diameter as 900mm. The design philosophy and
procedure are explained below:
3.2 Design Philosophy
The stone column design is performed based
on the IS 15284 (Part-1): 2003. The design
methodology involving the following steps is
briefed in subsequent paras:
a) Identification of Design Engineering properties
of soil strata.
b) Basic input for design parameter of stone
column (Diameter, spacing, pattern, equivalent
diameter and replacement ratio)
c) Design for ultimate load capacity of column
i) Capacity based on bulging of column
ii) Surcharge effect
iii) Bearing support provided by intervening
soil
d) Settlement Analysis
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3.2.1 Design parameters for soil
Design soil parameters are obtained from the
factual geotechnical report of the stretch under
consideration.. The basic design parameters
considered for the design are summarised below:
Average cohesion value = 22.5 kPa
Average SPT N value = 2.
3.2.2 Design parameters for Stone column
3.2.2.1 Diameter
Depending on soil cond
condition (shear
strength), ramming effect and available tool,
diameter would be presumed for the analysis. The
equipment is able to drill 600mm, 750mm,
900mm and 1200mm dia stone columns. Keeping
in view the loading from embankment, effective
drainage path forr consolidation, number of stone
columns from constructability point of view and
spacing of stone columns - 900mm diameter stone
column is selected. The diameter so taken in the
design is developed in field by conducting a few
trials.
3.2.2.2 Pattern
Equilateral triangle pattern has been
considered for the stone column arrangement
(Figure 2).
3.2.2.3 Spacing
Spacing of column (S) is based on
loading pattern, column factor, installation
technique and settlement tolerance (i.e 2 to 3
times column diameter)
Tributary area (in the form of a hexagon) for
column = 0.866 S2, Equivalent Diameter, De =
1.05S
----------------------------For
For
triangular
Pattern

Figure 2. Triangular pattern
patter of stone column
Where S = Spacing of column (column pile)
3.2.3 Load carrying capacity of the Stone
Column
The failure of the stone column is primarily
by bulging into the surrounding soil. Hence, the
load carrying capacity of the treated ground can be
obtained by summing up the contribution of each
of the following
wing components,
components for wide spread
loads (in Embankments):
Embankments)
a) Capacity of the stone column resulting from the
resistance offered by the surrounding soil
against its lateral deformation (bulging) under
axial load.
b) Capacity of the stone column resulting from
increase in resistance offered by the
surrounding soil due to surcharge over it
c) Bearing support provided by the intervening
soil between the columns.
The ultimate load carrying capacity of stone
column is verified by initial load test.
3.2.4 Settlement
nt Analysis
Settlement for the ground treated by the
stone column should becomputed by the Reduced
stress method as per Appendix B to IS 15284 (Part
1):2003. However, initial load tests (single and
three column group) are performed to evaluate the
load settlement behaviour of the stone column
system.
3.2.5 Layout of the stone column
As per the contract specifications, the
ground improvement is to be done below
bel
the
proposed bank and up to 3m on either side,
side so that
each column below the Embankment is confined
and has bearing capacity as per design.
design However,
in case of existing track bank, the stone column is
to be restricted to the toe of the existing bank.
The typical section and layout of the stone column
is shown in Figure 3a & 3b.
3
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Figure 3a Typical section of layout of stone column

e 3b Typical layout of stone column among the utilities

F
igur

3.2.6
Stage-loading to achieve required
residual settlements
The allowable residual settlements during the
operational time is 100mm. To achieve the
100mm settlement, a suitable stage loading
requirement with time period is assessed using the
consolidation theory.
The basis of arriving at the preloading and time
period is explained below:
Consider the settlement due to DL+LL = Sset
(in mm)
Required settlement before the start of
operations = Sreq = Sset – 100 (in mm)

preloading to limit the consolidation time between
40 to 75 days.
The consolidation theory is used to estimate the
time rate settlement to achieve required preloading
with the limited time period. However, this stage
loading and time period can be increased or
decreased during the execution based on the
available time and space as well as the actual
observed settlements at site.

Required preloading to achieve above
settlement Seq = iterations done to achieve
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3.2.7.1 Stone column Capacity
The designed stone column diameter and
spacing along with load on columns and capacity of
stone columns are provided in Table 3.

3.2.7 Summary of Design of stone columns

Table 3: Summary of Ground Improvement

Chainage

Spacingof
Stonecol stonecolu
umnDia mns(m)(m)
Triangula
rGrid

CH2+800 TO
CH4+000

0.9

Depthofs
oftclaybe
lowNGL(
m)*

DesignHei
ghtofemba
nkment(m
)

Maximumin
tensityfromE
mbankment(
kPa)

Loadcarryingcap
acityofimproved
ground(kPa)

8.5to14

2.500

56.4

64.02

2.4

The stone column depth varies based on the
hard stratum/rock availability. The soil profileand
typical cross section of this stretch are shown in
Figure 1 & 3a respectively.

3.2.7.2 Settlement summary:
Settlements are estimated for not treated
ground and treated ground as per IS: 15824 (Part
1) and are summarized in Table -4:

Table4: Summary of Settlement Analysis

Chainage

CH2+800 TO
CH4+000

Stonecolu
mnDia(
m)

Spacingof
stonecolumn
s(m)

0.9

2.4

Claylayer
thickness(
m)

SettlementBefo
retreatment(m
m)

Settlementaftert
reatment(mm)

1903

1376

12

Required surcharge load is estimated with the
time required to maintain the surcharge loading to
obtain the residual settlement of 100mm as per

contractual requirements. The details are given
in Table 5.

Table 5: Summary of Preloading and Time required to arrive at the residual settlement

Chainage

CH2+800 TO
CH4+000

Stoneco Spacingo
lumnDi fstonecol
a(m)
umns(m)

0.9

2.4

Stage1sta Timeper
geplatfor iodforSt
mloading age1(da
(SQ1 fill) ys)
(m)

0.6

38.0

Stage2Loading0.6m(Sand/10m
mdownstoneagr
eegate)+SQ1fill
+Subgrade(m)

0.6+1.4=2.0

TimePeriodfor
Stage2Loadingt
oattain100mmr
esidualsettleme
nt(days)

60.0
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However,
for
settlement
monitoring,
instruments are installed to monitor the actual
settlements at every 250m interval. Using the
Asaoka method, the final settlements are estimated
based on the observed field settlements.
Settlement monitoring instruments are installed
immediately after stone column installation and
continuous monitoring records are maintained.
Final embankment levels are arrived based on
the observed settlements. The top subgrade layeris

to be removed
blanketing.

to

accommodate

0.6m

of

3.2.7.3 StabilityAnalysis
Maximum Embankment height for the
stretch Ch2+800 to Ch4+000 is 2.40m. Stability
analysis for un treated ground and treated ground
are computed using the slope/W software.
Summary of the Factor of safety values are
tabulated below in Table 6.

Table 6. Slope stability analysis summary
S.
No.
1
2

DFCC Chainage
3+000to6+300
(Notreatment)
3+000to6+300
(withtreatment)

Embankm
ent Fill
Height

Propose
d Slope

2.7m

2H:1V

2.7m

2H:1V

4.0 Construction of non-vibro stone column
The step by step procedure for the
construction of non-vibro stone column is as
follows:a) The stone column construction assembly, also
called as Rig, consists of concentric cylinders,
the outer cylinder having an enlarged lower
section with flights. The various components
of the assembly are shown in Figure 4.The
outer diameter of the outer drilling assembly is
380mm.
b) A working platform is prepared by dumping
the SQ1 soil of about 0.5 to 1.0 m depth for
movement of the driving assembly.
c) The base of the embankment, where ground
improvement is to be done, is marked and the
stone column construction is started from
Railway bank or sensitive structure location to
the outer side.
d) The assembly is forced into the ground using
high torque equipment, displacing the soils
primarily in the lateral direction. During
installation, the base of the assembly is
blanked off.
e) Upon reaching target depth, a hydraulic
cylinder opens the base of the assembly,
exposing the internal stone aggregate feeding

Factor of
Safety
Static
Case

Factor of
Safety
Seismic Case

0.838

0.562

1.970

1.267

mechanism, and engaging a gearbox that
rotates the centre stone feeding mechanism.
f) Stone aggregates are loaded into the upper
stone bin (Figure 5), and is fed out of the base
of the assembly as the tooling is extracted
from the ground.
g) The stone aggregates are compacted by
pressing with the rotating screw assembly
(Figure 6). The compaction is achieved both
vertically and horizontally and the degree of
compaction is monitored by real time torque
output on the Rig’s computer screen.
h) As the required torque value is achieved, the
assembly is raised by anticlockwise rotation of
the screw assembly, building a continuous
compacted column. The continuous torque
values are visible on the monitoring screen.
Figure 7&8 show torque applied during
boring (in blue colour) and during compaction
of column (in orange colour) respectively. The
torque applied during compaction should be
greater than the torque applied during initial
boring to ensure proper compaction. This is
ensured if the orange strip of the torque values
completely cover the blue torque values.
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i) The volume of stone aggregate installed is
monitored by the number of buckets of stone
aggregates fed during the column installation.
The complete process is shown in Figure9.

Figure 7. Torque applied during initial
boring of column

Figure 4. Assembly for non-vibration
tion
stone column

Figure 8. Torque applied during
column compaction

Figure 5. Loading of stone aggregates into
the bin
Figure 9. Process of installation of
stone column
(Courtesy: Jaron Lyell McMillan)
McMillan

Figure 6. Rotating screw assembly
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5.0 Load test
The initial load test on single stone column as
well as three column group was conducted in
terms of clause 13 of IS 15284. As per this clause,
the load test should be considered acceptable if it
meets the following settlement criteria:
i) 10 to 12 mm settlement at design load for a
single column test, and
ii) 25 to 30 mm settlement at the design load for a
three-column group test.
The initial load test values for single column test
was obtained as 3mm, while for three column
group as 7mm, which is much below the stipulated
values, as given above.
The routine load tests is performed at a frequency
of 1 test per 625 m2. The results of the routine
load tests showed almost similar values of
settlements.
6.0 Advantages of non-vibro stone column
method
This method provides the following benefits
over traditional vibrating stone column
installations:
a) The method is vibration free so it can be used
immediately next to sensitive sites or
neighbouring buildings. (Works within 1.5m
of existing buildings & pipelines and at the toe
of Railway banks have been completed.)
b) The method is fast to set up, and column
installation can begin within 3 hours of the
equipment arriving at site, depending upon
which base machine is used.
c) Only two pieces of plant are required at each
site -the stone column machine and a loader
(Stone aggregates are delivered by truck to
working site), as compared to conventional
vibroflot method which requires, power pack,
water pump, crane, welding set etc apart from
the Vibrator & Follower pipe assembly.
d) The equipment involves less high pressure and
high wear hydraulic components, and is
subsequently more reliable.
e) This method allows the introduction of
cement, to create cement stabilised columns,
providing increased load transfer properties,
and ground improvement for building
constructed on the boundary.

f) Graded filter selected materials can be used so
columns are more resistant to clogging in
liquefaction events. Columns remain effective
for multiple events.
g) No introduction of high-pressure water or air
required so relatively mess free. Sites
immediately
adjacent
to
sensitive
environments have been completed.
h) The method builds complete columns at all
times, so there is no-void space introduction to
allow column contamination at any time,
unlike methods where a plunging motion is
used such as in vibroflot method.
i) The size of the column developed is more or
less uniform with very less over-breakage of
surrounding soil in contrast to vibro-float
method, where over breakage occurs both
during wash water upward flow & dropping of
aggregates through the annular space along the
side of vibroflot. Thus, the quantity of
aggregates used is also less than conventional
methods.
j) The tooling is a hybrid drilling assembly. This
allows tool penetration through hard layers
and removes the requirement for pre-drilling,
that is often required for vibrating tool.
k) Proposed method does not induce liquefaction
therefore can be installed with high water table
and not create undermining problems. In the
majority of cases no working platform is
required. This is a potential time and cost
saving.
l) Method opens up new foundation possibilities,
where previously stone columns/ground
improvement could not be considered due to
vibrations and nuisance such as parallel to suburban tracks or in vicinity of high-rise
buildings.
m) The system can be attached to a conventional
rotary piling rig, thus a truly multi-purpose
machine that can be converted back to other
techniques is possible. Only 1 day is required
to change over.
n) The increase in diameter of initially drilled
hole from 380 mm to 600 - 1200mm(as per
design) results in much more increase in
strength of the surrounding soil than the
conventional method,
in
which the
enlargement is from initial hole of around
750mm to final stone column of 900mm.
o) The settlement values observed are much less
than the designed values. This can
considerably reduce preloading time and thus
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ensure faster construction of the structure
above.
7.0 Quality control in non-vibro method
In order to ensure proper quality control of
the column formed during the non-vibro method,
following methods may be adopted: a) The gradation range of the stones being used
should be fixed so that the same strength of the
column and degree of compaction is achieved
as during the initial trial. The grading is to be
checked every week as is done in concrete
aggregates.
b) The strength of the column also depends upon
the diameter of the column formed and its
compactness. In order to ensure this,
continuous observation of the torque applied
during the compaction of columns is done.
This applied torque during compaction should
be more than the torque required during the
driving of the rig during penetration. This
ensures penetration of aggregates into the
surrounding soil after compaction of the
annular aggregates.
c) The total quantity of the aggregates used in the
column is approximately determined by the
number of buckets used to fill the feeding
hopper. This can be further cross checked at
regular intervals by the quantity of aggregates
received at the site by comparing with the total
aggregates required to complete the
corresponding number of columns.
d) The diameter of the stone column formed can
be physically measured by opening the
surrounding top soil. This may be done once
per day.
e) The depth of the column achieved during the
drilling operation is displayed on the
monitoring screen. This can be tallied with the
depth of the soft soil, as obtained during the
soil investigation.
f) The initial load test is to be carried out on
single stone column as well as on the group of
three stone columns. This ensures the
determination of load bearing capacities of the
stone columns to greater precision.
g) The number of routine tests recommended by
IS 15284 (Part-1):2003 is 1 per 625 sqm. This
seems to be quite high for the work of around
22 km in a continuous width of around 20m.
However, to determine the quality of the new
method, it is thought prudent to follow the
same in the project initially.

8.0 Limitations of the non-vibro method
In spite of the above-mentioned advantages
of the non-vibro method, there are certain
limitations of the method. There are as follows: a) In case of presence of hard material and
boulders in the top layers (either due to
backfill or in the soil used to make platform
for moving the machine), the tip of the tool in
not able to penetrate. The hard material need
to be removed for proper functioning of the
non-vibro tool.
b) The maximum torque achievable for
compaction is around 100KNm. Hence only
soft soils can be improved by this method.
c) The tool is patented by Jaron Macmillan and
thus has to be imported. This delays the start
of the work and extra tool cannot be deployed
for increasing the progress, in between, unless
pre-planned.
The upgraded method has not been corelated with
the theory and the standard design procedure as
for conventional method is being used. This
results in over safe design.
9.0 Conclusion
The non-vibro stone column method is being
used in India for the first time under DFCCIL
project. The method is still in its initial stage of
development. However following conclusions
may be drawn from the foregoing details:a) Use of the latest technology of non-vibration
method of driving stone column not only
avoids any danger of settlement to the existing
tracks or nearby structure and utilities but also
leads to higher bearing capacities and lesser
settlements.
b) The contamination of aggregates and overbreakage of surrounding soil is less which
gives better and uniform quality of stone
column.
c) The test results show that the settlement values
for the stone column by this non-vibro method
is much less than the conventional method,
while using the same formula. This is due to
increased compaction of soft soil, as 380 mm
dia hole is enlarged to 900mm. Hence the
existing formulae or the parameters taken in
the formulae canbe modified for the non-vibro
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method so that the design corelates with the
actual observed values.
d) The observation of actual settlement versus
time such as in Asaoka method can help
modifying the settlement calculations for the
method and bring it closer to the actual
observed values. This can thus reduce
preloading time and can lead to faster
construction after soil improvement.
10.0 Recommendations
Based on the experience gained with the use of
non-vibro stone column method for ground
improvement following recommendations can be
made:e) The non-vibro stone column method is
particularly useful when used adjacent to the
existing railway banks, utilities and sensitive
structures etc as these are not disturbed during
the process.
f) Being compact in nature, the machine can be
used in locations where heavy machineries for
conventional stone column are inaccessible.

g) The method gives better quality of the stone
column and higher displacement of the
surrounding soil. Hence particularly useful for
carrying higher loads with lesser settlements
such as in DFCCIL.
h) Till now, the actual observed values of
settlement versus time (Asaoka method) has
been used to asses the actual settlement values,
and revise the loading cycle and final
settlements. This need to be co-related with
theory as well.
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Challenges for Removal of Redundant Steel Joist Piles under Base Slab of
Operational North-South Metro Station at Esplanade During Construction of Twin
Bored Tunnel for Kolkata East West Metro
Parashuram Singh1, Manas Sarkar2, Biswanath Dewanjee3

Abstract
The global trend of development of underground urban infrastructural facilities have come across in India too as majority of Urban
Railway corridor projects involve tunnelling in busy districts of the city. In the city of Kolkata, which is developed over a span of
more than 300 years in changing regime with heterogeneous development authorities and policies, planning for an underground
railway corridor in brownfield project environment encompasses diverse administrative & technological challenges. A successful
event of crossing of underground tunnel of East West Metro corridor below the operational North-South Metro Corridor is
showcased in this paper to demonstrate mitigation of this criticality by adopting systematic analysis & proceduresto remove
redundant steel joists below the operational stations by NATM Pilot tunnel which was an unprecedented challenge in Indian
scenario. In this context, the paper covers the aspects of determination of locations of the joist piles, geotechnical investigation &
its impact on design and methodology of NATM tunnel and procedure for removal of the obstructions. An elaborate
instrumentation and monitoring plan was adopted to avert any distress to operational metro line which is also discussed. The
theoretical prediction of tunnelling impact is compared with actual settlement and other tunnelling parameters.

1.

Introduction :

Kolkata East West Metro is a 16.6 Km MRTS
corridor with 65% of the alignment running
underground as it traverses the most congested part
of the city. It is estimated that about 9.85 lakh
passengers will use this Metro in year 2035. As per
the alignment plan, East West Metro twin tunnels
shall pass below the existing North-South Metro
Esplanade Station at a depth of 8.593 m from base
slab of the existing station.

methodology has been devised for removal of those
piles by construction of smaller diameter of pilot
tunnel by New Austrian Tunneling Method [NATM]
which is unique in such soft alluvial geology. As the
work would be executed below an operational Metro
Station, elaborate arrangement for instrumentation,
monitoring as well as precautionary measures were
taken to avert any distress to the existing line. All
these design and construction aspects are deliberated
in this paper in order to elucidate the case study.
2.

It was discovered that there was a steel decking
during construction of North-South Metro Station
about 40 years back and there are some redundant
steel joist piles of the decking still remaining under
the base-slab of existing underground Esplanade
station which would be fouling the alignment of
bored twin tunnel to be executed by Earth-pressure
balancing tunnel boring machines. The tunnel boring
machines are not capable to cut these enormous steel
joists and it is obligatory to remove those joist piles
before proceeding with the bored tunneling. As the
steel joist are existing below base slab of operational
station of North-South Metro, there is no scope for
physical extraction of those piles from top. Proper

Technical Details of the problem

The location of East-West Metro Corridor
passing below North-South Metro Corridor is shown
in Figure-1 which also highlights the spectrum &
magnitude of the project also. As revealed from asbuilt drawings. the existing North-South Metro
Esplanade Station is a RCC rectangular box section
contained in RCC Diaphragm walls which are
20.38m depth from ground level. The width of the
station box is 19.657 m and the station comprises of
three level slabs, i.e. roof slab, concourse slab and
base slab. The depth of 700mm thick base slab of
existing
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Fig 1 : Alignment Plan of Kolkata East West Metro

North-South Metro is 12.790m from ground level.
The tunneling drive for East West Metro
corridor starts at adjoining East-West Metro Station
at Esplanade and the twin tunnels will run from
Esplanade to Sealdah for a continuous drive of 2.45
Km. The internal diameter of each circular tunnel is
5.8 m with segmental RCC precast liners of 275mm
thickness. The tunneling will be done by Earth
Pressure Balancing Tunnel boring machine and the
external tunnel diameter will be 6.35m with a
clearance of 8.593m from base slab of existing
station.
The Esplanade area is the heart of central
business district of Kolkata and the North-South
Metro Station was built in late 70’s by cut & cover
method in bottom up construction technique. It was
found out from an old construction stage drawing
that there was a make

shift steel decking during construction of the station
at the junction of Jawaharlal Nehru Road and Rani
Rashmani Road for movement of vehicular traffic
across the open cut of the Metro construction. This
decking was set up with steel joist piles driven into
the ground. It was also gathered that the Metro
construction was completed with the joists in
position and after restoration of road above, the
joists are cut at concourse and base slab level but the
portion below base slab are still remaining in place
though those are not structural members.
The exploration for the joists were done with
the help of base plan available in the construction
drawing. On removal of false ceiling of the station,
the traces of the joists at roof slab and concourse
slab were found out as shown in Figure 2. The exact
location of the joist piles in base slab of the station
was also derived by extrapolating the vertical line
from points found in roof & concourse slab. The
points on base slab are exposed wherever accessible
345
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Fig 2 : Traces of Steel Joist Pile in concourse

and the traces of the joists found out. In those traces,
low strain sonic pile integrity test was performed to
find out the depth of the piles as shown in Figure 3.
On the basis of all such information it was
concluded that the joist piles were welded 2x ISMB
450 section as shown in Figure 4. The location of
the joist piles are plotted on bored tunnel layout as
shown in Figure 5 and it was found that 5 numbers
of

Fig 3 : Trace of Steel Joist Pile in base slab

3.

Geotechnical investigation

Fig 6 : Fouling of Steel Joist Pile with TBM

The geotechnical investigation has been done at
Esplanade Station before starting the work as per
location plan shown in Figure-6. Elaborate soil
testing has been done and engineering properties of
sub-soil is found out as shown in Table-1.
Fig 4 : Section of Steel Joist Pile

piles are fouling the alignment. The length of fouling
of the pile inside the external diameter of bored
tunnel is 4.243m. Considering the diameter of TBM,
the fouling with TBM cutter head is 4.398m as
shown in Figure 6. Thusit was found necessary to
remove the joists as these TBMs are unable to cut
these joists.

The cross section of the existing station box and
proposed tunnel vis-à-vis geotechnical profile is
shown in Figure-8 which shows that the geology in
tunneling horizon ranges from stiff to hard silty clay.
As per geotechnical investigation report, the water
table is about 3m from ground level.
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Fig 5 : Location of Steel Joist Piles fouling the alignment of Twin Bored Tunnels

4.

Choice of Methodology for removal of steel
joist piles

Three methods of removal of joist piles were
initially explored as below :

I. Physical extraction through Base Slab of

Esplanade Station.
II. Hyperbaric intervention through Tunnel
Boring machine.

III. NATM Pilot tunnel

I.
As the joist piles are located below base slab
of the operational station as well as 3 out of 5 piles
are below platform, physical extraction of piles from
top was not possible due to following :
 Accessibility issue
 Work possible only in night non-operational
period
 Jacking force required is estimated to be too high.
 Creation of puncture in base slab may cause
structural and water proofing issues in view of
high water table.

Fig 7 : Location of Bore Holes for soil testing
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Fig 8 : Existing Station box and tunnel alignment vis-à-vis geotechnical profile
Table 1 : Engineering properties of sub soil

This unique issue was deliberated by consultancy
organizations of international repute to deliver a
solution to remove the joist piles without disturbing
the operation of north-south metro.
I. Initially it was conceived that the piles will
be cut by hyperbaric intervention from the man lock

of tunnel boring machines. In this method a
pressurized chamber would be created in soil ahead
of cutter head through man lock and technicians
would exit the TBM cutter head inside the chamber
to cut the joists through plasma cutters. A schematic
diagram of such arrangement is shown at Figure-9.
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II. A parallel process of creating a NATM pilot
tunnel in between two TBM tunnels for cutting the
joist piles was also conceived and comparison
between both the processes are detailed in Table-2.

Fig 9 : Schematic Diagram for Hyperbaric
intervention for joist removal

Sequence of operation in this method would be as
below :
 TBM to stop at least 1 m ahead of existing pile to















confirm thelocation of pile by probing & then run
the TBM with very low rate of advancement (5 to
10 mm/min)& finally stop TBM at least 100mm
before touching the pile
Manual excavation to expose the pile.
Injection of compressed air into the chamber and
takeout spoil through screw conveyor to make 1/3
of chamber empty.
The cutter head to be rotated to align the opening
of cutter head with the pile .
Since the cutting of pile to be carried out from
extreme top to bottom so 1.5 m of pile area from
the top of the cutter head to be exposed by
manual excavation.
Canopy support at the top as well as surrounding
03 sides of excavated chamber to be provided by
wooden planks for the safety of the personnel .
Cutting of pile @ maximum 300 mm pieces by
plasma cutting machine and to take out gradually.
Once 1.5 m top portion of pile is cut &taken out
then one plate to be welded on the pile top & with
the help of 2 hydraulic jacks of each 50 T
capacity the bottom remaining portion of pile to
be pulled up initially to make it friction free from
the soil.
Afterward the bottom portion of pile to be lifted
up to 1.2 m by chain pulleyarrangement.
Then cut it in small pieces same like earlier &
continue the cutting of balance portion of pile by
repetition of same pulling up and cutting
arrangement .

Table 2 : Comparison between
Hyperbaric intervention & NATM Pilot
tunnel
Item

Removal of Joist Removal
of
Piles by Hyperbaric Joist Piles by
Intervention
NATM
Pilot
Tunnel
Safety
High risk operation Very Safe as
as the personnel is personnel work
exposed in chamber in
normal
outside cutter head atmospheric
from
compressed pressure in well
man lock
& no accessed tunnel
rescue would be
possible in case of
adverse
ground
condition.
Uses in Never used in India
Universally
India
used including
India in rock
mass.
Improvisation
required for use
in soft ground.
Rate of Untested
tested
success
Control Limited to partial or Excellent
as
very limited
monitoring is
continuous
Settlem- As
unsupported Proper design is
ent
length of excavation required
for
is small and tunnel is settlement
progressing within protection
as
shield as well as the
entire
liner, chance of length
of
settlement
is NATM tunnel
practically limited to is
only
bored tunnel induced supported
by
settlement.
shotcrete liners
&
lattice
supports.
Cost
Expensive
Less expensive
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Considering the merits & demerits with primary
concern regarding personnel working in hyperbaric
environment outside cutter head, it was decided to
construct NATM pilot tunnel with three branch
tunnels for removal of the H-Piles. In order to access

way. As the Diaphragm wall, PCC Panel and PCC
bored piles were already constructed in launching
shaft of TBM for normal TBM launching, the
NATM pilot tunnel shall have to be designed to
tackle those issues apart from pile cutting. The plan

Fig 10 : Schematic Plan for removal of Steel joist piles by NATM Pilot Tunnel

Fig 11 : Longitudinal sectional view of NATM Pilot Tunnel

the 5 joist piles, 4 more piles will have to be cut in

and longitudinal sectional profile of the NATM pilot
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tunnel is shown in Figure 10 and Figure-11
respectively.
5.

Design of NATM Pilot tunnel

a)

Cross-Section

Based on construction equipment suitability and
stress distribution three different cross sections of
NATM tunnel have been developed. These cross
sections have been designed to minimize the ground
settlement and to provide the workable space for

considering Undrained model for the assessment of
the ground behavior, using the Mohr Coulomb
failure criterion to simulate the plastic failure of the
clay.
In Phase2,the relaxation has been simulated by the
core replacement technique. This has been done by
reducing the core modulus inside the tunnel cross
section prior to support installation.
In PLAXIS, the de-confinement

is simulated as

Fig 12 : Design Cross Sections of NATM Pilot Tunnel

removing the H-piles below the existing Esplanade
station. Two different cross sections have been
developed for main pilot tunnel and one section has
been developed for the branch pilot tunnel. The
cross sections are shown at Figure 12.
b)

Analysis and design of support system

Analysis is carried out using Finite Element
Modelling tools PLAXIS 2D © and PHASE 2. The
Ground Reaction Curves (GRC) have been
developed based on Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion
to assess the way in which load is shared between
the tunnel lining and the surrounding ground.
Accordingly Longitudinal Displacement Profiles
(LDP) of the ground based on the unsupported
excavation length has been calculated.

relaxation of the ground stresses around the
excavation face.
Analysis is done with full overburden and existing
station. Different cases have been analyzed for the
cross sections of these tunnels. In the analysis, the
load intensity due to the existing station is modelled
as an equivalent uniformly distributed load of 45
Kpa with an additional 40 Kpa of load due to the
soil overburden on the station roof. A typical Plaxis
out put for analysis of settlement is shown in Figure
13.
The face stability of the proposed NATM excavation
opening
has been assessed by using limit
equilibrium formula and requirement of face nails
for face support is calculated.

The temporary support requirement and the ground
settlements have been computed from these analysis
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The excavation cross-section is subdivided into
heading and benching with invert depending on both

Fig 13 : Typical Plaxis Out put for settlement

ground conditions and to reduce the surface
settlements for the main branch tunnel cross
sections. The main and branch NATM tunnels are
mainly supported with polypropylene fibre
reinforced shotcrete(PFRS). Steel Lattice girders of
Table 4 : Summary of design out puts
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Table 5 :Summary of support system for NATM Tunnel

dimension [ 95mm-16mm-25mm] has been used in
stretch outside N-S Metro Station box and Steel ribs
with ISHB 150X150 in stretch below N-S Metro box
to be used to provide limited early support before the
shotcrete hardens and ensure correct profile
geometry of the tunnel. These support capacity is

calculated and checked with support capacity curves.
As per IS 456:2000, the strength of a structure
or a structural member for the limit state of
collapse, the value of partial safety factor taken for
concrete as 1.2 for static condition.
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As per the face stability calculations, a face support
measure having minimum capacity of 30 Kpa is
required on the excavation face to keep it stable. It is
recommended to support the face with a nominal
thickness of shotcrete and Glass fiber reinforced
plastic (GFRP) face anchors as and when required
during construction of the tunnel.
The summary of bending moment, axial force
and ground level displacement as derived from
analysis is put up in Table-4
The summary of the temporary supports for the main
and the branch NATM tunnels is presented in the
Table -5.
c)

Check of safety of N-S Metro Station

The calculated settlement of ground below the
base slab of N-S Metro station is calculated as
10.33mm, The existing station structure is RCC box
structure which should be able to resist tensile
stresses. The impact analysis is done for base slab
and wall using the following formula given by
Burland and Worth [1] :

Where total mid-span deflection is ‘Δ’, ‘E’ is
Young's modulus, ‘G’ is the shear modulus, ‘I’ is
the second moment of area, ‘L’ is length of
structural member, ‘H‘is height of member, ‘y’ is
the distance of the neutral axis from the edge of the
member in tension. εb, εd and εsr represent bending
stress, diagonal stress and resultant stress
respectively.
Using the above equations, the strain value in base
slab and wall comes to 0.0048% and 0.053% which
are considered as negligible and very slight as per
Burlandet el Chart [2].

6.

Instrumentation scheme

As the work involves tunneling below existing
operational metro, elaborate Instrumentation and
Monitoring Scheme is provided to have an early
warning through regular or continuous monitoring
for
any
excessive
underground
deformations/movements which may affect the
adjoining structure and utilities within the zone of
influence of the excavations. This also enables
implementation of preventive remedial actions well
within time. The requirements of instrumentation to
be deployed in the scheme are:






3-D Deflection Targets.
Settlement Markers.
Vibrating Wire Piezometers to measure pore
water pressure.
Borehole extensometer to measure sub-surface
settlement.
Inclinometers

In general, it is proposed to establish monitoring
array in 7 meters interval along the Pilot Tunnel.
Extensometer should be in multi levels at 1.0m
above crown, 1.0mbelow base slab of the existing
station and one in between ground level and base
slab level. BiReflex 3d targets
are proposed at
5.0m spacing for
tunnels and 6.0m spacing for
Station. However, there are restrictions on the type
and location of instrumentation, due to the proximity
and density of existing structures. The
instrumentation scheme for surface and ground
settlement outside station is shown in Figure 14.
It is extremely important to monitor the
settlement inside station box and specially along
tracks which is shown in Figure-15. Track
settlement in the influence zone is measured on
optical targets placed every 3m interval with the
help
of
robotic
total
station
which
electronicallytransmit data to server so that
continuous monitoring is possible as shown in
Figure-16.
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7. Execution of the work

Execution of different stages of construction
activities are compiled in Figures 18 to 21.

The work execution plan is organized as per design
report. A typical execution layout plan for NATM
tunnel inside N-S
S Metro station box is shown in
Figure-17.

Fig 14 : Instrumentation Scheme for Ground
Settlement

Fig 15 : Instrumentation Scheme for Platform & Track
Settlement

Fig 16 : Optical Targets for Real Time monitoring of Existing Metro Track

Fig17 : Typical Execution Plan for NATM Pilot Tunnel
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Fig 18 : Excavation of bench

Fig 19 : Completed Section

Fig 20 : Exposed joist pile ready for removal

Fig 21 : Probe drilling inside tunnel for finding
definitive location of joist piles

Speed restriction of 10 Km/ Hr was imposed for
operational metro in this zone as a precautionary
measure as per directive of commissioner of
Railway safety.
b) Extraction of Joist Piles

 The joist pile is properly exposed and thoroughly



Joist piles when encountered are extracted from 
benching of NATM tunnel by using hydraulic jacks
and removed by cutting using following
methodology :

 Probe drilling in face of the NATM tunnel to find

out definitive location of joist piles.
 When joist piles are identified, the heading portion
of the section is completed properly with
temporary invert.



cleaned up.
Bottom portion of joist is initially cut suitably
leaving space for fixing jacking arrangement.
2x150t Jacks fitted to extract the joists from below
the temporary invert.
In one round extraction is done upto maximum
outreach of the jacks. Normally four rounds of
extraction was done to remove the complete joist
pile.
The extracted portion of joist to be cut after one
round is slinged from top joist before cutting.
The process is repeated till the full extraction is
completed.
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for primary grouting of bored tunnels. The

Fig 22 : Schematic diagram for extraction of pile

backfilling is done in enclosed chamber and
theoretical capacity of the chamber is compared with
actual consumption of grout material to ensure
completeness of back filling. To ensure removal of
all voids, the solidified grout is injected with contact
grouting material comprising of cement slurry. The
back filling of NATM tunnel is shown in Figure- 24
& Figure-25

Fig 23 : Actual extraction of pile

Schematic diagram for such extraction is shown in
Figure – 22 & actual photograph at Figure- 23
C) Back filling of the NATM tunnel
After completion of work, the tunnel is back
filled with grout material comprising of cement,
bentonite, sodium silicate and water as being used
Fig 24 : Bulk Head for back filling
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important machineries used are listed below in
Annexure-1.
10. Conclusion
It is observed that the tunneling parameters
during execution of NATM tunnel is limited within
tolerable limits as a result there is no distress or
disruption in existing Metro Rail operation. Thus
any such unprecedented challenge in metro
construction in such brown field environment in
congested city can be successfully implemented
through meticulous design as well as well
orchestrated execution and monitoring.
Fig25 : Back filled tunnel

The cross section of lattice girder and steel ribs
provided for temporary support is shown in Figure26.
8.

It is also necessary that all underground
construction agencies should preserve a data base for
all construction stage temporary works drawings so
that projects taken up subsequently can use those for

Comparison of tunneling parameters

The monitoring data for development of surface
settlement at a particular point against time during
the NATM tunnel is plotted in Figure-27. The
extensometer readingat 13m from ground level
which is base level for existing metro is plotted in
Figure 28.
It is derived from Figure 27 that the maximum
Fig 26 : Comparison of cross section of Lattice Girder &
surface settlement is 7 mm against a design value of
Steel Rib support
6.20 mm. The critical settlement data below base
slab as revealed from Figure 28 reveals that the
formulation of specific scheme to avoid such
ground settlement at below base slab level is
occurrence
restricted to 8.50 mm against a theoretical value of
11. References
10.33 mm. To restrict the base slab from differential
settlement due to ground settlement below it, contact
[1] Burland J.B. & Worth C.P, 1974- ‘Settlement
grouting with cement slurry is continued through
of buildings and associated damage’, proceedings,
completed NATM tunnel
and the differential
conference, settlement of structures, Pentech Press,
settlement of N-S Metro track has been restricted to
London : 611-657
1mm only.
9.

Machineries used

NATM pilot tunnel required specialized
equipments necessary for this type of works. The
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1977 -Behaviour of foundation & structures, stateof-the-art Report, proceedings, 9th International
conference on Soil Mechanics and Foundation
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.

Fig 27 : Ground Settlement Profile during execution

Fig 28 : Extensometer Settlement Profile during execution
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Head Checks – New Challenges in USFD Flaw Detection
P.V.Narasaiah Naidu1 ,G.Kiran Babu2

Abstract
Head checks have become a predominant feature after the introduction of 90 UTS rails. The
phenomenon of head checks is prevalent in the entire world in railways. The role of head checks is vital in
the safety of tracks in future. The head checks was thought to be a feature which initiates flaws in rail heads
in the mix traffic of higher axle loads and higher speeds. The head checks are also playing a vital role in the
obstruction of the flaw detection system adopted by the Indian railways. This paper is an attempt to identify
the new challenges in design and maintenance of track in higher axle load regime.

1.0

Case Behind the Study

2.0 Analysis of IMR Flaw

During the routine USFD testing of rails in
BZA-KI section of Vijayawada division, an IMR
was detected in the rail.

Figure 2 Main flaw in rail head

Figure 1 Head checks
The section is A route with CC+8+2 loading of
South Central Railway. IMR flaw was detected on
21.10.2016 at Km.573/11-13 in a 52 KG rail. The
rail was laid in 06/08 and carried a GMT of 359, the
rail was tested earlier on 23.07.2016. The GMT of
the section is 39 and the testing frequency is 3
months. The location was without flaw in the earlier
testing on 23.07.2016 but surprisingly a flaw of
IMR magnitude developed within a short period of
3 months.

A study was taken up to analyze the
authenticity of the flaw. The rail head was cut in
longitudinal direction and micro etching was done.
Two flaws were identified in gap of 100 mm of
length 85 mm, depth 26 mm and to a width of 28
mm and another flaw of length 10 mm, depth
19mm and to a width of 22 mm. The location of the
flaws was in rail head on the tension zone and on
the sleeper top. A lot of head checks were also found
on the rail top. It was found that the series of head
checks on the head of the rail are creating a shadow
zone beneath the head checks and hindering the
detection of the flaws in the rail head.
Graphical analysis was conducted on the
head checks, on the rails completed a life of 300400 GMT.

1

ADEN/Lines/BZA 2SSE/P.Way/Instructor/DCETC/BZA
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It was found that the width of the head check
was around 25mm and the direction of traffic with
an average angle of 50 degrees to the gauge face
and depth along the head check is 10mm at an angle
of 30 degrees to the normal gauge surface of the rail
top.
3.0 Study on the Effects of Head Checks on
Artificial Flaws

Figure 3 Head checks with angle of 25 – 35
degrees

To analyze the effect of head checks in the
flaw detection by USFD, experiments were carried
out in the DITC/BZA. Standard holes of 12mm
diameter (artificial flaw) was drilled in the head
checked rail perpendicular to the cross section in the
railhead to different depths into the cross section of
the rail head, to compare the effect of head checks
in the gauge face.

The results are as shown in Table -1.
Figure 4 Head checks with angle of 41 - 59
degrees
Table 1 Effects of Head checks on Artificial flaws
H- Horizontal & V-Vertical

Probe

0 ͦ Gauge
face
0 ͦ nonGauge
face
70 ͦ
Gauge
face
70 ͦ non
Gauge
face

Specimen-1
(12mm
hole)

Specimen2 (12mm
hole)

H
V
1-0 100%

H
1-1

V
60%

H
1.0

V
60%

1-0 100%

1-1

90%

1-0

90%

Standard
piece

Specimen-3
(12 mm hole to depth
of 20 mm from GF)
H
No flaw
observed
-

5-2 60%

5-2.5 50%

5-2

50%

5-2 60%

5.5-2 60%

5-2

60%

No flaw
observed

-

V
No flaw
observed
No flaw
observed

-

Specimen-4
(12 mm hole to
depth of 20 mm
from GF)
H
V
No flaw No flaw
observed observed
No flaw
observed

-

No flaw
observed

-
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Probe

Standard
piece

H
0 ͦ Gauge 1-0
face

V
100%

70 ͦ Gauge 5-2
face

60%

Specimen-5 (12 mm
hole to depth of 20
mm from GF)
H
V
No flaw No flaw
observed observed

Specimen-7
(12 mm hole to depth
of 30 mm from GF)
H
V
No flaw No flaw
observed observed

No flaw No flaw No flaw No flaw 3-2
observed observed observed observed

Specimen-1&2 : A hole of 12mm dia was drilled
in the head checked rail perpendicular to the cross
section of the rail head with in different patterns
of head checks.
Specimen-3&4 : A hole of 12mm dia was
drilled perpendicular to the cross section of the
rail head to a depth of 15mm from gauge face in
different patterns of head checks.
Specimen -5 : A hole of 12mm dia was drilled
perpendicular to the cross section of the rail head
to a depth of 20mm from gauge face
Specimen -6 : A hole of 12mm dia was drilled
perpendicular to the cross section of the rail head
to a depth of 25mm from gauge face
Specimen -7 : A hole of 12mm dia was drilled
perpendicular to the cross section of the rail head
to a depth of 30mm from gauge face
4.0 Analysis of Test Results
The tests results with the artificial flaw
created in the gauge of the head checked rail at a
depth of 25 mm from the rail top with a dia of 12
mm to different depths are as follows:

a)

Specimen-6 (12 mm
hole to depth of 25
mm from GF)
H
V
No flaw No flaw
observed observed

The artificial flaw created, of size 12mm
dia X 15 mm width,20 mm width,25 mm
width
from gauge face have gone
undetected and will show as ‘no flaw’ in
USFD tested by 0 and 70 degree probes.

30%

Figure 5 No Flaw in USFD by 0 and 70 degrees
probes

b)

The artificial flaw of size 12mm dia X 30
mm width from gauge face has gone
undetected in 0 degree probe and showed an
intensity of 50% only, in comparison to the
standard hole

It was found that the head checks are interfering
with the USFD testing in the gauge face. These
head checks are creating a shadow zone for the
flaws developed in the head as the angle of the
head check is 30 ͦ with the normal of the head and
50 ͦ with the gauge face. The incident wave of 0 ͦ
probe and 70 ͦ probe are different angle to head
checks angle. Hence the reflected waves of the
head checks go undetected and in a different
direction beyond the range of the receiver. The
detection of the flaw in the initial stages is
becoming very difficult in the gauge face in head
checked rails.
The analysis of the specimens of 3,4,5,6 revealed
that the flaws beneath the head checks is
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undetected. When the flaw aggregates and
penetrates to a depth of deeply in to the depth it
may be detected. This will become a serious
limitation in the detection of the flaws in the
gauge face of head checked rails.
Proposed Reasons for Head Checks
The phenomenon of head checks is being
observed from the last 10-15 yrs on the rail heads.

a)

The vertical wear on the rail head top, in
gauge face is high and on the non gauge face
side is almost nil.

b) The rubber pads are crushed more on the
gauge face

5.0

The reasons behind the head checks phenomenon
are still not known clearly. The field observations
revealed that the head checks are not following
any particular pattern. The head checks are
observed on the straight line, curves, cess side and
non-cess side. The trend was predominant in 90
UTS rails.
The following observations were made on
tracks of age of around 10 yrs and carried a GMT
of around 250

c) The grooving on the sleeper seat is more on the
gauge face side
From the above observations it can be
concluded that the stress concentration on the rail
head is more on the gauge face side of the rail
head. The reason for the head checks may be due
to heavy stress concentration on gauge face side
of rail head.

Conclusion
The following Action Plan is proposed for Ensuring Safety
1) Changing of Gauge face may be an immediate solution for
the rails having a head check upto 10 mm from the gauge
face
2) The slope of rail seat may be raised on the non-gauge face
by increasing the thickness of rubber pad on the non –
gauge face side on trail basis
3) A different wheel profile may be adopted for of CC+8+2
wagons.
4) USFD testing of head from non-gauge face in head
checked rails with grease as medium.
5) Planning of TRR for rails having head checks beyond the
length of 25 mm.
******
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Construction of New 4 Lane Cable Stayed Chandmari ROB with Approaches,
Dismantling of Existing ROB on Engineering Procurement and Construction Contract
(EPC) Mode Including Supervision
by Project Management and Consultancy (PMC) Services.
Rajiv Gupta1 , Vipin Kumar2

Synopsis
Railways has hitherto been calling tenders on item rate contract mode where the construction risk is primarily of the
Authority and they also suffer from time and cost over runs. Need of the fast growing economy calls for a new contractual
approach which allocates construction risks equitably to the authority and contractor and enables completion of work in agreed
time and cost with fair degree of certainly. Eastern Railway has chosen to execute a technically complex work of construction of 4
lane cable stayed bridge (134m main span with 66m back span) in Howrah station area (over Howrah yard) and dismantling of
existing Chandmari bridge (1x65m RCC bow string type) on EPC mode. The RFQ has been finalized, the RFP is under
finalization and the tender is likely to be awarded by 31.01.2019. This will be the first EPC contract of Eastern Railways. Eastern
Railway is also for the first time engaging a PMC Consultant for monitoring & supervision of the project. The tender has been
opened on 21.11.2018 and is under finalization.

1.0.

Background :

Railways had hitherto been undertaking
construction projects through the conventional item
rate contracts where the Authority provides the
detailed design as well as the estimates of quantities
for different items of work (Bill of Quantities).
Payments to the contractor are made on the basis of
measurements of the work done in respect of each
item. Experience in railway projects shows that item
rate contracts are prone to excessive time and cost
overruns due to delays in design and drawing,
variation in items and quantities and inadequate fund
provisions as allocation of construction risks are
largely to the Authority. Considerable time of
Project Engineers is consumed in dealing with
variations in quantities, introduction of NonSchedule Items and variation in contract price. The
growing requirements of the economy will
necessitate faster expansion of the freight network
through new capacity creation. Considering that
improved and modernised project execution
capabilities would be critical for speedy capacity
creation, need is felt to adopt the Engineering,
Procurement and Construction (EPC) mode of
contracting for construction of railway projects.
2.0.
1

Choosing a project for execution on EPC
mode :

Chief Engineer/Con/III/E.Rly

As per Railway Board’s guidelines EPC
contracts should be called for works costing over Rs.
100 Cr. It is also important that proper survey and
DPR should be prepared in advance and cost
estimation should be done with fair degree of
certainty. Further the site should be relatively free of
encroachment & other utilities because in EPC
contract 90% of the site has to be handed over to the
agency within 30 days of the execution of the
agreement otherwise Railway shall be liable to pay
damages to the agency as specified in the agreement.
Remaining 10% of the site may be handed over in a
planned manner but not later than 180 days from the
date of issue of LOA.
In view of above, Eastern Railway chose the
work of “Construction of 4-Lane Cable-Stayed Road
Over Bridge in lieu of existing Chandmari Road
Over Bridge, including approaches, dismantling of
existing Chandmari Road Over Bridge and other
ancillary works, in Howrah Station Area” for
execution on Engineering, Procurement &
Construction (EPC) Contract Mode”. The DPR has
been prepared Alignment plan, Railway portion
GAD and Combined GAD has been approved by
State Govt. and Eastern Railways.
The estimate has been sanctioned at a cost of
Rs. 173.94 Cr. and then the tender had been invited
at a cost of Rs. 142.18 Cr. The utilities to be shifted
have been identified and a separate contract on

2

Dy.Chief Engineer/Con/IV/E.Rly
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conventional item rate mode had been finalized and
the utilities have been shifted.
3.0.

Brief history of the Project :

The existing Chandmari ROB (1x65m RCC
Bow String Type) was constructed in the year 1933.
It has almost completed its service life and requires
frequent renovations due to its old age. The bridge
connects the G.T. Road, caters to the heavy road
traffic and is the life line of the Howrah district.
There are 12 busy railway tracks running below the
bridge leading to Howrah platform area. Due to
presence of piers on both sides, expansion of
Howrah yard is severely restricted. The presence of
this bridge has become the bottle neck for providing
any additional lines to ease out the traffic. A longer
span bridge is required for expansion of the Howrah
yard and to ease out the traffic. The vertical
clearance under the bridge is approximately 4.97m
which makes the repair and renovation of the
existing bridge difficult due to in adequate space
between the existing bridge girder and the catenary
and contact wire of TRD.
Accordingly the work of “Howrah-Replacement of
Chandmari Road Over Bridge” was sanctioned in
2009-10 and currently appears as P.B. item no. 111
of 2018-19 at a cost of Rs. 56.65 Cr. Since the
bridge was sanctioned on replacement account, the
new bridge was also to be constructed as a 2 lane

bridge (same as existing bridge) and the entire cost
was to be borne by Railways. In view of future
requirement Railways and State Govt. jointly
decided that future ROB should be a 4 lane bridge
and State Govt. agreed to share 50% of the cost.
From 2010 to 2013 consultancy tender for soil
investigation, drawing and design for the bridge was
invited 3 times but was discharged each time.
Finally a SLT was called for Geo-technical
investigation, drawing, design and preparation of
BOQ treating it as a works tender with the TC of
SAG level as per Boards guidelines on 14.10.2016
and finalized on 12.12.2016. The LOA was issued to
STUP Consultants on 15.12.2016.
3.2.









Planning of the ROB : The Key
requirements for the new ROB were as
follows :
Longer span, utilising full railway land to
enable unrestricted future yard expansion.
4 lane keeping in view future requirements.
Vertical clearance (rail level to bottom
girder) of 6.5m (keeping provision of lifting
of track in future for improving drainage).
Approach gradient of 1:30.
Minimum Approach radius of 150m.
Ease of erection as there are 12 tracks under
the existing bridge with track centre of less
than 5.3m, implying no support is possible
without blocking of tracks.

In view of above requirements, cable stayed bridge is most suited option. Hence, a 4 lane cable
stayed bridge of 134m main span and 66m back span has been adopted for Chandmari ROB. The
Combined GAD has been approved by State Govt. and Railways.
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Combined GAD

Elevation of Proposed Chandmari ROB
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Model of Chandmari ROB
4.0.

Bidding process for EPC Tender :
The bidding process for EPC tender is a two
stage bidding system. The first stage is the Request for
Qualification (RFQ) stage. The RFQ is like the technical
packet of the convention two packet tender and is meant
for pre qualifying and short listing of eligible bidders for
stage two of the process. The RFQ contains the technical
& financial eligibility criteria. It also has the provision of
scoring of bidders based on the credential submitted by
them. The RFQ provides that the authority may invite
the financial bid from top 6 shortlisted bidders. After the
RFQ, the RFP (financial bid) is invited from the bidders
who have qualified the RFQ process and have been
shortlisted. The RFP document also contains the draft
EPC agreement which defines the terms and conditions
of the EPC contract. Railway Board vide its letter no.
2014/Infra/12/2 dated 15.10.2015 had communicated that
the standard bidding document will contain RFQ, RFP
and EPC agreement for the bidding process as explained
above. The model documents for RFQ, RFP and the EPC
agreement, duly approved by the Board (ML, ME & FC)
are available on the Railway Board website.
4.1.

Request for Qualification (RFQ) :
The standard RFQ document was customized for
the Chandmari Cable Stayed ROB work. At the RFQ
stage the bidder has to deposit only cost of the RFQ
document (Rs. 20,000/- in this case). No earnest money /
bid security is required at this stage. The technical
eligibility criteria for the project has been kept as –
Technical Capacity : For demonstrating technical
capacity and experience (the "Technical Capacity"), the

Applicant shall over the past 5 (five) financial years
preceding the Application Due Date,
(i) have received payments for construction of Eligible
Project(s), or has undertaken construction works by
itself in a PPP project, such that the sum total thereof
is more than 2.5 (two and a half) times the Estimated
Project Cost (the "Threshold Technical
Capacity"): (Provided that at least half of the
Threshold Technical Capacity shall be from the
Eligible Projects in Category l and/ or Category 3
specified in Clause 3.2.1.)
(ii) Undertaken and successfully completed at least one
project of Construction of Cable Stayed Bridge (of
minimum span of 100m) value of not less than 35
(thirty-five) per cent of the Estimated Project Cost.
Financial Capacity : The Applicant shall have a
minimum Net Worth") (the "Financial Capacity") of Rs.
14.22 crore (Rupees Fourteen crore twenty two lakhs) at
the close of the preceding financial year.
Pre-qualification and short-listing of Applicants
The credentials of eligible Applicants shall be measured
in terms of their Experience Score. The sum total of the
Experience Scores for all Eligible Projects shall be the
‘Aggregate Experience Score’ of a particular Applicant.
In case of a Consortium, the Aggregate Experience Score
of the Lead Member shall be the Aggregate Experience
Score of the Consortium. All Applicants who fulfil the
conditions of eligibility specified in Clause 2.2.2 and
meet the other conditions specified in this RFQ shall be
pre-qualified.
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The Applicants shall then be ranked on the basis of their
respective Aggregate Experience Scores and short-listed
for submission of Bids. The Authority expects to shortlist up to 6 (six) prequalified Applicants for participation
in the Bid Stage.
The Authority may, in its discretion, maintain a reserve
list of pre-qualified Applicants who may be invited to
substitute the short-listed Applicants in the event of their
withdrawal from the Bid Process or upon their failure to
conform to the conditions specified herein; provided that
a substituted Applicant shall be given at least 30 (thirty)
days to submit its Bid.
4.2.
Request for Proposal (RFP) :
RFP is the financial bid. The process is aimed at
obtaining financial offers from pre qualified bidders after
the RFQ stage. At this stage the bidder is required to
submit the cost of the RFP document and bid security
(2% of the project cost, Rs 2.85 cr in this case). The
Bidders will have an option to provide Bid Security in the
form of a demand draft or a bank guarantee acceptable to
the Authority. The RFP document contains three parts :
• Part-I : Invitation for Bids
Section 1: Introduction
Section 2: Instructions to Bidders
Section 3: Evaluation of Bids
Section 4: Fraud and Corrupt Practices
Section 5: Pre-Bid Conference
Section 6: Miscellaneous
• Part-II : EPC Agreement Document with
Schedules
•

Part-III : Feasibility Report provided by the
Authority
Drawings
Technical Specifications
Scope of Work
Subject to the provisions of Clause 2.16.1, the technically
responsive Bidder whose Bid is adjudged as responsive
in terms of Clause 3.2.1 and who quotes the lowest price
shall be declared as the selected Bidder (the “Selected
Bidder”).
4.3.

EPC Agreement :
The EPC agreement defines the terms &
conditions which shall govern the contract. The EPC
agreement document contains 26 chapters & 16
schedules. Some of the main chapters of the Chandmari
EPC agreement document are discussed below -

Chapter 2 – Scope of work : Under this Agreement, the
scope of the Project (the “Scope of the
Project”) shall mean and include :
(a) Construction of 4-Lane Cable-Stayed Road Over
Bridge in lieu of existing Chandmari Road Over
Bridge including approaches as per approved
Combined GAD of the bridge supplied by the
Railway on the Site set forth in Schedule-A and
as specified in Schedule-B together with
provision of Project Facilities as specified in
Schedule-C, and in conformity with the
Specifications and Standards set forth in
Schedule-D. The detailed drawing and design
shall be done by the agency (selected bidder).
(b) The geo-technical investigation has already been
done by the Railways and the geotechnical report
is attached with the RFP. However, the bidder
may carry out the Geotechnical investigation for
further information at included cost.
(c) Dismantling of the existing Chandmari Road
Over Bridge (including clearing of site and
disposal of the debris up to the satisfaction of
authority). The agency is supposed to prepare
dismantling scheme and get it approved by the
authority. The agency shall deposit the
reinforcement and other valuables obtained after
dismantling to the Railway Depot.
(d) Dismantling of outhouse of Colvin Court. Sketch
of the outhouse is as per Drawing No.
DY.CE/CON/IV/HWH/51/2018.
(e) Performance and fulfilment of all other
obligations of the Contractor in accordance with
the provisions of this Agreement and matters
incidental thereto or necessary for the
performance of any or all of the obligations of
the Contractor under this Agreement.
Chapter 8 – Right of Way :
The Authority Representative and the
Contractor shall, within 15 (fifteen) days of providing the
Performance Security by the Contractor in accordance
with the provisions of Clause 7.1, inspect the Site and
prepare a memorandum containing an inventory of the
Site including the vacant and unencumbered land,
buildings, structures, road/ railway works, trees and any
other immovable property on or attached to the Site.
Subject to the provisions of Clause 8.2.3, such
memorandum shall have appended thereto an appendix
(the “Appendix”) specifying in reasonable detail those
parts of the Site to which vacant access and Right of Way
has not been given to the Contractor. For the avoidance
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of doubt, the Parties expressly agree that the Appendix
shall in no event contain Sections of the Railway Project
the cumulative length of which exceeds 10% (ten per
cent) of the total length of the Railway Project.
The Authority shall provide the Right of Way to the
Contractor, in respect of the land included in the
Appendix, by the date specified in Schedule-A for each
part of the Site referred to therein, but in no case later
than 180 (one hundred and eighty) days of the Appointed
Date, and in the event of delay for any reason other than
Force Majeure or breach of this Agreement by the
Contractor, it shall pay to the Contractor, Damages in a
sum calculated in accordance with Clause 8.3.
Amount of Damages in Rs. per day per metre = 0.10 x
C x 1/L x 1/N Where C = the Contract Price; L = length
of the Railway Project in metres; and N = Completion
period in days (Appointed Date to Scheduled Completion
Date).
In the event that any Damages are due and payable to the
Contractor under the provisions of this Clause 8.3.1 for
delay in providing the Right of Way, the Contractor shall,
subject to the provisions of Clause 10.4, be entitled to
Time Extension equal to the period for which the
Damages have become due and payable under this Clause
8.3.1
Chapter 9 – Utilities :
The Contractor shall, in accordance with
Applicable Laws and with assistance of the Authority,
cause shifting of any utility (including electric lines,
water pipes and telephone cables) to an appropriate
location or alignment, if such utility or obstruction
adversely affects the execution of Works in accordance
with this Agreement. The actual cost of such shifting, as
approved and communicated by the entity owning the
utility, shall be paid by the Contractor and reimbursed by
the Authority to the Contractor. In the event of any delay
in such shifting by the entity owning the utility beyond a
period of 180 (one hundred and eighty) days from the
date of notice by the Contractor to the entity owning the
utility and to the Authority, the Contractor shall be
entitled to Damages in a sum calculated in accordance
with the formula specified in Clause 8.3.1 for the period
of delay, and to Time Extension in accordance with
Clause 10.4 for and in respect of the part(s) of the Works
affected by such delay; provided that if the delays
involve any time overlaps, the overlaps shall not be
additive.

Chapter 10 – Design and Construction :
Within 20 (twenty) days of the Appointed
Date, the Contractor shall appoint a design director (the
“Design Director”) who will head the Contractor’s
design unit and shall be responsible for surveys,
investigations, collection of data, and preparation of
preliminary and detailed designs;
The Authority shall, within 15 (fifteen) days of the date
of this Agreement, appoint a railway engineer (the
“Authority’s Engineer”) to discharge the functions and
duties specified in this Agreement, and shall notify to the
Contractor the name, address and the date of appointment
of the Authority’s Engineer forthwith.
The Contractor shall appoint a proof check consultant
(the “Proof Consultant”) (selected by the authority)
after proposing to the Authority a panel of 3 (three)
names of qualified and experienced firms/institute having
experience in design / proof checking of Cable Stayed
Bridge of more than 100m span. One of the firms in the
panel should be an IIT. The authority shall select one of
the firms from the panel proposed by the contractor.
Chapter 16 – Authority’s Engineer :
The Authority shall appoint a SG/JAG, to
be the engineer under this Agreement (the “Authority’s
Engineer”).
Chapter 17 – Payment :
In the EPC tender the contractor quotes a
lump sum price for the work. In EPC contracts contains
provision of stage / milestone based payments. It ensures
that payments are made for works conforming to the
Agreement and commensurate with the stages of
completion of works. For example the share of ROB
proper is 78.87% (within ROB proper share of piles is
8.5%, pylon is 24%, procurement of stay cables is 17%
etc.), approaches is 17.61% and dismantling of existing
ROB is 3.52%. A provision has been made for damages
which the Contractor shall pay to Authority for not
achieving the prescribed milestones. Authority will pay
bonus to the Contractor for completion of the project
before the scheduled completion date.
5.0.

Engagement
of
Project
Consultancy Services :

Management

Since the work of construction of cable stayed
bridge and dismantling of the existing bridge over
extremely busy Howrah yard is very complex and
technically challenging, it has been decided to engage
Project Management Consultancy (PMC) Services. The
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tender has been opened on 21.11.2018 and is under
finalization. Railway Boards vide letter no.
2007/CE.1/CT/18 dated 05.07.2010 has recommended
engaging of PMC services for throughput enhancing
works costing more than Rs. 100 Cr. Railway Boards
vide letter no. 2006/W1/Genl./DP-Pt.1 dated 10.10.2006
had clarified that PMC contracts should be treated as
works contract. The tender committee for PMC tender
should be SAG level with acceptance of CAO/CON. The
model tender document is available on Railway Boards
website. Railway Boards vide letter no. 2007/CE1/CT/18/Pt.I (Vol-II) dated 14.09.2017 has issued some
correction in the PMC model tender document which
have incorporated in the PMC tender document for
Chandmari ROB.
The PMC tender is a two packet tender. The technical
packet contains the technical and financial eligibility
criteria. Bidder who qualify the eligibility criteria are
short listed and their financial packet is opened. The
lowest eligible bidder is awarded the contract. The
quality of personnel to be deployed by the PMC
determines the success of the PMC contract. The salient
features of the PMC contract called for Chandmari ROB
are discussed below –
Technical eligibility criteria : To be eligible for
evaluation of its Tender, a Tenderer shall fulfill the
following:
(A) Technical Capacity: The Single Entity Tenderer or
the lead member of the Consortium/JV (the “Lead
Member”), as the case may be, shall have, during the last
5 (five) financial years and the current financial year till
the tender submission date (the “TSD”), completed or
substantially completed the minimum number of Eligible
Assignments specified in Clause 5.18.1 of the document.
Note :
1) The contract should have been completed within
this period irrespective of date of start.
2) The contract shall be treated as completed as on
the date of commissioning of the project
(excluding defect liability/maintenance period) or
completion of the services as certified by the
Employer.
3) A substantially completed consultancy contract
means a contract in which the consultancy fee of
at least eighty percent (80%) of the contract
value has been received and is equal to or more
than the minimum value stipulated for Eligible
Assignment in clause 5.18.1 of the document.

Conditions of Eligibility for Tenderers : One completed
or substantially completed Eligible Assignment
(definition of which may be referred at Clauses 3.1.3 and
5.20) of minimum value Rs. 2.49 Cr. (equivalent to 35%
of the estimated cost of the subject PMC Tender)
executed for Railway/Metro works OR for any project
executed for Central and State Government, Public
Sector Undertaking (PSU) of Central and State
Governments and Special Purpose Vehicles (SPVs) of
Central Government in sector other than Railways/Metro.
Projects for Eligible Assignments : Project
Management Consultancy (PMC) / General Consultancy
/ Independent Engineer services for projects as
“construction of cable stayed bridges with a minimum
span of 100m” in Railways as well as non-railway sectors
of Central and State Government, Public Sector
Undertaking (PSU) of Central and State Governments
and Special Purpose Vehicles (SPVs) of Central
Government shall be considered as Eligible Assignments.
Provided that the value of the consultancy assignment,
that is being claimed as Eligible Assignment by the
Tenderer, was at least Rs. 2.49 Cr. (equivalent to 35% of
the estimated cost of the subject PMC Tender) and the
same has been completed/substantially completed as
defined in clause 2.2.2 (A) prior to TSD.
Financial eligibility criteria : Financial Capacity: The
Single Entity Tenderer or the Lead Member of the
Consortium/JV, as the case may be, shall have during the
last 3 (three) financial years and the current year till the
TSD, received minimum total payment from consulting
assignments as specified in clause 5.18.2 of the
document. Payment for minimum total amount of Rupees
10.67 Cr. (equivalent to 150% of the estimated cost of the
subject PMC tender) received from any type of
consultancy services contract for railway and non-railway
sectors in Central and State Government, Public Sector
Undertaking (PSU) of Central and State Governments
and Special Purpose Vehicles (SPVs) of Central
Government.
Conditions of Eligibility for Key Personnel : In the
PMC tender document the educational qualification and
length of professional experience of Key Personnel has
been decided keeping in mind the responsibilities of the
Key Personnel. For e.g. the educational qualification of
the team leader has been kept as Masters/ Bachelor in
Engineering or equivalent. The Length of Professional
Experience of the team leader has been kept as minimum
15 years of experience in the bridge construction with at
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least 3 years experience in Rail / Road Cable Stayed
bridge supervision.
Regarding Experience on Eligible Assignments, the
team leader should have led Project Management Team
for one Eligible Assignment for a minimum period of
three years or Should have worked on similar/ Eligible
Projects for over 3 years in the rank of Chief Engineer/ or
over 5 years in the rank of Dy.CE, or equivalent in Govt.
or Public Sector Units.Criteria for Evaluation : In the
scoring criteria, firm’s relevant experience is given 30%
weightage while Key Personnel’s Professional
Qualification, length of total Professional Experience and
length of Relevant Experience is given 70% weightage.
Only those Tenderers whose Technical Offer score 70
marks or more out of 100 shall qualify for further
consideration and selection

Conclusion :
EPC contracts are new to Railways and there are lot
of doubts in the minds of officers and staff about the
efficacy of this system. However, DMRC and NHAI
have shown that EPC is a very good mode of contract for
execution of large size constructions projects. Railway
Board vide its letter no. 2015/W-1/Genl/CORR GM/Pt.III dated 30.11.2018 has mentioned that tenders for new
line work, gauge conversion works, doubling, large
colonies, workshop and important bridges shall be EPC
tenders only. However, before floating an EPC tender,
we must do our home work properly. The DPR should be
prepared properly, the scope of the projects needs to be
holistically stated, land availability and right of way
should be ensured, fund commitment to the project
should be made commensurately, and conceptual yard
plan, preliminary drawings for stations and other service
buildings should be ready. EPC, in fact, is the future of
contract mode for mega infrastructure projects.

*****
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Construction and laying of 3rd line : Areas of Concern
Vikram Gupta1, D.Manohar Reddy2

Abstract
With all-round growth and rapid increase in both the passenger and goods traffic, the proposition of new third line in
Group ‘A’ routes has been necessitated for throughput enhancement, which will cater to the present and future demands of the
passenger and goods traffic with increased speed. Thus, 3rd line projects will increase and they are the immediate future of
Railways. Execution of tripling works is very arduous compared to new lines/doubling considering the sections on Group ‘A’
route with intense rail traffic on adjacent tracks, existing OHE masts, advanced electronic Interlocking, Presence of
distant/permissive signals, etc. This paper is based on the real time experience gained during the execution of 3rd line works in
Kazipet - Balharshah section. These may be helpful for all Engineers who are executing similar 3rd line projects to enable proper
planning for fast paced construction.

1.

Introduction:
Proper planning and co-ordination among all
departments play an important role in expediting fast
pace of construction.
Railway Board recently has sanctioned many
Tripling
projects.
Comparatively Railway’s
experience in construction of 3rd line projects is
less. Patch tripling work between Balharshah Kazipet was sanctioned vide RB lr. No.2015/W2/SCR/DL/DPR dated 08.09.2016. The construction
works commenced during 2016-17 onwards. This
Railway has gained a little experience in 3rd line
projects and thus based on this, a list of issues which
may be helpful for others while executing similar
3rd line projects, is listed below to enable fast paced
construction.
2.

Preliminary Planning:
 Alignment: The decision to lay the 3rd line
on left or right side of existing double line track
depends on availability of land, existing station
buildings/important bridges/yard layouts &
other obligatory structures.
 Track Centres: As per Railway Board letter
no.2011/CE-II/Form/Misc. dated 11.09.2015,
7.80m is the minimum spacing stipulated for
3rd line track. If more land is available, the
spacing can be further increased upto 9m in
general, 15m to 18m at major bridge locations
and 25m to 30m at important bridges locations.
Increase in track centre gives a lot of flexibility
in construction and thereby improves pace of
construction, duly avoiding caution orders
besides improving safety.

 Integration of 3rd line with existing yards:
Railway
Board
vide
Lr.No.
2013/PL/19/1(Policy) dated 30.09.2013 &
10.06.2015 (Policy Guidelines - Execution and
Alignment of 3rd line projects) has stated that
the Integration of 3rd line with existing double
line should be at a distance of 30km or so or
after 3-4 stations so that the large scale yard
remodelling are avoided and project is executed
with ease without long duration of noninterlocked working. However, operating
departments demand for integration at every
station impacts the progress considerably.
 Cut & Connections: Railway Board vide
Lr.No. 2013/PL/19/1(Policy) dated 30.09.2013
& 10.06.2015 (Policy Guidelines - Execution
and Alignment of 3rd line projects) has stated
that the 3rd line should be Bi-Directional and on
one side of existing double line. However in
many cases the operating department insists for
making middle line as bi-directional which
increases the work manifold. Also due to nonavailability of land /constraints due to water
bodies or other obligatory structures cut &
connections are provided at planning stage to
shift alignment. The execution of these cut &
connections delays the project and therefore
should be avoided to the extent possible.
 Provision of Loop line in yards: With the
integration of 3rd line in the existing yards, the
exisiting loop line gets converted to main line
and an additional loop line has to be provided.
The two possibilities of providing this loop line
are that either the existing platform is converted
into island platform or the existing platform is
dismantled and relocated along with existing
service buildings/passenger amenities if any.

1 Chief Engineer/Construction-VI/SC/S.C.Rly 2 Dy.Chief Engineer/Construction-II/KZJ/ S.C.Rly
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This decision has to be
judiciously to enhance
Though a formidable
dismantle and relocate
platform on mainline.
3.

site specific and taken
ease of construction.
task, it is better to
the platform to avoid

4.

a) Preparation and finalisation of L-Section is a
specialised job in 3rd line project, as it has to be
done considering lot of parameters like existing
steep gradients, sharp curves, track centres
based on differences in rail levels of existing
and new tracks and regrading at bridges and
yard approaches,etc.

Station Yards - Finalisation of ESPs
a) The shortcomings of existing yards like short
crossovers, fouling marks, gradient posts, etc
are to be corrected in the new scheme. In the
new ESP, along with 3rd line the existing yard
also has to be shown with proposed
modifications as per latest guidelines.

b) Cut and Connections are preferable wherever
alignment has to be shifted from one side to
another and to avoid constraints like land
acquisition, water bodies, private structures, etc.
These cut and connections should preferably
planned at curve locations for obvious reasons.

b) The existing gradients etc., in the field may
not match with the last approved ESP.

c) In project sheets, showing of works in
progress for sanctioned ROB/RUBs might get
altered due to change in additional lanes and
other requirements.

c) The new ESP has to be made with reference
to last approved ESP.
d) Finalisation of ESPs is very critical as it
affects the L-Section/Gradients. The alignment
cannot be freezed unless the yard ESPs are
finalised.

5.

Land:
Land acquisition is one of the major
constraints considering involvement of high cost
and time delays in acquisition owing to
procedures involved and subsequent litigations.
In the 3rd line, the requirements and the
difficulties are:

e) The center to center of track distance in the
existing yard is normally 4.75m. Although it is
permissible as per SOD but S&T department
has objection as signal posts cannot be provided
in between. Same is the case with OHE masts
also.

a) In the tripling projects Land Acquisition
might be minimal as the proposed alignment is
within the available land under Railway
possession.

f) Normally the yard approaches will have LC
gates beyond top point. Due to extension of
yards on account of 3rd line, these LC gates
need diversion/Shifting or conversion to
ROB/RUB. Shifting at these locations is very
difficult being nearer to city/town and habited
area.

b) The requirement for new acquisition might
be in patches at yard approaches due to
modernisation of yards, in mid-sections due to
easing of curves/grades, diversions at
approaches of Important/Major bridges etc.

g) It becomes difficult to show the LC Gates
which are sanctioned for ROB/RUB (but work
not yet completed) in ESPs as the status may get
changed during execution of work.
h) During the process for approval of ESPs, lot
of extra passenger amenities viz., Platform
extensions, FOBs, COPs, restrooms, toilets, etc
are being demanded by the Divisions. Even at
some stations there is a demand for Shunting
neck, RGM sidings, Material sidings, longer
loops, etc., which are at times more
cumbersome and leads to delay in execution.

Project sheets (L-Section):

c) The requirement can be reduced by provision
of suitable Retaining walls at toe of the banks
wherever required.
6.

Forest & Wildlife Clearances:
a) Where the forest land is involved in new
acquisition, the compliance towards Forest
Conservation Act'1980 has to be ensured
towards the issues of diversion, and
compensatory afforestation, which otherwise
invites legal problems.
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b) Where the forest land is already under the
possession of Railway, even though the Right of
Way is with Railways, the Railway has to obtain
necessary
permission
for
any
modifications/alterations/additions
to
the
existing
infrastructure
as
per
Forest
Conservation Act '1980.
c) In addition to Forest Conservation Act '1980,
the compliance has to be ensured towards
Wildlife Protection Act '1972 wherever there is
a presence of wildlife.
d) Even for permissions, without any diversion
of new land from forest department, the same
procedure has to be followed similar to new
diversion which is a very lengthy procedure.
Thus, valuable time is lost because of these
procedures. Prima-facie there should not be any
requirement of taking permission where the land
belongs to Railways and even if the permission
is required, the procedure for permission must
be simplified and should not be the same as for
new diversion of forest land.
7.

Shifting of Utilities:

7.1 Shifting of S&T Cables:
Signal & Telecom department plays a vital
role in construction of 3rd line in enabling to do
Civil Engineering works in yards and midsection in addition to their own creation of S&T
infrastructure. The obstructions and works
involved are:
a) Cables can be either Signal-6-Quad, Power
cables & OFC cables being maintained by
Railtel etc. All these existing cables are seen to
be laid haphazardly in the mid section and yards
and mostly not tallying with the available plans.
b) Cable crossings due to IB Stations/IB huts,
EC post.
c) Cables which connect LC gates.
d) Extra cables due to distant signals.
e) Due to the above cables on Group ‘A’ routes
with IB huts, Gate lodges etc. entire section is
flooded with cables. Instructions exist that until
these cables are shifted no work can be done

and any damage to cables is viewed seriously as
it endangers safety of running trains.
f) For construction of buildings which is a long
lead item, early shifting of cables is a must.
However, as the quantum of cable shifting
involved in yards is considerable, the respective
department should first start the work of shifting
of the cables to enable other construction works
like buildings, bridges can be done smoothly
without interruption of rail traffic.
g) In yards located in cutting areas, execution of
earthwork in cutting for formation with
machinery is getting affected unless the cable
shifting is done in the yards. Further, this work
has to be executed invariably in the presence of
S&T staff which warrants close liasioning
between Engineering and S&T departments.
h) The old cables are not being removed after
new cables are laid, leading to confusion in
identifying whether it is live or not.
i) The cable laying should be done in a
professional manner with suitable precast
concrete ducts to ensure the safety of cables.
7.2 Shifting of other Utilities:
a) Being existing running double line track with
OHE, normally no power line crossings will be
involved. However a number of portals/OHE
masts etc; will come in the alignment and need
shifting.
b) Further Utilities like water pipelines, etc;
along with pump houses are laid parallel to the
track in midsection where the water is drawn
from river/lake etc;. Shifting of these utilities
like water pipe lines, Pump houses, GLRs, is a
herculean task.
c) The existing Gate Lodges, IB Huts, SSPs,
tower car shed, Cabins, trolley sheds etc may
also come in the alignment and thus need
shifting.
d) No utility can be dismantled until and unless
an alternate provision is made functional. Thus
the utility shifting should be kept to the bare
minimum while planning the alignment as it can
delay the project badly.
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8.

Remodelling of Yards:
a) The length of loop lines have been increased
to maintain adequacy of CSRs (increased from
686m to 750m). Due to this, yard approach
gradients become steeper. As a result, insertion
of any Points & Crossings in this area becomes
very difficult due to mismatch of gradients and
rail levels at site with the drawings.
b) Multiple split blocks have to be availed
during Pre-NI and NI on the Group 'A' route
due to non-availability of long blocks.
c) The turnouts have to be preassembled along
adjacent tracks duly making the necessary
earthwork to enable replacement of turnouts
during modification of yards.

9.

RBG Building GADs:
a) Finalisation of RBG drawings and
identifying the location of RBG rooms involves
multi departments.
b) During the process for approval of RBG
buildings, lot of extra facilities like OHE tool
rooms, restrooms, toilets, etc are being
demanded by the Divisional Officers.
c) S&T and Electrical departments are normally
asking for larger and additional rooms than as
specified in Railway Board Guidelines (vide
Lr.No.98/W1/Genl/0/30-Pt dt.13.08.2008 - Joint
Engineering and S&T circular).

10. Passenger Amenities:
a) The passenger amenities at the stations are to
provided as per the revised criteria of
classification of stations.
b) Preparation of design/drawings for different
structures to be outsourced and published as a
ready reckoner prior to the commencement of
work. For example, the RDSO drawings are
available for FOBs upto 30 meters span only.
However, In the third line works the span of the
FOBs exceeds 30 meters due to additional lines
and island platforms.
c) Recent instructions of Railway Board for
conversion of FOBs to Subways in yards for
construction projects might elevate the problem
of drainage, ventilation, hygiene, cleaning, etc.,
further enhances the scope of work.

11. Execution of works:
a) Safety: Pucca barricading has to be provided
along the adjacent running tracks with high
speed trains on the proposed tripling sections
over Group ‘A’ routes to ensure safety of rail
traffic at all times without any infringements.
b) Modification / Alterations of approved
ESP/GAD/Project Sheets: Modification of
ESP/GAD/Project Sheets during execution
should be avoided unless it is vital and
compulsory as delays in approval of modified
ESPs/ GADs/ Project sheets by different
departments delays the project.
c) Coordination and timely action by all
departments: All department staff should ensure
coordinated work in timely deliverance of their
construction activities. In SC Railway, there is
a permanent mechanism of weekly coordination meeting between all stake holders
exists chaired by AGM to sort out
interdepartmental issues expeditiously in a time
bound manner.
12. Elimination of LCs (Provision of ROB/RUB):
a) As per Railway Board guidelines all manned
and unmanned Level Crossings are to be
eliminated either by closure or by providing
ROB/RUB.
b) LCs located near yard approaches usually
have intense Road traffic. Focus must be
emphasized on safety and coordination with
R&B department of respective state government
for smooth execution of ROB/RUBs.
c) Wherever LCs are retained, the existing Gate
lodges which are in alignment of proposed third
line are to be relocated suitably.
13. Conclusion:
The above items are based on the real time
experience gained during the execution of 3rd line
works in Kazipet - Balharshah section. These may
be helpful for all Engineers who are executing
similar 3rd line projects to enable proper planning
for fast paced construction.
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Abstract
Amberg Technologies is the leading provider of various, high-precision track surveying systems. Its GRP System FX
product family including the Amberg Rail software offer a big variety of modular system configurations. 6 years ago, Amberg
introduced the inertial measurement technology for the first time ever in low speed track surveying. The continuous further developments of this expertise have convinced more than 150 users as the system outperforms any hand-pushed measurement equipment in both, accuracy and surveying speed (up to 5km/h), reducing track access time to a minimum.
Above described technology enabled Northern Railways and Amberg Technologies in finding new approaches and workflows for
bringing the track of Indian Railways on a sustainable higher level.
For most of the tracks design alignment and control/reference points are not available. Therefore, the following new approach was
developed by the parties with the obligation to not interrupt regular train operation:
 Acquire required as-built track data from scratch to
 Develop design alignment and
 Generate track correction data for tamping machine
This time-efficient set-up (1 surveying shift each for pre- and post-tamping measurements) allows the change from relative base
tamping to tamping according geometrical elements, supporting the increase of the design speed of the tracks substantially.

1. Railway Surveying
1.1. Challenges for Man and Machine

Always bigger, faster and further – railways in
many countries are changing rapidly in line with this
motto. Line speeds are becoming higher and higher
as are the demands for increased traffic frequency
and line capacities. The objective is to accommodate
the growing number of commuters during peak
hours in population centres, for one thing, and to
provide adequate line resources for the increasing
amount of freight traffic as well.
The area of railway surveying is of paramount importance to successfully master such challenging
demands.

The growing challenges for railway surveying as it
seeks to meet these demands are especially in terms
of performance coupled with sufficient precision and
reliability.
Accordingly, the need for flexibility in both the
measurement technology and on the part of staff is
also on the rise. The size of projects can vary greatly
and ad-hoc assignments are increasingly becoming
the norm, which is very challenging, both in terms of
planning and construction site implementation. And,
usually there is only a brief window of time available for the surveying tasks, then numerous other
parallel activities are being carried out as well in
close quarters. Mutual obstruction (e.g. limited line
of sight due to machinery) in work processes is the
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rule – and, surveying is wrongly viewed as a lowpriority item.
Ultimately, these factors, added to the already demanding work context of track construction with its
regular weekend and night shifts, are making it increasingly difficult to find adequately qualified personnel to deliver the quality required for geometric
support enabling track construction / maintenance
for speeds at and over 160 km/h. Manufacturers of
surveying equipment must deal with this trend effectively by providing new technologies that can fulfil
these requirements under the conditions mentioned
above.
1.2. Industry Requirements
When we view railway surveying from the
perspective of industry requirements, it becomes
apparent that the performance of measurement technology plays a key role because the time slots are
becoming shorter and the speeds required for the
work steps continue to increase. However, the quality and reliability of the measurement data must not
be allowed to fall off in spite of the increased measuring performance.
This performance does not concern merely the time
required for measurements, but especially the time
consumed by data processing and preparation of the
necessary correction data for the machinery – the
results must be ready within minutes (assuming that
track design data is available before/during measurement). To remain competitive in the field of track
surveying, the gross performance (time of arrival at
the construction site until delivery of results – including interruptions) can no longer be significantly
greater than the net performance (measurement time
only until delivery of results).
A cursory examination of the developments in track
surveying confirms precisely this aspect. In the area
of manual surveying, the trend has moved from simple and time-intensive sighting methods to somewhat less time-intensive 3D approaches affording
geodetic precision and then on to high performance,
flexible long-chord methods.
As a very powerful vehicle-based method, the EMSAT was established by the turn of the millennium
for high performance lines with >160 km/h. It was

coupled, however, with extensive demands on work
preparation and on-site logistics as well as with high
costs.
In the following chapters the first focus is put on the track
surveying solutions from Amberg Technologies exactly
meeting above mentioned requirements.
Afterwards the circumstances in India are looked at more
in detail in context of a concept phase executed in close
cooperation with Northern Railways.

2. Amberg IMS Track Surveying System
The Amberg IMS (inertial measurement
system) solutions, which are part of the wellestablished Amberg GRP System FX family with
totally more than 1'200 sold systems worldwide,promote above mentioned industrydevelopment and form the foundation for a new generation
of powerful measurement technology and simplified
measurement methodology. They combine previously unattainable measuring performance with
higher precision and reliability as well as further
operative advantages in daily use at bustling construction sites.
Until today more than 150 Amberg IMS systems
have been sold world-wide and are in daily use for
geometrical control and maintenance of ballast and
slab track lines. Some important users are Deutsche
Bahn (DE), Network Rail (UK), SNCF (FR), different MOR (CN), JR East in Japan. These systems are
in use in more than 20 countries world-wide and this
number is rapidly growing.
2.1. IMU Technology
IMU technology is at the heart of inertial navigation systems. Initially applied in the area of aircraft navigation, today it is also established as a
sensing system in the area of railway surveying.
What is new is the application of this technology for
track surveying at a walking pace.
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The IMU (model: AMU
1030/2030)) employed in the
Amberg IMS systems is a
high-precision
precision sensor co
consisting of 3 gyroscopes, 3
acceleration sensors and an
on-board
board computer. It has a
measuring frequency of up
to 1000 Hz and a drift of 0.02°/h. Such a small drift
results in versine errors much below 1mm for chords

≤50m.
50m. This also means that alignment parts up to
around 200m are almost independent from drift.
This sensor is used to record the 3D space curve of
the track, which in previous systems was accomacco
plished using a tachymeter or GPS. In the subsesubs
quent data processing, the data are transformed into
a superordinate coordinate system with the help of
reference points (control points = CPs).
CPs)

Amberg IMS 1000 / 3000

Corrected 3D space curve
AMU space curve

The Amberg IMS system solutions expand
the GRP System FX product line. Modular compocomp
nents allow existing systems to be updated at any
time. This modularity also carries over to the AmA
berg Rail software, which allows total analysis of the
measurements at any time – even when different
measurement approaches or system configurations
are employed.

Amberg IMS 1000

Amberg IMS 3000









GRP System FX measurement trolley
AMU 1030/2030
Leica tachymeter for control point surveying
 TS15/16 / 30 / 50/60,, MS50
MS50/60
 ATR, motorised
 Automatic control point surveying
 Precision on the control point, +/
+/- 1 mm

GRP System FX measurement trolley
AMU 1030/2030
Profiler 110 FX for control point surveying
 Visible red laser
 Manual control point surveying
 Precision on the control point, +/+/ 2 mm
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The Multi-CP
CP Mode is a more geodetic measuremeasur
ment approach, which can only be done with the
IMS 1000 system configuration. In contrast to the
Single-CP
P Mode the measurement doesn't have to
start exactly at a control point, but it can be somesom
where on the track. The total station on the trolley is
now used to make a typical 3D setup, by measuring
several given control points (at least 3) around the
track. In this way the position of the trolley is deterdete
mined for the given stop location. Then the trolley is
pushed over the track for a distance of about60about60
180m and then stopped again to measure the next
total station setup. This process is continued over the
complete section of track to be measured.

2.2. Measuring Modes
In this chapter we want to explain the two
main measurement modes of the IMS systems.
The Single-CP Mode is a long-chord
chord based mea
measurement principle, which can be done with the IMS
1000 and IMS 3000 system configuration. The data
acquisition starts at a control
ntrol point, where the lateral
and vertical offset is measured between track and
control point. Afterwards the trolley is pushed over
the track to acquire the track alignment and at a next
control point after 60m, 120 or even 180m (depending on required accuracy),, it's stopped again to
measure this point. In this way a whole section of
track can be measured.

Single-CP Mode
– Long- Chord High-Performance
Performance Method





Multi-CP Mode
– Long-Chord
Chord Precision Method

Measuring speed of up to 4 km/h

Long-chord principle

CP position measurement at the chord begi
beginning and end points

Highest relative measuring precision

Geodetic long-chord
chord method
3D tachymeter setup at the chord beginning and
end points
Highest absolute & relative measuring precision

2.3. Areas of Application for the Amberg IMS System
Amberg IMS systems are typically used in the following areas of application:
Application

Result requirements

Positioning
method

Maintenance of
slab tracks

- Track geometry inspection in accordance with
the requirements for slab tracks (e.g. DE: Ril
883)
- Corrections for adjustment (“Shim list”)

Multi CP

Construction and maintenance of ballast tracks

- Correction data for tamping machine
- Track geometr
geometry inspection incl. manual suppleemental measurements (e.g. DE: Ril 824)

Single CP
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IMS 1000 Measurement in China

IMS 3000 Measurement for Deutsche Bahn

Maintenance of high-speed lines
- Slab tracks and ballasted tracks

Maintenance and conversion work
- Lines and turnouts

2.4. Measuring Precision – Comparison to
Other Methods
2.4.1. Comparison IMS 1000 vs. Geodetic
3D Stop&Go Method (GRP + TPS)
The following chart shows the results of track
surveying operations using two different methods.
The reference measurement was performed using the
geodetic 3D measuring method (GRP 1000 with
total station beside the track). The total station was
georeferenced by means of free station in the control
point network and subsequently the measurement
trolley (GRP 1000) was employed using the
Stop&Go method for precise measurements.
Legend:
Red curve:
3 thin curves:

Different IMS 1000 measurement runs, in which the
track geometry was measured at a walking pace
(approx. 3 km/h), are compared to the reference
measurement, supported by control point measurements at every CP.
The graphics below show well that the quality of the
IMS systems is well comparable to high precision
geodetic Stop&Go approaches. The differences of
the different curves in horizontal and vertical direction are in a range of +/- 1mm.

Stop&Go reference measurement with GRP 1000 and a total station
IMS 1000 measurement runs

Horizontal deviations relative to a given project axis:
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Vertical deviations relative to a given project axis:

2.4.2. Comparison IMS 3000 vs. Plasser EMSAT
The following chart shows the results of track surveying operations carried out with the Plasser
EM-SAT, on the one hand, and an IMS 3000 measurement system on the other.
The IMS measurement run was performed at a walking pace (approx. 3 km/h) directly behind the tamping
machine. Both measurement runs, PlasserEM-SAT and IMS 3000, used the same control points. With the
IMS 3000, the control point surveying was carried out using the integrated Profiler 110 FX control point
measuring unit and with the PlasserEM-SAT measurement run, a Mephisto control point measuring unit was
employed.
Also for this comparison the differences in horizontal and vertical direction are in a range of +/- 1mm
.
Legend:
Blue curve:
PlasserEM-SAT measurement
Red curve:
IMS 3000 measurement
Horizontal deviations relative to a given project axis:
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Vertical deviations relative to a given project axis:

2.5. Comparison of IMS and other surveying
methods
The following table gives an overview to
different track surveying methods from very traditional (optical sighting) over typical geodetic way

(GRP 1000 with total station) to the long-chord
methods of twin trolley and IMS solutions.
It's well visible that the Amberg IMS systems far
ahead of all the other methods in terms of measurement performance and required staff by still keeping
a very high accuracy and reliability.

Measurement trolley
[qty.]

Typical
performance
per hour
[m]

Typical precision
R = relative
A = absolute
[mm]

Surveying
team

Performance
per person
per hour
[m]

Measuring
instrument

Method

Optical

Sighting

-/-

50

R +/- 3 mm
A +/- 5 mm

4

12.5

GRP 1000

Geodetic
3D

1

600

R +/- 1 mm
A +/- 1 mm

3

200

Persons
[number]
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Measuring
instrument

Twin Trolley 1/3000
IMS 1/3000

Surveying
team

Measurement trolley
[qty.]

Typical
performance
per hour
[m]

Typical precision
R = relative
A = absolute
[mm]

Long-chord

2

1300

R +/- 3 mm
A +/- 3 - 5 mm

3

430

Long-chord

1

3000

R +/- 1 mm
A +/- 2-5 mm

2

1’250

Method

(multi / single)

Persons
[number]

Performance
per person
per hour
[m]

2.6. Amberg IMS Advantages at a Glance

3.

Here again summarized some basic facts and
advantages of the Amberg IMS Systems.

3.1. Northern Railways as a typical example for
IR
Northern Railwayscurrently realizes the track
geometry maintenance of their ballast track
lineswith tamping machines from Plasser Indiaby
default in the so-called smoothing mode. Since this
mode provides challenges to keep the track in good
quality, new approaches are under investigation by
Northern Railways. It was the clear requirement
from Northern Railways that such a concept needs to
be tested and validated under regular operational
conditions. It was not the goal to establish some sort
of a laboratory test. The main challenge was that
such measurement and tamping had to be 100%
comparable to the day to day environment so that
afterwards statements about the practicability of this
concept can be defined.









The only one-trolley system for unlimited longchord surveying
Unparalleled measuring speed of up to 4 km/h
No loss of precision due to refraction (refraction
is a typical total station problem, when measuring longer distances)
No line of sight requirements (using total stations beside the track or
Significantly reduced personnel costs
Reduction of personnel and measurement logistics  lower accident risk

2.7. Summary on Amberg IMS Systems
The Amberg IMS systems send a clear signal
from Amberg Technologies that new approaches

in track surveying are possible and necessary
if present and especially future challenges are to be
met adequately. Old ways must be abandoned, both
in terms of technology and guidelines, and new procedures and methods, such as IMS must be embraced. The initial feedback from railway companies
is more than encouraging.

The Circumstances in India

Below graphic gives some information about what
happens with tracks, when maintenance is done in
smoothing mode (relative base tamping). It's well
visible that over time the track alignment (especially
arcs and transitions and corresponding superelevation/cant) degrades constantly and differences between initial alignment and actual track get bigger
and bigger.
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Based on such finding, Northern Railways and Amberg Technologies have started a mutual initiative to
further improvea sustainable way of track maintenance, resulting in an increase of driving speed and
more quality at the same time.
Amberg Technologies is the track geometry Technology Partner for Plasser for many years. Accordingly, Amberg Technologiesprovides with theAmberg IMS1000/3000trolley the systemthat delivers
thehigh accuracydata filefor the Plasser tamping
machines enabling such high qualitymachines to
perform tamping jobs to the desired results.
During the concept phase with Northern Railways
the objective was to demonstratethat thecooperation
of the Plasser and Amberg systems seamlessly integrate into the workflows of Northern Railways. The
advantages are shortest possible track closings while
maintaining at best possible accuracy making the
tracks save and comfortable for the customers of
Northern Railways.
The Amberg IMS 1000 track surveying system,
which was used during the concept phase, providesa
compatible tamping data file for the WinALC computer of the Plasser India tamper. The major requirement was to essentially improve the track
geometry by especially focusing on the long wave
errors (versine errors on chords up to 300m). At the

same time real elements (straights, arcs, transitions)
shall be reintroduced into the alignment to respect
the quality requirements triggered by the goal of
increasing the speed of such lines.
3.2. General process workflow approach during
the concept phase
A major constraint of many ballast track lines in
the world is that no project/design data is available
any more (unknown track position and alignment).Therefore the basis for any track maintenance
must be createdefficiently during an initial track
measurement run.
The idea of this approach is to execute track measurements without any given data/information at the
beginning. During the measurement all relevant information is created so that afterwards track design
alignment and finally correction data to improve the
track can be created.
Therefore the following workflow was proposed and
applied (see number III in project preparation of
below graphic):
 mark relative control points (CPs) each second
catenary pole (approx. 160m distance)
 measure as-built of thetrack including the
marked control points withAmberg IMS1000
system;result: as-built data export of track
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and control points in the same local coordinate
system (for a stretch of 5 km such control point
network was established in less than 4 hours).
use the measured as-built track data to createanew track design alignment
import the new design alignment intoAmberg
Rail software and calculatethe deviations (design alignment versus as-built track)
define the corresponding ramps for the tamping
data and export it to*.geo and *.verfiles on a
memory stick
upload the *.ver and *.geofiles into the WinALC
software of Plasser India tamper
tamp the corresponding track stretch by Plasser
India tamper
remeasure with AmbergIMS 1000 directlybehind Plasser India tamper to get the corrected
track geometry

transitions (clothoids), arcs as well as level crossings, platforms and a bridge.

PoC was realised between 25th August– 2nd of September 2018.
3.3.1. Security on track
Security on track was granted by personnel of
Northern. Amberg Technologies extends his thankfulness for this professional security service highlighting that:
 As-built survey was realized during normal
(train) operations


Tampingand remeasurementswererealized
blocked track access

with

3.3.2. System requirements satisfying the challenging
working environment
As the surveying and the preparation of the track
had to be done during regular train operating hours, it
was imperative that the system could be moved in and
out of the track in a very short time. Further it was important that the system was in a stable mode not requiring a
reinitialization each time the track had to be left or the
system had to be lifted over an obstacle. Therefore, the
following system configuration was defined.

3.3.2.1. System configuration
In order to follow the above mentioned requirements,
the Amberg IMS 1000 system configuration was
chosen forthe concept phase.

3.3. Execution of the concept phase
The concept phase track section was the electrified,
ballasteddouble track line (broad gauge) section between the stations Tohana and Dhamtan Sahib (2 x
10km). This track section containsthe following
geometrical and track adjacent elements: straights,

This system contains on the one hand side the highaccuracy inertial measurement unit AMU 1030 for
acquiring the track alignment with highest precision
and on the other hand side uses a total station for
measuring the control points in an automatic, fast
and accurate way.
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The remeasurement / verification was realized under
blocked track access behind the Plasser tamping
machine and reached a typical project average speed
of 2 km per hour (= tamper performance).
3.3.2.3. Visualization of results

3.3.2.2. IMS 1000 performance during the concept phase
The as-built survey was realized during
normal train operation. In order to be prepared for
potential train passes, during which the trolley had to
be taken off the track, a regular grid of control points
with a typical distance of 160m was chosen. This
resulted in a typical projectaverage speed of 5 to 6
km per shift.

3.3.3. As-built track survey during concept
phase

The correction parameter for the tamping
machine needed to be passed on electronically and
as print-out on paper. The latter is an additional
source of information for the tamper operator in order to ensure the correct lift and slew of the track.
Below screenshot shows a typical display of measured track data with the software Amberg Rail.
The software allows a graphical and numerical comparison between as-built and design track and gives
the user the possibility to define and export correction data for many different types of tamping machines.

During the measurements the local relative
control points were marked on every second pole
along the track section to be measured (poles of the
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overhead lines were used for these fix reference
points, see example picture below). Please note that
these points are also needed to support the tamping
activities. For both purposes, measurement with IMS
1000 and tamping process, it was not required to
provide each point with absolute coordinates.

The following data was supplied in1 meter interval
in *.csv-format: XYZ (in local coordinate system)
for each rail, super elevation, gauge, chainage,
markers, versine 20m horizontal and vertical.

3.3.4.

As mentioned above the Amberg IMS 1000 system
including Amberg Rail software was used for the
measurement.
The daily system preparation consisted of AMU
initialization, cant calibration and inspection of total
station (TPS) angle. Such preparation is done in less
than 20 minutes.
Afterwards, each measurement started with the definition of stationing and the marking and measurement of the first control point. Then the track alignment was measured and in a regular interval further
control points were added and measured.
When a fixed point,e.g. level-crossing, platform or
bridge, had to be passed, a marker was
placed(simple function in the measurement software)
in order to later know, where the fixed points were
within the whole stretch. For the track alignment
designer this would later mean to create a zero point,
where the track couldn't be shifted or lifted.
In case railway traffic was announced, the system
was taken off the track and measurement was continued at this location afterwards. This process resulted in several measurement sequences.
After measuring the entire track section, all measured sequences were merged together (automatic
process in Amberg Rail software), what resulted in a
relative trajectory of the track.
In Track view within Amberg Rail software report/export can be generated with all data required
by the track designer to create a new design alignment.

Alignment

For further steps in context of creating design
alignment the focus was set on the track section
from Tohana Bridge at km 183.900 to the level
crossing at km 179.370. With this stretch of track
measurement data Design Engineer (in this case
from Bentley)was able to create a new design
alignment. For this step of creating a design alignment many different ways and software tools are
available. Also Amberg Technologies is currently
developing such a solution that will be part of the
Amberg Rail Suite and thus complete the entire
workflow for the customer.
For creating the design alignment the Design Engineer was following the requirement given by Northern Railways that slew should not exceed +/-50mm
and lift should not exceed +50mm.
The finished design alignment was handed over
from Bentley to Amberg Rail in XML-format, where
the tamping ramps and the final correction data for
the tamping machine were defined.
3.3.5.

Tamping machine files *.ver and *.geo

The Tamping application within Amberg Rail allows
exports to all common tamping machines. For this
project PlasserWinALC was selected, what consists
of a *.ver file(track correction data)and a *.geo file
(geometrical data of design alignment).
These two files *.ver and *.geo were copied on a
USB stick to provide it to the tamping machine. Furthermore also a list of synchro points, with which
the tamping machine can synchronize and check
chainage during tamping, was provided. This is important in order to get the right start and end positions for the different alignment elements.
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3.3.5.4. Example of *.ver file
VerschHoehen
====EndOfFileHeader===
======== BeginOfTab ========
179369.958 -0.003 -0.002
179374.980 -0.007
0.000
179380.026 -0.012
0.004
179385.094 -0.013
0.001
179390.163 -0.018
0.001
179395.212 -0.019
0.003
179400.296 -0.016
0.004
179405.343 -0.020
0.003
179410.352 -0.020
0.002
179415.374 -0.021
0.004

1.0Vorw___

1.000
2.000
3.000
4.000
5.000
6.000
7.000
8.000
9.000
10.000

3.3.5.5. Example of *.geo file

181834.968 -3946.538 0.000 450 463
181842.268
0.000
-0.025 448 464
181899.664
0.000
-0.025 448 464
181906.964
0.000
0.000 449 463
181909.785
0.000
-0.025 448 464
181914.264
0.000
-0.025 448 464
181917.085 -3431.353 0.000 450 463
181924.385
0.000
-0.025 448 464
182334.700 104.589 104.589 453 467
========= EndOfTab =========
======== BeginOfTab ========
179369.958
0.000
0.000
179377.101
0.000
0.000
179382.037
0.000
0.000
179389.558
0.000
0.000
179401.881
0.000
0.000
…..

-0.776
-0.989
-1.963
-1.157
-1.873

480
478
478
478
478

SollGeom
1.1Vorw___
====EndOfFileHeader===
======== BeginOfTab ========
181832.305
0.000 -0.025 448 464

3.3.6. Remeasurement
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The remeasurement of the track was done directly behind the tamping machine. In order to prevent vibration influences from the tamping machine
to the very sensitive and high-accuracy IMU of the
Amberg IMS 1000 system, a certain distance of 2
mast fields was left between the tamping machine
and the track measurement trolley.
The remeasurement was done with the so-called
Tamping job within Amberg Rail. Such a job directly contains design alignment and control points,
which are used for first check of track quality. This

setup enables the track maintenance team to validate
and potentially react immediately while still being
onsite.
After completion of the remeasurement for the
whole stretch the deviations between the new asbuilt and the given design alignment could directly
be analyzed. In case the deviations are still too big,
the software could directly again provide new correction data for a next tamping run.

3.4. Results and Summary
The results after the remeasurementshow
very well that the track isin much better shape
based on the establisheddesign alignment. The
graphic below shows a comparison of the track
before and after tamping in relation to the design
alignment.

In the end an Amberg measurement system measures an as-built situation of the track and in this
way documents changes from an initial situation
before tamping to a new situation after tamping.What we see in data after tamping is really the
improvements that were brought to the track
through the correction definition of the Amberg
System implemented by the Plasser India Tamper.

Deviations Horizontal – before and after tamping
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Ageneral concept change to a combination of track
measurement trolley and tamping machine with
WinALC control system means:

3.5. Outlook
The proper track geometry offers:
 maximum safety
 minimum wear and tear of rolling stock
 maximum speed limit within the design
 optimization of track maintenance life-cycle
The integral use of the "Plasser tamper with WinALC"
with the track surveying system Amberg IMS 1000 by
Northern Railways shows an essential improvement of
the track geometry after tamping in comparison to the
pure "smoothing principle" of a Plasser tamper.

Northern Railways
 has real track geometry information in digital form
 has disposal of new track alignment
 can use the same alignment for the next tamping
campaign
 has maintained tracks, which will keep their geometrical quality sustainably
 does track maintenance state of the art trusting
Plasser and Amberg like Deutsche Bahn (DE), Network Rail (UK), SNCF(FR), JR East (JP), Amtrak
(US) and many, many more.

*****
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How to Reduce the Impact of Track Circuit Failures
S. Pinte*, M. Palumbo*, E. Fernandes*, R. Grant*
Summary
Every year, thousands of track circuit failures are reported by railway infrastructure managers in Europe and
worldwide, resulting in significant delays which can also lead to substantial economic costs and penalties.
For this reason, the ability to detect and diagnose the health of track circuits to prevent or provide a fast response to these
failures, can generate a significant benefit for infrastructure managers.
In many countries, a process of periodic manual inspection of wayside assets (including track circuits) is in place, but
the benefits of this strategy are limited by several factors related to safety, the time required to perform the inspection, and
difficulties associated with making manual measurements.
With the purpose of minimizing economic loss and operational delay, as well as offering railway infrastructure managers a
tool that can provide an automated and effective maintenance strategy, ERTMS Solutions has designed the
TrackCircuitLifeCheck (TLC).
The TrackCircuitLifeCheck is a track circuit measurement instrument that can be installed on track inspection or
commercial trains to automatically diagnose AC, DC, and pulsed track circuits, thus enabling a preventive maintenance
strategy, based on the analysis of multi-pass data from each track circuit over time, and the application of standard
deviation analysis.
KEYWORDS: Track Circuits, Preventive Maintenance, Train Detection, Train Protection, In-Cab Signaling, UM-71,
TVM, TrackCircuitLifeCheck.

INTRODUCTION
In order to detect the presence of trains on a
railway network, railway tracks are divided into
blocks of varying length. These are separated from
each other by means of a physical (or electrical)
separator called a joint.
A track circuit is an electrical device (powered by an
AC or DC source) which is used to detect the
presence of a train on any one single block and,
optionally, to transmit information to the on- board
system for the purpose of controlling the train’s
speed.
Because they are a safety- critical asset, track
circuits need to be fail-safe; therefore, a failure in a
track circuit will result in the block being indicated
as occupied to eliminate the possibility of an
accidental collision. Though this is a necessary
safety feature, it can have a severe impact on track
availability and service operations.
With an average failure rate of around 45% per year
per track circuit, railway infrastructure managers
have a strong incentive to implement an effective
maintenance strategy for track circuits that prevents
failures from happening.

This paper presents a high level functional and
architectural description of track circuits, with
a special focus on AC track circuits. It will
also introduce a real case study (UM-71 and
TVM technologies) with the aim of presenting
an innovative maintenance solution.
As a conclusion, we will show the advantages
of using an automated maintenance tool for
track circuit condition monitoring and we will
suggest the requirements for a tool that can
meet this need adequately.
Notation
AC
BSP
DC
EPI
FSK
GPS
IMU
LC
MTIE
JES
OBU
TLC
TVM

Alternating Current
Boucles à Saut de Phase
Direct Current
Emetteur Ponctuel d’Information
Frequency Shift Keying
Global Positioning System
Inertial Measurement Unit
Inductor-Capacitor Network
Maximum Time Interval Error
Joint Electrique de Séparation
On-Board Unit
Track Circuit Life Check
Transmission Voie Machine
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1.

WHAT IS A TRACK CIRCUIT?

A track circuit is an electrical device used to
detect the absence of a train on one single segment
or block of track.
1.1 Train detection
The operational principle of a track circuit is
based on an electrical signal transmitted between the
two running rails. The presence of a train is detected
by the electrical connection between the rails,
conducted through the wheels and the axles of the
train.
When no train is present, the current supplied by
the power source is transmitted by the running rails
to the relay and the track circuit is unoccupied.
When a train enters the block, its front wheels
and axles connect the two running rails together
shorting the power source and thereby reducing to
zero the current flowing through the relay. This
causes the relay to “drop” (Figure 1), turning off the
green signal light and turning on the red light to
indicate that the block is occupied by a train.

Figure 2: Shunted Current diagram with
and without compensating capacitors
1.2 Train Protection
Coded track circuits are inductive systems
that use the running rails as a tracksideonboard information transmitter.
Alternative means of transmitting
information from wayside to the train are
inductive loops, that use a changing magnetic
field to transmit information to the train.
The on-board system interprets the
decoded command with the aim of controlling
the speed of the train and implementing an
“In-Cab” signaling system for train protection.

Figure 3: In-Cab Signaling System
Figure 1: Track Circuit

It is worth mentioning that the longer the track
circuit, the greater the physical distance between the
power source and the relay (or the train’s leading
axle).
Due to the resistive characteristics of the rail
and to the low conductivity through the ballast
between rails, this distance usually causes a signal
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attenuation that can lead to a wrong, or at least poor,
current measurement.
Given the serious consequences of this
attenuation, many AC track circuits are equipped
with compensation capacitors, placed between the
circuit’s edges, with the purpose of periodically
boosting the generated current (this is the case for
the CSEE/ANSALDO UM-71C track circuit
technology).
2.

rail and inserting an insulated joint whereas the
other rail used to remain continuous to handle the
traction power return (in the case of electrified
track).

CLASSIFICATION

2.1 Power Supply
Depending on the nature of the current
generated by the Track Circuit voltage source, track
circuits can be classified as DC (Direct Current),
first generation of track circuits, AC (Alternative
Current), and pulsed track circuits, which operate by
applying a short high voltage pulse to the rails at
relatively long intervals.
In a DC track circuit, the signal source is
generated by a direct current coming from a battery
or an AC signal rectifier, connected to the rails at
one edge of the block section.
AC track circuits are energized by an alternating
electrical current with a frequency ranging from 50
Hz up to 10 kHz (the range of Audio Frequencies),
to avoid interference from the 50Hz traction current.
Excepting for the type of current and apparatus used,
the AC and DC track circuits are similar in
operation, although AC circuits are progressively
replacing the older DC ones due to improved
robustness, reliability, and more efficient track-totrain data transmission.

Figure 4: Insulated track joint
By moving from direct current to alternating
current circuits, the blocks have been divided by
means of electrical joints made of tuned LC circuits
(consisting of an inductor L, and a capacitor C,
connected together for generating signals at a
particular frequency) avoiding the need for insulated
joints. These are called jointless track circuits.
- A CASE STUDY: CSEE/ANSALDO UM-71
and TVM
3.1 Track Circuit UM-71
The UM-71 from CSEE/ANSALDO is a
jointless AC Audio Frequency track circuit, which
divides the track into electrical segments, using
different carrier frequencies.
Four frequencies are used for the carriers (from
1700Hz to 2600Hz) and each carrier is frequency
modulated by a sinusoidal signal.

2.2 Block Separation Technology
For detecting the presence of any trains along a
railway network, railway tracks are divided into
blocks of varying length, separated from each other
by means of a physical (or electrical) separator
called a joint.
Originally, when just the DC track circuits were
available, this separation was realized by cutting one

Figure 5: UM-71 frequency-based track
separation
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The JES (Joint Electrique de Séparation)
electrical joint between two sections is achieved by
electrical impedances (see Figure 5, above).

Phase, for TVM-430) and EPI (Emetteur
Ponctuel d’Information, for TVM-300). These
loops are able to send data to the on-board
system, taking advantage of the changing
magnetic field created by AC currents in the
loops.

3.2 In-Cab Signaling TVM
The TVM (Transmission Voie-Machine) is an
In-Cab signaling system originally deployed in
France and implemented on the top of UM-71 track
circuits.
The information from track to train is
transmitted either:
- continuously, at any time when the train
occupies the section, by modulating the AC
track circuit carrier frequency with some bits
(from b0 to b27) of information present in
the modulating signal as very low
frequencies, and each bin in the spectrum
representing each different bit. Every 28-bit
word has a specific signaling meaning that
the train driver, as well as the on-board
system, will need to process to ensure a safe
journey.

4.

FAILURES OF TRACK CIRCUITS

A failure is an (unwanted) event on a
technology-based system that compromises its
ability to operate correctly.
A track circuit is a safety-critical asset;
therefore, it is designed to be fail-safe.
A fail-safe in engineering is a design feature or
practice that in the event of a specific type of failure,
inherently responds in a way that will minimize or
eliminate the possibility of harm to other equipment,
the environment, or to people.
This means that a failure in a track circuit will
result in it being shown as occupied, regardless of
whether or not this is actually the case, as the status
of the block in question is uncertain. This has a
significant impact on track availability and day-today operations.
Given the gravity of a track circuit failure, the
next question is: how often does it fail?
Track
Circuit Number
AC TC 3643
TI21
1326
FS2600 528
HVI TC 952
Reed
1895
TC
Overall 8344

Failures Failure
per
rate
year
1264
0.347
524
0.395
241
0.456
390
0.410
1304
0.668
3723
0.446

Delay
impact
(min)
158000
65500
30125
48750
163000
465375

4.1 Failure Modes
Figure 6: Modulating signal and its spectrum
showing the presence of bits
or

A “failure mode” is a way in which a
technology based system (like a track circuit,
in this case) might fail.

- Pointwise, by using electrically independent
active loops called BSP (Boucles à Saut de
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Given the high frequency and heavy
impact of track circuit failures, it is of interest
to assess the causes of these failures.
There can be many reasons for a track
circuit failure, so key measurement parameters
need to be constantly monitored to minimize
the probability of these failures.

components
capacitance.

which

are

affected

by

drifting

The tuned LC components fail to properly filter
and separate adjacent frequencies from the side
segment, producing a leak (also known as
longitudinal crosstalk) from one track circuit
segment to another.

Although it is almost impossible to
document every type of track circuit failure,
the following are the most common types of
failures which may occur over the life of a
track circuit.

This can severely impair the correct detection of
the train, causing the segment to look occupied when
it is not.
5. MAINTENANCE OF AC TRACK CIRCUITS

The following failure examples can be
critical either in terms of availability and/or
safety.

Due to the significant impact of track circuit
failures, railway infrastructure managers are
required to implement an effective maintenance
strategy.

5.1 Manual Inspections

4.1.1 Shunt Failure
A Shunt Failure (safety critical) occurs when
the short circuit current cannot be measured
correctly; therefore, the device is not able to perform
its main function.

For this reason, periodical TC manual
inspections are in place to minimize economic loss
and operational delays. This is done by using the
following portable test equipment:

This type of failure might occur for a number
of different reasons. For example, a broken or
oxidized rail, or a failure in transverse impedances
(for TC equipped with electrical joints) are among
some of the most frequent causes of shunt failure.

- multi-meter and AC probes, able to measure
the voltage and c of the devices mounted
along the track
- frequency counter, able to measure
frequencies

4.1.2 Frequency Drift
Frequency drifting is an unintended and
generally arbitrary offset of an oscillator from its
nominal frequency, due to component aging,
changes in temperature, or problems with the
voltage transmitter.
It is a common problem in AC Audio
Frequency track circuits, since it impairs the correct
operation of all frequency tuned elements, creating
track availability issues.
4.1.3 Leaking Electrical Joints (Tuning Units)
In the case of jointless AC track circuits, one of
the most common failures takes place in electrical
joint components, such as the LC tuned passive

However, a number of important limitations
clearly affects this approach:
- Sending teams onto the tracks significantly
increases the safety risks associated with
inspection.
- The number of track circuits measurable per
inspection is quite low.
- It’s very labor-intensive, and therefore costly.
- Manual measurements are error-prone. They
can only detect a limited range of failure
modes, which makes them an unpractical and
costly approach to TC maintenance.
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5.2 TC Remote Condition Monitoring
Remote Condition Monitoring (RCM) is the
process of monitoring a number of parameters in a
device, in order to identify any significant changes
which may indicate that a fault is developing.
In the case of track circuits, a common form of
RCM is to constantly measure the current levels at
the track circuit receiver for free and occupied
segments. Unfortunately, this cannot guarantee a
preventative approach, because the relationship
between the Track Circuit parameters along the track
and the current value at the receiver and transmitter
ends is not linear. This means that they are not good
indicators of a potential failure.
5.3 Key Parameters
To be defined as comprehensive and effective, each
measurement session should be able to detect and
assess the quality of the following parameters:
- Icc (shunt current) levels for each relevant
frequency
- transversal elements (electrical joints)
- compensating capacitors, if present, along the
track
- data
transmission
modulation
and
verification for both pointwise and
continuously transmitted data.
6.

The Track Circuit Life Check

The TrackCircuitLifeCheck (TLC) is a track
circuit measurement instrument that can be installed
on track inspection or commercial trains.
It performs an automatic diagnosis of AC and
DC track circuits, allowing its users to adopt a true
preventive maintenance approach.
The TrackCircuitLifeCheck is designed and
manufactured at ERTMS Solutions. Its modular
design allows it to be configured to accommodate
whatever mix of Track Circuit types need to be
measured for each customer.

Figure 7: ERTMS Solutions TLC On-board rack
6.1 UM-71 and TVM maintenance: the TLC/UM71
A
customized
version
of
the
TrackCircuitLifeCheck has been supplied to
French/UK railway lines to enable preventative
maintenance of UM-71C track circuits and TVM InCab signaling systems.
The TVMLifeCheck is able to:
- highly reduce the safety risk associated with
manual inspections.
- measure hundreds of track circuits per hour.
- ensure real-time TC (TVM-300 and TVM430) analysis during each train journey.
- measure currents and audio frequencies
(1700, 2300, 2000 and 2600 Hz) with a +- 1
Hz precision.
- measure shunted track circuit currents |Icc|.
- detect and measure the quality of transverse
impedances (electrical joints).
- detect and measure quality of transmission
line compensation capacitors.
- detect and measure quality of the FM
modulation for track-to-train transmitted bits
detection.
- send real-time alarms to Traffic Control
Centers over GSM/GPRS network.
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Figure 8: TLC/UM-71 Antenna for
Eurotunnel
Once data has been collected, analysis can be
carried out to determine whether the track circuits
are working correctly.
CONCLUSIONS / RECOMMENDATIONS
Condition monitoring of track circuits is a
vital aspect of railway operation and there are
several types of maintenance systems available
on the market.
The following table lists the ones described
above, as well as the type of maintenance
strategy they enable.
TC monitoring
system

Manual Inspection

RCM

Characteristics
Corrective maintenance only
Low measurements accuracy
Very slow maintenance
process
Trackside personnel required
Safety hazard
Continuous TC monitoring
not possible
Corrective maintenance
Unpractical for preventive
maintenance
Continuous TC monitoring
partially available
Frequency drift, Leaking and
crosstalk information not
detectable
Needs a large quantity of
trackside measurement
equipment

Enables preventive
maintenance
High measurement accuracy
Key TC parameters
Onboard Track
measurements
Circuit
No trackside measurement
measurement
equipment required
instrument (TLC)
On-board automatic
maintenance
Continuous TC monitoring
capability
Table 1: Failure modes detection of TC
monitoring systems
Although manual inspections or remote
condition monitoring solutions can help minimize
the economic loss and operational delays caused
by track circuit failures, these approaches can be
significantly improved.
Using an automated onboard maintenance
tool able to perform an effective and
comprehensive measurement set enables railway
infrastructure managers to answer this need
adequately.
[1] C. Bell, “Point, track circuit and level
crossing condition monitoring”, IEE
Seminar
on
Railway
Condition
Monitoring, 23 Feb, (2005).
[2] P. F. Weston, J. Chen, E. Stewart and C.
Roberts, Condition Monitoring of Audio
Frequency Track Circuits, 2011.
[3] J. Scalise, How track circuits detect and
protect trains , November 2014.
[4] Alexander Walsh, “Audio frequency track
circuit reliability investigation”, IRSE
News 185, January 2013.
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Running on Turnouts at 160 km/h: S
Staying in Control of the
he Rolling Radius Jump and
the Impacts in the Frog G
Gap.
Cesare Santanera*

Abstract
The conic wheels should roll on the rails following a pure kinematic trajectory (Klingel theory). Reasons for slipping are sudden
changes in the track geometry, tight curves where the rolling radius difference is not enough, sudden changes of the rails pr
profiles.
The tongue edge and the frog gap in turnouts are the biggest rail profile change the wheel experiences on a regular basis. Wheel
Wheelrail contact geometry on the tongue and the frog is extremely important for the turnout life, even if the conditions aren't ddangerous.
Appropriate, early maintenance
nce of both the turnout and the wheels prevents the contact conditions deterioration, in order to
prevent those conditions leading to an accelerated wear and out of control costs.
Suited high accuracy instrumentation allows controlling the process. Exampl
Examples are given.
Simple and "light" maintenance at the right time extends the track components life and reduces the stress on the rolling stoc
stock.

1

Introduction
We start from the very basics of a conic wheel running on a
theoretical track. Then we introduce the real world.
Huge
uge forces are exchanged in the very small contact area
between the wheel and the rail. In most cases all wheels slip in the
very same spot, generating wear and fatigue. Reason is the slip is the
consequence of a "wrong" geometry. To understand
unde
what is wrong,
the geometry shall be analysed in 3D.
Measuring the wheels and rails profiles by means of high
accuracy instruments allows the operators to stay in control of the
contact parameters, reducing the maintenance costs, improving the
riding
ng quality and, last but not least, improving the safety.
The analysis starts with the wheel
wheel-Rail
Rail contact points, as a function of the lateral displacement.
Representing this function efficiently is not easy.
The following figure shows a quite universally accepted way to do it.

The above figure shows a computer simulation of the lateral displacement of the wheelset on the track,
from the far left position (green, in the figure), to the far right position (red). Actua
Actually, the simulator starts
placing the wheelset perfectly centred on the track (0 position: the midpoint in between the wheels is on the
centre of the track); the relevant contact points are found. The process is then repeated displacing the
wheelset to the right (positive displacement) and to the left (negative displacement). The process stops when
the contact point climbs on the flange (in both directions). It has to be highlighted that the contact point is
computed between two perfectly rigid bodies (as pper
er the UIC519); thus the double contact can not exist.
The figure can be read starting from the top bar.
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1) Select the lateral displacement (eg. +2 for 2 mm to the right)
2) Follow the line linking the top bar with the wheel profile; this way the contact point on the wheel is
found
3) Continue on the segment linking the contact point on the wheel to the rail; the contact point on the
rail is found
2

The Klingel theory and the stability issue
Let's now go to see what happens in the third dimension (the X axis).
The wheel is a cone.

The lateral displacement of the wheelset in the
track changes the rolling radius. Therefore the
wheel “steers” toward the centre of the track.
This is the basic reason why the train runs smoothly in the track.
This the “Klingel theory"
The wheelset steering due to the wheel conicity produces a sinusoidal movement of the wheelset in the
track (called “hunting”). The wheel conicity determines the amplitude and the wavelength of this sinusoid
(according to the Klingel theory)
In the following figure the hunting frequency is very low and the amplitude is small. This a “good”
situation.

hunting frequency [Hz] = speed [m/sec] / wavelength[m]
If the amplitude is too big (high conicity) the sinusoid does not fit anymore into the track. The flange
limits the amplitude, but paying a high price in terms of forces and accelerations. If the frequency is close to
the resonant frequency of the longitudinal primary suspension (Cx is the key parameter) the bogie runs
"unstable".
We will not go deeper into the stability issue, but it is consistent with the subject of this paper to say that
the instability is quite often triggered in turnouts.
Reason is a bogie running stable needs energy to trigger the instability.
Energy = Force • Displacement
The force is the friction force when a wheel slips.
The displacement is the slipping length.
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As we will see in the following pages, the turnouts are, by their own architecture, very likely to create
slippage.
The higher the speed, the closer the hunting frequency is to the resonant frequency of the primary
suspension. This is one of the many reasons why running on turnouts at 160 km/h requires careful
maintenance.
Let's now go to see how the above mentioned slippage can happen.
We will now focus on a very specific issue: the sudden contact radius change generated by track
geometry or rail profiles short wave defects.
For every train-wheelset
wheelset system it is:
V=ω•R
Due to the mass and the relevant inertia, the train speed, V, can not change instantaneously. Al
Also the
wheel rotational speed, ω, cannot
not change instantaneously, due to the wheel moment of inertia.
So, what happens is R changes
ges almost instantaneously, as it happens in the situations we will examine in the
coming pages? Actually ω should change, but the tangent force is not big enough to let ω change so fast as
necessary, thus the wheel will slip (actually the tangent force iiss the friction and the friction force is not big
enough, which is by the way good to limit the forces on the bogie).
The following figure shows what happens when, for whatever reason, the contact point jumps:

The contact point jumps from the position shown in red to the position shown in violet; the radius on the
left wheel increases; the radius on the right wheel decreases. As a result:
 both wheels will slip
 the friction forces on the two wheels have different sign: a torque is created
 the wheel
eel set will steer, as allowed by the Cx (primary suspension longitudinal elasticity)
 a sinusoidal movement is started (hunting)
 how the sinusoid will continue depends on many factors (main one being the equivalent conicity). If
the speed is lower than the critical speed (hunting frequency = resonance frequency) the energy
dissipation will soon damp the hunting. But if the speed is high enough the instability will continue
until the conicity changes (e.g wider gauge or different rail profile) or the speed iis reduced enough (a
hysteresis exists)
3

Slippage and where it is most likely to happen
Slippage is a big issue for many reasons, main ones being:
 wear, on both wheels (wheel flats) and rails; much worse on rails, because it happens repeatedly in
the same spot
 fatigue, due to the longitudinal forces happening repeatedly in the same spot; this fatigue creates
cracks
 many types of rail surface damage; slippage, as we will see, is often associated to vertical movements
and impacts, especially in the turnouts ffrog
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Slippage happens necessarily in narrow curves, where the wheels radius difference is not enough for the
kinematic rolling; but we will focus here on a number of different, but not less important, reasons.
3.1 Track geometry
It is quite obvious no wheelset can move laterally fast enough to follow important track alignment
defects.
What happens in detail in these situations is a function of:
 speed (kinetic energy)
 masses
 suspensions
 wheel profile (a better wheel profile allows a better
kinematic rolling
 rail profile
 gauge
 and, of course, the geometry of the defect itself
But regardless to the above parameters,
parameters,The wheelset, due to
the inertia, will travel “more straight than the rails”. Therefore
the contact point between the wheel and the rail will change, and
the rolling radius will change as well. This phenomenon will
repeat for every wheelset, in the very same spot. The friction
will generate longitudinal forces and metal fatigue, eventually
developing into cracks.
3.2 Tongue edge, in turnouts
The tongue and the stock rail are designed for the wheel to run as if it was a solid rail. This is quite true
for high quality turnouts, if the installation is careful. But the geometry changes over the turnout life, due to
load, wear, impact with the flange, etc.
Byy means of the following figures we show what happens in a "good" and in a "bad" case. These are
true measurements, performed under load, which is particularly important for the tongue measurement,
being the tongue flexible by design.
The first case, shown
sh
in the this
figure, shows the contact point
quite stable on the same rolling
radius, until the tongue is thick
enough.
In the 4th cross section the
contact point is transferred on the
tongue.
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There is a sudden change of the
rolling radius, which will create
some slippage and longitudinal
force, but being the
displacement small, the radius
change is small as well can can
be tolerated.
Sure enough, if the tongue top
was a bit lower, the transfer had
happened later, making it as
smooth as it can be.
This is a typical case where a
light grinding of the tongue
could restore the perfect
situation, with important
improvement of the turnout life.

The case shown in this figure
requires maintenance as soon as
possible.
In the third cross section the
flange is in contact with the
tongue: this is the "double contact"
situation which, in the worst cases,
leads to derailment due to the
vertical (lifting) component of the
friction force.
(Derailment can happen if the Y
force is big enough, which can
happen in the diverging branch).
In the fourth cross section the
wheel-rail contact point has moved
to the tongue edge: in this case the
radius change could be big enough
to create important slippage and
longitudinal forces.
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3.3 Frog, in turnouts
Important parts of this chapter are reproduced here by courtesy of DB Netz AG, Mr. Dirk Nickilish
Wheel

Contact

Wheel

Interpolated gauge

In terms of wheel-rail contact mechanics, the frog is by far the most complex component of the track.
Slippage and vertical impacts are normal and, to some extent, can not be avoided.
The figure is a 3D view of a real frog, shown as a collection of cross sections measured by a DMA
optical/inertial instrument.
The frog is shown in green; what is shown in blackis the vertical cross section of a wheel traveling
across the frog.
The red dots are the contact points (this is a real case: this is why the red dots position is a bit noisy).
It is easy to see how the wheel works while running over the gap.
The frog design is optimized for minimizing the vertical impact (in theory, the vertical impact should be
almost eliminated), but can not eliminate the sudden rolling radius change (This is the reason why mobile
frog turnouts are becoming a must for heavy haul lines: when the axle load exceeds 25 tons/axle the impacts
and the forces are such that it is worth investing for their elimination).
The graphs shown on the right is a top
view of the 3D reconstruction.
The top view shows the contact points in
a way allowing the evaluation of the rolling
radius change.
Slippage happens on the nose when
traveling left to right; on the wing rail when
traveling right to left.
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The graph on the left is a side view of the
3D reconstruction. It shows the height of the
contact point (orange) and the vertical wheel
trajectory (the height of the wheel centre).
Quite obvious, this geometry generates a
heavy impact. The higher the speed, the bigger
the impact force.
The accurate measurement of this turnout
has shown grinding is necessary, in order to
reduce the impact to a minimum (as we said, all
the more reasons to act quickly if the trains run
at quite high speed).
The damage consequential to these impacts is shown in this photo.
This is the running surface of a crossing nose.

The illustration on the left
shows the vertical wheel
movement as a function
of the traveled distance
and also the vertical
contact
force,
as
measured
by
an
instrumented wheelset.
The experimental results
confirm what can be
computed
by
using
accurate measurements.
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The above illustration shows everything in more detail and with the actual dimensions on both the X and
the Z axis.
4

Measuring the critical parameters

As shown in the previous pages, good maintenance practices can minimize slippages and impacts, and
as a consequence extend the track and wheels life, before major maintenance is required.
Good maintenance practices means actions are taken before the issues ar
aree serious, so the maintenance can be
"light"; meaning, does not accelerate the wear, e.g. by grinding too much metal away.
Only frequent and extremely accurate measurements allow such a proactive maintenance.
DMA manufactures the equipment for monitoring both the infrastructure and the rolling stock. The
important equipment for the issues analyzed in this paper are the wheel/bogie inspection station and the
Turnouts/track train borne instrument.
4.1 Wheels and bogie inspection
The purpose is to prevent the bogie and the wheelset from deteriorating to the point where the wear
trend suddenly changes its rate, leading to the need to change the wheels or the rails.
The equipment shown in the photo is able to monitor the path of the wheels in the track, detecti
detecting the
wheelsets likely to soon generate high Y forces, flange
flange-rail contact, etc.
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This equipment is very sensitive, thanks to the measurement method, and does not need frequent
calibration (for most parameters, it is actually self-calibrating).
calibrating). Being based on pure geometric parameters,it
is insensitive to the speed (which is not true when forces or accelerations are measured) which means it does
not need to be installed on main lines, where it could interfere with the track mai
maintenance.
ntenance. Any straight track
(about 20 meters) can work.
This system analyses the path of the bogie in the track and by a sort of reverse engineering computes the
main bogie and wheelsets parameters. Wheelset gauge, wheel profiles, flange parameters are m
measured
directly.
4.2 Turnouts and track inspection
A multi-function
function inspection vehicle is equipped with:
 Video inspection of the track and turnouts
 Turnouts and track geometry measurement equipment
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The most complete version of the turnouts and track geometry measurement equipment is composed by
12 high speed, high resolution, laser triangulation modules plus an inertial pack able to measure both the
very short and very long wavelengths. The system measures all parameters as prescribed by the EN13232
and EN13848-11 norms and is homologated according to the EN13848
EN13848-2
2 norm with extensions agreed with
the EU railways for certifying the turnouts measurements.
The video inspection system is able to deliver high
resolution images of the rail top, aas required for the
headchecks detection. 6 to 10 high speed linear cameras
allow the inspection of every track component
(fasteners, sleepers, joints, broken rails, etc.). In main
line the inspection is fully automatic and actually
delivers better results than the walking inspectors.
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Under Water Repairing, Strengthening of Foundation of Pier P2a, P3 ,P3a and P4 of
Bridge No. 46 Dn Situated in Between Champa- Naila Section of Bilaspur Division For
Normalization of Train Traffic Movement
Work executed by M/s Dynasoure Concrete Treatment Pvt Ltd
ABSTRACT
The bridge no 46 DN is situated on Hasdeo river in between Champa- Naila Section of Bilaspur Division under South
East Central Railways.. Observing the abnormal vibration during the annual bridge inspection, underwater survey was carried out
and it was found that all four well foundations of Piers P2A, P3 ,P3A and P4 in almost Eroded condition from bottom & in
suspended position. Major cavity was formed under the cutting edge of the well foundations of Piers P3 and P4. Instantly
Railways has stopped moving of passenger train and loaded wagon trains over this bridge and allowed empty rack train with speed
restrictions. Subsequently, Railway has taken prompt initiative to restore the normalcy of the traffic flow by filling of the cavities
and strengthening the well foundations. M/s Dynasoure Concrete Treatment Pvt Ltd was awarded with this job of Underwater
repairing, Strengthening of foundation of Pier P2A, P3 ,P3A and P4 on single tender basis by Railways with a completion target of
45 days. M/s Dynasoure Concrete Treatment Pvt Ltd has successfully completed the works in 44 days one day prior to the
schedule completion time.

Dynasoure Concrete Treatment Pvt Ltd, 419, New Sonal Service Indl.Estate, Link Road,
Malad (W), Mumbai- 64.
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INTRODUCTION
Dynasoure Concrete Treatment Pvt Ltd is a
group of dynamic engineering professionals
specially trained and experienced in the field of
Inspection & Survey, Repair, Retrofitting &
Strengthening of Civil Engineering Structures in
Surface and Underwater condition. The company is
specialized in underwater repairs as well as above
water repairs.
Dynasoure with its state of the act
equipment, trained professionals, skilled drivers,
ROV & Customized diving equipment has won
many laurels across the nation by providing effective
and economic solutions for complex problems. The
organization with an excellent track record spanning
15 years and healthy growth rate proves to be an
asset to the nationwide clients.
Our projects cover from Dams & Hydro,
Ports & Harbors, Bridges, Industrial & Building
structure across the nation. Dynasoure is working
closely with Indian Railway since 2002 and worked
with various railway zone’s for Underwater survey
& Investigation, Retrofitting and Strengthening of
bridges in India.
HISTORY
The bridge no 46 DN is situated on Hasdeo
river in between Champa- Naila Section of

P2A

P3

Bilaspur Division under South East Central
Railways. The 542 meters long bridge is supported
by 12 piers and 2 abutments. Among the 12 piers,
four piers stands on well foundation and marked as
P2A, P3, P3A and P4. During the annual bridge
inspection, abnormal vibration on the bridge
structures between Piers P2A to P4 was observed. In
Detailed underwater inspection, all four well
foundations was found in almost Eroded condition
from bottom & in suspended position. Major cavity
was formed under the cutting edge of the well
foundations of Piers P3 and P4. Instantly Railways
has stopped moving of passenger train and loaded
wagon trains over this bridge and allowed empty
rack train with speed restrictions. Subsequently,
Railway has taken prompt initiative to restore the
normalcy of the traffic flow by filling of the cavities
and strengthening the well foundations. M/s
Dynasoure Concrete Treatment Pvt Ltd was
awarded with this job of Underwater repairing,
Strengthening of foundation of Pier P2A, P3 ,P3A
and P4 on single tender basis by Railways with a
completion target of 45 days. M/s Dynasoure
Concrete Treatment Pvt Ltd has successfully
completed the works in 44 days one day prior to the
schedule completion time.

P3A

P4
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SCOPE OF WORK

1.

Under water repairing, Strengthening of
foundation of Pier P2A, P3, P3A and P4 of Bridge
No. 46 DN Situated in between Champa- Naila
Section of Bilaspur Division by carrying out
Detailed Underwater Inspection & videography,
mapping, Filling of cavities and further encasing the
Piers with Concrete Jacketing in Underwater.

Mobilization of Project team consist of
Engineers, Divers, other manpower , diving and
other equipment, safety gears and chemical materials
were done immediately. Also arrangement of
concrete pump and Mini Batching & transit system,
MS shuttering material, reinforcement (TMT), Raw
materials for concrete were done parallelly.

METHODOLOGY
As per the working drawing and subsequent
discussion with Railway Officials, brief process of
working were finalized as mentioned below:


Mobilization.



Underwater Inspection and mapping of cavity.



Fabrication of access approach by erecting
floating pontoon for all piers.



Underwater shuttering for filling of cavity with
micro-concrete.



Filling of cavity by boulder and Underwater
setting micro-concrete with aggregate.



Providing & Underwater fixing of Steel Dowel
Bars.



Encasing with Underwater Setting concreting of
M35 grade.



Post work Underwater Survey.

2.

Mobilization:

Underwater Inspection and mapping of
cavity:

Underwater inspection was carried out by
skilled divers with the help of Remote Operated
Vehicle ( ROV). Underwater inspection has been
carried out with chainage marking around the
periphery of the piers and vertically marking from
the top of water level to river bed for well
foundation of Pier no P2A, P3, P3A and P4.
Videography was shown live to the officials and
recorded simultaneously. Major cavity has been
found under the well foundation of pier P3 and P4.
Well foundation of P3 was almost standing on the
bulb. Minor cavity has been found under the well
foundation of pier P2A. No cavity was found under
the well foundation of pier P3.
Mapping of cavity was done at every chainage
by taking horizontal distance and depth from the
expose cutting edge. The total volume of cavity
found was much more than anticipated during tender
stage.
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Expose cutting edge

Horizontal measurement of Cavity

Cavity in P3 and P4 are plotted as below :

P3
Cavity zone

P4
No
o Cavity

No Cavity

Cavity zone

``

Total
otal estimated volume of the cavity as per the plotting works out to be 180 cum.

3. Fabrication of access
ccess approach on the river by floating pontoon for all piers:
piers
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4. Underwater shuttering for filling of cavity
with Micro-concrete:
Sacrificial customized MS shuttering was
fabricated and erected around the periphery with
required support to make it leakproof.
5. Underwater filling of cavity by boulder and
micro-concrete with aggregate:
Underwater cavity was filled with boulder and
self-compacted micro-concrete with aggregate as per
approved design mix using skilled divers. The
micro-concrete was mixed and pumped through the
concrete pump to the hoppers, which were fixed
around the periphery of the pier and further in to the
cavity with flexible pipes using divers. Further
micro-concrete was grouted in the cavity through the
nozzles and subsequently, dye test was carried out to
ensure 100% filling of cavity.
6. Providing & Underwater fixing of Steel
Dowel Bars:
Reinforcement steel bar was fixed in the
periphery of the well wall from the well bottom to
the height of concrete encasing as anchor bars.
Dowel bars were drilled in the riverbed as per
drawing and reinforcement steel of required height
were fixed with underwater setting grout. Binders
were fixed in layers in the anchor bars for the
encasing of concrete.
7. Providing
Underwater
concreting of M35 grade:

encasing

with

Sacrificial MS shuttering was placed on the base
and fixed around the periphery of well foundation
maintaining a uniform distance as mentioned in the
drawing. The shuttering plates were fixed with bolts
with each other and circular peripheral supports
were fixed with reinforcement steel which ensured
the proper holding of the shuttering plates,
maintaining its circular shape and leak-proof of the
system. Concrete was mixed as per the approved
design mix and pumped through the concrete pump

to the hoppers, which were fixed around the
periphery of the piers. From the hopper the concrete
was placed through the flexible pipes using divers in
the encasing area around the periphery.
8.

Post work Underwater Survey:

Post work underwater survey was carried out
and found that underwater Repairing and
Strengthening of foundations of Pier P2A, P3, P3A
and P4 were carried out as per drawing,
methodology and specification mentioned in the
contract.
Challenges:
Challenges arise in various steps during execution,
which were efficiently & professionally solved, by
DCTPL team.
1. The completion schedule of 45 days was itself a
challenging task. As the entire work was carried
out underwater, hence all construction
information/ facts were not cleared. During
underwater inspection, is found that the size of
cavity was much more than estimation, which
made the scheduled more critical for few
activities.
2. Approach was made from one side (Bilaspur
side) and distance of last pier P4 was more than
100 meters from the river bank and created
problem during pumping of micro-concreting,
concreting in pipe line.
3. There was frequent afternoon cyclone and rain,
which forced to stop the works several times.
4. Weather of Champa was dry and hot in the peak
summer. This was one of major reason for
choking of concrete pipelines during microconcreting and concreting works. Thus it was
decided to cover the pipeline with wet jute bags
or continuous sprinkling of water on pipelines
and shifting the concreting activities at the
afternoon time.
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5. Efficiency of manpower also got affected due to
extreme hot weather.

make a uniform base in the riverbed around the
periphery of piers.

6. Supply of non-trading OPC-53 cement got 10. Soft rock and sand was encountered in the
delayed from manufacturer plant, affected the
riverbed, which has caused problem during dowel
progress for 4-5 days.
bar drilling in the bed.
7. Anti-wash admixture reduced the flow of
concrete due to quick formation of jelly in the
concrete.
8. Visibility issues arise. It was the worst towards
the end of the project and affected the work.
9. Undulations at riverbed has created problem
during placement of shuttering and required to

Post Underwater Survey After 6 Months:
Post underwater survey was carried out after six
months from the completion of works. The survey
shows the works carried out is in perfect condition
and as per drawing. Moreover, it was found that
siltation has started around the piers which implies
that repair methodology adopted was right and more
siltation in the future will secure the well
foundations for longer time.

---0---0---0---
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Techniques & Technologies for the Management of the Rail Asset
Dr Jay Jaiswal* and Dr Adam Bevan*
ABSTRACT
The track system is a complex web of interconnected components whose hub is the rail-wheel interface that is responsible
for the transmission of the loads imposed by the passing vehicles. More importantly, this critical interface experiences very
arduous conditions that dictate the rate of degradation of the track system. Hence, the management of this interface is essential not
only for the control of rail head degradation but also that for the other components within the vehicle-track system. Thus,
longevity and reliability of rail has very significant implications for the other components and the life cycle costs of the track
system. The focus of this paper is within this context and with particular reference to three innovations that are capable of
providing significant increases in rail life.

1.

Introduction

2.

Key Rail Degradation Mechanisms

The impact of metallurgy on the track
The key degradation mechanisms that limit the
infrastructure became apparent with the installation serviceable life of rail are:
of the first steel rail at Derby Station in 1857 that
provided the revolutionary breakthrough and made  Loss of rail profile – Wear, Plastic Deformation,
steel the material of choice for Railways. Although
Corrugation
the metallurgical microstructure of the first steel rail  Rolling Contact Fatigue (RCF) – Head checks,
was essentially a pearlitic microstructure similar to
Gauge Corner Cracking, Squats
rails of today, there have been some very significant  Rail Breakage Risk
developments such as cleaner steels, tighter control
of chemistry, and refinement of the pearlitic Although more detailed consideration of these
microstructure by alloying and heat treatment. degradation mechanisms is presented in several
However, factors such as increasing axle loads, publications [1-3], some of the aspects that are
greater traffic density, and stiffer vehicles have led particularly relevant to extension of rail life are
to more demanding duty conditions on the rail summarised below.
leading to more rapid degradation through wear and
2.1. Loss of Rail Profile
fatigue. The response to these increasing demands is
apparent in the almost infinite capability of steel to
Running steel wheels on steel rails produces
adapt as evident in the judicious matching of very arduous contact conditions that leads
metallurgical chemistry and processing conditions to degradation of both mating components and wear is
deliver rails with levels of hardness of up to 450 HB one of the inevitable degradation mechanisms.
and tensile strengths of >1450 MPa. However, as However, wear is not a material property but one
such metallurgical innovations are available at a that is strongly influenced by the operational and
price premium and the rate of rail degradation is not environmental factors. The wide range contact
uniform throughout any railway network, their conditions encountered in any network results in a
deployment needs to be optimised to ensure that wide variation in worn rail profiles. The magnitude
resulting improvements are cost effective. This of wear is further exacerbated by the rail grinding
paper considers the key rail degradation mechanisms undertaken as a preventative or corrective mitigation
and the available rail steels and provides details of measure for Rolling Contact Fatigue (RCF) or
three innovations that have the potential of realising corrugation. Consequently, the combination of
very significant increases in rail life and safety.
natural and enforced grinding wear dictates the life
of the rail. The maximum permissible magnitude of
*

Institute of Railway Research, University of Huddersfield
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wear in heavy haul railways [4] is shown in Figure 1
while that for an example mixed traffic network [5]
operating at higher speeds is governed by the
following relationship that takes account of both
vertical and side wear.
Maximum permissible wear, mm = 158.75 - (145+

Although application of appropriate lubrication is
one of the effective mitigation measures against
wear, it is the metallurgical attribute of wear
resistance of the available steel grades that is of
more relevance to the current study and is
considered later in this document together with the
discussion on the various steel grades.

measured side wear)

.

Figure 1

Rail Management Decision Zones for 68 kg/m (136 lb. RE) [4]

Loss of the desired rail profile can also be caused
by plastic deformation as apparent from the
extreme example shown in Figure 2. However,
such plastic deformation is generally a result of
inappropriate compromises of track design such as
cant deficiency that have had to be made to
accommodate the mix of high speed passenger and
much slower freight traffic. Although timely
deployment of corrective rail grinding can be used
to restore the desired profile, use of harder
premium grade rails with higher yield strength is a
proven mitigation measure that demonstrates the
validity of the principle of selection of rail grades
according to the specific duty conditions and the
operating degradation mechanism.
Figure 2 Severe Plastic Deformation of a Low Rail in Highly
canted Curve
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2.2. Rolling Contact Fatigue
Rails are subjected to cyclic loading in
service with the magnitude and range of stresses
experienced being governed by several design and
operational variables. Consequently, RCF,
whether manifested as head checking, Gauge
Corner Cracking(GCC), or squats, is a key rail
degradation mechanism that is regarded as the
cause for the most premature replacement of rails
in many networks. Examples of RCF and squat
defects are shown in Figure 3.
The importance of this degradation
mechanism is also reflected in the magnitude of

RCF – Surface Appearance

research resources devoted to wheel-rail and
vehicle-track interaction studies. However, it is
the effective deployment of mitigation measures
that is essential for maximising rail life. Although
rail grinding and milling are proven and widely
used mitigation measures, truly effective
mitigation against this degradation measure
requires the incorporation of the use of steel
grades that offer increased resistance to the
initiation of RCF. This aspect is considered later
in this document together with the discussion on
the various steel grades.

RCF – Internal Development
Fig.3 Example of RCF Defects

2.3. Rail Breakage Risk
Although rail defects and breaks can occur
even in the best constructed and maintained
railway networks, the focus needs to be on
understanding the causes of defects and breaks,
the necessary mitigation actions and thereby
minimising the total number of breaks. A
harmonised methodology of identifying and

RCF – Squat Defect

classifying the observed rail defects is described in
UIC leaflet 712 [6], although most major Railway
Infrastructure Managers have also established
bespoke defect catalogues. Such catalogues
describe a fairly large number of defects including
those shown in Figure 4 which have been
effectively eliminated by very significant technical
improvements in the entirety of the rail
manufacturing process.

Figure 4: Example of Rail Breaks in Older Rails
(a) Inclusion related fatigue (b) Hydrogen related Fatigue (c) Segregation
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network that has realised a very impressive
reduction in the number of rail breaks from >950
to just over 100 over 15 years despite a 50%
increase in traffic over the same period [7].

However, the most prominent defects
encountered on modern railway networks are
made apparent through the examination of
relevant data (Figures 5 to 7) from a 33,000 km

Figure 5

Figure 7

Reduction in Broken Rails
over 15 Years

Figure 6 Top 15 Broken Rails by Type 2013 –
2018

Top 30 plain line defects for the year 2017 – 2018 = 15115, – Network Rail

Thus, innovations are necessary to address the challenge posed for the effective management of the
frequently encountered defects.
Rail breaks from foot corrosion
corrosion: Failures
from the rail foot are a major cause for concern for
many railways as is apparent from the recent data
from Network Rail [7]] shown in Figure 8.
Although rail inspections techniques have been

improved significantly over recent years, detection
of the very small fatigued area (Figure 8) at the
base of the rail foot cannot be guaranteed and
hence preventative measures to reduce the
susceptibility to foot failures are highly desirable.
418
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Although barrier and sacrificial coatings are
available to guard against corrosion, they do not
offer a pragmatic solution for use throughout any
network.
Fracture toughness (KIc) is often regarded as
one of the most important properties of any
material for many design applications as it is a
property that describes the ability of a material
containing a crack to resist fracture. In effect, it is
a quantitative assessment of a material's resistance
to brittle fracture when a crack is present. Thus, a
material possessing high fracture toughness will
depict ductile fracture, while brittle fracture is
very characteristic of materials with low fracture
toughness. For the available rail steels, the mean
specified value of fracture toughness lies between
26 and 35 MPam1/2, although the corresponding
measured value for off-line heat treated 370CrHT
Grade is 41 MPam1/2[8]. Nevertheless, in general,
the values of fracture toughness of pearlitic rail

Figure 8

steels are not representative of highly ductile
materials.
It is, however, necessary to put the measured
levels of fracture toughness into the context of
their impact on the safety and integrity of rails in
track. This is best assessed with reference to
failures emanating from defects in the foot of the
rail that experience the highest outer fibre tensile
stresses. As is apparent from Figure 9, an
improvement in fracture toughness increases the
defect size necessary to cause fracture. However,
the shape of the relationship also emphasizes the
much stronger influence of a reduction in the total
stress (applied + laying + residual stress) being
experienced by the rail. In this context, the
influence of track design, e.g. sleeper spacing and
support stiffness, on the applied stress needs to be
accounted. Therefore, a reduction in the
longitudinal residual stress in the foot and track
design to reduce the magnitude of applied stress
are even more desirable.

Failures from Rail Foot in Mainline Network
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Figure 9

Influence of Fracture Toughness and Total Stress on Defect Size at Fracture

Squats:

Wheel burns and other Discrete Defects:

Rails experience cyclic loading in service, the
magnitude and range of which is dependent on a
range of variables including rail and wheel
profiles, contact patch position and size, and the
dynamic track forces from the vehicle.
Consequently, in-service conditions make fatigue
resistance particularly important for the life of
rails. Although squat defects are a manifestation
of rolling contact fatigue, there is a lack of
consensus as to whether they are initiated at the
surface or sub-surface [9-12]. However, the
critical need for effective management of these
defects is apparent from the frequency of
occurrence shown in Figure 7. Mitigation
measures that have been attempted with varying
degrees of success include use of soft R200 grade
[8] or low carbon carbide-free bainitic rails [3],
preventative high speed grinding [13], and prerevenue grinding to impart desired rail profile as
well as removal of discrete irregularities and
decarburised layer [1]. However, the need for an
innovative process to remove and restore the
discrete area affected by squat defects is discussed
in a later section.

Operational conditions on railways make it
difficult to avoid wheel burns and this apparent in
Figure 7 that reveals several hundred wheel burns
per annum. Furthermore, differential wear across
aluminothermic and flash-butt welds result in
cupping that become the initiators of localised
high dynamic loads and corrugations on rail
following the “cupped” weld. Rail surfaces can
also experience indentations by ballast or other
hard objects that can subsequently lead to the
formation of squat defects. Consequently, there
are many circumstances that lead to the
development of discrete defect on the rail and thus
the need for an innovative process to remove and
restore the discrete area affected by such defects is
discussed in a later section.
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3.

Available Rail Steels

A large number of steel grades are available
to the infrastructure manager as apparent from the
comprehensive but not exhaustive compilation in
Table 1. The metallurgical attributes, included in
the
EN13674-1:2011+A1:2017
[14]
as
qualification and acceptance tests, form the basis
of comparisons of the available rail grades. A
summary of these comparative properties of the
various steel grades is shown in Table 2.
However, their link to known mechanisms of rail
degradation of wear, RCF, and plastic deformation
is somewhat limited to increasing hardness being
desirable for achieving greater resistance to both
wear and RCF. Detailed considerations of the
attributes of the available rail grades are
considered in separate publications [1-3] but some
of the salient features relevant to rail life and the
proposed innovations are summarised below.
The two key material properties that are
closely linked to the in-service performance of
rails are resistance to wear and rolling contact
fatigue but a direct measure of these properties is
not mandated within EN13674-1:2011+A1:2017.
Furthermore, complexity of the wheel-rail
interface makes controlled track trials of all
available rail steel grades.

Impractical and translation of any results
into general guidelines for rail grade selection
extremely difficult. Consequently, controlled
laboratory based assessments of the degradation
resistance of various grades have been undertaken
by various rail manufacturers and academic
institutions using bespoke test rigs with little or no
standardisation of contact conditions. However,
such twin disc testing that provide a simplified
line contact between the two discs has been used
to generate a wealth of useful comparative data
showing a relatively consistent dependence of
wear and RCF resistance on hardness of all
pearlitic steels as apparent from the data shown in
Figures 10 and 11. A slight deviation from the
relationship shown in Figure 10 is higher wear
resistance of an as-rolled hyper eutectoid grade
HP335 from British Steel than that indicated by
this relationship [1-3]. The resistance to RCF of
this grade is also displaced to higher levels as
shown in Figure 11. The third key degradation
mechanism of plastic deformation is also strongly
influenced by hardness as apparent from the
relationship between yield strength and hardness.
Consequently, the development of harder rail steel
grades has been adequately justified and the task
remaining is the methodology of judicious
selection of available grades to maximise rail life
which is the subject of one of the proposed
innovations described in the next section.
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Table 1

Selection of Available Rail Steels
Composition, Wt %

Steel Grade

C

Si

Mn

Cr

Others

Hardness
(HB)

YS

TS
2

(N/mm )

2

(N/mm )

Elongation
(%)

R200

0.40-0.60

0.15-0.58

0.70-1.20

0.15 max

0.030 max

220

680

14

R220

0.50-0.60

0.20-0.60

1.00-1.25

0.15 max

0.030 max

240

770

12

R260

0.62-0.80

0.15-0.58

0.70-1.20

0.15 max

0.030 max

280

880

10

R260Mn

0.55-0.75

0.15-0.60

1.30-1.70

0.15 max

0.030 max

280

880

10

R320Cr

0.60-0.80

0.50-1.10

0.80-1.20

0.80-1.20

0.018 max

340

1080

9

R350HT

0.72-0.80

0.15-0.58

0.70-1.20

0.15 max

0.030 max

370

1175

9

R350LHT

0.72-0.80

0.15-0.58

0.70-1.20

0.30 max

0.030 max

370

1175

9

R370CrHT

0.70-0.82

0.40-1.00

0.70-1.10

0.40-0.60

0.030 max

390

1280

9

R400HT

0.90-1.05

0.20-0.60

1.00-1.30

0.30 max

0.030 max

420

1280

9

Arcel or AHH [15]

0.86-1.00

0.50-0.60

0.66 -0.76

0.20/0.25

Arcel or; [16]

0.78

0.25

0.81

BS 400 MHH [17]

0.75-0.80

0.88-0.99

0.86-1.0

0.44-0.58

V added

>400
370

≤ 0.10 Ni

410-450

> 827

> 1296

> 10

EVRAZ, DHH 390
0.8
[18, 19]
EVRAZ, HCP 410
0.9
[18, 19]
EVRAZ, HCP 410S
0.86
[18, 19]

0.31

1

0.24

390

965

1372

12

0.33

1

0.24

410

979

1407

11.7

0.35

0.87

0.35

410

JFE 370A[20]

0.77

0.56

0.84

0.44

?

370

880

1,310

13.3

JFE 370N [20]

0.78

0.3

1.2

0.22

?

370

853

1,285

12.4

JFE IH [20]

0.81

0.3

1.04

0.2

?

340

717

1,171

13.6

JFE SP2 [20]

0.83

0.55

1.17

0.24

?

390

916

1,366

12.8

JFE SP3 [20]

0.83

0.55

0.53

add.

?

430

967

1,413

13

JFE SP4 [20]

0.83

add.

add.

add.

?

450

1,002

1,457

13.3

JFE SPA [20]

0.83

0.78

0.63

0.44

?

390

900

1,360

13.4

JFE THH340 [20]

0.79

0.25

0.76

0.08

?

345

-

1,228

13.1

JFE THH370 [20]

0.8

0.55

0.8

0.42

0.053V

388

NS DHH340 [21]

0.78

0.24

0.87

0.13

V?

360

1164

14

NS DHH370 [21]

0.77

0.23

0.88

0.2

V?

385

1291

13

NS HE370 [21]

0.9

0.3

0.6

0.2

360

830

1290

14

NS HE400 [21]

0.89

0.27

0.91

0.21

395

NS HE-X [21]

1

0.5

0.7

0.2

410

910

1390

12

VAS HSH [22]

0.72-0.80

0.15-0.58

0.70-1.20

~0.50

390

VAS R350HT [23]

0.85

0.45

1.22

0.081

370

808

1278

9.3

VAS R400HT [24]

0.9-1.05

0.20-0.40

1.2-1.3

0.2/0.3

400-440

>1280

>10
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Table 2
Steel
Grade

R200

Key Specified Properties of Steel Grades in EN 13674-1: A1 2017 [6]

Fracture
Toughness
[MPam1/2]
Min. Min.
single mea
value
n
valu
e
30
35

Max. Fatigue
crack growth
rate, [m/Gc]
Delta
Delta
K= 10, K= 13,
[MPam [Mpam
1/2]
1/2
]

Fatig Resid Hardne
ue
ual
ss
streng stress [HBW]
th
[MPa]

5X106
Cycles
for
total
strain
amplit
ude of
0.001
35

Tensile
Strength
[MPa]

Elongat
ion [%]

R220
R260
R260Mn
R320Cr

30
26
26
24

35
29
29
26

R350HT
R350LH
T
R370Cr
HT
R400HT

30
26

32
29

Not
specifie
d
17
17
17
Not
specifie
d
17
17

26

29

17

55

<250

370-410

1280

9

26

29

17

55

<250

400-440

1280

9

Figure 10

<250

200-240

680

14

<250
<250
<250
<250

220-260
260-300
260-300
320-360

770
880
880
1080

12
10
10
9

55
55

<250
<250

350-390
350-390

1175
1175

9
9

55
55
55

Influence of Hardness on Wear Resistance of Pearlitic Rail Steels
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Figure 11

Figure 12
4.

Influence of Hardness on RCF Resistance of Pearlitic Rail Steels

Influence of Hardness on 0.2% PS of Pearlitic Rail Steels

Innovations to Enhance Rail Life

4.1. Establishing Susceptibility to Rail
Degradation
The rate of rail degradation and hence its
expected life is not uniform throughout any railway
network and is governed by a combination of track,
traffic and operating characteristics in addition to the
metallurgical attributes of the rail steel. It is,
therefore,
erefore, apparent that any route or network is not a
single linear asset but is a compilation of individual
segments with different track characteristics,
degradation rates and expected life spans.
Consequently, the first step towards realising
increases in rail life lies in the classification of the

railway route or network according to the severity of
wheel-rail contact and other aspects of vehicle-track
vehicle
interactions and their consequences on the type and
rate of degradation. The resulting classification can
then be used to select the pragmatically optimum rail
steel that best counters the identified severity of
contact conditions. The methodology was first
initiated as part of the EU funded project Innotrack
[25]] and developed further at the Institute of
Railway Research at the University of Huddersfield.
A detailed description of the methodology and its
application on 4 routes of the UK network is
presented in a separate publication [26].
[
A summary
of the developed methodology is summarised in
Figure 13.
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Figure 13

Methodology for determining susceptibility to rail degradation

Details of the methodology of segmentation is
described in the Innotrack deliverable [25
[25] and the
results of the segmentation
tion of one of the routes is
shown in Figure 14.. A similar exercise was
undertaken in a more recent project [26] in which 4
selected routes were segmented into sub
sub-assets
based on curve radius and cant deficiency. The
segmentation process can also treat ra
rails within
structures such a bridges, tunnels, and S&C as
separate segments so that their different degradation

behaviour is better reflected. Similarly, other
parameters, such as gradient, track type, and tonnage
carried, can also be included to provide a more
refined criteria of segmentation. The results of this
breakdown are shown in Figure 15.
15
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Track_Type

Radius_Bins

Total Length (m)

Average Segment
Length (m)

Number of
Segments

1. Curves
1. Curves
1. Curves
1. Curves
1. Curves
1. Curves
2. Transition Curve
3. Tangent

(a) Radius < 0.3 km
(b) 0.3 <= Radius < 0.7 km
(c) 0.7 <= Radius < 1.0 km
(d) 1.0 <= Radius < 1.5 km
(e) 1.5 <= Radius < 3.0 km
(f) 3.0 <= Radius < 6.0 km

2010
28348
88879
289046
582782
206874
895440
2457769

287
220
380
499
381
223
151
956

7
129
234
579
1531
926
5934
2572

(g) Radius >= 6.0 km

Figure 14 Example of Segmentation of Selected Stretches of UK network [25]
80%

% of Total Route Length

70%
60%

MML
GWML
TPE
Wessex
Total Network

50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

< 500

500 - 1000

1000- 1500

1500 - 2000

2000 - 2500

2500 - 3000

3000 - 5000

> 5000

Curve Radius (m)

Figure 15 Distribution of Curve Radii in 4 Selected Routes of Network Rail [26]

Figure 16

Low

Moderate

High

track segment to wear and RCF damage was
predicted using the Whole Life Rail Model
(WLRM) [27]. The results are summarised in
Figure 16 and 17 and provide a basis for the
optimum selection of rail steel grade.

Low

Low

Moderate

High

Vehicle dynamic route simulations were
undertaken using the measured TRV track
geometry data and representative vehicle types
with new and worn wheel-rail profiles to establish
the forces at the wheel-rail contact for inclusion in
the rail damage modelling. The susceptibility of a

Classification of Susceptibility of Different Segments to Wear and RCF
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Damage Susceptibility

50%

TPE
Wessex
MML
GWML
Total Network

45%
40%
% of Route

35%
30%
25%

19%

20%

12%

15%
10%

4%

5%
0%

Wear
RCF

Figure 17

High

Moderate

Low

Low

Low

High

Moderate

Low

Proportion of Routes within the Classification Bands of Wear & RCF
Degradation

The methodology of segmentation and the
susceptibility to degradation within each segment is
considered essential for the effective management of
the rail asset as it provides:
1. An objective assessment of expected rate of
degradation and life span within each segment
2. Optimal but pragmatic selection of the rail
steel grade to maximise rail life and minimise
life cycle costs.
3. Has the capability to be combined with
observed degradation data from regular
4.2. A Novel Technology for Repair of Discrete
Rail Defects
The complexity and severity of contact
stresses at the rail-wheel interface coupled with
operational conditions of acceleration and braking
can lead to the formation of discrete defects such as
squats and wheel burns even in the best maintained
railway networks. Modern track inspection
technologies are deployed for the early detection of
such defects to manage the required remedial action

inspections to better predict maintenance
intervention intervals and expected period to
renewal.
4. Comparison of degradation rates between
segments of similar characteristics on same or
different routes to encourage adoption of best
practice
5. More accurate and objective estimation of
maintenance and renewal budgets that
provides increased transparency to national
funding organisations.

to prevent transverse rail breaks. The remedial
actions involve either in-situ repair or the
replacement of a short length of rail containing the
defect. In-situ repair techniques include manual
metal arc welding (MMA), flux cored arc welding
(FCAW), wide gap aluminothermic welds, and
aluminothermic head repair process from Thermit or
Railtech. The challenges identified through a critical
assessment of these processes [28,29] has been used
as the design remit for the development of the
proposed novel Discrete Defect Repair (DDR)
process and this is summarised in Table 3.
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Table 3
Design Remit for Novel Defect Repair Technology
AVOID
REDUCE
INCREASE
 High temperature preheat  Cost of repair
 Integrity of repair under
cyclic loading
 Need for re-stressing
 Track possession time
 New AT welds
 Complexity of equipment  Consistency of hardness
across repair
and skills
 Automation
&
standardisation
A bespoke prototype unit has been designed and manufactured to deliver the DDR process. The
equipment has been designed for the specific needs of the developed process with particular emphasis on
maximising process automation to ensure strict adherence to specified procedures to deliver the desired
integrity of repair consistently. The prototype equipment is shown in Figure 18 and detailed description of
the equipment and process is available in the project report [28].

Figure 18

The Prototype DDR Unit

The novel DDR process combines two computer controlled operations of milling to excavate the
defect followed by FCAW for weld restoration of the cavity. The different stages of this novel process are
described briefly below.
1. Defect Removal: Defect removal has been
automated to remove subjectivity associated with
manual operations. Removal of the identified
defect forms an integral part of the developed
process and provides the foundation for a
consistent and reproducible operation through the
use of computer controlled milling to deliver a
cavity of prescribed dimensions around the
defect. The process is currently programmed for

standardised cavities of either 50mm or 100mm
in length and 10mm in depth. In both cases, the
milled cavities cover the full width of the head
and the control program is capable of being
modified for deeper cavities. Thus, both the
length and depth of the cavity can be altered to be
compatible with the “minimum Action” rules of
the Infrastructure Manager. A milled cavity is
shown in Figure 18.
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Unit with Milling Head Operating

Figure 18

Computer Controlled Milling to Deliver Cavity of Prescribed
Dimensions

2. Preheating: The novelty of the developed
process lies in the use of a much lower level of
preheat of just 60°C to 80°C instead of the
industry standard ~350°C for weld restoration of
high carbon steels. The maintenance of the low
preheat temperature provides a safety net that
prevents
the
completion
of
martensite
transformation in the HAZ and retains a high
proportion of untransformed austenite until the
heat from an adjacent bead or the next layer of
deposit raises the temperature and tempers any
martensite that may have formed. Controlled trials
with
instrumented
samples
[28]
have
demonstrated that the use of optimised welding
parameters and weave pattern reduces the cooling
rate in the HAZ sufficiently to ensure
transformation to pearlite. Currently preheating is
expedited using oxy-propane burners but a
bespoke heating device powered by the welding
power source is under development.
3. Semi-automatic
Deposition:

Milled Cavity 100 x 10 x 72 mm

Open

Arc

Weld

A standardised cavity of prescribed
dimensions provides the ideal platform for

programmed semi-automatic welding operation.
The developed process employs the well proven
Open Arc welding process with an approved flux
cored arc wire that produces a bainitic
microstructure. The success of the developed
process centres around the control of the
metallurgical transformation through the use of
optimised welding parameters and an oscillating
weave pattern. The 10mm deep cavity is fully
restored with a 3-layer deposit and a carefully
positioned final sacrificial layer to ensure that the
HAZ created by the penultimate layer is fully
tempered and no new HAZ is created at the edges
of the cavity. The second factor controlling the
integrity of the deposit is the removal of the
surface slag formed after each pass using a
manually operated peening needle gun. Details of
the weave pattern and welding parameters are
encapsulated in the automation programme and
can only be altered by the equipment developers.
The key welding parameters are also displayed on
the control unit and are logged for quality
assurance. Photographs of as deposited layers are
shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 19

Weld Deposited Layers before Profile Grinding

4. Profile Grinding: Grinding of the as weld
repaired rail is undertaken using a rail mounted
grinder approved by the Infrastructure Manager. The
DDR process has the facility to use the milling tool
to remove part of the sacrificial layer leaving a flat
surface to be blended using a rail mounted grinder.

Figure 20

However, in view of the need for matching the
profile across the rail with those on either side of the
repaired area, the use of computer controlled milling
is not considered advantageous at this stage. A
finished ground rail is shown in Figure 20.

Weld Repaired Rail in Finish Ground Condition

5. Weld Repair Integrity & Quality
Assurance: The integrity of the developed repair
process has been demonstrated at the following
three levels:
a. Monitoring of thermal history using
instrumented sample trials and its validation
through FE simulations has verified the
underlying principles of the process and assures
the consistent achievement of the observed results.
b. The repair process has been subjected to
independent audit within the European Research
project IN2RAIL [28] while the samples produced
during the audit trial were subjected to

independent metallographic assessment. The
results confirmed a pearlitic microstructure in the
HAZ around the repair with a hardness profile that
assures the desired uniformity of resistance to
wear across the repaired region [28,29]. In
addition, fatigue integrity of repaired sample
lengths was successfully demonstrated through 4point bending fatigue tests at stress ranges several
times that the repaired interface was likely to
experience in service. Details of these tests are
available in the project report [28] and fully
demonstrate that initiation of fatigue in such
repairs was extremely unlikely in service.
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c. The consistent achievement of the
demonstrated weld integrity is assured through
precise control of the validated process parameters
that are embedded into the programming for
automation. A certificate of conformity to be
provided at the end of each repair will
demonstrate the compliance to the approved

procedure and hence the integrity of the repair.
The availability of a complete audit trail of the
process provides additional confidence not
available
able with current repair process.

4.3. A Novel Rail Profile
The
he generic shape of flat bottom rails (vignole) for railway networks has remained broadly similar for
well over hundred years. However, eever
ver increasing demands from higher axle loads, vehicle speeds, and
traffic density has necessitated modifications to selected key dimensions to achieve higher structural
strength. The trends revealed by analysis of most current and some older rail sections is summarised in
Figures 21 to 23.

Figure 21

Relationship Between Section Height and Moment
oment of Inertia, Ixx

Figure 22

Relationship Between Section Weight and Moment of Inertia, Ixx
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Figure 21
Inertia, Ixx

Relationship Between Profile Cross Sectional Area and Moment of

The above data clearly reveals that the key
design criteria to realise a desired value of section
stiffness was to increase rail height while
maintaining the proportional cross-sectional
sectional area
of the three sub-division
division of the rail. The proposed
novel profilee challenges these engineering
principles that have been employed for the
development of rail sections from the very early
days.. The developed section is the subject of a
recently filed patent and discussions for
exploitation are in progress with major European
Railway networks.
The developed section has undergone
rigorous structural analysis and simulations to
examine the behaviour in track and the benefits
revealed are summarised below.
1.
Capacity for wear: Developed optimised
profile has an 100% increased
sed capacity for vertical
wear in tangent track and 150% increase for a
combination of vertical & lateral wear compared
to the 60E2 reference profile.

2.
Significantly better mechanical behaviour of
developed profile in ballasted track realised from
increased values of the lateral and torsional
stiffness.
3.
Improved management of RCF, Plastic
deformation, and Corrugation as increased
capacity of permissible wear provides greater
potential for regular use of grinding/milling as the
proven mitigation measure against
again
these
degradation mechanisms.
4.
Reduced susceptibility to early shallow
angle growth of RCF because of the lower stress
range experienced in the rail head surface layers.
5.
Reduced susceptibility to failures from rail
foot defects because of the reduced outer fibre
stress in rail foot.
6.
Reduced ballast pressure and sleeper
accelerations because of improved load
distribution and provides a 24% reduction in
degradation of support stiffness
7.
Developed profile maintains head and foot
width and rail height to facilitate
facil
deployment in
existing infrastructure
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5.

Summary and Conclusions

The track system is a complex web of
interconnected components whose hub is the railwheel interface that is responsible for the
transmission of the loads imposed by the passing
vehicles. More importantly, this critical interface
experiences very arduous conditions that dictate
the rate of degradation of the track system. Hence,
the management of this interface is essential not
only for the control of rail head degradation but
also that for the other components within the
vehicle-track system. It is in this context that a
brief review of the key rail degradation
mechanisms has been undertaken to identify
potential areas of innovation to increase rail life to
reduce life cycle costs. A critical examination of
three different innovations that have the potential
of very significant reductions in life cycle costs of
rail has been undertaken.
Although very significant improvements have
been made in the manufacturing technology for
rail together with the developments of a wide
range of premium grade steels, there is little
evidence of a structured approach to the optimum
deployment of the available grades to maximise
rail life. A methodology to identify and segment
stretches of track according to their susceptibility
to degradation as determined through assessment
of the contact conditions and wheel-rail forces

throughout any route or network has been
developed. Comparative resistance to degradation
of rails steels is then employed to select the
pragmatic and optimum rail grade.
The severity of wheel-rail contact conditions
can occasionally lead to the occurrence of discrete
defects on the running surface of the rail with
adverse effect on safety, track availability, and rail
life. The development of a largely automated
computer controlled unit to deliver a robust and
reproducible process for the repair of discrete
defects on the rail head is described. The
developed process challenges the use of current
standard of high preheat temperatures for the weld
restoration of high carbon rail steels and a
combination of milling of a prescribed cavity to
remove the identified defect followed by a novel
low pre-heat weld repair technology has been
successfully demonstrated to provide robust and
reproducible repairs.
The engineering principles employed for the
development of rail sections from the very early
days have been challenged to arrive at a novel
modification that has the capability to double rail
life, reduce the susceptibility to RCF and foot
fractures, and improved load distribution to reduce
the rate of degradation of support stiffness. The
developed profile achieves these benefits without
major upheaval of track design and maintenance
methodology.
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Development of High Strength Rail Steel Using Head Hardening Technology –
Capability and Capacity in Jindal Steel & Power Limited, Raigarh, CG
Mr Ashwani Kumar* and Mr Yogesh Guru*

Introduction
Indian Railways is well positioned to be
country's next growth economic engine ably
supported by a robust macro investment plan by the
Government of India. Indian Railways is at the core
of our economy and an integral part of infrastructure
connecting various building blocks like freight,
passenger traffic etc. Railways will play a major role
in addressing the challenges of burgeoning
urbanization, passenger transport, freight transport,
high speed corridors etc. in the coming decades.
Steel and Rail have a long association and steel will
be the supremely sustainable material to address the
needs. Rail tracks are the lifeline of any Railway
Infrastructure and steel through its versatility has
always aligned itself with the growing demands over
the last few decades. Considering the potential for
Track Rails, Jindal Steel & Power Limited
commissioned and produced India’s First Head
Hardened Rails at Raigarh, Chhattisgarh.

Head Hardened Rails have,





Higher Strength
Lower Rail Wear & Higher
resistance
Lower Residual Stresses
Enhanced Safety & Cost efficient

Fatigue

The above properties are achieved through
optimal alloy design, appropriate rolling process and
finally through heat treatment and selective cooling.
Fig 1 shows the metallurgical significance of
interlamellar spacing on the wear rate, the basis on
which the alloy, processes etc are designed.

Track Rails
Track Rail is a very important constituent of the
railway, safety being the foremost important
criterion for selection. Along with the safety,
significant importance is also specified these days
for the performance of rails. With the advent of high
speed corridors, heavy haul transportation, increased
passenger loads etc have triggered the usage for high
performance rails. The track rails would require
superior strength, wear & fatigue resistance, fracture
toughness etc. to perform under various conditions
(rolling contact fatigue, vibration, dynamic loads).
An exceptional quality of track rails is required as
compared to the existing rails. Head Hardened rails
are the new generation rails produced through a
sophisticated in-line heat treatment process to
produce the desired mechanical properties to achieve
Extra-ordinary service life through safety and
performance.

Fig 1: Interlamellar spacing as a function of wear
rate

*

Product Application Group, Jindal Steel & Power Limited.
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GLOBAL AND INDIAN STANDARDS
In India, for producing head hardened rails IRS-T-12-2009 is followed and for export markets predominantly
EN 13674 is followed. Comparison of the two standards are given in table 1
Table 1. Chemical and property comparison of IRS-T-12-2009 and EN 13674-2011.

Mn

Si

S (Max)

P (Max)

Al (Max)

Mo (Max)

Cr

V (Max)

10 (ppm) Max
by mass O

Hydrogen content
in liquid steel
(max.)

UTS (MPa) (Min)

YS (MPa) (Min.)

Elongation % on
gauge length –
5.65 So (min)

Running surface
hardness (BHN)

880

0.60
0.80

0.80 1.30

0.100.50

0.030
*

0.030
*

0.01
5

-

-

-

-

1.6
ppm

880

460

10.0

min
260*

1080
HH

0.60
0.80

0.80 1.30

0.100.50

0.030
*

0.030
*

0.01
5

-

-

-

-

1.6
ppm

1080

460

10.0

340390

Grade

-4

C

Chemical Composition and Mechanical Properties as per IRS-T-12-2009
Chemical Composition (%)
Mechanical Properties

Chemical Composition and Mechanical Properties as per EN 13674 - 2011

10-4 (ppm) Max by
mass O

Hydrogen content in
liquid steel (max.)

UTS (MPa) (Min)

YS (MPa)(Min.)

Elongation % on
gauge length – 5.65
So (min)

Rail Running surface
hardness (HBW)

2.5

880

NS

10

260 300

R350H
T

0.70 0.82

0.65 1.25

0.13 - 0.025
0.030* 0.004
0.60
*

≤0.15 0.030 0.010

20

2.5

1175 NS

9

350390

N (Max)

20

V (Max)

≤0.15 0.030 0.010

Cr

0.13 - 0.030
0.030* 0.004
0.60
*

Al (Max)

0.65 1.25

P (Max)

0.60 0.82

S (Max)

R260

Grade

Si

Mn

Mechanical Properties

C

Chemical Composition (% by mass)
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Hardness
dness Profile of Hardened Rails
As per IRS-T-12-2009,
2009, Hardness of rail head surface after heat treatment shall be within Brinell hardness
No. 340 to 390.

Fig.2: Hardness Profile as per IRS-T
T-12-2009

Fig.3 Hardness Profile as per EN-13674
EN

Hardness value at any point shall not exceed
390 BHN. The cross sectional hardness distribution
of heat treated rails shall slope towards the inside.
No sharp drop in hardness should be present. The
hardness at 10 mm below, the rail head table at
Centre shall be 340 BHN minimum.
Position
RSa
1
2
3
4

The hardness at 15 mm below, the rail head
table at Centre shall be between 315-325BHN.
315
As per EN 13674-2011,
13674
the hardness
distribution in the hardened rail is as follows,

Rail Steel Grade
R260
Hardness
260 to 300
E
E
E
E

R350HT
350 to 390b
≥340 min
≥331 min
≥321 min
≥340 min

Where
a. RS = Point on the Centre line rail running surface. b. If the hardness exceeds 390 HBW, the rail is
acceptable provided the microstructure is confirmed to be pearlitic, and the hardness does not exceed 405
HBW.
e. Not relevant
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Metallurgy of Head Hardened Rails
The metallurgical principle involved in the
production of Head Hardened rails lies in achieving
fine pearlite microstructure. Pearlite microstructure
possesses good wear resistance & High strength and
thus making carbon an essential alloying element in
rail steels. Achieving pearlite with proper
morphology only leads to providing higher strength
and wear résistance. The morphology of pearlite, i.e,
the shape and the distance between the cementite
lamellae. The lower interlamellar spacing/fine
pearlite help in achieving the desired hardness,
fatigue and wear resistance. Pearlite comprises a
mixture of relatively soft ferrite and a hard, brittle
iron carbide called cementite, taking the form of
roughly parallel plates. In order to achieve the
desired microstructure, special heat treatment is
carried out to achieve proper refinement of Pearlite.

Fig 5: Hardness as a function of pearlite inter-lamellar
spacing for various rail steels.

The rails are rolled in desired shape and later
subjected to Austenitising and cooling to form the
desired microstructure (Fine pearlite) as shown in fig
4. Figure 5 shows the effect of inter-lamellar spacing
as a function of hardness for various rail steels. The
CCT diagram helps in designing a proper thermomechanical rolling and heat treatment schedules.

Fig 4: Continuous Cooling Transformation diagram of
rail steels
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JSPL Rail Facility & Steel Making
Head Hardening technology entails a special
heat treatment process which requires very precise
temperature control to achieve nearly 50% higher
hardness as compared to a normal
mal rail. For rail
steel making at JSPL, BF-DRI-EAF--LRF route is
being followed, with RH degasser before casting of
blooms for controlling Hydrogen content.
Electric Arc Furnace in Steell Melting shop
with capacity 3.6 MTPA is used for Rail Steel
Production at JSPL and the salient features of
which are;
 Process Route (Hot metal +DRI) – EAFLRF-VD/RH-CCM
 Fully Killed steel by Si De-oxidation.
oxidation.
 Automatic Ferro alloys feeding system at
the time of tapping.






Eccentric bottom tapping ensures slag free
tapping
Desulphurization in Ladle refining furnace.
Degassing thru RH degasser ensures
Hydrogen less than 1.6ppm.
Electromagnetic stirrer in caster ensures
reduced segregation & equi-axed
equi
structure
of bloom.

RH degasser is mainly used for reducing
gaseous content in Liquid steel. The RH degasser
comprises a pair of snorkels which are lowered
into the liquid steel. Argon gas is injected through
tuyers as injector gas in one of the snorkels,
forcing the steel up into the unit and out again
through the other snorkel exposing it through
Vacuum.

Rolling of Head Hardened Rails
Few basic steps involving production of Head
Hardened Rails are given in the flow chart below;

Head. The sudden quenching by water on the
Head of Rail initiates a modification in the
microstructure of the Rail to achieve fine
pearlitic microstructure.
A figure below shows the transformation which
takes place during the online Head Hardening
followed by quenching and then air cooling.

 Rolling: In Jindal Steel & Power Limited,
combination of Caliber rolling and Universal
Rolling method is being employed for rolling
of High quality Head Hardened Rails. A
rectangular bloom of a certain size is charged
for Reheating up to rolling temperature
followed by Rolling.
 Heat
eat Treatment or online Rail Head
Hardening Process: Once the rail shape is
achieved the rails are passed through an online
Induction heater followed by water quenching
on the surface of the rails, specifically on the

Fig.6 Image of Induction furnace used for Rail Head
Hardening

Testing of Rails
A large amount
nt of rails (approximately 1000
Ton) was tested during the commissioning stage,
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implementing systematic and consistent methods
and protocols. For each processed rail, samples
were examined and the following parameters
investigated on both the head surface and across
the head section: hardness, tensile strength and
microstructure. The test result assures the stability
and consistency of process.

359 BHN

366 BHN

Hardness on the rail head surface
The resist plastic deformation are the main
property of the hardness of a material which
usually measured by penetration. The hardness on
the rail head surface was tested on a HB3000
Brinell machine per conditions HBW10/3000. Five
points were tested on each sample, the average
hardness of rails.

363 BHN

354 BHN

368 BHN

Fig.7 Hardness on the Rail Head Surface

Hardness across the rail cross-section
Hardness values have been measured device under 187, 5 kg load and with 2.5 mm ball indenter in terms
of Brinell, The hardness values were plotted in below figure according to prescribed in standards

Fig.8: Average obtained hardness Plotted for R350 HT Grade
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Fig 9: Average obtained hardness Plotted for 1080HH Grade

Mechanical Properties
The tensile strength and elongation were tested on
two specimens on each sample. The two
specimens had a 10 mm diameter, and were
symmetrically taken from both sides of the rail
head. All the obtained tensile test results are well
above the specific requirement. The results are
plotted in below figure.

The yield strength (0.2%YS) strength of 1080HH
Grade was almost on same level, as that of
R350HT. Although R350HT displayed relatively
higher strength compared with 1080HH class rail,
the average elongation of was on the same level.
Fatigues, fracture toughness, residual stress
obtained were all in line with the standards.

.

Fig.10 Mechanical Properties of HH Grade

Rail Microstructure
Railhead micro cleanliness determined by the
inclusion analysis. This was carried out according
ASTM E45 to evaluate worst rating of inclusions.
Based on inclusion analysis, the steel grade was
clean. There was no significant inclusion found in

rail head, although there were some readings of
Sulphide during inclusion assessment which is
well below severe limit of inclusion. The details
were given in below table -
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(According to IS4163, Method A)
Type "A"

Head Hardened Rail

Type "B"

Type "C"

Type "D"

Thin

Heavy

Thin

Heavy

Thin

Heavy

Thin

Heavy

1.5

0.5

0

0

0.5

0

0.5

0

≤ 2.5
≤ 2.0
≤ 2.5
≤ 2.0
≤ 2.5
≤ 2.0
≤ 2.5
≤ 2.0
Specified IRS-T12:2009
Note - The number of non-metallic inclusions is sufficiently small and satisfies the IRS-T12:2009 standard
Table 3: Metallurgical cleanliness test results of Head Hardened Rail

Microstructural characterization of head
hardening rails was done in in-house R&D lab. To
avoid excessive decarburization IN HH-Rail
special attention was paid during reheating process.
The decarburization level was almost zero, only
partial ferrite networks were found at top surface
of microstructure.

Fig 11: Optical micrograph showing partial ferrite
network at top surface of rail head section

a

b

Fig 12: showing (a) Typical Microstructure of Rail @500X & (b) SEM photograph of pearlite lamellar
structure
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Assessment of the head microstructures
indicates that all rails are fully pearlitic, and not
contains martensite and bainite; this meets the
standard requirement of head hardened rails.
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)
analysis, also not revealed proeutectoid cementite
at the grain boundaries which ensure the better
rolling contact fatigue in rails. The lamellar
spacing HH Rail was extremely fine being
0.09/0.11 μm at the rail head surface and it
confirms the fine dense interlamellar structure in
rails as per desired requirement.

Conclusion
Jindal Steel and power limited has
successfully produced Head Hardened rails first
time in India and has exported R350HT grade
under the specification EN13674-1. The chemical
and mechanical properties established are in line
with the Indian and International standards. Based
on the tests and development the product is well
positioned to address the meet the current and the
future requirements of high performance rails for
Metros, Railways, High speed corridors etc.
Development of this indigenous product will help
all the users to source all head hardened rails
requirements here in India. Jindal Steel’s Head
hardened rails have joined the exclusive Make in
India club.
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Assessment of vehicle dynamics and it’s impact over track degradation
- A Case Study for Gadag (GDG) – Ballari (BAY) Section of
South Western Railway.
Nitish Kumar Ranjan*

Abstract
Rail wheel interaction is a complex phenomenon which defines the dynamics of vehicle and its impact. In view of
requirement to increase the axle load and speed, assessment of vehicle dynamics and its impact becomes most important. Further it
is also required to get the results of assessment in a form which can be understood and used as initial information for maintenance
planning at field level otherwise complex results of this complex phenomenon will lead to complexity in maintenance. Different
types of instrumentations are in use to understand the dynamics of vehicles in terms of load transferred. But none of the
instrumentations presently done in Indian Railways explain completely the vehicle dynamics and its impact on track degradation.
However one of such instrumentation of track known as Wheel Impact Load Detector (WILD) gives the impact of vehicle
dynamics in terms of Impact Load Factor and Impact Load. In this article it is tried to understand vehicle dynamics and its impact
based on the results given by WILD. System of monitoring & utilisation of WILD results, present constraints of assessment by
WILD, degradation of track due to vehicle dynamics and future development & changes required to make the assessment more
realistic in view of increase in speed and axle load is also deliberated in this article. For the assessment purpose, WILD results of
Hubballi division of South Western Railway are used, which is installed on one of the busiest iron ore route, Vasco de gamma–
Ballari, of Indian Railway. To understand the track degradation USFD results of Gadag- Ballari section of same division is also
used.

1.0 Introduction:
In present scenario Indian Railways is facing
tough competition from other mode of transportation
to attract more numbers of travellers as well as more
business in Goods transportation. It is imperative for
railway not only to improve the track structure to
have higher speeds but also making our track
available for traffic movement for longer period in a
day. Keeping our track available for longer period
for traffic movement implies that reducing the
maintenance time, which further implies the
controlling & monitoring the situations which leads
to premature renewals of assets like rails, sleepers
etc;.
Railways use the low resistance of movement
between wheel and rail, in order to be an energy
efﬁcient mode of transport. The higher speed or
heavy axle load trains affects the vehicle-track
dynamic interaction. Vehicle-track interaction
includes ride comfort and safety, vehicle stability,
wheel-rail forces, wheel-rail corrugation, wheel out
of-roundness etc., and is inﬂuenced by a variety of
factors. Wheel sets are regarded as fundamental
components of railway vehicles; they support the
vehicle during rolling, guide it and transfer
longitudinal forces at traction and braking. The
wheel-rail interface is the most important parameter
in the dynamics of railway vehicles and their
condition. This interface is where most of the cost
for maintenance on both railway vehicles and track

occurs. The change in rail proﬁles is a major
maintenance cost. The proﬁle change on wheels can
also be signiﬁcant, especially in curves. Damage
mechanisms such as wear and plastic deformation
are the main contributors to proﬁle change. Track is
designed for carrying specific load at specific speed
but the impact of load as well as speed over track
lead to imperceptible damage based the condition of
rolling stocks. Hence to make the track the available
for longer period with higher speed at higher axle
load cannot be done in isolation. Condition
monitoring and predictive maintenance of rolling
stocks are equally important. It is imperative to
assess and understand the vehicle dynamics and its
impact on track degradation so that quality of
maintenance of rolling can be improved or design of
track can be improved based on the loading pattern.
WILD(Wheel Impact Load Detector) is a
technology that is widely used in Global Railways to
monitor the health of rolling stock to ensure safe
operations with proven accuracy and reliability.
WILD scan hundreds of wheels per day and wheel
defects like with spalling (chipping), shelling, and
flat or out of round are identified. If these are left
undetected, it can cause damage to tracks and can
cause derailment also. Here the extent of damage
done over track by rolling stocks and system of
monitoring of WILD generated alarm is discussed
through a case study of various results/data of WILD
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and track features in Gadag-Ballari section of South
Western Railways.
2.0 How WILD helps in assessment of vehicle
dynamics?
WILD is an unmanned intelligent trackside data
acquisition system that measures the dynamic
impact load of wheels on the rail. It has been
developed jointly by RDSO and IIT Kanpur. This
system provides audio visual signals in the case of
passing of abnormal wheel having higher impact
load due some defects which can cause damage to
the track as well as rolling stock. This system has
facility for automatic detection of wheels having
higher impact load and recording of rolling stocks
passing over the instrumented zone. Indian Railways
have installed nine such systems over different
zones.
WILD uses instrumented tracks in which rails
are wired with strain gauges to measure the load
pattern of the wheel on the rail. The track consists of
12 sleepers – strain measuring zones. Each zone has
a full bridge consisting of 4 Rosette type strain
gauges. The rail length of 12 sleepers is arrived to

capture two full rotation of the wheel on rail. The
space between the sleeper and any load that appears
in the effective zone is considered. Various such
measuring zones are formed along the track. As
wheel rolls over the rail, various portions of the
wheel fall in the effective zone and dead zone
(sleepers). As a result various diameters of wheel
have different coverage. The instrumented portions
are fixed in such a way to give best coverage for the
wheels of interest. Once installed the system’s wheel
coverage pattern doesn’t change.
As the Train passes over the instrumented rail,
data is collected and sent to the system in real time.
The data collected is tested, all extraneous noise
removed and the pure raw data analyzed. Analyzed
data is converted to a report form and sent through
GPRS network to central Server. A Computer in
C&W Control room (or anywhere as desired)
continuously scans for report every 2 minutes/lesser
and displays the newest report as and when released
by the system. If defective axles found, an audio
visual alarm is activated. All reports can be viewed
and consolidated period wise in the dedicated
website.

3.0 Criterion of WILD alarm
After analysis of information received WILD generates two types of alarm.
1) Maintenance Alarm

2) Critical alarm

A detail of limits and action to be taken based on those alarms is tabulated (Table-1) below:

Alarm

Maintenance

Critical

Max
Dynamic
Load for a
wheel

>= 20T

>=35T

Impact Load
Factor for a
wheel
>= 2.0
<4.5

>=4.5

Action to be taken
i) Coaching stock- intimation to be given to the
primary/secondary depot for attending the
defects.
ii) Freight stock- intimation to be given to rake
terminating point for attending the defects.
Thorough examination by TXR at TXR point
for checking any damageable defect and to
decide for detachment or to allow the stock to
run upto train terminating point.
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4.0 WILD alarms generated on Gadag-Ballari section:
Maintenance and critical Alarm (Table-2)

Year

Month

Wheel

Nos. of
maintenan
ce alarms
generated

2017

Nov*

89176*

237*

2017

Dec

394712

1355

2018

Jan

438408

1150

2018

Feb

356648

1371

2018

Mar

355200

2461

2018

Apr

342812

1638

2018

May

395988

1250

2018

Jun

374876

1210

2018

Jul

338624

882

2018

Aug

201060

608

2018

Sep

416864

1303

2018

Oct

472812

1197

2018

Nov

461896

1196

TOTAL

4639076

15858

Nos. of
critical
alarms
generated

4*
6
4
4
2
1
4
2
2
1
2
2
1
35

Nos. of
trains
passed

Nos of trains
generated
maintenance
and critical
alarm

262*

103*

1085

474

1239

527

1037

445

1109

584

1068

445

1180

547

1122

488

1005

391

624

266

1240

487

1346

524

1306

494

13623

5775

*only one week data is available for Nov’2017
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To study the level of maintenance and
condition of rolling stock, data generated by
WILD installed at km.131/0-1 near Ginigera
station of Hubballi division is taken for analysis.
(Table-2)

Paragraph above clearly brought out the serious
concern of CCRS even for the percentage range of
0.02 and 0.1% alarm but actual % generation of
maintenance alarm is 0.34% i.e. 3 times more than
what was projected, which is a serious matter.

As WILD was made functional in the month
of November’2017(it was defective for almost one
and half year), data from one year i.e. from Nov
‘2017 to Nov’ 2018 is taken to understand the
results. It is also relevant to mention that Hospet
station is the next TXR point (nearly 12km from
the WILD location in one direction) and Hubballi
is another TXR point (nearly 132km from the
WILD location in other direction). Distance of
TXR point from the location of WILD is one
aspect which need relook considering the
damaging effect of defective rolling stock.

4.1.2 Observation: From Nov’2017 to Nov’ 2018
total 13623 nos. of trains have passed over the
WILD location and 5775 nos. of trains have
generated alarms.

4.1 Two major observations can be made out from
the details tabulated above:
4.1.1 Observation: From Nov’17 to Nov’ 2018
(say in one year time span) total 4639076 numbers
of wheels have passed over WILD. These
4639076 nos. of wheels have generated 15893
nos. of alarms. It means 0.34% of wheels have
generated alarm.
Comments:
Before permitting the CC+8+2
loading on identified route, installation of WILD
in those routes is one of the recommendation done
by CRS.As per Annual Report 2007-08 issued by
Chief Commissioner of Railway Safety(CCRS) it
is mentioned by CCRS that there is no definite corelation being available between the critical alarm
and the condition of the rolling stock from WILD
systems recently installed, more comprehensive
studies are necessary for monitoring the health of
rolling stock particularly on routes where higher
axle load trains are running. The percentage of
critical and maintenance alarms based on available
data from WILD studies being in the range of 0.02
and 0.1% respectively of total wheel population, a
system of reducing their number by improving
maintenance and monitoring methods should be
evolved. In summary, Commission recommend
installation of better monitoring systems than the
one currently available.

Comments: It shows that 42% of trains have
generated alarms which further imply that almost
every alternate train have maintenance issues of
rolling stock. This is high not only in terms of
number but also in terms of percentage and
exposes the level of stress under which assets are
put in service. This is biggest challenge as far as
handling of quantum of operational constraints
raised out of alarm generated is concerned. So far
no concrete system is put in place to take required
action on such alarms.
5.0 Action taken on alarms in Gadag-Ballari
section:
In the one year of span total 15858 nos. of
maintenance alarm and 35 nos. of critical alarm is
generated. Practically no action is being taken on
maintenance alarm. So far it has not been figured
out how to work over this information to take
some action in track as well as rolling stock
maintenance and ultimately it has become just a
record. Even there are hardly any action is being
taken on critical alarm also. In most of the critical
alarm cases defective vehicle was allowed to run
over system for more than 1000kms or more than
weeks even after repeated critical alarms by same
vehicle. It is not possible to discuss all the cases
but few cases are tabulated (Table-3) here to
understand the pathetic scenario of cluelessness on
action required for critical alarms.
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SN
1

2

3

Vehicle
Nos.

Date of
critical
alarm
SC GSCN 29.11.17
96286

SC GSCN
14241

03.12.17

SC GS
09443

14.01.18

Magnitude
of alarm
ILF=5.23
IL=33.76

ILF=3.81
IL=35.95

ILF=4.6
IL=47.46

18.01.18

ILF=2.83
IL=35.00

4

SC
WGSCN
99241

16.01.18

ILF=2.38

03.02.18

IL=35.56
ILF=3
IL=38

09.02.18

ILF=3.13
IL=37.88

11.02.18

ILF=3.12
IL=35.57
ILF=4.79
IL=39.58

5

CR
WGSCN
97239

07.04.18

6

CR BOXN 19.11.18
25010106
687

ILF=2.15
IL=40.00

Action taken

Observations

Coach was detached at i) Coach was allowed to
Tirupati station on run at sectional speed for
30.11.17 and one almost 450kms
wheel was replaced
ii) One weld failure took
place in the section.
Coach was detached at i) Coach was allowed to
Kakinada port station run at sectional speed for
on 06.12.17 and wheel almost 1000km.
was replaced.
ii) One weld failure took
place in the section.
i) Coach was allowed to
No action was taken
run at sectional speed for
four days. Even after
second critical alarm it ran
Coach was detached at
for 450km.
Tirupati station on
19.01.18
ii) One weld failure took
place in the section.
Defective
coach
was
No defect noticed.
allowed to run at sectional
speed for 27 days. It was
Skid marks was found detached only after fourth
critical alarm is generated.
on 4th wheel at TXR
point
Skid marks was found
on 4th wheel at TXR
point
Coach was detached at
Tirupati station
Shelled
found

was Coach was allowed to run
even
after
defective
noticed
in
visual
inspection.
Metal deposition was Coach was allowed to run
even
after
defective
found over wheel
noticed
in
visual
inspection.

Following important points need to be discussed in
connection with observations made in above table:
5.1 Presently in Indian Railway best grade of rail in
use is 60kg 90 UTS rails on operational routes.
Permissible limit of stress in this rail is 46.8kg/mm2

thread

.CC+8+2 routes are permitted with 22.9t axle load.
For generation of critical alarm, value for a wheel is
set for more than 35t, which is almost equal to 300%
dynamic augment. This much magnitude of load will
create stress upto 55.28kg/mm2, which is much more
than permissible 46.8 kg/mm2 in 60kg 90 UTS rails.
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Situation will be even worse in 52kg rails. The
permissible criteria for maintenance alarm
generation 20t and for critical alarm 35t, is almost
75% and 200% respectively higher than the
permissible axle load on IR.
5.2 At SN.3 in table above, coach number SC GS
09443 was not detached even after critical alarm of
magnitude 47.46t was noticed. Dynamic augment
for such load is almost 310 % which indicated heavy
dynamic forces. Such dynamic forces of repeated
nature will lead to reduce fatigue life of rail/weld
that may cause sudden failure also and hence
standard of maintenance of rolling stock needs to be
checked as there is limitation in design of track
structure.
5.3 At SN.4 in table above, it can be seen that coach
number SC WGSCN 99241 was detached only after
fourth critical alarms, although skid marks were
noticed on wheels in two alarms. Either it raises a
big question mark over our skills to detect the
defects or it indicates complete failure of decision
makers to decide the fate of defective vehicle.
6.0 Impact over track degradation
Track is kept in service under continuous
dynamic forces. Due to impact of those repeated
dynamic forces degradation in track structures takes
place. Different components of track structures like
rails, ERCs, sleepers, ballast etc; gets degraded due
to stresses. Even track parameters frequently get
disturbed due to dynamic forces. There is no

confirmed correlation available to relate the level of
dynamic forces and degradation in track structures
because there are various factors which contribute
significantly in track degradation like vehicle
condition, thermal stress, over loading, quality of
track components, track geometry etc;. Rail is most
important component of track structure and it is the
only component which has direct interaction with
rolling stock. Effect of dynamic forces can be
represented in true sense by assessing the
degradation in rails. Wear, rail/weld failures, IMRs,
scabbing etc; are few parameters which can be used
to show the degradation in rails due to dynamic
forces. But in most of these parameters, level of
track maintenance and geometry of track has major
role and these parameters are quantitative in nature.
A variation in USFD results is other parameter to
shows the deterioration of health of track over a
period of time. As it is seen in above paragraphs that
the almost 42% of trains running in system generates
maintenance/critical alarms. Level of impact load is
very high as compared to designed stress of rails.
Due to this plastic deformations took place in rails
and rail/weld becomes weaker by repeated
hammering under such load. It can be very well
assessed by USFD results of Gadag- Ballari section
of Hubballi division shown in the Table-4. (Data
used for comparison here is taken from March’17 to
March’18 as from March’18 to Nov’18,
approximately 30km of CTR (P) work was done and
approximately 18km of double line section is
opened. Hence data after March’18 cannot be
considered for comparison).

Comparison of USFD Test Result (Table-4)
SN

Rail testing

1
2
3

OBS(R)
98
185
203

OBS(W)
395
357
477

4

232

578

Weld Testing
DFW(O) DFW(R)
-------------

---

Total

Month/Year Remarks

493
542
680

June-17
Sep-17
Dec-17

810

Mar-18

5

----

----

2778

240

3018

6

----

----

1974

137

2111

2017-18
(Mar-18)
(3 years
testing)
2014-15
( Mar- 15)

Almost 64% increase in
defects in USFD Rail
Testing between four rail
testing in a span of 10
months.
Almost 43% increase in
defects in USFD Weld
Testing from previous
testing.
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7.0 Discussion and Recommendations:

Recommendation-2:

7.1 Discussion-1:

Both criterions for maintenance and critical alarm
need to be revised as with increase of speed and axle
load, stresses in rail will lead to sudden fractures.

During 2005 to understand the dynamic
augment of various rolling stock RDSO has done
some field trial, which was published as C-100
report. In that report there is mention of one ICF
coach trial which was having flat of size
18x25x3mm on one wheel. It is found that the flat of
that size on a wheel produces dynamic augment of
257% at speed of 96kmph as compared to normal
dynamic augment of 57.4%. It can be seen that the
small flat size in a wheel (say 15-20mm) can
produce the instantaneous wheel load of such a
magnitude that stresses in rails crosses it’s
permissible stresses limit.

Recommendation-1:
Presently permissible limit of flat on wheel
tread is 50mm for coaching stock/locomotives and
60mm for Goods stock. It is understood that up to
50/60mm flat will be available on high number of
wheels. As per discussion above, by keeping
permissible limit so high, rails are kept under
stresses most of the time in its plastic limit.
Increasing UTS of rails will not help as it will make
rails more brittle and hence difficult to handle.
Therefore, permissible limit of flat on wheel tread
need to revise as higher speed means higher
dynamic augment and further it means much higher
stress in rails.
7.2 Discussion-2:
As discussed previously that in WILD
maintenance alarm is permitted from 20t to 35t in a
wheel. With permissible stress limit of 46.8 kg/mm2
for 60kg 90 UTS rail ,permitted load on a wheel
comes out around 10-12t,which in line with 22.9t
axle load. For maintenance alarm vehicles are not
being even checked at next TXR point, leave aside
its detachment. It means that upto 35t impact load on
a wheel; vehicle is allowed to run with maximum
speed, which is 300% dynamic augment. Again with
these criteria; rails are officially allowed to be
stressed upto plastic limit without any check.

7.3 Discussion-3:
High impact load in wheels are caused by many
defects like eccentricity, discrete defects, periodic
non-roundness,
non-periodic
non-roundness,
corrugation, roughness, flats, spalling, shelling.
Many of these defects are not visually identifiable.
As almost all of the examinations after stopping of
trains are visual and the technicians are only looking
for known visually identifiable defects. Many of the
defects which can generate high wheel impact loads
/ high ILF are not classified as defects in the regular
maintenance instructions presently in use on the IR
as these are based on visual inspection of wheel
treads.
In Indian Railways there is system of
identifying and removing defective wheels based
primarily on visual inspections. This filters out all
bad wheels with known and visually identifiable
defects. Therefore any wheel identified as defective
by a WILD system is very unlikely to have any
visual defect. Hence a large number of cases of false
alarms have been reported by field unit and no
action is being taken even on critical alarm due to
limitations of visual examination. Dependency on
visual examination is major impediment to improve
the quality of maintenance of rolling stock and
reducing its impact on track at higher speed with
higher axle load.
Recommendations-3:
Many railways, advanced in technology have
already done enough research to identify the defects
other than visual examination. WILD captures data
in a snapshot manner. Latest research over the world
has found that it is possible to use this data for
condition monitoring and predictive maintenance of
rolling stock. Association of American Railroads
(AAR) has created the InteRRIS service which today
is a benchmark for use of trackside detectors
integrated into maintenance and operations. This
now being improved further under the AAR ATSI
(Advanced
Technology
Safety
Initiative)
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Programme as an Equipment Health Monitoring
Service (EHMS).
With the help of such technology condition
monitoring & predictive maintenance can be done
duly removing dependency on visual examination
for maintenance.
7.4 Discussion-4:
As discussed in previous paragraphs about the
capabilities of WILD to assess the vehicle dynamics
and its impact on track. But WILD can assess impact
only in terms of vertical load. Because of these
limitations, WILD is laid on straight tracks only.
With increase in axle load and speed, assessment of
thrust on rails at curves is very important to arrive at
the maintenance requirement of track as well as
rolling stock.
Recommendation-4:
Truck Performance Detector is another wayside
detector which can measure the lateral load as well
as vertical load of each wheel. This detector is
already in use in many countries.
8.0 Conclusion:
Increase in vehicle speed and axle load is
depended on vehicle dynamics. Stability of vehicle
and track at higher speed and axle load is more
important to ensure safety & riding comfort. With
the minor redesigning of few components of track,
improvement in layout and improved maintenance
practices, a limited increase in speed of the vehicle
and increase of axle load can be achieved but it will

not be as significant as it is desired. There is a
limitation also in redesigning of track structure.
Conditioning
monitoring
and
preventive
maintenance of rolling stock is major important
activities which are required to meet the desired
improvement. Existing standard of maintenance and
monitoring of rolling stock will not be enough.
Many permissible limits of maintenance &
monitoring are also required to be changed so the
dynamic forces can be brought down so that safety
and life of assets can be enhanced. Presently
degradation of track is being analysed in isolation. It
is being done as more about understanding the
pattern of degradation rather than contributory
factors for degradation. 64% increase in defects
during USFD rail testing (as shown in Table-4)
cannot be just because of thermal stresses, poor track
maintenance practices. Impact of vehicle dynamic
forces are much bigger contributory in degradation
of track, hence stipulation of life for rails should be
on the basis of “peak tonnage” rather than just on
tonnage. GMT needs to be revised as GMPT
(GROSS MILLION PEAK TONNAGE).It is also
seen that track maintenance unit never analyse
gravity of critical/maintenance alarm. Status of
action taken & findings of defects after critical
alarms by coach & wagon unit never discussed. Rise
of USFD defects should be seen as flagging of
degrading track condition. Overall
better
coordination among rolling stock & track
maintenance unit to be done on real time basis by
sharing the details and integration of their respective
monitoring system of maintenance to sustain the
impact of increase in speed and axle load in an
economical way also.

*****
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Provision of Thick Web Switches for Increasing Speed on Turnouts to 50 Kmph
- A Case Study for Gooty (GY) – Renigunta (RU) Section of
South Central Railway.
Akshay Kumar Jha1, A.Balaji Rao2 , Jayaprakash Reddy3

Abstract
Golden Quadrilateral and diagonal of Indian Railways have been identified for increasing speed to 160Kmph under
Mission Raftar. Ballarshah(BPQ)-Kazipet(KZJ), Kazipet(KZJ)-Vijayawada(BZA), Vijayawada(BZA)-Gudur(GDR), Wadi(WD)Guntakal(GTL)-Gooty(GY)-Renigunta(RU) section of S.C.Rly falls on GQ and it’s diagonal. Thick Web Switches(TWS) are
mandatory requirement for 160Kmph speed and above, for raising speed of loop line to 50Kmph on 160Kmph route. One of the
challenges of introducing 160kmph on Mainline and 50Kmph on Loop line is replacement of existing Curved switches by Thick
Web Switches(TWS) and elimination of 1 in 8.5 Turnout and Trap switches. The Paper presents a Case Study for Replacement of
existing Curved Switches by TWS along with Planning for replacement of 1 in 8.5 SS Turnouts and Trap Switches.

1.0

Introduction:

Indian Railways is one of the largest Rail net
works in the world. It plays a crucial role in
providing safe and economical travel to passengers
and also in the development of country by operation
of key sectors such as Coal, Power, Cement, Steel
etc.
In order to meet the increased traffic
demands, Indian Railways have gone for track
modernisation initiatives which have enabled it to
sustain traffic demand on existing network. Further
keeping in view the future traffic requirements,
which mainly aims at handing increased axle loads
with higher speeds, especially on GQ and its
diagonals routes. As a part of progressive up
gradation, Railway Board has taken a decision to
replace all existing Curved switches with Thick Web
Switches on GQ and its diagonals to increase the
speed potentiality on Turnouts to 50kmph. Thick
web switches refers to new design of sturdier
switches on PSC layout which are quite suitable for
high speed on turnouts.
2.0

standing on the main line due to insufficient loop
capacity. Achievement of higher average speeds and
line capacity without increasing the maximum
permissible speed is possible by increasing speeds
on turnouts. It is obvious that raising speeds over
turnouts can bring about huge saving in running
time. In view of policy of increasing sectional speed
of certain routes upto 160 kmph, increasing speed
potential on turnouts becomes even more important.
3.0
Pre Requisites of Fixed Infrastructure for
Increasing Speed Over Turnout and Loop Lines
to 50 Kmph
3.1
Stipulation for increasing speed of loop
line to 50 Kmph
RDSO Letter No. CT/PTX/TO/Speed dt.
29.08.2018 lays down stipulation for increasing speed on
Turnout to 50Kmph.

Salient Requirements from Track Point of View:


Need for Higher Speed on Turnout

Compared to the speeds over turnouts on
advanced foreign countries, the speeds on turnouts
on Indian Railways are restrictive. Running trains
lose time when they have to run through the loop.
Many times, running through the mainline may often
not be possible as at many stations, the platform may
be on the main line and some passenger train may be
standing on it. Sometimes, goods train may be




Chief Track Engineer/S.C.Rly 2Dy.Chief Engineer/Track-I/ S.C.Rly
DEN/Central/ Guntakal / S.C.Rly3

Length of Section: Up gradation of speed
to 50kmph on turnout and loop lines should
cover a number of contiguous stations at a
stretch so as to derive a perceptible
advantage of the higher speed in train
operation.
Considerable length to be planned in a
continuous stretch.
All switches and crossings to be replaced by
TWS and CMS crossing. Ultimately CMS
crossing to be replaced by Weldable CMS
crossing.

1
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All 1 in 8.5 Turnouts and Trap switches to be
replaced by 1 in 12 TWS.
Turnout taking off from curved track to be
checked for speed potential as per resultant
radius.
Turn in curve to have radius of 441m and
extra 150mm shoulder ballast.
Loop line to have LWR/SWR with 1540 PSC
sleeper density.52Kg rail section and 250mm
Ballast cushion( 150mm clean cushion)

loop line and the driver is able to bring the train to
halt short of starter signal. Furthermore, such trials
are proposed to be done in a reasonable long and
continuous stretch/section by multidisciplinary team.
3.3.

Requirements from OHE Consideration:

a)
Clamp Lock Point Machines are to be
provided for turnouts with speed >30kmph.

a)
Any modification in track layout at turnout
(eg. increase in length of turnout along with radius
of curvature) may require changes in the Overhead
Equipment (OHE) installation involving changes of
the location of the obligatory locations at the turnout
and also shifting of the nearby few locations along
with adjustment of the contract wire/catenary
wire/droppers in the concern tension lengths of
OHE.

b)
Arrangement for detection of facing points
(including siding points) to be available in loop line,
if any. This is in accordance with Signal Engg.
Manual Part-I.

b)
Directives of Railway Board letter
No.2001/Elect(G)/170/1
dt.22/23-12-2016
for
contact wire gradient, relative gradient, tension,
presage of OHE etc. to be implemented.

c)
Aspects Home Signal to be modified suitably
so as to enable the loco pilot to know whether he is
passing through the loop line/main line or has to stop
on loop line/main line so that he can control the train
speed accordingly.

c)
OHE of loop line turnout shall be overlap
type only.



3.2.
Requirements
Consideration:

from

Signalling

The aspect of distant signal in single distant
territory and double distant territory as detailed on
Para 3 of RDSO report of CT/PTX/TO/Speed
dt.29.08.2018.
d)
The visibility of loop line starter signals
should be such that the loco pilot entering the loop
line at 50kmph is able to see starter signal aspect
well in time. Use of LED signals on loop line
starters for better visibility is essential.
e)
Suitable provision for Para 4.10 of General
Rules, 1976 will have to be made in station working
rules with approved special instructions to permit
such higher speeds.
f)
RDSO report suggests that 50kmph speeds
on 1:12 turnouts (Thick Web) may initially be tried
preferably in select sections having Automatic Train
protection (TPWS/TCAS) to control speed on
turnouts so as not to exceed 50 kmph while entering

d)
Checking of OHE should be carried out
initially with tower wagon. Parameters (various
clearances as per TI/MI/0028 Rev. 2) should be
recorded prior to tower wagon checking and after
final adjustments. Electric loco trial should also be
carried out.
3.4. Requirements from Power And Rolling
Stock Consideration:
a)
In the first phase, higher speeds of 50kmph
on the turnout are proposed only for coaching trains.
Freight stock, which does not have superior
suspension like coaching stock and has higher lateral
acceleration , higher lateral thrust and less intensive
under gear inspection regime, will be considered
after gaining experience with coaching trains which
have better suspension and better maintenance
regime. Speed of freight trains can be kept at 30
kmph initially which can be reviewed after 12
months.
b)
Oscillation trial with heaviest and lightest
freight and coaching stock should be conducted.
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Right Powering as stipulated by CRS should be

ensured.

4.0 Case Study for Implementation on South Central Railway
It is proposed to implement the trial on GYRU section (GQ Route) “B” Group, between Kadapa
- Gooty stations -154.73 km where it is found
feasible for enhancement of speed to 50 kmph as
majority of stations are found suitable without going
for major yard modifications and replacement of
TWS on Main line was carried out earlier to a larger
extent.
4.1

The section under consideration is shown in
the below Figures 1 and 2.
Station wise feasibility study was carried out
and the various works involved are identified and
abstract estimate was prepared for CIVIL, S&T &
TRD to arrive at Approximate cost.

Salient Features of Section Planned

Salient features of proposed trail stretch between Kadapa (HX) – Gooty (GY) of Renigunta (RU)Gooty (GY) section are tabulated in Table 1.
Table 1 Salient Features of HX-GY section
Description
Total number of stations
Number of Stations to be taken up in Phase- 1
Number of Stations to be taken up in Phase- 2
Total Length
Total Population of switches
Number of switches yet to be replaced on
main line
Number of Switches yet to be replaced on
loop lines
Number of Bridges to be extended
Numbers of LC to be shifted

Figures
20
15
3
154.73 Km
281 Nos (1in12 are 224 Nos, 1in 8.5 are 34 Nos
including crossovers)
39 (1 in 12)
27(1in8.5), 16(Trap)
16
0

Yard wise details of switches to be replaced on this stretch along with particulars of 1in 8.5 and Trap
switches are tabulated in Table-2.

4.2

Planning for Execution of Work is Proposed to be taken up in Two Phases.

Phase 1 : Fifteen stations which are not
having major yard modifications and involving only
replacement of 1in 8.5 SS and Trap switches,
extension of existing bridges on Over shoot lines,
increasing sleeper density and deep screening of
loop lines are planned.

Phase 2 : Three stations where top points are
on curves and replacement of switches on loop lines
will cause reduction in CSR lengths are planned.
This requires flattening of approach curves and
major yard modifications.
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DETAILS OF POINTS TO BE REPLACED WITH TWS BETWEEN HX-GY(154.73KM)

Table 2 Details of Points to be replaced with TWS between HX-GY (154.73 Km)

Figure 1 South Central Railway System Map

Figure 2 Kadapa (HX)-Gooty (GY) section
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GPY

Chainage(KM)
267.705 259.78

U
P

DN

UP

D
N

UP

DN

UP

DN

0

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

7.925

0

1

2

0

0

1

722.5

771

722

771

-

762

1)B.No.552(DN),2X3.66m slab(to
be extended by 5.3m)
2)B.No.558(DN),1X0.46m Slab
(to be extended by 5.3m)
3)B.Bo.559(DN),1X6.10mSlab(to
be extended by 5.3m)

Inter
statio
n
Dista
nce
(in
KM)

8.77

0

1

748

762

747

Major yard and top points are
located on curves.

1)B.No.584(UP),1X1.20m pipe(to
be extended by 5.3m)
2)B.No.586(UP),1X0.96m Slab
(to be extended by 5.3m)
3)B.No.587(DN),1X0.96mSlab(t
o be extended by 5.5m)
1)B.No.603(DN),1X3.66m Box(to
be extended by 10.6m)
2)B.No.603(UP),1X3.66m Slab
(to be extended by 10.60m)
Dn loop is not feasible as it is
second line from Mainline.Will
be taken up in second phase.

0

739

734

739

734

1

2

1

1

0

1

733

760

733

760

1

0

1

0

0

0

722

-

722

-

7.43

2

1

2

0

1

0

736

730

736

730

-

8.169

0

0

1

1

0

0

724

798

-

-

Both loops not feasible as points
taking off from curve

15.915

2

0

2

0

0

0

713

722

713

722

-

338.73

292.031

1

7.95

0

0

0

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

346.773

RLL

1

Bridges/LCs likely to
encounter while extending
overshoot lines

1

7.23

KDP

0

Proposed

1

YA

MUM

1 in 8.5

Existing

1

8.34

MOO

2

Trap
switche
s

REMARKS

CSR(in metres)

2

YGD

KMH

0

No.of 1in 8.5/Trap
switches identified
for replacement
with 1 in 12 on
L/L

7.2

330.78 314.86 306.696 299.26

KKM

276.48

KPU

283.683

Station

HX

No.of
Turnout
s
identifie
d for
replace
ment of
1 in 12
with
TWS on
M/L
U
DN
P

8.043

2

0

1

0

1

0

762

768

769

-

Since the turnouts are falling on
curves i.e.,Similar flexure
followed by reverse turn in curves
& contraflexure, increasing speed
to 50km not feasible
1)695 UP 2X6.1RCC/PSC
Girder(to be extended by 5.30m)
2)696 UP 1X9.09 RCC/PSC
Girder(to be extended by 5.30m)
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JKO

GY

1

Chainage(KM)

Proposed

UP

D
N

U
P

D
N

UP

DN

UP

DN

1

1

1

0

766

792

768.2

796.3

5.978

1

2

1

1

0

1

816

765

797.1

773.5

7.029

1

0

0

0

1

0

720

720

-

-

Bridges/LCs likely to
encounter while extending
overshoot lines

711 DN 1X2.74 Box(to be
extended by 5.30m)
1)717 DN 3X6.1 Slab(to be
extended by 5.30m)
2)719 DN 1X3.66 RCC/PSC
Girder(to be extended by 5.30m)
1)740 UP 1X5.15X3 Box(to be
extended by 5.30m)
2)740 DN 1X5.32 RCC/PSC
Girder(to be extended by 5.30m)

5.433

2

2

1

2

1

0

811

794

816.8

782.4

1

2

1

1

0

1

720

791

-

794

-

6.427

2

1

1

1

1

0

796

804

818.7

806.2

1)763 UP 1X1.76 Pipe(to be
extended by 5.30m)
2)765
UP 1X1.8 Slab(to be extended by
5.30m)

5.54

0

1

0

1

0

0

824

769

-

-

-

402.5

RLO

2

Existing

6.806

414.51

VML

7.126

1 in 8.5

Trap
switch
es

REMARKS

CSR(in metres)

385.572 379.15

JUR

Inter
statio
n
Dista
nce
(in
KM)

No.of 1in 8.5/Trap
switches identified
for replacement
with 1 in 12 on
loopline

391.11

KMQ
A

372.339

TU

359.877 353.9

CLPE

366.906

Station

VRN

No.of
Turnout
s
identifie
d for
replace
ment of
1 in 12
with
TWS on
Mainlin
e
U
DN
P

11.388

2

2

0

0

2

2

12.01

-

-

-

-

-

-

154.709

21

18

16

11

9

7

700

-

698

-

728

-

720

1)799 UP 2X8.85 RCC/PSC
Girder(to be extended by 5.30m)
2)799 DN 2X8.75 RCC/PSC
Girder(to be extended by 5.30m)

-

Since GY is a major yard, increase
in speed to 50Kmph is not
feasible

39
27
16
Names of Stations: HX- Kadapa, KPU- Krishnapuram, GPY- Gangayapalli, KKM- Kamalapuram, YGDYerragudipadu, YA-Yerraguntla, KMH- Kalamalla, MOO- Muddanur, MUM- Mangapatnam, KDP- Kondapuram,
RLL- Regadipalli, VRN- Vanganur, CLPE- Challavaripalle, TU- Tadipatri, KMQA- Komali, JUR- Juturu, VMLVemulapadu, RLO- Rayalacheruvu, JKO- Jakkalacheruvu, GY- Gooty

LEGEND:

Phase-1,

Phase-2
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4.3.0 Economics of Proposed Work:
The details of works involved and cost are tabulated on Table-3.
Table 3 Approximate Cost for Introduction of 50Kmph on HX-GY Section.

S.No

Station

Chainage

Inter
station
distance
in Km

Approx. Cost of works to be carried out
(Rs in Lakhs)
Engg
S&T
TRD
Total
Track
Bridge

1

KADAPA(HX)

KM.259.78

0

-

-

-

-

-

2

KRISHNAPURAM(KPU)

KM.267.705

7.925

174.32

-

120.51

15.13

310

3

GANGAYAPALLI(GPY)

KM.276.480

8.77

115.37

103

120.51

20.04

358.9

4

KAMALAPURAM(KKM)

KM.283.683

7.2

174.32

48

120.51

34.11

376.9

5

YERRAGUDIPADU(YGD)

KM.292.031

8.34

174.32

64

120.51

34.11

392.9

6

YERRAGUNTLA(YA)*

KM.299.262

7.23

58.94

-

120.51

15.04

194.5

7

KALAMALLA(KMH)

KM.306.696

7.43

174.32

-

120.51

34.14

329

8

MUDDANUR(MOO)

KM.314.865

8.169

-

-

-

-

0

9

MANGAPATNAM(MUM)

KM.330.780

15.915

117.89

-

120.5

20.08

258.5

10

KONDAPURAM(KDP)

KM.338.730

7.95

-

-

-

-

0

11

REGADIPALLI(RLL)

KM.346.773

8.043

115.37

150

122.06

20.11

407.5

12

VANGANUR(VRN)

KM.353.899

7.126

174.32

30

122.06

42.39

368.8

13

CHALLAVARIPALLE(CLPE)

KM.359.877

5.978

174.32

132

122.06

36.72

465.1

14

TADIPATRI(TU)

KM.366.906

7.029

56.42

-

122.06

15.3

193.8

15

KOMALI(KMQA)

KM.372.339

5.433

233.26

80

122.06

42.3

477.6

16

JUTURU(JUR)

KM.379.145

6.806

174.32

-

122.06

34.27

330.7

17

VEMULAPADU(VML)

KM.385.572

6.427

174.32

35

122.06

35.52

366.9

18

RAYALACHERUVU(RLO)

KM.391.112

5.54

58.94

-

122.06

20.73

201.7

19
20

JAKKALACHERUVU(JKO)
GOOTY(GY)
TOTAL

KM.402.50
KM.414.51
-

11.388
12.01
154.709

225.68
2376.43

200
842

122.06
1942.1

42.5
462.49

590.2
5623

YA*- Since Up loop line is feasible for increase in speed, approximate cost of work is given.

4.3.1 Total Cost of the Work – 56.24 Cr
(Fifty six Crores and twenty four Lakhs)
1) Civil - 32.18 Cr ( Thirty two Crores and
Eighteen Lakhs)

2) S & T – 19.42 Cr (Nineteen Crores and
Fourty two lakhs)

PWay - 23.76 Cr (Twenty three Crores
and Seventy six lakhs)
Bridges - 8.42 Cr (Eight Crores and
Fourty two lakhs)

3) TRD – 4.6 Cr (Four Crores and Six Lakhs
only)
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4.3.2 Progress of Laying TWS:
Out of Total Population of switches 281
Nos (1in12 are 224 Nos,1in 8.5 are 34 Nos
including crossovers) 138 Nos of 1in12 are TWS.
Out of this 37 Nos are replaced during current
year and further work is in progress on main line.
The works contemplated in Phase-1 will be
taken up with inter departmental coordination of
S&T, TRD and mechanical, after detailed site
investigation, planning and after sanction of work.
4.4.0 Overall
Lengths
for
Connection
Between 1 in 8.5 SS Sand Hump Point to 1in12
And Connection between 1 in 12 T/O on Main
Line to 1 in 12 on Loop Line for Normal
Spacing:
Track
centre
in mm

Radius of
Connecting
Curve
in
mm

Overall
Length in
mm (1 in
8.5 SS to 1
in 12)

Overall
Length
in
mm(1 in 12
to 1 in 12)

4755
441000
93536
91038
4900
441000
95276
92778
5100
441000
97676
95178
5300
441000
100076
97578
Note: For every 100mm increase in track centre,
Overall length increases by 1200mm.
From the above table, it can be seen that there will
not be any reduction in CSR length on changing of
1in 8.5 SS with 1 in 12 TWS.
4.4.1 Permissible Speeds for Thick Web
Switches laid on Curves, where Turnouts Fall
on Contraflexure:
50 Kmph on
Loop Line

0.5°curve- 1 in
16 contraflexure

Max.Permissible speed on
Main Line
With 75mm
With
Cd
100mm Cd

170Kmph

185Kmph

0.7°curve- 1 in
16 contraflexure
1° curve- 1in16
Contraflexure
2° curve- 1in16
Contraflexure
1° curve- 1 in12
Contraflexure
2° curve- 1in12
Contraflexure

145Kmph

160kmph

125Kmph

135Kmph

95Kmph

100Kmph

105Kmph

120Kmph

80Kmph

90Kmph

From the above table it can be seen that,
design speed of 160Kmph on M/L can be
achieved only when curves are flattened to 0.7°
and top points need to be replaced with 1 in 16
only
Conclusion
Introduction of 50Kmph on loop line on High
Speed territory is a necessity. The work requires
meticulous Planning and inter departmental
coordination. However the cost could be
prohibitive in some cases such as limitations for
laying of TWS with 1 in 16 for points taking off
on curves (contraflexure) i.e up to 0.70 degree
for achieving design speed of 160 kmph on
mainline.
Recommendations / Suggestions
The laying of 1 in 8.5 switches & Trap
switches on New Line, Doubling, Tripling and
Gauge Conversion should not be permitted as
replacement by 1 in 12 Turnout at a later date is
extremely costly option. In order to achieve a
speed of 160Kmph, the degree of curve should not
be more than 0.7°.
Secondly the concept of TRR(S) on loop
line should be done away with, as speed potential
of 50Kmph on Loop line will be applicable for
loaded freight trains as well in coming days.
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Annexure - I
Permissible Speeds for Thick Web Switches Laid on Curves:
1.1 50 Kmph on Loop Lines- 0.5° curve - 1 in 16 T/O - Contraflexure
Curve Details
Degree of the curve
0.5°
Radius of the curve
3500
m
SE provided
40
mm
Transition Length
50
m
Point Details:
1 in 16 points in contraflexure.
Rt =
824.225m
IN CONTRAFLEXURE CONDITION:
Resultant Radius

= (Rm X Rt)/ (Rm-Rt)
= (3500 X 824.225)/(3500-824.225)
=1078.11

SE required for 50 Kmph speed on T/O
Max. Cant that can be provided on Main
line
(considering Cd as 75 mm on T/O)
Ca actually provided on Main Line is 50 mm
Max. Permissible speed on Main Line=
a) with 75mm Cd
b) with 100mm Cd

=(13.76 X 50²)/1078.11
31.91
= 75-31.91
=43.09 Say 40 mm

=
=
=
=

0.27 X √(Ca + Cd) x R
0.27 X √(40 + 75) x 3500.
171.296
Say
170 Kmph
0.27 X √(40 + 100) X 3500
189.000
Say
185 Kmph

1.2 50 Kmph on Loop Lines- 0.7° curve - 1 in 16 T/O - Contraflexure
Curve Details
Degree of the curve
0.7°
Radius of the curve
2500
m
SE provided
45
mm
Transition Length
50
m
Point Details:
1 in 16 points in contraflexure.
IN CONTRAFLEXURE CONDITION:
Resultant Radius

Rt =

824.225m

= (Rm X Rt)/ (Rm-Rt)
= (2500 X 824.225)/(2500- 824.225)
=1229.62
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SE required for 50 Kmph speed on T/O
Max. Cant that can be provided on Main
line
(considering Cd as 75 mm on T/O)

=(13.76 X 50²)/1229.62
27.98
= 75-27.98
=47.02

Ca actually provided on Main Line is 70 mm
Max. Permissible speed on Main Line=

b) with 100mm Cd

1.3

0.27 X √(Ca + Cd) X R
0.27 X √(45 + 75) X
2500
147.89
say
145 Kmph
0.27 X √(45 + 100) X 2500
162.56
say 160 Kmph

=
=
=
=

a) with 75mm Cd

say 45 mm

50 Kmph on Loop Lines- 1° curve - 1 in 16 T/O – Contraflexure
Curve Details
Degree of the curve 1°
Radius of the curve 1750 m
SE provided
50 mm
Transition Length
50 m
Point Details:
1 in 16 points in contraflexure.
IN CONTRAFLEXURE CONDITION:
Resultant
Radius

= (Rm X Rt)/ (Rm-Rt)
=(1750 X 824.225)/(1750-824.225)
=
1558.04

SE required for 50 Kmph speed on T/O
Max. Cant that can be provided
on Main line
(considering Cd as 75 mm on T/O)

= (13.76 X 50²)/1558.04
22.08

= 75-22.03
52.92

Ca actually provided on Main Line is 50 mm
Max. Permissible speed on Main Line=
=
a) with 75mm Cd
=
=
b) with 100mm Cd
=

say 50 mm

0.27 X √(Ca + Cd) X R
0.27 X √(50 + 75) X 1750
126.281
say
0.27 X √(50 + 100) X 1750
138.334
say

125 Kmph
135 Kmph
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1.4 50 Kmph on Loop Lines- 2° curve - 1 in 16 T/O - Contraflexure
Curve Details
Degree of the curve 2°
Radius of the curve 875 m
SE provided
70 mm
Transition Length
70 m
Point Details:
1 in 16 points in contraflexure.
IN CONTRAFLEXURE CONDITION:
Resultant
Radius

= (Rm X Rt)/ (Rm-Rt)
=(875 X 824.225)/(875- 824.225)
14203.78
SE required for 50 Kmph speed on T/O
=(13.76 X 50²)/14203.78
2.42
Max. Cant that can be provided
on Main line
= 75-2.42
(considering Cd as 75 mm on T/O)
72.58
say 70 mm
Ca actually provided on Main Line is 70 mm
Max. Permissible speed on Main Line=
'=
a) with 75mm Cd
'=
'=
b) with 100mm Cd
'=

0.27 X √(Ca + Cd) X R
0.27 X √(70 + 75) X 875
96.17 Kmph say 95 Kmph
0.27 X √(70 + 100) X 875
104.13
say 100 Kmph

1.5 50 Kmph on Loop Lines- 1° curve - 1 in 12 T/O - Contraflexure
Curve Details
Degree of the curve 1°
Radius of the curve 1750 m
SE provided
15mm
Transition Length
15 m
Point Details:
1 in 12 points in contraflexure.
IN CONTRAFLEXURE CONDITION:
Resultant Radius = (Rm X Rt)/ (Rm-Rt)
=(1750 X 458.12)/(1750-458.12)
620.58
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SE required for 50 Kmph speed on T/O
Max. Cant that can be provided
on Main line
(considering Cd as 75 mm on T/O)

=(13.76 X 50²)/620.58
55.43

= 75-55.43
19.57

Ca actually provided on Main Line is 15 mm
Max. Permissible speed on Main Line=
'=
a) with 75mm Cd
'=
'=
b) with 100mm Cd
'=

say 15 mm

0.27 X √(Ca + Cd) X R
0.27 X √(15 + 75) X 1750
107.153
0.27 X √(15 + 100) X 1750
121.124

say

105 Kmph

say

120 Kmph

1.6 . 50 Kmph on Loop Lines- 2° curve - 1 in 12 T/O - Contraflexure
Curve Details
Degree of the curve 2°
Radius of the curve 875 m
SE provided
35 mm
Transition Length
35 m
Point Details:
1 in 12 points in contraflexure.
IN CONTRAFLEXURE CONDITION:
Resultant Radius = (Rm X Rt)/ (Rm-Rt)
=(875 X 458.12)/(875-458.12)
961.56
SE required for 50 Kmph speed on T/O
Max. Cant that can be provided
on Main line
(considering Cd as 75 mm on T/O)

=(13.76 X 50²)/961.56
35.78

= 75-35.78
39.22

Ca actually provided on Main Line is 35 mm
Max. Permissible speed on Main Line=
'=
a) with 75mm Cd
'=
'=
b) with 100mm Cd
'=

say 35 mm

0.27 X √(Ca + Cd) X R
0.27 X √(35 + 75) X 875
83.77 Kmph
0.27 X √(35 + 100) X 875
92.80

say 80 Kmph
say 90 Kmph
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Provision of Steel Based Self Supporting Roofing System for Scrap
Pre-Conditioning Bay in Rail Wheel Factory, Yelahanka, Bengaluru.
S.Prabhu*

Abstract
Column free large built environment is one of the essential requirement of many production and other industrial activities.
Column free large area facilitate manufacturing activities without much hindrance. Civil Engineers have always strived to provide
large column free working space with state-of-the-art construction materials, method of construction & technology which are not
only economical, but also should be aesthetically pleasing.
Indian Railways, being one of the pioneering Engineering organisation, have adopted various methods of construction to
provide large covered industrial working place for its production and manufacturing processes. The present paper covers one such
attempt to cover the scrap pre-conditioning bays having gantry facilities in Rail Wheel Factory, Yelahanka, Bengaluru during the
year 2018.

Key words:
Self supporting roofing system, Column free large area, HILTI Technique, BIS specification, ASTM
specification, Hot dip process, Base Metal Thickness (BMT), Total Coated Thickness (TCT), Al-Zn alloy,
Raising of columns, Truss, Fabrication, erection.

1.0 Description of work :
The titled work intended to provide roof, over
head the gantry girders from bay No.5 to 32 only in
Scrap Pre-Conditioning (SPC) area comprising 64
bays of 6m spacing, partially covered (from bay 50
to 58) with conventional ridge type truss roofing in
Rail Wheel Factory (RWF), Yelahanka, Bengaluru
with self supporting roofing system, devoid of
conventional roof supporting members viz., truss,
purlins, etc. The span of the bay is 31.0m. The preconditioning bays in Rail Wheel Factory,
Yelahanka, Bengaluru have been built during
various time periods necessitated due to extension of
facilities and hence, the columns and the lateral tie
beams are of different designs and sections. The
SPC bays were open to sky, where the ferrous-scrap
materials in the form of condemned wheels, axles,
etc., were being cut into smaller pieces before

putting into the Electrical Arc Furnace in Melting
Shop. Two over-head cranes of 10.0 tonne capacity
have been operating for unloading, transporting,
loading of materials in the bay area.
The average
annual production capacity of wheels, axels and
wheel sets are approximately 1,60,000, 65,000 and
65,000 respectively. Problems were being faced by
the personnel involving in transporting, dumping,
cutting, etc., during sunny and rainy days.
Considering the slender section of RCC columns
built during early days of the production unit, the
provision of conventional truss overlaid with
sheeting was not structurally feasible. As such, to
meet the requirement of the Stores (user)
Department for covered environment in the SPC bay
area, self supporting trapezoidal galvanized steel
sheets have been resorted as the span to be bridged
was also quite large (31.0m centre to centre).

*

IRSE, CE(GI)/SWR/Hubbali
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Site as existed before commencement of work

Plan of SPC Bay
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Erection of lateral truss in progress

Sheet roofing fabrication in progress
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2.0 Notable Salient Features of the site:
 Located within the production unit with
approach road on only one side of the span. A
new scrap pre-conditioning bay has been added
adjacent to the existing span restricting thereby
the access from the other side of the span.
 Relatively large span – 31.0 m.
 Height of RCC column – 9.6 m.
 Gantry Rail level at 10.85 m.
 Size of RCC Columns 500 x 500mm, 700 x
500 mm.

 Absence of lateral tie beams (in some bays).
 Absence of excluded column reinforcement
for raising and providing bearing surface as
column heads at same level.
 Erection and anchoring of Steel columns of
2.4m height over raised RCC columns.
 Fabricating and launching of lateral trusses
to be supported over steel stanchions bearing the
self supported roofing system.
 Execution of work without hampering the
production schemes, targets of plant.
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3.0 Difficulties encountered :
 The RCC columns have been built to
different heights and design: Columns have
been executed in different time period turned
out as a constraint in extending the column
height to desired level and to form bearing
surface to erect the steel stanchions. The steel
stanchions have been selected to obliterate the
cumbersome
formwork,
congested
reinforcement detailing and concreting at
elevated level, consequential curing difficulties
and more importantly, the time factor to
complete the jobs. The top 1.2m of existing
columns which were dummy columns of lesser
strength concrete, cast earlier to conceal the
protruding rebars, have been dismantled and recast upto the desired level by using ready-mix
concrete, required to be placed at elevated
locations. The constricted working space for
dismantling old concrete, erection of formwork,

placing of reinforcement and concreting at
elevation proved demanding skilled jobs.
 The absence of columnre-inforcement for
future raising :
For raising of RCC column upto the desired
level, drilling of holes in RCC column section
using HILTI methodology and technique with
suitable diameter, cleaning, anchoring with
adhesives have been used. The bearing plates
have also been placed over the raised column
heads with suitable grouting concrete beneath to
ensure uniform concrete bearing surface.
 Removal of walk-way slabs and lateral studs
between the ends of lateral girders at Gantry
level:
The lateral beams have been defastened to
facilitate anchoring and extension of column
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reinforcement and raising of column, structural
steel stubs have been specifically used to put
back the cross girders supporting the walk-way
slabs to its original positions.
 Elaborate
pre-cautions
and
safety
arrangements for the personnel carrying out the
raising of column, structural steel work have
been ensured. It is worth mentioning that the
entire execution of work has been completed
without any mishap, thanks to the stringent
safety measures observed at site.
 Cordoning off the area and restricted
movement beneath while carrying out the overhead activities.
 The non-availability of self supported curved
trapezoidal shaped roof panel made out of 1.67
MM TCT, pre-painted Galvalume Steel of FYS
350 MPa with Al-Zn alloy coating thickness of
50 microns in India.

 The specified material has not been covered
under any BIS codes and hence American
specifications (ASTM) have been followed for
the specified material. Reportedly, there are no
manufacturers of 1.67mm TCT self supported
roof panel material in India. As the specified
material was mandatory for the given range of
span, the material had to be procured from
South Korea, which was ordered and got
manufactured as per contract specifications as a
separate
production
product
in
the
manufacturing assembly of M/s. Dongkuk Steel
Mill Company Ltd. Korean Plant, resulted in
unexpected delay in procuring the material.
Finally, the material has been shipped to
Chennai Port in Tamilnadu, transported by road
to Bengaluru and specifically fabricated to the
site specific radius, rise and span, which had
called for a close and coordinated monitoring,
being non-routine type of execution.

Erection of self supporting fabricated roofing sheets
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Finished View

4.0 Salient Items of the work :








Cost of work
Commencement of work
Completion time (effective)
Procurement of sheet material (ex.India)
Cost of Al-Zn Galvalume Sheet
Design Consultant
Executing Agency

: ₹ 2.1 Cr.
: 23.08.2017.
: 7 months.
: 4 months.
: ₹ 1.6 Cr.
: NASHANTO, Bengaluru.
: SAGA Constructions, Bengaluru.

5.0 Lessons learnt :
 The description of item under schedule,
namely, self supporting roofing system, the
coating thickness of Al-Zn alloy coating –
thickness of 50 microns on both sides with
polyester colour coating of 25 microns on top
and Primer Wash coat and 12 microns thickness
on bottom was not confirming to any of the
standard specifications viz., EN/American
Standards, etc.
 The discrepancy in contract specification
regarding the total thickness of the Al-Zn alloy
coating of 50 micron as against codal stipulation
of 40 microns for AZ150, PPGL, with base

metal thickness of 1.6mm (BMT), 350 MPa,
conforming to ASTM A792, including A755 for
colour coating, which ultimately had to be
resolved with mutual consent and understanding
with the agency as the coating thickness will
have serious financial implications involving
considerable Foreign Exchange. Hence, it is
suggested that, while framing the specification
and scheduling the description of items,
especially for such type of
no-run of mill
works, indepth study about the materials,
availability, their specification, suitability,
awareness to other countries code are desirable
prerequisite. Accordingly, tender schedule and
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 conditions has to be framed with due care & diligence
6.0 Suggestion
development :

and

scope

for

 Ease of construction.

future

 Quick execution.

 For sustainable development and Green
Energy Initiatives, the specification can be
improved upon to include the provision of
solar energy panels over such self supported
roofing system which hitherto seems to be not
tried yet for such a longer span.

 Aesthetically pleasing.
 The objective of the paper is to share the
construction experience, difficulties faced,
deficiencies observed in planning and execution of
the work for the benefit of the engineers in their
future similar endeavours.

 Potential for standardisation and large
scale application to sites like
Railway
stations, Industrial sheds, Workshops,
Community Halls, Indoor area, etc.

8.0 Acknowledgement :
Civil Engineering Department,
Rail Wheel Factory,
Yelahanka,
Bengaluru – 560064.

7.0 Conclusion :
 The subjected work of providing the self
supported roofing steel system was a good
learning experience in building the large
columns free space required for production
activities.

9.0 References :
 Consultant’s Design, Drawing and
Specifications.
 BIS Codes.
 ASTM Specification
 A-792 Standard specification for steel
sheet, 55% Al-Zn alloy coated by hot dip
process.
 A-755 Standard specification for steel
sheet, metallic coated by hot dip process
and pre-painting by coil coating process
for exterior exposed building products.

 The self supporting roofing system
arguably a cost effective solution for
providing the roof in industrial applications.
This system is economical in comparison to
conventional truss-sheeting system.
 Sustainable and environmental friendly
technique.

*****
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Cross-Over Correction with the Use of Rail Tensor and Special Type Rollers
D.S. Rama Rao1 , Akshay Kumar Jha2 ,V. Bhanu Prakash3

Abstract
In Railway system, cross-overs are laid for connecting two tracks. A cross-over includes two points and the track
connecting in between. The Overall length of Cross-over (OL) is the length from SRJ to SRJ of both points on a crossover. The
correct Overall length (OL) is essential for maintaining correct alignment on main line & crossover tracks. The Overall length
(OL) is derived based on crossing angle and track centers. Inadequate cross over length leads to kinky alignment, poor running,
non-retention of fitting on T/out etc. The cross over length correction is a difficult job and it requires lot of coordinated efforts of
S&T, Engineering and Traffic teams. The deployment of T-28 is a necessity in normal course. Authors present a novel approach
of correcting crossover length using Rail Tensors and Rollers.

1.0 Introduction
In Indian railways many crossovers exists with
incorrect Overall length(OL). This may be due to
converting old wooden layouts to FSL layouts
without correcting OL, incorrect laying, during
routine maintenance the track centers might have got
disturbed or making wrong calculation of OL while
laying itself. The incorrect Overall length (OL)
creates kinks in track on main line and turnout side.
Usually the Overall length (OL) is being corrected
by using T-28 cranes by shifting one of the turnout
away or closer as per requirement. An innovative
method devised on SCR for shifting of points in
overall length correction with use of rail tensors and
rollers. This method is less complicated and can be
easily adopted for correction of Overall length (OL)
of crossovers upto 1.50 meters. This method was
adopted for correcting Overall length of two
crossovers in Ramagundam yard of Secunderabad
division.
1.1 Symptoms Of Defective Cross-Over :
1. KINKY Alignment on Mainline track near
crossing.
2. KINKY alignment on Turnout leading to
Bad versions.
3. Rough running on layout even after repeated
attentions.
1.2 Effects Of Defective Cross-Over :
1. Speed may be restricted on Mainline.
2. More wear and tear on tongue rail &
crossing.

3. Fittings get ineffective rapidly and breakage
occurs.
4. It may cause unsafe conditions to trains
while negotiating Cross-Overs.
2.0 Rectification Of Defective Cross-Over :
To rectify the overall length of the cross-overs,
which are normally up to a tune of 1.00 meter to
2.00 meters is being tackled by shifting any one of
the two layouts either towards each other or away as
depending upon the overall length calculated. This
work can be done with the help of T-28 machine.
Availability of T-28 machine is always limited and a
block of 3½-4 hours is normally not available.
Hence an attempt was made to rectify the
defective cross-over length without the use of T-28
and with large spell of block, rather in a simple
manner with the use of Rail Tensors 70MT capacity,
special type Rollers with three split blocks of 60
minutes or 150 minutes single block.
Cross-Over
Point
No.21B/B-Cabin/
Ramagundam was having misalignment and a speed
restriction of 65 Kmph was in force. There was
misalignment on point on main line track of turnout.
The track needed more than 100 mm slew towards
inside. When the track slewed to correct alignment
on point it created a kink in between points on
crossover. Overall length calculations for crossover
No.21 using track centers measured at SRJ &
crossings showed that the overall length of crossover
was excess by 1.15 meters. Point No.21B was
shifted by 1.15 meters and the misalignment on

1 Sr.Divisional Engineer/North/SC division 2 Chief Track Engineer /S.C.Rly
3 SSE/PWay/PDPL/SC division
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crossover rectified.
misalignment.

Figure-1

indicates

this

 Rails and rollers kept ready at site.
Preparatory works carried out at site for fixing
rail tensor is shown in Figure -2.

Figure 1 Mis-alignment existing in the UP line
due to insertion of Cross over 21 A & B

2.1 PREPARATORY WORKS / PRE BLOCK
WORKS
2.1 Preparatory works / Pre-Block works
The sequences of Operations are as below:
 Speed Restriction of 30 kmph was imposed.
 The site was made ready by removing crib
and shoulders ballast on the entire layout and
8-10 meters on either ends of the Layout.
 Rails in the track were cut ahead of SRJ and
fish plated.
 Two cuts were made in each rail distance
equal to the correction at ahead of HOC (as
the existing length OL is more, if it is short,
cut is needed at SRJ). These cuts were made
on both straight and Turnout side and Fish
plated.
 The above cuts were made at a distance of
about 6.00m. Away from the last sleeper of
the FS Layout i.e., Sl.No.83.
 All Fittings were ensured for their intactness.
 Connecting Signal Cables were ensured for
their availability of spare length.
 Connecting OHE Bonds were ensured for
their availability of spare length.
 Sufficient number of released cut rails
(smaller section) of length equivalent to 1.60
times of Correction length were procured
and kept ready at site.
 Holes were drilled for the Check rail at The
Proposed location.

Figure 2 Preparation for fixing
rail tensor

2.2 Block Working Details
 All the Fishplates were removed at the Rail
Cut locations.
 The Rail cut pieces at HOC on both straight
and turnout side were removed.
 Rail tensors were applied across the Rail
Gaps on both LH and RH on Mainline.
(Figure 3)

Figure 3 Fixing of Rail tensor 6m from HOC

 The Fastenings of the sleepers from the rail

gap and the FS Layout last sleeper were
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removed and sleepers made free as they were
not needed to be shifted.
 Track Lifting Jacks were applied in the FS
Layout portion (at Sleeper No. 74 LHS),
track lifted and Rail piece was placed under
the sleeper in the direction parallel to the rail
on ground. And special Rollers were placed
on Rail such that the sleeper is rested on the
roller without slippage.
 Rail is placed in such a way that the 0.30
times of Correction length of the rail left
ahead of the roller such that the rail at the
non-end of the roller is not lifted due to
weight of the sleeper rested on Roller.
Similarly during completion of the work 0.30
times of the correction length rail is left to
maintain the rail stability. (Schematic
diagram showing crossover length and tensor
arrangement is shown in Figure 4)

Figure 5 Schematic diagram of Roller

 Blown up view of the roller is shown in
Figure 6

Figure 6 Special type roller

 Now the entire layout is rested on Rollers.
 Applied Rail Tensors and dragged the layout
by 30 approximately cms. (Figure 7)

Figure 4 Schematic diagram of cross over
showing pre and post correction positions

 Simultaneously
another
batch
was
positioning the rail, roller on the same
sleeper on RHS and several batches placed
the rails and rollers at 7 places on LHS and 7
on RHS (Schematic diagram of roller is
shown in Figure 5).

Figure 7 Shifting of points using rail tensor

 Released the Rail tensors and re-applied and
dragged by another 30 cms (Approx.).
 Continued the work of Application and Reapplication of Rail tensors and dragged the
layout till the target is reached and the Rail
Gaps are closed at HOC.
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 Removed the Rails and Rollers.
 Removed the Rail Tensors.
 Fastened the fittings to the sleepers near
HOC.
 Tightened the fishplates at HOC on Mainline
and Turnout side.
 Closed the rail Gaps at SRJ with the same
released Rail cut pieces near HOC.
 Required ballast was dumped and packed the
switch portion to ensure the proper Housing
of Tongue Rails.
 Point was tested and reconnected.
 Block was cleared.
2.3 Post Block Works
 Ballast was dumped back into the Layout.
 Manual Packing was done duly attending the
surfacing, alignment and Boxing.
 Speed relaxed to 50 km/h.
 Tamped with UNIMAT and speed relaxed to
Normal.
Figure 8 shows the view of cross over with
corrected length.

3.0 Advantages Of Layout Corrections by Rail
Tensors:
 By this method the crossover corrections can be
done without using T-28 cranes.
 The Option is economical as compared to the
work done by T-28 cranes.
 This method is suitable for the sections like
Kazipet-Balharshah, where getting block and
movement of T-28 cranes is difficult due to
heavy traffic density.
 In case of not getting 150 min. or more traffic
block, the work can be done in 3 split blocks of
60 min. each.
 The planning and execution of work is easy.
4.0 Conclusion
Layout correction of Turnouts using Rail
Tensors and Rollers is a simple and effective method
for correcting length of crossover upto 2 m. This
method does not require heavy machinery like T-28.
In case longer blocks are not available, the work can
be carried out in stages, which requires blocks of
shorter duration. More number of points are being
taken up for layout correction on SCR to improve
the method further.

Figure 8 Alignment obtained after the block

******
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Rails For Speeds of 160 Kmph For Passenger Trains and 100 Kmph For High Axle
Load Freight Trains on IR – Modifications Required For IRS Rail Specifications
C. Ramamurthy1

Abstract
Track structure requirements for 25 tonne axle loads, has assumed a high importance (very rightly) in the recent years on Indian
Railways. Papers have been presented on the subject by many railway engineers in various seminars organised by IPWE(I) and
IRICEN. Papers presented by MrS. Gopalakrishnan at the IPWE(I) Seminar in 2017, at the IRICEN Day Seminar in 2017 have
focused on the fatigue strength of the rail. There has been a relook at rail stress calculations on IR and higher UTS rail has been
specified for 25t axle load traffic. The paper on “Fatigue Criterion based Stress Analysis for Rail” presented in IRICEN Day
Seminar, 2018, has recommended a realistic approach to rail stress analysis giving due importance to proper estimation of impact
loads, which were major causes for rail failures. The author has been involved in track design and track structure specifications for
25 t axle load in Bangladesh Railway for the last few years. Based on the study of rail specifications of IR and other global
specifications especially the provisions existing in EN rail specifications, the author suggests modifications to some of the
provisions in the current IR rail specifications like removal of HH rails, inclusion of heat treated rails with higher UTSand
hardness values, inclusion of Fatigue crack growth rate test, specifying higher values for yield strength, specifying endurance limit
etc.

1.

Introduction

The author has been observing for some years
the discouraging statistics of rail failures on Indian
Railways, which lead him to self-impose, in a
humble way, the task of finding reasons and
remedies for such failures. Along with this study, he
compared the IR specifications for rails with the
corresponding specifications adopted in other
countries. Also, he had to take a second look at the
methodology of rail stress calculations on Indian
Railways, since he had to carry out such analysis for
certain railway projects in Bangladesh. He had also
interacted with a few railway Engineers from other
countries and discussed the issue. He has gone
through papers presented by many railway engineers
in various seminars on track structure requirements
for 25 tonne axle loads, which has assumed a high
importance (very rightly) in the recent years on
Indian Railways. The author read with interest
papers presented by Mr S. Gopalakrishnan at the
IPWE(I) Seminar in 2017, at the IRICEN Day
Seminar in 2017 and the paper on “Fatigue Criterion
based Stress Analysis for Rail” jointly written by Mr
S. Gopalakrishnan, Mr M.S. Ekbote and Mr Rajesh
Kumar Shekhawat and presented in IRICEN Day
Seminar, 2018, which have been trend setters for a
new and realistic approach to rail stress analysis
giving due importance to proper estimation of
impact loads.
The author suggests modifications to some of
the provisions in the current specifications for rails
based on the experience of the author. The

suggestions are based on the provisions in EN rail
specifications.
2. Suggested
Specifications

Modifications

to

IR

Rail

2.1 Residual Stress
In rail stress calculations so far, residual stress
value has been considered as 6 kg/mm2, although
specified limit for residual stress in IR T-12-2009
was 190 MPa (about 19 kg/mm2). As the realistic
and nearer to measured values of 24.5 kg/mm2 has
been now adopted in IR rail stress calculations,
residual stress value may be specified as 250 MPa.
This is also in tune with rail specifications of EN
and many global railways.
However, as advocated in the paper “Fatigue
Criterion based Stress Analysis for Rail”, RDSO
may have discussions with Rail manufacturers for
reduction of residual stress value so that the rail will
have adequate margin of stress withstanding
capacity to cater better for the stresses from impact
etc.
For the rails procured from China in 2018 for a
project in Bangladesh, the maximum value of
residual stress reported by the Inspection Agency
was 152 MPa against specified value of 250 MPa.
Some of the global rail manufacturers like
ArcelorMittal claim that they can supply rails with
lower residual stresses. Nearer home, JSPLin their

1 Track Engineer/ Dhaka-Chittagong-Cox’s Bazar Rail Project, Track Design Engineer/
SMEC International Pvt Ltd., Retired Executive Engineer/S.ERly, Founder Member/IPWE(I)
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brochure, claim that they can supply rails with lower
residual stresses.
2.2 Head Hardening and Head Hardened Rails
Clause (5.4 of IRS T-12) may be deleted,
recalling the accident that took place at Hatfield in
UK in October.2000, attributable to rail failure
initiated by cracks developing in HH rails, as
brought out in the paper “Fatigue Criterion based
Stress Analysis for Rail”.HH rails are not found in
EN and other global railway rail specifications.
Similarly, HH 1080 rails may be deleted from
Clause 8.1 (b) and Table 1 of IRS T-12 and from
various other clauses, wherever these rails are
mentioned.
2.3 Inclusion of Rails of Additional Steel Grades
The following additional steel grades be
included in Clause 8.1(b) and Table 1 with
appropriate chemical composition and mechanical
properties specified in EN specifications or in
discussion with leading global and Indian rail
manufacturers. Equivalent grade of EN13674-1 is
shown within parentheses)
Grade 1175 HT (R350HT)
Grade 1280 CrHT (R375CrHT)
Grade 1280 HT (R400HT)
Justification for inclusion of the abovementioned additional steel grades is obvious from
the rail-stress calculations and Smith Diagram given
in the paper “Fatigue Criterion based Stress Analysis
for Rail” and the calculations given below.
From “Modern Railway Track” by Esveld,
maximum shear stress Ƭmaxoccurring at 4-6 mm
below the contact surface is given by the formula
Ƭmax(expressed in MPa or N/mm2)= 412 √(Q/r),

 Where wheel load is repetitive, which will initiate
fatigue cracking in rail steel, value of Ƭmax should
be limited to 0.3fu.
 Where wheel load is occasional, which will cause
plastic deformation of rail steel, value of Ƭmax
should be limited to 0.38fu.
This gives
Pi(repetitive < r X ( 0.3 X fu/412)2 = 5.302X10-7rfu2and
Pi occasional < r X ( 0.38 X fu/412)2 = 8.507X10-7rfu2

The above expressions give direct relation
between permissible impact wheel load Pi and wheel
diameter 2r depending on the UTS of rail steel.
Taking three grades of rail steels with UTS of 1080
MPa (Indian Railways), 1175 MPa and of 1280 MPa
(fromEuropean Standard Specification EN 13674-1
and now suggested by the author for inclusion in IR
rail specification), and considering 2 minimum
wheel diameters of worn wheels (one from IR
Schedule of Dimensions andthe other from DFCC
Schedule of Dimensions), thevalusgiven in Table-1
are obtained for maximum Pi.
Table-1: Permissible Values of Pi
Crite
ria
Fatigue
Failure
P1is
Repeti
tive
Plastic
Defor
mation
P1 is
Occasi
onal.

Wagon
wheel
dia.
914
mm
780
mm
914
mm
780
mm

Rail with
UTS of
1080 MPa

Rail with
UTS of
1175 MPa

Pi ≤ 282.6
kN
= 28.8 t
Pi ≤ 241.2
kN
= 24.6 t
Pi≤ 453.5
kN
= 46.2 t
Pi ≤ 387
kN
= 39.4 t

Pi ≤ 334.5
kN
꞊ 34.1 t
Pi ≤ 285.5
kN
꞊ 29.1 t
Pi ≤ 36.7
kN
꞊ 54.7 t
Pi ≤ 458.1
kN
꞊ 46.7 t

Rail
withUTS
of
1280 MPa
Pi ≤ 397
kN
꞊ 40.5 t
Pi ≤338.8
kN
꞊ 34.5 t
Pi ≤ 637
kN
꞊ 64.9 t
P1 ≤ 543.6
kN
꞊ 55.4 t

where Q is the effective wheel load. , which can
From the fatigue failure criteria, for the impact
be taken as the impact load Pi caused by the flat on
load
value of 35 t (critical alarm level in terms of
the wheel, rail scab or bad weld.Q need to be replaced
in the above formulae by Pi, the instantaneous wheel WILD joint procedure order),1080 MPa tensile
load.It follows that Pi should not exceed rX(Ƭmax/412)2 strength rail is not suitable. 1175 MPa (R350HT)
Maximum permissible value of Ƭmax depends on fu, tensile strength rail is just suitable for 914 mm dia.
wheel. For 780 mm dia. both 1080 MPa and 1175
ultimate tensile strength of rail.
MPa tensile strength rails are not suitable.
Further, Ƭmaxwill have 2 values.
However, if higher endurance limit values can
be obtained with microalloying. 1175 MPa
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(R350HT) rails may be suitable for 780 mm dia
wheels also.

the general requirements of ISO 12108.For other
details, EN specifications may be referred.

Alternately, critical alarm level of WILD JPO,
is to be reduced to about 25 t, a contentious
proposal, as experienced by the author while
working on the project “Development of Wheel Flat
Detector” in RDSO, years before development of
present “WILD”

(2) Variation of centre line running surface
hardness test of heat-treated rails.

Although higher UTS rails are necessary, all
steps should be taken to increase endurance limit
values of rails, control wheel flat and rail scab sizes,
improve quality of rail welds and maintain rail
profiles by making rail grinding integral to track
maintenance activities to contain rail wear especially
on curves tracks. A revisittothe issue of adopting
smaller diameter wheels for 25 t and higher axle
loads is also required.
2.4 Inclusion of Additional Qualifying Tests
In addition to the presently specified criteria and
tests (Residual stress measurement, Fracture
toughness measurement and Fatigue test) the
following important qualifying tests be included in
Clause 13 of IRS T-12:

This clause only applies to heat treated rails.
For the longest length of rail produced by the
manufacturer, a one metre length of rail shall be
taken from each end and at 20 m intervals from one
end of the rail. These shall be hardness tested
(HBW) in accordance with ISO-6506-1 along their
length at 25mm intervals on the centre line of the
running surface after 0.5 mm has been ground away.
The hardness results shall be no more than + 15
BHN from the mean result obtained. The hardness
values be as under
Grade 1175 HT rails
350 - 390 BHN
Grade 1280 CrHT370 - 410 BHN
Grade 1280 HT 370 - 410 BHN”
2.5 Inclusion of Additional Acceptance Tests
It is suggested to include the following
acceptance tests for bringing the quality of rails to
international standard:

a) Fatigue crack growth rate (which will help
monitoring and predicting crack growth)
b) Variation of centre line running surface
hardness of heat-treated rails.

a) Oxygen content.
b) Decarburisation (Degree of decarburizing
charred layer - allowed up to 0.25 mm)
c) Oxide cleanliness.

The following text, as appropriate to IR, may be
included:

Test procedures, acceptance criteria and
frequency may be adopted in accordance with global
standards.

“The results for the grades to be supplied shall
be provided at the time of tendering.
The samples shall be removed from finished
roller straightened rails. These samples shall not be
subject to any further mechanical or thermal
treatment other than the treatment of ageing of the
tensile test pieces.
Test pieces for fatigue crack growth rate test
(and for fracture toughness and fatigue tests) shall
be taken from 3 sample rails at least 3 m from the
cut ends of the rail. Sample rails shall be from
different heats and different strands.
(1) Fatigue Crack Growth Rate Test
Tests are to be carried out in accordance with

2.6 Specifying Increased Value for Minimum
Yield Strength and Specifying Endurance Limit
Value
Yield strength value of at least equal to 60% of
UTS (528 MPa for 880 MPa UTS, 648 MPa for
1080 MPa UTS and accordingly for other grade
rails) can be specified. Endurance strength of
appropriate value may also be specified after
discussions with metallurgists and reputed global
and Indian rail manufacturers.
Based on the discussions with metallurgical
expert, the Paper “Fatigue Criterion based Stress
Analysis for Rail” recommends that a higher value
for minimum yield strength and endurance limit for
rails can be achieved by micro-alloying, if required,
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and can be included in rail specifications. If
however the manufacturer wants to keep microalloying technique protected as patented, there
should be no objection to accept the same, according
to the global trend.
Suggestion for specifying increased value for
yield strength is also based on the experience of the
author of this paper. The author was involved in
working on specification of track structure for rail
projects in Bangladesh funded by Asian
Development Bank as part of “Regional Cooperation
and Integration Project” during 2013-2015. The lines
were to facilitate movement of regional traffic
between Bangladesh, India, Nepal, Bhutan and
Myanmar. As most of the traffic was to flow
between Bangladesh and India and IR has
announced “Mission 25”, it was decided that the
axle loads shall be 25 tonne for BG and the tracks
which were to be constructed as Metre Gauge be
constructed as Dual Gauge (with combined Broad
and Metre Gauge) with 25 t axle loads for BG and
15 t axle load for MG. The decision came at the end
2014 and the track structure specifications were to
be modified to suit 25 t axle load. During the same
period, one of the Indian consultant companies was
doing similar work for a new BG line funded under
Indian Line of Credit. The consultant has
recommended 52 kg 90 UTS rail for 25 t axle load.
Bangladesh Railway (BR) has issued instructions
specifying track structure for BG with 52 kg rails for
Indian funded projects and 54 kg rails for other
projects. At that time, IR has specified 90 UTS 60
kg rails for 25t axle loads. Therail stress calculations
showed that residual stress considered was 6 kg/mm2
instead of about 19 kg/mm2 specified in IRS T-12.
Thus, 90 UTSrails (with 880 MPa tensile strength
and 460 MPa yield strength)were falling short of
bending stress requirements.
Most of the rail specifications (EN, Australian
etc.) specify only minimum tensile strength and not
yield strength.
From theyield strength values given in “Modern
Railway Track” by Esveld, yield strength is about
64% of UTS. Using yield strength value of 528
MPa(60% of UTS) and dynamic augment for freight
train speed of 80 km/h (speed specified for freight
trains in BR at that time), the author
recommendeduse of of 880 MPa tensile strength rail

to EN specifications backed by rail stress
calculations. However, higher tensile strength (1080
MPa) rail was proposed for balllastless LWR track
on Padma Bridge and viaductsof Dhaka-Jessore new
BG Line to cater for additional stresses due to LWR
on the bridge and viaducts.
Next, step was to validate the yield strength
assumptions. Measurement and reporting of yield
strength along with tensile strength without,
however, specifying minimum value required was
included in rail specifications. There was initially
resistance from rail manufacturers as measurement
and reporting of yield strength was not stipulated in
EN rail specifications.
Some rails have been supplied in early 2018 for
one of these projects and the test results (6 samples
tested) show that the least yield strength value is 524
MPa (59.5% of 880 MPa tensile strength) and
surprisingly the maximum value of residual stress is
152 MPa against specified value of 250 MPa.The
rail manufacturer is Pangang Group Panzhihua Steel
& Vanadium Co. Ltd., China. The rail test results
show that the 880 MPa tensile strength rail to EN
specifications satisfies the bending strength
requirements for 25 t axle load and thus validate the
assumptions of the author
In case of rails manufactured by Inner
MangoliaBaotou Steel Union Company Ltd for
another project, where yield strength was not
measured, average tensile strength was 954.5 MPa
and minimum tensile strength was 915 MPa (out of
150 samples tested) against specified value of 880
MPa.
However, it is seen from AREMA rail
specifications that for standard rails (982 MPa
UTS& 510 MPa yield strength), intermediate
strength rails (1013 MPa UTS& 552 MPa yield
strength) and high strength rails (1179 MPa UTS&
827 MPa yield strength), the yield strength works
out to 52%, 54% and 70% respectively i.e. % of
yield strength to UTS is more in case of high tensile
strength rails.
Thus, use of higher UTS heat treated rail with
higher hardness values appears to be a good choiceto
cater for bending stresses, impact forces, fatigue and
rail wear.
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3.

Use of R350HT Rails in Bangladesh Railway

In one project, involving construction of a new
double track major bridge with continuous welded
rails and approach tracks up to adjacent stations on
either sidein Bangladesh. funded by JICA, the
consultant team was considering adoption of head
hardened rails to control wear and avoid frequent
rail renewals on the bridge. Inview of Hatfield
accident (2000), as brought out in an earlier paper by
Mr. Gopalakrishnan and absence of HH rails in EN
rail specifications, it was decided to use R350HT
rails as these rails are also better suited to withstand
the impact stresses and fatiguein addition to resisting
rail wear.
The authorhas also proposed to Bangladesh
Railway use R350HT rails for the main line tracks in
the projects he is presently working on.
4.
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Hindrances in execution of 3rd line work between Rajnandgaon- Nagpur Project and
suggested remedies for improving pace of construction.
Akshaya Kumar *

Abstract
The biggest challenge facing Indian Railways today is its inability to meet the demands of its
customers, both freight and passenger. Apart from the quantum of investment, quality of delivery is also an
issue.
Indian Railways has suffered from chronic and significant under-investment as a result of which the network
expansion and modernization has not happened at the requisite pace leading to an erosion of the share in
national freight and passenger traffic. There is a clear recognition of the fact that for serving as the lifeline of
the nation and making a contribution to the country’s growth, the organization needs to become
operationally and financially sound.
Challenge in speedy creation of infrastructure is being met by IR by requesting funding by state
governments and other beneficiaries and execution of projects through Special Purpose Vehicles.
Length of total new line including GC, Doubling constructed during last four years is tabulated below:Sr No
1
2
3
4
5

Year
2013-14
2014-15
2015-16
2016-17
2017-18

New line (including GC, Doubling)
constructed in Km
1562
1983
2828
2855
1862

The above table shows the yearly construction of new lines including GC, doubling. There is a significant
increase of more than 40% from the year 2015-16,which is attributed to the availability of assured funding
for the projects . However to further increase the progress specially in doubling/3rd line projects there is a
need to improve in methodology of cable laying adjacent to running tracks which becomes a
hurdle/bottleneck during execution of any doubling/3rd line in future which significantly affects the pace of
execution. The instant paper discusses the site constraints as faced during execution of 3rd line work
between Rajnandgaon-Nagpur section. Any unplanned laying or execution of work along the existing track
becomes a bottleneck for any future work and hence due importance must be given in proper planning prior
to execution of any work near to the track. This will have a great impact on pace of construction for all the
future projects.

1.0

Introduction

The Railway line between RajnandgaonNagpur is a part of Howrah-Mumbai trunk route.
The route length of the project is 228.3 Kms. This
* Dy CE/CON/II/Nagpur/SECR

line plays an important role in transportation of
freight and passenger traffic from Eastern and
Southern regions to Northern and Western regions
and vice versa over the country. Many power plants
and other industries are growing gradually in this
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section. The existing traffic in the form of either raw
materials or finished products move both ways.
Many existing industries are functioning and many
are under process over this projected section. With
the expansion and modernization of existing steel
and cement plants and setting of new subsidiary
industries along the project section, there had been
substantial increase in the various industrial
requirements.
Brief of the ProjectName of Project - 3rd line between RajnandgaonNagpur sanctioned vide SECR, PB 2015-16 Item
No-20.
Total length - 228.30 KMS.
Abstract cost- 1908.51 Crores
Sanctioned cost- 2686.63 Crores (under sanction)
The total time period considered for completion of
the Project is 5 Years from the year of sanction.

2.0 Hindrances which affect pace of construction
work
Execution of 3rd line work is to be done along
the running track which requires additional safety
and precautionary measures. The planning is to be
done in such a manner that the progress of work is
not affected along with the compliance of all safety
norms. However there are many inherent hindrances
which exists along the running lines; which are
given as below:-

i.

S&T Cables along the railway track.

ii.

Electrical cables crossing in vicinity of work
sites.
OHE Mast/Portals, SSPs etc.
Any other obstruction coming in the alignment
of work.

iii.
iv.

All the above infringements can be further classified
in two categories, one which can be physically seen
at site (Sr No-iii and iv) and other is which could
not be seen (Sr No-i,ii) and needs extra effort to
locate the exact location and extant. Removal of 1st
kind of hindrance is easy as it can be planned
without any affect (with regulation of traffic) on
train operation. The hindrance which could not be
seen physically requires huge additional effort in
locating them at site and further planning for shifting
the same, without affecting train services or any
unsafe working.
The underground cables that is passing along the
track needs to be located prior to start of work as the
exact location with respect to depth and width
cannot be ascertained correctly even by S&T
supervisors. To overcome this it is being suggested
by S&T department to do manual trenching work
across the track in the complete width of area where
work is to be done. Accordingly manual trenching
work has to be done at all the locations (i.e. all
minor bridges, major bridges, S&T goomties, station
buildings, banking and cutting patches) to ascertain
the exact location of cables prior to execution of
work.

Figure 1 Manual trenching work in Minor bridges for locating cables.
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Figure 2 Manual trenching work in Minor Bridges for locating cables.

Figure 3 Cables coming in the proposed layout of Bridges requiring diversion.
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Figure 4 Trenching done for locating Cables near the existing track.

Figure 5 Cable trenching done for locating cables at proposed S&T end goomty.
All the trenching work is to be done manually
requiring a lot of time when we have least manual
resource availability. It is also noticed that
availability of spare land for constructing additional
structures/buildings for 3rd line clear of any
obstruction is not available in mid section as well as

in Yards. Practically construction of even a small
goomty requires shifting of cables. Actual situations
can be ascertained from the given photographs
(Figure-1 to 5). Even after allocation of additional
fund for all doubling/3rd line work the actual pace of
construction is far behind schedule. To expedite the
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work on one hand we need to deploy and execute
more works by machines whereas due to existing
cables, execution by manual means (being insisted
by S&T for locating cables) have to be resorted,
which is affecting the pace of construction to a great
extant. In such a situation Railway cannot emphasize
for additional resource mobilization by the
contractors to expedite the progress of work.

Types of S&T cables and their purpose in brief:
Sr
No

Type of Cables

1

OFC cable

2

6 Quad cable

3

6 Quad cable

4

Signaling PVC
cable of
different cores –
6, 12, 18, & 30
core.

3.0 Location and Types of Cables

There are many types of cables running parallel
and across the track for signaling communication
purpose. Actual location of different types of cables
running near vicinity of track is shown in Fig-6 & 7.
It can be seen that the alignment of actual cables laid
is very abrupt and non-uniform at site.

Purpose
For communication
of control, TPC,
Emergency. (All
controls )
Emergency
Communication
(Emergency socket) ,
SCADA (TPC)
Auto signaling
(Block section),
MSDAC (Multi
section Digital Axle
counters).
Signalling cable
maximum in yard for
signals, points, LC
gate, Axle counters.

Apart from this there are Electrical power Cables
crossing the track.

Figure 6 Typical actual location of Cables near the track
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Figure 7 Actual location of cables near the running line

4.0 Suggested remedy to avoid cable cuts and free working space adjacent to running tracks
The discussion as above shows that there is
absolutely no method and standard practice for
laying of cables. As of now it seems that location &
depth of cable laying is left entirely to the mercy of
contractual labour executing cable trenching and
laying. This is leading to huge wastage and great
effort in shifting these cables at later stage and

finally affecting the pace and progress of the
work to a great extant. The existing guidelines/JPO
issued by Railway board (No-2004/Sig/G/7, JPO no1/Sig/2004) for cable cut is very clear in imposition
of penalty to the contractor. Further the present JPO
requires a lot of inter-dependency for execution of
any work near the track which in turn affect the pace
of construction.

i. Planned laying of cables-

Fig 8 Details of Proposed Cable trenches on both sides
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Fig 9 Details of Proposed Cable trench on central portion.
Now it is high time for Railways to pay emphasis in
laying of any cables adjacent to running track in a
scientific and easily identifiable manner so that it
can be easily located and which will avoid any
damage. Separate cable trenches should be provided
for laying of any cables in future or along with any
new work of doubling. These trenches will be
provided all along the length as per approved plans
and cross section.
Typical cross sections (In figure 8 & 9) for laying of
cables on both sides and on central portion is given
for adoption in 3rd line work. This is just a schematic
diagram showing the requirement, it can be suitable
designed as per requirement and approved for each
project.
A rough estimation for providing cable trenches as
per current rates has been worked out as per the
drawing shown in Fig 8 & 9 and it comes to approx.
Rs 3500.0 per running meter (35.0 Lakh per Km).
This may be incorporated in the estimates of all
future projects so that during execution of any work
adjacent to this line will not involve any damage to
cables and the pace of execution will be much faster.

In terms of impact in overall project cost there will
be 3% increase (this is based on 3rd line sanctioned
cost) based on for single cable trench and about 6%
increase (this is based on 3rd line sanctioned cost)
for providing cable trenching on both the sides.
ii.

Shifting of all utilities in advanceAt present no action is being taken till sanction
of detailed estimates. To increase the pace of
construction necessary inputs for removal of all
kind of obstruction needs to be addressed just after
initial sanction of the work. This practice is being
followed in all projects of Metro for faster
execution of work.

The current practice is for calling of separate tenders
by all departments. Tenders for utility shifting may
be called in advance and after completion of these
work composite tenders for execution of all work
may be called. This will improve the pace of
construction drastically. For this power to sanction
of part estimate may be delegated to zonal Railways
for utility shifting.
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Following conclusions are made to improve
the pace of construction for the projects being done
along the existing track :-

suitable guidelines can be issued for incorporating
the same in all future sanctioned works. This will
give a sense of confidence while executions of any
work near the running tracks in future without
damaging any cables.

1.
Execution of any work adjacent to existing
track should be planned very meticulously. If not
done properly this will affect in pace of construction
of all the future works adjacent to this track.

5.
There are chances that the cables could be
easily identifiable at site and may attract theft and
damage initially but the same will have to be
addressed suitably.

2.
Laying of cables (signaling and telecom)
adjacent to running lines needs much more planning
and care as it is being done presently.

6.
Presently there is a fear among the
contractors executing the works near the track due to
existing installations. There is need to address the
cable laying methodology for increasing the pace of
construction.

Conclusions:

3.
As discussed above laying of cables should
be done by involving all concerned officials with
detailed planning such as future doubling/3rd line.
4.
Separate Cable trenches as discussed above
may be planned for few projects on trial basis and if
appreciated by all the same can be followed and

7.
Work of utility shifting has to be done in
advance i.e. prior to calling of tender for the
execution of main work. This will improve the pace
of work drastically.

*******
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VERTICAL CURVES
G. Radhakrishna

Abstract
[Synopsis:: Centrifugal forces generated by the motion over vertical curves has off
off-loading
loading effect on the summits and bunching
effects the valleys. The force generated is directly proportional to the square of the velocity. Although the factor of off-loading
off
is
not very significant at lower speeds say up to 80 km/h, at higher speeds the factor tends to become significant. The purpose of this
study to analyze and quantify the effects and explore the constraints on track geometry.
geometry.]

1. Vertical Curves are the second of the two
important transition elements in geometric
design for railways and highways, the first being
lateral Curves.. A vertical curve provides a
transition between two gradients, allowing a
vehicle to negotiate the elevation rate change at
a gradual rate rather than a sharp cut. The design
of the curve is dependent on the intende
intended design
speed, as well as other factors including
drainage, slope, acceptable rate of change, and
friction. These curves are parabolic and are
assigned stationing based on a horizontal axis.

PVC- Point of Vertical Curve,
PVI - Point of
Vertical In
Intersection,
PVT - Point of Vertical
Tangency.

2. PVC is the start point of the curve while the
PVT is the end point. The approach gradient that
approaches the PVC is
and the gradient that
leaves the PVT is . These grades are generally
described as beingg in percentage or inclination
such as 0.5% grade is 1 in 200. The curves are in
parabolic form. Parabolic functions have been
found suitable because they provide a constant
rate of change of slope and imply equal curve
tangents, which will be discussed sh
shortly.
3. A vehicle moving over a vertical curve at the
junction of gradients assumes off
off-loading effect
owing to the centrifugal force generated by a
Former Prof. IRICEN Pune

circular movement. This force acts in
combination of the frequencies generated by the
mass in motion. The natural
na
frequency in
vertical mode for the vehicle is very important
for assessing the stochastic on-loading
on
and offloading of the vehicle. This coupled with the
speed determines the wavelength of critical
importance of defect in track surface in vertical
mode. The PSD (Power Spectral Density) of wave
defects and accelerations can be considered
rational for relating to the predominant natural
frequency of the vehicle in that mode.
4. RDSO has conducted studies on lateral forces
with the help of track recording and research car,
to determine the lateral tolerances of track
defects1.Similar
Similar study needs to be done in
vertical mode.
5. Schedule of standard Dimensions prescribes that
there shall not be any change of gradient within
30 m on either side of points and crossings2.
This means that the layouts shall be laid in one
plane, either horizontal or inclined; meaning,
points and crossings shall not be laid over a
vertical curve. This needs verification all over
the Indian Railways.
6. Indian Railways Permanent
Perm
Way Manual
stipulates that vertical curve3 shall be provided
only at the junction of the grade when the
algebraic difference between the grades is equal
1

Rail International / May 1983; ‘A simple approach to study
track vehicle interaction’ – B. Rajaram, Joint Director
(Research) – Track; RDSO
2
SSD – II Para 2d (page11)
3
IRPWM - Para 419
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to or more than 0.4%. Validity of this stipulation
on routes of speeds greater than 100 km/h needs
scrutiny.
IRPWM stipulates the minimum radius of the
vertical curve as under –
Group A - 4000 m,
Group B - 3000 m and
Group C - 2500 m.
This needs review in the light of the OLF (offloading factor).
7. Limiting speeds on vertical curves: Assuming
that off-loading not to exceed 2.0% of the axle
load, the limiting speed on a vertical curve of
3000m radius will be 85 km/h, on 4000m R 100
km/h and on 5000m R it will be 110 km/h. This
assumes significance on routes of speeds greater
than 130 km/h requiring the rate of change of
gradient may have to be at 10000 m of radius.
The relationship between the radius and speed is
studied as under with assumptions as under;
Radial force generated by the circular motion
over vertical curves is f(v) = WV2/gR(V);
where;W is the axle load,
V the velocity,
g the gravitational force and
R(V)is the radius of vertical curve.
Assuming axle load to be 28 tonnes and g as
9.81 m/sec2, the relationship reduces to f(v) =
2.854230377V2/R(V)tonnes. Magnitude of this
force works out to 0.184 T at a speed of 50
km/hover a vertical curve of 3000m radius
which is 0.665% of the axle load. It becomes
2.622% at 100 km/h; 5.899% at 150 km/hand
10.487% at 200 km/h.

Picture 1. Graphical representation of Table 1.

8. Effect of vertical curve in a lateral curve: In
view of the off-loading factor, the superelevation provided on the lateral curve becomes
too short to the extent of the reduction in W by
the OLF. The value of W will be [W{W*v2/g*R(v)}] and the resultant OLF will be;
f(v-l) = [W-W*v2/g*R(v)]*v2/g*R(l)
where
f(l-v) is combination factor for the
lateral curve over a vertical curve,
R(v) is the radius of vertical curve
and
R(l) is the radius if lateral curve.
Aspects requiring further investigation are;
1. What should be the speed potential of
various sections of Indian Railways in view
of the above?
2. Should the vertical curves need transition at
both ends and what should be its criteria?
3. Should there be any limitation on the radius
of vertical curves on super speed bullet
routes?
4. Is there any limiting speed potential for
railway trains?
5. What is the effect of gauge on speed
potential?
6. Most importantly;
a. What is the effect of a dead spring on
a vertical curve in a lateral curve?
b. What happens to the four wheeler
wagons with rigid wheel base?
7. The limits of permissible off-loading in
order to prevent flange mounting.

Table 1. Off-loading and its %age to the axle load at
speeds from 50 Km/H to 300 Km/H in every 5 Km/H
range for curves of radii 3000m, 4000 and 5000m.
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OBSERVATIONS
SECTION:

Kazipet – Secunderabad (UP track)

Number of significant grade change locations:

73

Number of summits:

40

Number of Valleys:

33

Radius of vertical curves:

Not available.

Change of grades on lateral curves:

13

DETAILS OF CHANGE OF GRADES ON LATERAL CURVES
C.NO
16A
20A
1
2
11
16
21
25/26
2UP
7UP
10UP
2
11

FROM

TO

195.750
198.380
202.683
206.306
219.405
229.390
236.970
240.580
257.810
269.550
279.780
302.270
311.930

196.30
198.910
203.283
207.166
219.975
229.720
237.120
241.280
258.400
269.730
280.520
302.500
312.300

LENGTH

RADIUS

255
530
667
891
570
330
147
610
592
180
743
230
370

458
610
585
610
616
875
2500
583
583
1167
583
1167
3500

GRADE
1

1/260
1/100
1/100
1/300
1/100
1/100
1/100
1/100
1/100
1/166
1/200
1/100
1/125

GRADE
2

GRADE
CHANGE
%

1/136
1/100
1/100
1/100
L
1/100
1/100
1/100
1/100
1/100
1/100
1/100
1/240

1.12
2.00
2.00
1.34
1.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
1.6
1.5
2.00
1.22

Summit
Valley
Summit
Summit
Valley
Valley
Valley
Summit
Summit
Summit
Summit
Falling
Valley
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